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Native speech is directed towards native listeners, not designed for comprehension and 
analysis by language learners. Speed of delivery, or economy of effort, produces a 
speech signal to which the native listener can assign the correct words. There are no 
discrete words in the speech signal itself therefore there is often a linguistic barrier in 
dealing with the local spoken language. 
 
The creation, development and application of the Dynamic Spanish Speech Corpus 
(DSSC) facilitated an empirically-based appreciation of speaking speed and prosody as 
obstacles to intelligibility for learners of Spanish. “Duologues”, natural, relaxed 
dialogues recorded in such a manner that each interlocutor’s performance can be studied 
in isolation, thus avoiding problems normally caused by cross-talk and back-
channelling, made possible the identification of the key phonetic features of informal 
native-native dialogue, and ultimately, the creation of high quality assets/ research data  
based on natural (unscripted) dialogues recorded at industry audio standards. 
     
These assets were used in this study, which involved documenting productive and 
receptive intelligibility problems when L2 users are exposed to the Spanish speech of 
native speakers. The aim was to observe where intelligibility problems occur and to 
determine the reasons for this, based on effects of the first language of the subjects, and 
other criteria, such as number of years learning/using Spanish, previous exposure to 
spoken Spanish and gender. This was achieved by playing recorded extracts/ snippets 





The current study produces several original contributions to the field of Spanish 
connected speech, and ELE language learning and teaching by: 
• Adopting a new methodology and a novel approach to the study of the 
segmentation of the speech signal with the aim to enhance the body of knowledge 
regarding the study of prosody in the Spanish tradition. 
• Critically reviewing CALL and CAPT applications and advocating for a change in 
the use of language in didactic materials: from scripted to authentic, from an 
orientation of linguistic competence to one of communicative competence which 
enriches the understanding and use of the communicative, pragmatic functions of 
the language. 
• Identifying, by way of contrast, those features of connected speech upon which a 
reflection on the didactic implications regarding the teaching of Spanish to 
Anglophones can be elaborated. 
• Generating a unique research and analysis corpus (audio resource) of informal 
NS-NS Spanish speech recorded at a high level of audio quality, amenable to 
linguistic analysis, and based on genuine dialogues of informal speech using the 
‘duologue’ system. 
• Investigating the application of an innovative language learning resource, i.e., the 
DSSC, which exposes ELE language learners to authentic, natural Spanish 
speech, and documenting language learners performances in a real, contextualised 
environment which affords them access to L1 prosody. 
Contributions 
iii 
• Exploring the use and effectiveness of a slow-down algorithm to assist ELE 
learners by enhancing speech reception and aid their oral production of the native 
acoustic ‘blur’ and intonation patterns of L1 speakers.  
These contributions form the basis of future investigation into effective perception and 
acquisition of natural Spanish speech for ELE learners, and as such represent novel 
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This thesis deals with ‘real’, unscripted spoken Spanish. It investigates in particular 
the features of connected speech that present difficulties for the estimated 100 million 
learners of the language. The construction, research, development and application of a 
speech resource, the Dynamic Spanish Speech Corpus (DSSC), characterised by a 
unique combination of naturalness and audio quality was undertaken. One of the most 
salient properties of the assets from the DSSC is their naturalness and the inclusion of 
features of dialogic speech, which stands in opposition to existing spoken corpora often 
read out from scripts or performed during a television or radio programme. It is 
anticipated that this approach will provide the following: 
 
 an empirically-based appreciation of speaking speed and prosody as obstacles to 
intelligibility for learners of Spanish 
 identification of the key phonetic and intonational features of informal native-native 
dialogue 
 high quality research data based on natural (unscripted) dialogues recorded at 
industry audio standards 
 creation of an exemplar teaching resource for spoken Spanish 
 
Its potential applications: 
 audio assets and methodology to teach spoken Spanish skills 
 learning resource to complement commercially available Spanish materials 
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 unique tool for phonetic analysis of spoken Spanish 
This corpus-informed approach advocates exposure to authentic spoken 
conversational language, in which natural reductionist features of connected speech 
such as vowel merging, assimilation, co-articulation, etc.  are illustrated, the many 
nuances of intonation, as well as contrasts of loudness, tempo, rhythm, and other tones 
of voice and the ‘real’ streamed flow of acoustic signals. These nuances aforementioned 
‘cannot be written down with much efficiency’ as Crystal (2002)1 points out. Therefore, 
language learners’ exposure to these features expressed by prosody can benefit their 
learning experience by engaging in activities where they can effectively hear and 
understand authentic spoken conversational language, without relying solely on the 
written form. 
 
 This research aims to recognise the difficulties for Irish language learners of 
Spanish by comparing the respective natures of English and Spanish and to advance 
Irish language learners’ abilities to cope linguistically in a natural, authentic Spanish 
native-speaking community, using the technologies developed by DIT. These include 
DIT’s slow-down tool, an algorithm which enhances the appreciation of the acoustic 
realizations and intonation patterns characteristic of native informal speech and the 
“duologues”, natural, informal dialogues between two people who know each other and 
recorded in such a manner that each interlocutor’s performance can be studied in 
isolation, thus avoiding problems normally caused by cross-talk and back-channelling. 
It aspires to contributing to enhancing the abilities of Irish learners in dealing with real, 
informal, ‘messy’ Spanish communication and also provides a useful resource for 




To summarize, an overview of the thesis, its motivation, context and the research 
questionsI are introduced in the current chapter.  A look into the concept of ‘authentic’ 
language follows, to conclude with an outline of the main contents of the thesis.       
 
1.2 Spanish in the World Today  
  ‘Spanish has grown to be roughly the same size as English in terms of its native-
speaker base, and may overtake it. Spanish is challenging English in some parts of the 
USA, where a number of towns have predominantly Spanish speaking populations. The 
language is growing in economic importance in both Latin America and the USA. Spain 
is active in promoting itself as the global centre of authority for the language’ (Graddol, 
2006:61)2 
 
Spanish is by far the most widely spoken Romance language, used mainly in the 
Iberian Peninsula and Latin America. It is the fourth most spoken language in the world 
after Chinese, English and Hindi and the second most studied after English. It is the 
official language in over 21countries; the interest in learning Spanish has increased 
worldwide. The Cervantes InstituteII has conducted an exhaustive task of collecting data 
regarding the number of students of Spanish in the world and conclude that the highest 
demand is located in the American continent, in particular Brazil and the United States.  
The director of Cervantes Institute, César Antonio Molina, states that the total amount 
                                                 
I See section 1.4 The Context of this Research Project. 
II The Cervantes Institute is a worldwide non-profit organisation created by the Spanish government in 
1991 modelled on the British Council and the German Goethe Institute, and is the largest organisation in 
the world responsible for promoting the study and the teaching of Spanish language and culture. It is 
named after Miguel de Cervantes (1547–1616), the author of Don Quixote and perhaps the most 
important figure in the history of Spanish literature. 
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of countries where Spanish is studied is 86, ‘… although the most interesting outcome of 
this study is that, in the last decade, the increase in demand equals that of English’. 
(Molina, 2006)3 
According to Graddol (2006: 15)4, Mandarin and Spanish are challenging 
English in some territories for educational resources and policy attention since they 
have become sufficiently important to be influencing national policy priorities in some 
countries. ‘The dominance of English in offshore services (BPO) will also decline, 
though more slowly, as economies in other language areas outsource services. 
Japanese, Spanish, French and German are already growing’. (Ibid) 
  He states that countries, such as India, which have capitalised on their English 
language skills, are already discovering that they need more languages: ‘Evalueserve, 
an Indian-based BPO consultancy, estimates that Indian companies will need 160,000 
speakers of foreign languages by 2010, and that only 40,000 can be supplied by the 
educational system. Not surprisingly, demand for languages courses at Indian 
universities is increasing. When CIEFL (Central Institute for English and Foreign 
Languages, Hyderabad) advertised a course in Spanish in 2005, it was apparently sold 
out within an hour’. (Ibid: 118) 
 
In his section, ‘The rise of Spanish’, he points out that Brazil, one of the most 
important new economies outside India and China, passed a law in July 2005 requiring 
all secondary schools in the country to offer Spanish courses, allowing students to 
choose it as an alternative to English. ‘A shortage is expected in both teachers and 
textbooks as Spanish is offered to over 9 million Brazilian secondary students. The 
growing importance of Spanish became apparent in other parts of South America. 
Trinidad and Tobago declared in 2005 that it aspired to become a Spanish-speaking 
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country by 2020, setting a target of having at least 30% of public employees to be 
proficient within 5 years. Ironically, Trinidad and Tobago has been a popular study 
destination for Venezuelans learning English, but the language trade may now reverse 
with a shortage of qualified Spanish teachers on the islands’. (Ibid: 63) 
 
In terms of native-speaker rankings, English is falling in the world league tables. Only 
50 years ago it was clearly in second place, after Mandarin. Estimating the number of 
speakers for the very large languages is surprisingly difficult, but it seems probable that 
both, Spanish, Hindi-Urdu and English all have broadly similar numbers of first-
language speakers. 
1 Mandarin  1.052 
2 English  508 
3 Hindi  487 
4 Spanish  417 
5 Russian  277 
6 Bengali  211 
7 Portuguese  191 
8 German  128 
9 French  128 
10 Japanese  126 
Table 1: Estimated ranking of languages when second language use is taken into 
account based on Ostler (2005)5; apud Graddol (2006) 
 
• The role of Media in the spread of Spanish. 
‘The media is a key institutional mechanism for achieving a successful policy 
mix that promotes economic development. […]Economic development is achieved when 
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potential games of conflict are turned into games of coordination; and a free media is 
one such means for achieving this’. (Coyne & Leeson, 2004: 23)6 
 
It is obvious that these means of communication need linguistic support. The 
spectacular development of the use of Spanish in the media, in the last years, has 
magnified its importance in the world today. As Graddol (2006: 46)7 indicates, Latin 
America launched its own, Spanish language, rival to CNN when, on 31 October 2005, 
Telesur began full broadcasting from Caracas. The network’s Uruguayan director, Aram 
Aharonian, promised Telesur would ‘see Latin America with Latin American eyes, not 
foreign eyes’. ‘Even in the USA, Hispanic influence is increasingly felt: ‘telenovelas’ 
are crossing the divide from Spanish to English TV programming. Mainstream 
broadcasters are buying into Spanish programming’. (Ibid: 113) 
Craig Allen (2011)8, Arizona State University journalism and mass 
communications professor, pointed out that the most dramatic development in modern-
day American mass media is not Facebook, MySpace, blogging or the social media. 
“Nothing has expanded more rapidly, and has greater implications, than the meteoric 
rise of Spanish-language television. Spanish television is not just a social phenomenon 
but is one of America’s most amazing business success stories of this century,” (Ibid) 
On the other hand, surveys of bilingual internet users in the USA suggest that 
their use of English sites declines as alternatives in their first language become 
available. An analysis published in November 2005 by Byte Level Research concluded: 
‘This data makes clear that the next Internet revolution will not be in English. While 
English isn’t becoming any less important on the Internet, other languages, such as 
Chinese, Russian, Spanish, and Portuguese, are becoming comparatively more 
important’. (Graddol, 2006: 44)9 
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Another Web trend, which has been mentioned above, is the proliferation of 
public diaries, generically referred to as Blogs. ‘Blogs provide news sites in which an 
author can present their own view of the world, however local or global that might be 
[…] Some bloggers now act as independent journalists, breaking stories which are 
taken up by the mainstream media. Others have acquired large readership for their 
blogs and become influential opinion leaders’. (Ibid: 47). The enhancement of students' 
intercultural competence is an essential instructional goal in foreign language education. 
Recent studies suggest that blog interactions had a positive effect on the development of 
both groups' intercultural competence. (Elola & Oskoz, 2008)10 
 
 Figure 1: Trend analysis in blogs generated by BlogPulseIII (2011) 
Finally, it is worth considering a salient trend that has contributed to the spread 
of the Spanish language in the USA: social media. ‘There is no doubt that social media 
is firmly embedded into the fabric of Hispanic online culture. Since we began studying 
Hispanic social media use in 2009, we have seen Hispanics lead the way when it comes 
                                                 
III http://www.blogpulse.com/  
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to social media. To better understand what's next in Hispanic social media, we took a 
look at some established and niche social networking sites. […] To put things in 
context, it is important to know that there are 32 million Hispanics online, the Hispanic 
online market grew 13% from April 2010 to April 2011, and that Hispanics make up 
14.5% of the total US Online market’. (Lee VanIV, 2011)11 
1.2.1 Demographics of the Spanish Language  
‘… This shared language has led to moves to create a supra-national identity of 
“pan-Hispanidad” amongst Spanish speakers, through such organisations as the 
“Comunidad Iberoamericana de Naciones”, […] Such supra-national alliances seek 
homogeneity and serve to emphasise transnational similarities, which in Latin America 
are above all the legacy of European colonisers: their political and economic values, 
religion, culture and, of course, their language’. (Mar- Molinero, 1997: 26)12 
 
According to MoralesV (2006: 102)13, the status of Spanish nowadays is related 
to the amount of speakers from different Spanish speaking countries in the world and to 
its relative linguistic homogeneity.  Moreno Fernández and Otero Roth (2006: 11)14 
argue that, although it is difficult to quantify the level of homogeneity of a given 
language – despite the efforts of quantitative linguistics- and taking into account the 
variable nature of languages, which show internal socio-linguistic and geo-linguistic 
varieties, in the case of Spanish they conclude it is a relatively homogeneous language. 
This assumption is based on the simplicity of the Spanish vowel system (5 elements), 
                                                 
IV Lee Vann is founder and CEO of Captura Group. For nine years he has led Hispanic interactive 
initiatives for clients including the U.S. government, Allstate Insurance Co., Century 21, PayPal and Ford 
Motor Co. 
V Dr. Humberto López Morales (La Habana, Cuba, 1936) is the secretary general of the Association of 
Academies of Spanish Language.  
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the comprehensiveness or generelality of the consonant system shared by the Hispanic 
world, the dimension of its inherited shared lexicon (basic vocabulary), and the 
community of an elemental syntax. 
 
The majority of Spanish-speaking nations also coexist with other minority 
languages: In America, for example, there’s the Mayan, the Guaraní, the Aymará, and 
the Quechua. But Spanish continues its process of expansion among the speakers of 
these indigenous languages due to its double role as official language and national 
language. Spanish is spoken in:  











El Salvador 6,071,774 
Costa Rica 4,576,562 
Panama 3,460,462 
Equatorial Guinea 668,225 
Table 2: Countries where Spanish is a de jure official language. 
                                                 








Dominican Republic 9,956,648 
Nicaragua 5,666,301 
Uruguay 3,308,535 
Table 3: Countries where Spanish is a de facto official language. 
Country Population (2011) 
 Puerto Rico 3,989,133 
  Table 4: Dependent entities where Spanish is a de jure official language. 
 
To those numbers, we have to add the Spanish speakers in USA: 44,321,038 
speakers, that accounts for a 9.80% of the population. That figure is included in the 
table below.  
Spanish Speaking Population by Region 
Region Population 
(Number of People) 
Percentage of the Total 
Spanish Speaking Population 
North America 154,276,438 34.10 % 
Central America 40,982,389 9.06 % 
South America 191,225,429 42.26 % 
Islands 24,889,213 5.50 % 
Europe 40,491,051 8.95 % 
Africa 616,459 0.14 % 
Total Worldwide 452,480,979 100.00 % 
Table 5: Spanish Speaking Population by Region. SourcesVII 
                                                 
VII (1) U.S. Census Bureau. International Data Base, Data updated 3-27-2008 (Release notes). (2) 
Population Division, U.S. Census Bureau. Annual Estimates of the Population by Sex, Race, and 
Hispanic or Latino Origin for the United States: April 1, 2000 to July 1, 2006 (NC-EST2006-03) (not 




Other countries where Spanish is spoken, although it is not official language, are 
illustrated in the next table (the figures are UN estimates).  
Country Spanish speakers Percentage of population 
Filipinas 3.180.000VIII 3% 
France 2.000.000 3.10% 
Brazil 1.015.056 0.55% 
Canada 909.000 3% 
Morocco 360.706 1.09% 
Belize 206.404 73.72% 
Andorra 50.322 70.06% 
Gibraltar 28.500 98,70% 
 
In the Philippines, Spanish was once an official language, although today there are 
only a few thousand who use it as their primary language. But the national language, 
Filipino, has adopted thousands of Spanish words into its vocabulary, and much of its 
phonetics follow the Spanish pattern. There has been a revival of interest in the 
language, with the numbers of those studying it formally at college or taking private 
courses rising markedly in recent years. Rafael Rodríguez-Ponga, Ph.D. in Linguistics 
and Chairman of the Spanish Association for Pacific Studies (Asociación Española de 
Estudios del Pacífico), stated that ‘on 6 November 2008, the Philippine Education 
Secretary, Jesli A. Lapus, announced that Spanish would return to the state education 
system, dependent upon the Department of Education’IX. 
                                                 






1.2.2 Future of Spanish  
Spanish is nowadays used by 5.7% of the world population. Britannica World 
Data’s (Chicago)  projections for 2030 state that it will increase up to 7.5%  (a total of 
535 million L1 speakers); well over Russian (2,2 %), French (1,4 %) and German (1,2 
%), which indicates that by then, only Chinese will surpass Spanish as the group with 
more native speakers.  
Two significant facts have influenced these calculations: if projections are 
realised, the United States will be, by 2050, the main Spanish speaking country in the 
world, and Brazil, according to the current Minister for Education, will have over 30 
million speakers of Spanish as a second language. 
Allen (2011)15 pointed out that Americans are at a critical time in their country’s 
history since Spanish-speaking individuals comprise America’s only growing 
population at an estimated 70 million people; a number that is expected to double by 
2050, representing about one-third of the U.S. population. 
 
All the figures mentioned here, and in the previous sections, represent the actual 
number of Spanish speakers and the projections for the future but they do not include 
the speakers of Spanish as a second language. 
 
1.3 ELE: Spanish as a Foreign Language  
1.3.1  The Use of Authentic Materials 
‘If, in their education in the foreign language, they have in general been exposed to 
language spoken relatively slowly and clearly they are going to experience a 
devastating diminution of phonetic information at the segmental level when they 
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encounter normal speech. Many of the cues which they are used to listening for will be 
denied to them.’ (Brown 1990: 60)16 
 
Over a decade of teaching experience has provided the present author with an insight 
into the shortcomings that English and Spanish language learners experience when they 
deal with informal, natural speech. McCarthy (1991: 88)17  argues that traditional 
pronunciation teaching methods tend to ‘segment the sounds of language into discrete 
items’; although an advantageous approach for NNSs, these discrete items bear little 
resemblance to the spontaneous speech of everyday life and when language learners, 
irrespective of their level of proficiency, listen to the ‘messy’ flow of natural speech 
between NSs, they find it difficult to find the correct word boundaries in the speech 
signal since they were not given the opportunity to ‘learn to understand an informal 
style of speech’ (Brown 1990: 5)18.     
 
     According to Brown (Ibid: 46-7) citation forms of words are never spoken among 
NSs; therefore, language learners that are constantly and solely exposed to this kind of 
language will suffer from a confusion when they are confronted with authentic, informal 
speech. Methodologically speaking, Brown makes a distinction between language 
learners who have been exposed to language spoken relatively slowly and clearly from 
those who were much exposed to natural speech, arguing that the latter would learn 
much faster, because they had the chance to begin to ‘build up stereotypes of familiar 
expressions’ and learn to ‘understand through context clues’ rather than segmental 
signals (Ibid: 168). 
      Meinardi (2006: 95)19  argues that ‘exposure to authentic speech’ is vital for NNSs 
to build up a store of ‘multiple traces’ in the L2; furthermore, she highlights the 
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importance of ‘a shared understanding of form, context and culture’ between the 
interlocutors as a means to facilitate communication: it is important to ‘expose NNSs to 
contexts which pertain to the L2 community’ as ‘such exposure will give the learner 
valuable practice with ‘real’ situations within the safe environment of the language 
learning programme where mistakes can be made, skills can be tested and improved on 
and lessons can be learnt without ‘loss of face’’(Ibid.). 
She emphasises the importance for language learners of acquiring practice and 
knowledge of issues such as, for example, the cultural background of the L2 language 
community along with knowledge about preferred speaking styles of the L2 community 
which facilitates the learner in his/her acquisition of a pool of shared knowledge with 
the NS. “The ability to rely on contextual and cultural cues is something which NNSs 
have to re-learn in a foreign language.  It is therefore important to expose the NN 
learner to as much authentic language in the L2 as possible in order for the learner to 
be able to build up a sufficient store of contextual and cultural cues”. (Ibid: 92-93) 
Meinardi states that the importance of learner ‘acculturation’ for effective language 
learning makes the use of authentic materials particularly apropos. In the same way the 
role of authentic language serves this purpose, the role of shared knowledge is equally 
important in expediting acceptance into the L2 speech community. “Authentic audio-
visual language learning material which exposes the learner to the preferred speaking 
styles, cultural and contextual background and prosodic features of the L2 enables the 
learner to gain valuable language practice and experience”. (Ibid: 93) 
Therefore, in order increase the learner’s awareness of the importance of contextual 
knowledge, she advocates the elaboration of learning materials in which the NN learner 
has the opportunity to practice with a range of authentic situations in the target country 
of the L2 community, featuring their preferred discursive strategies as well as their 
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cultural and linguistic habits. Exercises on the interpretation of prosodic clues and 
register, predicting appropriate speaker reactions in situational dialogues and 
paraphrasing authentic NS expressions, are among her suggestions to be included in 
exercise materials. 
 Arguments against the use of spontaneous dialogue have been stated by a number 
of researchers such as Mishan (2004) 20, Williams (1983) 21, Cook (1998) 22 and Darian 
(2001) 23 , either on the grounds that  NS connected speech bears little resemblance to 
the orthographic form of the language or, in Mishan’s case, that the nature of 
spontaneous dialogue is intimate and specifically directed towards a particular person, 
making it harder to use as authentic lesson material because of its dependence on the 
context which prevailed during its production.  
The present author adopts a similar view to Meinardi’s, who argues that it should be 
possible to use spontaneous dialogue, “as long as the intended context and the situation 
in which the material was initially recorded is made clear to the learner listener by way 
of a glossary or possibly by way of introductory exercise material which would serve 
the purpose of pre-listening material and can sensitise the listener to what is to come”, 
Meinardi (2007:95) 24. 
 
On the issue of connected speech, she stated that ‘it is precisely the fact that the 
pronunciation in connected speech differs so drastically from the orthographic form of 
the language that makes listening to ‘real’ language so difficult for learners’ (Ibid: 94).  
Crystal (1981: 92, apud Meinardi) 25 pointed out that authentic texts undergo a process 
of ‘distillation’ by which the characteristic features of connected speech are removed, 
‘rendering the texts into no more than ordinary textbook material, devoid of most, if not 
all of the realistic characteristics of everyday NS speech’ (Ibid: 95). 
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In the same line of thought, Carter (1998, apud Meinardi ) 26 stated that ‘when ‘real’ 
spoken English is transferred to a written form when used in language learning 
materials, there are essentially two types of realism at play: one is where the authentic 
text is made accessible to the learner through a ‘sanitisation’ process, rendering it 
therefore less ‘real’ and the other where the authentic text is not changed but therefore 
arguably too difficult for most learners’ (Ibid: 116).  He advocates for the use of spoken 
English in language-learning material, which incorporates dynamism, richness of 
structure and lexis, and it also carries important ‘cognitive, semiotic and socio-cultural’ 
information (Carter 2003)27.   
In the present author’s opinion, the treatment of listening materials which renders 
the original texts devoid of the characteristic features of NS connected speech should be 
avoided. It is only through the use of authentic listening that learner listeners can gain 
exposure to the realistic characteristics of NS connected speech.   
 
An analysis was given by Cauldwell (2002)28 about the relationship between the 
isolated (citation) form of words and the teaching of listening skills. Cauldwell noted 
that ‘the citation form was an obstacle to improvement of listening skills’ (Ibid: 5), and 
our traditional phonology has an ‘adverse effect on the teaching of listening’ (Ibid: 3). 
This does not mean that we should disregard the importance of demonstrating the 
standard pronunciation forms to language learners at the early stages of their language 
learning. However, language learners will suffer from insufficient practice in natural 
stream-like speech if they are solely exposed to this unnatural spoken style. 
 
Kenworthy (1987)29 emphasised the factors of exposure and familiarity in the 
listening process by exemplifying that language teachers were not ideal judges in 
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assessing the speaker’s intelligibility. The reason is that the contact between the teacher 
and learners enables the teacher to become familiar with the learners’ accents. In 
addressing English teachers, Kenworthy pointed out that in fact, it was not ‘their way of 
speaking has changed’, but ‘your way of listening has’ (Ibid: 20). In order to achieve 
efficient intelligibility Kenworthy argued that ‘the only thing which will lead to a 
‘permanent’ re-tuning is long-term experience and exposure to the new language’s 
sounds’ (Ibid: 49, apud Wang).  
 A study carried out by Richardson (2007)30  supports Kenworthy’s argument and 
highlights the importance of exposure and familiarity in enhancing intelligibility. The 
preliminary findings of the study among her students on the BA programme in 
International Business and Languages suggest that the more acquainted a speaker is 
with his/her interlocutor, the more intelligible he/she is, due to their previous exposure 
to each other’s speech, which increases mutual intelligibility.  
 
Meinardi (2006:106)31 suggests that improvement in the following language-
learning skills can be made possible through exposure to ‘real’ spoken NS language: 
• Amassing a stock of ‘multiple traces’ in the L2, easing the processing load for 
the NN learner.  Field (2003)32 states that the mind stores samples of new 
audio cues, and each time there is a match to this sound it is added to the 
memory.  The more ‘traces’, the more familiar the sound and the easier it is to 
process and hence understand. 
• Increasing awareness of cultural and contextual background information to the 
L2 community through appropriate audio-visual material and accompanying 
exercises thereby increasing shared knowledge with NS interlocutors 
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• Awareness of the use and communicative value of prosodic cues in the L2, 
through authentic audio-visual material which provides the learner with both 
verbal and non-verbal cues 
• Awareness of preferred language styles and language use in the L2 
• Facilitating acculturation of the NNS into the L2 community through 
increased experience of NS speech and its embedded socio-cultural 
connotations and traditions. 
 
 For NN learners to become aware of the discrepancies between the orthographic 
form of the language and the sounds of connected speech and practice with such 
material in order to improve their listening skills in the L2, exposure to native-to-native 
speech spoken at speed, in a manner that illustrates the characteristics of ‘authentic’ 
spoken language, is paramount. The NN listener should become familiar with the 
‘acoustic blur’ (Gillian Brown) and ‘messy’ speech (Richard Cauldwell) of natural 
spoken language, where words intertwine and sound-patterns change, in order to 
identify the segments that carry the most information.  
With the availability of DIT’s slow-down facility, the learner can slow down 
(without tonal distortion) the authentic, unscripted NS language signal to a speed that is 
more suitable. 
1.3.2  Listening Skills in the Acquisition of a Second Language 
‘In order to bridge the gap between what learners hear in the classroom and what 
they actually experience in the real world, teachers need to be able to give an adequate 
description of the features of fast spontaneous speech, so that learners are aware of 




He believes that to adequately address the needs of learners for listening to natural 
spoken English, a phonology incorporating the features of streamed speech needs to be 
developed along with a means for its application: ‘a description of fast everyday 
spontaneous speech which aids the teaching of listening and comprises a goal, a set of 
items to teach, a methodology, and a technology for teaching it’ Cauldwell (2002: 3)34. 
 
Cauldwell (Ibid: 8) states that the goal of an EFL/ESL listening class should be, ‘to 
make students familiar and comfortable with the real-time acoustic blur of the stream of 
speech, and the way in which this stream is shaped by speakers to communicate 
meanings in all contexts’.  
 
Regarding the practice of receptive skills, Brown (1990, apud Meinardi)35 states that 
‘students need help in learning to interpret the spoken form of the language and, in 
particular, the form of the phonetic signal’. She believes that a task-based approach to 
listening skills should be adopted (Ibid: 146). Meinardi (2006: 11)36 argues that 
‘authentic learning materials can help the student reach a ‘point of listening’ by 
providing them with discourse material through specific tasks. This will put the learner 
in the same position as a NS because the reason for listening is to be able to put the 
information they have heard into use’. Brown (1990:148, apud Meinardi)37 
Both authors consider important that the NN learner listener uses the same everyday 
listening skills that a NS uses, in order to process authentic, dialogic NS-NS speech, 
spoken at natural speed. This can be achieved by making accessible to the NN listener 
original unscripted material, where they will have to distinguish where word boundaries 
lie within the stream of sounds. It is through exposure to language where there is an 
occurrence of ‘diminution of phonetic information at the segmental level’, Brown (Ibid: 
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59) that the NN learner listener will learn to keep up with the speed of informal spoken 
language. This un-modified material, in the form of NS-NS dialogues, should be 
accompanied by a citation transcript for every word represented in the dialogue so the 
NN learner listener is offered the opportunity to distinguish the differences between the 
orthographic representation and citation form of what is being said and the spoken form. 
 
According to Wardhaugh (1993)38, ‘a speaker reading aloud produces a deliberately 
accurate speech’. Obviously, this production does not represent natural native speech, 
where the actual words used in any verbal exchange reside ‘within a wider physical, 
mental and social context […] The goals of communication are generally much more 
limited, and achieving them depends mainly on processes of adjustment and 
accommodation’ Wardhaugh (Ibid: 179).  In the same line of thought and paramount to 
Labov’s work (1972)39  is the notion of ‘speaker’s vernacular’, the kind of speech that is 
most natural, where people talk freely, that is prior to an overlay of correction. He 
argues that ‘the vernacular used by working–class speakers seems to have a distinct 
advantage over more educated styles’ (Ibid: 396). Therefore, in order to maintain the 
level of authenticity, linguistic and cognitive complexity, density of information, length, 
and speed of delivery characteristic of real speech, it is ‘not advisable to re-create 
natural NS speech by using actors to read transcribed authentic NS material’ Meinardi 
(2006: 11)40. 
 
 It is commonly acknowledged that the main problem for the learner listener to segment 
words out of the stream of speech is either the lack of between-word pauses or the 
occurrence of phenomena such as reduction, assimilation, elision, resyllabification, etc. 
Brown (1990)41 offers a detailed account of these phenomena, which explains the way 
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in which the citation forms of words are altered when they occur in connected speech.  
In her opinion, attention should be focused on the stressed syllable in English, which is 
the most salient part of the word, ‘since this is the best and most stable feature of the 
word’s profile, and to those words in the stream of speech which are stressed, since 
these mark the richest information-bearing units’ (Ibid: 151). Failure to distinguish the 
stressed syllables would result on ‘listeners […] likely to flounder in the unstructured 
message’ (Ibid). 
  Field (2003: 329)42, states that  ‘focusing on stressed syllables in this way not 
only assist learners to locate boundaries but also draws attention to the fact that, in 
connected speech, such syllables  are ‘islands of reliability’: louder and longer than 
unstressed ones’.  Apart from locating lexical boundaries, another problem for NN 
listeners is that words in connected speech are modified so they do not resemble their 
standard citation forms. Field discusses features such as reduced forms, assimilation and 
elision and suggests methods for EFL learners to overcome them, notably ‘to be aware 
of them, and to be prepared to practise them intensively if there are signs that they are 
preventing learners from identifying familiar words because of the special conditions of 
connected speech’ (Ibid: 332).  
Cauldwell (2002: 5)43 asserts that EFL teachers should provide small groups of 
learners with access to recorded speech acts, which they control: they can re-hear it as 
often as they need, thereby focussing on their own needs. By getting learners to report 
back to which parts of the recording they found difficult or easy will inform (and may 
surprise) the EFL teacher of students’ perception and understanding difficulties. EFL 
teachers, through adequate training, should be able to observe and explain the features 
of fast speech and thus teach English language learners how to be better listeners by 
improving students’ perception and comprehension in a similar way to L1 English 
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users: ‘the skill of understanding without attending to every word is a goal to be 
reached, not a means of getting there’ (Ibid: 2). This ‘fast speech phonology’ should 
include notable features of fast speech, including elision, assimilation, sentence stress 
and tone units (Ibid: 4-5). 
 In addition to the stressed elements of speech, Chela-Flores (2001)44 emphasises the 
importance of a pronunciation practice that focuses on suprasegmental features such as 
rhythm and intonation ‘which have been considered significant phonological factors in 
helping organize speech into units of information’ (Ibid: 88).  In her opinion, the NN 
listener would benefit from focusing on ‘meaningful chunks’ rather than isolated words.    
 
The link between prosody and intelligibility has been addressed by researchers such 
as Anderson (1993)45, who focused on the ‘duration’ of stressed vowels and the inter-
stress interval of the speech signal and found this element more significant than 
intonation as regards intelligibility, and Munro and Derwing (1995)46 , who found that 
prosodic errors appear to be more important than phonetic errors in the loss of 
intelligibility. These findings suggest that, in order to successfully integrate 
pronunciation into aural-oral activities, ‘exercises should be presented in meaningful 
units rather than isolated segments or words’ and that ‘rhythm and intonation should be 
priorities in the instruction’ Chela-Flores (2001: 94)47. 
Furthermore, Jenkins’ study (1998: 43)48 suggests that the features of connected 
speech (elision, assimilation, liaison, weak forms, etc.), which ‘contribute to NS-
receiver intelligibility, appear to detract from intelligibility for NNS receivers’ and that 
‘assimilatory features of speech cause intelligibility problems for NNSs in conversation 
with NSs’. Therefore, it is fundamental to rethink the pronunciation models and include 
a core set of features which are characteristic of NS speech in lesson material, in order 
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to increase the NNS’s reception skills, by means of exposure, and to help improving the 
learner’s overall listening skills.  It is envisioned that once receptive skills are increased, 
NNSs will find it easier to adjust their pronunciation.   
 
The post-listening phase should include oral and aural work on sections of notably 
fast extracts from recordings to improve students’ perception skills. Cauldwell states 
this is necessary, as ‘perception – particularly the ability to hold sounds in short term 
memory long enough to inspect them for meaning – is a skill that is a prerequisite for 
understanding’ (2002: 6)49. For this reason, it is important that students get adequate 
time with the recordings themselves, so they can hear listening passages as often as 
needed. The focus of the listening task, according to Cauldwell (ibid), should directly 
relate to the central meaning of the recording while also challenging the listeners in 
terms of perception. 
  
1.3.3 The Needs of the Non-native Language Learner 
‘A foreign-language learner who tries to understand every single word that is 
said to him will be handicapped both by his failure to do so and also, in a way, by his 
success’ Richards (1984: 15)50 
 
NN language learners’ main obstacle, when dealing with spoken language, is 
assigning word boundaries and recognising sounds which are affected by features of 
connected speech. And this affects even advanced language learners. A common 
complaint is that NSs speak too fast for the language learner listener. Their experience 
of a messy, non-segmented, streamed speech production, ‘in which some words retain 
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resemblance to the citation form and others are pulled out of shape’ Cauldwell (2003: 
1)51, renders part of the speech unrecognisable and leads to intelligibility breakdown, 
which makes it extremely difficult to identify words which could otherwise be easily 
retrieved if pronounced in isolation.  
 
Richards (1984: 15)52 notes the importance of a listener’s ability to extract the 
central message from a speech situation. He insists that this skill is not ‘automatically’ 
transferred from the L1 to the L2 and that an L2 user ‘needs conscious practice in 
making the transition’ (Ibid). The present author suggests that it is through exposure to 
authentic materials that the learner listener will acquire the necessary skills to tune-in to 
a model of spoken language that will predictably be encountered when, for example, 
choosing to study, work or travel in a Spanish speaking country.  
 
Although Jenkins and Seidlhofer (2001)53 argue that NNSs are more likely to 
communicate with other NNSs and question the use of authentic materials based only 
on corpora of NS use, Meinardi (2006)54 advocates for the inclusion of NS speech 
spoken at speed for the practice of the student’s listening skills, since ‘the materials a 
language programme uses should aim to replicate the learner’s predictable 
environment and socio-economic surroundings’ (Ibid: 9).  Carter and McCarthy (2003: 
81 apud Meinardi)55 highlight the importance of exposure to language material which is 
not exclusively ‘utilitarian and transactional […] learners seek that kind of liberation 
of expression which they enjoy in their first language’. 
 
Richardson (2009)56 and  Jenkins (2000: 194)57 believe that the most effective 
means of addressing the receptive difficulties listeners are likely to experience when 
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dealing with the various pronunciation differences or different accents is through 
pedagogy. For Jenkins (Ibid: 190), exposure to a variety of accents increases one’s 
receptive expertise in EIC (English for International Communication). The present 
author believes that would apply also to Spanish: as suggested by Jenkins, students’ 
speech can be recorded while undertaking a variety of activities or tasks, such as 
conversations, interviews, describing pictures, and so forth. The teacher can then use 
these recordings for classroom purposes – to draw students’ attention to certain 
phonological features in order to make them aware of how to improve their oral and 
aural communication skills.  
 
To summarise, it is important that NN language learners are presented with 
materials designed to sensitise them to a realistic model of spoken language.  Kang 
(1997: 8, apud Meinardi)58  acknowledges that learning to speak a foreign language 
requires more than knowing its grammatical and semantic rules and she argues that 
‘effective interactive activities should be manipulative, meaningful, and communicative’ 
(Ibid: 14); therefore, interactive lesson material for adult learners material should: 
− Be based on authentic or naturalistic source materials. 
− Enable learners to manipulate and practise specific features of language. 
− Allow learners to rehearse, in class, communicative skills they need in the 
real world. 




1.4 The Context of this Research Project  
New developments in speech technology are being investigated in DIT, which 
ultimately lead to the design of  appropriate learning and teaching methodologies and 
pedagogies, whose main aim is to bridge the gap between the internalised, formal, 
written forms learned by language learners and the natural, authentic, dialogic speech as 
acquired and used by L1 speakers. This project investigates the application of such 
technologies and methodologies to ascertain their validity in facilitating the learning of 
Spanish, particularly the learning and acquisition of listening and spoken skills.     
 
This research aims to test and document receptive intelligibility problems when L2 
Spanish users are exposed to Spanish connected speech; to test and document the 
intelligibility of speakers’ pronunciation and to test the effectiveness of the speech 
slow-down facility for improving L2 Spanish users’ speech production and reception by 
increasing speech intelligibility, technology which has already demonstrated high 
acceptability in helping students to capture the messy acoustic ‘blur’ in the rapid flow of 
NS and to follow the intonation patterns, so as to facilitate intelligibility of L1 EnglishX 
speech.  
 
The study aims to answer the following research questions: 
1. Do features of Spanish connected speech pose difficulties for the L2 student? 
2. Do fragments of speech without reductionist features of connected speech 
pose the same difficulties for the L2 student as those presenting some sort of 
reduction? 
                                                 
X  (Studies by researchers in the DIT’s Digital Media Centre: Meinardi, Richardson and specially Wang) 
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3. Is the speech slow-down facility effective in improving listeners’ speech 
perception? 
4. Is the speech slow-down facility effective in increasing the intelligibility of 
speakers’ pronunciation?  
 
An analysis of Spanish connected speech is proposed in this thesis as a starting point for 
further research (see Chapter 3).  
 
1.5  Conclusion  
Chapter 1 has presented the current status of the Spanish language in the world 
today and how its future is envisioned. It also discusses descriptive, ideological and 
pedagogical approaches to the teaching of Spanish as a second or foreign language and 
sets the tone in its validation of the use of ‘real’ language for pedagogical purposes.  
 
Chapter 2 presents and discusses the body of knowledge in the area of prosody in 
the Spanish tradition. It explores the characteristics of informal/colloquial register, 
where languages show their richness at their fullest. Computer assisted L2 
pronunciation learning is also explored as well as the evolution of models and 
methodology as regards teaching of L2 pronunciation. The end of the chapter presents a 
discussion of the literature review. 
 
Chapter 3  presents a contrastive analysis of the features of connected speech in 
Spanish and English and makes suggestions regarding those aspects of the Spanish 
language  that are thought to pose difficulties for the NN learners. It identifies the scope 
of the current research, i.e.: reductionist features of Spanish connected speech. 
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Chapter 4 describes the application of the innovative speech technologies and 
methodology based on the transcribing, segmenting, labelling and tagging of real, 
natural, dynamic speech sequences: the creation of the Dynamic Spanish Speech 
Corpus, its research, development and analysis and the application of the slow-down 
tool is introduced. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the procedure of collection and analysis of data from L2 users of 
Spanish, an evaluation of the tests carried out by the present author as well as the 
effectiveness of the slow-down facility for speech receptive and productive purposes.  
 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with closing remarks. It summarises all the work 
undertaken during the preparation of the thesis. A statement of the original contributions 
and reflections on the current study are also made, alongside suggestions and 




2. Literature Review. Exploration of the Body 
of Knowledge Surrounding Prosody in 
Spanish Tradition and the Teaching of a 
Second Language 
2.1 Introduction 
An overview of the present study has been introduced in the previous chapter. The 
creation of the DSSC informs the work of this thesis. This chapter presents and 
discusses the body of knowledge in the area of prosody in the Spanish tradition. It 
explores the characteristics of informal/colloquial register, used in the corpus, where 
languages show their richness at their fullest. Computer-assisted L2 pronunciation 
learning is also explored, as well as the evolution of models and methodology in the 
teaching of L2 pronunciation. The end of the chapter presents conclusions from the 
body of knowledge. 
 
2.2 Conversational Register 
 ‘It is a fraction or level of language that stands out by its picturesque character 
reflected in a multitude of expressions and words impossible to translate into other 
languages […] that has a wit, a life, great spontaneity, concretion and expressivity that 





Generally speaking, most researchers only distinguish two forms of register: 
formal and informal. The informal register is also known as colloquial register, not to be  
confused with other terms like popular, vulgar or what Labov calls ‘vernacular style’ 
(1972)60, the way people talk casually, without feeling that they are observed or listened 
to.   
Cabedo (2009: 22)61 explains the difference between popular, colloquial and 
vulgar in the following way: popular is a level of language and colloquial is a level of 
speech(XI), that is, popular depends on the socio-linguistic characteristics of the 
individual (we would presume that a college graduate has a higher cultural level than a 
high school graduate; the latter would be at popular level), whereas colloquial is related 
to a situation of speech (Seco 1973)62, for example, the use of language in a 
conversation tends to be colloquial and in that sense, colloquial equates to Labov’s 
vernacular. Vulgar makes reference to incorrect use of the language. For example: *I’ve 
being.  
 Briz (1996:26)63 argues that the colloquial register is not bound to a determined 
level of language; on the contrary, any speaker can use it, even those with a higher 
socio-cultural level. Although it is evident that those with a popular or lower socio-
cultural level use this register almost exclusively, since their academic background 
keeps them from using more formal registers. In that sense, Cabedo (2009: 22)64 states 
that the colloquial level is the ‘root’ register from where the other registers stem since it 
is the everyday basic register; if we go up and down the hierarchy of formality we 
                                                 
XI Speech=Parole. Langue and parole (meaning 'language and speech") as used by Ferdinand de 
Saussure. Langue is the whole system of language that precedes and makes speech possible. A sign is a 
basic unit of langue Parole is the concrete use of the language, the actual utterances. It is an external 





would start from this level and depending on the circumstances (a speech in a congress; 
a chat with the family) we move up and down the ladder.  
In the present author’s work, colloquial equals informal, adopting the second 
definition by the DRAEXII (2001): ‘proper of an informal and relaxed conversation’. 
That is, the tone we adopt in our everyday conversations or even within an academic 
setting provided the situation is relaxed enough.   
Briz (1996:24)65 differentiates two communicative modes: 
• The pragmatic mode; acquired progressibly through simple transmission 
and is inherited by linguistic contact with other speakers. 
• The syntactic mode; acquired through conscientious learning, normally 
during primary and secondary education. 
 
Therefore we can distinguish between what we naturally embrace in our 
cognitive universe and what we acquire through a conscious process of learning. In that 
sense, the informal or colloquial register has a fundamental importance when we 
consider the social mechanisms of communication.  
Different researchers offer different definitions of what constitutes the informal register. 
For Beinhauer (1958:9)66, ‘it is the speech as it comes, naturally and spontaneously in 
everyday conversation, unlike conscious linguistic manifestations…’  
 
According to Briz (1996: 29-31)67 the characteristic features of informal/colloquial 
speech are the following: 
• Level of speech (normally oral) 
• Most direct oral form of communication 
                                                 





• Conversation (dialogue) is its commonest manifestation  
• Linguistic register characterized by presence of the interlocutors, actualization 
of the code (language), present tense temporal perspective and immediate 
referential setting 
• Informal style or tone, based on economy and convenience 
• Non linguistic literary form, no pre-planning. Everyday life themes 
• Intervention of extra-linguistic and paralinguistic factors 
• Vital relationship of proximity (shared knowledge and experience) 
• Non specific theme: Everyday life 
Conversational language relies on the shared knowledge and experience of the 
interlocutors, or what Briz (Ibid: 31) referred to as ‘vital relation of proximity’, where 
speaker and listener can understand each other only within a common situation. 
McCarthy (1998)68, introduces the concept of convergence: ‘an ideal state where 
speakers’ minds mesh, where they are on the same wavelength, pursuing the same 
goals, and each participant sees the same need to co-operate and get to the desired 
outcome’ (Ibid: 177). That is to say that understanding the meaning of certain words and 
phrases in an utterance requires contextual information. 
 
As for conversation in general, Van Dijk (1980)69 defines a series of components that 
constitute the ‘macrostructure’ and the ‘microstructure’.   
• Preparation to establish communication. It can be oral or gestural. 
• Opening. For example: ‘Hi!’ or ‘How are you?’ 
• Orientation. The themes of conversation are prepared 





• Termination. In two parts: preparation for parting and parting. 
 
The microstructure is made up of turns. The ideal exchange would be: Intervention of 
Speaker A- Intervention of Speaker B and so on, but in authentic conversation we find 
features such as cross-talking or interruptions, and back-channeling which indicates 
either an interlocutor’s forthcoming intervention, or a sign of engagement in the 
conversation, with no intention of taking up his/her turn. These prominent features in 
informal, colloquial speech make it difficult to study the prosodic phenomena in 
conversation. 
 
Moreno Fernandez (1998: 164)70 argues that in conversation, ‘the predominance 
of the expressive function in the suprasegmental elements is frequent’, and more so in 
colloquial conversation whose features are described in the model by Briz y Grupo 




No planning  
Non transactional ( no search for a specific goal like, for 
example, an interview) 
Informal tone   
                                                 
XIII Val.Es.Co. (Valencia, Español Coloquial) Created in 1990 and directed by Antonio Briz, this is an 
investigation group whose main objective is the study of colloquial Spanish. The group is integrated by 







Social and functional equality between interlocutors 
Proximity of vital relationship (shared cognitive universe) 
Frame of familiar interaction (Interlocutors know what 
constitutes a good conversation) 
Non specialized theme 
Table 6: Features of colloquial conversation Briz & Grupo Val.Es.Co (2002) 
It seems that prosodic phenomena have an expressive function by which parts of the 
speech are emphasised at the speaker’s discretion. The present author concludes that all 
prosodic phenomena (intonation, stress, pauses, rhythm, intensity, etc.) can be found in 
this register due to the spontaneity of informal/colloquial conversation.  
 
2.2.1 Descriptive Characteristics of Prosodic Marks 
 “It is not what he said; it is how he said it”  
‘It is plausible that listeners estimate speakers’ knowledge about, commitment to, and 
confidence in what they are saying by monitoring not only what the speakers say, but 
how they say it’. Brennan and Williams (1995: 383)72  
 
Prosody refers to the variations in pitch, loudness, tempo and rhythm of speech, 
which covers the aspects of stress, pausing, speech rate and intonation. They not only 
affect individual, concrete units of the spoken speech (like the fricative sound, the 




relate with each other and provide cues to sentence mode, provide an information focus, 
indicate contrast and emphasis and provide affective signals’. Field (2003a: 126)73 
2.2.1.1 Duration and Articulation Rate 
 Laver (1994)74 introduced two different terms to refer to the rate or tempo of 
speech: the articulation rate and speaking rate. The rate at which a given utterance is 
produced by a speaker, which ‘excludes silent pauses by virtue of the definition of an 
utterance, which begins and ends with silence’ (Ibid: 158) is the articulation rate. On the 
other hand, the rate at which the whole speaking-turn is produced, which ‘includes all 
speech material (linguistic or non-linguistic) together with any silent pauses’ (Ibid) is 
the speaking rate.  
 ‘Duration is a prosodic phenomenon related to the articulation rate and the 
positioning of the stresses’ Cabedo (2009: 28)75. The duration depends on the larynx 
activity and the positioning of the articulatory organs in a specific position for a given 
time. Its subjective effects are the rhythm and the speed of delivery.  
‘Rhythm is a product of the positioning of the stresses and the combination of the 
duration of pauses and the duration of phonemes’ (Ibid: 29) 
While in English, the stressed element that stands out from the surrounding 
elements (when there is relatively greater intensity, change in pitch movement, more 
precise and distinct articulation, more prominence or a combination of any of these) 
normally shows longer duration, in Spanish there seems to be some controversy. Some 
authors (Iribarren, 2005; Trager y Smith 1951; Canellada y Madsen 1987; Cruttenden 
1990) argue that duration is not a part of the stress, while others (Llisterri, Machuca, de 
la Mota, Riera, Ríos 2005: 26)76, argue that duration, along with other factors like the 




As for speech, we should take into account the number of syllables uttered and 
the time of their elocution.  In Spanish classical studies the phonic group has between 5 
and 10 syllables (Navarro Tomás, 1944: 45)77, although we can find phonic groups of 
more than 10 syllables in everyday speech. It depends on the situation and the 
physiological characteristics of the speaker. Field (2004: 273 apud Wang)78  argues that 
a speaker is perceived to be a fast talker due to his fast speaking rate, that is, the length 
and number of pauses in his oral production decrease. 
The articulation rate can be measured in syllables per second, while speaking rate is 
measured in words per minute.  According to Gil (2007:548)79, it is “the number of 
phonic elements (sounds and pauses) uttered in a determined unit of time”. Usually, it 
is considered that the articulation rate is determined by a series of factors: 
• Speaker’s mood. If the speaker expresses himself emphatically the 
articulation rate will be higher; if the speaker is in ‘low spirits’, the elocution 
speed will slow down. 
• Format of the speech genre. For example, during the broadcasting of a match 
the articulation speed is higher than during an interview or a social 
gathering. (Cabedo 2006)80. 
Rate or tempo differs between different speakers, environments and types of speech 
and, since they are bound by pauses, articulation and speaking rates are not dependent 
on each other. As Laver (1994) observes, fast rates are not necessarily correlated with 
informality of speech style.   
2.2.1.2 Stress 
“The essential element of the prosodic structure in Spanish is the dynamic/intensity 




Statements such as ‘in an English word of two or more syllables, one of these will have 
‘prominence’ or ‘stress’’ (Kenworthy 1987: 18)82 , or ‘The stressed syllables will be 
louder, longer, more prominent in pitch and very precisely articulated. The unstressed 
syllables will still be comparatively obscure’ Brown (1990: 54)83, are thoroughly 
applicable to the stressed and unstressed syllable pattern in Spanish syllable structure. 
The stressed syllable of a word will always have prominence in the flow of speech.  
 
According to Roach (2000: 95)84, prominence is produced by four main factors: 
loudness, length, pitch and quality. “Experimental work has shown that these factors 
are not equally important: the strongest effect is produced by pitch, and length is also a 
powerful factor. Loudness and quality have much less effect.” (Ibid) 
 
The majority of researchers agree to state that the nature of Spanish accent is multi-
parametric, where “F0 (fundamental frequency) plays the most important role when it 
comes to perception but it is not the only factor for the identification of lexical stress. It 
works in combination with the duration and the intensity” (Enríquez et al 1989: 268)85   
(Llisteri et al 2006:21)86. 
 
Brazil (1995: 241, apud Wang)87 also made the following observation from the 
perspective of speakers. ‘When, as a speaker, you assign a prominent syllable to a 
word, you indicate that this word represents an existential sense selection’. Even within 
words, when distinguishing between various meanings of homographs for example 
(′record as opposed to re′cord), correct stress positioning is important. Stressed words 
are also easier to attend to by listeners, as they are ‘the best and most stable feature of 




From the point of view of speech perception, Tatham and Morton (2006)89  pointed out 
that the speaker’s goal is to ‘transfer’ his/her utterance plan to the listener, so the 
listener can ‘assign to the incoming signal a representation which is equivalent to the 
speakers’ utterance plan’ (Ibid:136). Therefore, the stressed syllables in the utterance 
plan are ‘intended to be stressed by the speaker’, so they ‘perceived’ as stressed by the 
listener (Ibid). The listeners’ perception of the prominent elements in an utterance ‘is a 
natural part of the lexical competence of native speakers’ McCarthy (1991: 95)90. 
 
“Most languages with so called “fixed” word- stress are not usually as simple as that 
term implies; nevertheless it is true that word stress is fairly easy predictable in such 
languages. Because it is predictable stress takes on a strong delimitative function in 
such languages.” (Cruttenden 1997: 14)91 
 
In French for example, the stress signals the end of the word. This is known as oxytone 
stress. “There are, then, languages which do not use word-stress delimitatively and use 
it distinctively only to a very restricted extent. In such languages word-stress may be in 
part predictable but only by a set of complex rules” (Ibid.). English and Spanish are 
languages with free stress which means that the stress may fall in any syllable. Stress in 
Spanish has a distinctive function for it is used to distinguish different units of meaning 
(Hidalgo y Quilis 2004: 230)92  
 
EJÉRCITO EJERCITO EJERCITÓ 
Noun Verb, 1st person singular. 
Present tense 
Verb, 3rd person singular. 
Past tense 
Army (I) exercise (he/she) exercised 




English has a similar feature. “There are a several dozen pairs of two syllable words 
with identical spelling which differ from each other in stress placement, apparently 
according to word class (noun, verb, adjective)” (Roach 2000:110)93 
 
ABSTRACT CONDUCT DESERT EXPORT 
´abstract- A ´conduct-N ´desert-N ´export-N 
abs´tract- V con´duct-V de´sert-V ex´port-V 
A= adjective, V= verb, N= noun 
Table 8: Word class pairs 
 
“The relative poverty of the Spanish phonological system is compensated in full by the 
great mobility and expressivity of our stress [...] Spanish stress is characterized by its 
flexibility” (Quilis1996:157)94 
 
In Spanish there are four types of stress depending on the stressed syllable (Quilis 1993: 
389-390)95: if the stress falls on the last syllable it is an oxytonic word or “aguda”, if it 
falls in the penultimate it is a paroxytonic word or “llana”, if it falls in the 
antepenultimate is a proparoxytonic word or “esdrújula” and if it falls in the syllable 
before the antepenultimate is a superproparaxytonic word or “sobreesdrújula”. 
Quilis (Ibid:161) pointed out that although word-stress should not pose difficulties for 
the Irish students for it is similar in nature, they should make an effort to avoid the 
weakening of unstressed Spanish vowels (unstressed vowels in English tend to 






Hidalgo and Quilis (2002)96 state that the syllable is the smallest unit susceptible to 
being stressed; also known as ‘prosodema’, it shows the following characteristics at 
articulatory and acoustic level: 
 
• Higher articulatory energy. 
• More opening of the vowels 
• More tension and closeness of the articulatory organs in the consonants that 
close the nucleus.  
• Higher sonority. 
 
Given those characteristics, Bloomfield (1933:110-111)97 talks about intensity. 
Coulthard (1985:101-104)98 on the other hand, talks about prominence; understood as 
the speaker’s linguistic choice and not as part of the grammatical structure of the word. 
A speakers’ oral production will be affected by stresses which illustrate his 
communicative intention. The listener’s perception of the prominent parts of the 
message ensures, to an extent, successful communication. A syllable stands out from the 
surrounding syllables when there is relatively greater intensity, longer duration, change 
in pitch movement, more precise and distinct articulation, or a combination of any of 
these. This is perceived as stress or prominence by the listener.  
 
Therefore, it seems appropriate to assume that the stress works in unison with the 
phenomena of intensity and duration.  
Cantero (2002: 86)99 proposes a novel contribution, the pre-linguistic function of 




of the language can only exist integrated in phonic units as a result of the nuclear 
action of the two types of stress”. 
 
• Paradigmatic stress. It is the stress specific to a particular word; the word 
understood as an independent element as regards the phonic autonomy given by 
the tonality.  
• Syntagmatic stress. This stress works at a higher level than the paradigmatic 
stress which is placed at lexical level. Normally, this stress is placed close to the 
boundaries of the last paradigmatic stress of the group. For example: Juan vino 
ayer. It is a phonic group with three paradigmatic stresses in Ju-, vi-, –yer. The 
sintagmatic stress is placed in the syllable –yer. The sintagmatic stress presents a 
series of characteristics: longer duration than the other paradigmatic stresses, 
and tonal inflexion, in this particular example, a falling inflexion. 
 
2.2.1.3 The pause 
 According to Cantero (Ibid: 115-116), traditional approaches have considered the 
pause, from an intonation point of view, relevant in the segmentation of units. However, 
he argues that it must be determined to which extent the pause can be considered an 
element of intonation. Although the pause has primarily a physiological function that 
allows the speaker to inhale during his speech, it can have a linguistic function of 
disambiguation (Lieberman1967, apud Cantero)100. 
 
• No me apetece ir al cine - I don’t feel like going to the cinema 




Therefore, the problem with the pause lies in its very definition.  Navarro Tomás, he 
defines the tonic group as “the portion of speech between two pauses” (1944: 30)101. On 
the other hand, Quilis (1993: 416-417, apud Cabedo)102 points out that pauses are 
interruptions we make when we talk and, in that sense, the pause corresponds to some 
sort of silence. Therefore, he classifies the pauses as:  
• Final absolute. He arrived late. 
• Significative. 
• Enumerative. I bought a book, an umbrella, a jacket… 
• Explanatory: The player, who came from Manchester United, was injured. 
• Potential. (Depends on the speaker’s attitude): Last night, while sleeping, I saw 
strange things, weird, that came close, slowly. 
Goldman-Eisler (1968: 12, apud Wang)103 identifies three types of pause: 
articulatory pause, hesitation pause, and pause for breath. In Chafe’s (1985)104 opinion,   
hesitating – ‘hesitation pauses’ – is due to the fact that ‘speech production is an act of 
creation’. Consequently, ‘many hesitations are attributable to the need to find the next 
focus; others to the best way to verbalize a focus’ (Ibid: 79). 
 
Some researchers consider the pause as the only phenomenon able to mark the 
segmentation in speech units (Brown et al. 1980)105.  Brown (1990) 106 defines pauses as 
‘‘rests’ in rhythm’ (Ibid: 48) which are integrated into the rhythmical structure of 
speech in the same way stressed syllables are, and ‘contribute to our perception of a 
fluent, rhythmical flow of language’ (Ibid). 
But the pause does not necessarily mean silence. According to Laver (1994: 
158)107, ‘pauses are divided into filled pauses and silent pauses’. Filled pauses are 




such as ‘um’, ‘uh’, ‘hmm’, clicks, and other noises that have been called filled pauses 
(Maclay & Osgood, 1959)108 or fillers are usually dismissed as disfluencies that 
listeners ignore. ‘Paralinguistic features such as pauses, intonation and interjections 
have played almost no role in psycholinguistic studies of how listeners interpret 
utterances. Yet listeners may continually process paralinguistic information along with 
other levels of linguistic information’. (Brennan & Williams, 1995: 34)109 
Deliberate pauses have important discourse functions, either indicating that one 
has finished one’s turn and the interlocutor can take his turn, or to indicate that more 
important communications are yet to come. A study by Beattie (1983, apud Wang)110 
also shows that a hesitant phase in speech is actually followed by a fluent phase. 
Pausing, at first glance, seems to cause disfluency; however, it can benefit both speakers 
and listeners. 
 
The pause should be regarded as a valuable element in the study of the speed of 
delivery both as a silence and as an oral interruption of speech. 
 
2.2.1.4 Intonation: F0, Pitch and Semantic Interpretation 
 
“The linguistic sound that reaches our ears is always a complex wave, that is, a 
wave which is the result of the addition of a determine number of simple waves” (Quilis 
1993:93)111 
 
According to Weisser (2005)112, when we talk about intonation, we may actually 
refer to different features, depending on whether we think in terms of production, 




active modulation of the speaker’s voice, or fundamental frequency (F0) to be more 
precise, caused by changing the frequency of glottal pulses in the production of voiced 
sounds. This is strictly on the acoustic, measurable, production side. Or, we may be 
referring to the impression created in the hearer on the auditory side, which is usually 
referred to as pitch (melodic curve, in Spanish). The term pitch is often used to refer to 
fundamental frequency, especially when we talk about the pitch range of a given 
speaker. And finally, we may be referring to a more abstract system of F0- or pitch 
contours/patterns used to structure and emphasise particular bits of information. The 
latter may be seen as an attempt to relate the two former levels to one another. Although 
in Weisser’s opinion ‘there are no absolutely clear physical correspondences between 
F0 and perceived pitch’. (Ibid: 2005) 
 
‘These waves, also called sinusoidal waves, are measured in cycles (each cycle is the 
repetition of the shape of the wave)’ (Quilis 1993)113. They depend on the vibration of 
the vocal cords. The first sinusoidal wave of 100 cps (cycles per second) is known as 
the first harmonic or fundamental frequency (F0); the wave of 200 cps is the second 
harmonic, and so on. The acoustic correlate of intonation known as fundamental 
frequency or F0 is measured in Hertz (Hz, or vibrations per second). This vibration 
depends on the muscles in the larynx and the air stream coming from the lungs. 
‘The fundamental frequency increases when there is an increase of the air stream 
and/or the tension of the vocal cords increases (…) when the tongue rises, the larynx 
raises and its muscles tense. As a result, the tension of the vocal cords increases as well 
as the number of vibrations’, Quilis (1988: 357)114. From an acoustic point of view, it is 
a concentration of acoustic energy that represents the lowest frequency within a sound 




The pitch or melodic curve is used to relate the pitch contour, or tone, with different 
linguistic considerations. Cauldwell and Hewings (1996)115 made a table which 
illustrates that the last prominence in each tone unit is the location of one of five tones 
recognised by discourse intonation: the fall, the rise, the fall-rise, the rise-fall and the 
(mid) level.  
 
SYSTEM Realisation 
Meaning code Shape description 
Telling (dominant) p+    rise-fall 
Telling p   fall 
Referring r    fall-rise 
Referring (dominant) r+   rise 
Opt-out o   mid level 
Table 9: Tones in discourse intonation. (Cauldwell & Hewings, 1996) 
 
O'Connor & Arnold (1973)116, argue that F0 contour is important to gauge the 
meaning of the utterance. Weisser (2005)117 states that ‘it is useful to think in terms of 
certain default or unmarked functions of the individual contours, always bearing in 
mind that it is often exactly the use of a pattern that deviates from our expectations that 
creates a certain effect in a given context’. 
The interpretation of the melodic curve is a subjective one and it is based on 
documenting linguistic meaning attached to the rise and fall of the tone. ‘In order to 
arrive at such an abstraction in everyday speech, the listener must not only take into 
account segmental features influencing the pitch contour, but also the pitch range of the 




(Ibid:2005). He continues to say that pitch ranges themselves, although usually different 
from speaker to speaker, are still to some extent physiologically conditioned, e.g. ‘by 
the size of the larynx, which helps us at least to some extent to prime our expectations 
for a given speaker’ (Ibid: 2005).  
 
According to Cabedo (2009)118, there is a fine line between intonation and F0. 
They are related concepts although they have different functions. The intonation of a 
given language is basically related to the linguistic interpretation of the pitch; that is 
why the F0 is said to be the acoustic correlate of intonation. However, ‘in every 
intonational interpretation, besides the pitch, other features should be taken into 
account such as duration, intensity, etc’. (Ibid: 2009) 
 
Some traditional contributions have not given much linguistic value to the intonation. 
Thomas, Bouquiaux and Cloarec-Heiss (1985: 126)119 state that intonation ‘is 
essentially a phonetic phenomenon that does not have a distinctive value, although, 
sometimes it has significative value’. Quilis (1981)120 and Hidalgo (1997)121 disagree 
with them. They give intonation a distinctive function. 
Cantero (2002: 15)122 distinguishes two processes: phonation and articulation. 
In the first one the air vibrates through the larynx and generates a series of waves (then 
frequencies), the first one is the F0. In the second process, the timbre or tone quality is 
generated. The supraglottic resonators (oral, nasal and pharyngeal cavities) enhance 
some harmonics (XIV) creating the timbre of the voiced sounds. 
 
                                                 





Quilis (1988: 49)123 defines tone as ‘the auditory impression perceived from the 
fundamental frequency’. He distinguishes between two perceptions: a physical one that 
can be objectively measured through different scientific mechanisms (oscillograms for 
example); and a second one of an impressionistic character, falling into what Quilis 
called psychological dimension, (where the tone or timbre are).  
 
Cantero (2002: 18)124 defines intonation as ‘the variations of F0 that fulfill a 
linguistic function in the voice emission’. Cabedo (2009)125 argues that features such as 
stress, quantity, intensity and pause (juncture) are elements to consider since they occur 
in consonance with the speakers’ voiced emissions. In his opinion, intonation poses 
another controversy: its linguistic function. In this sense, André Martinet(XV) stated that 
intonation is at a secondary level, since it is not within the double articulation of the 
language; for this reason, the melodic curve cannot be segmented into oppositive units, 
unlike phonemes. 
 
Bloomfield (1933: 7.1)126 stated that intonation does have secondary phonemes: 
the modifications, affecting length of time, loudness, and musical pitch. Bloomfield 
divides the list or table of phonemes of a language into ‘primary phonemes’, the basic 
stock, and ‘secondary phonemes’, appearing ‘only in combinations’, such as ‘stress’ and 
                                                 
XV According to linguist André Martinet, double articulation refers to the way in which language can be 
broken down in smaller elements on two levels. First, a sentence can be broken down into minimal 
meaningful units called morphemes. Minimal meaningful units are usually words, or parts of words. For 
example, 'bigger' contains two monemes: one for 'big', and one for 'more'. Second, a moneme can be 
further divided in minimal phonological units, which have no meaning. Minimal phonological units are 
called phonemes, and they often correspond to letters in English, but not always. The moneme 'letter' 
contains 6 letters and only 4 phonemes, because 'tt' is pronounced as one t and "er" is usually pronounced 
as one sound. On the contrary, "axis" contains 4 letters and 5 phonemes. (André Martinet, Eléments de 




‘pitch’ (Ibid.: 90ff). The phonemes are discovered by ‘experimenting’, namely by 
altering any one of the parts of the word. Each replaceable part must constitute a 
phoneme, i.e., ‘a minimum unit of distinctive sound-feature’ For example, “pin” is 
contrasted with sets like [“sin”/”tin”/”fin”], [“pen”/”pan”/”pun”], and 
[“pig”/”pill”/”pit”], to reveal exactly ‘three phonemes’ (Ibid.: 5.1). 
 
There is also the possibility that intonation has an expressive or emotive function and 
that its role to distinguish meanings or fulfill a linguistic function is not as determinative 
as with the phonemes or morphemes. Therefore, according to Quilis (1981: 376)127, 
intonation would perform at different levels: linguistic level (distinctive function), 
sociolinguistic level (informative function about the speaker)XVI and expressive level 
(transmission of the speaker’s emotional state). 
 
Cantero (2002)128, suggests that the meaning of intonation is not conceptual but 
oppositive (phonological) and that it coats the entire sequence. He distinguishes three 
differential features: +/- interrogation, +/- emphasis and +/- suspension.  Therefore, the 
meaning of intonation is different to the other linguistic levels, e.g. the meaning of the 
word (lexical concept), the meaning of the phrase (complex concept) and the meaning of 
the morpheme (grammatical concept). 
 
In O’Connor and Arnold’s work (1973:1-4)129, the attitudinal meaning of 
intonation, i.e. attitude which can be detected in a speaker’s voice, is explored. They 
ascribed different meanings to various patterns and created an ‘intonational lexicon’ of 
twenty patterns, each of which has a range of meanings. In their view: 
                                                 
XVI It is what Navarro Tomas defines as idiomatic intonation. Think of different accents: American, 




1. Intonation is significative.  We can say the same sentence with different intonation, 
giving it different modal nuances, and therefore, semantic. 
2. Intonation is systematic. There is a series of basic intonational patterns for each 
language that can be documented and studied.  
3. Intonation is characteristic. It can be observed at dialectal level (diatopic variety) or 
at idiolectal level.  
4. The speech is divided into melodic units. In everyday conversation, the speech 
continuum is not like a block, without pauses. Thanks to intonation, the speaker 
segments his speech into units whose dimension depends on physiological 
characteristics, but above all, characteristics of message structure. 
 
According to Roach (1996: 45)130, the claim that “…we use intonation to express our 
attitudes is fundamentally wrong”. He then adds that work by phoneticians on emotions 
and attitudes in speech has tended to have a rather simplistic view of the subject, and it 
has become perhaps rather commonplace among phonology teachers to quote some of 
the ‘… more speculative and unscientific statements which were made by O’Connor and 
Arnold’ (Roach, ibid.). 
 
To conclude, Cantero (2009)131 states that the meaning of intonation is a complex 
one since it depends mainly on ‘semantic nuances’ rather than precise meanings, that is, 
the pragmatic dimension plays an important role in intonational perception. It is a 
question of “It is not what he said; it is how he said it”. For the same reason, on many 
occasions we are able to know a speaker’s attitude or where he comes from, although 





2.3 Prosodic Study in Spanish Tradition 
This section summarises the main perspectives considered in the description of 
Spanish intonation.  It starts with traditional approaches, like the one provided by 
Navarro Tomás, whose Manual de entonación española (1945) is still the most 
exhaustive study of Spanish prosody available today. He chooses grammar as a starting 
point, that is, given a series of phrases (declarative, interrogative, exhortative…) a 
prosodic description of them is carried out. A similar concept, but with a pragmatic 
foundation is the approach taken by other researchers: Hidalgo (1997); García Riverón 
(1996). In either case the concept is the same: from pragmatics to intonation. And 
finally, a novel approach which focuses firstly on intonational material: Sosa (1999); 






















2.3.1 Grammatical Perspective 
2.3.1.1 Navarro Tomás 
The majority of the authors who have worked on Spanish intonation have used 
Navarro’s descriptive framework for the characterization of Spanish intonation. His 
linguistic approach made it possible to combine syntactic and prosodic components. He 
divided intonation into three types: declarative, interrogative and volitive intonation. 
Beyond this classification, there exists an expressive intonation, which is difficult to 
systematize since it is subject to individual characteristics.  
The units used by Navarro Tomás (1944) in the description of Spanish intonation are the 
following: (Llisterri, 1995)133 
 Breath-group or phonic group (‘grupo fónico’): it is defined as the segment of 
an utterance between two pauses. 
 Melodic unit or intonation group (‘unidad melódica’): it is defined as the 
shortest possible segment with individual meaning and with a given melodic 
contour. Although melodic units tend to coincide with phonic groups, F0 
movements and variations in intensity can also mark melodic unit boundaries. 
They are divided in three parts: 
o Initial part: starts at the beginning of the group and ends in the first 
stressed syllable. 
o Body: from the first stressed syllable to the last stressed syllable in the 
group. 
o Final part: starts at the last stressed syllable and ends at the end of the 
group. It can show five different tonal movements (1-rising tone, 2- half 




 Sentence: is the highest level unit considered by Navarro Tomás. It can be 
divided into a ‘rama tensiva’, portion of the speech that goes from the beginning 
of the sentence to the first maximum tonal point. (Luna Traill, et al. 2005:193)134 
and a ‘rama distensiva’, portion of the speech that goes from the first maximum 
tonal point the end of the sentence. (Ibid). Each part, or branch, has one or 
several melodic units.  
 Tonic group or stress group (‘grupo rítmico-semántico’ or ‘grupo tónico’): it 
is the segment of an utterance with a stress and with coherent meaning that 
cannot be divided into smaller units; however he does not consider the tonic 
group as a unit for the analysis of Spanish intonation. 
 
Cabedo (2009)135 elaborated a table to represent Navarro Tomás’ conclusions: 






Expresses commiseration, deception, 
disappointment. 
E.g.: ¡Y al final no marcó! 








Slow tempo. Mood influenced by 
sorrow/happiness. 
E.g.: ¡Qué encanto de persona! 





Strong falling tone 
Hesitant 
statement 















Circumflex inflection in the interrogative 
part and falling movement of the body of the 
phonic group. 
The interrogative element can be at the 
beginning, in the middle or at the end of the 
sentence. 
E.g. ¿Es mañana cuando se marchan? 
(Is it tomorrow when they leave?) 
Statement 
question 
Half-falling or falling final part. 
E.g.: Verdad que saldrá de fiesta el sábado? 
(He’ll go out on Saturday, won’t he?) 
Reiterative 
question 
The tone stays at a Higher level than normal, 
mainly in stressed syllables. 
E.g.: ¿Que no lo doy todo en nuestra 
relación? 




Indicates lack of certainty. Amplification of 
tonal proportions of interrogative forms. 
E.g.: ¿Qué pasa que el Luisma es tonto, no? 
(What’s up is that Luisma is a moron, right?) 
Interrogative 
parenthesis 
Question within a declarative sentence. High 
tone. 
E.g.: Esta semana dijeron que no 
comprarían alcohol (¿te acuerdas?) hasta 
que Pedro pagara sus cinco euros. (This 
week they said they wouldn’t buy alcohol 
(Remember?)until Peter pays his five euro) 
 Inverse 
imperative 
Command without energy. The tone elevates 






and descends gradually until the end. 
E.g.: Venga, tócalo (a un niño) 
(Go on, touch it (to a child)) 
Held back 
command 
Elevated intonation, held over the middle 
level from the first stressed syllable; 
articulatory tension raises in consonants 
pronunciation 
E.g.: Le agradecería que me escuchase un 
momento. 
 (I’d appreciate it if you listen to me for a 
moment) 
Table 11: Navarro’s grammatical-intonational classification (1944) 
 
2.3.1.2 Other Grammatical-Intonational Approaches 
Like Navarro Tomás (1944)136, many researchers follow the grammatical 
perspective to elaborate a prosodic description of grammatical units, and describe the 
characteristics of their intonational patterns adopting different models:  
 
1-AM  Model Fernández et al. 
2-IPO Model Garrido 
3-Aix En Provence Model Baqué & Estruch 
Table 12: Intonational models (Researchers) 
1-AM Model: Within the Autosegmental-Metric Theory, Fernández et al. 
(2002)137 elaborate a tonal taxonomy of the declarative and interrogative modality in 
Spanish taking into account the analysis of the F0 and the duration of the vowels in the 




investigation is the concept of a perceptive threshold, that is, they only take into account 
the tonal and duration results that show a certain rise in that threshold.   
 
In order to distinguish two different frequencies, a difference of 1.5 semitones is enough 
for our perceptive capacity. Following this statement, four bitonal pitch accents are 
studied. They present, at the same time, a series of linked allotones (melodic 
allophones): 
TONE Description  ALLOTONES 
L*+H  
 















Fall with peak in the pretonic. H+L* 
L* 
H+(L*+H) 
Table 13: Bitonal pitch accents and their allotones in the AM model 
 
 
Martínez et al (2003)138 focus their attention in the two constituents of the 
intonation group: pretoneme and tonemeXVII. The pretoneme observed in declarative and 
interrogative sentences shows an underlying tonal structure characteristic for the 
pretoneme in Spanish,  the bitonal tone L*+H, to be specific, with a mean value in all 
the cases studied of the 44.94% and 47.08%  for declarative and interrogative sentences 
respectively. 
                                                 
XVII Pretoneme: the sum of all the tonal accents of the intonation group, but the final one. Toneme: the 




As for the characteristic tonal taxonomy of those utterances, these researchers’ 
findings are similar to those of Navarro Tomás (Ibid: 1944). According to Martínez et al 
(Ibid: 2003): “while declarative sentences have a falling end, which shows 
systematically with structures whose last element is L (with or without asterisk); 
interrogative sentences have a clearly marked rising end, which shows without 
exception with structures whose last element is H (with or without asterisk)”. 
This study is purely phonological since it aims to produce only a tonal characterization 
of pretonemes and tonemes.  
2-IPO Model: Another approach to the tonal characterization of the utterances 
in Spanish is carried out by Garrido (1990), (2001)139, (2003)140. The present author 
follows the IPO Model’s theoretical statements for prosodic investigation. His initial 
study is based on the prosodic analysis of a series of short sentences (more or less, 10 
syllables). These series comprise a wide typology of sentences: declaratives, absolute 
interrogatives, interrogatives pronominal, relative interrogatives, exclamatives and 
volitives. The analysis of these utterances allows Garrido (1990)141 to devise a typology 




Initial rise in the first tonic syllable and falling final segment from 
the last tonic syllable. The declination usually takes place in the 
internal peaks of the utterance. 
Rising pattern-
Interrogative 




Initial rise in the first tonic syllable and rising final segment from 
the last tonic syllable. In this case, the incline is not as pronounced 
as in the interrogative pattern. 





Along with these intonation patterns, a series of overlapping prosodic combinations are 
found; they become general for more than one intonation pattern: 
 Undulating scheme. Increase of the number of peaks in the utterance with 
respect to the basic scheme it overlaps. It carries expressive value. 
  Increase at frequency level. Wider distance between the highest and lowest 
point in the utterance. It denotes expressiveness.  
  Circumflex scheme. Tonal rise followed by a clearly marked fall in the same 
syllable (whether stressed or unstressed). 
 Rise of the tonal height or the slope of the first peak. It marks, for example, the 
pronominal interrogatives as opposed to the melodic pattern of declaratives or 
volitives.  
 Variation of the slope in the final segment. Difference between declarative and 
exclamatives or between volitives and pronominal interrogatives. 
3-Aix En Provence Model: Baqué and Estruch (2003)142 applied the concepts of 
the Aix En Provence model to their investigations. They identify a series of intonation 
patterns linked to certain utterances.  
Sentence type Tonal characterization  
Declarative M (initial point) B (end of utterance)  and internal peaks of tone D on 








T (initial peak on the interrogative particle) and  falling distribution 
until lowest F0, final B. 
Imperative M (initial) T (first tonic syllable) and  falling distribution ending in B. 






They classify declarative sentences according to the number of intonational groups:    
Declarative sentences 
of one intonation 
group 
M (initial point) T (more or less on the tonic syllable) B 
(final point): MTB 
 
Declarative sentences 
of more than one 
intonation group  
2 intonation groups: M (initial point) T (1st tonic syllable), 2nd 
stress keeping the F0 but with a constant declination (D) and 
B (final point): MTDB 
3 intonation groups: M (initial), T (tonic syllable), H (2º 
tonic syllable) decline (D)  and B (final point) : MTHDB 
Table 15: Characterization of declarative sentences according to Aix-en-Provence 
model (Baqué & Estruch 2003) 
 
2.3.2  Pragmatic Perspective 
Prosodic elements contribute not only to overt communication but to more 
covert or accidental forms of information transmission. These aspects of communication 
present a challenge to pragmatic theory. This section deals with the contribution of 
García Riverón, and Hidalgo who followed some of the latest multidisciplinary 
approaches, in particular, those investigations that look further than the relation between 
prosody and grammar and, create a prosodic-pragmatic link of great interest for the 
study of colloquial language. The researches/ authors in this line of work are, among 
others, (Aubergé et al. 2004)143, who showed that some F0 contours features contribute 
to partially “mould” direct emotion expressions, or at least that some F0 contours 
features are actually used to express some emotions; (Fretheim 2002)144, who argues 
that both ‘natural’ and proper linguistic prosodic signals may achieve their effects by 
encoding procedural rather than conceptual information;  and also (House 2006)145, 





The above authors have focused on the communicative role of intonation, since, as 
traditionally argued (Navarro 1944)148, ‘intonational resources are the means to express 
different values’; they typically create impressions, convey information about emotions 
or attitudes, or alter the salience of linguistically possible interpretations rather than 
conveying distinct propositions or concepts in their own right; it is sometimes described 
as forming the ‘packaging’ rather than the ‘content’ of the message (House, 1990)149.  
 
2.3.2.1 García Riverón 
 Intonational resources are the means to express different values: ‘modal, 
affective, social, geographical or stylistic values’ (García Riverón 2002)150. Her 
proposal aims to incorporate this multiplicity of communicative values giving 
explanatory priority to prosodic factors. This approach allows her to identify different 
‘entonemas’ -intonational patterns- for the Cuban (La Havana) variety of Spanish.  
 
In a similar way to Cantero (2002)151, García Riverón establishes a contrastive 
opposition among the different types of entonemes, adhering to a structuralist 
perspective in the results of her investigation. These ‘entonemes’ are based on different 
factors: intonational contour, number of peaks, maximum intensity, F0 level in 
significant positions, etc. Therefore, her idea of intonation is not restricted to the 
variations of the F0 but it includes the aforementioned resources (intensity, vowel 
length, etc.). Among the contributions of her study, she introduces a tonal classification 






Entoneme Communicative value Configuration 
1 Neutral enunciation vs. 
neutral interrogation. Also 
assertive enumeration 
Rise of +3/+4 semitones in the 1st tonic 
syllable, along with a moderate tonal fall. 
The tonal inflection falls -4/-7 semitones 
2 Neutral enunciation vs. 
neutral interrogation with 
obvious lack of knowledge. 
Interrogative particle 
appears. 
Rise from the interrogative particle 
+6/+10 semitones until 2 syllables before 
the tonic, falling until the last tonic where 
it rises +9 semitones. 
3 Interrogative sentences with 
obvious lack of knowledge 
structured in the form of 
antonyms or thematic series. 
Rise in the 1st syllable of the utterance of 
+1/+5 semitones, it stays in the body and 
finally rises before the last tonic syllable 
until +2/+9 semitones. Falls drastically in 
this last tonic syllable. 
4 Ostensive and referential 
function (actualisation). 
F0 stability along the sentence with a final 
rise in the last tonic vowel. 
5 Non conclusive sentence. 
Prevention. 
 
F0 rises +4/+8 semitones and falls 
moderately until the last tonic syllable, 
where it rises again +6/+13 semitones. 
6 PonderingXVIII sentences.  
 
Initial tonal inflection followed by F0 
stability. Rises +1/+11 semitones in the 
last tonic syllable that can reach +13 in 
the post-tonic segment. 
7 ApellativeXIX enunciation. Rises +1/+4 semitones in the tonic 
syllable y falls 0/-2 semitones in the post-
tonic segment.  
Table 16: Entonemes system (García Riverón) (1998)152 (1996)153 
                                                 
XVIII Sentences where there is a comparison to highlight the intensity of an action or a quality: ‘He runs 
faster than a horse’: elliptic structures to bring up to date, axiological or non-axiological, communicative 
cues or the ‘comparative degree’ of adjectives.  
XIX Sentences that require the presence of an interlocutor since it directs the addressee’s conduct. In the 




2.3.2.2 Hidalgo Navarro 
A similar prosodic-pragmatic link can be seen in Hidalgo’s approach (1997)154, 
(2001)155.  For the present author intonation plays a fundamental role in the delimitation 
of certain modal values. He distinguishes three types of delimitating tonal levels:  
 
 Level 1: Low tonal value, normally lower than the speaker’s intonational 
average. It is characteristic of assertive sentences.  
 Level +1: High tonal level, above the speaker’s average. Characteristic of 
absolute interrogative sentences.  
 Level -1: Low tonal value, even lower than in assertive sentences.  Common in 
partialXX interrogatives, pronominalXXI and imperative sentences.   
 
Tonal levels intertwine on occasion to produce different semantico-pragmatic 
values, that is, utterances that should present a determined type of tonal inflexion are 
used with an intonational modulation different from that which might be expected.  In 
these cases, Hidalgo (2006)156 argues that the secondary modal function of intonation 
comes into play since there are situations where the expressive component is more 
important: it is a case of ‘functional interference’; different functions converge to 
produce a meaning of expressive character. 
 
 
                                                 
XX Interrogative sentences can be absolute or partial: either they search for a concrete -affirmative or 
negative- answer (absolute) or they inquire about some part of the content and carry themselves some sort 
of assertion (partial). 
XXI Pronominal sentences are those in which the verb is accompanied by an unstressed personal pronoun: 
‘Me gusta ese libro’; ‘Juan se lava’; ‘Pedro y María se quieren’: (‘I like that book’; ‘John washes 




Utterances/toneme Functional interference 
Assertive with toneme  
level +1 
 
Demarcative and expressive: emphatic affirmation, emphatic 
negation, emphatic refutation; keeping the speaking turn, 
emphatic command… 
Demarcative and pragmatic: expressive humoristic sense. 
Assertive with toneme 
Level -1 
 
Demarcative and expressive: Exclamation 




with Level -1 
Demarcative and pragmatic: attenuation and courtesy 




with Level ++1 
Demarcative and expressive: emphatic interrogation, 
admirative (to denote admiration/surprise). 
Partial interrogative  
Level +1 and ++1 
 
Demarcative and expressive: interrogation of strangeness, 
exclamative… 
Demarcative and interactive: exclamative interrogation  




Demarcative and pragmatic: Absolute interrogative with 
falling toneme (surprise, search for confirmation…), partial 
interrogation with falling toneme (echo-question, disbelief), 
rhetorical interrogation, etc. 
Table 17: Relation between assertive and interrogative utterances and 
configuration by tonal levels (Hidalgo 2006) 
 
This delimitation is purely orientative, as opposed to García Riverón’s (2002) study, 
since the type of tonal rise percentage that operates in each intonational level (-1, 1, +1), 




2.3.3 Tonal Perspective 
The AM Model promotes a phonological classification of intonation, that is, the 
melodic curve is understood as a succession of tonal levels (H and L) that present 
linguistic value. This type of classification shows a clear generativistXXII framework, 
since the phonological structure of the utterances is articulated as a part of the utterance 
underlying structure. 
 
This model has made it possible to properly define boundary or juncture tones, 
which up to that point, have been addressed tangentially: (Quilis, Bowen and Sila-
Fuenzalida, among others). 
 
According to Cabedo (2009)157, one critique that can be made is that fact that the 
model synthesises its units of intonation in a rather absolute fashion. Its theoretical and 
taxonomical foundation is reduced to the study of the linguistic combination of two 
tones (H and L), which represent respectively the rise or fall of one tone. ‘The problem 
does not lie in the simplicity of these phonological units but in the lack of resolution 
about what is considered a tone H or a tone L. In other words, there is no solution, of 
acoustic character, that facilitates the identification of certain tones as H or L, since a 
100 Hz rise is not the same as a 10 Hz rise, neither the adjacent linguistic meanings’. 
(Ibid: 2009) 
 
                                                 
XXII ‘A collection of rules that define the possible sounds, phrases, and sentences of a language’ 
Generative grammar originates in the work of Noam Chomsky, beginning in the late 1950s. Chomsky 
has argued that many of the properties of a generative grammar arise from an "innate" universal grammar: 
it is not the result of communicative function and is not simply learned from the environment. The theory 





Juan Manuel Sosa has produced the most comprehensive tonal taxonomy of the 
Spanish language so far. His theoretical background is linked to the AM Model, created 
by Pierrehumbert (1980)158. 
 
Sosa (1999)159 states that there are two types of tonal meanings which act as 
inductive agents in the tonal classification of utterances. Firstly, there are meanings that 
‘directly depend on the shape of the contour’; those would be the linguistic ones (for 
example, the tonal rise in absolute interrogatives). Secondly, there are meanings that 
‘derive from particular modalities of implementation of the said tonal categories’; those 
would be the expressive ones (rage, sadness, etc.), that cannot be systematize in the 
same way for everybody (Aubergé et al 2004)160. 
 
Another contribution introduced by the AM Model and, in this case, by Sosa 
(1999)161, is the use of boundary tones or juncture tones, which appear not only in final 
position but also in initial position. These types of boundary tones illustrate that certain 
kind of utterances present higher tonal values in those positions. For example, in 
absolute interrogatives, the initial juncture tone H % causes the successive tones to 
present a higher tonality until they reach the peak at the end of the intonation group.  
 
One of the most important statements Sosa (Ibid: 1999) has made is that, in 
Spanish, there are bitonal accents, (tonal inflections) that start on a stressed or 
unstressed syllable and end in the following stressed or unstressed syllable.  
 




H*L% Simple declarative sentences. 
L*L% Non-marked form in declaratives if L*+H or H* are in the 
pretoneme. 
Final utterances (categorical answer) 
Imperative utterances (orders and commands) 
Pronominal questions (non-marked form if preceded by high tones 
in the pretoneme) 
L+H*L% Utterances that convey urgency, emphasis, excitement or happiness. 
H+H*L% Circumflex configuration of absolute interrogatives. An initial 
juncture tone H% should be added. 
Table 18: Falling tonemes & Configuration of certain utterances (Sosa 1999) 
 
As for the rising tonemes, there exist the following significative varieties: 
 
L*+H% Soft and polite affirmation. 
Absolute interrogatives. 
L+H*H% Pronominal questions to convey courtesy, invitation or 
softness.  
H+L*H% Complaint effect, mild protest. 
Table 19: Rising tonemes & Configuration of certain utterances (Sosa 1999) 
 
Finally, Sosa introduces a level toneme that shows this combination: H*+HL%.  
This toneme is used to introduce new information and it should be distinguished from 




final rise’. Notwithstanding, this toneme is not exclusive of unfinished utterances and it 
can be found in volitive sentences in which a nuance of politeness or courtesy would be 
introduced in the request.  
2.3.3.2 Cantero 
Cantero’s (2002)162 proposal aims to achieve a definition of intonation totally 
based in prosodic criteria. For this matter, he avoids any semantic link with possible 
attitudinal meanings expressed through intonation. 
 In his opinion, those meanings are secondary and contextual and therefore, they 
cannot be articulated as a basis to define a prosodic entity (in this case, intonation). He 
argues (Ibid: 123) “It also happens that even clear differences in intonation might not 
distinguish phrases, or contribute with linguistically substantial distinctions: for 
example, differences among the types of exclamatory utterances (surprise, happiness, 
fear, sadness, irony, etc.) would be difficult to systematise and become linguistically 
relevant’.  In this sense, he proposes the approach to a phonological meaning based on 
structuralist criteria of paradigmatic oppositionXXIII. 
In accordance with his structuralist vision of intonation, Cantero (Ibid: 136) 
defines tonemes (phonologically significant contours) as ‘linguistic signs whose 
signifiers will be typical melodic variations (alocontours) described through phonetic 
features and whose signified would be their classification through phonological 
features’XXIV. These tonemes present ‘margins of dispersion’, that is, melodic variations 
                                                 
XXIII Opposition: in linguistics, one of the fundamental ideas of the structural-functional school; this views 
language as a system of mutually opposed elements. The paradigmatic definition of opposed units, which 
is associated with opposition, consists in establishing those phonetic or semantic features that distinguish 
the opposed units from each other. Thus, the idea of opposition presupposes the separability of contrasted 
units into shared elements (“grounds for comparison”) and different elements—distinctive features. 
XXIV In Saussure's theory of linguistics, the signifier is the sound and the signified is the thought. The 
linguistic sign is neither conceptual nor phonic, neither thought nor sound. Rather, it is the whole of the 





that are initially not suitable for systematization, and that are able to express a 
secondary linguistic coding (happiness, fear, sadness, irony…). 
In a great effort of descriptive synthesis, Cantero proposes three different tonemes:   
TONEME TONAL CHARACTERIZATION  
+/-Interrogation 
 
Rising end (marked intonation), falling end (non-marked 
intonation). The toneme’s interrogative character should not be 
linked to the illocutionary force of the question, since the rising 
end can be used to express anger or rejection.  
To be understood as  /+ interrogative/  the final inflection must rise 
a 100% in the last segment with respect to the initial peak of the 




Emphasis should be understood as a tonal value in itself and not as 
an added pragmatic value. It has value in itself and not because it 
might express surprise, threat, etc.  
Emphasis is all the intonation groups that do not conform the 
habitual scheme of +/- interrogative contours, that is, anacrusisXXV 
(might exist or not), first peak, body in declination, and final 
inflection (rising or not). 
+/- Suspension 
 
Toneme with no defined final inflection due to different factors: 
incomplete utterance, vacillation, stolen turn, etc.  
Every final inflection that shows a percentage value of tonal rise 
from 20% to 100% is a /+suspended / toneme. 
Table 20: Tonemes (interrogation, emphasis, suspension) Cantero (2002) 
 
All these contours can combine among them to form regular bundles of 
intonational realisations.  Besides, in Cantero’s study, the whole contour of the 
                                                                                                                                               
not concrete. Saussure: "A sign is not a link between a thing and a name, but between a concept and a 
sound pattern" (1916.Course in general linguistics, p. 66).  





intonational group is covered instead of just focusing on the last inflections; he carefully 
observes the initial segment and the body. 
What makes this approach a novel one is the fact that intonation is observed 
autonomously, without any constraints or links to other sectors of the spoken language 
(semantics, pragmatics, etc.) 
 
2.4 Prosodic Units and Speech Units 
Since the beginning of linguistic studies, the delimitation of linguistic units was 
based on purely syntactic, semantic or syntactic-semantic criteria. In this sense, the 
sentence was defined as the biggest unit of study: ‘independent linguistic form that is 
not included in any bigger linguistic unit’ (Bloomfield 1933)163. 
The sentence may be a coherent unit within the written text framework but not 
for oral texts since the syntax of oral texts shows a number of breaks, reformulations, 
unfinished phrases, etc. ‘Sentences are formulated in different forms from the usual; 
connectors have new functions and the word order is apparently chaotic’ Hidalgo 
&Padilla (2006:3)164 
The most relevant theoretical approaches of the XXth century, structuralism and 
generativism, argued that the sentence was the unit that speakers use to communicate. 
Nevertheless, according to Cabedo (2009:98)165, an isolated sentence does not 
communicate anything and, in speech, the structure of the sentence does not need to be 
fixed for the interlocutors to understand each other; it has been argued that the listener 
uses phonological units (like the intonation group) to understand the speaker rather than 




In general, different intonational theories have used a wide repertoire of units of 
study mainly defined by prosodic criteria. 
 
 “The variety of expressions and the functional diversity of intonation are manifested in 
their fullness in non-scripted speech”. (Hidalgo 2008: 355)166 
 
The study of speech units in English tradition vary among different researchers 
depending on their linguistic analyses. The ‘tone unit’, understood by (Brazil 1997)167 
as ‘a stretch of language that carries the systemically-opposed features of intonation’ 
(Ibid: 3) – to be understood as the smallest stretch of speech– is widely accepted among 
linguists.  According to Brazil, a particular choice of tone or key can be associated to 
the tone unit, the least requirement being the tonic syllable.   
 
Brazil also equated tone units to ‘sense groups’, ‘breath groups’ and ‘tone 
groups’ (Ibid: 5). Each tone unit has ‘either one or two syllables’ perceived as more 
emphatic than the others and are called ‘prominent syllables’ (Brazil 1994: 17, 86)168. 
The syllable, ‘the point of operation of the tone system’, is referred to as the ‘tonic 
syllable’ which is ‘the last prominent syllable’ in the tone unit (Brazil 1997: 9)169. It is 
the tonic syllable that is ‘the indispensable constituent’ of the tonic segment, and hence 
of the tone unit (Ibid: 14). 
 
Carter and McCarthy (2006: 927)170 gave the definition of the tone unit as ‘the 
minimal unit of communication with at least one intonation contour that ends in a rising 
or falling tone’. McCarthy (1991: 99)171 shared the idea that each tone unit had at least 




the unit. McCarthy (Ibid: 105) also stated that although the functions of different tones 
varied widely, the distinction between ‘referring’ and ‘proclaiming’ (Brazil 1997: 69)172 
tones, realised respectively by a rising contour and a falling contour, was generally 
accepted by most phonologists.  
 
Roach (2000: 162-4, apud Wang)173 also provided some descriptions and 
analysis of tone units and their functions. A unit ‘generally greater in size than the 
syllable’ is called the tone-unit. A tone-unit can also comprise ‘only one syllable’ and 
the syllable which ‘carries a tone’ is called a tonic syllable. Each simple tone-unit has 
‘one and only one tonic syllable’. Roach (Ibid: 194-5) also gave a more objective 
generalization to the position of tonic syllable which was that they ‘tend to occur on the 
last lexical word’ in the tone-unit or might be ‘earlier’ due to the speaker’s decision on 
prominence.  
 
Brown (1990: 90)174 thought of tone units as ‘tone groups’ which were 
‘stretches of sound continuum with pauses between them’. These stretches normally 
accord with ‘grammatical structure’. Brown (Ibid: 91) also gave a description of the 
tonic syllable and emphasised its position in the tone unit. The syllable which ‘bears the 
most salient pitch movement’ is called tonic syllable. It is ‘the last lexical item’ which 
carries ‘end weight’, because it is ‘the last meaningful word’ before the pause. 
 
Apart from the descriptions given above, Underhill (1994: 76)175 defined tone units as 
‘units of pitch’ divided in connected speech for the study of continuous pitch variations. 
These phonological units can sometimes be called a ‘tone group’. Cauldwell (2003: 




As stated beforehand, the study of speech units vary among different researchers 
depending on their linguistic analyses; some researchers (Brown 1990) deviate their 
attention to larger chunks, on the grounds that natural flowing speech cannot be easily 
divided into small tone units. Therefore, they look at the pattern of organization of tone 
groups, which signal to the listener which tone groups are joined together in some larger 
structure. 
 
Brown and her colleague focus on how the speaker manages larger stretches of 
interaction and how the pitch performs in the transaction and interaction. A longer 
‘pause-defined’ unit was proposed by Brown and Yule (1983: 164, apud Wang)177 
which was called ‘paratone’ (Brown 1990: 92)178. Paratones are related to ‘topic’, rather 
than to ‘information structure’ (McCarthy 1991: 102)179.  
 
In Tatham and Morton’s (2006)180 intonational model, they work with a unit in 
which ‘sentence and intonational phrase boundaries’, ‘lexical stress for each syllable’, 
‘sentence focus’ and ‘smaller domains, syntactic phrases’ are marked, since they 
consider intonation to be ‘dependent on the syntactic structure of sentences’ and they 
are ‘concerned with fitting sentences to the prosodic wrapper’ (Ibid: 158).  
 
In the Spanish tradition, different researchers state their opinion on speech units. 
“The portion of speech between pauses is known as the phonic group” Quilis (1996: 
163)181 He states that the average phonic group in Spanish oscillates between eight and 
eleven syllables. According to Navarro Tomás (1944:45)182 the phonic group oscillates 




discourse that has a single expiratory stress as prosodic base and a nucleus of meaning 
not susceptible of further segmentation as ideological content” (Ibid: 29).  
 
Quilis considered the notion of phonic group important for two main reasons. 
Firstly, because of the phonetic nature of the sounds placed in initial position: for 
example, the phoneme /b/ in initial position of the phonic group or in absolute initial 
position will be produced as the plosive sound [ b ] while in medial position of the 
phonic group, if it is not preceded by a nasal, it will be produced as the fricative [ß ]. 
Secondly, the tonal behaviour of the end of each phonic group gives us determined 
levels that are the main characteristic of intonation (Ibid.). He emphasised that it is 
intonation that segments the speech continuum, a process to which the pause is linked. 
 
Bedmar (1990:368)183 argues that the phonic group is a mere phono-syntactic 
unit that puts boundaries to the phonic chain and that the pauses that mark the group 
may or may not have a melodic function. “It is not true that the phonic group coincides 
with the melodic unit (not even the pause is necessary for the melodic curve (pitch) to 
segment the phonics continuum).” (Ibid: 367) 
 
From the point of view of the segmentation of conversation in information units, 
Hidalgo (2003: 367)184 provided another kind of unit: the Act and the Subact. “There 
are some segmental and suprasegmental marks that delimit the extent of Acts and, on 
the other hand, there are also several pragmatic functions that allow to see different 
kinds of Subacts. In summary, Act and Subact are the first step to analyse the oral 




In his work, the Act is defined as the monologic structural unit, hierarchically 
inferior to the Intervention. “The Act has, communicatively speaking, the ability to be 
isolated in a given context, that is, it can be an intervention in itself and function in 
isolation in that context” (Ibid: 370). As opposed to the Act, subacts are subunits with 
relevant informative value that cannot be isolated in the given context. 
He states that, although the ‘pause’ is apparently the evident suprasegmental 
mark that delimits the extent of the act it does not always determine the boundaries 
between units. It can simply be a mechanism of planification or to delay the 
conversation. (Ibid: 373) 
The ‘subact’ is considered from the prosodic articulation point of view since every 
‘subact’ always configures an “intonation group” (Ibid: 377). Hidalgo’s vision of the 
intonation group coincides with that of Quilis et al (1993: 56-57)185, that is, “the portion 
of discourse between two pauses, between pause and F0 inflection, between F0 inflection 
and pause or between two F0 inflections that configures a more or less complex or long 
syntactic unit”. This definition, although widely accepted, does not clearly indicate 
what type of tonal inflection is susceptible to be considered as mark of the group, that is, 
it does not specify the percentage of tone rising or tone falling of a given tonal inflection 
that would function as a mark to identify differentiated intonation groups. This issue is 
being addressed by more recent research (Cantero 2002)186.  
 
More recently, Cabedo (2009:16)187 focused his attention on this unit, the 
‘subact’, in his research on the prosodic study of colloquial conversation. This unit is 
important in his work since he looked for boundaries between intonation groups and in 
that sense “the transition between acts is merely the transition between a subact and 




2.4.1 Units in Intonational Studies  
Within the traditional study of intonation, the British school, known by the 
analysis by configurations, decided to adopt the intonational group as their unit of 
study. This group comprises: nucleus, tail, head and pre-head. 
 
Parts of the group Characteristics 
Pre-head Unstressed syllables before the 1st tonic syllable of the 
group. 
Head From the 1st tonic syllable of the group to the last tonic 
syllable.  
Nucleus Last tonic syllable of the group. 
Tail Unstressed syllables after the nucleus. 
Table 21: Traditional parts of the intonation group 
 
According to Cabedo (2009: 100)188, in English, the nucleus does not necessarily have 
to be placed towards the end of the group although in Spanish it appears in that position 
quite often. 
 
The model proposed by Navarro Tomás (1944)189 for Spanish used a more 
restricted unit: the phonic group. The present author defines the phonic group as ‘the 
portion of discourse between two pauses’.  He also describes the ‘tonic group’ as “the 
part of the discourse that has a single expiratory stress as prosodic base and a nucleus 
of meaning non susceptible of further segmentation as ideological content” (Ibid: 29). 




dependant on it. For example, in the sentence ‘María tiene un genio conflictivo’, the 
division in tonic groups would be: [María] [tiene] [un genio] [conflictivo]. (Mary has a 
short temper). In any case, Navarro would state that ‘often the transition from one unit 
to the next becomes apparent by the drop in intensity, by the delay of articulation and 
the pitch changes, without a real and effective interruption of the vocalic vibrations’ 
(Ibid: 41). As for the length of the phonic group, Navarro argues that, in natural speech, 
the phonic group oscillates between five and ten syllables, although the most frequent 
were those of seven or eight. This length is determined not only by the need to breath 
during the emission, but also for reasons related to the ‘right size’ to be correctly 
decoded by the listener. As Nespor &Vogel (1994)190 point out, when there is a slow 
delivery of the utterance, the phonic groups are shorter. When there is a faster delivery, 
there are less speaker’s reformulations and therefore less phonic groups.  
 
According to Sosa (1999)191, there exist a number of circumstances that can 
determine the length of the phonic group:  
• Lung capacity. 
• Type of linguistic situation (dialogue, narration, reading…). 
• Formal or informal style. 
• Speed of delivery. 
• Suitable size for decodification. 
• New or known information. 
 
Quilis et al (1993)192 offered a more concrete definition of intonation group, 




and F0 inflection, between F0 inflection and pause, or between two F0 inflections that 
configures a more or less long and complex syntactic unit (phrase, clause or sentence)’.  
This definition, although widely accepted, has in Cabedo’s (2009: 101)193 
opinion certain descriptive vagueness since it fails to specify which percentage of tonal 
rise and fall of a given inflection accounts as an identifying mark that differentiates 
groups of intonation. This problem has been addressed recently by other researchers 
(Font 2005)194; (Cantero 2002)195. 
 
The IPO model adopts the intonation group as the basic unit of study. It also 
introduces two types of patterns: local and global. Local patterns, which constitute part 
of the intonation group, are classified in melodic movements (F0 alterations along the 
utterance) and intonational configurations (melodic movement clusters). On the other 
hand, the global patterns would be wider units that comprise different intonation 
groups. These units are known as intonation clauses. This model does not use the pause 
as a delimitative criterion; it focuses on the frequency distribution of the melodic curve, 
its rises and falls and its position in relation to previous rises and falls. They introduce 
the concept of F0 readjustment. 
 
The Aix en Provence model (Di Cristo & Hirst) assumes three basic units, 
hierarchically arranged in linear fashion according to the tonal distribution: the 
Intonation Unit (IU), the Tonal Unit (TU), and the Rhythmic Unit (RU). Intonation unit, 
unit between two pauses; tonal unit, a tonic syllable and the unstressed ones that 
surround it; and rhythmic unit, between the previous two, characterized by having just 




intonational units of an oral fragment since, as previously mentioned, the pause is not an 
infallible criterion for the detection of intonational units. 
 
On the other hand, the AM model (Hualde 2003)197 identifies two types of 
prosodic phrases: the intermediate phrase and the intonational phrase (made up of one 
or more intermediate phrases).  Some authors would introduce the concept of melodic 
group: ‘prosodic unit (whose right boundary is a toneme) that comprises the tones that 
mark the end of an utterance and coincides with the final syllables from the last tonic 
syllable’ (Sosa 1999)198. These units would not be delimitated by the absence of sound 
(empty pauses) but by the presence of boundary tones.  
 
In order to establish the boundaries of different melodic groups, semantics plays 
an important role; it seems improbable to be able to segment the speech continuum 
without taking semantics into account. That is why, a Sense Unit Condition ‘the idea 
that the definition of what may constitute an intonational phrase is essentially semantic 
in character’ (Selkirk 1984: 27f.)199, is required. Or, ‘the immediate constituents of an 
intonational phrase must together form a sense unit” (Ibid: 286) since ‘intonational 
phrasing is syntactically free but semantically constrained’ (Ibid: 290). Nevertheless, 
certain intonational groups do not have a precise meaning in the frame of the discourse 
where they are found: speaker’s reformulations or hesitations for example. 
 
Sosa (1999)200 makes an important contribution with three types of autosegmental 
classes: the syllabic, the metrical and the tonal class. Given that the succession of F0 




configures prosodically the phonic group, stress should not be related solely to the tonic 
syllable since in some cases, tonal prominence falls on pre or post-tonic syllables. 
 
Therefore, according to Sosa’s (Ibid: 1999) configuration, the syllabic class 
determines the number of syllables in the group; the metrical class identifies the tonic 
syllables (solely indicatory information since, as previously stated, there is no 
unequivocal relation between tonal rise and tonic syllable, although there is a more 
statistical coincidence); and finally, the tonal class which indicates the type of tone of 
the tonic syllable (H or L). 
Cabedo (2009: 104)201 points out the lack of a precise line that delimitates 
prosodic units from linguistic-pragmatic units but, adopting Sosa’s (1999) proposal, i.e. 
diversification of elements of prosodic units in classes, it should be possible to identify 
the speaker’s elocution final meaning.  That is, it would be possible to delimit units in a 
multiclass way, according to heterogeneous criteria rather than solely semantic or 
prosodic criteria.  
 
2.4.2 Typology of Prosodic and Speech Units 
Speech is divided into chunks delimited by means of intonation. These chunks have 
been termed breath groups, sense groups, tone units, tone groups, phonological phrases 
or intonational phrases, to name but a few. The aim of this section is to summarise the 
main approaches considered in the description of intonation units by several authors 
both in the Spanish tradition and in English by means of a table. It reflects the 
information gathered by the present author, and by no means is to be considered 
exhaustive. It also explores the criteria for the definition intonational phrase based on 








Breath group or  
Phonic group 
‘grupo fónico’ 
The segment of an utterance between two pauses. 







The shortest possible segment with individual 
meaning and with a given melodic contour; divided 
in three parts: initial part (from the beginning to the 
1st tonic syllable); body (from the 1st tonic syllable to 
the last tonic syllable); and final part (from the last 
tonic syllable to the end). 
Tonic group or 
Stress group 
‘grupo tónico’ 
The segment of an utterance with a single expiratory 
stress as prosodic base and a nucleus of meaning 
non susceptible of further segmentation as 
ideological content. 
Sentence The highest level unit. It can be divided into ‘rama 







The segment of an utterance delimited by pauses or 
by F0 inflections. 
Syllable 
 
The unit related to stress placement. Each syllable 






This is equivalent to the melodic unit described 





The segment of an utterance between two energy 
maxima. 
                                                 
XXVI Rama tensiva:  from the beginning of the utterance until the first highest tonal point. Rama 
distensiva: from the first highest tonal point until the end of the utterance. E.g. ‘There are many people in 
the world that share our opinion’.[‘There are many people in the world’: rama tensiva / ‘that share our 







Tone unit or 
Tone group  




Tone unit or 
Tone group 
A unit of pitch. 
Thompson 
(1994)209 
Paratone Topic-related structural units of spoken discourse 
which are characterized phonologically by relatively 
high pitch on the first prominent syllable and by 
extra low pitch on the final tonic syllable, 
commonly followed by a significant pause. 
Brazil 
(1997)210 
Tone unit A stretch of language that carries the systemically-
opposed features of intonation. He equated tone 
units to ‘sense groups’, ‘breath groups’ and ‘tone 
groups’. 
Sosa (1999)211 Melodic group 
‘grupo 
melódico’ 
Prosodic unit, whose right boundary is a toneme that 
comprises the tones that mark the end of an 
utterance and coincides with the final syllables from 
the last tonic syllable. 
Roach 
(2000)212 
Tone unit A unit, generally greater in size than the syllable 
that has one and only one tonic syllable that tends to 






Discourse segment delimited by the acoustical 
features of its boundaries containing an intonation 
peak. Two types of prosodic phrases: the 
intermediate phrase and the intonational phrase 




Tone unit The minimal unit of communication with at least 
one intonation contour that ends in a rising or falling 
tone. 





Intonational phrase criteria 
AUTHORS (among others) CRITERIA  
Nespor & Vogel (1986/2007)215,  
Pierrehumbert (1980/1987)216. 





Wiese (Ibid). Nuclear accentXXVII 
Frota (2005)220,  
Wiese (1996/2000)221. 
Final pre-boundary lengthening 
Nespor & Vogel (1986/2007)222. Pause 
SEMANTIC CONDITION: sense unit 
Selkirk 
(1984)223 
An intonational phrase is essentially semantic in character. (Ibid: 27f) 
 
The immediate constituents of an intonational phrase must together form 
a sense unit. (Ibid: 286) 
Wiese 
(1996/2000)224 
Intonational phrases are sense units not necessarily corresponding to 
syntactic structures. (1996:82) 
 
SYNTACTIC CRITERIA 
Nespor & ‘Although Selkirk (1984) accounts obligatory Is in terms of semantic 
rather than syntactic criteria, her set of constructions is essentially the 
same as the set identified syntactically’ (1986: 219, FN3). 
                                                 









‘corresponding roughly to a clause in syntax (or sometimes to a 
phrase)’ (1996: 186) 
Wiese 
(1996/2000)227 
‘The intonational phrase is the next unit of the prosodic hierarchy, and 
its existence is justified easily, if only because there must be some 
domain for intonational contours, distinct from syntactic units’ (1996: 
78). 
‘The question then arises whether the points for a potential 
intonational boundary can be characterized syntactically. If this is the 
case, then there is no room for a category of an intonational phrase as 
such’ (1996: 78). 
RELATION PROSODIC DOMAIN-  PHONETICS 
Ladd (2008)228 ‘I take it as self-evident that it is important for prosodic domain types 
to have phonetically explicit definitions’ (2008: 289). 
 
Table 23: Intonational phrase criteria 
 
2.4.3  Val.Es.Co. Model of Units 
 
Val.Es.Co. (Valencia, Español Coloquial). Created in 1990 and directed by 
Antonio Briz, this is an investigation group whose main objective is the study of 
colloquial Spanish. The group is integrated by teachers and graduate students from the 
Spanish Philology Departments in The Universities of Valencia and Alicante. Their 
model is delimitated by semantic, pragmatic and prosodic criteria, since they are the 




According to Hidalgo & Padilla’s (2006: 3)229 table, Val.Es.Co establishes the 

















Table 24: Units of Colloquial Conversation (Hidalgo & Padilla 2006) 
Their model of units has been investigated in the literature review section of this study 
since the present author’s approach mirrors their criteria. 
 
2.5 Pronunciation Teaching: Models & Methodology 
As a preface to this chapter, the present author deems appropriate to introduce 
the three levels of conceptualisation and organisation proposed by the American applied 
linguist Edward Anthony (1963), namely approach, method and technique.  
‘… An approach is a set of correlative assumptions dealing with the nature of 
language teaching and learning. An approach is axiomatic. It describes the nature of 
the subject to be taught…’ 
‘…Method is the overall plan for the orderly presentation of language material, 
no part of which contradicts, and all of which is based upon, the selected approach. An 
approach is axiomatic, a method is procedural.’   
‘… A technique is implementational, that which actually takes place in a 
classroom. It is a particular trick, stratagem, or contrivance used to accomplish an 
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immediate objective. Techniques must be consistent with a method and therefore in 
harmony with an approach as well.’ (Anthony, 1963: 63-7)230 
 
In this chapter, a historical overview of the teaching of pronunciation over the 
past century is introduced. From the Grammar-Translation Method, which ‘reflected a 
time-honored and scholarly view of language study’, (Richards & Rodgers 1987:14)231 
to the Communicative Approach, which holds that ‘since the primary purpose of 
language is communication, using language to communicate should be central in all 
classroom language instruction’, (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996-2007: 7)232, different 
approaches and techniques, are explored. 
 
The second part of the chapter centres in the Reform Movement, which 
influenced the teaching of pronunciation with their contribution to the development of a 
system for describing and analysing the sound systems of languages, and the 
development of the International Phonetics association (IPA). 
 
The chapter concludes with an exploration of new trends and resources in 
pronunciation teaching and a brief conclusion reflecting on the distinction between 
acquisition and learning. 
 
2.5.1 From 20th Century Teaching Methods to the 
Communicative Method 
From Anthony’s remarks, introduced in 2.5., it can be understood that both 
approaches and methods are linked, to turn to a set of design features that ultimately 
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describe the nature of a given teaching methodology. Although, according to Richards 
& Rodgers (1987: 16)233, Anthony’s proposal fails to give enough attention to the nature 
of a method itself. On the other hand, Howatt (1984)234 defines method as‘the notion of a 
systematic set of teaching practices based on a particular theory of language and language 
learning’. That is, a way of teaching a language which is based on systematic principles 
and procedures, which is an implication of views on how language is best taught and 
learned. (Richards et al. 1992)235 E.g.: 
 Grammar-Translation Method 
 Direct Method 
 Audio-lingual Method 
 Cognitive Approach 
 Silent way 
 Communicative Approach 
• The Grammar- translation Method.  
The objective of this approach is that the students achieve enough competence in the 
foreign language to be able to read and to appreciate foreign language literature. It 
consisted of little more than memorising rules and facts in order to understand and 
manipulate the morphology and syntax of the target language. Its main characteristics are: 
focus on written skills; vocabulary is not selected; the sentence is the basic unit of 
teaching and language practice; accuracy is emphasised; grammar is taught deductively 
and the student’s native tongue is the medium of instruction. A typical lesson would start 
by presenting a grammatical point followed by a translation exercise. It is teacher-centred. 
It is usually regarded as non-communicative, non-motivational. It may be still  used today 
because of the lack of pressure put on the teacher, who is not required to speak the target 
language. The only thing students may walk away with in this method is the ability to 
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read and interpret texts. It meant a tedious experience of memorizing endless lists of 
grammatical rules and vocabulary and students were able to obtain only limited oral 
proficiency. (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996)236 
• The Direct Method 
In this method of language instruction, which gained acceptance in the late 1800’s, 
some reformers turned to more naturalistic principles of natural learning, from 
observations of children attaining their first language. Students would imitate a model 
of the target language that was spoken by the teacher (and later by recordings) and 
attempt to approximate the model through constant repetition. Only the target language 
should be used in class. Meanings should be communicated ‘directly’ by associating 
speech forms with actions, objects, mime, gestures and situations. Reading and writing 
should be taught only after speaking. Grammar should only be taught inductively: 
grammar rules should not be taught to learners. 
This method was the most widely used of so-called Natural Methods, which included 
those of L. Saveur (1826-1907), who used intensive oral interaction in the target 
language, employing questions as a way of presenting and eliciting language, and 
Berlitz, whose slogan was “the eye is the enemy of the ear”; pupils do not see the text 
but listen to it. Based on principles of behaviorist psychology, the Army Specialized 
Training Method, profited from Berlitz techniques during World War II, stressed habit 
formation and imitation (Danesi 2003: 9)237 . Conversational practice was given by 
native speakers and grammatical instruction by linguists. It was an intensive program 
(8-10 hours a day during 6-8 weeks period, with 10-12 pupils per class). Only carefully 
screened students with a previous linguistic background, high IQ and high motivation 
were accepted. These methods were designed more for individualised study than for 
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classroom learning (Titone, 1968: 100-101)238, (Richards & Rodgers 1986: 9-10)239. 
Later models that were built on this approach include: 
 Asher’s (1977) Total Physical Response. His theories are reminiscent of the 
views of other behavioral psychologists and his method is built around the 
coordination of speech and action. 
 Krashen and Terrell’s (1983) Natural Approach. Influenced by Krashen’s theory 
of second language acquisition, there is an emphasis on input rather than 
practice, optimising emotional preparedness for learning. 
 The methodology of these models consists of intensive listening comprehension, which 
persists for an extended period before any speaking is allowed. Proponents of these 
naturalistic methods maintain that: ‘The initial focus on listening, without pressure to 
speak, gives the learners the opportunity to internalise the target sound system. When 
learners do speak later on, their pronunciation is supposedly quite good despite never 
having received explicit pronunciation instruction’. (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996)240 
• The Audio-lingual Method 
The Audio-lingual method was prominent in the 1950s and 1960s, especially in the US, 
and has been widely used worldwide. The theory behind the audio-lingual method is the 
aural-oral approach to language teaching. This method is based partly on Structuralism, 
theory that sees language as a system of structurally related elements for the coding of 
meaning, and partly on Behaviourism (Skinner). In the United States Audiolinguism, 
which considers language as a system of rule-governed structures hierarchically 
arranged, and in Britain the Oral approach, were two methodologies that were built 
upon the explicit instruction of phonological aspects of language. The design derived a 
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contrastive analysis of the differences between the native tongue and the target language 
and it emphasises the teaching of speaking and listening before reading and writing. A 
teacher- dominated method, teachers model the target language, control the direction 
and pace of learning and monitor and correct the students performance. However, the 
teacher also drew from their knowledge of phonetics and for the first time used 
simplified charts of the IPA and of articulatory models in the classroom. They also 
introduced the practice of using minimal pairs for listening practice and oral production. 
This technique was based on the concept of the phoneme as a minimally distinctive 
sound (Bloomfield 1933)241  
• The Cognitive Approach  
The 1960’s was the decade which was to have a profound destabilising effect on the 
teaching of pronunciation. By the middle of the decade, the psychological and linguistic 
Zeitgeist had changed: behaviorism gave way to cognitivism in mainstream psychology, 
and structuralism yielded to generativism in mainstream linguistics (Danesi, 
2003.11)242. An influential new movement, Transformational-generative grammar, 
(Chomsky 1965) asserted that language was essentially a rule-governed behavior and 
not habitually learnt. Opposing behaviorism, Chomsky argued that the fundamental 
properties of language derive from innate aspects of the mind. A distinction is made 
between a person’s knowledge of the language, ‘competence’, and how a person uses 
this knowledge in producing and understanding sentences, ‘performance’. This view, 
which found widespread acceptance in English language teaching circles, de-
emphasised the role of pronunciation in language acquisition pedagogy in favour of 
grammar and vocabulary because: ‘its advocates argued, (1) native-like pronunciation 
was an unrealistic objective and could not be achieved (Scovel 1969); and (2) time 
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would be better spent on teaching more learnable items, such as grammatical structures 
and words’ (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996)243. Chomsky’s indirect contributions may be 
summarised as follows: not only grammatically correct examples must be given; pupils 
should be allowed to make mistakes because this helps them make hypothesis about the 
nature of the language; and priority is given to free expression and creativity. 
• The Silent Way  
Devised by Caleb Gattegno (1972, 1976), pronunciation returned to favour with the 
development of the Silent Way. ‘Gattegno writings address learners’ needs to feel 
secure about learning and to assume conscious control of learning’. (Richards & 
Rodgers, 1986: 19)244  
In this methodology segmentals as well as suprasegmentals are highlighted from the 
very beginning of instruction. As the name suggests, the teacher remains silent while 
pupils output the language through simulated experiences using tokens and picture charts 
as central elements. Instead of complicated articulatory and phonetic explanations the 
teacher indicates through gestures what the students should do. Teachers hold up fingers 
to indicate the number of syllables in a word, tap out rhythmic patterns and model the 
place and manner of articulation with their own lips and throat or with a hand puppet of 
the tongue and oral cavity. Also central to the Silent Way are visual teaching aids that 
have been found useful in demonstrating some of the more abstract principals of 
pronunciation to second language learners: (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996)245 
 The sound-colour chart. Each phoneme on a phonemic chart is assigned a colour 
and is referred to by colour for ease of reference. 
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 Fidel wall charts. A colour categorisation system which segments the letter to 
sound rules into phonetic bundles. For every letter or group of letters, which 
represent a phoneme in English, a colour is designated. 
 Cuisenaire rods. Also used to teach children basic numeracy, these coloured 
pieces of wood of differing lengths have various uses in the pronunciation 
classroom. Rods can be used to build and visually demonstrate intonation 
patterns, vowel duration and lexical stress. 
Brightly coloured rods are integrated into this method for pupils to learn spatial 
relationships, prepositions, colors, gender and number concepts, and to create multiple 
artificial settings through their physical placement. This method works effectively to 
promote small group discussion. Students are encouraged to produce as much language as 
possible and to self-correct their pronunciation errors through manual gesticulation on the 
part of the instructor. The greatest strength of this method lies in its ability to draw 
students out orally, while the teacher listens. These inner criteria allow learners to monitor 
and self-correct their own production. It is here where this method differs notably from 
other ways of language learning. ‘Many of the techniques used in this method are 
designed to train learners to consciously use their intelligence to heighten learning 
potential.’ (Richards & Rodgers, 1986:19)246 
• The Communicative Approach  
The current dominant methodology, which became prominent in the 1980’s, has been 
developed particularly by British applied linguists as a reaction away from grammar-
based approaches such as the audio-lingual method. The Communicative approach 
holds that oral communication is the primary use of language and therefore should be 
central to the mode of instruction. It emphasises that the goal of language learning is 
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‘Communicative Competence’, (Dell Hymes, 1972; Halliday, 1973-75; Canale & Swain, 
1980). Communicative Competence includes knowledge of the grammar and 
vocabulary of the language and the knowledge of rules of speaking (e.g. Knowing how 
to begin and end conversations, knowing what topics may be talked about in different 
types of speech events, knowing which ‘address forms’ should be used with different 
persons in different situations, etc.) 
Teaching materials often: 
• Teach the language needed to express and understand different kinds of 
functions, such as requesting, describing, expressing likes and dislikes, etc. 
• Are based on ‘notional syllabuses’ or some other communicatively organised 
syllabus. 
• Emphasise the processes of communication, such as using language 
appropriately in different kinds of tasks, e.g. to solve puzzles, or get information, 
etc. Using language for social interaction with other people. (Richards et al. 
1992)247 
The theory of learning underlying the Communicative Approach consists of: the 
‘communication principle’: activities that involve communication promote learning; the 
‘task principle’: activities in which language is used carrying out meaningful tasks 
promote learning; and the ‘meaningfulness principle’: language that is meaningful to the 
learner supports the learning process. (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996)248 
Although pronunciation is not an explicit feature in this mode of instruction, the 
importance of pronunciation has been highlighted by it. By focusing more on active 
communication in the classroom, it has been recognised (Hinofotis & Bailey 1980)249 
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that pronunciation competence below a certain threshold renders even the most 
grammatically and lexically advanced student unintelligible. This renewed focus on 
pronunciation has raised many new problems for the teacher working within the 
Communicative Approach. One problem is that the artificial and contrived teacher 
centred nature of previous pronunciation instruction techniques does not allow for a 
comfortable fit with the discourse-based Communicative Approach (See Brumfit & 
Johnson 1979).  
It is difficult to describe these various methods briefly and yet fairly, and such a 
task is well beyond the scope of this chapter. Some important methods like Lozanov’s 
Suggestopedia, Curran’s Community Language Learning, James Asher’s Total Physical 
Response or Terrell’s Natural Approach, have not been included.  However, several up-
to-date texts are available that do detail differences and similarities among the many 
different approaches and methods that have been proposed. (See, Larsen-Freeman, 
2000, and Richards & Rodgers, 2001).  
It is possible to get a sense of the range of method proposals by looking at the 
synoptic view of the roles defined for teachers and learners within various methods, 
proposed by Rodgers (2001)250 in the following table.  
 
TEACHING METHODS AND TEACHER & LEARNER ROLES  
Method Teacher Roles Learner Roles 










Communicative Language Teaching Needs Analyst Improvisor 
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Task Designer Negotiator 




















Table 25: Methods / Teacher and Learner Roles (Rodgers, 2001) 
As suggested in the chart, some schools of methodology see the teacher as ideal 
language model and commander of classroom activity (e.g., Audio-Lingual Method, 
Natural Approach, Suggestopedia, Total Physical Response) whereas others see the 
teacher as background facilitator and classroom colleague to the learners (e.g., 
Communicative Language Teaching, Cooperative Language Learning). 
 
2.5.2 Reform Movement in L2 Teaching. Development of IPA 
(International Phonetics Association)  
From the 1880’s, practical-minded linguists such as Henry Sweet in England, 
Wilhelm Viëtor in Germany and Paul Passy in France, led a movement that advocated 
the importance of spoken language which should be reflected in an oral-based 
methodology. ‘The discipline of linguistics was revitalised. Phonetics- the scientific 
analysis and description of sound systems of languages- was established, giving new 
insights into speech processes’. (Richards & Rodgers, 1987: 9)251  
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These phoneticians did much to influence the teaching of pronunciation with 
their contribution to the development of a system for describing and analysing the sound 
systems of languages and by advocating the following guidelines (Celce-Murcia et al. 
1996, p.3)252:  
 The spoken form of a language is primary and should be taught first 
 The findings of phonetics should be applied to language teaching 
 Teachers must have solid training in phonetics 
 Learners should be given phonetic training to establish good speech habits 
The Reform Movement, which is usually connected with the development of modern 
language teaching principles during the last two decades of the nineteenth century, has to be 
seen as a reaction against the traditional Grammar Translation Method, which was 
connected with the teaching of Latin, and had traditionally been transferred to the teaching 
of modern languages. Their most innovative contributions were made with respect to the 
teaching of pronunciation and grammar as well as to methods and visual and aural materials. 
First hints, which can be regarded as preliminary remarks for the Reform Movement, can be 
found in the 1860s and 1870s. In prefaces to textbooks, for example, some authors supported 
the idea of modernising foreign language teaching by a more natural and pupil-centred 
approach. The best-known innovation was that of a Monolingual PrincipleXXVIII in foreign 
language teaching which led to the so-called Direct Method. Thus, the foreign language as 
the normal means of classroom communication should provide the basis of instruction, and 
                                                 
XXVIII It entails the exclusion of the native language from the classroom. In this way, the target language 
becomes the object and the medium of teaching. Particularly, it advocates the avoidance of the mother 
tongue to convey meaning and, less often, for explanation of grammatical rules. There is a considerable 
amount of literature supporting the monolingual principle: Willis, 1981; Swain, 1982; Dulay, Burt & 
Krashen, 1982; etc. 
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oral skills should enable the L2 student to use the foreign language as a means of 
understanding and producing sentences in everyday situations. 
 The idea that the process of learning languages depended on the forming of 
associations led to ‘the teaching of new meanings through establishing associations within 
the target language rather than by establishing associations with the native 
language’(Richards & Rodgers, 1987: 9)253. Firstly, pupils were supposed to acquire a 
foreign language similarly to the process of learning one’s mother tongue; secondly, the 
monolingual method was thought to help pupils to associate words and structures with their 
meanings in a direct way (Franke, 1884; Sweet, 1899). The first signs that learner-oriented 
teaching had to deal with the fact that there were different types of learners, (i.e. the visual, 
the aural, and the audio-visual type) became evident. 
A great number of the founders of the Reform Movement were linguists, who in 
the beginning gave priority to phonetics. The International Phonetic Association was 
founded in 1886 by a group of Frenchmen under the leadership of Paul Passy, who was 
soon joined by Jespersen and Sweet, and its International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) was 
designed to enable the sounds of any language to be accurately transcribed.  
The IPA provided the basis not only for research work but also for the training 
of pronunciation in foreign language classes. Special courses were designed for the first 
weeks of language learning. The pupils should train their ears, their organs of speech, 
and undertake phonetic transcriptions. As teachers had to be well trained in phonetics, 
too, they were expected to have travelled to the foreign countries, and native speakers 
were asked to assist in foreign language classes.  
Henry Sweet (1845–1912) has been referred to as the person “who taught 
Europe phonetics" (Howatt et al. 2004)254, Sweet authored many works on Phonetics 
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and the use of Grammar, with regards to foreign language teaching methods. It was his 
first publication, the ‘Phonetic Handbook’, in 1877, which brought about a ‘revolution’ 
promoting the systematic teaching of speech, therefore moving away from utter 
independence of the Grammar Translation Method. He argued that sound 
methodological principles should be based on a scientific analysis of language and a 
study of psychology. Besides a priority for phonetics, Sweet repeatedly stresses the fact 
that every language has its own structure, ‘and can therefore not be forced into the 
straitjacket of Latin grammar’. (Van Els et al., 1984:150)255  
Wilhelm Viëtor (1850-1918) used linguistic theory to justify his views on 
language teaching (Richards & Rodgers, 1987: 10)256. ‘He argued that training in 
phonetics would enable teachers to pronounce the language accurately. Speech 
patterns, rather than grammar, were fundamental elements of language’. (Ibid) 
The most significant change that was caused by the Reform Movement, 
however, was a new attitude towards the teaching of grammar. The reformers were 
convinced that there was a natural order in learning languages, namely speaking, 
reading, writing and finally grammar. The old deductive way of learning grammar was 
now replaced by an inductive or analytic one. The basis for seeking, finding, describing 
and training rules was no longer single or disconnected sentences but texts that meant 
something. ‘Gradually textbooks took a different pattern… The reading passages 
consisted mainly of simple modern prose designed to introduce the pupil to an 
understanding of the life and customs of the foreign people’ (Titone, 1968:38–9)257. 
Thus texts were fundamental in a double sense: pupils should get a general education by 
the contents, and they should comprehend grammar rules by analysing forms and 
functions. Written and oral dialogues and even conversational exercises became 
important for applying and transferring the findings. 
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The realistic approach to language learning led to a special use of visual and 
aural media.  It was possible, through the production of special aural materials, to use 
records for pronunciation exercises in foreign language classes. The particular 
advantage was the presentation of intonation patterns and literary scenes, which native 
speakers had recorded in studios.  
In his booklet ‘How to Teach a Foreign Language’, Jespersen (1904)258 
summarised the practical implications of the movement for classroom teachers.  Even 
though the ideas of the reformers were put forward by several conferences and 
numerous publications, mostly in new journals and periodicals, the aims and methods 
were not always accepted peacefully. ‘Linguists too became interested in the 
controversies that emerged about the best way to teach foreign languages, and ideas 
were fiercely discussed and defended in books, articles and pamphlets’ (Richards & 
Rodgers, 1987: 9)259. Consequently it became evident in the first decade of the twentieth 
century that compromises had to be found. Finally a combination or a mixture of the 
direct approach and the traditional attitudes towards reading, learning grammar and 
translating developed. ‘…parallel to the ideas put forward by members of the Reform 
movement was an interest in developing principles for language teaching out of 
naturalistic principles of language learning, such as seeing in first language 
acquisition’. (Ibid: 11)  
The ideas put forward by the reformers such as the monolingual approach, the 
training of dialogues and conversation, and of pupil-centred activities are still 
incorporated nowadays in the design of new ways of foreign language teaching. 
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2.5.3 New Trends and Resources in Pronunciation Teaching 
‘The study of pronunciation has been marginalised within the field of applied 
linguistics. As a result, teachers are often left to rely on their own intuitions with little 
direction. Although some instructors can successfully assist their students under these 
conditions, many others are reluctant to teach pronunciation’. (Derwing & Munro, 
2005: 379)260 
With the 1990’s growing interest in what Kelly (1969) called the “Cinderella” 
area of foreign language teaching, many researchers placed the study of pronunciation 
within the general frame of foreign language teaching (Brown, 1995; Dalton, 1994; 
Kenworthy, 1987; Morley, 1991, 1994). Some other works have focused on how to 
teach it (Taylor, 1993; Celce-Murcia, 1996; Llisterri, 2003). 
 
Pronunciation is an integrated and integral part of language learning: it is present 
in all the activities of oral expression or listening comprehension. The questions 
remains, whether the L2 learner pays attention to it (or the teacher points it out) or it is 
just simply unnoticed by the learner, who is focused on another linguistic aspect, or the 
meaning, or the situation, etc. The communicative process is supported not only by 
segmental elements such as the sounds of vowels and consonants, but also by 
suprasegmental elements like stress, rhythm and intonation.  Therefore, the study of 
pronunciation included in any curriculum design should consider both sets of elements 
in order to allow L2 students to gain communicative competence. Wong (1993)261 argues 
that the importance of pronunciation is even more distinct when the connection between 
pronunciation and listening comprehension is considered. ‘As listeners expect spoken 
English to follow certain patterns of rhythm and intonation, speakers need to employ 
these patterns to communicate effectively. If the rhythm and intonation are different, 
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listeners simply can’t get the meaning. Similarly, listeners need to know how speech is 
organised and what patterns of intonation mean in order to interpret speech 
accurately’. (Ibid) 
But according to Derwing & Munro (2005: 384)262 it is important to set up 
realistic goals: in a study of 100 adult ESL learners in Canada, Derwing (2003) found 
that the overwhelming majority considered speaking with perfectly native pronunciation 
to be a desirable goal. Although some researches (Harmer, 2001) argue that learners 
should not be denied this possibility if that is what they want, Derwing & Munro (Ibid) 
find this reasoning is incongruent with available research evidence on ultimate 
attainment in pronunciation. Brown (2001)263 also states: ‘Many learners of foreign 
languages feel that their ultimate goal in pronunciation should be accent-free speech 
that is undistinguishable from that of a native speaker. Such goal is not only 
unattainable for virtually every adult learner, but in a multilingual, multicultural world, 
accents are quite acceptable. With the rapid spread of English as an international 
language, native accents have become almost irrelevant to cross-cultural 
communication. Moreover, as the world community appreciates and value people’s 
heritage, one’s accent is just another symbol of that heritage.’ (Ibid: 284) 
As introduced in the opening statement of this chapter, what seems to be the 
main problem is the teachers’ lack in training in useful strategies for teaching 
pronunciation: ‘We are comfortable teaching reading, writing, listening and to a 
degree, general oral skills, but when it comes to pronunciation we often lack the basic 
knowledge of articulatory phonetics (not difficult to acquire) to offer our students 
anything more than rudimentary (and often unhelpful) advice such as, ‘it sounds like 
this: uuuh’’. (Dalton, 2002)264 
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But a series of changes in theoretical paradigms (learning models, linguistic 
models, and instructional models) should lead, at least in theory, to a series of changes 
in the teaching of L2, including the area of pronunciation.  According to Morley 
(1991)265, these changes are: 
 From a language learning perspective of “outside in”, to one of “inside out”; that 
is, a new concept of language acquisition that views the learner as the active 
prime mover in the learning process. 
 Following from this altered conceptualisation of the learning process, a 
movement from a focus on the group, to an increasing focus on individual 
learner differences and individual learning styles and strategies  
 From a focus on language as simply a formal system, to a focus on language as 
both a formal system and a functional system, one that exists to satisfy the 
communicative needs of its users. 
 From linguistic preoccupation with sentence-level grammar to a widening 
interest in semantics, pragmatics, discourse, and speech act theory.  
 From an instructional focus on linguistic form and correct usage to one on 
function and communicatively appropriate use. 
 From an orientation of linguistic competence to one of communicative 
competence. 
 From a global-competence concept to a set of detailed competency 
specifications and the introduction of an especially useful model that brings 
together a number of viewpoints in one linguistically oriented and pedagogically 
useful frame work: 
• (a) grammatical competence  
• (b) sociolinguistic competence  
• (c) discourse competence  
• (d) strategic competence 
 
 In light of these developments, pronunciation could no longer be taught merely as a 
set of rules but instead as part of an overall system of communication. Morley (Ibid) 
argued that the main problems are:  
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 The need to equip ESL teachers with very specific kind of background in 
applied English phonetics and phonology, one that gives detailed attention to 
suprasegmentals and voice-quality features and their forms and their functions in 
interactive discourse and one that stresses application in communicative 
approaches to pronunciation teaching. 
 A continuing need for development of pronunciation/speech activities, tasks, 
materials methodologies and techniques. 
 The need for more definitive evaluation measures and methods 
 A need for controlled studies of changes in learner pronunciation patterns as the 
result of specific instructional procedures. 
 A continuing need for research into aspects of second language phonology.  
 
Llisterri (2003)266 equally argues in favour of teacher training. In his opinion, it 
is the teacher’s task to evaluate which strategies are more suitable in a given context. It 
is also the task of the designers of teaching materials to make use of the expertise of 
specialists and join forces to come up with a quality product.  He advocates an 
interdisciplinary approach to pronunciation teaching and phonetic correction based on: 
 The understanding of the mechanisms of L1 interference.  
 The knowledge of the target language phonetic and phonologic description. 
 The knowledge of strategies to facilitate the integration of L2 sounds. 
Celce-Murcia et al. (1996:14)267, whose comprehensive work on pronunciation 
teaching introduced an important change to the field by including references to research 
that provide useful background information; also argue that it is of paramount 
importance that the teacher and the curriculum designer make informed decisions 
regarding the best way to teach pronunciation. 
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While the Communicative Method techniquesXXIX are still in use, new 
techniques that are used in research-based approach to pronunciation instruction are 
summarised by Scarcella & Oxford (1994)268 in the following table:   
Techniques Contents 
Self-monitoring Students can learn to self monitor their pronunciation to 
improve their intelligibility. 
Tutorial Sessions and 
Self-Study 
These begin with a diagnostic analysis of each student’s 
spoken English and an individualised program is designed for 
each student. 
Modeling and Individual 
Correction 




Design activities for the students to practise specific sounds. 
Written Versions of Oral 
Presentations 
In the more advanced levels, students can be given strategies 




Teachers can use visual displays of speech patterns to teach 
intonation, stress, and sounds to individuals and small groups 
of students 
Explanations Explanations of how to produce sounds or use pronunciation 
patterns appropriately should be kept to a minimum though 
directions about what to do with the vocal organs can help 
some students in some circumstances. 
Utilisation of Known 
Sounds 
Comparisons with the students’ first language may help some 
students to produce a second language pattern. 
Incorporation of Novel 
Elements 
Using novel elements with the use of directions. 
 
                                                 
XXIX Listen and imitate; phonetic training; minimal pair drills; contextualised minimal pairs; visual aids; 
tongue twisters; developmental approximation drills; practice of vowel shifts and stress shifts related to 
affixation; reading aloud/recitation; analysis of the student’s vocal production. (Source: 
http://es.scribd.com/doc/40748456/Historical-Theoretical-Perspectives-in-Teaching-Pronunciation) 





Students can be taught some useful communication strategies 
which will help them give the impression that their 
pronunciation is better than it really is. The communication 
strategies are retrieval strategies, rehearsal strategies, cover 
strategies, and “communication” strategies. (Oxford 2000) 
Affective Strategies A number of excellent affective strategies can be taught to 
help learners lower their anxieties and gain confidence. 
Table 26: Pronunciation Instruction Techniques. Scarcella & Oxford (1994) 
 
Some of these novel techniques, especially Computer-Assisted Language 
Learning (CALL) will be explored in some depth in the following chapter. 
 
2.5.4 Conclusion 
According to Rodgers (2001)269, anticipating methodological directions in second 
language teaching is a somewhat complicated matter. ‘Some current predictions assume 
the carrying on and refinement of current trends; others appear a bit more science-
fiction-like in their vision’ (Ibid).  
Llisterri’s (2003)270  impression of the revision of the didactic materials for ELE is 
that the teaching of pronunciation is far from the communicative approaches claimed in 
the curricular designs and it is closer to classic structural methods and that little 
attention is paid to the suprasegmental elements.  
Rodgers re-emphasises the importance of nonverbal communication as a teaching 
resource. In his work ‘Language Teaching Methodology’, he introduces the10 scenarios 
that are likely to shape the teaching of second languages in the next decades of the 21st 
century. Among these proposals, his ‘tongue-in-cheek’ label Full-Frontal 
Communicativity is given to a new methodological proposal which ‘provides 
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instructional focus on the non-linguistic aspects of communication, including rhythm, 
speed, pitch, intonation, tone, and hesitation phenomena in speech and gesture, facial 
expression, posture, and distance in non-verbal messaging.’ Rodgers (2001)271 
But so far, language teaching has chosen to restrict its attention to the linguistic 
component of human communication, even when the approach is labeled 
‘communicative’. 
 
Another issue concerning L2 teaching is the distinction between acquisition and 
learning. According to Danesi (2003: 16)272, teachers have always felt intuitively that 
students pick up certain things unconsciously, but require great conscious effort and 
focus to grasp other things.  Introduced by Stephen Krashen (1985), ‘acquisition is 
dominant during cognising events, when students pick up many new skills 
unconsciously. Learning, on the other hand, is dominant during recognising events, 
when students attempt to understand ‘what’s going on,’ so to speak’. (Ibid) 
The reformers assumed that L2 acquisition ran the same ‘acquisition route’ as L1 
acquisition. They believed that they would be able to ‘activate’ acquisition in the 
classroom by designing an appropriate teaching method. 
 
And finally, there is the issue of the interference of the mother tongue (L1) in the 
integration of the phonetic system of a foreign language (Trubetzkoy, 1939; Polivanov, 
1931). Llisterri (2001: 20)273 argues that the pronunciation teaching methods based on 
repetition and imitation do not solve the fundamental problem of the interference of 
phonetic and phonological patterns of the L1. Taking this into account, some researchers 
insist in the importance of perception and its priority over production: a student can 
hardly produce a phonetic contrast that cannot perceive due to L1 interference.  
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In Llisterri’s opinion, current technology is far from offering better strategies of 
phonetic correction than well trained teachers, with an integral phonetic background, 
could offer in presential teaching. (Ibid: 21) 
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2.6 Computer Assisted Second Language 
Pronunciation Learning 
‘In this age of technology, itsXXX central position in English Language Teaching 
(ELT) is obvious in the proliferation of specialised conferences and organisations, such 
as EUROCALL, CALICO and World CALL, and journals, such as ‘Computer Assisted 
Language Learning’ and ‘Language Learning and Technology’ devoted to the subject’. 
Richardson (2009: 117)274 
This chapter explores the development of CALL applications which can enhance 
language learning methods and ensure their success and its use both in conventional 
classroom teaching and for independent language study. It focuses on Computer 
Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT). 
The second part of the chapter deals with the effectiveness and reliability of the 
visualisation of the speech signal and the issue of interactivity in CAPT 
applications/systems as well as the automatic pronunciation assessment application to 
gauge whether these applications meet the pedagogical requirements that enable 
independent language exploration, independent language learning and independent 
language use inside and outside the classroom. 
 The chapter concludes with a brief conclusion exploring the advantages and 
disadvantages of CALL technologies and reflecting on the CALL application used in 
this studyXXXI. 
                                                 
XXX CALL: Computer Assisted Language Learning. 
XXXI The CALL application used in this study is a novel speech tool which slows down speech without 
tonal distortion. When L2 users hear L1 speech they frequently complain that it is too fast for them to 
catch what is being said. The slow-down facility is seen as a possible means of helping L2 users to catch 
those elements of speech which are produced at speed by L1 users, namely features of connected 
speech.  
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2.6.1 Pronunciation Teaching Experimental Techniques 
‘Among the greatest potential benefits of computer-assisted language learning 
(CALL) are the opportunities it could provide for individualised instruction and for 
exposure to a wide range of voices and contexts through extended listening practice. At 
present, however, it seems that most available software is of the “one size fits all” 
variety, designed to appeal to a mass market. Moreover, much of the recent CALL 
software appears to exploit the impressive multimedia capabilities of computers, rather 
than present content that is linguistically and pedagogically sound’. (Derwing & 
Munro, 2005: 390-1)275 
 
As Richardson (2009: 120)276 states, ‘the majority of pronunciation software 
packages now include voice recording and playback options, so users can record and 
compare their pronunciation with the model(s) on the programme’. Computer Assisted 
Pronunciation Training (CAPT), in particular, can be beneficial to second language 
learning as it provides a private, stress-free environment in which students can access 
virtually unlimited input, practice at their own pace and, through the integration of 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), receive individualised, instantaneous feedback.  
 
The main benefits of CAPT systems are: 
 It presents the student only with certain tasks aimed at developing specific skills. 
 It allows the students to train as long as they want and at a self-paced speed. 
 It reduces anxiety and thus indirectly favours learning.  (Murray’s study 
(1999)277, suggests that this is due to the privacy and the self-directed kind of 
learning offered by these environments). 
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Numerous CAPT systems has been developed, many of which are available on 




Make use of stills to accompany the information provided orally, 




Provide information on the way the target speech sounds are to be 
produced by explaining how the articulators should be positioned. 
This is often done by means of a 3D representation of a mouth 
producing a sound, sometimes accompanied by a written 
explanation… 
Glearner 2001 
Nieuwe Buren 2002, 
(the Advanced series) 
Eurotalk 2002 
Or by a video of a native speaker pronouncing the targeted sound. 
While the mouth animations provide precise and realistic visual cues of single phones, the film 
fragments also include information on facial expressions and gestures that accompany L2 
speech acts and thus provide information on pragmatic function too. 
CALICO Reviews 2002  
LLT Software Reviews 
2002 
CALL Product Reviews 
2002 
Stimulate the user to produce speech that can subsequently be 
recorded and played back. The student can study his/her own 
output and attempt to improve it by comparing it with a model, 
pre-recorded utterance. 
It is up to the students to determine whether and how their utterances differ from the native 
ones, while they may lack the criteria and the awareness required to perform such an 
evaluation. 
Nieuwe Buren 2002 Require a teacher to listen to the recordings and to evaluate them 
The functionalities offered by these systems are not innovative compared to those employed in 
the traditional language lab 
Ferrier & Reid 2000 
Ross 2001 
Require the students to first practise and record themselves and then 
either up-load the audio-files to a web page or send the files via e-
mail in near real-time. Licensed trainers listen to the files, evaluate 
and score them, and finally send them back to each student 
Table 27: Input and output in some CAPT Systems reviewed by Neri et al (2002)278 
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When examined carefully they look more like the result of a ‘technology push, 
rather than of a demand pull’ (Ibid) due to a failure to adopt a multidisciplinary 
approach involving speech technologists, linguists and language teachers (Cole et al. 
1998)279, (Price 1998)280, or more fundamentally, to the absence of clear pedagogical 
guidelines that suit these types of environments. Godwing-Jones (2009: 5)281 argues that 
current ASR technology, for instance, still suffers from several limitations that pose 
constraints on the design of CAPT, as is exemplified by the occasional provision of 
erroneous feedback. 
 
The biggest problem in CALL is a lack of guidelines from the second language 
acquisition research field that could be used to better employ the enormous progress 
recently made in technology: this problem particularly affects CAPT systems 
(Pennington 1999)282. 
 
Until recently, many educators were convinced that teaching pronunciation was 
pointless because accent-free pronunciation of the second language (L2) was considered 
a myth (Scovel 1988)283. Some of these beliefs have been contradicted by recent studies 
indicating that tailor-made training can improve a learner’s pronunciation in the L2 
(Bongaerts 1999)284. While eradicating the finest traces of foreign accent might only be 
necessary for the training of future spies (Abercrombie 1991)285, a reasonably 
intelligible pronunciation is an essential component of communicative competence 
(Abercrombie: Ibid); (Celce-Murcia, Brinton, & Goodwin 1996)286. 
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2.6.2 The Visualisation of the Signal- Interactivity  
‘Technological and pedagogical developments now allow us to better integrate 
computer technology into the language learning process’ (Warschauer and Healey, 
1998: 67)287. 
As stated in the previous section, recent developments in the fields of linguistics 
and second language acquisition have paved the way to include the use of novel 
technologies to help language learners in developing speaking and listening skills. 
Despite the advances in speech recognition technology have opened up new possibilities 
in computer-assisted language learning (CALL), ‘the teaching of pronunciation  and 
phonetic correction have not been given, as it is the case with presential teaching, the 
same attention as other areas namely, grammar and vocabulary’. (Llisterri 2001)2288 
 
The increase in multimedia didactic materials (introduced previously) that 
display human speech in a graphic representation on a computer screen, allow the 
student to observe an acoustic or articulatory representation of his/her own production, 
and to compare it to a model given by the teacher or by a native speaker has been. The 
visual display generally has shown a waveform or pitch contour.  In addition to 
spectrograms and waveforms, the visual feedback may include a representation of the 
mouth showing physically how the sound is to be produced. According to Llisterri 
(Ibid: 2), the assumption that the observation of an acoustic representation or the 
automatic rating or an utterance is an effective pronunciation teaching method or an 
effective procedure for phonetic correction implies the negligence to consider 
fundamental aspects of the process or perception and production of foreign language 
sounds. ‘Despite undeniable advantages, certain uses of speech recognition and 
acoustic analysis techniques do not automatically guarantee an appropriate 
assimilation of the sound system of a foreign language’ (Ibid: 2). 
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  Widely available systems, like IBM’s SpeechViewer (Puyuelo, 1992)289; 
(Martínez Ledesma et al. 2000)290 follow the same basic structure: students listen 
closely to model speech, paying attention to aspects of the native speaker's 
pronunciation, then they are asked to generate the utterance themselves. They receive 
feedback, often both visual and auditory. 
In acoustic phonetics studies, different types of representation of the speech 
signal are used: the temporal evolution of the sound range (oscilograms); changes in 
frequency and range over time (spectrograms); the analysis of the relationship between 
frequency and range at a given moment (spectrum); F0 variations (melodic curve) and 
the evolution of intensity in time (intensity curve). (Kent & Read, 1992)291, (Ladefoged, 
1996)292, (Stevens, 1998)293 and Llisterri (2001: 3)294 state that each one of these 
representations contributes to specific information regarding the phonetic characteristics 
of an utterance, both in the segmental aspect (voice, nasality, mode, place of articulation 
and timbre) and in the suprasegmentals aspect (intonation, stress and rhythm).  
The issue often raised with the use of traditional approaches to visualising these types of 
representations is the difficulty users may have in understanding or interpreting the 
significance of an acoustic analysis document.  Germain & Martin (2000, apud Llisterri) 
use the program WinPitch LTD as a tool for the teaching of pronunciation where the 
student works with the representations of the melodic curve, the intensity curve and 
oscilograms. In the same fashion, Cazade (1999, apud Llisterri) works with stylisedXXXII 
representations of the melodic curve and the intensity curve using the program Speaker 
(v.3). Germain & Martin (2000. 64-65, apud Llisterri) admit that, with the use of visual 
                                                 
XXXII In intonological tradition, the recorded assets undergo a process of stylisation to get rid of alterations 
such as micromelodic components (e.g. longer duration of sibilants, etc.) or external influences (coughs, 
environmental noise, etc.). For interferences at segmental level, programs like Praat or WinPitch or the 
MOMEL algorithm (created by the Aix en Provence researchers) can be used. For external interferences, 
software like Adobe Audition, Sound Forge, are used to perform the acoustic filter. 
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representations, the L2 student receives no indication regarding the aspects of his/her 
pronunciation that should be implemented.  Little guidance is given on how to improve, 
other than the suggestion to try again, and the L2 students might not be able to find 
those linguistically relevant differences between their production and the proposed 
model that can bring them closer to a native-like pronunciation. Another critique to the 
practice of having students work with individual sounds and sentences out of context  is 
that it only goes part of the way towards helping with pronunciation, as it leaves out 
intonation at the sentence and discourse levels. Besides, the use of artificially generated 
sentences does not necessarily help learners to improve their communicative ability 
with natural speech. 
 
According to Llisterri, (Ibid: 11) the use of graphic representations of the speech 
signal implies that the L2 student is able to establish the relationship between the sound 
and the graphic on one hand, and between the perception of the model he/she hears and 
the imitation he/she produces on the other hand. The issue of the interaction between 
production and perception still remains a controversial one when it comes to the 
acquisition of a foreign language. Besides, ‘two speech signals by different speakers, or 
even by the same speaker in different situation, do not have identical characteristics, 
thus, their acoustic representation will show variations in the time domain as well as in 
frequency and intensity’ (Ibid: 11). Nevertheless, he argues that acoustic representations 
do provide ‘visual feedback’; an additional information that can be interesting for the L2 
students, if understood as a complement rather than the only method of learning 
pronunciation and phonetic correction.  
 
  In order to overcome the issue of dealing with acoustic representations, some 
speech software developers have experimented with game-like interfaces for providing 
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visual feedback, such as using speech input from the student to control movements in a 
game (replacing joystick controls) or using a racing car interface in which adherence to 
the road is determined by how far separated the user's utterance is from that of the 
model native speaker's (Gómez et al., 2008)295. Hearsay, an ESL pronunciation 
program, used pronunciation accuracy in a bowling environment to determine the 
number of pins knocked down (Dalby & Kewley-Port, 2008)296. At the same time, there 
is tendency to implement language learning by providing and assistance to the learner in 
correcting pronunciation problems with more useful feedback. 
 
  Besides the issue of interaction between production and perception mentioned 
above, there is the issue of interaction between the learner and the computer. Through 
automatic speech recognition (ASR), which allows software to interpret the meaning of 
a speaker's utterance, it is possible to analyse the L2 student speech more generally and 
to serve as the foundation for creating auditory interactions with the computer. 
According to Godwing-Jones (2009: 5)297, despite their use commercially, there are a 
number of concerns regarding ASR use in computer-assisted language learning 
(CALL). The most salient one is the fact that systems built around the recognition of 
native speaker speech may not recognise the quite different accent of a language 
learner: ‘If an ASR system is not reliable enough to understand a correct utterance from 
a learner, this can be a devastatingly frustrating experience. If, on the other hand, the 
tolerance is set so low as to recognise a wild approximation of the targeted sound, the 
learner is not likely to take away much from the interaction’. (Ibid: 5) 
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2.6.3 Automatic Pronunciation Assessment 
‘At this point, what is most clear as a result of research is that students tend to enjoy 
using computers, and that we need much more work to identify the factors involved in 
using software effectively for language teaching. Teachers will continue to refine their 
techniques with CALL over time and, it is hoped, continue to contribute to research 
being done in the area’.  (Warschauer & Healey 1998: 62)298 
All the systems introduced in the previous sections leave the interpretation of the 
visual representation of the speech signals they provide to the L2 learner (and/or the 
teacher).  Some programs let the computer compare model and student utterances with a 
view to producing a pronunciation quality score. In this case the feedback usually 
consists of a numerical or symbolic score: a smiley, an oral comment such as ‘well-
done’ or a graded-bar indicating the degree of ‘nativeness’, which is automatically 
generated by the system. The following table illustrates some of the systems review by 
Neri et al (2002: 7-8)299 
Tell me More 
Talk to Me  
(Auralog 2000) 
( TTM 2002) 
They allow the students to check their oral performance on 
a page displaying the score their received, the waveform 
and the sentence their produced, with the mispronounced 
words coloured red. 
Microworld 
(MITAS 2002) 
The student orally asks the computer to perform a simple 
action in a room with several objects, such as ‘put the book 
on the table’. If the computer understands the utterance, it 
will perform the command given by the student. 
TraciTalk 
(TraciTalk 2002)XXXIII 
The student interacts with an animated agent whose task is 
to help the student to solve a mystery using the target 
language. 
BetterAccentTutorXXXIV The students listen to a native speaker’s recording, utter a 
                                                 
XXXIII Wachowicz & Scott, 1999 
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(Betteraccent 2002) phrase and receive immediate audio-visual feedback from 
the system. Both the students’ and the natives’ patterns are 
displayed on the screen so that the students can compare 
them and notice the most relevant features they should 
match. 
ISLE project XXXV 
(Interactive Spoken 
Language Education) 
Serious attempt at diagnosing segmental errors and 
providing feedback. Limiting the system to a (few) known 
language pair(s), allows for good recognition performance 
by the ASR. It provides feedback by highlighting the 
correct sound to imitate and the one corresponding to the 
mispronounced version. 
The system yields poor performance results. The authors report that only 25% of the 
errors are detected by the system and that over 5% of correct phones are incorrectly 
classified as errors. Neri et al (Ibid: 8) 
 
Table 28: CAPT Systems feedback 
According to Neri et al (Ibid: 9) erroneous feedback is a common problem in 
CAPT systems using ASR technology. The issue is being addressed since reliability is 
crucial in language learning. Nothing is more annoying than a system reacting in 
different ways to successive realisations of the same mistake. 
 
Witt & Young’s  work indicates that ‘computer based pronunciation scoring 
system is likely to be capable of providing similar feedback to a student as a human 
judge with regard to which phonetic segments in an utterance can be accepted as 
correct or not’. (Witt & Young, 2000: 108)300 
                                                                                                                                               
XXXIV This program, however, does not address segmental errors. The rationale behind the system is based 
on the assumption that “the three factors that have the biggest impact on intelligibility of speech are 
intonation, stress and rhythm” (Betteraccent 2002). 
XXXV Menzel et al. 2000, ISLE 4.5 2001 
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Lack of proper (or any) feedback is often named as the most serious flaw in 
educational software. Many researchers express their concern with this issue: ‘In 
looking toward the future, […] focus on providing learners with  discourse-level 
language input and with specific feedback regarding acoustic features of the intonation 
patterns they produce’(Chun 1998)301.   
‘When teachers ask whether speech recognition can be useful in a language 
teaching system, they often wonder whether errors can be correctly detected and 
whether the system can offer appropriate feedback’ (Eskenazi 1999:)302. 
 
‘Common methods do either not include a distinct user feedback (vocabulary trainer 
playing a reference pattern) or widely rely on fully automatic methods (speech 
recognition regarding the target language) causing evaluation mistakes, in particular, 
across the border of language groups’.(Jokisch et al 2005)303.  
 
EuronounceXXXVI project researchers are working with  a software that ‘uses HMM-
based speech recognition and speech signal analysis on the learner’s input due to which 
the user can visually and aurally compare his/her own performance with that of the 
reference voice. Most importantly, the system also includes automatic error detection at 
the phonemic level. All uttered phones are marked using color scale from red for 
mispronounced phones to green for those pronounced correctly. In other words, the 
user can listen to and play back the model voice as well as see the speech signal for a 
particular utterance, record and listen to his/her own utterance and see the speech 
                                                 
XXXVI Euronounce: Intelligent Language Tutoring System with Multimodal Feedback Functions 
(acronym Euronounce) is a project within the framework of European Commission’s Lifelong Learning 
Program which aims at creating L2 pronunciation and prosody teaching software. 
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signal for his/her own utterance and finally get feedback on his/her own pronunciation’. 
(Cylwik et al 2009)304 
There is a lot of work to be done in technological implementation of CAPT 
systems so the pedagogical requirements are met through the integration of ASR 
technology and pedagogical guidelines.  
 
2.6.4 Conclusion 
‘CALL systems are extremely suitable for ‘data-driven learning’ as computers can 
store, manipulate and retrieve huge amounts of information’ (Warschauer and Healey, 
1998: 61)305 
Among the advantages of CALL summarised by Richardson (2009: 122-124)306, the 
ones that are more relevant for pronunciation teaching are illustrated in the following 
list: 
 Access to authentic language 
 Can support teaching aims and methods (Warschauer and Healey, 1998: 58-9)307  
 Can expose learners to the target language in a meaningful and authentic way in 
‘new discourse communities’, such as computer-mediated communication (ibid) 
 Allows ongoing assessment of students’ language development by providing 
access to students’ online, oral and written work with CALL technology (ibid: 
59) 
 Enables independent language exploration, independent language learning and 
independent language use inside and outside the classroom 
 Can respond to individual learner’s needs, interests and instructional styles (ibid) 
 Provide access to social and cultural aspects of the language as well as linguistic 
(ibid) 
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As for the disadvantages: 
 
 Training in these technologies may be time-consuming, particularly if there are 
regular changes to the programmes (Warschauer, and Meskill, 2000: 308) 308 
 May not be effective for promoting or aiding language learning 
 May be difficult for teachers or students to operate, particularly teachers who 
may not have received adequate training in technologies or other new online 
multimedia or software programmes 
 When CALL is difficult to implement and/or unsuccessful for learning purposes, 
it can demotivate students 
The main concern, as exposed in the previous sections, is that these technologies 
may fail to adopt a multidisciplinary approach involving speech technologists, linguists 
and language teachers. Although these types of environments can undoubtedly promote 
teaching and enhance pronunciation learning, suitable pedagogical guidelines must be 
followed to ensure the increase of learners’ receptive and productive skills. 
 On the other hand, the limitations of ASR technology should be overcome since 
they limit the effectiveness of the assessment capability of the programmes. Besides, 
those shortcomings might result in a demotivating experience. Automatic pronunciation 
assessment is a fundamental tool for those learners that seek to improve their speech 
production in terms of accuracy, speed and fluency.   
The CALL application used in this study is a novel speech tool which slows down 
speech without tonal distortion. When L2 users hear L1 speech they frequently 
complain that it is too fast for them to catch what is being said. The slow-down facility 
is seen as a possible means of helping L2 users to catch those elements of speech which 
are produced at speed by L1 users, namely features of connected speech. The 
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application is used in this study to gauge whether it can enhance intelligibility when 
tests participants listen to streams of spontaneous native speech taken from the DSSC.  
The application has also been used in the analysis of the DSSC, to adequately and 
effectively listen to and process fast speech, and to identify the acoustic characteristics 
of features of connected speech.  
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2.7 Discussion of Literature Review 
In the previous sections, a review of the conversational register, the prosodic study 
in Spanish tradition and the prosodic units and speech units in one hand, and a review of 
pronunciation teaching models and CAPT systems in the other hand, are covered. A 
discussion of the review of pronunciation teaching models and CAPT systems has been 
previously included in their respective conclusion sections.  
 
This section presents a discussion on the main issue in current research, 
specifically relating to the model of units reviewed. This study does not focus on 
register, but rather the portion of the language where prosody and suprasegmentals 
operate, i.e., the informal language with personal engagement. To that end, the 
‘duologues’ recorded provide the framework for the segmentation of the speech signal 
into units.  
The duologues in the DSSC are segmented into Flow Units (FU), Flow 
Sequences (FS) and Turns (T). Since this study’s approach delimits units in a multiclass 
way, according to heterogeneous criteria rather than solely semantic or prosodic criteria, 
it mirrors Val.Es.Co.’s model of units’ criteria. This seems to be an ideal approach to 
explain many aspects of speech, a framework where isolated established units that work 
for syntax (sentence), semantics (logic form), pragmatics (speech act) and prosody 
(phonic group), do not work in a precise fashion. 
 
Therefore, the discussion of the literature review centers on the the definitions of 
the units featured in the following table by (Briz y Val.Es.Co 2003)309, which are 
illustrated with examples taken from the present author’s contributions, i.e. the DSSC: 
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DIALOGUE: Maximum dialogic unit defined in structural terms and delimitated by an initial 
intervention and a reactive intervention.   
JESUS PATRICIA 
y comida y eso de  
mejicana  
¿qué te pareció?  
 muy bien a mí me encantó toda 
¿sí?  
 Sí 
 muy muy muy muy picante 
Sí [inhales] 
 pero es que toman como muchas hortalizas 
[mhm] [pcht] 
 carne muy rica también 
 luego las tortitas de maíz 
Sí [inhales] 
 está todo muy rico 
 y muy mucha variedad  
y barato [inhales] 
supongo también, ¿no?  
 Sí 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 
 (Jesús: T104-109, FS168-173, FU316-324/ Patricia: T55, FS213-219, FU527-542)XXXVII 
As it can be observed, during the dialogue the topic of discussion is the quality of the food; 
nevertheless, Jesús’ final intervention diverts the conversation to another aspect: the price of 
the food.  
INTERCHANGE: Smaller dialogical unit formed by two interventions with alternation of 
speakers. The adjacent pairs are prototypical samples of interchanges. For example:  
                                                 
XXXVII The duologues in the DSSC are segmented into Flow Units (FU), Flow Sequences (FS) and Turns 
(T). In this particular segment of the Duologue_ Jesus_Patricia_1,  Jesús’ intervention stretches from the 
turn number 104 until number 109 (T104-109); from the flow sequence number 168 until number 173 
(FS168-173); and finally, from flow unit number 316 to number 324 (FU316-324). The same paradigm 
applies for Patricia’s intervention and for the rest of the examples on the table. 







(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 
 (Jesús: T1, FS1, FU2/ Patricia: T1, FS1-FS2, FU1-FU2) 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 Hola Patricia ¿qué tal?  
 bien 
 ¿y tú cómo estás? 
ALTERNATION OF TURNS: Minimal dialogical unit formed by two successive turns, 
delivered by two different speakers. Alternations of turns consist of interchanges. The previous 
example would fit here.  
INTERVENTION: Biggest unit delivered by one speaker. It is part of the linguistic body of 
the conversation (structural dimension). Its main characteristic is to provoke or being provoked 
by a linguistic reaction. Therefore, interventions can be divided into:  
Opening 
intervention 
It provokes the listener to make a subsequent contribution: 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 ¿tú vuelas a De Efe o a dónde? 
sí vuelo al De Efe  
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 
(Jesús: T95, FS153, FU274/ Patricia: T51, FS202, FU491)XXXVIII. 
Direct 
 
It requires an explicit reaction. It would be the case 
on an interrogative sentence that requires an answer, 
imperative sentences, etc. E.g.: 
JESUS PATRICIA 
es que qué es el mole las 
judías estas ¿no?  
un pues no  
 porque el moble 
 el mole poblano 
 creo que es una base de 
judías de  
                                                 
XXXVIII The transcription of the audio files in the DSSC are in citation form, therefore the acronyms are 
represented accordingly: DF (Distrito Federal) is transcribed ‘De Efe’. 
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 judías pintas vaya 
 de frijoles 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 




It does not need such an explicit reaction and they are 
often unpredictable. E.g.: 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 no te 
 no te sientes bien  
 te sientes como  
 que te falta el aire continuamente 
 como ahogándote 
[mhm] [inhales] 
 Luego 
 el cuerpo necesita trabajar mucho más 
sí claro  
 entonces tienes hambre todo el tiempo 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 
(Jesús: T59-60, FS88-89, FU131-132/ Patricia: T30-
31, FS127-128, FU319-327). 
Patricia’s intervention did not explicitly required 
Jesús’ intervention. Nevertheless, she manages to 




It is provoked directly or indirectly by an opening intervention. E.g.: 
JESUS PATRICIA 
qué recomiendas allí  
para [inhales] 
para ver yo sólo estuve medio día 
[inhales] y está el museo de arqueología me parece 
sí [pcht] 
 que es alucinante ¿no? 
[mhm] que  tiene así cosas muy bonitas 
 de así de las civilizaciones precolombinas 
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(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 
(Jesús: T96-97, FS156-158, FU284-289/ Patricia: T53, FS206, FU497-
503) 
In this example, Jesús makes an explicit request and Patricia obliges; she 




It is the reaction to a previous opening intervention which finally 
becomes an intervention that provokes a subsequent reaction. 
Cooperative 
 
Predictable from direct opening interventions. It is the 
case of questions & answers. 
Evaluative 
 
They answer to the assessment of what the other has 
said.  
Phatic Reactions such as ya, ya, mm… (right, right, mhm…) 
Collaborative 
 
One interlocutor finishes the other interlocutor’s 
intervention. E.g.: 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 hay un pueblo cerca de Puebla 
 que no me acuerdo como se llama 
 pero que tiene un 
 una pirámide 
en dentro de una  
de una montaña de una montaña 
sí y ese era muy bonito 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 




It is a social unit, responsible for the progression of the conversation. It 
is filled with informative utterances accepted by the interlocutors by 
means of their obvious and simultaneous attention.  
It should not be confused with the intervention. Although every turn can 
be considered an intervention, not every intervention can be considered a 
turn, since not every intervention contributes positively to the logical 
development of the conversation.  




It is a monologic structural unit, hierarchically inferior and immediate 




This is a monologic structural unit, immediate constituent of the act, 
which constitutes an informative and identifiable segment in a 
conversation. 
Substantive subacts: They have propositional content but they cannot 
be contextually isolated.  
Director substantive subacts 
(DSS) They represent the 
illocutionary force of the act. 
Subordinate substantive subacts 
(SSS) They are subject to the 
previous one. 
Adjacent subacts: Constituted by extra-propositional elements. 
Textual: They 
organise the speech 
but they have no 
semantic weight. 
Units like for 
example: connectors 
(then, but, etc.)  
 
Interpersonal: They 
imply the interaction 
between interlocutors. 
Units like (mhm, 
yeah, oh, you know?, 
right?, etc) 
 
Modals:  They give a 
modal nuance to the 
substantive subact. 
Units like: (I’d say, I 
don’t know, what do I 
know, etc.). 




The subact is a unit half way between the prosodic and the semantic, since it 
constitutes by default an intonation group. In a wider perspective, the act is a useful unit 
to perceive the semantic-contextual alterations of the utterances, since they are made up 
of subacts, or intonation groups.  
According to Cabedo (2009: 109)310, Val.Es.Co’s concept is gradual: from the 
smallest to the largest interpretative component. They do not start from a priori 
interpretations; in Cabedo’s work, the evaluation of the data obtained is a posteriori: in 
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order to define an act as, for example, representative or commissive, the act itself has 
been previously delimitated. Therefore, the act would be the variable and the traditional 
speech acts (assertive, directive, commissive, declarative, expressive, or others) would 
be their variants. 
Acts are recognisable because they can be isolated, they can turn into 
interventions in the linguistic context where they appear. Besides, they have 
recognisable boundaries: firstly because they have a complete modal value (question, 
rejection) and, secondly, because they have a full melodic curve. 
 
Val.Es.Co researchers have established a series of indexes that facilitate the 
identification of acts.  Firstly, the segmental linguistic indexes are: 
 Pro-forms or adverbs: (that’s it, like that, no…). On some occasions these forms 
can act as initiation elements but they cannot be isolated. Therefore, they are 
considered as an integral part of an act, they are not acts (E.g.: yes/ no answers 
to questions).  A sample of a pro-form that cannot be considered an act is shown 
in the sample below in bold letters: 
SUSANA MARIA 
y nunca me había ocurrido y  
he tenido verdaderas brutadas con el sol  
o sea que no entiendo muy bien  
debe ser que ahí  
[laughs]  
es extra fuerte No 
[inhales] Sí 
 es verdad  
[pff] es que lo 
 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_1) 
(Susana: T48-49, FS81-83, FU205-212/ María: T51, FS102, FU318-321) 
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 Existence of an explicit verb that specifies the illocutionary force: 
SUSANA 
porque como no tuvieras 
bueno mucha gente tenía dólares 
 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_1) 
 
(Susana: T53, FS105, FU309-310) 
 
 Presence of a phoricXXXIX reference unit that use to delimitate two acts. An 
anaphoric example is illustrated in the next segment of the duologue: 
 
SUSANA 
era majísima y quedamos con ella dos amigas más y yo 
y nos enseñó toda la ciudad 




(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_1) 
(Susana: T83, FS185-186, FU558-562) 
 Direct style:  
 
MARIA 
y era como Sicilia ahí 
sol 
no sé cuantísimos grados 
[inhales] 
digo vámonos aquí que seg 
que a que aquí seguro que no llueve 
 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_2) 
(María: T70, FS135-136, FU299-304) 
                                                 
XXXIX A phoric reference unit can be a cataphora or an anaphora. A cataphoric reference unit refers to 
another unit that is introduced later on in the text/speech. An anaphoric reference unit, on the other hand, 
refers to another unit that was introduced earlier on in the text/speech. 
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 Presence of discourse markers: reformulations (on the contrary) or modals 
(well), they can function as acts or they can introduce acts. On the other hand, 
phatic units (‘you know?’, ‘no?’, ‘huh?’ etc.) are considered subacts, since they 
add modal nuance to the utterance they belong to. Another kind of discourse 
markers are the conjunctions (‘and’, ‘but’, etc.). They can link two subacts or 
two acts depending on the isolation criteria of the elementes they combine.  
 
Secondly, the suprasegmental linguistic indexes that help delimitate the oral 
discourse in acts, establishing different types of structures are (Val.Es.Co 2003): 
 
Finished structures that constitute acts 
Normally separated from the rest by a rising or falling toneme in the case of 




voy a Madrid 
que tengo el billete ya comprado 
y luego ya me voy para allá con ellas  
y nada 
guay 
 (Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_2) 
(Susana: T56, FS121-123, FU314-319) 
Apparently finished structures that constitute acts 
Suspended acts 
 
They are grammatically incomplete structures but 
communicatively valid. Prosodically, they tend to end with a rise 
of the F0 or suspended toneme; hesitations and vocalic 
lengthening. The speaker trusts the interlocutor’s ability to 
complete the modal nuance of an incomplete utterance. 




cómo se dice esa expresión de no sé que 
tan como se 
como lo pintan 




como lo pintan 
algo así 
no me acuerdo 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_2) 
(Susana: T37, FS44-45, FU75-84) 
Incomplete acts 
 
Re-starts, self-corrections, hesitations that differ from the 
previous ones in the sense that, their ‘un-completeness’ is not 
related to the confidence on the interlocutor’s ability to decode 
but rather conversational planning problems; the speaker has not 





porque cuando nos vinimos a vivir aquí 
cuando yo estaba 
me vine a veni a vivir aquí  
había todavía  
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_2) 
(María: T116, FS216, FU472-477) 
Finished structures that do not constitute acts  
Re-starts, hesitations, pauses, tonal rises and falls due to external communicative 
problems, etc. They have been called ‘failed acts’ since they cannot be completed with 
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the help of the interlocutor.   
E.g.: 
MARIA 
o sea yo 




pega más fuerte el sol 
(Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Susana_María_1) 
(María: T51, FS109, FU344-349) 
 
Table 30: Grammatical structures specific of colloquial conversation 
 
 
  It is worthwhile to recall Selkirk’s (1984)311 Sense Unit ConditionXL, mentioned 
earlier since subacts are considered units with meaning that cannot function as an 
intervention on their own, unlike the act. 
 
All the examples featured in the discussion of the literature review correspond to 
segments from the DSSC. In this study, CALL applications have also been used to 
adequately and effectively listen to these segments in order to process fast speech, and 
to identify the acoustic characteristics of features of connected speech.  
 
It is precisely these features that are explored in the next chapter. 
  
                                                 
XL […] ‘The idea that the definition of what may constitute an intonational phrase is essentially semantic 
in character’ (Selkirk 1984: 27f.) 
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3. Comparative Analysis of Features of 
Connected Speech 
3.1 Introduction 
‘I believe I need to learn what the word sounds like when it is used in the sentence. 
Because sometimes when a familiar word is used in a sentence, I couldn't catch it. 
Maybe it changes somewhere when it is used in a sentence’ (Goh 1997: 366)312.  
 
Since ‘speech is a continuous stream of sounds, without clear-cut borderlines 
between each word’ (Steele 2005: 1, apud Wang)313, which undergoes a series of 
modifications that ‘appear to derive essentially from characteristics of the speaker  […] 
(physical sources) and properties of context sensitive interactions (‘social sources’)’ 
(Lass 1984: 297)314, it represents an obstacle for language learners in the comprehension 
of the spoken language.  
 
Underhill (1994: 58)315 pointed out that  connected speech is not just ‘the sum of its 
individual words’ but ‘a flow of sounds which are modified by a system of 
simplifications through which phonemes are connected, grouped and modified’. 
Although, in natural informal speech, some pronunciations may retain their citation 
forms, others are ‘pulled out of shape’ (Cauldwell 2003: 1)316.  
 
‘Consonant and vowels are combined to form words within a rhythmic structure. 
Every consonant and every vowel will be affected by its neighbouring consonants and 
vowels and by the rhythmic structure in which it occurs’ Brown (1990: 62)317. This is 
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the result of the inevitable adjustment that phonemes undergo in different contextual 
environments, which involves phonological processes like linking, merging, (see 
Kenworthy 1987, apud Wang)318 and assimilation and elision, (see Roach 2000: 138, 
142)319. Ladefoged’s (1993) notion of ‘ease of articulation’ (Ibid: 267)320 has 
contributed to the explanation of these linguistic features resulting from the 
coarticulations between sounds, i.e. ‘the overlapping of adjacent articulations’ (Ibid: 
55).  
Taking into account several researchers’ observations, which indicated that ‘vowels 
influence consonants more than consonant influence vowels’ and that ‘consonants 
influence consonants as much as vowels do’, Tatham and Morton (2006)321 reached the 
conclusion that ‘coarticulatory influence spreads out from the syllable nucleus’ (Ibid: 
97) and observed that coarticulatory results ‘appear to correlate with the (C) V (C) 
structure of syllables’ (Ibid). 
In this sense, we should distinguish conceptually what it is ‘coarticulation’ from a 
phonetic point of view, which is an unavoidable phenomenon that occurs automatically  
in the phonic chain when there are two adjacent sounds, as opposed to features of 
connected speech such as, for example, the elision, which is a feature related to stylistic 
variation. 
Schane (1973)322 elaborated a typology of plausible phonological processes and he 
distinguished four categories: assimilation, syllabic structure organisation processes, 
neutralisation and processes of weakening or strengthening.  
Research by Field (2003)323 and Cauldwell (2001)324 have demonstrated that 
segments of speech and even entire phrases in connected speech are reduced, making 
such material difficult to process for non-native listeners. “The stream-like 
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characteristics of everyday spontaneous speech change familiar words to such an extent 
that they become unrecognisable” (Ibid: 2). 
 
The features of connected speech that may pose difficulties for the learner listener 
can be catalogued as follows (Crystal 2004)325. 
 
Assimilation The influence of one sound segment 
upon the articulation of another 
‘ten bikes’ = / təmbɑɪks/ 
Elision The omission of either vowels or 
consonants and consonant clusters in 
connected speech 
‘cup of tea’ = / kʌpətɪː/ 
 In multi-syllabic words vowels and 
consonants elide in unstressed syllables 
‘February’ = / ˈfebɾɪ / 
Contraction The reduction of a linguistic form so 
that it becomes attached to an adjacent 
linguistic form 
‘I have’ = / ɑɪv /                
‘going to’ = / gɒnə/ 
Ellipsis The omission of part of a grammatical 
structure for reasons of economy, style 
or emphasis 
A: ‘Where are you going?’ 
B: ‘To town’ (rather than: 
‘I’m going to town’) 
Juncture Phonetic boundary features may 
demarcate grammatical units. ‘Word 
division can be signalled through pitch, 
stress and length as in the difference 
between phonologically identical 
phrases’ (Meinardi 2006) 
‘That’s tough’ and ‘That 
stuff’ where the latter can be 
distinguished by a strongly 
articulated / s /. 
Table 31: Features of English Connected Speech 
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Cruttenden (2001: 293)326 states that the features of connected speech are 
common in the normal, fluent speech of native speakers of English and the lack of such 
features would be abnormal and artificial.  
Another feature he introduces is that of ‘liaison’: linking /r/. A word-final post-
vocalic /r/ is introduced as a linking form when the following word begins with a vowel. 
“The vowel endings to which an /r/ link may, in this sense, justifiably be added are /ɑː, 
ɔː/ and those single or complex vowels containing final [ə] (/ ə, ɜ, ɪə, eə, ʊə /) e.g. in far 
off, four aces, answer it, fur inside, near it, wear out secure everything” (Ibid: 288).  
To revisit the issue of stylistic variation mentioned earlier, Cruttenden stated that 
“it is important to avoid equating ‘casual’ and ‘rapid’, since slow speech is possible in 
a casual situation and rapid utterances can occur in more formal circumstances. It 
should also be borne in mind that the average rate of delivery differs from speaker to 
speaker regardless of discourse style” (Ibid: 293). 
In relation to the outline proposed by Schane (1973), Aguilar (1994:20)327  states 
that Spanish presents examples of processes of assimilation (assimilation of nasals and 
laterals in the point of articulation of the following consonant, before voiced 
consonants, de-voicing before voiceless consonants, etc.), of organisation of syllabic 
structure (elision of vowels in vocalic groups and consonants in consonant groups, etc.), 
of neutralisation (neutralisation of  voiced and voiceless consonants in end of syllable 
position) and of strengthening and weakening (/b, d, g/ as fricatives in inter-vocalic 
position, /j/ as affricate after /l/ and /n/). The more informal the register, the more 
frequent phenomena of weakening, elision, etc. in Spanish consonants and vowels 
occur. (Ibid: 21) 
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While studies of assimilation have tended to concentrate on clearly observable 
aspects of the pronunciation of a particular language, studies of coarticulation, “mutual 
influence between adjacent sounds” Llisteri (2003:11)328 are more likely to be looking 
for effects which are found (not necessarily in exactly the same form) in all languages.  
Phono-syntax studies the modification undergone by phonemes in the speech 
chain. The basic concept is precisely that of coarticulation: sounds are not pronounced 
in isolation and the articulatory proximity causes this mutual influence between them. 
Sounds are grouped in bigger units: syllables, words and phrases. Phono-syntax 
recognises another unit between the word and the phrase, the ‘sirrema’, "the grouping 
together of two or more words that constitute a grammatical unit, tonal unit, lexical unit 
and besides form an intermediate syntactical unit between the word and the phrase". 
Quilis (1993: 372)329 
He states that, in Spanish, some parts of the discourse like articles, atonic 
pronouns, apocopate possessive adjectives, conjunctions and prepositions which have 
no stress need to group with tonic parts of the discourse, forming the ‘sirremas.’ A key 
phono-syntactic feature of Spanish and romance languages is the ease with which words 
entwine and join together. Quilis (1996: 145)330  
Directly related with the above mentioned, Quilis (Ibid: 146) considers the 
concurrence of homologous phonemes in Spanish. 
TWO HOMOLOGOUS VOWELS TWO HOMOLOGOUS CONSONANTS 
2 tonic vowels= long tonic vowel 2 voiceless linguoalveolar fricatives [s] = one [s] 
Papá ha venido [pɑpáː ßeníðo]  Las sombras [ lasómbras] 
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2 atonic vowels= short atonic vowel 2 linguoalveolar nasals [n] = one [n] 
cama azul [kámaθúl] Con nada [konːáða ] 
1 atonic+ weak form1 = short atonic 
vowel 
Archiphoneme [R]+[ ]= one [  ] 
Postre en la mesa [ póstren la mésa] Humor racional [umóɾ aθjonál ] 
1atonic + 1 tonic= long tonic vowel 2 linguoalveolar laterals= [lː]  
Cansado de eso [kansáðoðeːso]  El lado [elːáðo]  
1 tonic + 1 atonic= short atonic vowel 2 dentals [ d ]= fricative [ð] 
Está alegre [estálé re] Ciudad del Cabo [θjuðáðel  káßo] 
1(Atonic, weak forms=   articles, determinants, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) 
Table 32: Concurrence of homologous phonemes 
Although the concurrence of two homologous sounds may result on the 
lengthening of the said sound, this happens when the pronunciation is slow or emphatic. 
In normal conversation the tendency is to shorten the sound. 
 
“One of the most noticeable features of Spanish is the tendency towards 
sinalefa, that is, the pronunciation in one syllable of groups of vowels resulting of the 
joining together of words in the speech chain  ”. Quilis (Ibid: 150) 
 
The possibility for several vowels to join in sinalefa, depends on their forming a 
series of increasing  or decreasing   aperture, or that those vowels with 
close articulation (i, u) are placed in the edges of the syllable and the vowels with open 
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articulation in the centre. The grouping of vowels in sinalefa offers a multitude of 
















ioaeu envidio~a~Eugenia// volvió~a~Europa 
Table 33: Examples of sinalefa 
In spoken language, this feature occurs generally in informal, colloquial registers. In 
traditional linguistic studies, the syllabic contraction is called ‘sineresis’, when it occurs 
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within the word or ‘sinalefa’, when it occurs between words. Some authors refer to 
sinalefa as ‘vocalic link’ (Barrutia and Terrell 1982)331. In the traditional generativist 
literature it is referred to as ‘glide formation’ (Harris 1969)332. In more recent 
generativist frameworks such as the auto-segmental phonology, this feature is referred 
to as syllabic contraction (Hualde 1994)333 or ‘syllable merger’ (Roca 1991)334. 
 
In this chapter, the spelling systems of English and Spanish are explored. A comparison, 
classification and transcription of the English and Spanish sound systems are 
undertaken as well as an exploration into the syllabic structure of both languages. The 
elaboration of a typology of features of Spanish connected speech follows and finally, a 
section dedicated to rhythm, the last one of the suprasegmental features yet to explore. 
The chapter concludes with a reflection on the didactic implications regarding the 
teaching of Spanish to Anglophones.  
 
At first glance, that is enough material for multiple thesis and it seems like a lot of 
ground to cover for a just a humble chapter. The main idea though has been to pinpoint, 
by way of contrast and without going into too much depth, those features upon which a 
reflection on the didactic implications regarding the teaching of Spanish to 
Anglophones can be elaborated. 
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3.2 The Spelling Systems of English and Spanish 
‘They spell it Vinci and pronounce it Vinchy; foreigners always spell better than 
they pronounce.’ Mark Twain (1835-1910)XLI 
 
 ‘[…] When we think of the contrasts that exist between the English and Spanish 
languages, perhaps one of the most prominent is that of spelling. What could be more 
different than the transparent orthography of the Spanish language, traditionally 
considered—along with Finnish and Serbo-Croatian—to have one of the strongest 
alphabetic foundations, and the deep, asymmetrical English orthography, which 
abounds in inconsistent phoneme-grapheme correspondences?’ (Pérez Cañado, 2005: 
522)335 
Spanish and English share a similar alphabet, but when the phonologies of the 
two languages are compared, many differences are revealed. Knowledge of these 
differences will help the learner understand why some sounds in Spanish are difficult 
for Spanish language learners to perceive and produce. This will be explored in the next 
section. (3.3) 
 There are also differences in phonotactic rules about which phonemes can occur 
in which positions in syllables and words and in what combinations. For example, 
whereas most consonants can occur in word final position in English words, the only 
consonantal phonemes that occur in word final position in Spanish are /d/, /n/, /s/, /x/, 
/l/, and the tap /r/ (which represent the written letters d, n, s, z, j, l, and r). Another 
phonotactic difference is that consonant clusters are common and can occur in any word 
position in English. In Spanish, however, consonant clusters are much less frequent and 
                                                 
XLI Mark Twain.  1869. ‘The Innocents Abroad’ (p.185). 
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are subject to more phonotactic constraints (restrictions on sound sequences): consonant 
clusters cannot occur in word final position in Spanish. ‘Phonotactic constraints 
indicate not only syllable boundaries, but also possible word boundaries’ (Dupoux, et 
al. 2001)336. (See section 3.3.1.) 
 
Pérez Cañado argues that ‘while acknowledging the substantial differences that 
exist between the orthographic systems of both languages, […] there are also striking 
similarities between them—in terms of their violation of the universal phonemic 
principle’ (Ibid) 
English and Spanish spelling systems deviate from the universal phonemic principle 
or alphabetic principle (one letter/grapheme for each phoneme and one phoneme for 
each letter/grapheme) in a similar way. English spelling lacks the three properties by 
which alphabetic orthographies can be classified. Those are, according to Coltheart, 
(1984) (apud Koda, 1997: 42)337: 
• regularity of one-to-one correspondence 
• regularity of phonemic assignment 
• regularity of graphemic assignment  
 
Therefore, according to Koda (Ibid), ‘the regularity of one-to-one correspondence 
refers to the extent to which a systematic relationship is established between a single 
graphemic unit and a single phoneme’. In English, one phoneme is assigned to two 
graphemic units, called a digraph, ‘such as ‘gh’ corresponding to the phoneme /f/, as in 
“laugh”; and ‘ck’ corresponding to the phoneme /k/ as in “kick”’. (Ibid)  
Also, English orthography violates the regularity of phonemic assignment, which, 
according to Koda (Ibid), ‘implies that a particular letter does not fulfill more than one 
phonemic assignment’. In English one graphemic unit often serves several phonemic 
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purposes, such as ‘b’, which is pronounced in “boy” but is silent in “debt”. Or, ‘i’, 
which is pronounced /i/ in “give” but /ai/ in “five”. 
And finally, English lacks regularity of graphemic assignment, as it is not 
systematic in symbolising a single phoneme by a single graphemic representation. (e.g., 
the phoneme /s/ can be represented either by the letter c or s, as in cite and site.) (Koda, 
Ibid) According to Pérez Cañado (2005: 523)338, ‘Spanish spelling contains three 
practically identical deviations that are sources of inconsistency not dissimilar to those 
found in English, although certainly less abundant’.  
 
In Pérez González’s terminology (1996: 26)339: 
• “poligrafía de fonemas”  
• “polifonía de los fonogramas”  
• “heterografía de morfemas uniformes”  
 
Pérez Cañado (2005)340 states that the first one refers to the irregularity of 
graphemic assignment: one phoneme can be represented by diverse phonograms or 
letters. ‘In Spanish, […] is sometimes regular (e.g., the phoneme /g/ is written as ‘g’ 
before ‘a’, ‘o’, and ‘u’ and ‘gu’ before ‘e’ and ‘i’), and sometimes irregular (e.g., /k/ 
can be represented by ‘c’, ‘k’, or ‘qu’)’. The second one refers to the irregularity of 
phonemic assignment: one particular phonogram or letter fulfills more than one 
phonemic assignment (e.g., the letter ‘c’ is pronounced as /k/ prior to ‘a’, ‘o’, and ‘u’ 
but as /z/ before ‘e’ and ‘i’). The third one is the introduction of variations in spelling 
which are not accompanied by a linguistically relevant change in pronunciation or 
meaning (e.g., uniform morphemes finished in /k/ or in /g/: /sak/ from ‘sacar’ is 
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sometimes written ‘sac’ and sometimes ‘saqu’; /pag/ is sometimes written ‘pag’ and 
sometimes ‘pagu’). (Ibid: 523) 
‘These violations of the universal phonemic principle have been the cause of the 
long orthographic reform tradition that has characterised English and Spanish spelling. 
Many attempts have been made over several centuries to simplify the spelling of the 
English language. Demands for rationalisation go back to the late 16th century, when 
John Hart took an active interest in the problems of written English and Thomas Scott 
suggested a restoration of letters from the Old English alphabet to allow a more 
phonetic rendering. Such outstanding figures as Benjamin Franklin; Noah Webster; 
Mark Twain; Charles Darwin; Alfred, Lord Tennyson; Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; 
Andrew Carnegie; Theodore Roosevelt; and George Bernard Shaw have advocated 
spelling reform and supported movements for that cause. And, surprising as it may 
seem, we find numerous complaints about the Spanish Academy’s decision not to modify 
and simplify spelling. Casares (1941), Mosterín (1981), Pelegrín Otero (1962), and 
Unamuno (1968) were all outspoken against this lack of reform’. (Ibid: 523-524) 
 
Spanish Alphabet 
a b c c
h 
d e f g h i j k l l
l 
m n ñ o p q r s t u v w x y z 
English Alphabet 
a b c  d e f g h i j k l  m n  o p q r s t u v w x y z 
Table 34: Spanish and English Alphabets. 
 
Three Spanish letters that are not found in English are the “ch”, “ll” and “ñ”. 
The “ch” is considered a single letter in Spanish and it represents the same sound as the 
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two-letter combination “ch” in English. The “ll” represents a sound that a monolingual 
English speaker may perceive as similar to the /j/ (“y”) in English. The “ñ” represented 
by the phonetic symbol / /, may be perceived as similar to the “ny” sound in 
“canyon”, itself a borrowing from Spanish. Some dictionaries also classify the trilled 
“rr” (also known as the rolled “r”) as a single letter. The letters “k” and “w” do not 
occur in words native to the Spanish language, but may occur in borrowings such as 
“karate” and “sandwich.” 
 
3.3 Classification, Transcription and Comparison of 
Sound Systems  
English belongs to ‘the Germanic language within the Indo-European language 
family’ (Yule 1985: 168)341. Spanish or Castilian (español or castellano in Spanish) is a 
Romance language in the Iberian-Romance group within the Indo-European language 
family. Although they belong to the same family the difference in nature of the two 
branches, Germanic and Romance, causes the disparities in sound inventory between 
the two languages. 
Brown (1990)342 detailed the English sound system - she quoted Gimson (1962) 
for a thorough description of the vowels- which includes twelve monophthongs and 
eight diphthongs (Ibid: 35-39), and twenty-four consonants (Ibid: 20-34). These forty-
four abstract units called ‘phonemes’ (Roach 2000: 40) constitute the basic ‘phonemic 
system’ (Ibid: 42) in the English language.  
Quilis and Fernández (1996: 47-133)343 detailed the Spanish sound inventory 
which includes five pure vowels, fourteen diphthongs and nineteen consonants.  
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The standardised representation of the sounds of spoken English and Spanish 
languages devised by the International Phonetic Association, the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and the Diccionario Electrónico Fonético del Español 
(DEFE)XLII have been used in the confection of the phonemic charts below. 
ENGLISH VOWELS & DIPHTHONGS 
IPA DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
 
Short close front vowel Pit 
 
Short  mid-close front vowel  Pet 
 
Short near-open front vowel Pat 
 
Short open back vowel Pot 
 
Short mid-close back vowel Luck 
 
Short near-close back vowel Good 
 
Short middle central vowel Ago 
 
Long close front vowel Meat 
 
Long open back vowel Car 
 
Long mid-close back vowel Door 
 
Long middle central vowel Girl 
 
Long  close back vowel Too 
 
closing diphthong ending in  day 
                                                 
XLII DEFE: Published at http://elies.rediris.es/elies4/Cap3.htm 
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closing diphthong ending in  sky 
 
closing diphthong ending in  boy 
 
centring diphthong ending in  beer 
 
centring diphthong ending in  Bear 
 
centring diphthong ending in  Tour 
 
closing diphthong ending in  Go 
 
closing diphthong ending in  Loud 
Table 35: English Phonemic Chart. Vowels & Diphthongs 
 
ENGLISH CONSONANTS 
IPA DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
 
bilabial voiceless plosive Pit 
 
 bilabial voiced plosive  Bit 
 
alveolar voiceless plosive  Time 
 
alveolar voiced plosive  Door 
 
velar voiceless plosive  Cat 
 
 velar voiced plosive  Get 
 
 labio-dental voiceless fricative  Fan 
 
 labio-dental voiced fricative  Van 
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dental voiceless fricative Think 
 
 dental voiced fricative That 
 
alveolar voiceless fricative  Send 
 
alveolar voiced affricate  Zip 
 
post-alveolar voiceless fricative Shop 
 
post-alveolar voiced fricative Leisure 
 
glottal fricative  Hat 
 
bilabial nasal  Man 
 
alveolar nasal  Nice 
 
velar nasal Ring 
 
lateral alveolar Leg 
 
post- alveolar approximant Rat 
 
bilabial approximant  Wet 
 
palatal approximant Yet 
 
post-alveolar affricate  Chop 
 
post-alveolar affricate Just 
Table 36: English Phonemic Chart. Consonants 
SPANISH VOWELS & DIPHTHONGS 
IPA DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
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/ i / vowel anterior closed  Libro 
/ e / vowel anterior media Pez 
/ a / vowel central open Caso 
/ o / vowel posterior media Coma 
/ u / vowel posterior closed Luz 
DIPHTONGS 
[ ja ] [ je ] [ jo ] [ ju ] rising diphthongs 
paria tiene labio viuda Semiconsonant  [ j ]+vowel 
[ wa ] [ we ] [ wi ] [ wo ] rising diphthongs 
agua sueca ruido antiguo Semiconsonant  [ w ]+vowel 
[ ai ] [ ei ] [ oi ] falling diphthongs 
aire veinte boina Vowel+ semivowel [  ] 
[ au ] [ eu ] [ ou ] falling diphthongs 
causa europa bou Vowel+ semivowel [  ] 
Semiconsonants and semivowels 
Semiconsonant  [ j ] ciudad Semivowel [ ]  baile 
Semiconsonant  [ w ] buey Semivowel [  ] causa 
Table 37: Spanish Phonemic Chart. Vowels & Diphthongs 
According to Quilis (Ibid: 70), semiconsonants and semivowels in Spanish are 
allophones of their respective vocalic sounds (anterior or posterior) /i/ { [ j ] [ ] } and 
/u/ { [ w ] [ ] }. Therefore the distinction semiconsonant-semivowel is purely phonetic 
and it indicates the pre-nuclear or post-nuclear position of the vowel that constitutes the 
syllabic margin. 
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SPANISH CONSONANTS 
IPA DEFE DEFE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
P p p bilabial voiceless plosive Peso 
B b b  bilabial voiced plosive Boca 
 
t t dental voiceless plosive Tabaco 
 
d d  dental voiced plosive Dote 
K k k  velar voiceless plosive Coma 
G g g  velar voiced plosive Goma 
θ+ θ z  interdental voiceless fricative Zapato 
F f f labio-dental voiceless fricative Falso 
S s s  alveolar voiceless fricative Sello 
X x x  velar voiceless fricative Jota 
  
y  palatal voiced fricative Yeso 
t∫ t∫ c palatal voiceless affricate Chico 
M m m Bilabial voiced nasal Madre 
N n n alveolar voiced nasal Nada 
  
ñ  palatal voiced nasal Ñu 
L l l alveolar voiced lateral Lona 
  
l palatal voiced  lateral Llanto 
 
 
r simple voiced alveolar vibrant Caro 
r 
 
r multiple voiced alveolar vibrant Carro 
Table 38: Spanish Phonemic Chart. Consonants 
The phonemes highlighted in Table 38 correspond to those Spanish phonemes that do 
not exist in the English phonemic chart and therefore might pose difficulties for the Irish 
learners of Spanish. 
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• Vowel Systems 
There are major differences between the vocalic phonemes in Spanish and English. In 
Spanish, there are five vowels that consistently represent the lax vowel sounds /a/, /e/, 
/i/, /o/, and /u/. They are always spelled the same, except for ‘i’ which is sometimes 
spelled with ‘y’ (i griega) such as in ‘soy’, ‘voy’, ‘y’. The Spanish vowels should not 
pose a problem for English speakers learning Spanish since they have the same sounds 
in their phonetic repertoire. Although, as opposed to English vowels, Spanish vowels 
are not reduced in unstressed syllables and the mid vowels /e/ and /o/ are pure vowels, 
therefore, they should not be diphthongised. 
 
Figure 2: Spanish Vowels 
 
 
Figure 3: English Vowels          
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• Consonant Systems 
Spanish and English share several consonantal phonemes:  
 
 Spanish English 
 Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced 
Stops (plosives) /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/ /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/ 
Nasals  /m/ /n/ / /  /m/ /n/ /ŋ / 
Fricatives /s/ /f/ /θ/ /x/  / / /s//f//θ/ /∫/ 
 
/ ð / / Ʒ  / 
/z/ /v/ 
Affricates /t∫/  /t∫/ / dƷ  / 
Liquids  /l/ /ʎ /  /l/ /r/ 
Tap/Trill /r/ /rr/    
Glides  /w/ /j/  /w/ /j/ 
Glottal   /h/  
Table 39: Spanish and English Consonantal Phonemes. 
 
Despite these common phonetic symbols, it is important to note that there are 
differences in voicing, aspiration, and precise place of articulation for many of these 
sounds that result in acoustic differences: 
Stops 
One prevalent difference between Spanish and English stop consonants is that Spanish 
stops are less plosive, meaning that they are produced with less air pressure than their 
English pairs. This is particularly noticeable with the Spanish voiceless consonants /p/, 
/t/, and /k/, which English speakers sometimes perceive as their voiced counterparts (/b/, 
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/d/, and /g/). Another difference is in voice onset time, which refers to the duration of 
vocal fold vibration before the release of air pressure. When stop consonants occur in 
word initial position, voiceless stops in Spanish are produced with a relatively short 
voice onset compared to English. In contrast, English voiceless stops are produced with 
long voice onset time, and voiced stops are produced with short voice onset time. This 
difference can also lead to the perception of voiced rather than voiceless sounds. 
Another difference is the exact place of articulation. While the English phonemes /t/ and 
/d/ are produced on the alveolar ridge above the teeth, the Spanish /t/ and /d/ are 
produced with the tip of the tongue placed on the back of the teeth, giving these sounds 
a dental quality (Whitley, 1986)344. Also, the voiced /b/ /d/ /g/, have some allophones 
when they occur in intervocalic position: [ð], [β] and [γ]. They should not be mistaken 
with the symbols for the fricatives in the IPA, since in Spanish they have approximant 
realisations. 
Nasals 
The nasal sounds /m/ and /n/ are produced in the same manner in Spanish and English. 
As singletons, these sounds do not generally cause difficulty for English speakers 
learning Spanish. Because the / / sound is not one of the primary phonemes in 
English, a Spanish language learner may substitute it for the next closest sound, which 
is /n/. Its pronunciation is close to the “ny” in “canyon”, itself a borrowing from 
Spanish. 
Fricatives 
The fricative class presents several phonetic contrasts between Spanish and English. 
Though there are some similarities in the two language systems (e.g. both contain the 
phonemes /s/, /f/ and /θ/), there are many differences. There are two Spanish phonemes 
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that do not occur in English. The phoneme /x/ represents a voiceless sound produced 
with velar frication: it is formed by forcing air through the slightly constricted back part 
of the mouth. It is a sort scraping or raspy sound from the back of the mouth which 
sounds like the English word "loch" when given a Scottish accent. The phoneme / / 
represents a palatal voiced fricative which sounds something like the "y" sound in a 
word such as "yellow", or the glide /j/. On the other hand, in Spanish there is no 
difference between the bilabial voiced plosive /b/, represented by the letter “b”, and the 
labio-dental voiced fricative /v/, represented by the letter “v”. Words like “baca” and 
“vaca” have both bilabial realisations.  
 Affricates 
The affricate /t∫/ is common to both languages and it is the only affricate sound in 
Spanish.   
Liquids 
The written letters “l” and “r” exist in both languages. The /l/ should not typically cause 
difficulty for the English language learner. The /r/, on the other hand, is produced quite 
differently between the languages, as a rhotic or retroflexed /r/ in English, and as a tap 
or trill in Spanish. A monolingual English speaker may perceive the Spanish tap /r/ to 
sound like the English tap in “butter”. The trill /rr/ is formed by a flapping of the tongue 
against the front roof of the mouth and poses more problems to the English speakers 
(not to the Scottish though) who seem to need a good deal of practice to roll the “r”. The 
lateral /ʎ /, represented by the digraph “ll”, has undergone a process of de-lateralisation 
and it is nowadays pronounced as the palatal voiced fricative / /, represented by the 
letter “y”. This phonological process is called ‘yeismo’.  
________Glides 
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The bilabial glide /w/ and palatal glide /j/ occur in both Spanish and English. A listener 
may hear subtle differences: the /w/ sound may be produced with slight velar 
constriction and the phoneme /j/ may be produced with varying degrees of palatelisation 
in English. But, then again, that should not pose a problem for the English learner of 
Spanish. 
Glottal 
The written letter “h” is silent in Spanish. The open glottal phoneme /h/ exists in some 
dialects of Spanish and it sounds like the “h” in “hot”.  
 
       
3.3.1 English and Spanish Syllabic Structure  
 “The syllable is a very important unit. Most people seem to believe that, even if 
they cannot define what a syllable is, they can count how many syllables there are in a 
given word or sentence. If they are asked to do this they often tap their finger as they 
count, which illustrates the syllable’s importance in the rhythm of speech” (Roach 
2000: 70)345 
Consonant and vowels are phonologically grouped in units called syllables. The 
concept of the syllable is an important one in the sound structure of Spanish, as many 
phonological processes in this language are best seen in the light of the syllable 
structure (Alonso 1945)346; (Harris 1983)347. 
 
Hualde (2005: 70)348 states that the correct division of words requires the proper 
identification of syllable boundaries. ‘The Spanish poetic tradition is also based on 
counting syllables in lines of poetry. All of this demands agreement on the part of the 
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users of the language on how many syllables a given utterance has and where exactly 
the syllable boundaries lie’. (Ibid) 
 
It is widely—though by no means universally—accepted that syllable is the next 
unit of phonological structure after the phoneme.  Every syllable must contain a syllabic 
segment – the nucleus (or peak) which, as the term suggests, is the core or essential 
part of the syllable. The nucleus can be a vowel or a syllabic consonant. They might 
have an onset (any consonant or sequence of consonants preceding the nucleus) and a 
coda (any consonant or sequence of consonants following the nucleus). 
 
Parts Description Optionality 
Onset Initial segment of a syllable Optional 
Nucleus Central segment of a syllable Obligatory 
Coda Closing segment of a syllable Optional 
Table 40: Structural Properties of the Syllable. 
 
The nucleus is said to form a unit with the coda called the rhyme (Ibid: 71). The 






                                                                 m              á                 s      (more) 
                     σ 
 
Onset            Rhyme 
 
                    Nucleus    Coda 
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Figure 4: Syllable structure 
 
The exact shape of syllables depends on the language. Each language puts its own 
constraints on the possible types of syllables.  
 
Quilis (1996:138)349 makes the distinction between open syllable (syllable with 
no coda) and closed syllable (syllable with a coda) and between stressed (syllable 
whose nucleus carries the intensity of the word or phonemic group) and unstressed 
(syllable that does not have the same prominence).  “Spanish shows a clear tendency to 
the open syllable, that is to say, the syllable  beginning in a consonant and ending in a 
vowel is predominant” (Ibid:139). The type of syllable that is more common in a given 
language leaves its print on the acoustic features of the respective language. For 
instance, the higher degree of musicality of Romance languages, such as Spanish, is 
largely due to the fact that, statistically, open syllables are more numerous in these 
languages than in Germanic languages, such as English, where the number of closed 
syllables is dominant. 
 
In Spanish, onset clusters may have at most two consonants and their structure is 
very constrained: it always consist of a plosive or /f/ followed by /l/ or /r/ (Hualde, 
2005:71)350. As stated beforehand, the consonant following the nucleus is the coda and 
it is rare to find coda clusters in Spanish. In the event of a coda cluster, the second 
consonant is always /s/XLIII (Ibid). The nucleus may contain a glide as a ‘satellite’ either 
before or after the nuclear vowel.  
                                                 
XLIII Except for some family names like Sanz, Sainz, with /nθ / in Peninsular Spanish. In the 
pronunciation of foreign words the tendency is to simplify coda clusters. (Hualde, 2005:71) 
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In his “Theory of Syllabic Organisation”, Núñez-Cedeño (1984)351 detailed the 










Table 41: Typological classification of Spanish syllables 
According to Núñez Cedeño (2000:456)352 Spanish shows a tendency to adopt 
the archetype CV. Therefore, an intervocalic consonant always syllabifies with the 
following vowel (mesa [me.sa] ‘table’). This rule applies even across word boundaries 
(los osos [lo.so.sos]XLIV ‘the bears’). 
 
The Spanish syllabic structure can be arranged according to the scale of sonority 
of their phonemes: 
6 low vowel a 
5 mid vowels e, o 
4 high vowels i, u 
3 liquids l, /ʎ /, r, /rr/ 
2 nasals m, n,  
                                                 
XLIV Nevertheless, this does not occur across boundaries when the second word starts with a glide: un 
hueso [uŋ.gwe.so] ‘a bone’; un hielo [un.je.lo] ‘an ice’.  
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1 obstruents f,/θ/, s, x, , t∫, b, d, g, p, t, k 
Table 42: Sonority scale in Spanish (Hualde 2005) 
 
‘To be a syllable peak a segment must have a sonority level of 4 or higher in this 
scale. High vocoidsXLV (sonority 4) may be either syllable peaks or satellites (that is, 
glides, as in ‘pie’ [p i e] ‘foot’. Mid vowels (sonority 5) are always syllable peaks in 
careful pronunciation, but may become glides in less careful speech (lí-ne-a → lí- nea 
‘line’). The vowel /a/ (sonority 6) can only be a syllable peak’. (Hualde 2005: 72)353 
 
Examples of syllables showing the sonority curve in the word ‘transportar’ (to 
transport): 
 
C C V C C C V C C V C 
t r a n s p o r t a r 
1 3 6 2 1 1 5 3 1 6 3 
Table 43: Syllables sonority curve 
 
“Although the onsets and codas of syllables are obviously clearly identifiable at 
the beginnings and end of words, dividing word-medial sequences of consonants 
between coda and onset can be problematical. In many languages such dividing is a 
relatively straightforward process [...] In English it is not”. Cruttenden (2001: 51)354 
His section on phonotactics (Ibid: 240) details word-initial and word-final 
phoneme sequences for English.  
                                                 
XLV Term used by Hualde (2005) to refer to vowels and glides indistinctively. 










Table 44: Word initial & Word final sequences 
 
According to Radford et al. (1999: 90)355, based on Selkirk’s (1984, 1995)356 
Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP), the sonority profile of a legitimate syllable must 
rise continuously to a peak and fall continuously after a peak.  
 
In the table below, the sonority curve is shown in two words: ‘quilt’ and the 
made-up word ‘*wkitl’. The degree of sonority ranges from one to five (1 for the 
plosives; 5 for the vowels) and the phonetic transcription of the two words is at the 
bottom of the table. The sonority principle illustrates that it is possible to detect valid 
syllables and possibly words. 
 
Sonority wave of quilt Sonority wave of *wkilt 
5   *   vowels 5   *   vowels 
4  *  *  approximants 4 *    * approximants 
3      nasals 3      nasals 
2      fricatives 2      fricatives 
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1 *    * plosives 1  *  *  plosives 
 k w i l t   w k i t l  
Table 45: Sonority scale in English (Radford et al. 1999: 89-90) 
As stated beforehand, sequence constraints, or the restrictions on the number and 
type of segments that can combine to form syllables and words, vary greatly from one 
language to another. In English, for example, a word may begin with up to three 
consonants, but no more than three. If a word does begin with three consonants, the first 
will always be [s], the second must be chosen from among the voiceless stops [p t k] 
and the third from among the liquids [l r ] or glides [w y ]. 
 
A further exploration of the phonotactic constraints of both languages is outside 
the scope of this study, but those phenomena related to the discrepancies in the 
typological classification of syllables that may pose difficulties for the students of 
Spanish will be explored. In particular, the syllabification of vocoids (vowels and 
glides) since, as Hualde (2005: 70)357 points out, is where ‘the real difficulties are 
found’, and the phenomenon of resyllabification. 
 
Furthermore, “speech segmentation procedures may differ in speakers of 
different languages” (Cutler et al 1986)358. Their work based on French speakers 
listening to French words suggested that the syllable functions as a segmentation unit in 
speech processing. “While French has relatively regular and clearly bounded syllables, 
other languages, such as English, do not. No trace of syllabifying segmentation was 
found in English listeners listening to English words, French words, or nonsense words. 
French listeners, however, showed evidence of syllabification even when they were 
listening to English words.” (Ibid) 
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3.3.2  Syllabification, Resyllabification and Reduction 
‘Thus far, we have only mentioned the possibility of syllabification within words 
and have shown that English and Dutch do not permit syllabification across words in a 
phrase. It is well known, however, that certain languages such as Italian and Spanish 
do permit syllabification across words’. (Nespor & Vogel, 2007: 67)359 
 
‘Above word level, there are four prosodic constituents, each of which is 
potentially a domain for resyllabification. In French, it seems that the domain of 
obligatory liaison is the phonological phrase […], while in Spanish the domain appears 
to be larger- the intonational phrase, or perhaps even the phonological utterance’. 
(Ibid: 72) 
This section explores a series of phenomena, peculiar to the Spanish language, 
which it is anticipated may pose difficulties for Anglophones.  
The following table illustrates the rules of syllabification of sequences of 
vocoids in citation form according to Hualde (2005). 
RULE 1: 
Non-high vocoids /a e o/ 
The sequence is syllabified as a hiatus 
/ea/ teatro [te.á.tro] ‘theatre’ 
/ee/ leemos [le.é.mos] ‘we read’ 
/eo/ beodo [be.ó.ðo] ‘dunkard’ 
RULE 2: If the sequence contains a high vocoid that is preceded of 
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XLVI Sequences of raising sonority, where the stressed high vowel comes first, are found mostly at the end 
of words. In word internal position they are uncommon and tend to become diphthongs (according to rule 
4. (Hualde 2005:78)) 
High vocoids / í ú/ followed by a non-high vowel, it is syllabified as a 
hiatus. 
/ía/XLVI tía [tí.a] ‘aunt’ 
/íe/ sonríe [son.rí.e] ‘s/he smiles’ 
/eú/ reúne [re.ú.ne] ‘s/he gathers’ 
/aí/ caída [ca.í.ða] ‘fall’ 
RULE 3: 
Identical high vowels 
Sequences of two identical high vowels- which are very 
rare- are syllabified as hiatus, regardless of stress. 
/ii/ nihilista [ni.i.lís.ta] ‘nihilist’ 
/uu/ duunviro [du.um.bí.ro] ‘duumvir’ 
Otherwise, the general rule is syllabification of the sequence as a diphthong. Two sub-
cases can be distinguished: 
RULE 4.1: 
 
Sequences where unstressed /i u/ is adjacent to /a e o/ 
are generally syllabified as diphthongs. 
/ia/  italiano [i.ta.liá.no] ‘Italian’ Rising 
diphthongs /ie/ pienso [pién.so] ‘I think’ 
/ua/ cuando [kuán.do] ‘when’ 
/uo/ cuota [kuó.ta] ‘quote’ 
/ai/ hay [ái] ‘there is’ Falling 
diphthongs /ei/ veinte [béin.te] ‘twenty’ 
/au/ jaula [xáu.la] ‘cage’ 
/eu/ neutro [néu.tro] ‘neutral’ 
RULE 4.2: 
 
Sequences where two different high vocoids are in 
contact are also generally diphthongs. 
/iu/  viuda [biú.ða] ‘widow’ 
/ui/ cuida [kuí.da] ‘s/he cares’ 
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Table 46: Vocoids syllabification rules based on Hualde 
 
According to Hualde (2005: 77)360, sequences of vocoids can be quite complex 
in Spanish. E.g.: ‘instruíais’ (‘you-pl instructed’) with four vocoids in a row, syllabified 
as [ins.tru.í.ais]. ‘These complications are purposely avoided in the orthographic rules 
for word-division, according to which sequences of orthographic vowels cannot be 
separated at the end of a line, whether they form a diphthong or a hiatus (RAE 1999: 
88)’ (Ibid). 
The descriptions of the rules in the table can be stated in a more concise manner: 
‘all non-high but stressed vocoids are syllable peaks. Sequences where a nonstress-
bearing high vocoid is in contact with another vocoid are diphthongs (except for the 
rare sequences /ii/, /uu/)’ (Ibid: 80) 
 
As Hualde et al (2008)361 point out, ‘further complication in the syllabification 
of sequences of vocoids is introduced by another phenomenon, the existence of a Post-
lexical Syllable Contraction RuleXLVII’. According to various researchers, many 
sequences that are syllabified as hiatus in citation form can be reduced to a single 
syllable in connected speech. (Navarro Tomás, 1977 & 1918)362 (Hualde, 1994)363 
(Aguilar, 1999)364 
 
In casual speech, the tendency is to reduce sequences in hiatus to diphthongs, 
‘with greater or lesser intensity depending on the dialect’ (Hualde 2005: 87)365. These 
phenomena of resyllabification and reduction can occur across word boundaries 
                                                 
XLVII V.V → VV. The Post-lexical Syllable Contraction Rule may apply both to word-internal 
sequences and to sequences across word-boundaries. (Hualde et al. 2008) 
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between vowels, consonants and between vowels and consonants. Furthermore, in rapid 
colloquial speech, word-internal heterosyllabic sequences can undergo the same 
processes of reduction as the identical sequences across word boundaries; hence 
Alonso’s (1945) and Harris’ (1983) observation about the importance of the syllable 
structure in Spanish and their argument that many phonological processes in this 
language are best seen in the light of the syllable structure. 
 
The following table illustrates some examples of syllable contraction and 
resyllabification across word boundaries from Hualde (2005). 
1- ConsonantVowel - resyllabification across word boundaries 
[pó.ko.sa.mí.gos] pocos amigos ‘few friends’ 
[kó.me.na.kí] comen aquí ‘they eat here’ 
[má.li.ta.liá.no] mal italiano ‘bad Italian’ 
[sa.βé.rál.go] saber algo ‘to know something’ 
[klú.βes.pa.ɲ ol] club español ‘Spanish club’ 
[t∫é.far.xen.tí.no] chef argentino ‘Argentinian chef’ 
2- VowelVowel-  syllable contraction across word boundaries 
mi hermano /mi ermáno/ ermáno] ‘my brother’ 
tu abuélo /tu abuélo/ élo] ‘your grandfather’ 
esta historia /ésta istória/ a] ‘this story’ 
se acaba /se akába/ akaβa] ‘it ends’ 
no entiendo /no eɴ tiéɴ do/ do] ‘I don’t understand’ 
una hormiga /úna ormíga/ rmíγa] ‘ an ant’ 
3- ConsonantConsonant-  reduction across word boundaries 
/ss/ → ∼ [s] ojos secos ‘dry eyes’ 
/θθ/ → ∼ [θ] paz cercana ‘approaching peace’ 
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/dd/ → ∼ [d] edad de oro ‘golden age’  
/ → ∼
] 
vender ropa ‘to sell clothes’ 
4- VowelVowelVowel +-  contraction  of 3 or more vocoids across word boundaries 
algo austero al.go.aus.te.ro al.goaus.te.ro ‘somewhat austere’ 
área estrecha á.re.a.es.tre.cha á.reaes.tre.cha ‘narrow area’ 
Victoria Eugenia vic.to.ria.eu.ge.nia vic.to.riaeu.ge.nia ‘Victoria Eugenia’ 
Envidio a Europa en.vi.dio.a.eu.ro.pa en.vi.dioaeu.ro.pa ‘I envy Europe’ 
 Careful speech ↑ Reduction ↑  
Table 47: Examples of resyllabification, reduction/contraction. (Hualde) 
 
• CV resyllabification across word boundaries: 
  ‘This resyllabification process explains non-standard forms such as “amoto” 
(motorcycle- standard: moto) and “arradio” (radio- standard: radio). Nouns such as 
moto and radio are unusual in that they are feminine nouns ending in –o. (This is 
because they are etymologically shortened forms: “la motocicleta; la radiofonía”). 
Some speakers interpret sequences such as “una moto, una radio” as “un amoto, un 
arradio” and then produce “el amoto, el arradio” with the definite article’. (Ibid: 87) 
The examples in table 47 show how the word-final consonants are resyllabified together 
with the following word-initial vowel in connected speech. Those consonants are then 
syllabified as an onset. 
• VV syllable contraction across word boundaries: 
‘One of the most noticeable features of Spanish is the tendency to the sinalefa, 
that is, the pronunciation in one syllable of groups of vowels resulting from the joining 
together of words in the speech chain’. Quilis (1996: 150)366 
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As shown in the examples in table 47, both high and mid vowels may become glides in 
this process of contraction. Furthermore, unstressed /e/ may also be elided in 
rapid/casual speech if: 
 Word-final: est(e) individuo, nombr(e) antiguo (‘this guy’, ‘old name’) 
 Word-initial in a closed syllable: ya (e)ntraron, casi (e)stamos (‘they came in 
already’, ‘we are almost there’) (Hualde 2005: 90, apud Monroy Casas 1980: 70-
8; Quilis 1993: 172)367 
According to Hualde (2005), it is possible to have contraction also if one of the syllables 
is lexically stressed, in which case the stress may be reduced: está aquí /está akí/ 
[estáki] ~ [estakí]. 
• CC reduction across word boundaries: 
‘A key phono-syntactic feature of Spanish and romance languages is the ease 
with which words entwine and join together’. (Quilis, 1996: 145)368  
This kind of phenomenon was mentioned beforehand (Section 3.1, pg. 44-45) in Quilis 
(1996) appreciation of the concurrence of homologous phonemes. However, the 
examples in table 47 focus on homologous consonants. As he points out, although the 
concurrence of two homologous consonant sounds may result on the lengthening of the 
said sound, this happens when the pronunciation is slow or emphatic. In normal 
conversation the tendency is to shorten the sound. In Spanish, some parts of the 
discourse like articles, atonic pronouns, apocopate possessive adjectives, conjunctions 
and prepositions which have no stress, need to group with tonic parts of the discourse, 
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forming the sirremasXLVIII. It is precisely in these kinds of sequences where the 
contraction phenomena become more evident. 
• VVV+ contraction  of 3 or more vocoids across word boundaries: 
‘Even three identical unstressed vowels in a row may be contracted to the duration 
of a single vowel te]’ (Hualde 2005: 90, 
apud Monroy Casas 1980: 65)369. 
The examples of sequences of three or more vocoids that have undergone this 
process of contraction in rapid speech, illustrated in table 47, present syllables that can 
be much more complex than in citation form. If we recall the Sonority Scale (Section 
3.3.1, pg. 165) and consider the degree of aperture of the vowels (low-mid-high), we 
can ascertain that all the sequences in the examples satisfy the criterion of presenting a 
uniform sonority curve: 
 
6  a  low 6  a   low 6  a  low 
5 o   mid 5   e  mid 5 e  e mid 
4   u high 4 i   u high 4    high 
algo austero Victoria Eugenia área estrecha 
Table 48: Sonority curves in sequences of 3+ vocoids. 
As previously stated in the introduction to this chapter, the possibility for several 
vowels to join in sinalefa, depends on their forming a series of increasing  or 
decreasing   aperture, or that those vowels with close articulation (i, u) are placed 
                                                 
XLVIIIXLVIII ‘Sirrema is the grouping together of two or more words that constitute a grammatical unit, 
tonal unit and lexical unit and besides form the intermediate syntactic unit between the word and the 
phrase’ (Quilis, 1993: 372). 
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in the edges of the syllable and the vowels with open articulation in the centre. The 
grouping of vowels in sinalefa offers a multitude of different combinations; up to five 
vowels can meet in sinalefa. 
 
‘In rapid or colloquial speech, word-internal heterosyllabic sequences can undergo 
the same processes of reduction as the identical sequences across word boundaries, 
especially in intonationally weak positions.’ (Ibid: 91) 
 
3.3.3  Taxonomy of Features of Spanish Connected Speech 
 ‘Continuous connected speech consists of a flow of sounds which are modified 
by a system of simplifications through which phonemes are connected, grouped and 
modified’. Underhill (1994: 58)370 
 
These simplifications mentioned by Underhill are called phonological processes 
and have been classified by Schane (1973)371 in four categories: 
• Assimilation processes 
• Syllabic structure organisation processes 
• Neutralisation processes 
• Processes of weakening or strengthening 
 
This ‘ease of articulation’, proper of connected speech, causes any phoneme to 
be realised differently in different contextual environments ‘by making use of 
coarticulations between sounds’ Ladefoged (1993: 267)372. This sort of inevitable 
adjustment involves phonemic features like ‘linking’, ‘merging’, ‘assimilation and 
elision’. Brown (1990: 62)373 
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At this point, we should distinguish conceptually between ‘coarticulation’ , which is 
purely an unavoidable phonetic phenomenon that occurs automatically in the phonic 
chain and involves articulatory adaptation of a segment to its phonetic environment 
without altering its phonological features, and to features of connected speech such as, 
for example, elision, which is a feature related to stylistic variation.  
 
Dressler (1984)374, and Dressler-Moosmüller (1991)375 argue that these phonological 
processes are applied at lexical level (from a paradigmatic point of view, they determine 
the phoneme inventory), and at post-lexical level (from a syntagmatic point of view they 
determine the phonotactic restrictions of sequences of phonemes). According to their 
characteristics, Dressler identifies the following types of phonological processes: 
 
COLUMN 1  COLUMN 2 
fortition vs. lenition 
dissimilation vs. assimilation 
strengthening vs. weakening 
lengthening vs. shortening 
epenthesis vs. elision 
Table 49: Characteristics of phonological processes (Dressler) 
This study focuses mainly on those phenomena resulting on some sort of reduction 
due to processes of syllabic structure organisation (contraction), assimilatory processes, 
and processes of weakening (elision) such as aphaeresis (the loss of one or more sounds 
at the beginning of the word: ‘*amos’ instead of ‘vamos’); syncope (the loss of one or 
more sounds in the middle of the word: ‘*atontao’ instead of ‘atontado’) and apocope ( 
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the loss of one or more sounds at the end of the word: ‘*de tó’ instead of ‘de todo’).  
Therefore, phenomena such as prothesis (the addition of a sound at the start of a word: 
‘*estijeras’ instead of ‘tijeras’), epenthesis (the addition of a sound in the middle of a 
word: ‘*Ingalaterra’ instead of ‘Inglaterra’), and paragoge (the addition of a sound at 
the end of a word ‘*facile’ instead of ‘fácil’) in one hand, and neutralisationXLIX 
processes on the other hand, will not be considered. 
To sum up, this study focuses on column 2 in Dressler’s typology of phonological 
processes illustrated in table 49. 
Furthermore, assimilatory processes that occur in word-medial position will not be 
considered either since the main goal is to isolate those phenomena that affect the 
perception of word boundaries so as to, eventually, facilitate cues to process connected 
speech that will help learners to disambiguate the speech input and identify where one 
word ends and the next one begins.  
For that matter, we will explore in more depth Crystal’s (2004)377 definitions of 
features of connected speech in English (in the table below) and elaborate a table of 
similar features in Spanish connected speech. 
Assimilation The influence of one sound segment upon the 
articulation of another 
‘ten bikes’ =       
/təmbɑɪks/ 
Elision The omission of either vowels or consonants 
and consonant clusters in connected speech 
‘cup of tea’ =              
/kʌpətɪː/ 
In multi-syllabic words vowels and 
consonants elide in unstressed syllables 
‘February’ =                        
/ ˈfebɾɪ / 
                                                 
XLIX Neutralisation involves the elimination of a phonemic distinction in a particular phonological 
context. ‘Neutralisation of a word-final voicing contrast is a classic example’. Jongman (2004: 9)376 
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Contraction The reduction of a linguistic form so that it 
becomes attached to an adjacent linguistic 
form 
‘I have’ = / ɑɪv /                
‘going to’ = / gɒnə/ 
Ellipsis The omission of part of a grammatical 
structure for reasons of economy, style or 
emphasis 
A: ‘Where are you going?’ 
B: ‘To town’ (rather than: 
‘I’m going to town’) 
Juncture Phonetic boundary features may demarcate 
grammatical units. ‘Word division can be 
signalled through pitch, stress and length as 
in the difference between phonologically 
identical phrases’ (Meinardi 2006) 
‘That’s tough’ and ‘That 
stuff’ where the latter can 
be distinguished by a 
strongly articulated / s /. 





Assimilation occurs when there is a modification of the phonological features of a 
segment due to the influence of an adjacent segment. ‘Assimilatory processes may or 
may not be present, depending on factors such as speed rate and speaking style’ 
(Recasens 1993: 53-54)378. ‘The most common phonemic changes at word boundaries 
concern changes of place of articulation, particularly involving de-alveolarization’ 
(Cruttenden 2001: 285)379. There are several types of assimilation: 
− Progressive Assimilation: If the phoneme changes to match the preceding phoneme.  
− Regressive Assimilation: If the phoneme changes to match the following phoneme.  
− Reciprocal Assimilation: If there is a mutual influence between the two phonemes. 
ENGLISH 
Regressive Assimilation Progressive Assimilation Reciprocal Assimilation 
That pen t → p  Happen n → m  What do /t/ + /j/ 





 [ p, b, m ]  
 
Urban after 





t → k 
before 
[ k , g ] 
Second 
chance 
n → ŋ  
after  
[ k , g ] 
Would 
you? 
/d/ + /j/ 
Good class 
Bad guy 
d → g  
before  
[ k , g ] 
Relatively uncommon. It 
may occur when a plosive 
is followed by a syllabic 
nasal and the nasal 
undergoes assimilation to 
the same place of 
articulation as the 
preceding plosive. 
(Cruttenden 2001) 
In case you 
need it 




d → b  
before  









n → m  
before 
[ p, b, m ] 
In these examples the two 
sounds fuse completely to 
create a different sound; 
this type of reciprocal 
assimilation is called 
coalescence. 
------------------------------- 
The process which has led 
historically to earlier /t, d, 
s, z/+ /j/ giving /∫ , t∫, dƷ , 
Ʒ / medially in a word 
[…] may operate in 
contemporary colloquial 





n → ŋ  
before  





s → ∫ 
before 






z → Ʒ  
before 
[∫ , t∫, dƷ, 
j] 
Table 51: Examples of assimilation in English 
According to Hualde (2007: 107)380, in Spanish there are three important assimilatory 
processes involving sequences of consonants:  
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 Nasals assimilate in place of articulation to an immediately following consonant. 
 Laterals also assimilate in place of articulation but to a more reduced set of 
consonants than nasals do (not to labials or velars. Ibid: 178) 
 Fricatives assimilate in voice. 
SPANISH C-C Assimilation 




n → m  
before 
[ p, b, m ] 
Al timón 
Sal después 
l → ḻ   
before  
[ t , d ] 
Es lacio s → z  
before  
[ l ]L 
Tan caro 
Tan gordo 
n → ŋ  
before  
[ k , g ] 
Tal noción 
Cual sabio 
l → l  
before  
[ n , s ] 
In many Spanish dialects, 
fricatives become voiced 
before voiced consonants; 
an optional and often 
incomplete process where 
the fricative may become 
only partially voiced.  
------------------------------- 
The most radical type of 
assimilation is total 
assimilation in all features 
that occurs in some Spanish 
varieties. 
In Cuban and Chilean 
Spanish: ‘pulga’ [púgga] 
‘flea’. 
 In Andalusian, /s/ in the 
coda may assimilate in place 
and manner, but retaining 







n → ṉ   
before  




l → lᶨ  
before  
[ j , t∫ ] 
En familia n → ɱ  
before  
[ f ] 
The examples above 
illustrate the assimilation of 
/l/ before consonants 
articulated with the front 
part of the tongue. 
---------------------------------- 
There is no assimilation of /l/ 
before labial and velar 






n → nᶨ  
before  




n → nLI  
before 
[ s, r, l ] 
Table 52: Examples of C-C assimilation in Spanish 
                                                 
L In Spanish, [l] is the phonetic symbol that represents the voiced alveolar lateral. 
LI In Spanish, [n] is the phonetic symbol that represents the voiced alveolar nasal. 
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Hualde (Ibid: 108-110) notes the occurrence or other types of assimilation in Spanish: 
 C-V assimilation: whereby a consonant assimilates to a vowel by means of a 
process of palatalisation which involves either dental/alveolar or velar 
consonants becoming palatal or pre-palatal before a front glide or a front vowel. 
 V-V assimilation: it often takes place at a distance, across consonants, as 
opposed to processes involving consonants that occur under strict adjacency. 
 V-C assimilation: Usually less apparent than the C-V assimilation, it is 
noticeable in the nasalisation of vowels in contact with nasal consonants, 
especially when the vowel is both preceded and followed by nasal consonants. 
 
These assimilatory processes have been discussed at length in the study of the evolution 
of Spanish in historical linguistics. This diachronic approach to the study of 
assimilations will not be considered since it is out of the scope of the present study, 
which has focused on a synchronic observation of reductionist techniques. 
Although different, coarticulation and assimilation are two related phenomena. It is 
the case that the perceptual reinterpretation of coarticulatory effects is responsible for 
assimilation (Ohala 1990)381, (Recasens 1999)382. ‘Assimilation occurs when listeners 
are unable to compensate for regressive or progressive coarticulation. Thus 
assimilation has both coarticulatory and perceptual bases’. (Ibid) 
• Elision: 
 
The reduction of articulatory gestures – weakening, deletion, and assimilation as a type 
of reduction – may occur in fast colloquial speech especially at or in the vicinity of 
word boundaries. ‘The ultimate stage in the reduction of a segment is its complete 
deletion’ (Hualde 2007: 111)383. ‘Elisions do show some correlation with the rate of 
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delivery […] whereas in formal speech they are almost entirely regular […] in casual 
speech they are less rule-bound. Casual speech may contain unpredictable elisions’ 
(Cruttenden 2001: 294)384.  
 
Elisions in English across word boundaries 
Vowels 
Allophonic variation Phonemic elision 
try again /tra әˈ gen/ not alone /nɒ t ˈ lәʊ n/ 
go away /gɜ: ˈ weɪ/  get another /get ˈ nʌ ðә/ 
I enjoy it /aɪ ɪ n ˈ dƷ ɔ 
ɪt/  
run along /rʌn ˈ lɒ ŋ/ 
Consonants 
Elision in the sequences: 
• voiceless continuantsLII + /t/  
• voiced continuants + /d/  
When followed by a consonant. 
Elision in word-final clusters: 
• voiceless plosive or affricate + /t/  
• voiced plosive or affricate + /d/  
May lose the alveolar stop when 
followed by a consonant. 
next day  raced back kept quiet helped me 
left turn drift by liked jam thanked me 
finished late pushed them reached Paris parched throat 
bend back tinned meat robbed both grabbed them 
hold tight bold face lagged behind dragged down 
refused both raised gently changed colour judged fairly 
loathed beer served sherry 
Elision of /t/ of the negative /-nt/ 
you mustn’t lose /jʊ mʌ sn ˈ lu:z / 
doesn’t she know /dʌzn ∫ɪ ˈ nәʊ/ 
                                                 
LII Segments realised without complete closure of the passage or airflow through the oral cavity. Vowels, 
glides, approximant consonants and fricatives are continuant.  
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wouldn’t he come /wʊdn ɪ  ˈ kʌ m/ 
Clusters simplified in connected speech: 
• word-final /t/ + word-initial /t, d/ 
• word-final /d/ + word-initial /t, d/ (Less common) 
I’ve got to go /aɪv g ɒ tә ˈ gәʊ/ 
what do you want /wɒ dә jʊ  ˈ wɒ nt/ or /wɒ dƷ ʊ  ˈ wɒ nt / 
we could try /wɪ kʊ  ˇ traɪ /  
they should do it /ðeɪ  ∫ә  ˈdu: ɪ t/ 
Other elisions in connected speech 
he went away /hɪ wen әˈ weɪ / give me a cake /gɪ mɪ ә ˈ keɪ k/ 
I want to come /aɪ ˈ wɒ nә 
kʌ m/ 
let me come in /lemɪ kʌ m ˈ ɪ n/ 
I’m going to /ˈ aɪ m gәnә / or /ˈ aɪ ŋәnә / or /ˈ aɪ ŋnә / 
Table 53: Elisions across word boundaries (Cruttenden) 
 
According to Hualde (2005: 111)385, ‘reductions first appear in the most colloquial 
styles; from there they may be extended to formal styles and then eventually may 
become part of the standard pronunciation’. 
 
Elisions in Spanish colloquial speech 
Dental approximant[ð] (Syncope) 
Participles & 
adjectives 
ending in  
- ado / - ido  
[-ao]  or even - ]  instead of  [-aðo] 
 
From Lat. AMATUM ˃ [amatú]˃ [amádo]˃  [amá ðo
] 
Dental approximant[ð]+ vowel (Apocope) 
[na]  instead of  [nada] [to]  instead of  [todo] [tos] instead of  [todos] 
Dental approximant[ð] + Alveolar approximant[ɾ ] + vowel (Syncope) or (Apocope) 
[jo/joe/joer] instead of  [joder] 
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Alveolar approximant[ɾ ]+ vowel (Apocope) 
[pa]  instead of  [para] 
Table 54: Elisions in Spanish colloquial speech (Hualde; Llisterri) 
 
Llisterri (2002)386 analysed the phenomena of elision and epenthesis in the 
orthographic forms of a corpus of 140.000 words of chat language to conclude that it 
shows many characteristic features of colloquial spoken language. Among them, the 
elisions in word-initial position, or aphaeresis, of greeting forms (-nas instead of 
‘buenas’- good day), in elements linked to the conversation (-enga instead of ‘venga’- 
‘come on’), in expressions of gratitude (-acias instead of ‘gracias’- ‘thanks’), and in 
verbal forms (-stoy/toy instead of ‘estoy’- ‘I am’; -stas/tas instead of ‘estás’-‘ you are’, -
ta instead of ‘está’- ‘she/he is’).  
The pronunciation, reflected in orthographic form, represents common elisions in 
Spanish “familiar” or “vulgar” register (Navarro, 1918; Machuca, 2000; apud Llisterri, 
Ibid: 83). As stated beforehand, elision is a feature related to stylistic variation. 
Furthermore, there are some cases of elision that have become lexicalized forms as 




As opposed to assimilations and elisions illustrated previously, which are phonological 
processes involving weakening or lenition; contractions are processes of syllabic 
structure organisation involving the reduction of a linguistic form so that it becomes 
attached to an adjacent linguistic form. While in English, contractions such as “can’t, 
I’ve, she’d, they’ll, we’re or you’d”, often used to write dialogue in a way that retains its 
spoken flavor, is a way of showing the reduced characteristics of spoken language in 
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written language, in Spanish casual speech there is, on one hand, a ‘tendency to reduce 
sequences in hiatus to diphthongs’ (Hualde, 2005: 87)387 with greater or lesser intensity 
depending on the dialect, and on the other hand, ‘a key phono-syntactic feature of 
Spanish and romance languages is the ease with which words entwine and join 
together’. (Quilis, 1996: 145)388, but retaining the same orthographic representation. 
These processes of syllabic structure organisation that result in contractions have 
been introduced in the previous section: 3.3.2. (See table below) 
5- ConsonantVowel - resyllabification across word boundaries 
[pó.ko.sa.mí.gos] pocos amigos ‘few friends’ 
[kó.me.na.kí] comen aquí ‘they eat here’ 
[má.li.ta.liá.no] mal italiano ‘bad Italian’ 
[sa.βé.rál.go] saber algo ‘to know something’ 
[klú.βes.pa.ɲ ol] club español ‘Spanish club’ 
[t∫é.far.xen.tí.no] chef argentino ‘Argentinian chef’ 
6- VowelVowel-  syllable contraction across word boundaries 
mi hermano /mi ermáno/ ermáno] ‘my brother’ 
tu abuélo /tu abuélo/ élo] ‘your grandfather’ 
esta historia /ésta istória/ a] ‘this story’ 
se acaba /se akába/ akaβa] ‘it ends’ 
no entiendo /no eɴ tiéɴ do/ do] ‘I don’t understand’ 
una hormiga /úna ormíga/ rmíγa] ‘ an ant’ 
7- ConsonantConsonant-  reduction across word boundaries 
/ss/ → ∼ [s] ojos secos ‘dry eyes’ 
/θθ/ → ∼ [θ] paz cercana ‘approaching peace’ 
/dd/ → ∼ [d] edad de oro ‘golden age’  




vender ropa ‘to sell clothes’ 
8- VowelVowelVowel +-  contraction  of 3 or more vocoids across word boundaries 
algo austero al.go.aus.te.ro al.goaus.te.ro ‘somewhat austere’ 
área estrecha á.re.a.es.tre.cha á.reaes.tre.cha ‘narrow area’ 
Victoria Eugenia vic.to.ria.eu.ge.nia vic.to.riaeu.ge.nia ‘Victoria Eugenia’ 
Envidio a Europa en.vi.dio.a.eu.ro.pa en.vi.dioaeu.ro.pa ‘I envy Europe’ 
 Careful speech ↑ Reduction ↑  
Table 55: Examples of resyllabification, reduction/contraction. (Hualde) 
 
According to Hualde (2005)389, these phenomena of contraction are ‘particularly 
likely between words with a close syntactic link, such as determiners and nouns, clitic 
pronouns and verbs, etc’ (Ibid: 91). 
• Ellipsis: 
It is understood as the omission of part of a grammatical structure for reasons of 
economy, style or emphasis. 
A: ‘Where are you going?’ B: ‘To town’ (rather than: ‘I’m going to town’) 
According to Rodríguez Díez (1983)390, the ellipsis is the lack of elements in the 
sintagmatic scheme whose replacement is determined by the context or the situation 
(semantic ellipsis) or required by grammar rules (grammatical or functional ellipsis). 
This particular feature of connected speech is out of the scope of the current study, 
which aims at enhancing the perception of phenomena that show some kind of reduction 
at segmental level, therefore reductions at context level are discarded. 
• Juncture: 
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According to Roach (2001)391, juncture is defined as the relationship between one sound 
and the sounds that immediately precede and follow it. Also called transition by some 
analysts, it ‘refers to the ways that neighbouring phonemes are connected’ (Brown & 
Kondo- Brown, 2006: 4)392. They differentiate between close transition, which refers to 
those pronunciations wherein there is close connection between successive sounds and 
open transition, where there is a slight break in the continuity of pronunciation. An open 
transition is what Roach understands for an external open juncture, or just juncture; it is 
characterised by a pause between the two sounds (Example 1). Other phenomena such 
as aspiration and vowel length (Roach, 2001)393 or pitch, stress and length (Meinardi, 
2006)394 may also help distinguish these phonologically identical pairs:  
1 ‘Fetch me the paper, boy!’ vs. ‘Fetch me the paper boy’ 
2 Ice cream I scream 
3LIII Nitrate (close transition) Night rate (open transition) 
4 My train Might rain 
5 Keeps ticking Keep sticking 
Table 56: Examples of phonologically identical pairs (English) 
  Hualde (2005: 91)395 states that ‘in rapid or colloquial speech, word internal 
heterosyllabic sequences can undergo the same processes of reduction as the identical 
sequences across word boundaries, especially in intonationally weak positions. Because 
of this reduction process, in colloquial speech the lexical contrast between the following 
pairs may be neutralised: 
                                                 
LIII Example from (Brown & Kondo- Brown, 2006: 4) 
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va riendo 
 i.é ndo] 
‘s/he goes about laughing’ 
vs. barriendo 
 é n d o] 
‘sweeeping’ 
Example from Alarcos Llorach (1965: 155) Apud Hualde (2005: Ibid) 
 










‘we take a walk’  
(subjunctive) 
Table 57: Examples of phonologically identical pairs (Spanish) 
 
3.3.4 Suprasegmental Features: Rhythm 
(Duration, articulation rate, stress, pause and intonation have been covered in section 
2.2.1 under the title ‘Descriptive Characteristics of Prosodic marks’) 
 
Spanish has been considered, in general, a syllable-timed language without an 
outstanding vowel reduction in unstressed syllables: “stresses separated by different 
numbers of unstressed syllables will be separated by different intervals of time” 
(Abercrombie, 1967: 98)396. 
Almeida (1997)397 states that the concept of isochrony refers to the temporal 
regularity with which certain units of language occur: syllable, metrical feet (group of 
sounds within the first tonic syllable, this one included, and the following unstressed 
ones until the nearest pre-tonic syllable), stress group (a lexical unit [tonic] and the 
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related grammatical units), etc. Together with the principle of alternation, it constitutes 
one of the main determinants in the rhythmic structure of languages. 
Rhythm is ‘the complex perceptual pattern produced by the interaction in time 
of the relative prominence of stressed and unstressed syllables.’ (Laver 1994: 152, apud 
Wang)398. There is a long-standing debate in the linguistic community regarding the 
classification of stress in languages. It has been generally understood that English has a 
kind of rhythm in which ‘the stressed syllables occur at regular intervals in time’ 
(Kenworthy 1987: 19)399. Brown (1990)400 states that this rhythm, ‘based on the 
contrast of stressed and unstressed syllables’, is ‘the guide to the structure of 
information in the spoken message’ (Ibid: 43).         
Although this kind of rhythm may not be ‘absolute’, she argues that, ‘there is a 
sense in which all activities can get into a rhythmical swing’ (Ibid: 44), speech being 
one of them. The rhythmic beat in English, i.e. the stressed syllable, which is perceived 
at roughly equal intervals of time, it is emphasised by articulatory movements that 
accompany the beats of the stressed syllables. ‘The more organised the speech, the more 
rhythmical it will be’ (Ibid). 
This view is supported by researchers like Steele (2005: 1, apud Wang)401, who 
stated that “English is a stressed timed language”. In stressed timed languages, stress 
tends to appear at regular intervals of time which means that the longer inter-tonic or 
inter-stress intervals tend to shorten by means of the weakening or elision of some 
sounds as opposed to the syllable timed languages where there is a tendency to the 
equalization of the syllables and the different duration of the intervals between stressed 
elements. 
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The isochrony at metrical feet level has been considered a characteristic of 
Germanic languages, whereas the isochrony at syllable level is a characteristic of 
Romance languages (Pike 1945)402. 
Although some researchers have classified the rhythm of languages based on this 
model (Uldall 1971)403 and (Abercrombie 1967/ 1992: 96-97)404 for English or (Gili 
Gaya 1940-41)405, (Delattre 1996)406 and (Olsen 1972)407 for Spanish, other researchers 
offer strong counter-arguments.  
Cauldwell (2002)408 states that the stress and syllable-timing hypothesis has been 
refuted by experimental evidence and that ‘spontaneous speech is functionally 
irrhythmic’ (Ibid: 1). He argues that although speech events (phones, strong and weak 
syllables, etc.) can be plotted on a time line and therefore occur ‘in time’, they do not 
occur ‘on time’, that is, at equal time intervals. Spontaneous speech is essentially 
‘speaker-controlled’ (Ibid: 2); it is up to the speaker to decide what to emphasise or 
what intonation choices to make when communicating in real time. It is ‘the speaker’s 
choice […] what to highlight for the purposes of communication at the moment of 
speaking’ (Cauldwell 2005: 2)409.  He proposes that, upon realisation that ‘everyday 
speech is ‘messy’’ (Cauldwell 2002: 8)410, the goal for applied linguists would be to 
approach this as a natural phenomena so the learner listener becomes ‘familiar and 
comfortable with the real-time acoustic blur of the stream of speech’ (Ibid). 
    
McCarthy (1991: 91-100, , apud Wang)411 also stated that natural conversation 
certainly did not ‘lend itself to regular rhythm-tapping’, even though some carefully 
organised speech could be perceived with rhythmicality in varying degrees, yet the 
business of spontaneous speech production hardly ‘gives time for careful rhythmic pre-
planning’ and ‘keeping the beat’. It is the ‘speaker’ who decides what is to be stressed 
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and what not, not the rhythmic beats themselves. Furthermore, he also expressed the 
opinion that the case that English was stress-timed was ‘unproven’.   
In the same line of though, Brazil (1997)412 explained that the incomplete tone 
units found in spontaneous speech, ‘introduced either for thought of for effect’ (Ibid: 
148), are a ‘direct consequence of the fact that speech is created in real time’ (Ibid), 
where the speaker might have momentary difficulties to produce the information he/she 
wants to convey. Investigating language which has been produced as speech, rather than 
writing, illustrates instances where the speaker ‘needs time to plan the next part of the 
discourse’ (Brazil 1995: 244)413 and these less ‘tidy’ productions do not conform to a 
regular rhythmic pattern. 
Although Roach (2000: 134)414 states that ‘English speech is rhythmical’, and 
that this rhythm is ‘detectable in the regular occurrences of stressed syllables’, he 
points out that stress-time rhythm might be a ‘characteristic of one style of speaking’ 
(Ibid: 137) rather than a characteristic of English speech, and that ‘the evidence for the 
existence of truly stress-timed rhythm is not strong’ (Ibid).  
Tatham and Morton (2006)415 argued that the isochrony awareness of a 
particular rhythmic pattern in speech might be hard to find in the acoustic signal, since 
‘the correlation between an abstract characterisation of speech based on perception 
and the acoustic signal which triggered the perception’ (Ibid: 123) is nonlinear.  
One of the most relevant results in Toledo’s (1988)416 analyses of rhythm in 
Spanish in different registers with South-American subjects was that characteristics of 
both syllable-timed and stress-timed languages coexist and that stress isochrony is 
linked to the informal register. 
Furthermore, when Dauer (1983)417 addressed the issue of assigning a language 
to one or other of the categories “stress-timed” or “syllable-timed” he found that 
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English and Spanish were alike in that the timing of inter-stressed intervals is 
proportionate to the number of syllables in both languages. While there were no 
significant differences between languages, there were significant differences between 
speakers with extremes of speaking rate, even within the same language group. Her 
slow speaker of Spanish had significantly different results from her faster speaker of 
Spanish. 
Pointon (1980: 293-304)418 stated that there is a temporal pattern in Spanish 
conditioned by the number and type of segments in each syllable and the 
presence/absence of stress. Rhythm in Spanish cannot be expressed in terms of 




In this chapter, the following topics have been explored: 
1. the spelling and sound systems of English and Spanish  
2. the syllabic structure of both languages  
3. the reductionist features of connected speech  
4. the suprasegmental features: rhythm (duration, articulation rate, stress, pause and 
intonation have been covered in section 2.2.1 under the title ‘Descriptive 
Characteristics of Prosodic marks’) 
As stated in the introduction, the main idea though has been to pinpoint, by way of 
contrast and without going into too much depth, those features upon which a reflection 
on the didactic implications regarding the teaching of Spanish to Anglophones can be 
elaborated. 
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1. After contrasting the sound systems of the two languages, the main aspects of 
Spanish pronunciation may be summarised as follows (Hualde, 2005: 276)419:   
• Vowels are not reduced in unstressed syllables. 
• The mid vowels /e/ and /o/ are pure vowels. Avoid diphthongising them (le ≠ 
ley) 
• The sequences /ie/, /ue/ are generally realised as diphthongs (sierra, pueblo) 
• /p t k/ are never aspirated 
• /b d g/ are always voiced 
• Avoid flap realisation of /t d/ (mudo ≠ muro) 
• There is no /z/. The voiceless fricative /s/ may only be voiced before a voiced 
consonant (desde), not before a vowel (presidente, azul) 
• /l/ is always ‘light’. Avoid ‘dark’ or velarized pronunciation of postvocalic /l/ 
(sal) 
• The tap /ɾ  / are both realised as apico-alveolar. The tap has a 
single brief contact, the trill has two or more- the two segments contrast in 
intervocalic position (caro ≠ carro) 
 
2. After contrasting the syllabic structure of the two languages, the main aspects of 
Spanish language may be summarised as follows (Quilis, (1996)420; Núñez 
Cedeño, (2000)421; Hualde, (2005)422; Cutler et al, (1986)423, Nespor & Vogel, 
(2007)424): 
• Spanish shows a clear tendency to the open syllable, that is to say, the syllable 
beginning in consonant and ending in vowel is predominant. The type of syllable 
that is more common in a given language leaves its print on the acoustic features 
of the respective language. For instance, the higher degree of musicality of 
Romance languages, such as Spanish, is largely due to the fact that, statistically, 
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open syllables are more numerous in these languages than in Germanic 
languages, such as English, where the number of closed syllables is dominant. 
• Spanish shows a tendency to adopt the archetype CV. Therefore, an intervocalic 
consonant always syllabifies with the following vowel (mesa [me.sa] ‘table’). 
This rule applies even across word boundaries (los osos [lo.so.sos] ‘the bears’). 
• The syllabification of vocoids (vowels and glides) and the phenomenon of 
resyllabification is where the real difficulties are found. 
• Speech segmentation procedures may differ in speakers of different languages. 
While Spanish has relatively regular and clearly bounded syllables, English does 
not.  
• Spanish does permit syllabification across words in a phrase; English does not. 
3. After contrasting the reductionist features of connected speechLIV of the two 
languages, the main aspects of Spanish connected speech may be summarised as 
follows (Quilis, (1996)425; Hualde, (2005)426; Cruttenden, (2001)427):   
• A key phono-syntactic feature of Spanish and romance languages is the ease 
with which words entwine and join together. 
• In casual speech, the tendency is to reduce sequences in hiatusLV to diphthongs, 
with greater or lesser intensity depending on the dialect. On the other hand, in 
emphatic pronunciation, naturally occurring sinalefas can be broken down.  
• In Spanish there are three important assimilatory processes involving sequences 
of consonants: nasals assimilate in place of articulation to an immediately 
following consonant; laterals also assimilate in place of articulation but to a 
                                                 
LIV This study focuses on the following phenomena: lenition, assimilation across word boundaries, 
weakening, shortening and elision. Phenomena such as prothesis, epenthesis and paragoge; neutralisation 
processes; assimilatory processes that occur in word-medial position and ellipsis have not been 
considered 
LV Two vowels pronounced as two distinct syllables. 
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more reduced set of consonants than nasals do (not to labials or velars) and 
fricatives assimilate in voice. 
• In rapid or colloquial speech, word-internal heterosyllabic sequences can 
undergo the same processes of reduction as the identical sequences across word 
boundaries, especially in intonationally weak positions. 
• While in English, contractions are used to write dialogue in a way that retains its 
spoken flavor as a way of showing the reduced characteristics of spoken 
language in written language; in Spanish they retain the same orthographic 
representation: these phenomena of contraction are particularly likely between 
words with a close syntactic link, such as determiners and nouns, clitic pronouns 
and verbs, etc. 
• There are some cases of elision that have become lexicalised forms as in the 
contractions ‘al’ and ‘del’ (a + el) and (de + el), (to +the) and (of +the) 
respectively.  
At this stage, it is worth noting that elision is a feature related to stylistic variation 
therefore it is important to avoid equating ‘casual’ and ‘rapid’, since slow speech is 
possible in a casual situation and rapid utterances can occur in more formal 
circumstances. It should also be borne in mind that the average rate of delivery differs 
from speaker to speaker regardless of discourse style. Elisions do show some correlation 
with the rate of delivery; whereas in formal speech they are almost entirely regular, in 
casual speech they are less rule-bound. Casual speech may contain unpredictable 
elisions.   
4.  Suprasegmental features. Rhythm, or the product of the positioning of the 
stresses and the combination of the duration of pauses and the duration of 
phonemes, is a controversial issue and an exploration in depth is out of the scope 
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of this project. The main aspects of the prosody of Spanish may be summarised 
as follows (Toledo, (1988)428; Navarro Tomás, (1944)429; Quilis, (1996)430; 
Cantero, (2002)431 ; Cabedo (2009)432):   
• Although Spanish has been considered, in general, a syllable-timed language, 
characteristics of both syllable-timed and stress-timed languages coexist and that 
stress isochrony is linked to the informal register. The essential element of the 
prosodic structure in Spanish is the dynamic/intensity stress. 
• The relative poverty of the Spanish phonological system is compensated in full 
by the great mobility and expressivity of the stress. Spanish stress is 
characterised by its flexibility. 
• As opposed to unstressed vowels in English which tend to centralize toward /ә/, 
Spanish unstressed vowels preserve their characteristic tone.  
• The meaning of intonation is not conceptual but oppositive (phonological) and 
that it covers the entire sequence. Therefore, it is different to the other linguistic 
levels, e.g. the meaning of the word (lexical concept), the meaning of the phrase 
(complex concept) and the meaning of the morpheme (grammatical concept). 
• The meaning of intonation is a complex one since it depends mainly on 
‘semantic nuances’ rather than precise meanings, that is, the pragmatic 
dimension plays an important role in intonational perception 
All these features will be taken into account in the selection of flow units, upon analysis 
of the DSSC, to test the research hypothesis. This process is introduced in the next 
chapter. 
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4. Creation of the DSSC and Application of 
the DITCALL Slow-Down Tool  
4.1 Introduction 
‘Another approach […] is to capture units of the rough and tumble of everyday 
speech […] and to break it down into learnable chunks. The advantage […] is that 
naturalness does not have to be constructed’ (Cauldwell, 2005)433  
             
                                                                                                 
From day one in this journey, the idea of working on recorded dialogues, or 
“duologues”, mirrored the methodology that was already set in motion within the 
linguistic research group in the DMC. Mr. Dermot F. Campbell, Dr. Marty Meinardi, 
Dr. Bunny Richardson, and Dr. Yi Wang had been working with this kind of assets in 
their research, where English was the language of choice. Campbell et al. (2007)434 
argue that through a Speech Corpus and concordancer, teamed with the added benefit of 
the DITCall slow-down tool, ‘real’ NS language can be made accessible to the language 
learner. ‘The unique variable slow-down facility, without pitch distortion, for speech 
recordings allows students to capture details in native, natural spoken English collected 
in the Speech Corpus’ (Ibid). In their opinion, one of the benefits of using corpus data is 
that it can reveal interesting grammatical structures and discourse patterns in the spoken 
language and is able to convey information about discourse genre and socio-cultural 
values of the source of the data.  
According to Widdowson (2000: 6)435, ‘the quantitative analysis of text by 
computers reveals facts about actual language behaviour which are not, or at least not 
immediately, accessible to intuition’, and although he expresses reservations about the 
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assumptions that the findings of corpus linguistics should determine the content of the 
language subject (Widdowson 1991)436, he notes the pedagogical potential of corpus 
description in the process of analysis and in the use of concordancing to develop 
discovery procedures for learners.  
It was within the first month of this study that the recording of the first assets in 
Spanish language took place and initial analysis undertaken in order to become familiar 
with the research tools in this line of work. 
 
“The variety of expressions and the functional diversity of intonation are 
manifested in their fullness in the non-scripted speech”. (Hidalgo 2008)437.  
 
‘Duologues’ are natural, relaxed dialogues between two people who know each 
other and are recorded in such a manner that each interlocutor’s performance can be 
studied in isolation, thus avoiding problems normally caused by cross-talk and back-
channelling. To this end the isolation booths in the Digital Media Centre (DMC) were 
made available to record the samples which ultimately allowed the construction of a 
corpus, i.e. ‘a principled collection of spoken or written language stored on computer 
and available for quantitative and qualitative analysis’ (O’Keeffe 2006)438 of natural 
spoken Spanish for analysis and provided a basis for effectively applying the time-
scaling tool. The recordings were designed and recorded using the facilities of the 
CSAL (Cognition, Speech and Audio Laboratory) in the DMC where real, natural, 
emotional spontaneous speech can be recorded with a high degree of naturalness. A 
database for effective linguistic and emotional analysis must contain ‘real emotional 
assets’, and ‘not obtained from broadcast sources and not using actors’ (Cullen et al 
2006)439. 
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 The present author participated in the recording of the first “duologue” as one of 
the interlocutors, and engaged in the task of transcription and segmentation following 
the guidelines of the DMC linguistic research group. After the recording phase, 
listening to the WAV (i.e. the uncompressed audio file) file was the next step on the 
way to linguistic analysis; the programs used in this process were Speech Analyser and 
Adobe Audition. Careful listening to this recording revealed several salient linguistic 
features, for example, syllabic contractions or ‘sinalefas’ and their speed of delivery. 
Based on the work of the linguistic researchers in the DMC, especially Dr. Yi Wang 
(2010)440, who focused on the study of English formulaic sequences, a decision was 
made to define the focus of the present study namely, reductionist features of Spanish 
connected speech. 
After the initial adoption of the methodology and technologies of the DMC 
linguistic research group, and the identification of the object of study, the recording of 
the duologues that were to populate the nascent DSSC took place. 
Informal unscripted dialogues were recorded in a way that participants were 
allowed to chat freely and unmonitored. Each speaker’s speech was recorded in a 
separate channel so the two channels of the stereo files were separated resulting in one 
audio channel per speaker. Each speaker experiences a complete dialogue, even though 
s/he is recorded on only one channel. 
Four native Spanish speakers are the informants/participants in these recordings:  
• Speaker a (male, from Castilla La Mancha)  
• Speaker b (female, from Girona- born in Zaragoza) 
• Speaker c (female, from Madrid)  
• Speaker d (female, from Murcia)  
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All the informants knew each other well and all of them were working as 
Spanish teachers when these recordings took place. Some of them (speaker a, c and d) 
had already participated in a similar task to elaborate didactic materials for the 
Cervantes Institute.  They were paired in couples (speaker a + speaker b and speaker c + 
speaker d) for the purpose of recording dialogues and each couple recorded two 
sessions. 
DSSC CORPUS 
1st Duologue Jesús-Patricia-1 
TOPIC: ‘Travel in Spain’ 
Duration:  15 minutes, 3 seconds 
[Speaker a (male) - Speaker b (female)] 
2nd Duologue Jesús-Patricia-2 
TOPIC: ‘Travel outside Spain’ 
Duration: 15 minutes, 5 seconds 
[Speaker a (male) - Speaker b (female)] 
3rd Duologue Susana-María-1 
TOPIC: ‘Travel in Spain’ 
Duration: 20 minutes, 5 seconds 
[Speaker c (female) – Speaker d (female)] 
4th Duologue Susana-María-2 
TOPIC: ‘Travel outside Spain’ 
Duration: 20 minutes, 1 second 
[Speaker c (female) - Speaker d (female)] 
TOTAL DURATION: 1 h. 10 m. 14 s. 
Table 58: Duration of Duologues in the DSSC. 
 
They were given a topic of discussion: ‘Travel in Spain’ and ‘Travel outside 
Spain’. The idea of providing a topic was merely a stratagem to “break the ice” since 
they were asked to feel free to digress from the topic. 
 
 The aim of the construction and analysis of the DSSC is twofold: firstly, by 
means of a quantitative analysis, an empirical appreciation of those features of Spanish 
connected speech that show some sort of reduction is achieved; secondly, the creation of 
the corpus is a means to obtain high quality assets, suitable to test the research 
hypotheses. 
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As Torruella and Llisterri (1999: 2)441 pointed out, the main function of a corpus 
is to establish the relationship between the theory and the data. ‘The corpus has to show, 
at a small scale, how a natural language functions; but for that matter, it is necessary 
that it is correctly designed upon appropriate statistical bases that ensure that the result 
is effectively a model of reality’ (Ibid) 
 
This chapter deals with the stages in the creation of the DSSC: transcribing, 
segmenting, labelling and tagging the duologues. After the introduction of the first 
analysis of the corpus, presented in the JEL-VILVI conference in December 2010 and 
published on the DMC website, a quantitative analysis of the corpus follows. The 
application of the Slow-Down tool is also explored and the chapter ends with a 
conclusion reflecting on the outcome of the findings and the pedagogical applications of 
the speech assets. 
 
4.2 Segmenting the Duologues 
‘The transcript, therefore, is not meant to be a phonetically accurate 
representation of the dialogues, but rather provides a search mechanism to locate the 
speech acts which are of interest to the user’. (Campbell et al, 2007)442  
 
After listening to the WAV file, transcription of the acoustic signals into their 
orthographic, idealised forms – called the orthotext– was the next step. ‘This might seem 
counter-intuitive, given that every effort has been made to ensure that the dialogues 
                                                 
LVI JEL VI - Days of Language Studies - is an initiative of the Area of Language Studies Program 
Graduate in Literature from the University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ) Conference proceedings. 2-4 
December 2010. 
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recorded represent natural, relaxed speech. On the other hand, it would be very difficult 
to find the reduced forms characteristic of native speakers in the speech signal unless 
these were located via the written transcript’. (Ibid) 
 The transcriptions used in the corpus, therefore, are not phonemic or phonetic 
transcriptions, but represent the idealised or citation form, which can then be used in a 
search string to locate reduced phonetic features in the speech signal. The use of the 
orthotext transcript is a guide to the learner, who can appreciate the discrepancies 
between the actual speech signal and the normalized form represented by the orthotext.  
In that sense, it is similar to the Val.Es.Co treatment of oral corpora, where the 
transcription tries to reproduce the conversation as closely as possible with a narrow 
sign system in order to facilitate the reader in the reproduction of the original 
conversation (Briz (Coord.) 1995: 39)443. The full lexical form is transcribed if even a 
fraction of that word is present in the signal. The speech is not syntactically or 
grammatically ‘sanitised’ – the natural spoken grammar is preserved. 
 
As Llisteri (1997)444 points out, this representation of the utterances produced by the 
speakers using conventional orthography, or ‘transliteration’ is common to every type 
of oral corpora, and several proposals have been made as regards the written form. The 
NERC (Network of European Reference Corpora) project (NERC, 1994; apud Llisterri. 
1997)445, adopted the conventions developed by French (1991, 1992), for the 
orthographic representation of oral corpora, especially conceived for the construction of 
oral part of the COBUILD corpus. For example, they do not use commas between 
phrases or they use colons to delimitate phrases, in the treatment of punctuation signs. 
In the EAGLES (Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Standards) report 
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(EAGLES, 1996)446, Llisterri proposes a series of basic recommendations for the 
orthographic representation of oral corpora such as:  
• Using the orthographic forms that appear in the standard dictionaries of the 
language. This applies to contractions, reduced forms, apostrophes, 
dialectical forms, interjections and semi-lexical forms.  
• If there is the possibility of more than one orthographic form for the same 
word or if an orthographic representation does not appear in the dictionary, it 
is advisable to elaborate a database of the forms used in the transcription.  
• Numbers, abbreviations, acronyms and spelt words must be orthographically 
represented as they are produced by the speaker, using the complete 
orthographic form. 
The transcription of the duologues that populate the DSSC has followed the 
aforementioned guidelines.  
 
It is known that connected speech is a flow of signals in which there are actually 
no clear-cut segments in the stream. The ‘segment’ here, as Tatham and Morton (2006: 
13-4)447 put it, is referred to as ‘an abstract label which is assigned to a portion of 
signal’.  The intention of the present author is to assign useful labels to the sequences 
for linguistic and acoustic analysis. 
 
The first decision to be made concerns how to ‘segment’ the sequences and on 
what basis labels should be assigned to them. As stated in section 2.4, different units 
classified by different researchers are based on the different purposes of their linguistic 
analysis. Some of them are related to the pitch movement and fit the prosodic intonation 
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contours. Some others relate to the segmentation of the discourse. Since the nature of 
this project is the study of non-scripted spontaneous speech, the ideal system of units 
should be defined by semantic, pragmatic and prosodic criteria. 
When we engage in unscripted, informal dialogue, our primary aim is to 
communicate, not produce grammatically correct sentences. Speech delivery therefore 
stands in stark contrast to the finely honed, hierarchical structure of written 
communication. It is characterised by a concatenation of short speech sequences 
separated by pauses, filled pauses, shifts in intonation and disfluencies, often for 
planning purposes.  
 
Traditionally linguists have used sequences such as the tonal unit to segment 
speech, or more accurately, the transcript of speech. A tonal unit, according to Brazil 
(1994:15)448 ‘is the smallest stretch of speech to which a particular choice of tone or key 
can be associated, and the least requirement for doing this is a tonic syllable’. But this 
does not seem to do justice to the subtleties of interactive dialogic communication and 
the split-second reassessment of delivery that occurs in reality. So frequent are the 
changes in speed of delivery and intonation patterns that a more subtle unit is required, 
especially in the context of a dynamic speech corpus. 
In contrast to the different speech units discussed in Chapter 2.4, the ‘flow-unit’ has 
been chosen as the standard database unit by the DMC linguistic group. This is ‘a 
segment which has its own flow and pragmatic integrity. It is speaker determined and 
can be timed, and is bounded by pauses – no matter how brief – or marked by a sudden 
change of tack/thought’ (Campbell et al 2006)449.  
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Based on this working definition, it is clear that the flow-unit is a natural 
database unit which can be labelled in two ways. On the one hand, it is determined by 
speakers by giving a silent pause which functions like punctuation in written language 
to indicate the sequences of language which need to be co-interpreted by the listener. 
On the other hand, it is possible that there is no physical pause between sequences and 
that the sequence boundary is marked by a sudden change occurring in the mind of the 
speaker. Sometimes the semantic content of one sequence changes suddenly, clearly 
distinguished from its neighbouring sequences, even though there is no straightforward 
phonetic evidence for segmenting them, especially in less-organised informal speech. 
The sudden change in speakers’ tack of thought also marks the changes in other 
linguistic aspects, such as speed of delivery, pitch contour, etc. One of the purposes of 
segmentation is to facilitate tagging the duration of each spoken sequence, excluding 
gaps. This timed-unit, therefore, seems to be an ideal unit for linguistic analysis, even if 
sometimes there is only one syllable or one word involved in an individual timed-unit.  
                
For example, in the recording “Duologue: Jesús-Patricia-1”, Patricia said: ‘que 
son//finitos’. It was a complete semantic sentence with an intact intonation pattern, and 
should be labelled as a single tone unit. However, in reality, there was a gap after ‘que 
son’, so the sequence was segmented into two timed-units. The absence of internal 
breaks in a single timed-unit will supply a more accurate speed of delivery indicator. On 
the other hand, in this segment there are two pauses: a filled pause, [pcht] and an 
inhalation [inhales]. Interjections such as ‘hmm’, ’ehm’, ’pff’, ’mhm’, clicks and other 
noises that have been called ‘filled pauses’, (Maclay & Osgood,1959)450 or ‘fillers’ are 
usually dismissed as disfluencies that listeners ignore although some researches argue 
that fillers may cause listeners to pay more attention to what is to follow (Fox Tree, 
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1993)451. The pauses in the DSSC have been treated as units in themselves rather than 
suprasegmental marks that delimit the extent of the units. Therefore, the whole 
recording was segmented into 1080 timed-units.  
 
Speaker Unit Orthotext OrthoSyll. 
Duration 
ms. 
Patricia FUB548 tienen muchos 4 0.701 
Patricia FUB549 [pcht]   0.413 
Patricia FUB550 tende 2 0.359 
Patricia FUB551 no tenderetes como bue 8 1.428 
Patricia FUB552 también hay tenderetes 7 0.964 
Patricia FUB553 pero ahí depende lo que te quieras arriesgar 15 2.000 
Patricia FUB554 [inhales]   0.749 
Patricia FUB555 pero como tiendecitas pequeñitas 12 1.850 
Patricia FUB556 y ahí te puedes pedir unos tacos  12 1.553 
Patricia FUB557 que son  2 0.942 
Patricia FUB558 finitos 3 0.594 
Patricia FUB559 no son como los tacos de aquí 10 1.217 
Patricia FUB560 los tacos en realidad son como canutillos 15 2.044 
Patricia FUB561 muy estrechos 4 0.871 
Figure 5: (Segment from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1) 
(Patricia: T55, FS223-224, FU548-561) 
 
From the point of view of the segmentation of conversation in information units, 
Hidalgo (2003: 367)452 introduces the following units: the Act and the Subact. “There 
are some segmental and suprasegmental marks that delimit the extent of Acts and, on 
the other hand, there are also several pragmatic functions that allow to see different 
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kinds of Subacts. In summary, Act and Subact are the first step to analyse the oral 
discourse and to set up the so-called Conversational Grammar” (Ibid.) 
In his work, the Act is defined as the monologic structural unit, hierarchically 
inferior to the Intervention. “The Act has, communicatively speaking, the ability to be 
isolated in a given context, that is, it can be an intervention in itself and function in 
isolation in that context” (Ibid: 370). As opposed to the Act, subacts are subunits with 
relevant informative value that cannot be isolated in the given context. 
He states that, although the ‘pause’ is apparently the evident suprasegmental 
mark that delimits the extent of the act it does not always determine the boundaries 
between units. It can simply be a mechanism of planification or to delay the 
conversation. (Ibid: 373) 
The ‘subact’ is considered from the prosodic articulation point of view since 
every ‘subact’ always configures an “intonation group” (Ibid: 377). Hidalgo’s vision of 
the intonation group coincides with that of Quilis et al (1993: 56-57)453, that is, “the 
portion of discourse between two pauses, between pause and F0 inflection, between F0 
inflection and pause or between two F0 inflections that configures a more or less 
complex or long syntactic unit”. This definition, although widely accepted, does not 
clearly indicate what type of tonal inflection is susceptible to be considered as a 
prosodic mark, that is, it does not specify the percentage of tone rising or tone falling of 
a given tonal inflection that would function as a mark to identify differentiated 
intonation groups. This issue is being addressed by more recent research (Cantero 
2002)454.  
More recently, Cabedo (2009:16)455 focused his attention on this unit, the 
‘subact’, in his research on the prosodic study of colloquial conversation. This unit is 
important in his work since he looked for boundaries between intonation groups and in 
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that sense “the transition between acts is merely the transition between a subact and 
another one, that is, between intonation groups” (Ibid.) 
4.3 Labelling the Sequences  
‘[…] to describe the minimum units of conversational structure. These minimum 
units, the Act and the Subact, take part in the segmentation of conversation in 
information units, which allow to recognising a hierarchical organisation in our 
linguistic emissions’. (Hidalgo 2003: 1)456 
 
 Among Briz & Grupo Val.Es.Co457 model of units of colloquial conversation 
explored in section 2.4.3, the units that mirror the labels assigned to the previously 
transcribed and segmented sequences of the duologues of the DSSC, are the ‘turn’, the 
‘act’ and the ‘subact’. 
TURN 
 
It is a social unit, responsible for the progression of the conversation. It is 
filled with informative utterances accepted by the interlocutors by means of 
their obvious and simultaneous attention.  
It should not be confused with the intervention. Although every turn can be 
considered an intervention, not every intervention can be considered a turn, 
since not every intervention contributes positively to the logical development 
of the conversation.  
ACT 
 
It is a monologic structural unit, hierarchically inferior and immediate 




It is a monologic structural unit, immediate constituent of the act, which 
constitutes an informative and identifiable segment in a conversation. 
Table 59: Units of colloquial conversation; Briz & Grupo Val.Es.Co (2003) 
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In order to label the sequences of the recordings in the DSSC, the hierarchical 
units adopted by DIT Linguistic Research Group have been used. Their nomenclature 
and definitions are illustrated in the following table. 
TURN A dialogically significant interaction containing at least one 
flow unit. In the DSSC, every intervention is considered a 
turn. Even backchannelling is considered a turn. (See Turn 
‘TA138’ in Figure 6, next page) 
FLOW SEQUENCE 
 




A speaker-determined production with tonal coherence or 
ended by a perceptible pause. 
Table 60: Hierarchical units of conversation (DIT Linguistic Research Group) 
 
According to Wang (2010)458, the flow unit was originally called ‘timed unit’ by 
Campbell, et al. (2006)459 ‘because the segmentation influenced speed-induced phonetic 
‘distortions’. A working definition of flow unit is described as ‘a segment which has its 
own flow and pragmatic integrity. It is speaker dictated and can be timed, and is 
bounded by pauses – no matter how brief – or marked by a sudden change of 
tack/thought’ (Ibid.). 
The present author deemed it appropriate to introduce the concept of labelling 
the units of the hierarchy mainly for functionality purposes, to distinguish the concept 
of ‘label’ from that of ‘tag’. Therefore, labels are assigned to those segments that form 
units of conversation, namely flow unit, flow sequence or turn and tags are assigned to 
particular features within the smallest segment of all: the flow unit. The segments in the 
speech flow can be tagged for many features such as gender, age, variety, regional 
accents, speed of delivery, pitch range, reductionist techniques, etc. After the 
segmentation of “Duologue: Jesús-Patricia-1” in 1080 flow units, ‘a speaker-
determined production with tonal coherence or ended by a perceptible pause’, (403 
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units: speaker A; 677 units: speaker B), these units were grouped into 492 flow 
sequences, ‘a semantically coherent group containing at least one flow unit’ (223 
sequences: speaker A; 269 sequences: speaker B), and these sequences were grouped 
into 216 turns, ‘a dialogically significant interaction containing at least one flow unit’ 
(140 turns: speaker A; 76 turns: speaker B). See the end of the transcript below. 
sí pues FUA382 FSA211 TA137 [hmm] FUB658     
Oye FUA383 FSA212           
pues me podías pa FUA384             
te acuerdas que te dije FUA385 FSA213           
a ver sí me pasas algunos de los 
relatos FUA386     Sí FUB659 FSB263 TB73 
[inhales] FUA387 FSA214           
Mm FUA388 FSA215           
fantásticos FUA389     Eh FUB660 FSB264 TB74 
Nuevos FUA390             
        voy a comprarme un libro FUB661 FSB265 TB75 
        [inhales] FUB662     
        con los últimos relatos fantásticos de FUB663     
        de narrativa c española FUB664     
        contemporánea FUB665     
[mhm] FUA391 FSA216 TA138 
entonces ahí s hay muchísimos 
autores FUB666     
        [inhales] FUB667 FSB266   
        muy pocos cono  FUB668     
        muy poco conocidos FUB669     
        eso igual te interesa más porque FUB670     
        [inhales] FUB671 FSB267   
        
así los derechos de autor y tal es más 
fácil FUB672     
        es más fácil FUB673     
        no? FUB674     
        o que? FUB675 FSB268   
No FUA392 FSA217 TA139         
era simplemente por ver que FUA393 FSA218           
No FUA394 FSA219           
me interesan desconocidos FUA395 FSA220           
[inhales] FUA396             
y conocidos FUA397             
porque a veces FUA398 FSA221           
[inhales] FUA399 FSA222           
Eh FUA400     más fácil  FUB676 FSB269 TB76 
        no? FUB677     
es más fácil un autor 
desconocido si quieres hacer FUA401 FSA223 TA140         
adaptarlo para un guión una 
película o una cosa así FUA402             
Pero FUA403             
Figure 6: Segment 2 from DSSC- Duologue_ Jesús_Patricia_1 
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4.4 Tagging the Units  
After the segmentation of speech into flow units and labelling the sequences, 
tagging these timed-units is the next step. In this study, the DSSC has been tagged for 
the duration of the units, the number of phonetic syllables per unit, and the reductionist 
LVII  techniques characteristic of connected speech and explored in chapter 3. Those 
features are illustrated below: 
 
• Assimilations across word boundaries ConsonantConsonant 
n → m  [ p, b, m ] n → nLVIII  
 
[ s, r, l ] 
n → ŋ  [ k , g ] l → ḻ   
 
[ t , d ] 
n → ṉ   
 
[ t , d ] l → l  
 
[ n , s ] 
n → ɱ  
 
[ f ] l → lᶨ  
 
[ j , t∫ ] 
n → nᶨ  
 
[ j , t∫ ] s → z  
 
[ l ]LIX 
Table 61: Assimilations 
• Reduction. Concurrence of homologous phonemes ConsonantConsonant 
/s.s/  → ∼ [s] 
/θ.θ/  → ∼ [θ] 
/d.d/  → ∼ [ð] 
                                                 
LVII See Appendixes 6 to 13. 
LVIII In Spanish, [n] is the phonetic symbol that represents the voiced alveolar nasal. 
LIX In Spanish, [l] is the phonetic symbol that represents the voiced alveolar lateral. 
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/  → ∼ ] 
/l.l/ → ∼ [l:] 
/n.n/ → ∼ [n] 
Table 62: Reductions  
 
• Resyllabification across word boundaries ConsonantVowel 
a.mí.gos] pocos amigos /s.aeiou/ 
a.kí] comen aquí /n.aeiou/ 
i.ta.liá.no] mal italiano /l.aeiou/ 
ál.go] saber algo /r.aeiou/ 
es.pa.ɲ ol] club español /b.aeiou/ 
[t∫ ar.xen.tí.no] chef argentino /f.aeiou/ 
Table 63: Resyllabifications 
 
• Contraction. Sinalefas: sequences or 2, 3 or more vocoids VowelVowelVowel + 
a [a-e-i-o-u] aaa iaau ioaeu 
e [a-e-i-o-u] aae ioae 
i [a-e-i-o-u] aao ioau 
o [a-e-i-o-u] eaa uoau 






Table 64: Sinalefas 
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• Elisions 
[ð] [-aðo] →  [-ao]   
[ð]+ vowel [nada] →[na]  
[todo] →[to] 
[todos] →[tos] 
[ð] + [ɾ ] + vowel  [joder] →[jo/joe/joer] 
[ɾ ]+ vowel [para] →[pa]   
[s] + vowel [estás] →[-stas/-tas]  [estoy] →[-stoy/toy]   
[s] [gracias] →[-acias]   
[b] [venga] →[-enga]   
Table 65: Elisions 
 
Once the DSSC has been tagged for reductionist features of connected speech, a 
selection of units is tagged for speed of delivery and pitch range.  
The reason for tagging for speed calculation is that many of the significant 
features of NS-NS speech are reflected in the speed of delivery. By tagging the sound 
file, some reductions or weak forms in the spoken language can be studied. The 
programme Adobe Audition was used to facilitate manual tagging. After loading the 
WAV file, the boundaries of a sequence are determined, based on the acoustic signals 
displayed in the graph forms: waveform, spectrogram, intensity and pitch. For example, 
in the “Duologue: Jesús-Patricia-1”, in the flow unit: 556, Patricia said: “y ahí te puedes 
pedir unos tacos”; the duration is 1.553 ms, and the number of orthosyllables is 12 (c.f. 
10 syllables in the actual speech signal!). Thus, the number of syllables in a minute for 
each timed-unit is obtained dividing the number of orthosyllables (rather than the signal 
syllables) by the duration and multiplied by 60. The reason why the number of 
orthographic syllables is used, rather than the syllables as spoken, is that this is a more 
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objective and accurate way to present the phonetic reductions common in informal 
native-to-native English speech which are useful measures of the communication rate, 
as opposed to the speaking rate or the articulation rate 
Pitch range is the second objective in tagging the sequences. PRAAT, a software 
program for acoustic analysis, is used for pitch value evaluation. After opening a WAV 
file, locating in and out points in the signal to correspond with the flow units, the pitch 
is then analysed for maximum and minimum values. The difference between the 
maximum and the minimum is therefore the pitch range of this sequence. By the process 
of labelling and tagging, different patterns of contours can be discovered with 
contrasting emotions which are among the goals for the DMC linguistic and acoustic 
researchers.  
 
4.5 Corpus Analysis 
The analysis of the corpus was elaborated in three stages: 
1. Stage 1. Full DSSC Analysis. Variables considered: 
− The duration of the flow unit (excluding empty and full pauses)  
− The number of phonetic syllables in each flow unit (as opposed to 
phonological syllables –orthosyllables– transcribed as orthotext). 
2. Stage 2. Full DSSC Analysis. Variables considered (Reductionist techniques): 
− Assimilations across word boundaries 
− Elisions 
− Resyllabification across word boundaries 
− Sinalefas 
− Concurrence of homologous phonemes  
3. Stage 3. Selection of segments from the DSSC. Variables considered: 
− Speed of delivery 
− Pitch range 
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• First analysis. 
The phonetic variables considered for the statistical analysis of the flow units are: 
1. The average duration of the flow unit. 
2. The number of phonetic syllables in each flow unit (as opposed to phonological 















Speaker 1 403 2 73 328 
Speaker 2 677 4 264 409 
2nd Duologue 
Jesus-Patricia-2 
Speaker 1 732 1 134 597 
Speaker 2 303 0 51 252 
3rd Duologue 
Susana-María-1 
Speaker 3 773 0 140 633 
Speaker 4 548 2 68 478 
4th Duologue 
Susana-María-2 
Speaker 3 760 1 115 644 
Speaker 4 728 3 83 642 
TOTAL 4924 13 928 3983 
Table 66: 1st Analysis. Breakdown of units and units analysed. 
 
 Results show that in the 4924 segments, the 3983 flow units analysed may have 
between 1 and 26 syllables – that is orthosyllables–. Flow units of 24, 25, and 26 
syllables are rare: 2 of each have been found in the whole corpus and they are not 
included in the graphic. The most frequent lenghts in spontaneous dialogic speech are 
illustrated in the next figure:  
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Figure 7: Flow units/Syllables 
Quilis (1993: 163)460 states that the average phonic group in Spanish oscillates between 
eight and eleven syllables. According to Navarro Tomás (1944:45)461 the phonic group 
oscillates between five and ten syllables. Results of this analysis show that the average 
flow unit is significantly smaller. Flow units of between 1-5 syllables make up 54.9 % 
of the corpus, between 6-15 syllables, 40.8 %. From 16-26 make up for a small 4.2% of 
the corpus. 
The number of empty pauses (13) is significantly small compared to the number of 
filled pauses (928) which are frequent in natural communicative situations (Schriberg, 
1999)462 
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As already observed in section 4.2, interjections such as ‘hmm’, ’ehm’, ’pff’, ’mhm’,  
clicks and other noises that have been called ‘filled pauses’, (Maclay & 
Osgood,1959)463 or ‘fillers’ are usually dismissed as disfluencies that listeners ignore 
although some researches argue that fillers may cause listeners to pay more attention to 
what is to follow. There is not data of interest for this kind of analysis in the pauses but 
it was considered suitable to mention their presence in the corpus since they illustrate 
the type of speech under scrutiny: natural, spontaneous, NS-NS speech. 
 
In order to calculate the average duration of the flow unit, the segments studied have 
been those of 6 to 15 syllables which make up 40.8% of the corpus. Results show that 
the average duration of the flow unit is 1.6 seconds.   
It is important to point out the fact that the smaller flow units (1 to 5 syllables) that 
make up 40.8% of the corpus, and the bigger ones (16 to 26 syllables), 4.2% of the 
corpus, have been discarded in these calculations; the small ones because they show less 
occurrences of reductionist features and, the bigger ones, because they are less frequent.   
The calculation of the average duration of the flow unit in these two sets would 
obviously show significantly different values. The calculations of the length and the 
average duration of the flow unit in the DSSC were made with the idea of comparing 
the results to those obtained by the DIT Linguistic Research Group and the FLUENT 
research team (Campbell, et al.)464, which shows that flow units tend to be three or four 
words in length: a key feature of the flow unit in their study of English spontaneous 
speech is its shortness.  
 
This analysis also shows that the reduction in the number of syllables due to sinalefa, 
“the pronunciation in one syllable of groups of vowels resulting of the joining together 
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of words in the speech chain” (Quilis, 1996: 150)465 has occurred in 1990 flow units. 
The drop observed is between 1 and 5 syllables. A 5 syllable drop is very rare; it has 




Figure 9: Syllable drop in the DSSC 
 
As seen in the graphic, the most frequent drop -1 syllable drop- has been found in 940 
flow units, followed by  2-syllable drop in 322 flow units, 3-syllable drop in 96 flow 
units, 4-syllable drop in 27 flow units and finally the 5-syllable drop, found only in 2 
flow units. 
 
It has been observed that the drop is completely random in the sense that there is no 
correlation between the amount of syllables in the unit and the amount of syllables 
dropped. On that note, it is interesting to highlight that randomness also shows when we 




























Syllable drop= 1 
Syllable drop= 2 
Syllable drop= 3 
Syllable drop= 4 
Syllable drop= 5 
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 syllables dropped flow units spoken average drop 
Speaker 1 399 922 2,310776942 
Speaker 2 346 775 2,239884393 
Speaker 3 730 1276 1,747945205 
Speaker 4 515 1120 2,174757282 
Table 67: Average syllable drop by speakers  
In the 1276 flow units uttered by Speaker 3, 730 syllables were dropped, making this 
subject the one that shows less reduction when oddly enough, it is the subject that talked 
the most and the fastest speaker of the group. And it is not because the flow units 
uttered by Speaker 3 were smaller on syllable count. See below: 
 
speaker 3 
Word Count 5746 
Syllable Count 7286 
Flow unit Count 1276 
speaker 4 
Word Count 3915 
Syllable Count 4886 
Flow unit Count 1120 
Table 68: Word/ Syllable/ Flow unit count comparison  
 
• Second analysis. 
The phonetic variables considered for the statistical analysis of the flow units are: 
1. Assimilations across word boundaries. 
2. Elisions. 
3. Resyllabification across word boundaries. 
4. Sinalefas.  
5. Concurrence of homologous phonemes.  
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Table 69: 1st Analysis. Breakdown of units affected by reductionist techniques 
Results show a very significant difference in numbers as regards how often different 
reductionist techniques affect the flow units analysed in the DSSC. Sinalefas, 
resyllabification and assimilation are the three phenomena that stand out compared to 
elisions and the concurrence of homologous phonemes.  
 
 




















1 46 2 48 83 12 
Speaker 






1 101 4 130 180 13 
Speaker 






3 141 8 132 230 26 
Speaker 






3 129 13 123 273 20 
Speaker 
4 82 10 109 209 14 
TOTAL (affected) 680 52 780 1382 119 
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As previously stated in section 3.3.2, sequences of vocoids can be quite complex in 
Spanish (Hualde, 2005: 77)466 .The possibility for several vowels to join in sinalefa, 
depends on their forming a series of increasing  or decreasing   oral 
aperture, or that those vowels with close articulation (i, u) are placed in the edges of the 
syllable and the vowels with open articulation in the centre. The grouping of vowels in 
sinalefa offers a multitude of different combinations; up to five vowels can meet in 
sinalefa. With 46% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC, sinalefa is the most 
salient feature of all. 
The analysis of the DSSC shows the following combinations: 
 
 
Figure 11: Cases of 2 Vowel Sinalefa in the DSSC 
























Nº  FU afected: 862 
All  combinations  
found in the DSSC 
Sinalefas of 2 vowels  
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Of the 1382 flow units affected by sinalefa in the DSSC, 62.37% are affected by 1 
sinalefa of 2 vowels.  
 
Figure 12: Cases of 3 Vowel Sinalefa in the DSSC. 
Of the 1382 flow units affected by sinalefa in the DSSC, 5.35% are affected by 1 








Table 70: Cases of sinalefas of 4 vowels in the DSSC 
All combinations    
found in the 











































































affected:74 Sinalefas of 3 vowels 
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Of the 1382 flow units affected by sinalefa in the DSSC, only 8 cases (7 combinations) 
were found where FU are affected by 1 sinalefa of 4 vowels.  
So far, the graphics in figures 11-12 and table 70 illustrate the instances where the FUs 
have been affected by just one case of sinalefa. However, many of the FUs analysed 
show instances of more than one sinalefa: up to 4 cases of sinalefa have been recorded 
in just one FU. The present author refers to these occurrences as ‘sinalefa clusters’. 
These clusters have been transcribed onto an Excel spreadsheet, so each cell 
corresponds to a flow unit (Tables 71 to 74). They have been ordered vertically and 
alphabethically for clarity.  
 
Sinalefa clusters in the DSSC: 
Number of flow units in the DSSC that present a cluster of 2 sinalefas of 2 vowels: 265 
aa-ao au-ea ea-ia ee-ae ei-aa ie-aa oa-ao oe-ai oe-oe 
aa-ea au-oa ea-ia ee-ae ei-aa ie-aa oa-ea oe-ai oe-oe 
aa-ee au-oa ea-ia ee-ae ei-aa ie-aa oa-ea oe-ai oe-oe 
aa-ee ea- eu ea-ie ee-ae ei-aa ie-ae oa-ea oe-ai oe-oe 
aa-ee ea-aa ea-ie ee-ai ei-ai ie-ae oa-ee oe-ao oe-oe 
aa-ie ea-aa ea-ie ee-ao ei-au ie-ae oa-ee oe-ea oe-oe 
aa-ie ea-ae ea-oa ee-au ei-ei ie-ao oa-ee oe-ea oe-oe 
aa-ie ea-ae ea-oa ee-au ei-oa ie-au oa-ee oe-ea oe-oe 
aa-oa ea-ae ea-oa ee-ea ei-oa ie-au oa-ei oe-ea oe-oi 
aa-oi ea-ai ea-oa ee-ea ei-ui ie-ea oa-ei oe-ea oe-ou 
ae-aa ea-ai ea-oe ee-ea eo-oo ie-ee oa-ia oe-ea oi-ee 
ae-ae ea-ao ea-oe ee-ea eo-oo ie-ee oa-ia oe-ee oi-ei 
ae-ae ea-ao ea-oe ee-ee eu-ai ie-ee oa-ie oe-ee oi-ou 
ae-ea ea-ao ea-oe ee-ee eu-ee ie-ee oa-iu oe-ee oo-oa 
ae-ee ea-au ea-oe ee-ee eu-ei ie-ee oa-oa oe-ee ou-aa 
ae-oe ea-au ea-oe ee-ei eu-oa ie-oe oa-oa oe-ee ou-ae 
ae-oe ea-ea ea-oe ee-ei eu-oe ie-oe oa-oa oe-ee ou-eai 
ae-oe ea-ea ea-oi ee-ei ia-aa ie-oe oa-oa oe-ee ou-ee 
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ai-aa ea-ea ea-oo ee-eu ia-ae ie-oe oa-oa oe-ee ou-ee 
ai-aa ea-ea ea-ou ee-ia ia-au ie-oo oa-oa oe-ee ou-ei 
ai-ae ea-ea ea-ou ee-ia ia-ea ie-ou oa-oa oe-ee ou-oa 
ai-ea ea-ee ee-aa ee-oa ia-ea ii-oa oa-oa oe-ee ou-oe 
ai-ee ea-ee ee-aa ee-oe ia-ea io-aa oa-oe oe-ee ou-oo 
ai-oa ea-ee ee-ae ee-oe ia-eo iu-aa oa-ou oe-ee ue-ea 
ai-oe ea-ee ee-ae ee-oe ia-eu iu-ee oa-ua oe-eo ui-oe 
ai-oe ea-ee ee-ae ee-oe ia-ia iu-oa oe-ae oe-ia 
 ao-ee ea-ee ee-ae ee-oe ia-oa iu-oe oe-ae oe-oa 
 ao-oe ea-ee ee-ae ee-oi ia-oe oa-ae oe-ae oe-oa 
 au-ao ea-ei ee-ae ee-ou ia-oe oa-ai oe-ae oe-oa 
 au-au ea-eu ee-ae ee-ou ia-oi oa-ai oe-ae oe-oa 
 Table 71: Cases of clusters of 2 sinalefas of 2 vowels in the DSSC 
 
Number of flow units in the DSSC that present a cluster of 2 sinalefas of 2 or more 
vowels: 56 
aai-ee ea-iau ee-oai ie-iaai oe-ioa 
aau-iai eai-ea ee-oaiu ioa-au oe-ioa 
ae-aaie eai-eai eie-oe ioe-ee ooa-ei 
ae-iae eai-eo ei-iae iou-oe ooo-oa 
aia-au eai-oae iae-ea oa-aia uae-ea 
ai-eaau eas-oi iae-ou oa-eai uea-uia 
aui- oe ea-uia ia-iau oai-oa uei-eu 
eaa-ae ee-aau ia-iau oe-aia uiau-aa 
eai-ae ee-eoa iai-oe oee-ae 
 ea-iai ee-iae iaoa-oa oe-eaie 
 ea-iao ee-iae iau-ea oee-oe 
 ea-iaoi eei-oa ie-aie oei-iai 
 Table 72: Cases of clusters of 2 sinalefas of 2+ vowels in the DSSC 
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Number of flow units in the DSSC that present a cluster of 3 sinalefas of 2 or more 
vowels: 78  
aa-aa-oe ea-eu-oe ee-ee-ae ia-ea-ae oa-aa-oe 
aa-ae-ee eai-ea-ee ee-ei-aa ia-ia-eu oa-au-ioia 
aae-oa-iu ea-oa-eu eei-oa-oi iai-ea-ea oa-ei-oa 
aa-oe-ae ea-oai-ee ee-oa-ie iai-ee-oe oa-oi-oe 
ae-ea-eu ea-oe-oe ee-oai-oe ia-ioo-oi oa-ou-ai 
ae-ee-ae ea-oi-eae ee-oe-ae iaiu-ae-ae oe-au-ee 
ae-oe-ee ea-ou-au ee-oe-ao ie-ae-ea oe-ea-ee 
ae-oe-oe eau-au-ia ee-oo-oe ie-ea-ai oe-ea-eu 
ai-oa-oa ee-aa-oa ei-aa-ai ie-eai-oa oe-ee-ie 
au-ae-aai ee-aa-oi ei-aa-ee ie-ea-oe oe-oae-ee 
ea-ai-aa ee-ae-ioa ei-oa-oa ie-ee-ae oe-oe-au 
ea-ao-ee ee-ae-oa eo-ae-ai ie-eu-au ou-oe-aie 
ea-ea-iau ee-ae-oa eo-ai-ae ie-oai-ea ue-ee-ao 
ea-ee-ea ee-ai-ee eu-aau-ae ie-oa-oe ue-ee-ee 
ea-ee-eu ee-aiu-ee eu-ee-aie ie-oe-aa 
 ea-ei-au ee-ea-iau eu-iae-ee oa-aai-ea 
 Table 73: Cases of clusters of 3 sinalefas of 2+ vowels in the DSSC 
 
Number of flow units in the DSSC that present a cluster of 4 sinalefas of 2 or more 
vowels: 26 
ae-ea-ee-aa ee-ei-aaa-ooa ia-ee-oe-oi oe-ae-ou-ae 
au-io-ao-aa ee-ioi-aaa-ea ii-ae-ae-ao oe-ea-ea-ae 
ea-eau-ee-eu ee-oe-ee-ae oa-iaeu-oa-ea oe-ee-aa-ee 
ea-ee-ae-ae ei-au-oe-ee oa-iaeu-oa-ea oe-ee-ee-oe 
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ea-iaa-ou-ee eo-ai-ae-iu oa-oe-ai-ee oi-ee-ei-ea 
eai-ie-ee-ea eu-aa-aa-ii oe-aa-oe-iai 
 
ea-oa-ei-eu eu-eo-oo-eo oe-aei-oau-ea 
 Table 74: Cases of clusters of 4 sinalefas of 2+ vowels in the DSSC 
 
Sinalefa is, without a doubt, one of the most salient features of Spanish: ‘the 
pronunciation in one syllable of groups of vowels resulting of the joining together of 
words in the speech chain’. Quilis (1996: 150)467 
 
The second most salient feature, with 26% of FUs affected by occurrences in the 
DSSC is that of resyllabification. ‘We […] have shown that English and Dutch do not 
permit syllabification across words in a phrase. It is well known, however, that certain 
languages such as Italian and Spanish do permit syllabification across words’. (Nespor 
& Vogel, 2007: 67)468  
 
‘Above word level, there are four prosodic constituents, each of which is 
potentially a domain for resyllabification. In French, it seems that the domain of 
obligatory liaison is the phonological phrase […], while in Spanish the domain appears 
to be larger- the intonational phrase, or perhaps even the phonological utterance’. 
(Ibid: 72) 
 
The analysis of the DSSC shows the following occurrences: 
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Figure 13: Cases of Resyllabification in the DSSC. 
The examples in figure 13 show the instances of word-final consonants resyllabified 
together with the following word-initial vowel in connected speech. These consonants 
are then syllabified as an onset. 
The third most salient feature, with 22% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC is 
that of assimilation. Assimilation occurs when there is a modification of the 
phonological features of a segment due to the influence of an adjacent segment. 
According to Hualde (2007: 107)469, in Spanish there are three important assimilatory 
processes involving sequences of consonants: nasals assimilate in place of articulation 
to an immediately following consonant, laterals also assimilate in place of articulation 
but to a more reduced set of consonants than nasals do (not to labials or velars. Ibid: 
178) and fricatives assimilate in voicing. 
26% of units       
affected 





















Nº of ocurrences in the DSSC: 926 
Resyllabification 
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The analysis of the DSSC shows the following occurrences: 
 
Figure 14: Cases of Assimilation in the DSSCLX 
The graphic in figure 14 illustrates the instances where the FUs have been affected by 
just one case of assimilation. However, some of the FUs analysed show instances of 2 
and 3 assimilatory processes. The present author refers to these occurrences as ‘clusters 
of assimilations’. 
Clusters of assimilations in the DSSC: 
L-D/S-L N-K/N-F N-M/N-D N-P/L-T N-P/N-∫ 
L-N/L-S N-K/N-F N-M/N-D N-P/N-B N-P/S-L 
L-N/S-L N-K/N-R N-M/N-D N-P/N-F N-S/L-T 
N-B/N-S N-L/L-S N-M/N-D N-P/N-F N-T/L-D 
N-∫/N-L N-L/L-S N-M/N-D N-P/N-L N-T/L-S 
N-D/L-S N-L/N-B N-M/N-K N-P/N-L N-T/N-D 
N-D/L-T N-L/S-L N-M/N-K N-P/N-R N-T/S-L 
                                                 
LX The instances illustrated in the horizontal axis of the graphic present a couple of erroneous characters 
due to a font related editing problem. Although the phonetic symbols were properly transcribed in the 
Excel spreadsheet, when the data were selected for inclusion in the graphic the symbols did not transfer 
correctly. Therefore, L-tó (with 3 occurrences) and N-tó (with 4 occurrences) are to be understood as L-∫ 
and N-∫, respectively. 
L-D L-S L-N L-tò L-T N-B N-D N-F N-G N-j N-K N-L N-M N-P N-R N-S N-T N-tò N-Y S-L S-j 















Assimilations                22% FU affected   
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N-D/N-L N-L/S-L N-M/N-L N-P/N-S N-T/S-L 
N-D/N-S N-M/ N-D N-M/N-P N-P/N-S N-T/S-L 
N-D/S-L N-M/L-D N-M/N-∫ N-P/N-T N-T/S-L 
N-K/L-T N-M/N-B N-P/ N-L N-P/N-T S-L/ N-B 




Table 76: Cases of clusters of 3 assimilations the DSSC 
 
The fourth feature, with 4% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC is that of 
concurrence of homologous phonemes (CHP). 
As Quilis (1996: 145)470 points out, although the concurrence of two homologous 
consonant sounds may result on the lengthening of the said sound, this happens when 
the pronunciation is slow or emphatic. In normal conversation the tendency is to shorten 
the sound. 
 
Figure 15: Cases of CHP in the DSSC. 
 
















Concurrence of Homologous 
Phonemes 
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The fifth and last feature, with a 2% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC is 
that of elision. The pronunciation, reflected in orthographic form, represents common 
elisions in Spanish “familiar” or “vulgar” register (Navarro, 1918; Machuca, 2000; apud 




Speaker 1 2 
Speaker 2 4 
2nd Duologue 
Jesus-Patricia-2 
Speaker 1 4 
Speaker 2 3 
3rd Duologue 
Susana-María-1 
Speaker 3 8 
Speaker 4 8 
4th Duologue 
Susana-María-2 
Speaker 3 13 
Speaker 4 10 
Table 77: Cases of elisions per speaker 
 
After the analysis, the results obtained would imply that the speakers’ register over-
rides the relaxed, colloquial atmosphere where the recordings took place. This is 
reflected in the number of occurrences of this particular feature. The 4th duologue, with 
the higher number of occurrences, is actually the most relaxed in the corpus with laughs 




Cases Correct form Type of elision 
3 "pescao" pescado Dental approximant[ð] (Syncope) 
Participles, names & adjectives 
ending in - ado / - ido 
1  "tenio" tenido 
1 "costao" costado 
1 "cuidao" cuidado- 
1 "carao" descarado 
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1  "pasao" pasado 
1 "relajao" relajado 
5 "joe" joder Dental approximant[ð] + Alveolar 
approximant[ɾ ] + vowel (Syncope) 
or (Apocope) 
3 "jo" joder 
4 "pa" para Alveolar approximant[ɾ ]+ vowel 
(Apocope) 
1 "na" nada Dental approximant[ð]+ vowel 
(Apocope) 
1 "pare" padre Dental approximant[ð] (Syncope) 
1 "aemas" además 
3 "Madri" Madrid Dental approximant[ð] (Apocope) 
1 "depue" después Alveolar fricative [s] (Apocope) 
1 "diga" digas 
1 "mucho" muchos 
1 "ma" más 
3 "pue" pues 
1 "laʰ"  las Alveolar fricative [s] (Aspirated 
realisation) 1 "aʰí"  así 
2 "o" lo Alveolar lateral [l] (Aphaeresis) 
2 "pasa" lo que pasa Two full words (Aphaeresis) 
2 
"jode" joder Alveolar approximant[ɾ ] 
(Apocope) 
1 
"muchima" muchísima Alveolar fricative [s]+ vowel 
(Syncope) 
1 "acuedo" acuerdo Alveolar approximant[ɾ ] 
(Syncope) 1 "paece" parece 
1 "pro" pero Vowel [e] (Syncope) 
1 "prac" prácticamente Elision due to reformulation* 





• Third analysis. 
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The phonetic variables considered for the statistical analysis of the flow units are: 
1. The speed of delivery. 
2. The pitch range. 
This final analysis was carried out on a smaller sample of 30 flow units from the DSSC, 
which were picked according to the following criteria: 
• Occurrence of sinalefa 
• Ocurrence of assimilation, resyllabification and CHP  
• Absence of all the features mentioned above. 
01 que nunca se me olvidará esa imagen susana- maría 1 (susana) 
02 te va a agobiar De Efe mucho jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 
03 pero es que eso también lo ves en Madrid y en susana- maría 1 (maría) 
04 luego siempre aparece el viaje a jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 
05 aunque sea agua embotellada jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 
   
06 yo al tío lo tenía al lado eh susana- maría 2 (maría) 
07 es una especialidad de Puebla jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 
08 en ningún sitio te iban a aceptar los pesos susana- maría 1 (susana) 
09 así que voy a intentar repartírmelos susana- maría 2 (susana) 
10 depende también te encuentras los sitios jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 
   
11 los autobuses funcionan muy bien en Méjico jesús- patricia  1 (jesús) 
12 los autobuses nocturnos estaban muy bien jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 
13 ciudades muy importantes por visitar jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 
14 de repente tenían como tres veces menos susana- maría 1 (susana) 
15 para que no te salgan ampollas susana- maría 2 (maría) 
   
16 lo único que está bien es la catedral  susana- maría 2 (maría) 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo susana- maría 2 (susana) 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche jesús- patricia  2 (patricia) 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 
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20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 
   
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana susana- maría 2 (susana) 
22 una variedad de jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil susana- maría 1 (maría) 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas susana- maría 2 (susana) 
   
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien susana- maría 1 (susana) 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven susana- maría 2 (maría) 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos susana- maría 2 (maría) 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos jesús- patricia  1 (jesús) 
30 que me voy a quitar un pendiente jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 
Table 79: Choice of FUs for 3dr Analysis 
 
 Laver (1994: 158, apud Wang)472472, uses articulation rate as opposed to speaking rate 
in calculating speed of delivery; the present author follows Wang (2010: 186)473 in the 
use of communicative speed, ‘where the rate used is based on the number of syllables 
per minute (Towell, et al., 1996, apud Wang)474474, rather than number of words per 
minute, since the number of syllables within a word varies’. Thus, the number of 
orthographic syllables divided by duration, and multiplied by 60, gives the number of 






DROP Speed of Delivery 
(Nº syllables per 
minute) 
01 14 0:01.256 11 668 
02 11 0:01.325 9 498 
03 15 0:01.903 12 473 
04 13 0:02.526 9 308 
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05 11 0:01.435 9 460 
06 12 0:01.620 9 444 
07 11 0:01.277 10 516 
08 15 0:01.748 13 515 
09 14 0:01.758 12 477 
10 12 0:01.906 11 377 
11 14 0:01.782 - 471 
12 13 0:02.015 - 387 
13 12 0:02.228 - 323 
14    14 0:01.641 - 511 
15 10 0:01.414 - 424 
16 13 0:01.690 11 461 
17 13 0:01.276 11 658 
18 11 0:01.216 8 542 
19 10 0:01.711 7 350 
20 11 0:01.361 8 485 
21 9 0:01.188 8 454 
22 6 0:01.037 - 347 
23 8 0:01.303 6 368 
24 15 0:01.725 14 522 
25 11 0:01.408 10 468 
26 16 0:01.928 - 498 
27 18 0:02.484 - 435 
28 10 0:01.246 - 481 
29 12 0:01.554 - 463 
30 10 0:01.227 - 489 
Table 80: Tagging for Speed of Delivery. 
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Pitch value is measured within a normal range of 75 Hz to 600 Hz (the default in 
PRAAT) which sufficiently covers all speakers, since ‘the average fundamental 
frequency for men is around 120 Hz, for women 220 Hz, and for children 265 Hz’ 
(Cruttenden, 1997: 3 apud Wang: 187)475. In Wang’s work, the pitch range was 
calculated for sequences that had significant linguistic features, e.g., formulaic 
language, in order to discover whether different patterns of contours would show 
contrasting communicative values. The present author considers the pitch value merely 
as another variable in an attempt to ascertain whether this feature may pose difficulties 




Orthosyllables Duologue (Speaker) Pitch Range 
 (in Hertz) 
01 14 susana- maría 1 (susana) 212 
02 11 jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 190 
03 15 susana- maría 1 (maría) 186 
04 13 jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 84 
05 11 jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 213 
06 12 susana- maría 2 (maría) 218 
07 11 jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 167 
08 15 susana- maría 1 (susana) 199 
09 14 susana- maría 2 (susana) 197 
10 12 jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 118 
11 14 jesús- patricia  1 (jesús) 103 
12 13 jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 180 
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13 12 jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 103 
14    14 susana- maría 1 (susana) 195 
15 10 susana- maría 2 (maría) 194 
16 13 susana- maría 2 (maría) 222 
17 14 susana- maría 2 (susana) 180 
18 11 jesús- patricia  2 (patricia) 181 
19 10 jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 100 
20 11 jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 195 
21 9 susana- maría 2 (susana) 175 
22 6 jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 102 
23 8 susana- maría 1 (maría) 214 
24 15 jesús- patricia  2 (jesús) 98 
25 11 susana- maría 2 (susana) 173 
26 16 susana- maría 1 (susana) 209 
27 18 susana- maría 2 (maría) 217 
28 10 susana- maría 2 (maría) 223 
29 12 jesús- patricia  1 (jesús) 94 
30 10 jesús- patricia  1 (patricia) 197 
Table 81: Tagging for Pitch Range 
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4.6 Application of the Slow-Down Tool  
 ‘[…] many online listening materials are authentic native dialogues, but the ‘messy’ 
rapid flow of speech is only delivered at normal (i.e., 100%) speed, […]. Even if the 
same speech sequence can be re-played again and again, the excessively fast speed 
(from the students’ perspective) still prevents them from arriving at intelligibility and 
communicative ability.’ Wang (2010:157)476 
 
As part of the DITCall Project, whose objective was the development of a digital 
interactive package to assist non-L1 language learners of English to enhance their 
listening and speaking skills in self-study, linguists in the DMC tested the slow-down 
software’s potential effectiveness for English language instruction for both production 
and reception (Campbell, Meinardi, Richardson and Yang).  
 
The development and application of the time-scaling slow-down algorithm was 
funded by the Enterprise Ireland administered Advanced Technologies Research 
Programme (ATRP) 2001, - Project ATRP/01/203, "DITCALL - Digital Interactive 
Tools for Computer Assisted Language Learning." The software uses TSM -time-scale 
modification- to slow down recorded speech without tonal distortion, ‘without changing 
the pitch of the speech sample’ Campbell et al. (2004)477, so listeners can hear streamed 
speech segments, as they naturally occur in authentic speech, with more processing time 
to focus on how the sounds are actually being produced – including connected speech 
features, which are usually difficult for language learners to notice and process due to 
the speed of naturally occurring speech. 
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 With the aid of this tool, recordings can be slowed to any desired speed – In Meinardi’s 
(2006)478 study, the subjects in test group listened to each sample three times – once at 
100%, once at 80% and once at 60%. In Richardson’s study (2010)479, slowed speeds of 
80%, 60% and 40% were applied. ‘Speeds of 80% and 60% were deemed appropriate 
but subjects noted that at a speed of 40%, recordings seemed to sound unnatural or 
distorted (due to technical problems mentioned earlier) and in some cases distracted 
the listeners from the semantic content.’ (Ibid: 165). In Wang’s study (2010)480, the 
slow-down technology was used to provide the test group with audio assets at 40% 
speed, and these assets were used only in the training sessions, not in the actual test.  
 
According to the linguistic researchers in DMC, the slow-down tool can be used by 
lower-level to higher-level L2 English language learners who wish to work with L1 
English speech for both receptive and productive purposes. It can be used for both 
segmental and suprasegmentalLXI work, to access the speech signal to make it more 
intelligible and to ascertain how the sounds are produced by L1 English speakers in the 
stream of connected speech. The main advantage of the slow-down technology is a real-
time, variableLXII slow-down facility for speech recordings allowing students to capture 
details in natural, authentic L1 spoken English without the pitch distortions induced by 
a mechanical slow-down facility. This allows language learners more time to study real 
speech action. 
 
                                                 
LXI PhD research has been completed in this area by DIT colleague Meinardi (2006). 
LXII Variable means that any speed can be chosen. 
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In the present study, the slow-down technology was used to provide the test group with 
audio assets at 60% speed. The rationale for this choice of speed is discussed in the next 
chapter. (See Chapter 5, Introduction, Research Design and Rationale)  
 
• Need for slowed-down speech 
Wang (Ibid:158) argues that ‘research carried out by Derwing and Munro (1997) shows 
that, among eight factors affecting comprehensibility, speaking rate ranks the second 
with 38%, only lower than enunciation which scores 46%. Ten out of twenty-six L1 
English speakers think that the speech rate is negatively correlated with 
comprehensibility’. This is basically to say that understanding faster speech is more 
difficult than understanding slower speech. She states that articulation rate, rather than 
speaking rate (which includes pauses), seems to contribute importantly to phoneme 
identification, even though it may not be the direct cause, yet, ‘rate sometimes serves as 
a general scapegoat for perceived comprehension difficulties’. Derwing and Munro 
(1997: 14, apud Wang) 481 
 
Richardson (2009: 124)482 points out the difference between ‘slow speech’, defined as 
sentences ‘uttered as a sequence of readily identifiable words’ (Brown, 1990: 3, apud 
Richardson) – that is, words with very stable phonetic forms and ‘slowed speech’, 
‘which is the result of applying the slow-down facility to authentic, naturally-produced 
speech, is defined as a sequence of words with an unstable but identifiable phonetic 
form due to the slowing down of the speech stream’ (ibid: 125). It is envisioned that he 
use of the slow-down tool will help students to learn to understand an informal speech 
style, as this is what they will generally encounter in English-speaking environments. 
‘Students whose education has been largely couched in slowly and deliberately spoken 
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English are often shocked to find, when they enter a context in which native speakers 
are talking to each other, that they have considerable difficulty in understanding what 
is being said’ (Brown, 1990: 6, apud Richardson)483. 
 
Furthermore, Meinardi (2006:128)484 states that ‘the application and control of the 
slow-down facility leads to the improvement of the learner’s pronunciation skills. This 
slow-down function has the ability to highlight complications which occur in native 
‘streamed speech’ such as elisions and reductions for example, and can help the learner 
to become aware of these idiosyncrasies of native speech’.  In her work, the tests carried 
out to ascertain the success of the slow-down tool in increasing word recognition 
‘furthermore helped to evolve both the language-learning concept as well as the 
exercises, which lead to a significantly enhanced main application’. (Ibid: 113) 
 
Research carried out by the aforementioned linguists in the DMC provides the 
framework to test whether this application contributes in helping perception of the 
unstressed segments in Spanish speech stream, since ‘most of the misleading 
information in the signal occurs in unstressed syllables’ (Brown, 1990: 100)485. Beyond 
that, it is understood that researchers cannot exclusively benefit from this application:  
‘[…] if the student does not understand what is being said the first time the sequence 
must be repeated until he does understand it’ (Ibid: 159). However, it is difficult to 
perceive its features at its normal spoken speed. Therefore, ‘a slow-down facility is 
necessary in a tailored pedagogy to facilitate language teaching and researching, 
especially for non-L1 language learners’ (Wang, 2010: 158)486 
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4.7 Conclusion 
‘The main function of a corpus is to establish the relationship between the theory 
and the data’. Torruella and Llisterri (1999: 2)487 
 
 The creation, development and analysis of the DSSC were intended to show, on 
a small scale, how a natural language functions and that the result is effectively a model 
of reality. One of the benefits of using corpus data, as argued by Campbell et al. 
(2007)488, is that it can reveal interesting grammatical structures and discourse patterns 
in the spoken language and is able to convey information about discourse genre and 
socio-cultural values of the source of the data. In analysing ‘real emotional assets’, 
from informal unscripted dialogues recorded in a way that participants were allowed to 
chat freely and unmonitored and ‘not obtained from broadcast sources and not using 
actors’ (Cullen et al 2006)489, results show a very significant difference in numbers as 
regards how often different reductionist techniques are apparent in the flow units 
analysed in the DSSC. Sinalefas, resyllabification and assimilation are the three 
phenomena that stand out. With 46% of FUs affected by occurrences of the 
aforementioned features in the DSSC, sinalefa is the most salient feature of all. The 
second most salient feature, with 26% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC is 
that of resyllabification. ‘We […] have shown that English and Dutch do not permit 
syllabification across words in a phrase. It is well known, however, that certain 
languages such as Italian and Spanish do permit syllabification across words’. (Nespor 
& Vogel, 2007: 67)490  
 
However, there are also some limitations in the analysis which require further 
investigation. 
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  Firstly, the analysis given above is restricted to the limited data resources 
available, and mainly focuses on the occurrence of reductionist techniques. The main 
advantage of this approach is the production of high quality assets suitable to test the 
research hypothesis. However, the relationship between these features and the speed of 
delivery and the pitch range, which has been proved significant in EFL, deserve a more 
detailed analysis which would be beyond the scope of this research. These two concepts 
have been introduced as variables in an effort to provide a thorough qualitative 
description of the speech assets. Further analysis of the various reductionist features and 
their different realisations of speed of delivery/ pitch range should be undertaken.  
 
Secondly, the choice of assets to be tested was made according to the following 
criteria: occurrence of reductions affecting vowels (sinalefa), occurrence of reductions 
affecting vowels and consonants (resyllabification) or just consonants (assimilation and 
CHP), and absence of all the reduction features previously mentioned. Therefore, a 
different criterion that does not discriminate reductions affecting vowels against   
reductions affecting vowels and consonants would be a suggestion for future research. 
 
The construction of a corpus, ‘a principled collection of spoken or written 
language stored on computer and available for quantitative and qualitative analysis’ 
(O’Keeffe 2006)491 provided the basis for effectively applying the time-scaling tool. The 
software uses TSM -time-scale modification- to slow down speech recordings without 
tonal distortion, ‘without changing the pitch of the speech sample’ Campbell et al. 
(2004)492, so listeners can hear streamed speech segments, as they naturally occur in 
authentic speech, with more processing time to focus on how the sounds are actually 
being produced. Widdowson (1991, apud Wang)493 notes the pedagogical potential of 
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corpus description in the process of analysis and in the use of concordancing to develop 
discovery procedures for learners. 
 
This chapter detailed the work carried out by the present author in researching 
and analysing natural, authentic, dynamic Spanish speech. Based on transcribing the 
dialogue as orthographic text, segmenting and tagging the sequences, a set of high 
quality natural assets has been produced. These assets illustrate features of connected 
speech, which, as reviewed in Chapter 3, are particularly subject to the phonetic 
reductions and prosodic variations. The main problem for most L2 language learners is 
to cope with the phonetic and prosodic realisations of these features in natural, casual 
conversation. Therefore, the current research focuses on demonstrating whether these 
features pose difficulty for Irish L2 language learners or not.     
 
Based on the research work undertaken above, and in order to demonstrate how 
the speech technologies, e.g., the slow-down facility, combined with real, natural, 
interactive L1-L1 Spanish speech, can be of help, the application and evaluation of 
these technologies to the perception of reductionist techniques by Irish learners is 
further investigated. The design and implementation of tests and the methodologies 
adopted are also discussed in the next chapter. 
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5. Research Methodology: Gathering and 
Analysing Data. Introduction 
• Introduction 
The previous chapter presented the investigation on reductionist techniques of 
connected speech, on the basis of tagging and analysing real, interactive Spanish speech 
from the DSSC. This chapter discusses the collection and analysis of data from L2 users 
of Spanish. It is envisioned that the combination of carefully selected audio files and the 
use of speech technologies, namely the slow-down algorithm, will lead to a more 
enhanced appreciation of whether features of connected speech pose difficulties for 
learners of Spanish. This will ultimately constitute a valuable insight into the design of 
new aural skills pedagogies. 
The focus of this study is three-fold:  
1. To test and document receptive intelligibility problems when L2 Spanish 
users are exposed to Spanish connected speech.  
2. To test and document productive intelligibility (speakers’ pronunciation) 
when L2 Spanish users reproduce the samples of Spanish connected speech 
they are exposed to. 
3. To test the effectiveness of the speech slow-down facility for improving L2 
Spanish users’ speech reception and production by increasing speech 
intelligibility. 
 
The study aims to answer the following research questions: 
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1. Which features of Spanish connected speech pose difficulties for the L2 student? 
2. Do fragments of speech without reduction pose the same difficulties for the L2 
student as those presenting some sort of reduction? 
3. Is the speech slow-down facility effective in improving listeners’ speech 
reception? 
4. Is the speech slow-down facility effective in increasing the intelligibility of 
speakers’ pronunciation?  
 
The research involves documenting productive and receptive intelligibility problems 
when L2 users are exposed to the Spanish speech of native speakers, to observe where 
intelligibility problems occur and to determine the reasons for this, based on effects of 
the first language of the subjects, and other criteria, such as number of years 
learning/using Spanish, previous exposure to spoken Spanish, and genderLXIII. This is 
achieved by playing recorded extracts/ snippets of natural, relaxed from the DSSC. The 
study also investigates whether there are fewer problems for L2 users after exposure to 
slowed recordings. The speech assets are recorded extracts of relaxed, mid-streamLXIV 
informal conversations. 
• Overview of Study Tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.  
Tests 1, 2 and 3 focused on receptive intelligibility based on analysis of subjects’ 
written transcriptions of aural snippets. Subjects listened to 15 snippets of an average 
                                                 
LXIII This differs from Richardson’s (2009)494 research which involved documenting receptive 
intelligibility problems when L1 and L2 users are exposed to the English speech of L1 and L2 speakers 
and whether there are fewer problems for L2 users in understanding speakers of the same or similar L1 
background. It also differs from Wang’s (2010)495 research which involved the application and evaluation 
of the speech technologies applied to formulaic sequences.  
LXIV ‘Midstream’ refers to the fact that speech clips are not taken from the start of recordings (when 
speakers may be conscious of being recorded and hence may not be fully relaxed) but from at least a few 
minutes into the conversation until the end.  
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duration of 2 seconds each. The Test Group heard snippets at 60% - the slow-down was 
tested on the Test Group to determine whether its use increases listeners’ speech 
reception or not. The Control Group hears the same snippets as the Test Group but at 
100% (original speed) only - the results of the two groups are then compared to test 
whether the application of the slow-down tool can increase speech reception or not.  
Tests 4, 5 and 6 focus on productive intelligibility based on analysis of the recording of 
subjects’ oral reproduction of aural snippets. Subjects listen to and repeat 15 snippets of 
an average duration of 2 seconds each. Again, the Test Group hears snippets at 60% and 
The Control Group hears the same snippets as the Test Group but at 100%.  
 


















































6 subjects 6 subjects 6 subjects 
6 subjects 
+ 3 judges 
6 subjects 
+ 3 judges 
6 subjects 
+ 3 judges 
subjects transcribe snippets subjects reproduce snippets 
Table 82: Overview of Tests 1-6 
 
• Research Design and Rationale 
The research design in this study is of a qualitative nature since it investigates at a 
deeper level the subjects’ performance in the tests. The central concept guiding this 
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experiment is to expose the subjects to the ‘messy flow’LXV of connected speech in 
order to, in one hand, gauge where they err in the decoding process and, on the other 
hand, to ascertain whether the speech technologies made available to this author 
enhance the subjects’ ability to cope with the native-like blur characteristic of natural, 
authentic Spanish speech. 
The rationale for the use of the slow-down tool at 60% is due to the 
methodological design of this study. After reviewing the experimental sections in the 
works of Meinardi (2006)496, Richardson (2009)497 and Wang (2010)498, the present 
author deemed samples at 60% speed appropriate for the following reasons:  
– In Meinardi’s study, the subjects in test group listened to each sample three times: 
once at 100%, once at 80% and once at 60%. In this study, the subjects in the Test 
Group listen to the samples just once, with no tune-in time to adapt to the speakers’ 
voice. Therefore, samples at 80% would not be significantly different from normal 
speed recordings. 
– In Richardson’s study, slowed speeds of 80%, 60% and 40% were applied. ‘Speeds of 
80% and 60% were deemed appropriate but subjects noted that at a speed of 40%, 
recordings seemed to sound unnatural or distorted (due to technical problems 
mentioned earlier) and in some cases distracted the listeners from the semantic 
content.’ (Ibid: 165). Since the subjects in this study were to listen to the sample once, 
samples at 40% were discarded in order to avoid distractions caused by distorted or 
unnatural recordings. 
– In Wang’s study, the slow-down technology was used to provide the test group with 
audio assets at 40% speed, and these assets were used only in the training sessions, not 
                                                 
LXV “Language pedagogy – following academic phonology – has avoided dealing with ‘the extremely 
messy’ aspects of everyday speech” (Cauldwell, 1998; 2000, apud Paz Vizcaya, E. 2010) 
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in the actual test. The present study does not focus on the effectiveness of the slow-
down tool in the training of subjects over a period of time. It is used as a tool to modify 
the samples that subjects in the Test Group listen to just once. Therefore samples at 
40% were discarded for the reasons previously mentioned. 
 
Although a different design was considered initially – four case studies that follow the 
students’ progress over the period of an academic year- several issues prompted a 
change in approach. On the one hand, the difficulty in accessing the subjects, since the 
present author was not allocated any teaching hours within the School of Languages 
and, on the other hand, the realisation that the speech technologies made available to 
this author were a mere tool to conduct the study rather than an asset to be tested. 
Therefore, the research design is centred on the subjects’ performance when exposed to 
the native-like blur characteristic of the recordings that populate the DSSC. 
 
Adopting Wang’s (ibid: 211) approach, given the considerable proportion of 
reductionist techniques produced in natural L1-L1 Spanish speech, and given that its 
most significant role is realised by phonological delivery rather than its lexical structure, 
the present author considers that this kind of training would help Anglophones 
appreciate and produce native-like acoustic blur in order to improve their level of 
communicative competence or at least to ‘prepare the learner to tackle without panic 
the harsh realities of natural talk’ McCarthy (1988: 198)499 apud Wang (2010: 211)500, 
before engaging with the real, informal target language speaking community. 
 
• The Subjects for the Tests 
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The subjects for the tests were made available to the present author via the School of 
Languages in DIT, Kevin Street, Dublin. All the subjects were from the same elective 
4th year class and they were not assessed according to their level of Spanish prior to 
entering this class. Therefore, the class was of mixed ability. They were placed at 
random into the two groups for this study, without any attempt to have an even 
distribution of same or similar Spanish language levels within each group. 
The 6 subjects who volunteered to participate in the present study completed the six 
tests:  the first three subjects who volunteered were placed in the Control Group – 
Group A, and the remaining three subjects in the ‘slow-down’ Test Group – Group B. 
Each one of the subjects is identified by the letter ‘C’, (Control group), or ‘T’, (Test 
group), followed by their initials and a number assigned to them in the order of their 
participation/performance in the tests. The result is as follows: 







The participants were asked to fill in a questionnaireLXVI to assess: 
1. Their background information. 
2. Their language learning background.  
3. Their reflection on language use. 
The rationale for the questions given to participants to fill in was to get an insight into 
their experiences with learning Spanish, which was used in the analysis of results, to 
                                                 
LXVI See Appendix 14. 
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provide further information to enhance observations and provide possible reasons for a 
number of outcomes in the study. The questions were designed to gain necessary 
background information on the foreign/second language learning history of each subject 
with particular reference to learning Spanish and for specific and objective information 
concerning subjects’ level of proficiency in Spanish. It is anticipated that the amount of 
time learning and using Spanish can be directly linked to individual subjects’ 
performances. 
The results of the questionnaire are shown in the following tables: 
Subjects C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-1 
Mother 
tongue 
English English English English English English 
Gender Male Male Male Female Female Female 
Age 22 22 23 21 22 21 
Table 83: Tests Participants’ Basic Background Information 
Q1: Are you bilingual/fluent/proficient in any other language? 
Subjects C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T- AG -1 T-DC -2 T-JD-1 
Bilingual XLXVII X Spanish X X Spanish 







Italian Italian Italian 
Q2: If you have done a recognised Spanish exam, please indicate your score: 











Written X X A 70 % 68 A2 
Score 
Oral X X A 50% X A2 
                                                 
LXVII X stands for questions the participants left unanswered. 
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Score 
Combined X 73 A2 60% X A2 
Q3: How many years have you been studying Spanish? 
Subjects C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-1 
Years 4 10 6 10 6 6 
Table 84: Tests Participants’ Language Learning Background Information 
The following part of the questionnaire, which deals with the participants’ reflection on 
language use, has been designed in line with the principles of questionnaire theory 
(Dörnyei, 2003)385. All the variables were made up of multiple items, which are on a 
continuum of five values from very negative to very positive, including neutral. The 
results are shown below: 
Q 4- Please mark on the scale how proficient you consider yourself in spoken 
Spanish. 
 very poor quite poor Reasonable quite good excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 
C-AB-1      
C-IN-2      
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 
Q 5- Please mark on the scale how proficient you consider yourself at listening in 
Spanish. 
 very poor quite poor Reasonable quite good excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 
C-AB-1      
C-IN-2  
    
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
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T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 
Q 6- Please mark on the scale below how much of your day-to-day communication 
is in Spanish. 
 almost none a little moderate amount good deal all/almost all 
1 2 3 4 5 
C-AB-1      
C-IN-2 
     
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 
Q 7- How much of this communication is with native speakers of Spanish? 
 almost none a little moderate amount good deal all/almost all 
1 2 3 4 5 
C-AB-1      
C-IN-2      
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 
Q 8- Please mark on the scale below how much exposure you have had–
approximately–to native Spanish speech since you started learning Spanish: 
 
 very little a small amount moderate amount a good deal a lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
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C-AB-1      
C-IN-2  
    
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 
The next set of questions is designed to provide more background information on 
subjects’ experience with hearing and using spoken Spanish, as it may explain their 
ability to identify and process the language, which the test is designed to uncover. Their 
exposure to Spanish is likely to have a corresponding effect on their ability to process 
and understand Spanish speech when they hear it. Any written comments they wish to 
make, were also welcomed.  
Q 9- How did you gain this exposure to native Spanish? For example, do you have 
relatives or friends etc. who are native Spanish speakers or is it from the radio/TV 
etc.? 
C-AB-1 Friends and radio 
C-IN-2 Friends 
C-SH-3 (no answer) 
T-AG-1 Friends/ In-laws 
T-DC-2 Friends 
T-JD-3 Friends, teachers and my Erasmus year 
 
Q 10- Have you ever lived in any Spanish language speaking country? If yes, for 
how long? 
C-AB-1 yes 1 year in the Basque Country 
C-IN-2 yes 11 months 
C-SH-3 yes 1 year in Granada 
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T-AG-1 yes 1 year 
T-DC-2 yes 10 months 
T-JD-3 yes 10 months in Málaga 
 
Q 11- When communicating in Spanish, who understands you better?  
a) native speakers of Spanish? 
b) non-native speakers of Spanish? 
c) no difference between native and non-native speakers of Spanish? 
Please explain giving reasons for your answer. 
C-AB-1 b My accent is very strong and natives find it difficult to differentiate 
C-IN-2 c I don’t speak much Spanish with non-natives so I don’t know 
C-SH-3 a My mother is from Spain and I’ve been brought up speaking Spanish 
T-AG-1 c I feel I speak clearly so people understands what I’m saying 
T-DC-2 
c 
I understand Spanish more than I can speak it and although Spanish native 
speakers tend to speak faster than non-native speakers I still understand them 
T-JD-3 a Because I have spent time in Andalucía, my accent has been altered. 
 
Q 12- Whom do you tend to understand better when listening to Spanish? 
a) native speakers of Spanish? 
b) non-native speakers of Spanish? 
c) no difference between native and non-native speakers of Spanish? 
Please explain giving reasons for your answer. 
C-AB-1 a Non natives jumble up words and pronunciation is not great 
C-IN-2 a Find it difficult to understand Italians and French that speak Spanish well 
C-SH-3 
a 
They might pronounce the words better and I’m used to certain Spanish accents 
also 
T-AG-1 a I understand a lot of Spanish and I’m used to the accent 
T-DC-2 
c 
I understand Spanish more than I can speak it and although Spanish native 
speakers tend to speak faster than non-native speakers I still understand them 
T-JD-3 a Depending on the accent it is easier as they pronounce words more clearly 
 
Q 13- Whom do you find it easier to communicate with in Spanish? 
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a) native speakers of Spanish? 
b) non-native speakers of Spanish?  
c) no difference between native and non-native speakers of Spanish? 
Please explain giving reasons for your answer. 
 
C-AB-1 a They understand what I am trying to say and correct it 
C-IN-2 c (no comment) 
C-SH-3 a They understand everything I say and they understand my jokes 
T-AG-1 c I feel communicating with both is fine at a certain level 
T-DC-2 a Because they can correct my Spanish if I’m wrong 
T-JD-3 a You learn more and it improves your accent 
 
The final set of questions, dealing with the participants’ reflection on language use, 
inquires about their impressions on intelligibility. It is not thought that these factors will 
have a significant effect on results obtained but it is useful to note these details at this 
stage which can then be used in the analysis section if needed. It is designed following 
the principles of questionnaire theory mentioned beforehandLXVIII: all the variables were 
made up of multiple items, which are on a 5-point Likert scale from very negative to 
very positive, including neutral. 
Q 14- Please, rate each alternative 1-5 in terms of how essential they are to you: 
   
• That you are intelligible to as many (both native and non-native) Spanish 












1 2 3 4 5 
                                                 
LXVIII Dörnyei, Z., 2003. ‘Questionnaires in Second Language Research’ Mahwah NJ: Lawrence 
Erlbaum 
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C-AB-1      
C-IN-2  
    
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 













1 2 3 4 5 
C-AB-1      
C-IN-2      
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
 
• Please, rate your Spanish pronunciation in terms of intelligibility 
 very poor quite poor reasonable quite good excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 
C-AB-1      
C-IN-2      
C-SH-3      
T-AG-1      
T-DC-2      
T-JD-3      
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For ethical purposes, subjects in all tests were asked to sign a form before participation. 
This Data Release Consent FormLXIX allows the researcher to use the subjects’ data for 
analysis and to report the results in the researcher’s thesis and any academic papers or 
publications based on the results. 
  
5.1 Test 1 
‘To Investigate Dublin Institute of Technology (School of Languages) Irish 
Students’ Listening Ability (Receptive Intelligibility) When Exposed to Recordings 
of Native Spanish Speakers Featuring Vowel Reduction (Sinalefas)’  
5.1.1 Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples  








01 que nunca se me 
olvidará esa imagen 
susana- maría 1 
(susana) 
14 0:01.256 eo-ae-ai 
02 te va a agobiar De 
Efe mucho 
jesús- patricia  1 
(patricia) 
11 0:01.325 aaa-ee 
03 pero es que eso 
también lo ves en 
Madrid y en 
susana- maría 1 
(maría) 
15 0:01.903 oe-ee-ie 
04 luego siempre 
aparece el viaje a 
jesús- patricia  2 
(jesús) 
13 0:02.526 ea-ee-ea 
05 aunque sea agua 
embotellada 
jesús- patricia  1 
(patricia) 
11 0:01.435 eaa-ae 
Table 85: Choice of Snippets for Test 1.  
                                                 
LXIX See Appendix 15. 
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The first principle is that all samples are taken from the DSSC. All the authentic, 
interactive characteristics of speech are reflected in these dialogues, rather than scripted 
and rehearsed dialogues or monologues.  
The main criteria for the selection of the snippets for Test 1 were the following: 
• Length of the snippet 
• Occurrence of sinalefa 
• Absence of colloquial phrases 
Rationale 
Results from the first analysis of the corpus show that flow units of between 6-15 
syllables make up 40.8 % of the corpus.  Smaller flow units have been discarded 
because they show fewer occurrences of reductionist features. The bigger ones have 
been discarded, because, on the one hand, they are less frequent and on the other hand, 
previous research conducted by Richardson (2010)385 showed that the length of the 
snippets used in her initial tests was far too long to test receptive intelligibility.  ‘Due to 
the ‘wrap-up effect’LXX a listener will get rid of words at the end of a clause or phrase 
in their STMLXXI and simply extract the meaning. The transcription may not accurately 
reflect what the subjects have heard but a reconstruction of what they think they have 
heard’. (Ibid: 217). Therefore, following Richardson’s recommendations, snippets used 
in Test 1 have an average duration of 1.5 seconds in order to increase subjects’ speech 
reception. 
These snippets were chosen also because they each contain examples of reduced 
features typical of Spanish speech. With 46% of FUs affected by occurrences of sinalefa 
                                                 
LXX This term means that listeners normally cannot recall sentences/speech extracts they have heard word-
for-word even though they can successfully comprehend the speaker’s implied  message – listeners tend 
to process or wrap-up the individual lexical items and simply extract the meaning – (from Richardson’s 
personal conversation with psycholinguist John Field, 2005) 
LXXI STM = Short Term Memory 
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in the DSSC, it is the most salient feature of all. The aim of the test is to ascertain 
whether this feature can lead to a breakdown in intelligibility. Therefore, all the samples 
in Test 1 contain at least 2 sinalefas. Besides, snippet nº 03 shows two cases of 
assimilation, /n-m, n-l/, and one case of resyllabification /s.e/, as two added variables in 
the analysis of the subjects’ performances.  
Finally, upon review of Richardson’s study, a decision was made to avoid snippets that 
contained colloquial phrases. ‘[…] it is questionable whether including colloquial 
phrases which are likely to be unknown to subjects is valid as they may only serve to 
distract subjects’. (Ibid: 216).  
TEST 1:  SNIPPETS  (Flow units) Sentence/ phrase 
01 que nunca se me olvidará esa imagen finished 
02 te va a agobiar De Efe mucho finished  
03 pero es que eso también lo ves en Madrid y en unfinished 
04 luego siempre aparece el viaje a unfinished 
05 aunque sea agua embotellada finished 
Table 86: Snippets for Test 1 (Extra-features). 
 
Although the samples used in studies by Meinardi, Richardson and Wang were 
semantically and grammatically complete phrases/sentences in an effort to aid and 
ensure listeners’ receptive intelligibility, the present author has included samples with 
unfinished phrases/sentences, though complete FUs, in order to remain faithful to the 
conviction that ‘real’ speech assets should illustrate elisions and other verbal reductions 
characteristic of authentic conversation due to features such as cross-talking or 
interruptions and back-channeling. That is, using the flow units as they ‘actually’ are: a 
speaker-determined production which has its own flow and pragmatic integrity. 
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TEST 1:  SNIPPETS  (Flow units) Speed  
(syll/min) 
Pitch Range 
 ( Hz) 
01 que nunca se me olvidará esa imagen 668 212 
02 te va a agobiar De Efe mucho 498 190 
03 pero es que eso también lo ves en Madrid y en 473 186 
04 luego siempre aparece el viaje a 308 84 
05 aunque sea agua embotellada 460 213 
Table 87: Snippets for Test 1 tagged for SoD and PR. 
 
Apart from the occurrence of reductionist features (sinalefa in all the snippets and 
assimilation and resyllabification in snippet 03), all the snippets exhibit lively intonation 
patterns and different speeds of delivery; important supra-segmental linguistic features 
which Irish learners of Spanish need to attune themselves to in order to cope with 
informal dynamic speech. These features are variables considered in the analysis of the 
subjects’ performances in the test. 
 
5.1.2 Methodology for Test 1  
The snippet transcription was designed to gauge subjects’ ability to phonologically 
decipher what they heard and then transcribe it for the researcher to analyse. The aim of 
the test is to ascertain whether the reductionist features present in the samples can lead 
to intelligibility breakdown. This test applies the slow-down speech tool to slow 
pronunciation to a speed of 60%, allowing the subjects in the Test group more 
processing time to focus on how the sounds are actually being produced. The present 
author proceeds to compare the results of the Control group and the Test group to test 
the effects of speech rate (60%) on intelligibility for speech reception. According to 
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McCarthy (1991: 15, apud Richardson)385, ‘adequate speech reception must be achieved 
before an L2 user is required to produce intelligible phonemes of the new language 
being learnt’. The Test Group was expected to achieve a higher level of intelligibility 
than the Control Group due to the effect of the slow-down technology. 
 





To obtain information regarding subjects’ L1, 
proficiency levels in Spanish and any additional 
languages they know – to inform results 
Subjects complete 
Reflective Language Use 
QuestionnaireLXXIII 
To acquire information about participants’ opinions and 
experiences regarding their use of Spanish to inform 
results 
Transcription of snippets To test listener subjects’ intelligibility to determine 
which phenomena can lead to intelligibility breakdown 
Table 88: Test 1 Data Collection and Rationale 
Data for Test 1 were collected in November 2011. The participants were called to meet 
in the Language Laboratory of the School of Languages in DIT Kevin Street to take part 
in the test where they completed the questionnaires. The computers and headphones in 
the laboratory were made available to the present author to proceed with the third part 
of the test. The snippets were uploaded to a folder in the main computer to which 
students had access from their PCs. Several technical problems arose and participants 
complained about the poor performance of the headphones and the low volume of the 
samples. Besides, in trying to save their answers to the right folder they overwrote each 
other’s results. Data were completely corrupted. 
                                                 
LXXII See section ‘The Subjects for the Tests’ in Chapter 5 introduction. 
LXXIIISee section ‘The Subjects for the Tests’ in Chapter 5 introduction. 
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In view of the circumstances, the present author made an appointment with the subjects 
to meet at a later date and perform the tests in DIT Kevin Street. In the meantime, the 
snippets were optimised by reducing background noise and normalised in the digital 
audio workstation in the DMC in Aungier Street. By this process of loudness 
normalisation, the volume of the audio files was adjusted to bring the average amplitude 
to a target level making the recordings more amenable for use in the tests.  
 The second attempt took place in late November 2011 and the participants were 
called to meet in a classroom in DIT Kevin Street. They were placed in groups in order 
of arrival and the result was that three males comprised the Control Group and three 
females comprised the Test Group. The materials used were a laptop, with the 5 
snippets played in Adobe Audition, the Personal Information, Language Learning 
Background and Reflective Language Use Questionnaire and the worksheets (one sheet 
per student).  After students filled in the questionnaire they listened to the snippets 
(played one by one) with no tune-in time and transcribed (one by one) what they heard, 
on the worksheet. The subjects in the Control Group listened to the snippets at 100%; 
the subjects in the Test group listened to the snippets at 60%. 
Once the data were collected, they were analysed based on a point-scoring 
scheme. The transcription results were given in points, based on accuracy. The score 
was calculated by counting the number of correct syllables transcribed. The correct 
citation transcription of sinalefas, which may include two or more syllables, was 
awarded 1 point for the whole sinalefa or 0.5 point if half of the syllables in the sinalefa 
are perceived and transcribed. Each snippet was written out in an Excel 
spreadsheetLXXIV with one column per syllable, provided there was absence of sinalefa, 
otherwise, the syllables affected by it were written in the same column. The full citation 
                                                 
LXXIV See Appendix 23. 
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form of a word was used if any of its phonemes were present in the speech signal. The 
analysis of the data was then carried out both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
 
 As stated by Field (2004: 314-315)385 several studies have proposed a unit of 
processing which is larger than the phoneme, and therefore less variable. The syllable 
was one of the suggestions since, on the one hand, there is a restricted number in any 
language, and on the other hand, there is evidence that infants become aware of the 
syllable as a unit in speech at an early stage of linguistic development. Although there 
has been some controversy as to which unit constitutes the basic unit of perceptionLXXV, 
Field states that there is an alternative view which ‘holds that the listener has several 
units of analysis available to them. The unit that is employed is determined by the 
nature of the task they are performing and by the attentional demands that the task 
makes upon them’ (Ibid: 315)  
5.1.3 Analysis of Test 1, Groups A and B  
The analysis of data in Test 1 is two-fold: in order to achieve meaningful and 
appropriate interferences, both the test samples and the test results were analysed. The 
data are specifically categorised according to subjects’ scores achieved in the 
transcription. After evaluation, the five samples in Test 1, showed various scores for 
subjects’ performances which were compared to the ideal scores: the maximum score 
per snippetLXXVI  (see Figure 16).   
                                                 
LXXV ‘A unit into which the raw features of speech are automatically ‘packaged’ at an early pre-lexical 
stage- i.e. before a match is sought with words in the lexicon’. (Field, 2004:314) 
LXXVI The maximum score per snippet is calculated by multiplying the number of syllables in the signal 
by the number of subjects that transcribed the snippet. For example, the ideal/maximum score for snippet 
nº04 is the number of syllables (not orthosyllables) in the snippet (9 syllables) by (6 subjects). Therefore; 
the ideal score for snippet nº 04 is 54 points. 
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Figure 16: Sample analysis in Test 1. 
Snippets were rated on a point-scoring scheme, according to subjects performances in 
their transcription. Then the average score per snippet was calculated to determine their 
level of difficulty for the subjects and note the reasons why.  The possible problems 
subjects may have had when listening to the samples were anticipated and catalogued as 
follows: 
1. Suprasegmental features – Reductionist features of connected speech, stress, 
rhythm, intonation: new or unknown to the listener. 
2. L1 interference – features of L1 influencing perception of L2. 
3. Lexicon – words unknown to the listener. 
4. Syntax – the order of words in the sentence might confuse the listener. 
5. Non-specific – Problems that cannot be identified as any of the above such as: 
poor hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc. 
The cause of some errors and omissions is difficult to trace or determine conclusively, 
particularly when few or no syllables have been transcribed. In such cases, all possible 










30,2% snippet 03 
42,36% snippet 04 











real score ideal score 
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Snippet Score Speaker Reductions Orthosyll. SoD 
Pitch 
range 
04 69.44 % ‘jesús’ 3 12 308 84 
05 56.25% ‘patricia’ 2 11 460 213 
03 42.36% ‘maría’ 3+3 15 473 186 
01 34.09% ‘susana’ 3 14 668 212 
02 30.2% ‘patricia’ 2 11 498 190 
Table 89: Snippets score in Test 1. 
With a score of 69.44%, snippet nº4: “luego siempre aparece el viaje a”LXXVII was the 
easiest for the subjects. (It is interesting to note that this sample is an unfinished 
sentence). According to the table above, the speed of delivery is the factor that stands 
out since it seems that subjects’ scores diminish as the speed of delivery increases. 
Snippet nº 2: “te va a agobiar De Efe mucho” breaks the pattern. A closer look into 
this sample reveals an instance of sinalefa of 3 vowels, ‘va.a.a’, and the acronym DF 
transcribed as ‘De Efe’, which stands for ‘Distrito Federal’, proven to be not familiar to 
the subjects since it was precisely at this points that intelligibility breakdown occurs for 
all of the subjects (Type 3 error: Lexicon).  
Furthermore, scores of 0 points by subject C-IN-2 and 0.5 points by subject C-AB-1 
brought down the overall score for snippet nº 2 significantly. In the case of the first 
subject, the transcription read: “*terminaré”, which made no sense whatsoever; the 
second subject’s transcription read: “*trabajo de”, equally wrong. This led to the 
conclusion that the error was due to either lack of attention (Type 5 error) or failure to 
perceive the 1st sinalefa of the snippet which involved three syllables (Type 1 error: 
Suprasegmental). Both subjects perceived and transcribed /t/, the first consonant of the 
snippet, correctly [“te va a agobiar De Efe mucho”] and although the early appearance 
                                                 
LXXVII Segments affected by reductions are colour coded: red for sinalefa, grey for concurrence of 
homologous phonemes, blue for assimilation and coral for resyllabification. 
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of the 3 vowel sinalefa caused an intelligibility breakdown they still managed to 
perceive the /r/ to incorrectly include it in their transcriptions. Each one came up with a 
different interpretation of what they heard. This type of occurrences supports Field’s 
(2003, apud Richardson) observation that when a student mishears or does not 
understand an utterance in context, s/he will then match the misheard item to a known 
item in their ‘Spanish’ lexicon store, especially if they are transcribing what they heard, 
rather than repeating it. ‘Once learners have constructed a set of expectations for a text, 
they are notoriously reluctant to revise them, even if evidence comes in that contradicts 
them.’LXXVIII 
Another incidence found in snippet nº 5 could have altered the scores significantly. 
Subject C-SH-3, the third top scorer, left the transcription blank. It is an obvious case of 
lack of attention (Type 5 error).  Considering this incidence, there is not enough 
evidence to support that SoD is a determinant factor in the result of the subjects’ scores, 
at least, at this early stage in the study.  
 
The samples were evaluated to determine whether they incorporated elements that could 
induce to the types of errors listed above. In Test 1, the syntax of the samples is fairly 
easy, so problems in this regard cannot be anticipated. The same applies to L1 
interference and lexicon (apart from the case of the acronym mentioned above, the 
vocabulary in the samples is manageable for the level of the subjects). The main 
obstacle, as previously anticipated, is the occurrence of reductionist techniques. 
The table below illustrates all the cases of reductionist features in the samples for Test 1 
in order of appearance. There were 13 cases of sinalefa, 2 cases of assimilation and 1 
                                                 
LXXVIII ELT Journal, Vol. 57/4: 325, Oct 2003. 
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case of resyllabification in Test 1. The features that were properly perceived and 
transcribed by the subjects are typed in red:  
 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
eo eo eo eo eo eo 
ae ae ae ae ae ae 
ai ai ai ai ai ai 
aaa aaa aaa aaa aaa aaa 
ee ee ee ee ee ee 
oe oe oe oe oe oe 
ee ee ee ee ee ee 
ie ie ie ie* ie ie 
ea ea ea ea ea ea* 
ee ee ee ee ee ee 
ea ea ea ea ea ea 
eaa eaa eaa eaa* eaa eaa* 
ae ae ae ae ae ae 
Occurrences of sinalefa in Test 1 samples. * LXXIX 
n-l n-l n-l n-l n-l n-l 
n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m 
s.e s.e s.e s.e s.e s.e 
Occurrences of assimilation and resyllabification in Test 1 samples. 
Table 90: Subjects’ perception of reductionist techniques in Test 1 
 
The thirteen occurrences of sinalefa in Test 1 were perceived – although not always 
properly transcribed – 25’64% of the times; two cases of assimilation were perceived 
and transcribed 50% of the times and one case of resyllabification was perceived by just 
one subject. The results obtained as regards sinalefa being a cause of intelligibility 
breakdown were anticipated but the results regarding the case of resyllabification were 
                                                 
LXXIX An asterisk stands for every instance the sinalefa was perceived but it was wrongly transcribed or 
there was a spelling mistake. In these cases, the score was 0.5 points. 
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surprising. Careful observation of the transcriptions of snippet nº 3: “pero es que eso 
también lo ves en Madrid y en”, revealed that the intelligibility breakdown takes place 
early in the sample, with 100% of the subjects failing to transcribe the first two sinalefas 
and 83% of the subjects missing the first case of assimilation and the case of 
resyllabification in question. It indicates that it took them a lot of time to ‘pick up the 
pace’. In any case, more data are needed to conclude that resyllabification poses as big a 
problem as these results show. 
 
 
Figure 17: Subjects’ scores in Test 1. 
Nevertheless, subjects’ scores do not reflect how accurately they dealt with the 
perception of reductionist techniques in the samples: 
 








Scores Sinalefas + other  
reductions  
perceived 
T-AG-1 Fem P-Irish 10 moderate 26 5+1 
T-JD-3 Fem P-Italian 6 good deal 25 6+1 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 










Subjects scores  for Test 1 
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C-SH-3 Mal P-Italian  
B-Spanish 
6 a lotLXXX  23.5 4+3 
C-IN-2 Mal P-Spanish 10 small 21 2 
T-DC-2 Fem P-Spanish 6 moderate 19 1+1 
C-AB-1 Mal P-Spanish 4 good deal 16.5 2+1 
Table 91: Subjects’ scores / Perception of reductions in Test 1 
 
Subject T-JD-3, with the second highest score, perceived 1 sinalefa more than subject 
T-AG-1, who achieved the highest score. And the bottom scorer in Test 1, subject C-
AB-1, perceived 1 sinalefa more than subject T-DC-2 and 1 reduction more than subject 
C-IN-2. 
 
Figure 18: Score comparison: Test Group / Control Group in Test 1. 
The Test Group, performed better overall than the Control Group, although only 
slightly: the Test Group scored a total of 70 points and the Control Group a total of 61 
points. After the test, subjects in the Test Group were asked about what they thought of 
                                                 
LXXX Subject C-SH-3 is the only bilingual subject in this population. His mother is Spanish. 
C-AB-1    T-AG-1 
C-IN-2     T-DC-2 
C-SH-3    T-JD-3 




Score comparison Test 1  
control group test group 
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the slowed snippets – at a speed of 60%. They reported that they did not notice a slower 
pronunciation; the samples sounded natural to them. 
 
Discussion of results of Test 1 
It cannot be concluded at this stage whether the higher scores are due to the 
application of the slow-down or not. The results are mixed and somewhat inconclusive, 
although overall, the Test Group performed better than the Control Group. It must be 
remembered that this is a small-scale study: it is not a quantitative study and is merely 
indicative of trends. More tests are needed to obtain more reliable and conclusive results 
which are expected to be obtained after Test 2 and Test 3. On the positive side, an even 
distribution of subject ability between the two groups has been noticed. This is 
considered very important since results will reflect more accurately whether the use of 
the slow-down facility improves subject performance and not skew results in favour of 
any one group.  
Upon revision of the transcription errors, several issues were noticed. Although 
some cases of failed transcriptions, such as T-DC-2: “el *botellado”, instead of 
“embotellado”, or C-AB-1: “*trabajo”, instead of “te va a ago”, which are phonetically 
similar, indicated some intelligibility, they also displayed faulty STM when scanning 
for transcription purposes. This phenomenon has been observed by Field (Ibid), who 
notes that this sometimes occurs with weak or lower-level learners. A phenomenon of 
‘transfer’ between snippets has also been observed: in the transcription of snippet nº 5, 
subject T-DC-2 transcribed “siempre”, a word featured in snippet nº 4 that he had 
already transcribed, instead of “sea agua”.  In this case, the subject transcribed a word 
that he was sure he had previously perceived rather than trying to find a closer lexical 
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match. It is also worth noticing the subjects were not familiar with the four speakers’ 
speech on 1st exposure: they listened to the samples just once, and they did not have any 
‘tune-in’ time to adapt to the speaker’s accent, speed and so forth. T-I’LXXXI time to a 
speaker’s voice/accent could increase intelligibility and also determined the cumulative 
effects of repeated exposure, as noted by Richardson (2010) in her study. ‘For all 
subjects, ‘no T-I’ was noted as the main cause of perception difficulty during the first 
snippet exposure, as the students heard it ‘cold’ with no tune-in time to adjust to the 
speaker’s voice or the context of the conversation and were therefore more likely to find 
intelligibility hampered due to these factors’. (Ibid: 198). It is envisioned that the 
subjects will perform better in the next tests, since Test 1 has been ‘the tune-in time for 
Test 2’. 
However, the results offered strong evidence that the reductionist features of 
connected speech, especially sinalefas, are the cause of intelligibility breakdown. A 
larger and more varied number of these features will be featured in the samples of Test 
2 in order to obtain more specific, reliable and conclusive results.  
 
5.2 Test 2 
‘To Investigate Dublin Institute of Technology (School of Languages) Irish 
Students’ Listening Ability (Receptive Intelligibility) When Exposed to Recordings 
of Native Spanish Speakers Featuring Consonant Reduction (Resyllabification, 
Concurrence of Homologous Phonemes and Assimilations)’  
                                                 
LXXXI T-I = tune-in time 
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5.2.1 Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples  
TEST 2:  











06 yo al tío lo 
tenía al lado eh 
susana- maría 2 
(maría) 
12 0:01.620 444 218 
07 es una 
especialidad de 
Puebla 
jesús- patricia  1 
(patricia) 
11 0:01.277 516 167 
08 en ningún sitio 
te iban a 
aceptar los 
pesos 
susana- maría 1 
(susana) 
15 0:01.748 515 199 
09 así que voy a 
intentar 
repartírmelos 
susana- maría 2 
(susana) 





jesús- patricia  2 
(jesús) 
12 0:01.906 377 118 
Table 92: Choice of Snippets for Test 2.  
 
The choice of snippets for Test 2 follows the same criteriaLXXXII as Test 1 as regards the 
length of the snippets, the occurrence of sinalefa and the absence of colloquial phrases. 
The new criterion introduced in Test 2 is the following: 
• Features of connected speech affecting consonants  
Rationale 
Results from the second analysis of the corpus show the following percentages of FUs 
affected by occurrences of reductionist techniques involving consonants: 
• 26% Resyllabification 
• 22% Assimilation 
• 4% Concurrence of homologous phonemes 
                                                 
LXXXIISee ‘Rationale’ in section 5.1.1.: Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples. 
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 After sinalefa, the most common of the reductionist features in Spanish speech with 
46% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC, resyllabification, with 26% FUs 
affected, was the second most salient feature: the word-final consonants are 
resyllabified together with the following word-initial vowel in connected speech. Those 
consonants are then syllabified as an onset. This feature involves vowels and 
consonants. 
 
The third most salient feature, with 22% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC is 
that of assimilation: when there is a modification of the phonological features of a 
segment due to the influence of an adjacent segmentLXXXIII. This feature involves 
consonants. 
 
And the last feature, with 4% of FUs affected by occurrences in the DSSC is that of 
concurrence of homologous phonemes. ‘Although the concurrence of two homologous 
consonant sounds may result on the lengthening of the said sound, this happens when 
the pronunciation is slow or emphatic. In normal conversation the tendency is to 
shorten the sound’. (Quilis, 1996: 145)1. This feature also involves consonants. 
 
Along the same line as Test 1, this exercise aims at testing whether these features can 
lead to intelligibility breakdown. The snippets for Test 2 illustrate examples of all the 
phenomena investigated in the DSSC with the exception of elisions, which affected only 
2% of the flow units in the corpus and were deemed not relevant for this study and 
consequently, ignored by the present author. 
                                                 
LXXXIII It is important to note that the present author investigated the cases of assimilation across word 
boundaries exclusively. Therefore, the percentage aforementioned refers to those cases.  
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Sinalefa Assimilation Resyllabific. 





07 es una especialidad 
de Puebla 
d-d ae  s.u 
08 en ningún sitio te 
iban a aceptar los 
pesos 
n-n ei-aa n-s n.a 
09 así que voy a intentar 
repartírmelos 
r-r oiai   
10 depende también te 
encuentras los sitios 
s-s ee n-t 
s-l 
 
Table 93: Reductions in Snippets for Test 2.  
 
The choice of snippets includes one sample with an unfinished sentence: snippet nº10. 
This mirrors the criterion observed in Test 1, in that it uses the flow units as they 
‘actually’ are, without segmenting them to get a semantically and grammatically 
complete phrases/sentences. 
 
Finally, the snippets exhibit different intonation patterns, with a question in snippet nº 
06, and different speeds of delivery which, once again, are important variables to be 
considered in the analysis of the subjects’ performances in the test. 
With the number of reductionist techniques illustrated in this deliberate choice of 
samples, it was anticipated that the subjects would find this test more difficult than the 
previous one. 
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5.2.2 Methodology for Test 2  
Test 2 follows the same methodologyLXXXIV  as Test 1 in order to: 
• Note if the subjects can phonologically decipher what they heard and then 
transcribe it.  
• Ascertain whether the reductionist features present in the samples can lead to 
intelligibility breakdown.  
• Apply the slow-down speech tool to slow pronunciation to a speed of 60%, for 
the subjects in the Test group. 
• Compare the results of the Control group and the Test group to test the effects of 
speech rate on intelligibility for speech reception. 
Test 2: Data Collection  Rationale 
Transcription of snippets To test listener subjects’ intelligibility to determine 
which phenomena can lead to intelligibility breakdown. 
Assessment of snippets 
 
To score subjects’ productions based on accuracy, using 
a point -scoring scheme. 
Comparison of results 
(Test 1- Test 2) 
To determine whether reductionist features affecting 
vowels pose the same difficulty as those affecting 
consonants. 
Table 94: Test 2 Data Collection and Rationale 
 
Data for Test 2 were collected using the same procedures as in Test 1. Once the data 
were collected, they were analysed, based on a point-scoring scheme. The transcription 
results were given in points, based on accuracy. The score was calculated by counting 
the number of correct syllables transcribed. The correct transcription of sinalefas, which 
                                                 
LXXXIVSee section 5.1.2.: ‘Methodology for Test 1’. 
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may include two or more syllables, was awarded 1 point for the whole sinalefa or 0.5 
point if half of the syllables in the sinalefa are perceived and transcribed. 
 
After those steps are followed, the present author proceeds to compare the results of 
Test 1 with those of Test 2. The aim of this comparative analysis between the results of 
these tests is to determine whether the reductionist features affecting vowels pose the 
same difficulty as those affecting consonants. 
5.2.3 Analysis of Test 2, Groups A and B  
In line with the previous analysis, the treatment of data in Test 2 is two-fold: in 
order to achieve meaningful and appropriate interferences, both the test samples and the 
test results were analysed. The data are specifically categorised according to subjects’ 
scores achieved in the transcription. After evaluation, the five samples in Test 1, 
showed various scores for subjects’ performances which were compared to the ideal 
scores: the maximum score per snippet (see Figure 19).   
 
 











58,33% snippet 09 










real score ideal score 
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Snippets were rated on a point-scoring scheme, according to subjects performances in 
their transcription. Then the average score per snippet was calculated to determine their 
level of difficulty for the subjects and note the possible reasons for this difficulty.  The 
possible problems subjects may have when listening to the samples were anticipated 
and catalogued as follows: 
1. Suprasegmental features – Reductionist features of connected speech, stress, 
rhythm, intonation: new or unknown to the listener. 
2. L1 interference – features of L1 influencing perception of L2. 
3. Lexicon – words unknown to the listener. 
4. Syntax – the order of words in the sentence might confuse the listener. 
5. Non-specific – Problems that cannot be identified as any of the above such as: 
poor hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc. 
The cause of some errors and omissions is difficult to trace or determine conclusively, 
particularly when few or no syllables have been transcribed. In such cases, all possible 
reasons are offered and the error is labelled as ‘non-specific’.  
 
Snippet Score Speaker Reductions Orthosyll. SoD Pitch 
range 
10 75.75 % ‘jesús’ 1+3 12 377 118 
09 59.09% ‘susana’ 1+1 14 477 197 
08 58.33% ‘susana’ 2+3 15 515 199 
06 56.48% ‘maría’ 3+2 12 444 218 
07 24.16% ‘patricia’ 1+2 11 516 167 
Table 95: Snippets score in Test 2. 
 
Reductions in the table above are noted (red+black): red for the sinalefas and black for 
those reductions involving vowels and consonants or just consonants. With a score of 
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75.75%, snippet nº10: “depende tambien te encuentras los sitios”LXXXV was the easiest 
for the subjects. (As in Test 1, the sample with the highest score is an unfinished 
sentence). According to the table above, the speed of delivery is once again the factor 
that stands out since, as in the previous test, there is evidence to suggest that subjects’ 
scores diminish as the speed of delivery increases. In this test, the sample that breaks the 
pattern is snippet nº 08: “en ningún sitio te iban a aceptar los pesos”, which with a 
faster speed of delivery and affected by 5 cases of reduction, scored better than snippet 
nº 07: “es una especialidad de Puebla”, with only 3 cases of reduction. A closer look at 
the detailed score in these two samples reveals that all the subjects failed to perceive 
and transcribe the first two reductions snippet nº 07 starts with: the resyllabification and 
the sinalefa (Type 1 error). Furthermore, the poor scores of subjects C-SH-3 and T-AG-
1, who are the strongest subjects in their respective groups, lowered the overall score 
significantly. This issue suggested the idea that the performance of these two subjects 
might have been affected by lack of attention (Type 5 error): since they scored highly in 
the previous snippet they might have thought the task was easier that they anticipated 
and relaxed. This relaxation affected their attention and consequently, they scored 
poorly in the next snippet. This idea was reinforced upon review of their results in the 
following samples, where their average score returned to normal. 
In line with the previous test, the samples were evaluated to determine whether they 
incorporated elements that could induce to the types of errors listed above. In Test 2, the 
syntax of the samples is fairly easy, so problems in this regard cannot be anticipated. 
The same applies to L1 interference, although there were a couple of elements that are 
worthy of comment. Subject C-IN-2 made the same spelling mistake in two different 
                                                 
LXXXV Segments affected by reductions are colour coded: red for sinalefa, grey for concurrence of 
homologous phonemes, blue for assimilation and coral for resyllabification. 
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samples that could be catalogued as a Type 2 error: “sitio” and “sitios” were transcribed 
“*citio” and “*citios” respectively. The phoneme /s/, common to English and Spanish 
sound systems, has one spelling in Spanish, ‘s’, but several spellings in English: [soup-
‘s’, science- ‘sc’, city- ‘c’, etc]. This could have led to a problem of interference in this 
particular instance. In the same way, subjects C-AB-1 and T-JD-3 transcribed “*besos” 
instead of “pesos” in snippet nº07. The description of the phonemes /b/ and /p/ as 
bilabial voiceless plosive and bilabial voiced plosive respectively, is common to both 
the English and Spanish sound inventoriesLXXXVI. Nevertheless, English bilabial 
voiceless plosives are aspirated and in Spanish they are not. The absence of aspiration in 
the speaker’s utterance led the subjects to perceive the /p/ as a /b/ and consequently, 
deliver a wrong transcription. As for lexicon, snippet nº 07 features a toponym, 
“Puebla”, proven to be un-familiar to the subjects since only one subject transcribed it 
correctly and 4 out of 5 subjects matched the misheard item to a known item in their 
‘Spanish’ lexicon store: “*pueblo” (Type 3 error). Other than that, the vocabulary in the 
samples is completely manageable. Once again, the majority of mistakes were Type 1 
errors due to the occurrence of reductionist techniques. 
The table below illustrates all the cases of reductionist features in the samples for Test 2 
in order of appearance. There were 8 cases of sinalefa, 4 cases of concurrence of 
homologous phonemes, 3 cases of assimilation and 2 cases of resyllabification in Test 2. 
The features that were properly perceived and transcribed by the subjects are typed in 
red:  
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
oa oa oa oa oa oa 
aa aa aa aa aa aa 
                                                 
LXXXVI See section 3.3.: Classification, Transcription and Comparison of Sound Systems. 
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oe oe oe oe oe oe* 
ae ae ae ae ae ae 
ei ei ei ei ei ei 
aa aa aa aa aa aa 
oiai oiai oiai oiai* oiai oiai 
ee ee* ee ee ee* ee 
Occurrences of sinalefa in Test 2 (by order of appearance) 
l-l l-l l-l l-l l-l l-l 
d-d d-d d-d d-d d-d d-d 
n-n n-n n-n* n-n n-n n-n 
r-r r-r r-r r-r r-r r-r 
s-s s-s* s-s s-s s-s s-s 
l-t l-t l-t l-t* l-t* l-t* 
n-s n-s* n-s n-s n-s n-s 
n-t n-t* n-t n-t n-t* n-t* 
s.u s.u s.u s.u s.u s.u 
n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a 
Occurrences of CHP, assimilation and resyllabification in Test 2 
Table 96: Subjects’ perception of reductionist techniques in Test 2.* LXXXVII 
The eight occurrences of sinalefa in Test 1 were perceived – although not always 
properly transcribed – 33’33% of the times; the four cases of concurrence of 
homologous phonemes were perceived (on one occasion not properly transcribed) 
41.66% of the times. The three cases of assimilation were perceived – although not 
always properly transcribed– 33’33% of the times and the two cases of resyllabification 
were perceived 25% of the times.  
 
The ratio of sinalefas in Test 2 compared to Test 1 is 48 to 78 (This figures are the result 
of multiplying the number of sinalefas in each test by the number of subjects). 
Nevertheless, the number of incorrectly transcribed cases is the same in both tests: 4.  
                                                 
LXXXVII An asterisk stands for every instance the case reduction was perceived but it was incorrectly 
transcribed or there was a spelling mistake. In these cases, the score was 0.5 points. 
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T-JD-3 oe du.ez do.eh T-AG-1 ie llen i.en 
T-AG-1 oiai va.a.i voi.a.in T-AG-1 eaa se.a se.a.a 
C-IN-2 ee lo.en te.en T-JD-3 ea pe.a pre.a 
T-DC-2 ee se.en te.en T-JD-3 eaa se.a se.a.a 
Table 97: Incorrectly transcribed sinalefas in Tests 1 & 2. 
As previously stated, those transcriptions were awarded 0.5 points. The subjects 
transcriptions illustrated in the table above, although erroneous, show evidence of the 
subjects’ perception of the vowel merging phenomenon featured in the samples. Some 
of the errors are the result of the failure to perceive some segments in the sample, for 
example, T-JD-3’s ‘*pe.a’, instead of ‘pre.a’; some are Type 3 errors: the result of 
subjects trying to match the misheard item to a known item in their ‘Spanish’ lexicon 
store, for example, C-IN-2’s ‘*lo.en’, instead of ‘te.en’, or T-DC-2’s ‘*se.en’, instead 
of ‘te.en’; and finally, T-AG-1’s ‘*llen’, instead of ‘i.en’ is an isolated case where the 
subject perceived the 1st vowel of the sinalefa as an approximant and, ‘rightly so’, 
transcribed it with the proper Spanish spelling. 
The four cases of concurrence of homologous phonemes that were perceived (in one 
occasion not properly transcribed) 42% of the times were investigated to determine the 
reason for the subject’s wrong transcriptions. The main problem occurred in snippet nº 
07, “es una especialidad de Puebla”, where all the subjects failed to transcribe /d-d/.  
SNIPPET 07 dad de 
C-AB-1 x x 
C-IN-2 x x 
C-SH-3 po de 
T-AG-1 do el 
T-DC-2 x el 
T-JD-3 x el 
Table 98: Examples of incorrectly transcribed CHP’s in Test 2. 
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This was the sample that registered the lowest score with all the subjects failing to 
perceive and transcribe the first two reductions: the resyllabification and the sinalefa 
(Type 1 error). As previously reviewed, the performance of the subjects in this 
particular sample might also have been affected by lack of attention (Type 5 error). 
Those two factors were the cause for a late ‘picking up the pace’ or catching up and 
consequently missing the following reductionist feature: /d-d/. Another incidence of 
erroneous transcription, which is worthy of a comment, was registered: subject C-SH-3 
transcribed ‘*e.nin’, instead of ‘en.nin’. Although an incorrect transcription, it 
illustrates a perfect reception of this feature: there are not two phonemes, /n/ + /n/, in the 
speech signal due precisely to the concurrence of homologous phonemes in connected 
speech, and the subject transcribed exactly what he heard. ‘Although the concurrence of 
two homologous consonant sounds may result in the lengthening of the said sound, this 
happens when the pronunciation is slow or emphatic. In normal conversation the 
tendency is to shorten the sound’. (Quilis, 1996: 145)386  
 
The three cases of assimilation in Test 2 that were perceived 33% of the times, although 
not always properly transcribed, were also investigated to determine the reason for the 
subject’s incorrect transcriptions. It must be said that the reason why they were 
considered incorrectly transcribed was based on the erroneous perception of the 
neighbouring phonemes rather than the failure to perceive the assimilations themselves. 
As seen in the table below, the assimilation per se, involving the phonemes /l, t/, was 
properly perceived and transcribed. But the fact that the neighbouring 
phonemes/syllables were not accurately transcribed caused them to be labelled with an 
asterisk * (perceived but incorrectly transcribed). 
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Master sample: yo.al ti 
T-AG-1 *yo.iel ti 
T-DC-2 yo.al *to 
T-JD-3 *lo.al ti 
Table 99: Examples of incorrectly transcribed assimilations in Test 2. 
 The two cases of resyllabification in Test 2 were perceived 25% of the time. In Test 1, 
the only case of resyllabification registered was perceived by just one subject: 16% of 
the time. These results were quite concerning since, with 26% of the FUs affected,  
resyllabification was the second most salient feature registered in the DSSC by which 
the word-final consonants are resyllabified together with the following word-initial 
vowel in connected speech - those consonants are then syllabified as an onset -. These 
occurrences were investigated to determine the reason for the high rate of subject’s 
incorrect transcriptions. 
Master sample Test 2- Snippet nº07 Test 2- Snippet nº08 Test 1- Snippet nº 03 
es u van a.a ves en 
C-AB-1 x u x x x en 
C-IN-2 x x x x x x 
C-SH-3 e un van a.a ves en 
T-AG-1 x nos van a.a x en 
T-DC-2 que se x x x en 
T-JD-3 x su va a x en 
Table 100: Subjects’ transcription of resyllabification in Tests 1 & 2 
Careful observation of these occurrences rules out Type 2, 3, and 4 errors. It can only be 
a Type 1 error: suprasegmental features (reductionist features of connected speech, 
stress, rhythm, intonation: new or unknown to the listener), or a Type 5 error: Non-
specific (poor hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc.), or a mixture of 
both. There was no apparent reason to explain the high rate of omissions when these 
occurrences were investigated in isolation; therefore, the attention was directed, firstly, 
to the neighbouring segments (i.e. syllables) in the samples and secondly, to the sample 
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as a whole. In Test 2, snippet nº 8: “en ningún sitio te iban a aceptar los pesos”, the 
case of resyllabification in question is surrounded by two cases of sinalefa: ‘[…] te iban 
a aceptar […]’. The first ‘a’ in the segment actually undergoes both phenomena: 
sinalefa and resyllabification. The number of omissions registered may also be due to 
the failure to perceive the sinalefas since it is at this stage that the intelligibility 
breakdown was registered. In Test 1, snippet nº3 is the longest sample in the test: “pero 
es que eso también lo ves en Madrid y en”. Previous evaluation revealed that the 
intelligibility breakdown takes place early in the sample, with 100% of the subjects 
failing to transcribe the first two sinalefas and 83% of the subjects missing the first case 
of assimilation and the case of resyllabification in question. It indicates that it took them 
a lot of time to catch up and consequently, missed the first segment affected by 
resyllabification ‘s’, but 5 out of 6 subjects perceived and transcribed the second ‘e’. 
And finally, in Test 2, snippet nº07: “es una especialidad de Puebla”, previously 
evaluated, the subjects failed to perceive and transcribe the first two reductions the 
sample starts with: the resyllabification and the sinalefa (Type 1 error). Besides, the 
poor scores of subjects C-SH-3 and T-AG-1, who are the strongest subjects in their 
respective groups, lowered the overall score for this sample significantly. It was 
concluded that the performance of these two subjects might have been affected by lack 
of attention (Type 5 error). 
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Figure 20: Subjects’ scores in Test 2. 
As observed in the analysis of the previous test, subjects’ scores do not necessarily 
reflect how accurately they dealt with the perception of reductionist techniques in the 
samples: 








Scores Reduction features 
S CHP A R 
T-AG-1 Fem P-Irish 10 moderate 42.5 4 4 3 1 
C-SH-3 Mal P-Italian  
B-Spanish 
6 a lot 36 5 3 3 1 
T-DC-2 Fem P-Spanish 6 moderate 28 3 2 3 0 
C-AB-1 Mal P-Spanish 4 good deal 25.5 2 3 1 0 
C-IN-2 Mal P-Spanish 10 small 25.5 1 2 2 0 
T-JD-3 Fem P-Italian 6 good deal 22 1 2 3 1 
Table 101: Subjects’ scores / Perception of reductions in Test 2LXXXVIII 
 
Subject C-IN-2, who spotted 5 reductions, scored 25.5 points and subject T-JD-3, who 
spotted 7 reductions, was the lowest scorer in this test with 22 points.    
                                                 
LXXXVIII S= sinalefa; CHP= concurrence of homologous phonemes; A= assimilation, R= resyllabification. 
 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 









Subjects' scores  for Test 2 
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Figure 21: Evolution of subjects' performances (Test 1 & Test 2). 
 
Overall, subjects performed better in Test 2 than they did in Test 1, with the 
exception of subject T-JD-3, whose score dropped 2 points in the second test. Although, 
in the methodology section of Test 2, it was anticipated that the amount of reductionist 
techniques in the test would pose more difficulty for the subjects, this assumption was 
proven incorrect since they scored better. The observation made in the discussion 
section of Test 1, ‘[…] it is envisioned that the subjects will perform better in the next 
tests, since Test 1 has been ‘the tune-in time for Test 2’’ was a more accurate one. 
 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
Test 1 16.5 21 23.5 26 19 25 













Evolution of subjects' performances through the Tests 
C-AB-1    T-AG-1 
C-IN-2     T-DC-2 







Score comparison Test 2  
control group test group 
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Figure 22: Score comparison: Test Group / Control Group in Test 2. 
The Test Group, with a score of 92.5 performed slightly better than the Control Group 
with a score of 87 points.  
 
Discussion of results of Test 2 
As observed in Test 1, it cannot be concluded at this stage whether the higher scores are 
due to the application of the slow-down or not. The Test Group performed slightly 
better than the Control Group but their respective scores are getting closer: Test 1 
showed a difference of 9 points between groups; Test 2 showed a difference of only 5.5 
points. 
 
The improvement of subject C-SH-3’s performance, the 23 year old male in the Control 
Group, proficient in Italian and bilingual in Spanish, who has been studying Spanish for 
6 years and has a lot of exposure to native Spanish speech (his mother is Spanish), and 
who is consistently the top scorer in the Control Group, contributes to the even 
distribution of subject ability between the two groups. As previously observed, this will 
ensure that results reflect more accurately whether the use of the slow-down facility 
improves subjects’ performance. 
 
Upon revision of the transcription errors in Test 2, several issues were noticed. A 
common occurrence was that, provided the samples start without reductions, the 
subjects are able to perceive and transcribe the signal correctly until there is an 
intelligibility breakdown, often caused by a reduction. If the samples start with a 
reduction that they do not perceive, they get lost in the decoding process and cannot 
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catch up fast enough; consequently, they score poorly. Therefore, samples that feature a 
reduction mid-sentence/phrase registered higher scores than those featuring reductions 
at the beginning. 
 
 Although, instances of Type 2 error (L1 interference – features of L1 influencing 
perception of L2), were also registered, error analysis of the subjects’ performances in 
Test 2 revealed that Type 1 errors: suprasegmental features (reductionist features of 
connected speech, stress, rhythm, intonation: new or unknown to the listener), and Type 
5 errors: Non-specific (poor hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc.) 
where the most common among subjects. This reinforces the observation made in Test 
1, that the reductionist features of connected speech are the main cause of intelligibility 
breakdown. 
 
Considering these results, it is anticipated that subjects will score better in the next test 
since the choice of samples for Test 3 features an almost complete absence of 
reductionist techniques (there are no sinalefas in the samples), and that the results will 
help reinforce the the conclusions achieved in previous tests.  
 
5.3 Test 3 
‘To Investigate Dublin Institute of Technology (School of Languages) Irish 
Students’ Listening Ability (Receptive Intelligibility) When Exposed to Recordings 
of Native Spanish Speakers Featuring No Vowel Reduction Techniques’  
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5.3.1 Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples  
TEST 3:  










11 los autobuses 
funcionan muy 
bien en Méjico 
jesús- patricia  1 
(jesús) 
14 0:01.782 471 103 




jesús- patricia  1 
(patricia) 
13 0:02.015 387 180 




susana- maría 1 
(susana) 
14 0:01.641 511 195 
14 para que no te 
salgan 
ampollas 
susana- maría 2 
(maría) 
10 0:01.414 424 194 
Table 102: Choice of Snippets for Test 3. LXXXIX 
 
The choice of snippets for Test 3 follows the same criteriaXC as Test 1 and Test 2 as 
regards the length of the snippets and the absence of colloquial phrases. The new 
criterion introduced in Test 3 is the following: 
• Absence of sinalefa.  
Rationale 
One of the research questions this study aims to answer is:  
 Do fragments of speech without reduction pose the same difficulties for the L2 
student as those presenting some sort of reduction? 
                                                 
LXXXIX Initially, Test 3 featured five snippets as in the previous tests. Unfortunately, there was a mistake 
and the subjects in the Control Group transcribed a different audio file than the subjects in the Test 
Group, rendering the analysis unmanageable. Therefore, the data collected for the transcription of the fifth 
snippet was discarded. 
XCSee ‘Rationale’ in section 5.1.1.: Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples. 
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In order to answer that question the snippets chosen in Test 3 should not have any of the 
reductionist features of connected speech investigated in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, the 
only criterion – as far as reductionist features is concerned- to justify this choice of 
snippets was the absence of sinalefa. The samples chosen illustrate examples of 
assimilation and resyllabification:  
TEST 2:  SNIPPETS  (Flow units) 
Reductionist Features 
Assimilation Resyllabification 
11 los autobuses funcionan muy bien en Méjico n-m s.a/n.e 
12 los autobuses nocturnos estaban muy bien n-m s.a/s.e 
13 de repente tenían como tres veces menos n-k  
14 para que no te salgan ampollas  n.a 
Table 103: Reductions in Snippets for Test 3.  
 
The reason lies in the fact that the occurrence of the aforementioned phenomena renders 
the syllable count of the flow unit unaffected. Although they may cause intelligibility 
problems, since assimilatory processes in English are different from those in Spanish 
and Spanish does permit syllabification across words in a phrase and English does not, 
the snippets affected by them retain the same syllable count. These features simply 
contribute to the ‘ease of articulation’, characteristic of connected speech, which causes 
phonemes to be realised differently in different contextual environments ‘by making use 
of coarticulations between sounds’ Ladefoged (1993: 267)386.   
 
The choice of snippets mirrors the criterion observed in Test 1 and Test 2, in that 
it uses the FUs as they ‘actually’ are, without segmenting them to get a semantically and 
grammatically complete phrases/sentences. All the samples in Test 3 are semantically 
and grammatically complete phrases/sentences. Although, this was not the present 
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author’s deliberate choice; it was a chance occurrence. As considered in the two 
previous tests, the snippets exhibit lively intonation patterns and different speeds of 
delivery which will be considered as variables in the analysis of the subjects’ 
performances in the test. With the number of reductionist techniques drastically reduced 
in this deliberate choice of samples, it is anticipated that the subjects will find this test 
easier than Test 2. 
 
5.3.2 Methodology for Test 3  
Test 3 follows the same methodologyXCI as Tests 2 and 1 in order to: 
• Note if the subjects can phonologically decipher what they heard and then 
transcribe it.  
• Apply the slow-down speech tool to slow pronunciation to a speed of 60%, for 
the subjects in the Test group. 
• Compare the results of the Control group and the Test group to test the effects of 
speech rate on intelligibility for speech reception. 
The new element in this test with respect to the previous two is that, in the absence of 
reductionist features, the present author needs to discover which other parts of the 
samples may lead to intelligibility breakdown.  
 
Test 3: Data Collection  Rationale 
Transcription of snippets To test listener subjects’ intelligibility to determine 
which phenomena can lead to intelligibility breakdown 
Assessment of snippets To score subjects’ productions based on accuracy, using 
                                                 
XCISee section 5.1.2.:‘Methodology for Test 1’. 
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 a point-scoring scheme. 
Comparison of results 
(Tests 1&2 – Test 3) 
to determine whether samples with reductions pose the 
same difficulty as those without reductions 
Table 104: Test 1 Data Collection and Rationale 
Data for Test 3 were collected using the same procedures as in previous tests. Once the 
data were collected, they were analysed, based on a point-scoring scheme. The 
transcription results were given in points, based on accuracy. The score was calculated 
by counting the number of correct syllables transcribed. After those steps are followed, 
the present author proceeds to compare the results of Test 3 with those of Test 1 and 
Test 2. The aim of this comparative analysis between the results of these tests is to 
determine whether samples with reductions pose the same difficulty as those without 
reductions. 
5.3.3 Analysis of Test 3, Groups A and B 
In line with the previous analyses, the treatment of data in Test 3 is two-fold: in 
order to achieve meaningful and appropriate interferences, both the test samples and the 
test results were analysed. The data are specifically categorised according to subjects’ 
scores achieved in the transcription. After evaluation, the four samples in Test 3, 
showed various scores for subjects’ performances which were compared to the ideal 
scores: the maximum score per snippet (see Figure 23).   
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Figure 23: Sample analysis in Test 3. 
Snippets were rated on a point-scoring scheme, according to subjects performances in 
their transcription, to determine their level of difficulty for the subjects and note the 
reasons why.  The possible problems subjects may have when listening to the samples 
were anticipated and catalogued as follows: 
 
1. Suprasegmental features – Reductionist features of connected speech, stress, 
rhythm, intonation: new or unknown to the listener. 
2. L1 interference – features of L1 influencing perception of L2. 
3. Lexicon – words unknown to the listener. 
4. Syntax – the order of words in the sentence might confuse the listener. 
5. Non-specific – Problems that cannot be identified as any of the above such as: 
poor hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc. 
 
The cause of some errors and omissions is difficult to trace or determine conclusively, 
particularly when few or no syllables have been transcribed. In such cases, all possible 









78,57% snippet 12 
53,84% snippet 13 








real score ideal score 
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Snippet Score Speaker Reductions Orthosyll. SoD Pitch 
range 
11 78.57 % ‘jesús’ 3 12 471 103 
14 78.33% ‘maría’ 1 14 424 194 
13 61.9% ‘susana’ 1 15 511 195 
12 53.84% ‘patricia’ 3 12 387 180 
Table 105: Snippets score in Test 3. 
 
With a score of 78.57%, snippet nº11: “los autobuses funcionan muy bien en 
Méjico”XCII was the easiest for the subjects. The speed of delivery is no longer the 
factor that stands out as in previous tests since snippet nº 12: “los autobuses nocturnos 
estaban muy bien”, the slowest in the test, with a speed of delivery of 387 syllables per 
minute, registered the lowest scores. A closer look into this sample reveals the 
intelligibility breakdown caused by a Type 3 error (Lexicon): 4 subjects failed to 
transcribe the word ‘nocturnos’. The subjects were not familiar with the word and this 
intelligibility breakdown made them miss the case of resyllabification with the 
following word ‘estaban’, which is a fairly easy one, and they all caught up at the same 
time to correctly transcribe the last part of the sample ‘muy bien’. A phenomenon of 
‘transfer’ between snippets has also been observed: in the transcription of snippet nº 12, 
subject T-AG-1 transcribed “*funcionan”, a word featured in snippet nº 11 that she had 
already transcribed, instead of “estaban”.  In this case, the subject transcribed a word 
that she was sure she had previously perceived rather than trying to find a closer lexical 
match. Two subjects failed to transcribe “los autobuses” at the beginning of snippet 
nº12: C-IN-2 and T-JD-3. In the case of subject C-IN-2, it is a clear case of lack of 
attention/interest since he had previously transcribed the segment correctly in the 
                                                 
XCII Segments affected by reductions are colour coded: red for sinalefa, grey for concurrence of 
homologous phonemes, blue for assimilation and coral for resyllabification. 
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previous sample (snippet nº 11), and he did not transcribe the first 11 syllables of this 13 
syllables sample. In the case of subject T-JD-3, she failed to perceive/transcribe this 
segment on both occasions: in snippet nº 11, she transcribed it as: “*los objetos”; in 
snippet nº 12, she left it blank. The most likely explanation is that it was a Type 3 error 
(Lexicon). Another salient occurrence was registered in snippet nº 13: “de repente 
tenían como tres veces menos”, the fastest in the test. There is an intelligibility 
breakdown shared by all the subjects that makes them miss the case of assimilation /n-k/ 
that comes right after it. The segment where the intelligibility breakdown took place, 
“tenían”, was investigated:  
Segment te ní an 
C-AB-1 x x x 
C-IN-2 x x x 
C-SH-3 te di ran 
T-AG-1 tie x nen 
T-DC-2 de x x 
T-JD-3 x ci tar 
Table 106: Segment from snippet nº13 
 
Subjects who were able to transcribe what they heard, were in fact able to perceive 
some of the phonemes that were in the signal (see phonemes in the table above typed in 
black). Only subject C-SH-3 was able to accurately perceive and transcribe the first 
syllable of the segment. As it is a fairly common word in the Spanish language, the 
segment was analysed using Adobe Audition to determine the reason for the difficulty. 




Figure 24: Screenshot of segment from snippet nº 13 to calculate SoD 
 
Although the speed of delivery of the whole sample is 511 syllables per minute, this 
particular segment was delivered at 865 syllables per minute. This number was 
calculated dividing the number of syllables (3) by the duration (0:00.208), and 
multiplying by 60, which gives the number of syllable per minute in the segment. 
Besides, the word stress was misplaced: instead of falling on the second syllable, it falls 
on the last one.  
 
The following table illustrates all the cases of reductionist features in the samples for 
Test 2 in order of appearance. There were 4 cases of assimilation and 5 cases of 
resyllabification in Test 3. The features that were properly perceived and transcribed by 
the subjects are typed in red:  
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C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m 
n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m 
n-m* n-m n-m n-m n-m n-m 
n-k* n-k n-k n-k n-k n-k 
s.a s.a s.a s.a s.a s.a 
n.e n.e n.e n.e n.e n.e 
s.a s.a s.a s.a s.a s.a 
s.e s.e s.e s.e s.e s.e 
n.a* n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a* 
Occurrences of assimilation and resyllabification in Test 3  
Table 107: Subjects’ perception of reductionist techniques in Test 3.*XCIII 
The four cases of assimilation were perceived, although not always properly 
transcribed, 45% of the times. The five cases of resyllabification were perceived, 
although not always properly transcribed, 53% of the times.  
The cases of assimilation in Test 3, perceived although not always properly transcribed, 
were investigated to determine the reason for the subject’s incorrect transcriptions. It is 
thought that the reason why they were considered incorrectly transcribed was based on 
the erroneous perception of the neighbouring phonemes rather than the failure to 
perceive the assimilations themselves. 
Test 3 Snippet nº11 Snippet nº11 Snippet nº 12 Snippet nº 13 
Master sample nan muy en Mé ban muy an co 
C-AB-1 na muy en Mé x muy x x 
C-IN-2 nan x en Mé x muy x co 
C-SH-3 nan muy en Mé ban muy ran x 
T-AG-1 nan muy en Mé nan* muy nen* co 
T-DC-2 na muy en Mé x muy x x 
T-JD-3 na muy en Mé x muy tar co 
Table 108: Subjects’ transcription of assimilation cases in Test 3 
                                                 
XCIII An asterisk stands for the cases of reduction that were perceived but wrongly transcribed or there was 
a spelling mistake. In these cases, the segment was not awarded a point.   
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As it can be seen in the table above, subject T-AG-1’s transcription of the segments 
involving the phonemes /n, m/, in snippet nº12, and phonemes /n, k/, in snippet nº13, 
shows that the assimilation was perceived. But the fact that the neighbouring 
phonemes/syllables were not accurately transcribed caused them to be labelled with an 
asterisk * (perceived but incorrectly transcribed). Another incidence of erroneous 
transcription, which is worth a comment, was registered: subjects C-AB-1, T-DC-2 and 
T-JD-3 transcribed ‘*na muy’, instead of ‘nan muy’ in snippet nº11. Although an 
incorrect transcription, it illustrates a perfect reception of this feature: due to the 
assimilation process (n→ m) - an unavoidable phonetic phenomenon that occurs 
automatically in the phonic chain and involves the articulatory adaptation of a segment 
to its phonetic environment - the nasal alveolar phoneme /n/, loses its alveolar quality as 
the nasal bilabial phoneme /m/ takes over. This is reflected in the speech signal and, 
consequently, in the subjects’ transcriptions. 
The five cases of resyllabification in Test 3 were perceived, although not always 
properly transcribed, 53.3% of the times. Unlike sinalefas, which were awarded 0.5 
points provided one part of the feature was properly perceived and transcribed, the two 
cases of resyllabification marked with an asterisk in the table below were not awarded 
any points.  
master sample gan am 
C-AB-1 ga nas 
T-JD-3 nan a 
Table 109: Incorrectly transcribed cases of resyllabification in Test 3 
 
Furthermore, a Type 3 error (Lexicon) which caused the intelligibility breakdown and 
made the subjects miss the case of resyllabification was registered in snippet nº 14. 
Only subject C-SH-3 was able to correctly perceive and transcribe the segment. The 
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subjects were not familiar with the word ‘ampollas’ and offered a series of alternatives 
to transcribe what they heard: ‘*ganas pollas’, ‘*gillipollas’, ‘*en pollas’, ‘*a pollas’, 
etc. This type of occurrences supports Field’s (2003) observation that when a student 
mishears or does not understand an utterance in context, s/he will then match the 
misheard item to a known item in their ‘Spanish’ lexicon store. 
 
Test 3 Snippet nº 14 
Master sample sal gan am po llas 
C-AB-1 x ga nas po llas 
C-IN-2 sa len gi.lli po llas 
C-SH-3 sal gan am po llas 
T-AG-1 sal gan en po llas 
T-DC-2 sal gan en po llas 
T-JD-3 ga nan a po llas 
Table 110: Subjects’ transcription of resyllabification case in Test 3 
 
Overall, subjects’ performance in the reception of cases of resyllabification improved 
throughout the tests: Test 1- 16%, Test 2- 25%, Test 3- 53%. 
 
 
Figure 25: Subjects’ scores in Test 3. 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
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C-SH-3 Mal P-Italian, B-Spanish 6 a lot 47 
T-AG-1 Fem P-Irish 10 moderate 41 
C-AB-1 Mal P-Spanish 4 good deal 34 
T-JD-3 Fem P-Italian 6 good deal 33 
T-DC-2 Fem P-Spanish 6 moderate 28 
C-IN-2 Mal P-Spanish 10 small 24 
 
 
Figure 26: Evolution of subjects' performances (Tests 1, 2 & 3). 
 
 
Overall, subjects performed better in Test 3 than they did previously in Tests 1 & 2 with 
the exception of subjects C-IN-2 and T-AG-1, whose scores dropped 1.5 points in this 
test, and subject T-DC-2, whose score remained the same as in Test 2.  
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
Test 1 16.5 21 23.5 26 19 25 
Test 2 25.5 25.5 36 43.5 28 22 













Evolution of subjects' performances through the Tests 
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Figure 27: Score comparison: Test Group / Control Group in Test 3. 
The Control Group, with a score of 105 points performed slightly better than the Test 
Group with a score of 102 points.  
 
Discussion of results of Test 3 
As it was previously anticipated, subjects performed better in Test 3 than they did in 
Tests 1 & 2. On the one hand, there were less reductions (complete absence of sinalefa) 
and on the other hand, subjects had more tune-in time to familiarise themselves with the 
task. Nevertheless, the results by groups were not anticipated: the Control Group scored 
higher than the Test group by 3 points. The score of the subjects in the Control Group 
improved consistently, mainly due to subject C-SH-3’s performance (highest scorer in 
Test 3 with 47 points). Subjects in the Test Group had the benefit of the slow-down tool 
to better perceive the sinalefas in Tests 1 & 2; the absence of sinalefas in test 3 resulted 
in poorer scores. Therefore, according to the results in Test 3, it cannot be concluded 
that the application of the slow-down facility has helped subjects in the Test Group 
achieve a higher level of intelligibility. 
 
C-AB-1    T-AG-1 
C-IN-2     T-DC-2 






Score comparison Test 3  
control group test group 
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The main incidences of intelligibility breakdown registered in Test 3 were due to, 
firstly, a Type 3 error (Lexicon): 4 subjects were not familiar with the words 
‘nocturnos’ in snippet nº 12, and ‘ampollas’ in snippet nº 14, and secondly a Type 1 
error (Suprasegmental features/ speed of delivery) with a segment in snippet nº13 
delivered at 900 syllables per minute and misplaced word stress. 
5.3.4 Discussion of Tests 1, 2 and 3  
This set of tests was designed, on the one hand, to test and document receptive 
intelligibility problems when L2 Spanish users are exposed to Spanish connected speech 
and, on the other hand, to test the effectiveness of the speech slow-down facility for 
improving L2 Spanish users’ speech reception by increasing speech intelligibility. The 
aim of the study was to answer the following research questions: 
• Do features of Spanish connected speech pose difficulties for the L2 
student? 
• Do fragments of speech without reduction pose the same difficulties for 
the L2 student as those presenting some sort of reduction? 
• Is the speech slow-down facility effective in improving listeners’ speech 
reception? 
The analyses carried out revealed that intelligibility breakdown occurred mainly in the 
segments of the samples affected by reductionist techniques. There is strong evidence to 
support that sinalefa is the feature that poses more problems for the subjects since 
75.19% of the syllables in the samples affected by it were not perceived/transcribed.  
 
A total of 780 syllables (Test 1+ Test 2) were analysed; 270 syllables (35% of the 
syllables in the samples) were affected by sinalefa, the remaining 510 syllables (65% of 
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the syllables in the samples) were not affected by sinalefa but they were affected by 
other reductionist features. 25% of the syllables affected by sinalefa were properly 
perceived and transcribed. 52% of the syllables not affected by sinalefa were properly 
perceived and transcribed. 
 
Fragments of speech without sinalefa reduction do pose some difficulties but to a lesser 
degree. A total of 816 syllables were analysed: (510 syllables from Tests 1 & 2, plus 
306 syllables from Test 3). These syllables may or may not be affected by reductionist 
techniques other than sinalefa. 465 syllables were properly perceived and transcribed. 
That makes 43% of syllables affected by reduction other than sinalefa which were not 
perceived/ transcribed.  
To summarise: 
Segments not perceived  Percentage 
affected by sinalefas 75.19% 
affected or not affected 
by other reductions 
43% 
Table 111: Percentage of features missed in Tests 1, 2 & 3  
 
The reasons for intelligibility breakdown in the segments that were not affected by the 
reductionist techniques, characteristic of the features of connected speech covered in 
this study have also been investigated. The problems were anticipated and catalogued as 
follows: 
1. Suprasegmental features – Reductionist features of connected speech, stress, 
rhythm, intonation: new or unknown to the listener. 
2. L1 interference – features of L1 influencing perception of L2. 
3. Lexicon – words unknown to the listener. 
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4. Syntax – the order of words in the sentence might confuse the listener. 
5. Non-specific – Problems that cannot be identified as any of the above such 
as: poor hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc. 
The table below illustrates the number of incidences of the anticipated problems that 











Type 5  
(Non-spec) 
Occurrences 3 2 5 0 5 
Table 112: Error Types in Tests 1, 2 & 3. 
The types of errors that stand out are Type 1 (Suprasegmental), failure to perceive 
features of connected speech, mainly due to the speed of delivery, caused the 
intelligibility breakdown which affected neighbouring segmentsXCIV; Type 3 (Lexicon), 
which affected several samples and caused intelligibility breakdown in a number of 
cases, and Type 5 (Non-specific). This last type covered a number of problems which 
were difficult to identify or determine conclusively, particularly, when few or no 
syllables were transcribed, although the occurrences registered in the analyses of the 
tests offered evidence to conclude that the errors were due to lack of attention.  
 
It can be concluded that fragments of speech without reduction also pose difficulties for 
the subjects, although, to a lesser degree and that these difficulties can be of a different 
nature than those affecting fragments of speech with reduction.  
                                                 
XCIV Upon revision of the transcription errors a common occurrence was noticed: provided the samples 
start without reductions, the subjects are able to perceive and transcribe the signal correctly until there is 
an intelligibility breakdown, often caused by a reduction. If the samples start with a reduction that they do 
not perceive, they get lost in the decoding process and cannot catch up fast enough; consequently, they 
score poorly. Therefore, samples that feature a reduction mid-sentence/phrase registered higher scores 
than those featuring reductions at the beginning. 
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Figure 28: Subjects' overall score: Tests 1, 2 & 3  
 
While the slow-down software was not deemed effective when compared with Control 
subjects in Test 3, it does not invalidate the usefulness of the slow-down tool in ELE. 
Subjects in the Test Group were asked about what they thought of the slowed snippets – 
at a speed of 60%. They reported that they did not notice a slower pronunciation; the 
samples sounded natural to them. This report pleased the present author since the 
decision to use samples at a speed of 60% was a conscious one, based on reviews by 
previous researchers (Richardson & Wang). The present author deemed appropriate to 
discard the samples at a speed of 40%, since they sounded unnatural, and samples at 
80%, because there was not much difference to the samples at 100%. Nevertheless, the 
results suggest that further testing, with slower speeds (50% or even 40%) is needed 
before more concrete conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the slow-down tool for 
enhancing intelligibility can be achieved.  
 
As for the individual performance of the subjects within their groups, the tables below 
illustrate their evolution through this first set of tests.  
 
T-AG-1 C-SH-3 T-JD-3 C-AB-1 T-DC-2 C-IN-2 
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Figure 29: Evolution of subjects in the Control Group. 
 
Subject C-SH-3, (23, male, Italian+ bilingual Spanish- 6 years) was the top 
scorer of the group. He showed a steadily increasing performance throughout the tests 
which was affected in a couple of instances by Type 5 errors (lack of attention/interest) 
as he left blank the entire snippet nº05 in Test 1, and scored 2 out of 9 points in snippet 
nº07 in Test 2.  His performance in Test 3 was outstanding, missing only a segment in 
snippet nº13 which was investigated in the analysis of Test 3 and showed a speed of 
delivery of 900 syllables per minute and a misplacement of word stress. (Type 1 error: 
Suprasegmentals). 
Subject C-AB-1, (22, male, proficient Spanish+ French- 4 years) was the second 
top scorer in the group. He also showed a steadily increasing performance throughout 
the tests: although he started with the poorest performance registered in Test 1, he ended 
up with the third top score in Test 3. His performance has been affected by Type 5 
errors (lack of attention/interest) in a couple of instances, which caused him to have 
recourse to his Spanish lexicon and transcribed words that were not present in the 
samples in order to cope with his perception failure. He missed all the sinalefas in Test 
1, and perceived 2 sinalefas in Test 2: that is 2 out of 21. Type 3 errors (Lexicon) were 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
C-AB-1 16.5 25.5 34 
C-IN-2 21 25.5 24 













Evolution of subjects in the Control Group 
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also registered in his performance, missing the three less familiar words featured in the 
samples of this set of tests: the acronym ‘DF’- ‘De Efe’ (Test 1), and ‘nocturnos’ & 
‘ampollas’ (Test 3).  
Subject C-IN-2, (22, male, proficient Spanish, -10 years) was the lowest scorer 
in the group. His performance was somewhat more erratic; although he showed a slight 
improvement from Test 1 to Test 2, he achieved a poorer score in Test 3, despite this 
being anticipated as the easiest test in the set. His performance was affected by Type 5 
errors (lack of attention/interest) in a few of instances: snippet nº 02 in Test 1, snippet nº 
07 in Test 2 and snippet nº12 in Test 3, scoring and 0, 1 and 2 points respectively. He 
also transcribed words that were not present in the samples in order to cope with his 
perception failure and missed the three less familiar words featured in the samples. He 
missed all the sinalefas in Test 2, and perceived 2 sinalefas in Test 1: that is 2 out of 21 
(same number as the previous subject but in different tests). It was a mediocre 
performance which points to his lack of exposure to native Spanish speech as the main 
culprit for his failure in this exercise. 
 
Figure 30: Evolution of subjects in the Test Group. 
 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
T-AG-1 26 43.5 41 
T-DC-2 19 28 28 
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The scores throughout the tests were more erratic in the Test group than in the Control 
group. Whereas the performance of the subjects in the Control group showed a more 
steady progression, subjects in the Test group seemed to have had more problems. It is 
anticipated that individual assessment of their performance throughout this set of tests 
will shed some light on this issue. 
 
Subject T-AG-1, (21, female, proficient Irish,-10 years), was the top scorer of the Test 
group. Her performance has been affected mainly by Type 5 errors (lack of 
attention/interest) in the beginning of Test 1, although she showed good recovery 
towards the end of the test perceiving the 5 sinalefas featured in the last two samples 
and reaching the top score in snippet nº05. It indicates that it took her some time to 
‘tune-in’, but eventually, she became the overall top scorer in Test 2, perceiving 5 
sinalefas: that is 10 out of 21. In Test 3, her score was poorer than in the previous test 
and the analysis of her performance shows that two occurrences of Type 3 error 
(Lexicon) were registered: ‘nocturnos’ & ‘ampollas’; an incident of ‘transfer’ between 
samples was also registered: in snippet nº12, she transcribed ‘funcionan’ instead of 
‘estaban’, which she had perceived and in snippet nº11, she also missed, as did 
everyone else, the segment in snippet nº13 (speed of delivery of 900 syllables per 
minute and a misplacement of word stress. Type 1 error: Suprasegmentals). All these 
errors in Test 3 caused her to lose the position as the top scorer. 
 
Subject T-JD-3, (21, female, proficient Italian,- 6 years), was the second top scorer in 
the group. Her evolution was the most erratic of all the subjects. She started out as the 
second best overall scorer, spotting 5 sinalefas (and a half). This made her the top 
‘sinalefa perceiver’ in Test 1. Unfortunately, in Test 2 all the sinalefas were missed or 
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half-missed: there was some evidence of perception since she transcribed part of them, 
or she perceived the vowels involved in the sinalefa but misspelled the consonants. That 
is 8 out of 21. Besides, she did not even try to transcribe anything, that might have been 
an erroneous transcription but it would show that she was trying. It was undoubtedly a 
case of lack of interest/attention (Type 5 error). In Test 3, she picked up the pace and 
although she incorrectly transcribed ‘objetos’ instead of ‘autobuses’ or ‘ganan’ instead 
of ‘salgan’, at least there was evidence that she was trying. Although she managed to 
perceive and transcribe the word ‘nocturnos’, she faced the same problems the other 
subjects had with the word ‘ampollas’ (Type 3 error: Lexicon) and with the segment in 
snippet nº13 (speed of delivery of 900 syllables per minute and a misplacement of word 
stress. Type 1 error: Suprasegmentals).  
 
Subject T-DC-2, (21, female, proficient Spanish, - 6 years), was the lowest scorer in the 
group. Her performance throughout the tests was completely average. It started badly; at 
the bottom of the performance range in Test 1, missing all the sinalefas and registering 
the highest amount of erroneous transcriptions (she transcribed words that were not 
present in the samples in order to cope with her perception failure). In Test 2, she 
spotted 2 sinalefas and a half: she perceived the vowels involved in the sinalefa but miss 
spelt the consonants. That is 2.5 out of 21. In Test 3, she encountered the same 
problems the other subjects had with the words ‘ampollas’ and ‘nocturnos’ (Type 3 
error: Lexicon) and with the segment in snippet nº13 (speed of delivery of 900 syllables 
per minute and a misplacement of word stress. Type 1 error: Suprasegmentals). This 
was another mediocre performance which indicates her lack of exposure to native 
Spanish speech as the main culprit for her poor scores. 
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Although the females in the Test group had the advantage of the slow-down tool, since 
the samples they listened to were slowed to a 60%, the males in the Control group 
performed slightly better throughout this set of tests: 264.5 points for the males and 253 
points for the females. These results stand in opposition to those obtained by 
Richardson (2009)386 in her study where she argues that in general, females are better at 
linguistic skills than males; ‘women are better than men in … verbal language’, 
(Sabbatini, 2000, apud Richardson)XCV.   
On the positive side, these results indicate an even distribution of subjects’ ability 
between the two groups. This is considered very important since results reflect more 
accurately whether the use of the slow-down facility improves subject’s performance 
and not skew results in favour of any one group.  
 
The table below illustrates the samples used in this first set of tests, ordered by score 
achieved.  
Snippet Score SoD Pitch range Reductions Speaker Orthosyll. 
11 78.57 % 471 103 3 ‘jesús’ 12 
14 78.33% 424 194 1 ‘maría’ 14 
10 75.75 % 377 118 1+3 ‘jesús’ 12 
4 69.44 % 308 84 3 ‘jesús’ 13 
13 61.9% 511 195 1 ‘susana’ 15 
9 60.60% 477 197 1+1 ‘susana’ 14 
8 58.33% 515 199 2+3 ‘susana’ 15 
6 56.48% 444 218 3+2 ‘maría’ 12 
5 56.25% 460 213 2 ‘patricia’ 11 
                                                 
XCV Sabbatini, R. 2000. ‘Are there differences between the brains of males and females?’ Brain and 
Mind (electronic magazine on neuroscience) No. 11, Oct-Dec 2000. www.cerebromente.org.br 
(accessed February 2005). 
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12 53.84% 387 180 3 ‘patricia’ 12 
3 42.36% 473 186 3+3 ‘maría’ 15 
1 34.09% 668 212 3 ‘susana’ 14 
2 30.2% 498 190 2 ‘patricia’ 11 
7 24.16% 516 167 1+2 ‘patricia’ 11 
Table 113: Samples’ scores/variables in Tests 1, 2 & 3 
 
Although the results do not show a clear cut pattern – the occurrences of Type 2, 3 and 
5 errors introduced other variables that affected the scores – they do indicate a 
correlation between SoD (speed of delivery)/ pitch range/ sinalefas and perception. Of 
the four samples that scored better, three were uttered by ‘jesús’, the male speaker, with 
a pitch range of 103, 118 and 84 Hz in the samples; they had no sinalefas but for snippet 
nº4, with 3 sinalefas but also registering a SoD of 308 syllables per minute: the slowest 
sample of the set; and one sample uttered by ‘maría’, with a pitch range of 194 Hz, no 
sinalefas and a SoD of 377 syllables per minute: the second slowest sample of the set. 
The four samples that scored worst were uttered by the three female informants, with 
pitch values of 186, 212, 190 & 167 Hz and a of 473, 668, 498 & 516 syllables per 
minute respectively, featuring the 2 fastest samples in the set and presence of sinalefa in 
all the samples.  
 
However, as noted previously in the conclusion to Chapter 4, the relationship between 
the reductionist features and the speed of delivery and the pitch range is out of the scope 
of this study. These two concepts have been introduced as variables in an effort to 
provide a thorough qualitative description of the speech assets. Further analysis of the 
various reductionist features and their different realizations of speed of delivery/ pitch 
range should be undertaken for further research. 
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5.4 Test 4 
‘To Investigate Dublin Institute of Technology (School of Languages) Irish 
Students’ Productive Intelligibility When Reproducing Recordings of Native 
Spanish Speakers Featuring Vowel Reduction (Sinalefas)’   
5.4.1 Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples  








17 que iba a tener muchísimo 
más tiempo 
susana- maría 2 
(susana) 
14 0:01.277 ei-aa 
18 yo he ido de día y de 
noche 
jesús- patricia  2 
(patricia) 
11 0:01.748 oei-iai 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel jesús- patricia  2 
(jesús) 
10 0:01.758 ee-ae 
20 y hay gente a la que le 
afecta  
jesús- patricia  1 
(patricia) 
11 0:01.906 iai-ea-ea 
Table 114: Choice of Snippets for Test 4. XCVI 
Following the trend of the previous tests, the first principle is that all samples are taken 
from the DSSC. All the authentic, interactive characteristics of speech are reflected in 
these dialogues, rather than scripted and rehearsed dialogues or monologues.  
The main criteriaXCVII for the selection of the snippets for Test 4 mirror those of Test 1: 
• Length of the snippet 
• Occurrence of sinalefa 
• Absence of colloquial phrases 
Rationale 
                                                 
XCVI Initially, Test 4 featured five snippets as in Test 1 and Test 2. Unfortunately, due to a cross 
contamination of data between the snippets in Test 3 and Test 4, subjects in the Control Group 
reproduced a different audio file than the subjects in the Test Group, rendering the analysis 
unmanageable. Therefore, the data collected for the analysis of the fifth snippet was discarded. 
XCVII See ‘Rationale’ in section 5.1.1.: Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples. 
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In this particular set of Tests (4-5-6), the length of the snippets is a particularly 
important criterion since ‘verbatim recall’XCVIII (Field, 2004: 318, apud Wang)386 was 
adopted as the method of eliciting data: the subjects are required to ‘listen and repeat’. 
As pointed out by Richardson (2010: 217)386, ‘due to the ‘wrap-up effect’XCIX a listener 
will get rid of words at the end of a clause or phrase in their STMC and simply extract 
the meaning’. Therefore, the length of the snippets used in Test 4 was up to 14 syllables, 
with an average duration of 1.5 seconds in order to facilitate the subjects’ production of 
what they have heard rather than a reconstruction of what they think they have heard. 
 
These snippets were chosen also because they each contain at least two occurrences of 
sinalefa. There is also one case of resyllabification in snippet nº 19: /l.o/.  
 
TEST 4:  SNIPPETS  (Flow units) Sentence/ phrase 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo unfinished 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche finished  
19 que es donde tenía el hotel unfinished 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  unfinished 
Table 115: Snippets for Test 4 (Extra features). 
 
The majority of the samples in this test (3 out of 4) are grammatically unfinished 
sentences, although semantically complete. Provided there is not an attempt to grab the 
turn by an interlocutor or a false start, the flow units are normally semantically 
                                                 
XCVIII See next section 5.4.2.: Methodology for Test 4. 
XCIX This term means that listeners normally cannot recall sentences/speech extracts they have heard 
word-for-word even though they can successfully comprehend the speaker’s implied  message – listeners 
tend to process or wrap-up the individual lexical items and simply extract the meaning – (from 
Richardson’s personal conversation with psycholinguist John Field, 2005) 
C STM = Short Term Memory 
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complete. The conviction to remain faithful to ‘real’ speech assets, which should 
illustrate characteristics of authentic conversation such as cross-talking, interruptions 
and back-channeling, has been previously expressed. Although grammatically or 
semantically incomplete, one of the characteristics of the flow units is that they retain 
their pragmatic integrity, which in the present author’s opinion, makes them excellent 
assets to test the research hypotheses. 
  
TEST 4:  SNIPPETS  (Flow units) Speed  
(syll/min) 
Pitch Range 
 ( Hz) 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 516 167 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 515 199 
9 que es donde tenía el hotel 477 197 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  377 118 
Table 116: Snippets for Test 4 tagged for SoD and PR. 
 
In line with previous tests, speeds of delivery and pitch range have also been noted 
since they are considered significant supra-segmental linguistic features which affect the 
subjects’ performance in the tests. 
5.4.2 Methodology for Test 4  
The aim of Test 4 is to investigate intelligibility by means of imitation and reproduction 
of the natural flow of Spanish speech. This test is designed to, on the one hand, 
document aural perception of the master samples and, on the other hand, it evaluates the 
spoken production in terms of intelligibility of the snippets produced by the participants. 
Verbatim recall (Field, 2004: 318)386 was adopted as the method of eliciting data for 
Test 4, Test 5 and Test 6. ‘A widely used experimental method, which asks subjects to 
report on a linguistic process in which they are engaged […] Verbal report may be 
concurrent, the reporting taking place when the subject is actually engaged in the task, 
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or retrospective, where the reporting occurs immediately after the task’ (Ibid: 317). The 
reason for using verbal retrieval is to minimise the interference of irrelevant factors i.e., 
wrong spelling, so as to increase the validity of data collection. 
‘Verbatim recall drops markedly at clause and sentence boundaries, suggesting that the 
process of packaging the signal into syntactic units takes place at these points. It may 
be that the actual words are no longer necessary once the syntactic unit has been 
constructed. Or it may be that syntactic processing places such heavy demands upon 
working memory that it has to abandon its verbatim record of the words’ (Ibid: 319). 
Field’s observation was duly noted and consequently taken into account to consider the 
length of the samples chosen for the tests and later on, during the analysis of the results. 
 
As Wang (2010)386 suggested in her study, an important time factor was considered to 
elicit testing data. ‘Based on Field (2004, ibid.), accurate verbal recall is relatively 
‘short-lived’, especially with auditory input in which the trace of the spoken utterance 
decays in 1-2 seconds (Field, 2003a, p.111)’. (Ibid: 222). Therefore, subjects were 
previously instructed to listen to the recording and imitate immediately in order to 
ensure that the performances produced by participants came from input recall, rather 
than meaning re-construction.    
Test 4: Data Collection  Rationale 
Subjects listen to the sample and 
imitate/record what they hear. 
To elicit testing data.  
Transcription of snippets (by the 
present author) 
To score subjects’ productions based on 
accuracy, using a point-scoring scheme. 
Assessment of snippets 
(by the judges) 
To score subjects’ productions based on 
intelligibility, using a 5-point Likert rating scale. 
Comparison between the judges’ To implement the evaluation  
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evaluations results and the 
transcription of the snippets 
Table 117: Test 4 Data Collection and Rationale 
 
Data for Test 4 was collected at different stages from November 2011 to January 2012 
depending to the availability of the subjects. The participants were called individually to 
meet in the present author’s office where they completed the task. The materials used 
were a laptop, where the four samples were played one by one using Adobe Audition. 
The samples were played at normal (100%) speed for the subjects in the Control Group 
and at 60% for the subjects in the Test Group. After listening to the recording, the 
participants were encouraged to imitate and record what they heard immediately. Each 
subject was tested under the same conditions, and tested individually so that no student 
could hear the performance of any other subject. Each response produced by the 
participant was recorded as a WAV file using the same program, Adobe Audition, and 
was given a unique name, for example: 
 
WAV files Content 
C-AB-16 Data produced by Test Subject AB from Control group on sample nº16 
C-IN-17 Data produced by Test Subject IN from Control group on sample nº17 
C-SH-18 Data produced by Test Subject SH from Control group on sample nº18 
T-AG-19 Data produced by Test Subject AG from Test group on sample nº19 
T-DC-18 Data produced by Test Subject DC from Test group on sample nº18 
T-JD-17 Data produced by Test Subject JD from Test group on sample nº17 
Table 118: Example of file names of Subjects’ production 
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Once the data were collected, and in order to avoid the charge of subjectivity, they were 
analysed in two ways. Firstly, they were scored by the present author based on 
accuracy, using a point-scoring scheme. The subjects’ productions were transcribed into 
an Excel spreadsheet with one syllable per column, (provided there was no occurrence 
of sinalefa). As in the previous three tests, the score was calculated by counting the 
number of correct syllables produced but, unlike the previous tests, there is no error 
assessment analysis: the reasons for intelligibility breakdown are not analysed; it 
focuses on the perception of the reductionist techniques featured in the master samples 
and the subjects’ accurate production of them. Secondly, it was evaluated based on the 
methodology of listening to and manually scoring the productions. This assessment, 
which aims to measure the participant’s overall ability to imitate and reproduce native 
Spanish speech in terms of intelligibility, was carried out by a panel of judges. Three 
language teachers were consulted to provide native Spanish speakers’ observations on 
the subjects’ spoken intelligibility and further validate the evaluation methodology in 
this set of tests. The judges are one male and two female members of Specific Didactics 
Department in the Faculty of Educational Sciences in UDC. They all are proficient in 
English. The main reason for using language specialists as judges was to maintain some 
sort of uniformity between judges in terms of how they process the speech of the L2 
Spanish-using subjects due to their enhanced linguistic sensitivity.  
 
The judges undertook the following task to provide additional insight into the results of 
the study: 
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• Intelligibility Rating of Snippets Task: InstructionsCI were given, accompanied 
by two spreadsheets in a Word document (see details in Appendix x) and the 84 
audio files produced by the subjects (14 snippets per subject: 4 snippets from 
Test 4, 5 snippets from Test 5 and 5 snippets from Test 6). The judges were 
required to listen to the snippets twice for a more accurate rating, compare them 
to the transcriptions in the Word document, and to rate the snippet speaker’s 
intelligibility on a 5-point LikertCII rating scale:  
Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
Table 119: 5-point Likert rating scale. 
 
This was to provide unbiased (language specialists) native speakers’ observations to 
enhance the study’s results. Judges were asked: ‘How intelligible do you think is the 
production you have listened to?’ The judges’ evaluation was implemented in two steps: 
firstly it was given in terms of the panel as a whole and secondly, a comparative 
analysis between their evaluation and the present author’s rating of the subjects’ 
production on a point scoring scheme was given. 
Unlike Wang’s (Ibid: 222) experiment, where the master sample was compared to the 
participant’s performance, the judges in this experiment compared the written 
transcription of the samples on the worksheets to the subjects’ productions and rated 
them in terms of overall intelligibility, with regards to segmental phonemes and 
intonation pattern.  
 
                                                 
CI Dr. Pilar Couto Cantero, co-supervisor of the present study, acted as both judge and coordinator of this 
task. She suggested all the instructions on how to complete the task. 
CII The Likert Scale is a psychometric scale commonly used in surveys and questionnaires. The scale is 
named after its inventor, psychologist Rensis Likert. 
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5.4.3 Analysis of Test 4, Groups A and B  
After the subjects have listened to the master samples, imitated what they heard and 
recorded their production, the analysis of data elicited is two-fold: firstly, the present 
author transcribes the subjects’ productions onto an Excel spreadsheet to score them 
based on accuracy, using the same point scoring scheme as in the first set of tests (Test 
1, 2 & 3). Secondly, a panel of judges scores subjects’ productions based on 
intelligibility, using a 5-point Likert rating scale. Therefore, this test documents both 
aural perception and oral production. 
• First treatment of data: Transcribing and scoring subjects’ productions. 
In line with the methodology of the previous set of tests, both the test samples and the 
test results are analysed. The data are specifically categorised according to subjects’ 
scores achieved in the transcription of their oral production. After evaluation, the four 
samples in Test 4, showed various scores for subjects’ performances which were 
compared to the ideal scores: the maximum score per snippet (see Figure 31).   
 
Figure 31: Subjects’ samples analysis in Test 4.  
 
By comparing the master samples to the snippets produced by the subjects, subjects’ 
productions were transcribed and rated on a point-scoring scheme, by the present 
snippet 17   
50% 
snippet 18 
65,47% snippet 19 






42 48 48 
Score comparison 
real score ideal score 
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author. The average score per snippet was calculated to determine the level of difficulty 
of the master samples.  
Snippet Score Speaker Reductions Orthosyll. SoD Pitch R. 
19 85.41 % ‘jesús’ 2+1 10 350 100 
20 68.75% ‘patricia’ 3 11 485 195 
18 65.47% ‘patricia’ 2 11 542 181 
17 50% ‘susana’ 2 13 658 180 
Table 120: Snippets score in Test 4. 
With a score of 85.41%, snippet nº19: “que es donde tenía el hotel”CIII, was the easiest 
for the subjects. Snippet nº19 scored highly for obvious reasons: it was the shortest, the 
slowest and the one with the smallest pitch range of the set. All the subjects perceived 
the case of resyllabification and, as a group, 10 out of 12 sinalefas were perceived. 
There were two cases where the subjects’ productions did not match the master sample: 
Subject T-AG-1 altered the word order and recorded 'donde es que tenía el hotel' 
instead; subject T-DC-2 inserted a non-existent word in her recording: ‘que es *la 
donde tenía el hotel’. According to the table above, the speed of delivery is the factor 
that stands out since it seems that subjects’ scores diminish as the speed of delivery 
increases. Snippet nº19 scored highly for obvious reasons: it was the shortest, the 
slowest and the one with the smallest pitch range of the set. With a score of 68.75%, 
snippet nº 20: “y hay gente a la que le afecta”, was more problematic for the subjects 
since it started with a sinalefa involving 3 vowels: only two subjects perceived it and all 
of them missed the second half of the next one. As a group, 7 out of 18 sinalefas were 
perceived. With a score of 65.47%, snippet nº18: “yo he ido de día y de noche”, 
features 2 sinalefas of 3 vowels. Four subjects perceived the first sinalefa, two subjects 
perceived the second. As a group, that is 6 out of 12. With a score of 50%, snippet nº17: 
                                                 
CIII Segments affected by reductions are colour coded: red for sinalefa, grey for concurrence of 
homologous phonemes, blue for assimilation and coral for resyllabification. 
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“que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo”, features 2 sinalefas at the beginning of the 
sample. All the subjects missed the sinalefas, 0 out of 12. 
The scores in the first test of these series shows a clear cut pattern: the faster the speed, 
the more sinalefas missed, the poorer the score. The table below illustrates, in red, the 
subjects’ individual perception of sinalefa. 
Examples of sinalefas in the samples of Test 4  
C-AB-1 ei aa oei iai ee ae iai ea ea 
C-IN-2 ei aa oei iai ee ae iai ea ea 
C-SH-3 ei aa oei iai ee ae iai ea ea 
T-AG-1 ei aa oei iai ee ae iai ea ea 
T-DC-2 ei aa oei iai ee ae iai ea ea 
T-JD-3 ei aa oei iai ee ae iai ea ea 
Table 121:  Subjects’ perception of sinalefas in Test 4 
The number of sinalefas perceived is proportional to the individual overall score for the 
set except for subject T-DC-2, who despite perceiving 4 sinalefas was the second 
bottom scorer:  
C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-JD-3 C-IN-2 T-DC-2 C-AB-1 
26,5 24,5 24,5 21,5 21,5 16 
6 4 3 3 4 3 
Table 122:  Subjects’ scores / Perception of sinalefas in Test 4 
 
Figure 32: Subjects’ scores in Test 4.  
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 







30 Target score: 
34 points 
Subjects scores  for Test 4 
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Subject C-SH-3 takes the lead in this new set of tests, closely followed by subjects T-
AG-1 and T-JD-3 both with the same score. These subjects are the top three scores in 




Figure 33: Score comparison: Test Group / Control Group in Test 4. 
 
 
The Test Group, performed better overall than the Control Group, although only 
slightly: the Test Group scored a total of 70.5 points and the Control Group a total of 64 
points. After the test, subjects in the Test Group, who were aware of the slow-down tool 
being applied to the master samples, were asked again about what they thought of the 
slowed snippets – at a speed of 60%. They reported that, although they were conscious 
they were listening to slowed samples, they could not tell the difference.   
 
• Second treatment of data: Rating subjects’ productions (Intelligibility) 
The ratings of the three individual judges were transcribed onto an Excel spreadsheet 
and added together to provide an overall score per snippet produced by the subjects. 
Subjects’ productions are identified by group (C or T, Control or Test respectively), 
C-AB-1    T-AG-1 
C-IN-2     T-DC-2 





Score comparison  
control group test group 
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then identified by subject’s initials (AB, SH, IN, AG, DC, JD) and finally identified by 
the number of the master sample (17, 18, 19, 20). The names of the audio files 
corresponding to the subjects’ productions with their overall score by the three judges 
are illustrated in the next table: 
Control Group Test Group 
Subjects’ Snippets Judges’ rating 
 
Subjects’ Snippets Judges’ rating 
C-AB-17 7 T-AG-17 6 
C-AB-18 8 T-AG-18 8 
C-AB-19 2 T-AG-19 6 
C-AB-20 4 T-AG-20 9 
C-IN-17 3 T-DC-17 6 
C-IN-18 4 T-DC-18 6 
C-IN-19 3 T-DC-19 4 
C-IN-20 3 T-DC-20 5 
C-SH-17 11 T-JD-17 8 
C-SH-18 10 T-JD-18 4 
C-SH-19 11 T-JD-19 3 
C-SH-20 11 T-JD-20 4 
Table 123: Judges’ overall score per snippet in Test 4 
 
In order to compare the present author’s assessment to the Judges’ assessment, both the 
results of the analysis of the subjects’ productions (audio files), which was elaborated 
by the present author on a point-scoring scheme, and the results of the analysis of the 
subjects’ productions, which was elaborated by the judges on a Likert scale rating 
scheme, were given in percentage results.  
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Figure 34: Comparison of results for the Control Group in Test 4 
 
Figure 35: Comparison of results for the Test Group in Test 4 
 
The two figures above incorporate the ratings of the present author and the ratings of the 
judges per snippet produced by the subjects in their respective group. The disparities 
between the two sets of results illustrate that the subjects’ ability to perceive and 
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not necessarily contribute to enhance intelligibility (represented by the judges’ ratings). 
In particular, snippets T-AG-19, T-DC-19 and T-JD-19, produced by the subjects in the 
Test group, show the widest discrepancy in scores: although subjects productions 
showed evidence of perception (the segments were actually produced by them and 
therefore, transcribed by the present author) the three productions showed occurrences 
of transfer within the snippet, inclusion of a foreign element, missing the 1st sinalefa of 
the sample respectively. 
As for the individual performance of the subjects in the test, the results achieved in the 
first treatment of data are also compared to the individual results achieved in the second 
treatment of data. 
 
Figure 36: Individual performance comparison in Test 4. 
 
• Discussion of results of Test 4 
 
The panel of judges was asked to compare the 24 snippets produced by the subjects to 
the written transcription of the samples and holistically rank them in terms of 
intelligibility. The holistic processing of the data to test oral production carried out by a 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
Judges' ratings 175 108.33 358.34 241.67 175 158.33 
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panel of unbiased, native Spanish speakers, all language specialists, contrasts with the 
analytic processing of the data to test aural perception carried out by the present author, 
in which rating is based on the subjects’ perception/reproduction of individual linguistic 
elements from the signal. Results from the first analysis of data registered 65.93 % 
accuracy in Test 4. Results from the second analysis of data registered 50.69 % 
performance rating. 
 
According to the first treatment of data, the Test Group with 70.5 points, performed 
slightly better than the Control Group with 64 points. According to the second treatment 
of data, the Control Group with 77 points, performed slightly better than the Test Group 
with 69 points. Disparities between results also affect the ratings of individual 
performances as shown in Figure 36: ‘Individual performance comparison in Test 4’ on 
the previous page. As previously mentioned during the analysis, the comparison 
between the present author’s and the judges’ ratings show some disparities which 
illustrate that the subjects’ ability to perceive and reproduce the segments in the snippets 
(represented by the present author’s rating) does not necessarily contribute to enhance 
intelligibility (represented by the judges’ ratings). This finding has greatly contributed 
to enhancing this study’s results. 
 
Since the focus of this study is to test and document the intelligibility of speakers’ 
pronunciation in order to answer the research question ‘Is the speech slow-down facility 
effective in increasing the intelligibility of speakers’ pronunciation?’, the results 
indicate that the effectiveness of the slow-down tool at 60%  in increasing intelligibility 
has not been proven. 
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5.5 Test 5 
‘To Investigate Dublin Institute of Technology (School of Languages) Irish 
Students’ Productive Intelligibility When Reproducing Recordings of Native 
Spanish Speakers Featuring Consonant Reduction (Resyllabification, Concurrence 
of Homologous Phonemes and Assimilations)’ 
5.5.1 Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples  
TEST 5:  











21 vuelvo el lunes 
por la mañana 
susana- maría 2 
(susana) 
9 0:01.188 454 175 
22 una variedad de jesús- patricia  2 
(jesús) 
6 0:01.037 347 102 
23 que vi un niño 
en Brasil 
susana- maría 1 
(maría) 
8 0:01.303 368 214 
24 no puedes hacer 
reservas tienes 
que estar allí 
jesús- patricia  2 
(jesús) 
15 0:01.725 522 98 
25 van a ir a 
Formentera 
ellas solas 
susana- maría 2 
(susana) 
11 0:01.408 468 173 
Table 124: Choice of Snippets for Test 5  
The choice of snippets for Test 5 follows the same criteriaCIV as Test 1 as regards the 
length of the snippets, the occurrence of sinalefa and the absence of colloquial phrases. 
The new criterionCV introduced in Test 5 is the same as in Test 2: 
• Features of connected speech affecting consonants  
Rationale 
                                                 
CIVSee ‘Rationale’ in section 5.1.1.: Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples. 
CVSee ‘Rationale’ in section 5.2.1.: Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples. 
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The snippets for Test 5 illustrate examples of all the phenomena investigated in the 
DSSC with the exception of elisions, which affected only a 2% of the flow units in the 
corpus and were deemed not relevant for this study and consequently, ignored by the 
present author. 
TEST 5:  SNIPPETS  (Flow 
units) 
Reductionist Features 
CHP Sinalefa Assimilation Resyllabific. 
21 vuelvo el lunes por la 
mañana 
l-l oe   
22 una variedad de d-d    
23 que vi un niño en Brasil n-n iu-oe n-b  
24 no puedes hacer reservas 
tienes que estar allí 
r-r ee  s.a 
r.a 
25 van a ir a Formentera 
ellas solas 
s-s ai-ae  n.a 
r.a 
Table 125: Reductions in Snippets for Test 5.  
 
The number of reductionist techniques illustrated in this choice of samples and the 
length of the snippets as regards the syllable count varies from sample to sample which 
renders this set with an unbalanced level of difficulty. Although the number of sinalefas 
has been reduced compared to the previous test, it is anticipated that the subjects will 
find more problems than in the previous test. 
5.5.2 Methodology for Test 5  
Test 5 follows the same methodologyCVI  of Test 4 in order to: 
• Document subjects’ aural perception of the master samples.  
• Evaluate the spoken production and the intelligibility of the snippets produced 
by the participants. 
                                                 
CVISee section 5.4.2.: ‘Methodology for Test 4’. 
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• Apply the slow-down speech tool to slow pronunciation to a speed of 60%, for 
the subjects in the Test group. 
• Compare the results of the Control group and the Test group to test the effects of 
speech rate on the intelligibility of their speech production. 
Test 5: Data Collection  Rationale 
Subjects listen to the sample and 
imitate/record what they hear. 
To elicit testing data.  
Transcription of snippets (by the 
present author) 
To score subjects’ productions based on 
accuracy, using a point-scoring scheme. 
Assessment of snippets 
(by the judges) 
To score subjects’ productions based on 
intelligibility, using a 5-point Likert rating scale. 
Comparison between the judges’ 
evaluations results and the 
transcription of the snippets 
To implement the evaluation  
Comparison of results 
(Test 4- Test 5) 
To determine whether reductionist features 
affecting vowels pose the same difficulty as 
those affecting consonants. 
Table 126: Test 5 Data Collection and Rationale 
 
Data for Test 5 were collected at different stages from November 2011 to January 2012 
depending to the availability of the subjects following the same procedures as in Test 4. 
Once data were collected they underwent the same evaluation/assessment as in Test 4. 
Then, the results were compared to determine whether reductionist features affecting 
consonants pose the same difficulty as those affecting vowels. 
5.5.3 Analysis of Test 5, Groups A and B  
After the subjects have listened to the master samples, imitated what they heard and 
recorded their production, the data elicited was analysed in two steps: firstly, the present 
author transcribes the subjects’ productions into an Excel spreadsheet to score them 
based on accuracy, using the same point scoring scheme as in the first set of tests (Test 
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1, 2 & 3). Secondly, a panel of judges scores subjects’ productions based on 
intelligibility, using a 5-point Likert rating scale. Therefore, this test documents both 
aural perception and oral production. 
• First treatment of data: Transcribing and scoring subjects’ productions. 
In line with the methodology of the previous set of tests, both the test samples and the 
test results are analysed. The data are specifically categorised according to subjects’ 
scores achieved in the transcription of their oral production. After evaluation, the four 
samples in Test 5, showed various scores for subjects’ performances which were 
compared to the ideal scores: the maximum score per snippet (see Figure 37) 
 
 
Figure 37: Subjects’ samples analysis in Test 5.  
 
By comparing the master samples to the snippets produced by the subjects, their 
productions were transcribed and rated, on a point-scoring scheme, by the present 
author. The average score per snippet was calculated to determine the level of difficulty 





77,77% snippet 23 
84,72% snippet 24 
53,57% snippet 25 
30% 
41 
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Snippet Score Speaker Reductions Orthosyll. SoD Pitch 
range 
23 84.72 % ‘maría’ 2+2 8 368 214 
22 77.77 % ‘jesús 1 6 347 102 
21 75.92% ‘susana’ 1+1 9 454 175 
24 53.57% ‘jesús’ 1+3 15 522 98 
25 30 % ‘susana’ 2+3 11 468 173 
 Table 127: Snippets score in Test 5 
 
With a score of 84.72%, snippet nº23: “que vi un niño en Brasil”CVII, was the easiest 
for the subjects. All the subjects perceived the concurrence of homologous phonemes, 4 
subjects perceived the case of assimilation and almost all the subjects perceived the 2 
sinalefas in the sample, but there was a curious occurrence with the first sinalefa, 







 Table 128: Segment in snippet 23 
 
Only subject C-SH-3 produce it correctly and scored a point. Despite the disparity in the 
subjects’ productions, there was evidence of perception and they were awarded 0.5 
point for that segment. As a group, 8.5 out of 12 sinalefas were perceived. With a score 
of 77.77%, snippet nº 22: “una variedad de”, was surprisingly more problematic for the 
subjects despite being the shortest, the slowest and devoid of significant reductions. It 
                                                 
CVII Segments affected by reductions are colour coded: red for sinalefa, grey for concurrence of 
homologous phonemes, blue for assimilation and coral for resyllabification. 
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only features the concurrence of the phoneme /d/. This led to the conclusion that the 
subjects were expecting a longer sample and such a short one was rather disconcerting 
for them. As a group, 4 out of 6 reductions were perceived. With a score of 75.92%, 
snippet nº 21: “vuelvo el lunes por la mañana”, features one sinalefa and a case of 
concurrence of homologous phonemes towards the beginning of the sample. Two 
subjects perceived the sinalefa and 4 subjects perceived the concurrence of the phoneme 
/l/. A case of ‘false start’ was registered: subject T-DC-2 repeated the segment ‘el 
lunes’ twice, but she delivered the whole sample. As a group, 6 out of 12 reductions 
were perceived. With a score of 53.57%, snippet nº 24: “no puedes hacer reservas 
tienes que estar allí”, featured two cases of resyllabification, one case of concurrence 
of homologous phonemes and one sinalefa. Subjects T-AG-1 and T-JD-3 perceived the 
phoneme /z/ in the word ‘hacer’ but they produced the phoneme /s/. Although it does 
not affect intelligibility, since it is a common realisation in several varieties of Spanish.  
As a group, 9 out of 24 reductions were perceived. With a score of 30%, snippet nº 25: 
“van a ir a Formentera ellas solas”, features 2 cases of resyllabification, one sinalefa 
and one case of CHP. As a group, 1 out of 24 reductions were perceived. This sample 
was problematic for the subjects for two main reasons: firstly, the sample features a 
toponym, ‘Formentera’,  that the subjects were not familiar with and secondly, the 
segment that includes the first four syllables of the sample carries three reductions and it 
was uttered at an impressive speed of delivery of 960 syllables per second. This number 
was calculated by dividing the number of syllables (4) by the duration (0:00.250), and 
multiplying by 60, which gives the number of syllable per minute in the segment. 




Figure 38: Screenshot of segment from snippet nº 25 to calculate SoD 
 
Although the scores for this second set of samples were somewhat erratic, the speed of 
delivery and the number of reductions that affect the samples continue to be the 
determinant factors affecting subjects’ performances. 
The table below illustrates, in red, the subjects’ individual perception of sinalefa. 
Examples of sinalefas in the samples of Test 5 
C-AB-1 oe iu oe ee ai ae 
C-IN-2 oe iu oe ee ai ae 
C-SH-3 oe iu oe ee ai ae 
T-AG-1 oe iu oe ee ai ae 
T-DC-2 oe iu oe ee ai ae 
T-JD-3 oe iu oe ee ai ae 
Table 129:  Subjects’ perception of sinalefas in Test 5 
The table below illustrates, in red, the subjects’ individual perception of the other 
reductions featured in the samples of Test 4. 
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Subjects Homologous Phonemes Assimilation Resyllabification 
C-AB-1 l-l d-d n-n r-r s-s n-b s.a r.a n.a r.a 
C-IN-2 l-l d-d n-n r-r s-s n-b s.a r.a n.a r.a 
C-SH-3 l-l d-d n-n r-r s-s n-b s.a r.a n.a r.a 
T-AG-1 l-l d-d n-n r-r s-s n-b s.a r.a n.a r.a 
T-DC-2 l-l d-d n-n r-r s-s n-b s.a r.a n.a r.a 
T-JD-3 l-l d-d n-n r-r s-s n-b s.a r.a n.a r.a 
Table 130:  Subjects’ perception of reductionist features in Test 5 
 
The number of reductions perceived is proportional to the individual overall score for 
the set:  
C-SH-3 T-JD-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 C-AB-1 C-IN-2 
36 31 28 24 23.5 20 
4+7 2+5 1+5 2+4 1+3 0+1 
Table 131:  Subjects’ scores / Perception of reductions in Test 5 
 
 
Figure 39: Subjects’ scores in Test 5.  
 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 












Subjects scores  for Test 5 
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Subject C-SH-3 is again the top scorer, closely followed by subjects T-AG-1 and T-JD-
3 as in the previous test.  
 
Figure 40: Score comparison: Test Group / Control Group in Test 5. 
 
The Test Group, performed better overall than the Control Group, although only 
slightly: the Test Group scored a total of 83 points and the Control Group a total of 79.5 
points. These results mirror those obtained in the first set of tests featuring reductionist 
techniques, where the Test Group was leading the scores.  
 
• Second treatment of data: Rating subjects’ productions (Intelligibility) 
The ratings from the individual judges were transcribed into an Excel spreadsheet and 
added to provide an overall score per snippet as illustrated in the table below: 
Control Group Test Group 








Subjects’ Snippets Judges’ rating 
C-AB-21 3 T-AG-21 5 
C-AB-22 5 T-AG-22 7 
C-AB-23 1 T-AG-23 9 
C-AB-24 4 T-AG-24 6 
C-AB-25 2 T-AG-25 2 
C-AB-1    T-AG-1 
C-IN-2     T-DC-2 






Score comparison  
control group test group 
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C-IN-22 1 T-DC-22 6 
C-IN-23 5 T-DC-23 2 
C-IN-24 2 T-DC-24 4 
C-IN-25 2 T-DC-25 2 
C-SH-21 12 T-JD-21 7 
C-SH-22 11 T-JD-22 2 
C-SH-23 10 T-JD-23 7 
C-SH-24 8 T-JD-24 6 
C-SH-25 2 T-JD-25 2 
Table 132: Judges’ overall score per snippet in Test 5 
In order to compare the present author’s assessment to the Judges’ assessment, both the 
results of the analysis of the subjects’ productions (audio files), which was elaborated 
by the present author on point-scoring scheme, and the results of the analysis of the 
subjects’ productions, which was elaborated by the judges on a Likert scale rating 
scheme, were given in percentage results.  
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Figure 42: Comparison of results for the Test Group in Test 5 
 
The two figures above incorporate the ratings of the present author and the ratings of the 
judges per snippet produced by the subjects in their respective group. The disparities 
between the two sets of results, which have slightly diminished in Test 5, illustrate that 
the subjects’ ability to perceive and reproduce the segments in snippets (represented by 
the present author’s rating) does not necessarily contribute to enhance their 
intelligibility (represented by the judges’ ratings).  
As for the individual performance of the subjects in the test, the results achieved in the 
first treatment of data are also compared to the individual results achieved in the second 
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Figure 43: Individual performance comparison in Test 5. 
 
 
• Discussion of results of Test 5 (Comparison between results in Test 4 and 
Test 5. 
Results from the first analysis of data registered a poorer performance of the subjects’ in 
Test 5 (60% accuracy) compared to Test 4 (66% accuracy). Results from the second 
analysis of data also registered a poorer performance in Test 5 (40 % performance 
rating) compared to Test 4 (50 % performance rating). 
 
Discrepancies between the analytic processing of data by the present author and the 
holistic processing of data by the panel of judges have diminished in Test 5 compared to 
Test 4, both in the analysis of samples and the rating of subjects’ individual 
performances. 
 
As previously stated during the first analysis of data, subjects’ performances were 
somewhat erratic in this test. The number of sinalefas in the samples had been reduced 
compared to the previous test; however, the amount of reductionist techniques and the 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
Judges' ratings 124.98 133.31 358.31 241.65 166.65 199.98 
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length of the snippets varied from sample to sample which rendered the set with an 
unbalanced level of difficulty. As anticipated the subjects found more problems than in 
the previous test. 
 
Regarding the results obtained by groups, the first analysis of data in Test 5 did not 
register any improvement compared to Test 4, although the Test Group scored higher 
than the Control group by 3.5 points. The second analysis of data registered a draw with 
both Control group and Test Group scoring 73 points; compared to the results in Test 4 
there has been a slight improvement in the Test Group in Test 5. 
 
The rationale for the comparison of results between these two tests was to determine 
whether reductionist features affecting vowels pose the same difficulty as those 
affecting consonants in subjects’ oral productions. This hypothesis was confirmed by 
the results of the first set of tests which investigated subjects’ reception. The results 
obtained in this comparative analysis do no show enough evidence to support the 
aforementioned hypothesis. 
 
These results reinforce the conclusion achieved in the discussion of Test 4 that the 
subjects’ ability to perceive and reproduce the segments in the snippets (represented by 
the present author’s rating) does not necessarily contribute to enhance intelligibility 
(represented by the judges’ ratings) and that the effectiveness of the slow-down tool at 
60%  in increasing intelligibility remains inconclusive. 
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5.6 Test 6 
‘To Investigate Dublin Institute of Technology (School of Languages) Irish 
Students’ Productive Intelligibility When Reproducing Recordings of Native 
Spanish Speakers Featuring With Fewer Reductions’  
  
5.6.1 Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples  
TEST 6:  











26 en muy poco 
tiempo pero 
todo salió como 
muy bien 
susana- maría 1 
(susana) 
16 0:01.928 498 209 
27 es el mejor así 
para yo creo 
que para gente 
joven 
susana- maría 2 
(maría) 
18 0:02.484 435 217 
28 si vieras por lo 
que decidimos 
susana- maría 2 
(maría) 
10 0:01.246 481 223 
29 a ver si me 
pasas algunos 
relatos 
jesús- patricia  1 
(jesús) 
12 0:01.554 463 94 
30 que me voy a 
quitar un 
pendiente 
jesús- patricia  1 
(patricia) 
10 0:01.227 489 197 
Table 133: Choice of Snippets for Test 6. 
 
The choice of snippets for Test 6 follows the same criteriaCVIII as the previous tests as 
regards the absence of colloquial phrases and the use of flow units as they ‘actually’ are, 
without segmenting them to get semantically and grammatically complete 
phrases/sentences. 
 
                                                 
CVIII See ‘Rationale’ in section 5.1.1.: Justification of the Choice of Speech Samples. 
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 In order to mirror Test 3, the new criterion introduced to this test should be the absence 
of sinalefa (or the absence of any sort of reduction if possible). Nevertheless, at this 
stage, the results from the first set of tests had already proven that samples without 
reductions were easier for the subjects (see section 5.3.4 Discussion of Tests 1, 2 and 
3). Therefore, the choice of samples for this test centred around the use of the flow units 
as they’ actually’ are, featuring unfinished sentences and irregular syntactic structures. 
The samples register fewer reductions although, in this final test, the length of some of 
the snippets was slightly larger than the norm. 
 
Rationale 
Overlooking the length criterion previously considered for verbatim recall elicitation of 
dataCIX, and considering the results from the previous test, where smaller samples 
scored less well than longer samples, the present author decided to incorporate longer 
samples to study the effect on subjects’ performances. Consequently, snippet nº 26, with 
16 syllables, and snippet nº 27, with 18 syllables, are the largest flow units used in the 
whole study. 
 
The samples chosen for this test illustrate examples of assimilation, resyllabification 
and one sinalefa:  
TEST 2:  SNIPPETS  (Flow units) 
Reductionist Features 
Assimilation Resyllabification Sinalefa 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo 
salió como muy bien 
n-m   
                                                 
CIX‘Verbatim recall drops markedly at clause and sentence boundaries, suggesting that the process of 
packaging the signal into syntactic units takes place at these points. It may be that the actual words are 
no longer necessary once the syntactic unit has been constructed. Or it may be that syntactic processing 
places such heavy demands upon working memory that it has to abandon its verbatim record of the 
words’ (Field, 2004: 319). 
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27 es el mejor así para yo creo que 
para gente joven 
n-m s.e / r.a  
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos    
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos  s.a  
30 que me voy a quitar un pendiente n-p r.u oia 
Table 134: Reductions in Snippets for Test 3.  
5.6.2 Methodology for Test 6 
Test 6 follows the same methodologyCX  of Test 4 and 5 in order to: 
• Document subjects’ aural perception of the master samples.  
• Evaluate the spoken production and the intelligibility of the snippets produced 
by the participants. 
• Apply the slow-down speech tool to slow pronunciation to a speed of 60%, for 
the subjects in the Test group. 
• Compare the results of the Control group and the Test group to test the effects of 
speech rate on the intelligibility of their speech production. 
Test 6: Data Collection  Rationale 
Subjects listen to the sample and 
imitate/record what they hear. 
To elicit testing data.  
Transcription of snippets (by the 
present author) 
To score subjects’ productions based on 
accuracy, using a point-scoring scheme. 
Assessment of snippets 
(by the judges) 
To score subjects’ productions based on 
intelligibility, using a 5-point Likert rating scale. 
Comparison between the judges’ 
evaluations results and the 
transcription of the snippets 
To implement the evaluation  
Merging of results 
(Tests 4&5 – Test 6) 
To gauge the overall performance of the  
subjects’ production over this second set of tests  
Table 135: Test 6 Data Collection and Rationale 
                                                 
CXSee section 5.4.2.: ‘Methodology for Test 4’. 
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Data for Test 6 were collected at different stages from November 2011 to January 2012 
following the same procedures as in Tests 4 & 5. Once data were collected, they 
underwent the same evaluation/assessment as in Tests 4 and 5. Then, the results were 
added to those of the previous tests to gauge the individual subjects’ overall 
performance of in this second set of tests. 
5.6.3 Analysis of Test 6, Groups A and B  
After the subjects have listened to the master samples, imitated what they heard and 
recorded their production, the analysis of data elicited is two-fold since: firstly, the 
present author transcribes the subjects’ productions onto an Excel spreadsheet to score 
them based on accuracy, using the same point scoring scheme as in the first set of tests 
(Test 1, 2 & 3). Secondly, a panel of judges scores subjects’ productions based on 
intelligibility, using a 5-point Likert rating scale. Therefore, this test documents both 
aural perception and oral production. 
 
• First treatment of data: Transcribing and scoring subjects’ productions. 
In line with the methodology of the previous set of tests, both the test samples and the 
test results are analysed. The data are specifically categorised according to subjects’ 
scores achieved in the transcription of their oral production. After evaluation, the four 
samples in Test 5, showed various scores for subjects’ performances which were 
compared to the ideal scores: the maximum score per snippet (see Figure 44).   
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Figure 44: Subjects’ samples analysis in Test 6.  
 
By comparing the master samples to the snippets produced by the subjects, their 
productions were transcribed and rated, on a point-scoring scheme, by the present 
author. The average score per snippet was calculated to determine the level of difficulty 
of the master samples.  
Snippet Score Speaker Reductions Orthosyll. SoD Pitch 
range 
27 63.88 % ‘maría’ 2 18 435 217 
26 61.45% ‘susana’ 1 16 498 209 
30 61% ‘patricia’ 1+2 10 489 197 
28 45% ‘maría’ 0 10 481 223 
29 41.66% ‘jesús’ 1 12 463 94 
Table 136: Snippets score in Test 6. 
With a score of 63.88%, snippet nº27: “es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente 
joven”CXI, the longest sample in the set, was the easiest for the subjects. The sample 
features 2 cases of resyllabification that were perceived by half of the subjects (see table 
below). As a group, that is 6 out of 6 reductions perceived. From the syntactic point of 
view, it is a complex sample: it features a reformulation that affects the word order. The 
correct word order would be “yo creo que es el mejor así para gente joven”. The 
                                                 
CXI Segments affected by reductions are colour coded: red for sinalefa, grey for concurrence of 




63,88% snippet 28 
45% snippet 29 








real score ideal score 
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subjects’ productions registered the same occurrence: they all dropped the word “para” 
that was repeated twice due to the reformulation. This indicates that they understood the 
meaning of the message contained in the sample and deemed it ‘logical’ to drop the 
unnecessary element. Subjects T-DC-2 and T-AG- 1 inserted a non-existent word in 
their recording: ‘es *mucho mejor’ instead of ‘es el mejor’. With a score of 61.45%, 
snippet nº26: “en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien, features one case 
of assimilation that was perceived by 2 subjects. That is 2 out of 6. A case of transfer 
within the sample in subject T-JD-3’s production was registered: she misplaced the 
word ‘como’ within the sentence. With a score of 61%, snippet nº 30: “que me voy a 
quitar un pendiente”, features 3 reductions: one sinalefa, one case of resyllabification 
and one assimilation. During the analysis of the data, it was noted that snippet T-AG-30 
(subject T-AG-1’s production) was corrupted due to a technical problem and 
consequently not included in the analysis. This has obviously affected the score of this 
sample. As a group, (of five) 10 out of 18 reductions were perceived. With a score of 
45%, snippet nº28: “si vieras por lo que decidimos”, features no reductions, no 
complex syntax, no unfamiliar vocabulary and yet, it registered a very poor score. 
During the treatment of the data, it was noted that snippet C-AB-28 (subject C-AB-1’s 
production) was corrupted due to a technical problem and consequently not included in 
the analysis. This has obviously affected the score of this sample, but the poor score 
achieved by the remaining subjects still remains incomprehensible. There was a 
common failure to perceive/produce the subjunctive form of the verb (only subject T-
AG-1 got it). On the other hand, subjects T-AG-1, T-DC-2 and T-JD-3 perceived the 
phoneme /z/ in the word ‘decidimos’ but they produced the phoneme /s/. This incidence 
has been registered before and although it does not affect intelligibility, since it is a 
common realisation in several varieties of Spanish, it is still an incorrect reproduction of 
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that particular segment. With a score of 41.66%, snippet nº29: “a ver si me pasas 
algunos relatos”, features one case of resyllabification that was perceived/produced by 
one subject. As a group, that is 1 out of 6 reductions perceived.  
Subjects Assimilation Resyllabification  Sinalefa 
C-AB-1 n-m n-p s.e r.a s.a r.u oia 
C-IN-2 n-m n-p s.e r.a s.a r.u oia 
C-SH-3 n-m n-p s.e r.a s.a r.u oia 
T-AG-1 n-m n-p s.e r.a s.a r.u oia 
T-DC-2 n-m n-p s.e r.a s.a r.u oia 
T-JD-3 n-m n-p s.e r.a s.a r.u oia 
Table 137: Subjects’ perception of reductionist features in Test 6. 
The results in Test 6 have been erratic in terms of scores that do not necessarily reflect 
the anticipated subjects’ progression, as judged by their previous performances. The 
issue of the corrupted audio files aforementioned, which have not been included in the 
analysis, has been the cause of the apparent imbalance that affects mainly subject T-
AG-1’s score.  On the other hand, the number of reductions perceived is not 
proportional to the individual overall score for the set:   
Subjects C-SH-3 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 T-AG-1 C-IN-2 C-AB-1 
scores 56 41 37 29 28 27 
Nº reductions 6 2 3 1 3 3 
Table 138:  Subjects’ scores / Perception of reductions in Test 6 
 
Figure 45: Subjects’ scores in Test 6.  
 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 







60 Target score: 
65 points 
Subjects scores  for Test 6 
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Subject C-SH-3 is the top scorer in Test 6, followed by subjects T-DC-2 and T-JD-3.  
 
 
Figure 46: Score comparison: Test Group / Control Group in Test 6. 
 
The Control Group, performed better overall than the Test Group, although only 
slightly: the Control Group scored a total of 111 points and the Test Group a total of 
107 points. The performance of subject C-SH-3 has been decisive and might have 
unduly affected the results.  
 Second treatment of data: Rating subjects’ productions (Intelligibility) 
The ratings from the individual judges were transcribed into an Excel spreadsheet and 
added to provide an overall score per snippet as illustrated in the table below: 
Control Group Test Group 









Subjects’ Snippets Judges’ rating 
C-AB-26 4 T-AG-26 8 
C-AB-27 8 T-AG-27 11 
C-AB-28 *CXII  T-AG-28 4 
C-AB-29 4 T-AG-29 3 
C-AB-30 1 T-AG-30 * 
C-IN-26 4 T-DC-26 8 
                                                 
CXII The asterics in Table 139 stand for the missing/corrupted snippets: C-AB-27 and T-AG-30. 
C-AB-1    T-AG-1 
C-IN-2     T-DC-2 






Score comparison  
control group test group 
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C-IN-28 1 T-DC-28 4 
C-IN-29 2 T-DC-29 2 
C-IN-30 4 T-DC-30 4 
C-SH-26 11 T-JD-26 6 
C-SH-27 10 T-JD-27 4 
C-SH-28 6 T-JD-28 2 
C-SH-29 8 T-JD-29 8 
Table 139: Judges’ overall score per snippet in Test 6 
 
In order to compare the present author’s assessment to the Judges’ assessment, both the 
results of the analysis of the subjects’ productions (audio files), which was elaborated 
by the present author in a point-scoring scheme, and the results of the analysis of the 
subjects’ productions, which was elaborated by the judges on a Likert scale rating 
scheme, were given in percentages.  
 














































Judges Control Group 33.33 66.66 0 33.33 8.33 33.33 66.66 8.33 16.66 33.33 91.66 83.33 50 66.66 100 









 in percentages 
Subjects' production scores in Control Group. Test  6  
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Figure 48: Comparison of results for the Test Group in Test 6. 
 
The two figures above incorporate the ratings of the present author and the 
ratings of the judges per snippet produced by the subjects in their respective group. 
Although the disparities between the two sets of results seem to have diminished 
compared to the previous tests, they continue to support the conclusion that the 
subjects’ ability to perceive and reproduce the segments in snippet (represented by the 
present author’s rating) does not necessarily contribute to enhance intelligibility 
(represented by the judges’ ratings), as noted in previous analyses. As for the individual 
performance of the subjects in the test, the results achieved in the first treatment of data 
are also comparable to the individual results achieved in the second treatment of data. 
 































Judges Test Group 66.66 91.66 33.33 25 0 66.66 41.66 33.33 16.66 33.33 50 33.33 16.66 66.66 58.33 










Subjects' production scores in Test Group. Test  6  
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
Judges' ratings 141.65 158.31 391.65 216.65 191.64 224.98 










Individual performances comparison 
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• Discussion of results of Test 6 (Merging of results from Tests 4, 5 & 6) 
The issue of the two corrupted audio files (T-AG-30 and C-AB-28) aforementioned in 
the analysis of Test 6 affected the individual results of subjects T-AG-1 and C-AB-1. 
Nevertheless, the present author decided not to discard the data elicited from the other 
subjects and simply amend the figures representing ideal scores for the test in both 
treatments of data (first and second analysis) so as to calculate the percentages of 
accuracy in the first analysis and the performance rating in the second analysis. Having 
amended the ideal scores figures, results from the first analysis of data registered a 
poorer performance of the subjects in Test 6 (58.76% accuracy) compared to Test 5 
(60.18% accuracy). Results from the second analysis of data registered a better 
performance in Test 6 (47.32 % performance rating) compared to Test 5 (40.55 % 
performance rating). The results in Test 6 have been the most erratic in terms of scores 
that do not necessarily reflect the anticipated subjects’ progression, as judged by their 
previous performances. The decision to overlook the length criterion, previously 
considered for verbatim recall elicitation of data, and to introduce longer snippets in this 
last test produced interesting results: according to both ratings (the present author’s and 
the panel’s) longer samples registered better results than shorter ones.   
 
Figure 50: Subjects’ scores in 2nd set of tests (author) 
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
TEST 4 8.7 7.4 13.33 10.37 8.88 11.48 
TEST 5 7.84 10.53 12.99 12 10.53 12 










Subjetcs' scores in 2nd set of tests 
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In order to gauge the overall performance of the subjects’ production through this last 
set of tests, the scores of the two analyses carried out in Tests 4, 5 and 6 are illustrated 
in the Figures 50 and 51. The results in Figure 50 are introduced in percentages rather 
than in points to offer a more precise visual comparison with the next figure. According 
to the scoring system of the first analysis of data, carried out by the present author, the 
Control Group scored 255 points and the Test Group scored 261 points.  
 
Figure 51: Subjects’ scores in 2nd set of tests (panel) 
 
According to the scoring system of the second analysis of data, carried out by the panel 
of judges, the Control Group scored 233 points and the Test Group scored 218 points.  
 
To summarise, according to the results of the two analyses carried out through this 
second set of tests, the answer to the research question ‘Is the speech slow-down facility 
effective in increasing the intelligibility of speakers’ pronunciation?’ is that the 
effectiveness of the slow-down tool at 60%  in increasing intelligibility is inconclusive.
  
C-AB-1 C-IN-2 C-SH-3 T-AG-1 T-DC-2 T-JD-3 
TEST 4 21 13 43 29 21 19 
TEST 5 15 15 43 29 20 24 




















This chapter summarises all the work undertaken during the preparation of the 
thesis. A discussion of the tests, the justification of the aims of tests, the answers to the 
research questions and the considerations on testing and evaluation methods are treated.  
A statement of the original contributions, a reflection on the limitations of current study 
and its pedagogical implications are also made, alongside suggestions and 
recommendations for further research.  The chapter ends with some closing remarks.  
 
The creation of the DSSC, its research, development and application, has been the 
backbone of this study since it has allowed the present author to obtain a quantitative 
appreciation of features of connected speech in Spanish, to create high quality assets 
and to use these assets to test the research hypotheses. This principled collection of 
natural spoken Spanish provided a basis for effectively applying the time-scaling tool 
and it shows, on a small scale, how a natural language functions. 
 
The research undertaken by the present author, based on the study of reductionist 
features of connected speech taken from natural, genuine assets in the DSSC, has 
investigated Irish students’ speech reception and production difficulties qualitatively 
and has tested the effectiveness of the slow-down tool in determining whether slowing 





In order to bridge the gap between the internalised, formal, written forms learned 
by language learners and the natural, authentic, dialogic Spanish speech as acquired and 
used by L1 speakers, an innovative pedagogical methodology is also suggested in the 
current research. It contributes to ELE pedagogy by exposing language learners to 
natural, authentic, L1-L1 speech materials, assisted by language learning technologies, 
rather than concentrating on the written form, where all the obstacles that might pose 
problems for learners are taken out, rendering the texts into no more than ordinary 
textbook material, devoid of most, if not all of the realistic characteristics of everyday 
NS speech. Furthermore, it is envisioned that the use of authentic materials may help 
increasing language learners’ awareness of the importance of contextual knowledge 
 
Discussion of tests 
In order to evaluate, on the one hand, the receptive intelligibility problems in assigning 
word boundaries and recognising sounds which are simplified and altered in rapid 
speech when L2 Spanish users are exposed to Spanish connected speech (Tests 1,2 & 3) 
and, on the other hand, the intelligibility of L2 Spanish users’ pronunciation when they 
imitate and reproduce native-like, informal Spanish speech (Tests 4, 5 & 6), the 
application and evaluation of the use of speech technologies has been undertaken in this 
current research.  
 
It seems appropriate to differentiate the tasks involved in documenting the subjects’ 
productions, where the present author focused on transcribing and capturing the 
subjects’ perception of the recordings as opposed to the judges testing the subject’s oral 




The discussion is structured as follows: 
• Justification of the aim of tests 
• Answers to the research questions 
• Correlation between overall results and language learning background variables 
• Considerations on testing and evaluation methods 
 
Justification of the aim of tests 
The focus of this study is three-fold:  
1. To test and document receptive intelligibility problems when L2 Spanish 
users are exposed to Spanish connected speech (Tests 1-2-3). This relates to 
the research questions RQ-1 and RQ-2. 
2. To test and document the intelligibility of speakers’ pronunciation (Tests 4-
5-6). This relates to the research questions RQ-1 and RQ-2 
3. To test the effectiveness of the speech slow-down facility for improving L2 
Spanish users’ speech production and reception by increasing speech 
intelligibility (Tests 1-2-3/ 4-5-6). This relates to the research questions RQ-
3 and RQ-4. 
 
Answers to the research questions 
• RQ-1: Do features of Spanish connected speech pose difficulties for the L2 
student? 
The analyses carried out revealed that intelligibility breakdown occurred mainly in the 
segments of the samples affected by reductionist techniques. There is strong evidence to 
support that sinalefa is the feature that poses most problems for the subjects since 75% 
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of the syllables in the samples affected by it were not perceived/transcribed. A total of 
780 syllables (Test 1+ Test 2) were analysed; 270 syllables (34% of the syllables in the 
samples) were affected by sinalefa, the remaining 510 syllables (65% of the syllables in 
the samples) were not affected by sinalefa but they were affected by other reductionist 
features. 23% of the syllables affected by sinalefa were properly perceived and 
transcribed. 52% of the syllables not affected by sinalefa were properly perceived and 
transcribed.  
 
• RQ-2: Do fragments of speech without reduction pose the same difficulties for 
the L2 student as those presenting some sort of reduction? 
It can be concluded that fragments of speech without reduction also pose difficulties for 
the subjects, although, by a much smaller percentage and that these difficulties can be of 
a different nature than those affecting fragments of speech with reduction such as L1 
interference (features of L1 influencing perception of L2), lexicon (words unknown to 
the listener), syntax (the order of words in the sentence might confuse the listener), and 
non-specific (problems that cannot be identified as any of the above such as: poor 
hearing, noise interference, lack of attention/interest, etc.). Fragments of speech without 
sinalefa reduction do pose some difficulties but to a much smaller degree (43%).  
 
• RQ-3: Is the speech slow-down facility effective in improving listeners’ speech 
reception? 
Although the tests results are mixed, the analytic processing of the data to test aural 
perception was deemed an insightful means to answer this question. There was little 




Test nº 1st place points 2nd place points 
Test 1 Test Group 70 Control Group 61 
Test 2 Test Group 92,5 Control Group 87 
Test 3 Control Group 105 Test Group 102 
Test 4 Test Group 70,5 Control Group 64 
Test 5 Test Group 83 Control Group 79,5 
Test 6 Control Group 111 Test Group 107 
Table 140: Points scored by Control Group/Test Group 
 
While there is a pattern that illustrates better performance of the Test Group in the tests 
that featured samples with reductions (Tests 1-2/4-5) as opposed to the better 
performance of the Control Group in the tests that featured samples with fewer or no-
reductions (Tests 3-6), there is insufficient evidence to conclude that the slow-down 
software at 60% is effective in improving listeners’ speech reception. On the other hand, 
subjects’ comments on the slowed snippets were quite revealing since they all agreed 
that they found little difference between 100% and 60%. This information supports the 
suggestion that 50% and even 40% speed should be tested in further studies.  
Nevertheless, this does not invalidate the usefulness of the slow-down tool in ELE: the 
results suggest that further testing, with slower speeds, is needed before more concrete 
conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the slow-down tool for enhancing perception 
can be achieved.  
 
• RQ-4: Is the speech slow-down facility effective in increasing the intelligibility 




The holistic processing of the data to test oral production carried out by a panel of 
unbiased, native Spanish speakers, all of them language specialists, produces different 
results from the analytic processing of the data to test aural perception carried out by the 
present author, in which rating is based on the subjects’ perception/reproduction of 
individual linguistic elements in the signal.  The disparities between the two sets of 
results illustrate that the subjects’ ability to perceive and reproduce the segments in the 
snippets (represented by the present author’s rating) does not necessarily contribute to 
enhancing their intelligibility (as indicated by the judges’ ratings).  
 
To summarise, according to the results of the two analyses carried out through this 
second set of tests, the answer to the research question ‘Is the speech slow-down facility 
effective in increasing the intelligibility of speakers’ pronunciation?’ is that the 
effectiveness of the slow-down tool at 60%  in increasing intelligibility is inconclusive. 
 
Correlation between overall results and language learning background variables 
Although the results from the tests show little detectable difference between the overall 
performances of the Test Group compared to the Control Group, the correlation 
between the subjects’ overall individual scores and their learning background, 
illustrated in Figure 52, suggests that other variables might have affected the subjects’ 
performances.  
 
Among the variables that can affect reception and production of spoken Spanish, the 
amount of exposure to spoken Spanish, the amount of time studying Spanish and sex 
were considered. Besides, individual learners can differ greatly from each other - 
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cognitively, in their learning and speaking experiences and in their motivation to 
improve their spoken Spanish.  
 
Figure 52: Correlation- Overall results/ Learning background variables 
 
The individual scores featured in Figure 52, which have been treated so they are shown 
as a percentage for functionality purposes, identify C-SH-3, the male subject in the 
Control Group with the highest exposure to spoken Spanish (his mother is Spanish), as 
the top scorer. These results suggest that the exposure to spoken Spanish is more 
relevant than the amount of time studying Spanish.   
 
Furthermore, the main observation from these results is that the females in the Test 
Group which had access to the slow-down facility performed slightly better (57.5 
points) than those in the Control Group (56.25 points). As the difference in average 
scores between the two groups is not very noticeable, it cannot be concluded at this 



















Score 25 21 19 17.75 15.75 15.5 
Years studying Spanish 6 6 6 10 10 4 
Exposure to Spanish 5 4 3 3 2 4 
Subjects' 




can be due to a number of reasons: greater exposure to spoken Spanish or that females 
are better at linguistic skills than males, as corroborated by Richardson (2009) in her 
study where she argues that in general, ‘women are better than men in … verbal 
language’, (Sabbatini, 2000, apud Richardson)CXIII.   
 
Considerations on testing and evaluation methods 
As opposed to the methodologies of other researchers using the slow-down tool 
(Meinardi, Richardson and Wang), the methodology for this experiment required 
subjects in both groups to listen to the samples just once: at 100% speed for the Control 
Group, 60% speed for the Test Group. There is no period of training with the slow-
down facility, there is only one slowed speed on offer; subjects are given just one 
opportunity to get it right. This mirrors exactly what happens in real life: if you miss it 
the first time, the second time around the signal is either going to lose some of its ‘blur’ 
(if the speaker wants you to understand, s/he would deliver a hyper articulated signal) or 
you would be extra attentive and concentrated in order to perceive the missing segment. 
This methodological approach did not determine conclusively the effectiveness of the 
application. Further testing is needed increasing the number of test/control subjects and 
perhaps a review of the testing procedures adopted for the tests in this study is called 
for, before more concrete results for the effectiveness of the slow-down speech tool for 
increasing the intelligibility of speakers’ pronunciation can be achieved. For example, in 
order to avoid L1 interference, it would be recommended to record subjects’ responses 
rather than getting them to transcribe the samples they have heard since L1 interference 
                                                 
CXIII Sabbatini, R. 2000. ‘Are there differences between the brains of males and females?’ Brain and 





is greater when there is more time for reflection. The orthographic transcription task is 
important in that it sheds light regarding students’ ability to correctly assign word 
boundaries; nevertheless it does not necessarily mean that the subject did not hear the 
reduction. Samples produced by students when they imitate and reproduce native-like, 
informal Spanish speech (as in Tests 4, 5 & 6) would show more accurately that the 
reduction was heard/ perceived.  
 
Furthermore, the level of participants’ linguistic ability needs to be more adequately 
ascertained and groups should be divided more conscientiously and evenly to ensure 
more adequate comparative results between groups, as performance is influenced by 
linguistic knowledge. An even distribution of subjects’ ability between the two groups 
would reflect more accurately whether the use of the slow-down facility improves 
subject’s performance and not skew results in favour of any one group. 
 
Regarding evaluation methods, as stated by Wang (Ibid: 293), it is very difficult to 
make a clear-cut judgement and confidently award a score in many cases: sometimes, 
the same subject recording has to be re-listened to several times to determine the score. 
That is also an explanation for the discrepancies between the present author’s 
evaluation, which rated evidence of intelligibility, and the panel’s evaluation, which 
rated students’ production quality: the present author listened to the student’s 
production assessing perception and reproduction of a segment, whereas the judges 
listened for an intelligible production of the segment in question. In this context, 
segment is to be understood as a segment within the sample that is affected by 
reductionist features, not a phoneme. Assessing perception is easier than assessing the 
intonation envelope.  
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It is also difficult to objectively determine if and when a speaker is intelligible or not – 
as by and large, spoken intelligibility is a subjective concept which is dependent on the 
listener’s aptitude for listening. The main judges of spoken intelligibility in Tests 4, 5 
and 6 – three native Spanish speakers, language specialists – may not have been the 
most suitable candidates to determine the intelligibility of the subjects in this study but, 
until more reliable and accurate methods for calculating speakers’ pronunciation in 
terms of intelligibility, which are not solely based on judges’ ratings but on more 
objective and reliable statistical analysis, are formulated, this seems to be the most 
insightful and appropriate methodology. On the other hand, access to a larger number of 
test persons would also have been beneficial. 
 
In additon to the limitations relating to testing evaluation, there are also some other 
factors which might affect the validition of the current research, which are unavoidable 
when dealing with human subjects: motivation, language learning experience and use, 
temporary fluctuations in participants’ physical condition, stress levels and mental 
alertness at the time of the test. In the process of data collection, the participants were 
tested on different days; it could not be guaranteed that all the participants were tested at 
the same time or under the same testing context, or even ensure that all the participants 
were tested under the same physical or mental conditions. These factors are also 
anticipated to influence the test performance of individual participants.  
 
6.1.1 Contributions to the Body of Knowledge 
The current study produces several original contributions to the field of Spanish 




1. Adopting a new methodology and a novel approach to the study of the 
segmentation of the speech signal with the aim of enhancing the body of 
knowledge regarding the study of prosody in the Spanish tradition. This is 
discussed in the first section of Chapter 2. 
2.  Critically reviewing CALL and CAPT applications and advocating a change 
in the use of language in didactic materials: from scripted to authentic, from 
an orientation of linguistic competence to one of communicative competence 
which enriches the understanding and use of the communicative, pragmatic 
functions of the language. This is discussed in the second section of Chapter 
2. 
3. Identifying, by way of contrast, those features upon which a reflection on the 
didactic implications regarding the teaching of Spanish to Anglophones can 
be elaborated. This is discussed in Chapter 3. 
4. Generating a unique research and analysis corpus (audio resource) of 
informal NS-NS Spanish speech recorded at a high level of audio quality, 
amenable to linguistic analysis, and based on genuine dialogues of informal 
speech using the ‘duologue’ system. This is discussed in Chapter 4. 
5. Investigating the application of an innovative language learning resource, 
i.e., the DSSC, which exposes ELE language learners to authentic, natural 
Spanish speech, and documenting language learners performances in a real, 
contextualised environment which affords them access to L1 prosody. This is 
discussed in Chapter 5 and relates to the research questions 1 and 2. 
6. Exploring the use and effectiveness of a slow-down algorithm to assist ELE 
learners by enhancing speech reception and aid their oral production of the 
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native acoustic ‘blur’ and intonation patterns of L1 speakers. This is 
investigated in Chapter 5 and relates to the research questions 3 and 4. 
 
6.1.2 Pedagogical Implications   
The development of the DSSC and the application of the slow-down tool advocates a 
change in current language learning methodology, especially in listening methodology. 
The current research contributes to ELE pedagogy, by exposing language learners to 
natural, authentic, interactive L1-L1 speech materials, assisted by language learning 
technologies, rather than concentrating on the idealised forms influenced by the written 
language.  
 
By incorporating real speech into language learning pedagogy and offering the 
possibility to study speech production in detail with the slow-down software, both 
learners and researchers alike can observe authentic speech as it is spoken in reality but 
at a comfortable and accessible speed, and benefit from an increased awareness of the 
characteristics of connected speech. This approach opens the door to the design of 
innovative exercises where the students focus on identifying sounds that have ‘eroded’ 
in the stream of speech. It seems essential, consequently, that features which are 
characteristic of NS speech are represented in lesson material, in order to facilitate the 
NNS’s listening skills and to help increase the learner’s language processing power.  
Once receptive skills are improved, it will also be easier for the NNSs to achive an 




Furthermore, the post-listening phase should include oral and aural work on sections 
of notably fast extracts from recordings to improve students’ perception skills since 
perception – particularly the ability to hold sounds in short term memory long enough to 
inspect them for meaningCXIV – is a skill that is a prerequisite for understanding. For 
this reason, it is important that students spend adequate time with the recordings 
themselves, so they can hear listening passages as often as needed. The focus of the 
listening task, should directly relate to the central meaning of the recording while also 
challenging the listeners in terms of perception.  
 
In the present author’s opinion, the most effective means of addressing the receptive 
difficulties which language learners are likely to experience when dealing with the 
various pronunciation differences or different accents is through pedagogy: exposure to 
authentic material and a variety of accents increases one’s receptive expertise. It 
especially serves the purpose of sensitising the learner to a model of spoken language 
that will predictably be encountered when, for example, choosing to study, work or 
travel in a Spanish speaking country. For NN language learners, details such as prosody 
are of equal importance in understanding the finer detail of the target language as for 
example grammatical knowledge. As previously stated in section 1.3.3, the following 
steps in finding appropriate, interactive lesson material for language learners are 
recommended, and it is suggested that material should: 
− Be based on authentic or naturalistic source materials. 
− Enable learners to manipulate and practise specific features of language. 
                                                 
CXIV As advocated, for English, by Richard Cauldwell. 
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− Allow learners to rehearse, in class, communicative skills they need in the 
real world. 
However, there is a lot of work to be done in technological implementation of 
CAPT systems so the pedagogical requirements are met through the integration of ASR 
technology and pedagogical guidelines. As previously pointed out in section 2.6.2, the 
use of graphic representations of the speech signal implies that the L2 student is able to 
establish the relationship between the sound and the graphic on one hand, and between 
the perception of the model he/she hears and the imitation he/she produces on the other 
hand. The issue of the interaction between production and perception still remains a 
controversial one when it comes to the acquisition of a foreign language. Nevertheless, 
acoustic representations do provide ‘visual feedback’; an additional information that can 
be interesting for the L2 students, if understood as a complement rather than the only 
method of learning pronunciation and phonetic correction.  
 
6.1.3 Limitations of the Present Study 
Due to the limitations on the availability of students, the methodology was 
revised and adapted to the number of students made available by the School of 
Languages in DIT Kevin Street, who were willing to participate in this study. Access to 
a larger number of students for a longer period of time, ideally an academic term, would 
undoubtedly help to determine conclusively the effectiveness of the DITCALL slow-
down tool for both, language reception and language production. On the other hand, an 
implementation in methodology could be achieved by providing small groups of 
learners with access to recorded speech acts, which they control: they can re-hear it as 
often as they need, thereby focussing on their own needs. By getting learners to report 
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back on which parts of the recording they found difficult or easy would inform the ELE 
teacher of students’ perception and understanding difficulties.  
 
Due to time constraints, inherent to the scope of a PhD, and although the volume 
of data made available through the corpus approach of this study was enough to provide 
a reliable analysis of the features of connected speech investigated, the DSSC is still a 
work under construction. On the one hand, more duologues with informants of different 
ages would give an added value to the corpus since it would increase the choice of 
assets to source new didactic materials; on the other hand, the flow units in the corpus 
were tagged for very specific reductionist features of connected speech, which, although 
it renders the research findings equally reliable, leaves a set of features of connected 
speech beyond the scope of this study.  
 
6.2 Suggestions for Further Research 
The work undertaken in the elaboration of this thesis has produced a series of 
findings that have improved our understanding of how the reductionist features of 
connected speech affect the intelligibility of the ‘real’ speech assets and its implications 
for ELE language learning.  
 
Previous studies in listener intelligibility by researchers such as Anderson and 
Munro and Derwing have observed that there is a distinct link between prosody and 
intelligibility. They deem advisable to include exercises on elements such as syllable 
length, stressed syllables and full and reduced vowels in teaching materials focussing on 
improving receptive skills (and subsequently pronunciation skills). Therefore, some 
areas of investigation are now considered for further research. 
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Further Analysis of the Relationship between Reductionist Techniques and 
Prosody 
In the present author’s opinion, the correlation between the reductionist features and 
their phonological realisations, especially the speed of delivery, pitch range and position 
of the stress has not been addressed in the present study and, therefore, it should be 
considered for further research. These concepts have been introduced as variables in an 
effort to provide a thorough qualitative description of the speech assets. Further analysis 
of the various reductionist features and their different realisations of speed of delivery/ 
pitch range should be undertaken. 
 
Further Exploitation of the DSSC 
A small selection of samples from the corpus (30 samples) has been tagged for speed of 
delivery and pitch range. These prosodic marks were introduced as variables in the 
testing chapter to determine their involvement in the subjects’ performance. More work 
needs to be undertaken, based on the analysis of natural interactive dialogue featured in 
the DSSC, to identify other features that could pose difficulties for the language learners 
such as loudness, tempo and rhythm of speech.  
 
On the other hand, another tagging framework can be introduced that mirrors the work 
carried out in DIT by the FLUENTCXV team, which includes significant linguistic 
features such as emotion, formulaic language, context of the sequence of speech 
(themes and topics) and the relationship between the speakers as well as the acoustic 
correlates of communicatively significant dialogic features. All these features are 




present in the DSSC, which could be used to expand the field of knowledge in the 
manner suggested by the present author. 
 
Further Analysis on DIT’s Technologies  
As previously mentioned in section 6.1.3, regarding methodology, it would be advisable 
to conduct a study which involved a larger population exposed to the use of the slow-
down tool for a longer period of time to conclusively determine its validity. 
Furthermore, future testing could investigate alternative means of assessing speaker 
intelligibility other than verbatim recall and ratings tests and include a larger spectrum 
of judges to rate the subjects productions, not only language specialists. 
 
6.3 Closing Remarks 
This thesis carries significance in arguing for a different approach to language 
teaching and learning, based on the use of authentic materials taken from ‘duologues’, 
and serves to introduce the discussion on how to use significant methodologies, that 
address the requirements of the L2 language learners, to bridge the gap so as to advance 
students linguistic abilities in coping with the authentic, informal speech of the Spanish 
native-speaking community.  
 
Furthermore, it has enabled the present author to discover a fascinating world, full 
of challenges, that has contributed to her personal growth by means of perseverance, 
resolve and tenacity. However, it has also motivated the present author to further 
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Appendix 1: Duologue Jesús_Patricia 1 
JESUS  FU  FS  TURN   PATRICIA PFU   FS  TURN 
         [inhales] FUA1 FSA1 TA1 
     Hola Patricia qué tal? FUA2     
     
     
bien FUB1 FSB1 TB1 
[inhales] FUA3 FSA2 TA2 
 
y tú como estás? FUB2 FSB2   
bien bien FUA4     
     [inhales] FUA5 FSA3   
     oye FUA6     
     me dijeron que FUA7     
     acabas de volver de viaje FUA8     
     no? FUA9     
     has estado por ahí FUA10 FSA4   
     no? FUA11     
     
     
pues FUB3 FSB3 TB2 
     
el domingo FUB4 FSB4   
     
diez FUB5     
     
va a hacer un año FUB6     
ah sí? FUA12 FSA5 TA3 
     
     
que volví FUB7 FSB5 TB3 
     
sí FUB8 FSB6   
     
así que hace un año ya FUB9 FSB7   
[inhales] FUA13 FSA6 TA4 
 
y se ha pasado volando FUB10     
y dónde estuvistes? FUA14     
 
[inhales] FUB11 FSB8   
     
pues estuve FUB12     
     
empecé por FUB13 FSB9   
     
hice tres continentes FUB14 FSB10   
     
a ver FUB15 FSB11   
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tres continentes? FUA15 FSA7 TA5 
 
que lo cuen FUB16     
     
que lo cuente bien FUB17     
guau FUA16 FSA8 TA6 
 
[laughs] FUB18 FSB12   
     
porque FUB19 FSB13   
     
sí FUB20     
     
empecé en Suramérica FUB21 FSB14   
     
y después  FUB22     
     
fuí a FUB23     
     
Nueva Zelanda FUB24     
     
y después  FUB25     
     
fuí a FUB26     
     
China FUB27     
acabaste en China FUA17 FSA9 TA7 
 
[inhales] FUB28 FSB15   
y de China ya volviste FUA18     
 
acabé en China FUB29     
     
hice China FUB30     
     
en China volví FUB31     
     
de China volví FUB32     
     
sí FUB33     
     
[inhales] FUB34 FSB16   
     
seis meses en total FUB35     
seis meses en total FUA19 FSA10 TA8 
     [inhales] FUA20 FSA11   
 
sí FUB36 FSB17 TB4 
y Suramérica FUA21     
     que es lo que más te gustó? FUA22     
 
[inhales] FUB37 FSB18 TB5 
Suramérica? FUA23     
 
pues Suramérica FUB38     
     
yo había pensado FUB39     
     
[inhales] FUB40 FSB19   
     
un segundito eh? FUB41     
     
que me voy a quitar un pendiente FUB42     
     
[pause] FUB43 FSB20   
     
que me hacía daño con los cascos FUB44 FSB21   
     
[inhales] FUB45 FSB22   
     
pues había pensado solamente FUB46     
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o sea FUB47 FSB23   
     
me iba cuatro meses FUB48     
     
no? FUB49     
mhm  FUA24 FSA12 TA9 
 
[inhales] FUB50 FSB24   
     
y después un mes en Nueva Zelanda  FUB51     
     
y un mes en China FUB52     
     
[pause] FUB53 FSB25   
     
y había pensado ir a FUB54 FSB26   
     
Buenos Aires y estar por lo menos dos meses ahí FUB55     
     
[inhales] FUB56 FSB27   
     
y dos meses más viajando FUB57     
sí FUA25 FSA13 TA10 
 
[inhales] FUB58 FSB28   
     
pero llegué a Buenos Aires y FUB59     
     
y como es muy parecido a las ciudades europeas que conocemos FUB60     
     
dije FUB61     
     
[pcht] FUB62 FSB29   
     
pues estuve una semana y ya me voy FUB63     
sí FUA26 FSA14 TA11 
 
[inhales] FUB64 FSB30   
     
entonces lo que iba a ser un viaje sólo por Argentina y Chile FUB65     
     
[inhales] FUB66     
     
se convirtió en un viaje por FUB67     
     
Argentina FUB68     
     
Brasil FUB69     
     
Chile FUB70     
     
y Bolivia FUB71     
     
[laughs] FUB72 FSB31   
sí que al final cambiaste un poco de FUA27 FSA15 TA12 
     
     
cambié bastante FUB73 FSB32 TB6 
     
sí FUB74     
fue difícil cambiar de vuelos FUA28 FSA16 TA13 
 
cambié bastante FUB75     
y esas cosas FUA29     
 
[inhales] FUB76 FSB33   
     
no FUB77     
     
porque una vez FUB78     
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no  FUB79 FSB34   
     
porque no no FUB80     
     
fue todo en bus eh? FUB81 FSB35   
[inhales] FUA30 FSA17 TA14 
     ah en autobús? FUA31     
     
     
sí FUB82 FSB36 TB7 
     
la parte de Suramérica fue todo en autobús FUB83     
[clears throat] FUA32 FSA18 TA15 
 
menos FUB84     
     
[inhales] FUB85 FSB37   
     
un cruze FUB86     
     
que sí que lo hice en avión FUB87     
     
que fue FUB88     
     
desde el centro de Chile FUB89     
     
hasta FUB90     
     
Tierra de Fuego FUB91     
     
que es el sur sur sur FUB92     
[mhm] FUA33 FSA19 TA16 
     
     
[inhales] FUB93 FSB38 TB8 
     
entonces eso FUB94     
fue fue más más en au y es seguro el autobús FUA34 FSA20 TA17 
     y tal FUA35     
     
     
sí FUB95 FSB39 TB9 
     
sí sí FUB96     
     
los autobúses están muy bien FUB97     
     
[inhales] FUB98 FSB40   
     
están  FUB99     
     
yo creo que mucho mejor que los autobúses nocturnos de España FUB100     
     
[inhales] FUB101     
sí  FUA36 FSA21 TA18 
     dicen que los autobúses funcionan bastante bien 
no? FUA37 FSA22   
 
sí FUB102 FSB41 TB10 
en Suramérica FUA38     
 
y aparte FUB103 FSB42   
     
bueno y en FUB104 FSB43   
     
en Méjico FUB105     
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si vas luego me cuentas FUB106     
     
pero FUB107     
     
[inhales] FUB108 FSB44   
     
na FUB109     
     
los autobúses nocturnos estaban muy bien FUB110     
sí FUA39 FSA23 TA19 
     
     
sí FUB111 FSB45 TB11 
no es lo que me han dicho FUA40 FSA24 TA20 
     que FUA41 FSA25   
     que los autobúses funcionan muy bien en Méjico FUA42     
     [inhales] FUA43 FSA26   
 
sí FUB112 FSB46 TB12 
así que FUA44     
     
     
bueno en Méji  FUB113 FSB47 TB13 
     
además en Méjico me parece que tienen primera y segunda clase FUB114 FSB48   
[mhm] FUA45 FSA27 TA21 
 
[inhales] FUB115 FSB49   
     
y los de primera clase están muy bien FUB116     
     
[inhales] FUB117 FSB50   
     
en Argentina y en Brasil FUB118     
     
sólo tienen una clase FUB119     
     
[inhales] FUB120 FSB51   
     
lo que pasa que dentro de esa clase el autobús tiene zonas FUB121     
     
no? FUB122     
     
tiene la zon FUB123     
     
y y pagas según lo que se recline el asiento FUB124 FSB52   
     
[laughs] FUB125 FSB53   
ah no me digas? FUA46 FSA28 TA22 
     
     
[inhales] FUB126 FSB54 TB14 
     
entonces si tú vas a estar bastante vertical FUB127     
     
pero ellos le llaman FUB128 FSB55   
     
[inhales] FUB129     
     
semicama FUB130     
ah claro FUA47 FSA29 TA23 
     
     
y en realidad es semicama FUB131 FSB56 TB15 
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porque FUB132     
     
[inhales] FUB133     
     
se reclina mucho más que un asiento normal imagínate FUB134     
sí FUA48 FSA30 TA24 
 
pues se estás FUB135 FSB57   
     
no se como decirte FUB136     
     
igual FUB137     
     
noventa cien FUB138     
     
como a cien gra- FUB139     
     
sí FUB140 FSB58   
     
no lo sé FUB141     
     
no se cuanto FUB142     
     
pero FUB143     
     
[pcht] FUB144     
sí FUA49 FSA31 TA25 
     que estás casi como en una cama FUA50 FSA32   
     [inhales] FUA51 FSA33   
 
estás casi tumbado FUB145 FSB59 TB16 
     
y eso es lo más barato FUB146     
     
[inhales] FUB147 FSB60   
ah eso es lo más barato? FUA52 FSA34 TA26 
 
y luego tienes FUB148     
     
sí FUB149 FSB61   
     
y luego tienes el cama total FUB150 FSB62   
     
que se reclina prácticamente del todo FUB151     
     
[inhales] FUB152     
ah vale FUA53 FSA35 TA27 
     
     
y luego tienes FUB153 FSB63 TB17 
     
el FUB154     
     
cama ejecutivo que le llaman FUB155     
     
que son unos asientos que son como camas de cuero FUB156     
[laughs] FUA54 FSA36 TA28 
 
y aparte FUB157     
a todo lujo FUA55 FSA37   
 
[inhales] FUB158 FSB64   
     
esta super bien FUB159     
     
sí FUB160 FSB65   
ejecutivo no FUA56 FSA38 TA29 
 
eh pero FUB161 FSB66   
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[laughs] FUA57 FSA39   
 
[laughs] FUB162 FSB67   
     
sí FUB163 FSB68   
     
pero yo siempre cogía el semicama FUB164 FSB69   
     
[inhales] FUB165 FSB70   
qué bien FUA58 FSA40 TA30 
 
y la verdad es que super bien FUB166     
sí FUA59 FSA41   
 
no hacía falta más FUB167     
no hace falta más FUA60 FSA42   
 
y te daban la cena y todo en el autobús FUB168 FSB71   
ah sí? FUA61 FSA43   
 
y la manta FUB169     
     
sí sí FUB170 FSB72   
     
[inhales] FUB171 FSB73   
     
y en FUB172     
     
entra en el precio FUB173     
ah qué bien no? FUA62 FSA44 TA31 
 
[inhales] FUB174 FSB74   
     
tienen azafatos FUB175     
[laughs] FUA63 FSA45 TA32 
     
     
[laughs] FUB176 FSB75 TB18 
     
y te dan la cena FUB177 FSB76   
pues sí FUA64 FSA46 TA33 
     [inhales] FUA65 FSA47   
     pue y que fue un cambio no? FUA66     
     lo de  FUA67     
     [exhales] FUA68     
     pasar de ahí a FUA69     
     [pause] FUA70 FSA48   
 
sí FUB178 FSB77 TB19 
a Australia y China supongo FUA71 FSA49   
     
     
sí FUB179 FSB78 TB20 
     
porque además después de Argentina FUB180 FSB79   
     
[pcht] FUB181     
     
me fui a Brasil FUB182     
     
[inhales] FUB183 FSB80   
     
que me encantó FUB184     
     
[inhales] FUB185 FSB81   
     
y de ahí practi estuve en el norte de Argentina bastante tiempo FUB186     
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y crucé a Bolivia FUB187     
     
y Bolivia es  FUB188 FSB82   
     
[inhales] FUB189     
     
otro mundo FUB190     
     
no? FUB191     
sí FUA72 FSA50 TA34 
     
     
no es FUB192 FSB83 TB21 
     
es que es otro planeta FUB193     
     
[inhales] FUB194 FSB84   
     
y después en Chile estuve con un amigo FUB195     
     
y también hice bastante vida así de pueblo FUB196     
     
y me lo pasé muy bien FUB197     
     
[inhales] FUB198 FSB85   
     
y de ahí llegar a Nueva Zelanda FUB199     
     
que era FUB200     
     
[pause] FUB201 FSB86   
     
pues FUB202 FSB87   
     
no se como decirte FUB203     
     
como un Lond FUB204     
     
como un Inglaterra FUB205     
sí FUA73 FSA51 TA35 
 
pero con sol FUB206     
sí FUA74     
     [pause] FUA75 FSA52   
     sí FUA76 FSA53   
     
     
pues fue un  shoc un shock FUB207 FSB88 TB22 
sí un mundo ya más FUA77 FSA54 TA36 
     anglo FUA78     
     "anglosizado" no? FUA79     
 
sí FUB208 FSB89 TB23 
     
aparte pero sin la gracia además eh? FUB209 FSB90   
     
no me gustó mucho FUB210 FSB91   
     
la verdad FUB211     
     
[inhales] FUB212 FSB92   
ah no? FUA80 FSA55 TA37   no FUB213     
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pues la gente dice que está bastante bien no?  FUA81 FSA56   
 
[inhales] FUB214 FSB93   
     
sí FUB215     
     
pero como FUB216     
     
no sé FUB217     
     
como llebaba cuatro meses viendo paísajes increibles FUB218     
sí FUA82 FSA57 TA38 
 
[inhales] FUB219 FSB94   
ya no te FUA83 FSA58   
 
[false start] FUB220 FSB95   
no te causó tanta impresión FUA84       y además de la música FUB221 FSB96   
     
de los colores FUB222     
     
de FUB223     
     
[inhales] FUB224     
     
la cultura FUB225     
     
y la gente FUB226     
     
y todo FUB227     
     
que ahí en Suramérica llegás ahí FUB228 FSB97   
     
[inhales] FUB229 FSB98   
     
y aparte de paisaje FUB230     
     
en cuanto a cultura y así FUB231     
     
cero sabes? FUB232     
sí sí sí FUA85 FSA59 TA39 
 
[inhales] FUB233 FSB99   
     
es son como FUB234     
     
pues claro FUB235 FSB100   
     
imagínate que la FUB236     
     
el país es muy reciente no FUB237     
     
entonces FUB238     
sí  FUA86 FSA60 TA40 
 
[inhales] FUB239     
digamos que acaba de empezar FUA87     
     por así decirlo FUA88     
 
sí FUB240 FSB101 TB24 
[inhales] FUA89 FSA61   
 
sí FUB241     
[hmm] FUA90 FSA62   
 
un siglo tendrá o así FUB242     
     
entonces FUB243 FSB102   
     
[inhales] FUB244 FSB103   
     
los pueblos eran un poco como FUB245     
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los pueblos estos de Estados Unidos FUB246     
     
en el medio de la nada FUB247     
sí [coughs] FUA91 FSA63 TA41 
 
construidos con casas prefabricadas y FUB248     
     
[inhales] FUB249     
sí FUA92 FSA64 TA42 
 
mucha comida fast food y tal FUB250     
[inhales] FUA93 FSA65   
     y FUA94     
     ahora que men FUA95     
     ahora que mencionas lo de la comida FUA96     
     te FUA97 FSA66   
     te fue muy difícil adaptarte FUA98     
     a FUA99     
     a las comidas FUA100     
 
[inhales] FUB251 FSB104 TB25 
en FUA101     
 
pues FUB252     
en el viaje? FUA102     
 
[hmm] FUB253     
     
cada dos semanas FUB254 FSB105   
     
me ponía mal de la tripa FUB255     
[laughs] FUA103 FSA67 TA43 
 
[laughs] FUB256 FSB106   
     
cada semana tenía diarrea FUB257 FSB107   
     
vaya FUB258     
vaya FUA104 FSA68 TA44 
 
[inhales] FUB259 FSB108   
     
y FUB260     
     
bueno pero ya era el calor FUB261     
     
que me acostumbré a vivir con ello FUB262     
sí FUA105 FSA69 TA45 
 
[inhales] FUB263 FSB109   
     
lo pasé peor en China con la comida FUB264     
China peor FUA106 FSA70 TA46 
 
[inhales] FUB265 FSB110   
     
sí  FUB266     
     
pero en Suramérica  FUB267 FSB111   
     
siempre puedes encontrar FUB268     
     
una opción un poco sana no? FUB269     
sí FUA107 FSA71 TA47 
 
como hay FUB270 FSB112   
     
hay mucho arroz y tal FUB271     
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[inhales] FUB272 FSB113   
y a qué crees que FUA108 FSA72 TA48 
 
más FUB273     
qué crees que te causó toda esta FUA109     
     toda esta FUA110     
     todos los dolor FUA111     
     el estómago  FUA112     
     vamos FUA113 FSA73   
     qué crees que   FUA114 FSA74   
     qué puede ser lo que FUA115     
     
     
pues principalmente el cambio de aguas FUB274 FSB114 TB26 
ah FUA116 FSA75 TA49 
 
aunque sea agua embotellada FUB275     
     
el cambio de agua embotellada se nota mucho también FUB276     
[hmm] FUA117 FSA76 TA50 
 
[inhales] FUB277 FSB115   
     
cambio de clima FUB278     
     
[pcht] FUB279 FSB116   
     
el hecho de no tener tu espacio FUB280     
     
entonces todo eso son alteraciones que el cuerpo lo nota FUB281     
sí FUA118 FSA77 TA51 
 
[inhales] FUB282 FSB117   
     
y hay gente a la que le afecta en FUB283     
     
pues en la cabe FUB284     
     
en la cabeza FUB285     
     
por ejemplo FUB286     
[hmm]m FUA119 FSA78 TA52 
 
le duele mucho la cabeza constantemente FUB287     
     
[inhales] FUB288 FSB118   
     
y a mí FUB289     
     
el estómago FUB290     
     
[pcht] FUB291 FSB119   
     
también en Bolivia FUB292     
     
como FUB293     
     
hubo un cambio de altitud muy fuerte FUB294     
     
que FUB295     
[hmm] FUA120 FSA79 TA53 
 
pro yo lo hice progresivamente  no?  FUB296     
     
pero FUB297     
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[inhales] FUB298     
(cough) FUA121 FSA80 TA54 
 
pero llegué a los cinco mil metros FUB299     
     
entonces FUB300     
     
[pfff] FUB301 FSB120   
     
para el cuerpo eso es malísimo FUB302     
     
la piel FUB303     
     
y todo lo nota mucho FUB304     
ah sí? FUA122 FSA81 TA55 
     [mmm] FUA123 FSA82   
 
sí FUB305 FSB121 TB27 
la piel y todo también? FUA124 FSA83   
     
     
sí  FUB306 FSB122 TB28 
     
en altitud la piel se te FUB307     
     
se te FUB308     
     
bueno se te pela el cuerpo entero FUB309     
no me digas? FUA125 FSA84 TA56 
 
te reseca y se te pela FUB310     
a tí se peló el pel FUA126 FSA85   
 
sí FUB311     
el el FUA127     
     la piel? FUA128     
 
sí FUB312 FSB123 TB29 
     
sí sí FUB313     
no me digas? FUA129 FSA86 TA57 
     
     
[hmm] FUB314 FSB124 TB30 
     
es que FUB315 FSB125   
     
la altitud es es malísima para el cuerpo en general FUB316     
     
eh? FUB317     
[mhm] FUA130 FSA87 TA58 
 
[inhales] FUB318 FSB126   
     
no te FUB319     
     
no te sientes bien  FUB320     
     
te sientes como  FUB321     
     
que te falta el aire continuamente FUB322     
     
como ahogándote FUB323     
[mhm] FUA131 FSA88 TA59 
 
[inhales] FUB324 FSB127   
     
luego FUB325     
     
el cuerpo necesita trabajar mucho más FUB326     
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sí claro FUA132 FSA89 TA60 
     
     
entonces tienes hambre todo el tiempo FUB327 FSB128 TB31 
     
yo FUB328 FSB129   
     
[pff] FUB329 FSB130   
     
me comía FUB330 FSB131   
     
dos pizzas grandes para cenar y postre FUB331     
[laughs] FUA133 FSA90 TA61 
 
yo no como más FUB332     
     
[laughs] FUB333 FSB132   
     
no como tanto en absoluto FUB334 FSB133   
pero era porque realmente lo  FUA134 FSA91 TA62 
     lo gastabas después o FUA135     
 
lo gasta el cuerpo FUB335 FSB134 TB32 
sí FUA136 FSA92   
 
no te FUB336 FSB135   
     
o sea FUB337 FSB136   
     
yo no me movía tanto porque tampoco puedes hacer deporte FUB338     
sí FUA137 FSA93 TA63 
 
porque te ahogas FUB339     
     
[inhales] FUB340 FSB137   
     
pero el cu FUB341     
     
el cuerpo para aclimatarse FUB342     
     
al cambio de altura FUB343     
     
pues quema mucha más energía FUB344     
vaya FUA138 FSA94 TA64 
 
[inhales] FUB345 FSB138   
qué cosas no? FUA139 FSA95     y la piel FUB346     
[coughs] [inhales] FUA140 FSA96   
 
y todo todo FUB347     
super interesante todo eso no FUA141     
 
es muy agresivo FUB348     
pero tú lo sabías o alguien te de FUA142 FSA97   
 
[inhales] FUB349 FSB139   
te comentó estas cosas? FUA143     
 
no es que como no tenía pensado ir a Bolivia FUB350     
     
pues no FUB351     
sí FUA144 FSA98 TA65 
 
[laughs] FUB352 FSB140   
te pilló FUA145     
 
no me había informado FUB353 FSB141   
     
[inhales] FUB354     
     
hasta llegar ahí FUB355     
sí FUA146 FSA99 TA66 
     te pilló de FUA147     
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de repente ahí no? FUA148       sí FUB356 FSB142 TB33 
[inhales] FUA149       mejor así FUB357     
     
porque si no te empiezas a emparanoiar FUB358     
     
empiezas a oir historias de FUB359 FSB143   
     
[inhales] FUB360     
     
gente FUB361     
     
que no se puede mover del hotel en una semana FUB362     
ah sí? FUA150 FSA100 TA67 
 
por la altitud y tal FUB363     
no me digas FUA151 FSA101   
     hay gente que FUA152 FSA102   
     se queda FUA153       hay gente que le FUB364 FSB144 TB34 
     
que le afecta muchisímo FUB365     
vaya FUA154 FSA103 TA68 
 
[inhales] FUB366 FSB145   
     
sí que se tienen que tomar ahí unos tes de FUB367     
     
de coca FUB368     
     
continuamente FUB369     
     
y aun así FUB370     
     
[inhales] FUB371 FSB146   
     
vomitando FUB372     
sí FUA155 FSA104 TA69 
 
fatal FUB373     
     
no a mi no me afectó tanto FUB374 FSB147   
[mhm] FUA156 FSA105 TA70 
 
[inhales] FUB375     
[inhales] FUA157 FSA106   
 
no me afectó tanto FUB376     
oye y en Méjico estuviste también no FUA158     
 
[hmm] FUB377 FSB148   
porque  yo quiero ir a Méjico FUA159     
 
[inhales] FUB378 FSB149   
     
hace mucho tiempo FUB379     
     
sí  FUB380     
     
hace mucho tiempo FUB381     
     
[inhales] FUB382     
y qué FUA160 FSA107 TA71 
     qué me recomiendas FUA161     
     de FUA162       pues FUB383 FSB150 TB35 
[inhales] FUA163 FSA108     yo estuve en la parte del sur FUB384     
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me parece que te lo conté FUB385 FSB151   
[mhm] FUA164 FSA109 TA72 
 
[inhales] FUB386 FSB152   
     
volé a Méjico De Efe FUB387     
sí FUA165 FSA110 TA73   [pcht] FUB388     
     
y de ahí FUB389     
     
iba con dos amigas FUB390 FSB153   
     
y una de ellas FUB391     
     
tiene un amigo FUB392     
sí FUA166 FSA111 TA74 
 
[inhales] FUB393     
     
mejicano entonces FUB394     
     
que es de Puebla FUB395 FSB154   
vale FUA167 FSA112 TA75 
 
[inhales] FUB396 FSB155   
     
entonces fuimos a Puebla también FUB397     
     
Puebla es muy bonito FUB398 FSB156   
sí yo quiero FUA168 FSA113 TA76 
     me han recomendado bajar a FUA169 FSA114   
     ir a Puebla vamos FUA170     
 
lo que pasa que Puebla después de estar nosotras ahí se quemó FUB399 FSB157 TB36 
[inhales] FUA171 FSA115   
 
me parece FUB400     
     
o la mitad o algo así FUB401     
se quemó? FUA172 FSA116 TA77 
 
puede ser? FUB402 FSB158   
     
[inhales] FUB403 FSB159   
que hubo un incendio en la ciudad o? FUA173 FSA117 TA78 
 
me suena FUB404     
     
me suena FUB405     
     
míralo FUB406 FSB160   
     
porque FUB407     
sí FUA174 FSA118 TA79 
 
[inhales] FUB408 FSB161   
     
a lo mejor no eh?  FUB409     
     
a lo mejor me lo estoy inventando FUB410     
     
pero vaya FUB411 FSB162   
     
me suena que FUB412     
sí bueno yo tengo un amiga que FUA175 FSA119 TA80 
 
[inhales] FUB413     
que pasó ahí un año FUA176     
     en un con una beca FUA177     
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y FUA178     
     y bueno FUA179 FSA120   
     en principio si voy FUA180     
     pues bajaré a Puebla y FUA181     
     me han recomendado ir a Guajaca FUA182     
     y al pacífico FUA183     
     [inhales] FUA184 FSA121   
 
sí FUB414 FSB163 TB37 
y a esos sitios FUA185     
     [clears throat] FUA186 FSA122   
     pero vamos FUA187 FSA123   
     voy a ir solamente dos semanas FUA188     
     [inhales] FUA189 FSA124   
 
sí FUB415 FSB164 TB38 
así que a ver si me da tiempo a hacer FUA190     
 
[inhales] FUB416 FSB165   
     
no sé FUB417     
     
yo no haría mucha ciudad FUB418     
[mhm] FUA191 FSA125 TA81 
     
     
o sea FUB419 FSB166 TB39 
     
o haz Puebla o haz Guajaca FUB420     
     
pero FUB421     
no harías FUA192 FSA126 TA82 
 
[inhales] FUB422 FSB167   
no no FUA193 FSA127   
 
yo creo que Puebla FUB423     
     
igual mejor que Guajaca FUB424     
     
pero FUB425 FSB168   
sí FUA194 FSA128 TA83 
     yo lo que quiero hacer es eh FUA195 FSA129   
     los pueblos en las montañas de Puebla FUA196     
     y alrededor FUA197     
 
sí FUB426 FSB169 TB40 
[inhales] FUA198 FSA130   
     y luego pues ir hacia el pacífico un poco FUA199     
 
hay un pueblo FUB427 FSB170 TB41 
     
[pause] FUB428 FSB171   
     
sí FUB429 FSB172   
     
hay un pueblo cerca de Puebla FUB430 FSB173   
     
que no me acuerdo como se llama FUB431     
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pero que tiene un FUB432     
     
una pirámide FUB433     
en dentro de una FUA200 FSA131 TA84 
     de una montaña FUA201     
 
de una montaña FUB434 FSB174 TB42 
sí FUA202     
 
y ese era muy bonito FUB435 FSB175   
[inhales] FUA203 FSA132   
 
me acuerdo FUB436     
sí FUA204     
     me han hablado de ese pueblo FUA205     
     como FUA206     
     como referencia FUA207     
 
[mhm] FUB437 FSB176 TB43 
como punto de referencia para ir FUA208     
     y tal FUA209     
 
[mhm] FUB438 FSB177 TB44 
[inhales] FUA210 FSA133   
     pues nada tengo bastantes FUA211     
     tengo bastantes ganas  FUA212     
     pero claro ahora con FUA213     
     con todo este tema de FUA214     
 
[inhales] FUB439 FSB178 TB45 
[inhales] FUA215 FSA134   
 
pero se está solucionando no? FUB440     
pues sí FUA216     
     parece ser que FUA217     
     que ya hay menos casos de gripe etcétera FUA218     
     pero FUA219     
     pero nunca se sabe FUA220     
 
cuándo? FUB441 FSB179 TB46 
     
cuándo te ibas a ir? FUB442     
pues FUA221 FSA135 TA85 
     en teoría el FUA222     
     veinte FUA223     
     veinte de Junio FUA224     
     
     
sí FUB443 FSB180 TB47 
o sea FUA225 FSA136 TA86 
     que aún queda un mes y algo FUA226     
     [inhales] FUA227 FSA137   
     pero bueno FUA228     
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veremos como evoluciona esto  FUA229     
     y si FUA230     
     si la cosa no FUA231     
     sigue muy mal pues iremos no? FUA232     
     de todas maneras FUA233 FSA138   
     pero FUA234     
     [inhales] FUA235 FSA139   
 
hombre es que si siguen muy mal no te van a dejar ir eh? FUB444 FSB181 TB48 
sí supo espero no que FUA236     
     espero casi es mejor que me digan  FUA237     
     no FUA238     
     no se puede FUA239     
 
no FUB445 FSB182 TB49 
que FUA240     
 
es que no te dejarían FUB446     
     
de todas formas FUB447     
     
míralo en la página del ministerio de asuntos exteriores FUB448 FSB183   
ah sí? FUA241 FSA140 TA87 
 
[inhales] FUB449 FSB184   
hay una página ahí? FUA242 FSA141   
 
sí FUB450     
     
hay una página de FUB451     
     
no se si dicen recomendaciones de viaje y lo miras por país FUB452     
sí FUA243 FSA142 TA88 
 
[inhales] FUB453 FSB185   
     
y ahí te pone FUB454     
     
es FUB455 FSB186   
     
es la embajada de España en FUB456     
     
sabes? FUB457     
en Méjico FUA244 FSA143 TA89 
 
[inhales] FUB458 FSB187   
     
[hee] FUB459 FSB188   
     
entonces ahí te pone FUB460 FSB189   
     
[inhales] FUB461     
     
los peligros de ese país FUB462     
     
y FUB463     
     
las recomendaciones FUB464     
     
si hay FUB465     
     
[inhales] FUB466 FSB190   
     
por ejemplo FUB467     
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si te vas a FUB468     
     
cuando hubo el golpe militar ahí en Tailandia FUB469 FSB191   
sí FUA245 FSA144 TA90 
 
[inhales] FUB470 FSB192   
     
que  FUB471     
     
pues entonces te aparecía FUB472 FSB193   
     
no es recomendable FUB473     
sí FUA246 FSA145 TA91 
 
[inhales] FUB474 FSB194   
     
pero y FUB475     
     
eso es un grado FUB476 FSB195   
     
y luego hay otro grado más grave FUB477     
     
que no sé si le dice extrictamente no recomendable FUB478     
sí FUA247 FSA146 TA92 
 
o algo así sabes? FUB479     
sí sí sí FUA248     
     [inhales] FUA249 FSA147   
     bueno  FUA250     
     a ver si FUA251     
     [inhales] FUA252     
     si nos dejan FUA253     
     si nos dejan ir FUA254     
     y FUA255     
     iremos FUA256     
     pero FUA257 FSA148   
     bueno  FUA258     
     estamos un poco preocupados por el tema de FUA259     
     [inhales] FUA260     
     del FUA261     
     de la gripe FUA262     
     pero bueno FUA263 FSA149   
     yo creo que FUA264     
     la gente me dice que allí la gente hace la vida 
normal FUA265     
 
[inhales] FUB480 FSB196 TB50 
y que FUA266     
 
hombre FUB481     
y que FUA267     
 
yo hablé con Juan ayer FUB482     
     
y dij FUB483     
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él tiene una amiga allí y dice que todavía no salían de las casas FUB484 FSB197   
a sí? FUA268 FSA150 TA93 
 
no sé FUB485 FSB198   
     
[mhm] FUB486 FSB199   
pero en el De Efe FUA269 FSA151 TA94 
 
[inhales] FUB487 FSB200   
o en todo FUA270     
 
en De Efe FUB488     
en todo Méjico? FUA271     
 
[inhales] FUB489 FSB201   
     
De Efe FUB490     
sí sí FUA272 FSA152 TA95 
     [inhales] FUA273 FSA153   
 
tú vuelas a De Efe o a dónde? FUB491 FSB202 TB51 
sí vuelo al De Efe FUA274     
     y FUA275     
     [exhales] FUA276 FSA154   
     en teoría la idea era estar allí un par de días no 
mucho FUA277     
     y ya coger un autobús FUA278     
     a FUA279     
 
sí FUB492 FSB203 TB52 
hacia el sur FUA280     
 
te va a agobiar De Efe mucho FUB493 FSB204   
     
es muy interesante FUB494 FSB205   
     
pero  FUB495     
sí FUA281 FSA155 TA96 
 
[pfff] FUB496     
no eh FUA282     
     no hay FUA283     
     que recomiendas allí FUA284 FSA156   
     para FUA285     
 
[inhales] FUB497 FSB206 TB53 
para ver FUA286     
 
yo sólo estuve medio día FUB498     
[inhales] FUA287 FSA157   
 
y está el museo de arqueología me parece FUB499     
sí FUA288     
 
[pcht] FUB500     
     
que es alucinante no? FUB501     
[mhm] FUA289 FSA158 TA97 
 
que  tiene así cosas muy bonitas FUB502     
     
de así de las civilizaciones precolombinas FUB503     
     
y después FUB504     
     
[inhales] FUB505 FSB207   
     
en el centro FUB506     
     
en el zócalo FUB507     
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[mhm] FUA290 FSA159 TA98 
 
[inhales] FUB508 FSB208   
     
estás los restos de FUB509     
     
no sé si se llama Teotiguaclán FUB510     
     
o no sé FUB511     
     
algo así se llama FUB512     
sí FUA291 FSA160 TA99 
 
[inhales] FUB513 FSB209   
     
que era donde había una de las bases de los FUB514     
     
inc FUB515     
     
de los aztecas creo FUB516     
sí FUA292 FSA161 TA100 
     
     
la primera ciudad azteca FUB517 FSB210 TB54 
     
que se fundó ahí FUB518     
[mhm] FUA293 FSA162 TA101 
 
[inhales] FUB519 FSB211   
     
entonces eso vale la pena verlo también FUB520     
vale vale FUA294 FSA163 TA102 
 
porque esa es super importante FUB521     
     
no FUB522     
sí sí FUA295 FSA164 TA103 
 
históricamente FUB523     
     
[inhales] FUB524 FSB212   
     
fue la FUB525     
     
la cuna de la civilización azteca FUB526     
[inhales] FUA296 FSA165 TA104 
     no FUA297     
     si habrá que FUA298     
     habrá que ir FUA299     
     si a mí la verdad es que no FUA300     
     [inhales] FUA301 FSA166   
     no me han di FUA302     
     recomendado quedarme mucho tiempo en FUA303     
     en el De Efe FUA304     
     pero FUA305     
     supongo que habrá que echarle un vistazo FUA306     
     un par de días al menos, no FUA307     
     habrá que FUA308 FSA167   
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ver algún museo FUA309     
     y alguna zona igual FUA310     
     [inhales] FUA311     
     que sea FUA312     
     que sea bonita FUA313     
     o FUA314     
     [inhales] FUA315 FSA168   
     y comida y eso de FUA316     
     mejicana FUA317     
 
[inhales] FUB527 FSB213 TB55 
que te pareció? FUA318     
 
muy bien FUB528     
     
a mí me encantó FUB529     
     
toda FUB530     
si? FUA319 FSA169 TA105 
 
sí FUB531 FSB214   
     
muy muy muy muy picante FUB532 FSB215   
sí FUA320 FSA170 TA106 
 
[inhales] FUB533 FSB216   
     
pero es que toman como muchas hortalizas FUB534     
[mhm] FUA321 FSA171 TA107 
 
[pcht] FUB535 FSB217   
     
carne muy rica también FUB536     
     
luego las tortitas de maíz FUB537     
sí FUA322 FSA172 TA108 
 
[inhales] FUB538 FSB218   
     
está todo muy rico FUB539     
     
y muy mucha variedad  FUB540     
y barato FUA323 FSA173 TA109 
 
[inhales] FUB541 FSB219   
supongo también, no? FUA324     
 
sí FUB542     
     
porqu FUB543 FSB220   
     
bueno FUB544 FSB221   
     
sí sí sí barato barato FUB545 FSB222   
     
porque FUB546     
     
[inhales] FUB547 FSB223   
     
tienen muchos FUB548     
     
[pcht] FUB549     
     
tende FUB550     
[inhales] FUA325 FSA174 TA110 
 
no tenderetes como bue FUB551     
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sí como FUA326     
 
también hay tenderetes FUB552     
     
pero ahí depende lo que te quieras arriesgar FUB553     
sí FUA327 FSA175 TA111 
 
[inhales] FUB554 FSB224   
     
pero como tiendecitas pequeñitas FUB555     
     
y ahí te puedes pedir unos tacos  FUB556     
     
que son  FUB557     
sí FUA328 FSA176 TA112 
 
finitos FUB558     
     
no son como los tacos de aquí FUB559     
     
los tacos en realidad son como canutillos FUB560     
sí  FUA329 FSA177 TA113 
 
muy estrechos FUB561     
sí FUA330     
 
[inhales] FUB562 FSB225   
     
y te pides seis FUB563     
sí FUA331 FSA178 TA114 
 
[inhales] FUB564     
     
y  FUB565     
     
y con eso comes FUB566     
aha FUA332 FSA179 TA115 
     
     
y es  FUB567 FSB226 TB56 
que son de carne  FUA333 FSA180 TA116 
 
es como un snack FUB568     
o de FUA334     
 
sabes? FUB569     
     
sí FUB570 FSB227   
     
tú le d lo pides de lo que quieras FUB571     
muy bien FUA335 FSA181 TA117 
 
[inhales] FUB572 FSB228   
     
y está riquísimo FUB573     
     
y luego en Puebla FUB574 FSB229   
     
tienes que po po eh FUB575     
     
pobrar  FUB576     
     
[pcht] FUB577     
     
probar el FUB578     
     
cómo se llama el FUB579     
     
[inhales] FUB580     
     
el FUB581     
     
[pcht] FUB582     
     
cómo es FUB583     
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mole FUB584     
el mole FUA336 FSA182 TA118 
 
el mole poblano FUB585     
[hmm] FUA337 FSA183   
 
[inhales] FUB586 FSB230   
[inhales] FUA338 FSA184   
 
has oído hablar del mole, no? FUB587     
sí FUA339     
     es el FUA340     
 
[inhales] FUB588 FSB231 TB57 
[inhales] FUA341 FSA185   
     es una especie de FUA342     
 
la cosa esa FUB589 FSB232 TB58 
es que qué es el mole las judias estas, no? FUA343     
     un FUA344 FSA186   
 
pues no  FUB590 FSB233 TB59 
     
porque el moble FUB591     
     
el mole poblano FUB592     
     
creo que es una base de judías de  FUB593     
     
judías pintas vaya FUB594     
     
de frijoles FUB595     
sí FUA345 FSA187 TA119 
 
[inhales] FUB596 FSB234   
     
pero  FUB597     
     
con FUB598     
     
no sé cuantos FUB599     
     
miles de ingredientes lleva FUB600     
ah sí? FUA346 FSA188 TA120 
     
     
sí FUB601 FSB235 TB60 
     
chocolate incluido FUB602     
ah FUA347 FSA189 TA121 
 
[inhales] FUB603 FSB236   
chocolate incluido también? FUA348     
 
es una mezcla FUB604     
     
es salado eh FUB605     
     
pero  FUB606     
     
le ponen muchísimos ingredientes FUB607     
     
es una especialidad de Puebla FUB608 FSB237   
[hmm]  FUA349 FSA190 TA122 
 
[inhales] FUB609 FSB238   
pero está hecho una pasta el? FUA350 FSA191   
 
es como un puré FUB610     
     
me parece FUB611     
sí FUA351 FSA192 TA123 
 
sí FUB612 FSB239   
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sí FUA352     
     bien FUA353 FSA193   
 
[inhales] FUB613 FSB240 TB61 
[inhales] FUA354 FSA194   
 
sí FUB614     
pues nada FUA355     
     y tienes algún plan FUA356     
     para FUA357     
     algún otro viaje FUA358     
 
sí FUB615 FSB241 TB62 
pronto? FUA359     
 
me voy a FUB616     
     
[pcht] FUB617 FSB242   
     
[inhales] FUB618 FSB243   
     
me voy a Ecuador este verano FUB619     
a Ecuador? FUA360 FSA195 TA124 
     
     
sí FUB620 FSB244 TB63 
y ya lo tienes todo preparado? FUA361 FSA196 TA125 
     
     
no FUB621 FSB245 TB64 
     
[lauhgs] FUB622 FSB246   
[laughs] FUA362 FSA197 TA126 
     
     
tengo el billete FUB623 FSB247 TB65 
bueno pero FUA363 FSA198 TA127 
 
[inhales] FUB624 FSB248   
tienes el billete al menos, no? FUA364     
 
sí FUB625     
o sea que FUA365 FSA199   
 
bueno FUB626 FSB249   
     
voy a Buenos Aires FUB627     
     
y de ahí vuelo a Ecuador FUB628     
     
y vuelvo desde Lima FUB629     
[mhm] FUA366 FSA200 TA128 
 
[inhales] FUB630 FSB250   
     
que hago una cosa un poco rara FUB631     
una ruta FUA367 FSA201 TA129 
     
     
sí FUB632 FSB251 TB66 
que conoces a gente allí FUA368 FSA202 TA130 
     o FUA369     
     vas sola? FUA370     
 
en Buenos Aires sí FUB633 FSB252 TB67 
     
por eso paso por ahí FUB634     
     
en Ecuador no FUB635     
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[inhales] FUB636 FSB253   
     
y en Lima FUB637     
     
tengo que ir porque voy a una conferencia FUB638     
a una conferencia de FUA371 FSA203 TA131 
     sobre FUA372     
 
de literatura FUB639 FSB254 TB68 
ah FUA373 FSA204   
     sobre tu tema y tal o FUA374     
 
sí FUB640 FSB255 TB69 
     
voy a presentar una cosa FUB641     
ah sí? FUA375 FSA205 TA132 
     
     
sí FUB642 FSB256 TB70 
qué vas a presentar? FUA376 FSA206 TA133 
 
[inhales] FUB643 FSB257   
     
un a FUB644     
     
un paper FUB645     
     
[laughs] FUB646 FSB258   
ya pero quiero decir FUA377 FSA207 TA134 
     sobre que perdón FUA378     
 
[inhales] FUB647 FSB259 TB71 
     
sobre una autora española que se llama Cristina Fernández Cuvas FUB648     
[mhm] FUA379 FSA208 TA135 
 
[inhales] FUB649 FSB260   
     
que es una autora de relato fran FUB650     
     
fantástico contemporáneo  FUB651     
     
muy buena FUB652     
muy bien FUA380 FSA209 TA136 
 
[inhales] FUB653     
no la conozco FUA381 FSA210   
     
     
pues FUB654 FSB261 TB72 
     
sí  FUB655     
     
se está haciendo conocida poco a poco eh? FUB656     
     
yo creo FUB657 FSB262   
sí pues FUA382 FSA211 TA137 
 
[hmm] FUB658     
oye FUA383 FSA212   
     pues me podías pa FUA384     
     te acuerdas que te dije FUA385 FSA213   
     a ver sí me pasas algunos de los relatos FUA386     
 
sí FUB659 FSB263 TB73 
[inhales] FUA387 FSA214   
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mm FUA388 FSA215   
     fantásticos FUA389     
 
eh FUB660 FSB264 TB74 
nuevos FUA390     
     
     
voy a comprarme un libro FUB661 FSB265 TB75 
     
[inhales] FUB662     
     
con los últimos relatos fantásticos de FUB663     
     
de narrativa c española FUB664     
     
contemporánea FUB665     
[mhm] FUA391 FSA216 TA138 
 
entonces ahí s hay muchísimos autores FUB666     
     
[inhales] FUB667 FSB266   
     
muy pocos cono  FUB668     
     
muy poco conocidos FUB669     
     
eso igual te interesa más porque FUB670     
     
[inhales] FUB671 FSB267   
     
así los derechos de autor y tal es más fácil FUB672     
     
es más fácil FUB673     
     
no? FUB674     
     
o que? FUB675 FSB268   
no FUA392 FSA217 TA139 
     era simplemente por ver que FUA393 FSA218   
     no FUA394 FSA219   
     me interesan desconocidos FUA395 FSA220   
     [inhales] FUA396     
     y conocidos FUA397     
     porque a veces FUA398 FSA221   
     [inhales] FUA399 FSA222   
     eh FUA400     
 
más fácil  FUB676 FSB269 TB76 
     
no? FUB677     
es más fácil un autor desconocido si quieres hacer FUA401 FSA223 TA140 
     adaptarlo para un guión una película o una cosa así FUA402     
     pero FUA403     
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Appendix 2: Duologue Jesús_Patricia 2 
JESUS  FU J FS  TURN   PATRICIA  FU  FS   TURN 
         
     
[inhales] FUB1 FSB1 TB1 
     
pues bueno FUB2     
     
para acabar lo que estábamos diciendo Jesús FUB3     
sí FUA1 FSA1 TA1 
 
que FUB4     
     
[inhales] FUB5 FSB2   
     
[pcht] FUB6 FSB3   
     
que sí FUB7 FSB4   
     
que sí tengo bastantes libros FUB8     
     
lo único que me gustaría FUB9     
     
[pcht] FUB10 FSB5   
     
que los pusieran en el catálogo del Cervantes  FUB11 FSB6   
vale FUA2 FSA2 TA2 
 
igual, sabes? FUB12     
     
y así  FUB13 FSB7   
     
[inhales] FUB14 FSB8   
     
pero bueno FUB15     
     
que yo te los dejo FUB16     
[inhales] FUA3 FSA3 TA3 
 
algunos los estoy utilizando FUB17 FSB9   
vale  FUA4     
 
pero te puedes hacer fotocopias FUB18     
luego así a ver si me FUA5     
     me lo me haces un  FUA6     
     y me los dejas FUA7     
     [inhales] FUA8 FSA4   
     bueno FUA9     
     eh FUA10     
     retomamos un poco FUA11     
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[clears throat] FUA12 FSA5   
 
sí FUB19 FSB10 TB2 
eh FUA13 FSA6   
     
     
el tema FUB20 FSB11 TB3 
venga FUA14 FSA7 TA4 
 
en cuestión FUB21     
hablamos ahora de FUA15 FSA8   
 
[inhales] FUB22 FSB12   
     
entonces FUB23     
     
a ver FUB24     
[inhales] FUA16 FSA9 TA5 
 
te pregunto yo FUB25     
[coughs] FUA17 FSA10   
 
de viajes por España o FUB26     
sí FUA18 FSA8   
     de España FUA19     
 
tú de dónde eres de España? FUB27 FSB13 TB4 
     
Jesús? FUB28     
eh FUA20 FSA9 TA6 
     yo soy de Castilla la Mancha FUA21 FSA10   
     
     
de Castilla la Mancha FUB29 FSB14 TB5 
     
y te has movido mucho por España? FUB30 FSB15   
[inhales] FUA22 FSA11 TA7 
     pues sí la verdad no tanto como FUA23     
     como yo quisiera o hubiera querido FUA24     
 
[hmm] FUB31 FSB16 TB6 
la verdad FUA25     
     porque FUA26     
     conozco  FUA27     
     España bien FUA28     
     pero aún me quedan FUA29     
     ciudades muy importantes por visitar  FUA30     
 
[hmm] FUB32 FSB17 TB7 
y FUA31     
     [inhales] FUA32 FSA12   
     intento FUA33     
     [inhales] FUA34 FSA13   
     siempre que que puedo y tengo tiempo FUA35     
     visitar FUA36     
 
muy bien FUB33 FSB18 TB8 
eh FUA37     
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en verano FUA38     
     en mi tiempo libre FUA39     
     pero claro FUA40 FSA14   
     luego siempre aparece el viaje a  FUA41     
     otra ciudad europea FUA42     
     o a FUA43     
 
claro FUB34 FSB19 TB9 
[inhales] FUA44 FSA15   
     o saltar el FUA45     
     [inhales] FUA46 FSA16   
     el el charco FUA47     
     irte a sudamérica o FUA48     
     Estados Unidos FUA49     
     [inhales] FUA50 FSA17   
     pero FUA51     
     el año pasado estuve  FUA52     
     [exhales] FUA53 FSA18   
     hice un viajecito bastante interesante FUA54     
     
     
ah sí? FUB35 FSB20 TB10 
por el FUA55 FSA19 TA8 
 
por dónde? FUB36 FSB21   
pues estuve en FUA56     
     [inhales] FUA57 FSA20   
     volé de Dublín a FUA58     
     a Toulouse FUA59     
 
[mhm] FUB37 FSB22 TB11 
[inhales] FUA60     
     al sur de Francia y FUA61     
 
[mhm] FUB38 FSB23 TB12 
[inhales] FUA62     
     y allí alquilé un coche FUA63     
     
     
[mhm] FUB39 FSB24 TB13 
y FUA64 FSA21 TA9 
 
qué bien FUB40 FSB25   
y con el coche fui a un pueblecito de la zona FUA65     
     [inhales] FUA66     
     catalana francesa FUA67     
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[inhales] FUA68 FSA22   
 
cómo se llama? FUB41 FSB26 TB14 
eh FUA69     
     se llama FUA70     
     Saint Pierre-des-Champs FUA71     
     está muy cerca de FUA72 FSA23   
 
ni idea FUB42 FSB27 TB15 
Carcassonne FUA73     
     [inhales] FUA74 FSA24   
 
es por la zona de los castillos o no? FUB43 FSB28 TB16 
sí FUA75     
     es una zona de FUA76     
     es la Cataluña  FUA77     
 
sí FUB44 FSB29 TB17 
francesa por así decirlo FUA78     
 
sí FUB45     
el Languedoc FUA79     
     y esa zona FUA80     
 
sí FUB46 FSB30 TB18 
[inhales] FUA81 FSA25   
     y FUA82     
     bueno FUA83     
     es una zona de vinos FUA84     
     vinícola, no? FUA85     
     eh FUA86     
     [inhales] FUA87 FSA26   
     eh con mu FUA88     
     es un paisaje muy parecido al FUA89     
     paisaje FUA90     
     [inhales] FUA91     
     castellano y montañoso también, no? FUA92     
 
[hmm] FUB47 FSB31 TB19 
con mucha  FUA93 FSA27   
     muchas viñas FUA94     
     y FUA95     
     [inhales] FUA96     
     y FUA97     
     con ríos montañas FUA98     
     es muy FUA99     
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[inhales] FUA100 FSA28   
     muy bonito no? FUA101     
     muy idílico también FUA102     
     el típico paisaje francés, no? FUA103     
 
[hmm] FUB48 FSB32 TB20 
[inhales] FUA104 FSA29   
 
y Perpignan está en esa zona, no? FUB49 FSB33   
sí FUA105     
 
[inhales] FUB50 FSB34   
claro FUA106     
 
y qué tal FUB51     
     
porque yo fui a Perpignan hace mucho tiempo FUB52     
     
[inhales] FUB53     
     
y me acuerdo FUB54     
     
que tenía la bandera catalana FUB55     
sí claro este año pasado fue la capital FUA107 FSA30 TA10 
     catalana FUA108     
     era la capital catalana de FUA109     
 
qué extraño eh? FUB56 FSB35 TB21 
del año dos mil FUA110     
     dos mil ocho FUA111     
     sí FUA112 FSA31   
     [inhales] FUA113 FSA32   
     sí FUA114     
     tiene la bandera catalana FUA115     
     y FUA116     
 
y hablan catalán? FUB57 FSB36 TB22 
     
no FUB58 FSB37   
pues la verdad es que FUA117 FSA33 TA11 
     evidentemente yo no FUA118     
     al no hablar catalán FUA119     
     pues nunca FUA120     
 
hombre pero reconocerías si hablaran no? FUB59 FSB38 TB23 
pero FUA121     
     [inhales] FUA122 FSA34   
     sí FUA123     
     o creo que lo reconocería FUA124     
     yo creo que utilizan el francés FUA125 FSA35   
 
sí FUB60 FSB39 TB24 
eh FUA126     
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aunque sí FUA127     
     sí que hay gente que hay FUA128     
     que lo habla  FUA129     
     no? FUA130     
     
     
sí FUB61 FSB40 TB25 
eh FUA131 FSA36 TA12 
 
[inhales] FUB62 FSB41   
sobre todo en el pueblo donde yo estaba FUA132     
 
ese FUB60     
eh FUA133     
     [inhales] FUA134 FSA37   
     eh es FUA135     
     hablaban un FUA136     
     un francés muy influenciado por el catalán FUA137     
     y por el patuá este antiguo FUA138     
 
sí FUB61 FSB42 TB26 
[inhales] FUA139 FSA38   
     y FUA140     
     no hay gente que lo hable pero FUA141     
     supongo  FUA142     
     que lo hable así diariamente FUA143     
     pero FUA144     
 
sí FUB62 FSB43 TB27 
yo creo que  FUA145     
     [inhales] FUA146     
     que se puede estudiar FUA147     
 
sí FUB63 FSB44 TB28 
y  que se puede entender facilmente FUA148     
     y bueno yo creo que ellos también FUA149 FSA39   
     [inhales] FUA150     
     están muy orgullosos no? De FUA151     
     [inhales] FUA152     
     de pertenecer de FUA153     
 
a esa zona FUB64 FSB45 TB29 
a esa zona FUA154     
     catalana y FUA155     
 
sí FUB65 FSB46 TB30 
y y FUA156     
 
es curioso porque luego en Cataluña FUB66     
     
[inhales] FUB67 FSB47   
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depende que zona FUB68     
     
pues ni se ni reconoce eso como FUB69     
     
ni ni ni piensa uno que FUB70     
     
[inhales] FUB71     
     
que exista un país catalán-francés FUB72     
sí FUA157 FSA40 TA13 
 
vaya FUB73     
sí FUA158     
     no FUA159 FSA41   
 
o una zona FUB74 FSB48 TB31 
y Perpignan FUA160 FSA42   
     [mmm] FUA161     
     de hecho estuve FUA162     
     [exhales] FUA163 FSA43   
     desde este pueblecito en el que estaba en Languedoc FUA164     
     cerca de Carcassonne FUA165     
 
[hmm] FUB75 FSB49 TB32 
con el coche FUA166     
     eh FUA167     
     [inhales] FUA168 FSA44   
     fui a Perpignan FUA169     
     a pasar un día FUA170     
     [pcht] FUA171     
     y bueno FUA172     
     la verdad es que Perpignan es una ciudad muy FUA173     
     un poco caótica FUA174     
     aunque muy FUA175     
     [inhales] FUA176     
     muy FUA177     
     muy clásica en ese sentido de FUA178     
     de ciudad FUA179     
     [hmm] FUA180 FSA45   
     que no parece francesa FUA181 FSA46   
     y tampoco parece española o catalana FUA182     
 
sí FUB76 FSB50 TB33 
pero es una mezcla FUA183     
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no? FUA184     
     [inhales] FUA185 FSA47   
     como ciudad que un día fue FUA186     
     [inhales] FUA187     
     eh FUA188     
     lim FUA189     
     limit FUA190     
     no FUA191     
     como es FUA192     
 
sí FUB77 FSB51 TB34 
en el límite FUA193     
 
limítrofe FUB78     
no? FUA194     
     limítrofe con FUA195     
 
sí FUB79 FSB52 TB35 
con el FUA196     
 
sí FUB80     
con FUA197     
     entre los dos reinos FUA198     
 
es bastante pequeñita Perpignan,verdad? FUB81 FSB53 TB36 
y tal FUA199     
     [inhales] FUA200 FSA48   
     sí es pequeñita pero tiene una universidad FUA201     
     ah FUA202     
     importante FUA203     
 
sí es verdad FUB82 FSB54 TB37 
hay FUA204 FSA49   
     [exhales] FUA205     
     hay supongo que  FUA206     
     que hay muchos estudiantes extranjeros FUA207     
     [inhales] FUA208 FSA50   
 
sí FUB83 FSB55 TB38 
y FUA209     
     tiene muchas callecitas FUA210     
     callejuelas FUA211     
     donde te puedes perder FUA212     
     con muchos bares FUA213     
     restaurantes FUA214     
     y FUA215     
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[inhales] FUA216 FSA51   
     y bueno  FUA217     
     hace bu  FUA218     
     muy buen tiempo FUA219     
     la verdad que en FUA220 FSA52   
     en FUA221     
     yo estuve en el mes de FUA222     
     [pause] FUA223 FSA53   
     de Agosto y FUA224 FSA54   
 
sí FUB84 FSB56 TB39 
[inhales] FUA225     
     y hacía un calor FUA226     
     considerable FUA227     
 
ya FUB85 FSB57 TB40 
podías estar en manga corta FUA228     
     o sea aunque esté un poco más al  FUA229     
     [inhales] FUA230     
     al nor FUA231     
     al norte de lo que es FUA232     
     el norte peninsular FUA233     
     por así decirlo FUA234     
 
sí FUB86 FSB58 TB41 
[inhales] FUA235 FSA55   
 
pero bueno FUB87     
eh FUA236     
 
la zona del sur de Francia ya dicen FUB88 FSB59   
     
que es bastante de mediterráneo FUB89     
sí FUA237 FSA56 TA14 
 
en cuanto al clima no? FUB90     
sí FUA238     
     y luego pues  FUA239 FSA57   
     emm FUA240     
     para lo que hablabamos de descubrir un poco más España FUA241     
     pues eh FUA242     
 
sí FUB91 FSB60 TB42 
cruzé la frontera y FUA243     
     [inhales] FUA244     
     y estuve por a FUA245     
     [inhales] FUA246     
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por ge FUA247     
     por la zona de Gerona no? FUA248     
     en FUA249 FSA58   
     en la Cataluña ya de FUA250     
 
[hmm] FUB92 FSB61 TB43 
del otro lado de los Pirineos  FUA251     
     y la verdad es que fue alucinante FUA252 FSA59   
     fue un viaje muy agradable FUA253     
 
por dónde pasaste en Gerona? FUB93 FSB62 TB44 
[inhales] FUA254 FSA60   
     pues estuve dos días en Reus FUA255     
     
     
sí FUB94 FSB63 TB45 
y FUA256 FSA61 TA15 
     que es donde tenía el hotel FUA257     
     ya digo FUA258     
     con el coche FUA259     
     lo aparqué ahí  FUA260     
     y estuve dos días ahí tranquilo FUA261     
     en  FUA262     
     [inhales] FUA263 FSA62   
     en la playa FUA264     
     en el mercado FUA265     
     comprando FUA266     
 
en Reus? FUB95 FSB64 TB46 
[inhales] FUA267 FSA63   
 
pero eso es Tarragona FUB96 FSB65   
eh FUA268     
 
en Tarragona dices? FUB97 FSB66   
perdona FUA269     
     en Reus no FUA270 FSA64   
     me he equivocado FUA271     
     estuve en  FUA272     
     [emmm] FUA273     
     
     
en FUB98 FSB67 TB47 
cómo se llama este sitio? FUA274 FSA65 TA16 
 
cómo se llama? FUB99     
[emmm] FUA275     
 
[inhales] FUB100 FSB68   
     
Bañoles no FUB101     
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no FUA276 FSA66 TA17 
     uy que se me ha olvidado FUA277     
     
     
de la costa? FUB102 FSB69 TB48 
sí FUA278 FSA67 TA18 
     de la costa FUA279     
     que es muy famoso FUA280     
     que es donde está el restaurante del bul FUA281     
 
en Cadaqués? FUB103 FSB70 TB49 
el Bulli éste FUA282     
     
     
en Cadaqués? FUB104 FSB71 TB50 
no FUA283 FSA68 TA19 
     el Bulli? FUA284 FSA69   
 
[inhales] FUB105 FSB72 TB51 
el Buli? FUA285     
 
sí FUB106     
     
no está en Cadaqués? FUB107     
no FUA286 FSA70 TA20 
 
yo pensaba que estaba en Cadaqués FUB108 FSB73   
está en FUA287 FSA71   
     oy FUA288     
     cómo pue FUA289     
     cómo se FUA290     
 
ya saldrá FUB109 FSB74 TB52 
[inhales] FUA291 FSA72   
 
ya nos acordaremos FUB110     
[clears throat] FUA292 FSA73   
     no FUA293 FSA74   
     es que siempre me FUA294     
     siempre confundo Reus con este sitio FUA295     
     igual es que como empiezan con la misma letra FUA296     
     [emmm] FUA297     
 
ah FUB111 FSB75 TB53 
     
el Cap de Creus? FUB112 FSB76   
     
no FUB113 FSB77   
no FUA298 FSA75 TA21 
     no FUA299     
 
pues no sé FUB114 FSB78 TB54 
[pcht] FUA300 FSA76   
 
[laughs] FUB115 FSB79   
bueno luego al final acabé en Cadaqués FUA301     
     
     
Figueras? FUB116 FSB80 TB55 
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no FUB117 FSB81   
no FUA302 FSA77 TA22 
 
[laughs] FUB118 FSB82   
no Figueras no FUA303     
     [inhales] FUA304 FSA78   
     eh FUA305     
     luego saldrá FUA306     
     es un lapsus FUA307     
     [inhales] FUA308 FSA79   
     eh FUA309     
     total que sí FUA310     
     estuve por esa zona FUA311     
 
[mhm] FUB119 FSB83 TB56 
eh FUA312 FSA80   
     fui a Figueras a ver el museo de FUA313     
 
[mhm] FUB120 FSB84 TB57 
[emm] FUA314     
     [pcht] FUA315 FSA81   
     de Dalí FUA316     
     lo ví por la noche FUA317     
     [inhales] FUA318 FSA82   
 
qué te pareció? FUB121 FSB85 TB58 
pues alucinante FUA319     
     la verdad FUA320     
 
verdad? FUB122 FSB86 TB59 
que es alucinante FUA321     
 
yo también  FUB123 FSB87   
     
yo he ido de día y de noche FUB124 FSB88   
     
y de noche me encantó FUB125     
sí FUA322 FSA83 TA23 
     [inhales] FUA323 FSA84   
     el pueblo es Roses FUA324     
     
     
Rosas FUB126 FSB89 TB60 
     
sí FUB127 FSB90   
sí FUA325 FSA85 TA24 
     estuve en Roses y FUA326     
     [inhales] FUA327 FSA86   
     allí estuve dos días  FUA328     
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fui a Figueras FUA329     
     eh FUA330     
     [inhales] FUA331 FSA87   
     eh FUA332     
     pues con el coche por la FUA333     
     dando vueltas por FUA334     
     por por FUA335     
     por esa zona FUA336     
     comiendo en buenos restaurantes y tal FUA337     
     [inhales] FUA338 FSA88   
     bastante barato también FUA339     
 
sí? FUB128 FSB91 TB61 
para lo que FUA340     
 
te pareció? FUB129 FSB92   
[inhales] FUA341 FSA89   
     no me pareció caro FUA342     
     me pareció normal, no? FUA343     
 
no?  FUB130 FSB93 TB62 
[inhales] FUA344 FSA90   
 
pues tiene fama de caro eh? FUB131 FSB94   
sí? FUA345     
 
esa zona FUB132     
     
sí FUB133 FSB95   
     
porque por  FUB134     
     
tenía mucho turismo y aparte turismo de bastante pasta FUB135     
     
sabes? FUB136     
sí FUA346 FSA91 TA25 
     yo creo que Roses es un turismo más de FUA347     
 
más relajado FUB137 FSB96 TB63 
más relajado  FUA348     
     más normal, no? FUA349     
 
sí FUB138 FSB97 TB64 
un turismo más FUA350     
     [inhales] FUA351 FSA92   
 
igual Cadaqués FUB139 FSB98 TB65 
sí FUA352     
 
Figueras  FUB140     
sí FUA353     
 
esa zona ya es más cara FUB141     
Cadaqués y eso ya es un FUA354 FSA93   
     depende también te encuentras los sitios FUA355     
     baratos si FUA356     
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si lo buscas no? FUA357     
     [inhales] FUA358 FSA94   
     eh FUA359     
     puedes estar tomándote algo por FUA360     
     [mmm] FUA361     
     [inhales] FUA362     
     a diez euros la copa FUA363     
     en Cadaqués FUA364     
 
sí FUB142 FSB99 TB66 
y  veinte metros FUA365     
     [mmm] FUA366     
     más abajo FUA367     
     tienes FUA368     
     [inhales] FUA369     
     un bar también FUA370     
     que te cobra a cinco FUA371     
     eh FUA372     
     [inhales] FUA373 FSA95   
 
ya FUB143 FSB100 TB67 
o sea que es que depende también FUA374     
     lo que FUA375     
     
     
que hay que buscárselo, no? FUB144 FSB101 TB68 
sí FUA376 FSA96 TA26 
     y la suerte que tengas FUA377 FSA97   
     a veces FUA378     
 
ya FUB145 FSB102 TB69 
siempre FUA379 FSA98   
     [inhales] FUA380     
     hay un lugar que FUA381     
     que te va a FUA382     
     a clavar FUA383     
     [laughs] FUA384 
 
  
     en algún momento FUA385     
 
sí FUB146 FSB103 TB70 
[inhales] FUA386 FSA99   
     y  FUA387     
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bueno FUA388     
     ya digo Figueras me FUA389     
     me encantó FUA390     
     y no solamente el museo FUA391     
     yo creo que la ciudad en sí FUA392     
     es una ciudad FUA393     
     [inhales] FUA394     
     que está bastante bien FUA395     
     
     
yo nunca he estado en la ciudad ves? FUB147 FSB104 TB71 
sí vamos FUA396 FSA100 TA27 
 
siempre he ido sólo al museo y FUB148 FSB105   
emmm FUA397 FSA101   
     es una ciudad de FUA398 FSA102   
     pues FUA399     
     [inhales] FUA400 FSA103   
     industrial FUA401     
     muy importante en FUA402     
     a primeros del siglo FUA403     
     diecinueve sobre todo FUA404     
     [inhales] FUA405 FSA104   
 
ah sí? FUB149 FSB106 TB72 
eh FUA406     
     de de m FUA407     
     de mercado FUA408     
     de de de pequeña industria FUA409     
     de una pequeña burguesía emergente etcétera  FUA410     
     y  FUA411     
     [inhales] FUA412 FSA105   
     y tiene bastante FUA413     
     una plaza muy bonita FUA414     
     así alargada FUA415     
 
[hmm] FUB150 FSB107 TB73 
[inhales] FUA416 FSA106   
     eh FUA417     
     y se nota que las casas de esta época no? FUA418     
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de del siglo diecinueve veinte FUA419     
 
sí en burguesía no? FUB151 FSB108 TB74 
sí FUA420 FSA107   
     muy FUA421 FSA108   
     muy bonitas  FUA422     
     y las han man FUA423 FSA109   
     las mantienen muy bien FUA424     
 
las han mantenido bien FUB152 FSB109 TB75 
y el museo pues FUA425 FSA110   
 
[hmm] FUB153 FSB110   
pues bueno  FUA426     
     ya lo conoces FUA427     
     lo conoces? FUA428 FSA111   
     el FUA429     
 
el museo de Dalí? FUB154 FSB111 TB76 
     
sí sí FUB155 FSB112   
sí FUA430 FSA112 TA28 
     
     
sí sí FUB156 FSB113 TB77 
     
me gusta mucho FUB157 FSB114   
y de noche además es FUA431 FSA113 TA29 
     espectacular no? FUA432     
 
sí FUB158 FSB115 TB78 
     
sí FUB159     
     
aparte como hacen así estas cosas FUB160 FSB116   
     
no sé si acabaron FUB161     
     
[inhales] FUB162 FSB117   
     
cuándo tú fuiste acabaste con una copa de champán o no? FUB163     
sí acabé e FUA433 FSA114 TA30 
 
antes te daban una ahí en el patio FUB164 FSB118   
sí FUA434 FSA115   
 
y es precioso FUB165     
acabamos con una copa de champán en el patio FUA435     
     y viendo FUA436     
     [inhales] FUA437     
     unas FUA438     
 
un documental FUB166 FSB119 TB79 
un documental FUA439     
     unas películas no? FUA440     
     con FUA441 FSA116   
     sobre Dalí y tal FUA442     
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y muy bien FUA443 FSA117   
     y al final pues un día de lluvia FUA444 FSA118   
     que FUA445     
     [inhales] FUA446 FSA119   
     no sabíamos que hacer FUA447     
     pues decidimos coger el coche e ir a FUA448     
     [inhales] FUA449     
     ir a Cadaqués y FUA450     
     la verdad es que me habían hablado muy bien de Cadaqués FUA451     
     pero me encantó FUA452     
     me gustó tanto FUA453     
     [inhales] FUA454     
 
sí? FUB167 FSB120 TB80 
que decidí salirme del hotel de Roses y  FUA455     
     irme a FUA456     
 
irte a Cadaqués FUB168 FSB121 TB81 
a Cadaqués FUA457     
     encontré una pensión FUA458 FSA120   
 
ah! Mira FUB169 FSB122 TB82 
[inhales] FUA459     
     barata FUA460     
     que no FUA461     
     cogía ningún tipo de FUA462     
     [inhales] FUA463     
     de reservas FUA464     
 
ah FUB170 FSB123 TB83 
     
era llegar y tal FUB171 FSB124   
exacto FUA465 FSA121 TA31 
     entonces FUA466 FSA122   
     [inhales] FUA467 FSA123   
     el chico nos dijo que estuvieramos ahí antes de las doce FUA468     
     y FUA469     
 
muy bien FUB172 FSB125 TB84 
y nada FUA470     
     y cogimos una habitación en un FUA471     
     [inhales] FUA472     
     en una pensión hostal FUA473     
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justo en primera línea y FUA474     
     [inhales] FUA475     
     en en Cadaqués FUA476     
     eh bastante barata para FUA477     
     setenta euros dos personas FUA478     
     [inhales] FUA479 FSA124   
     eh FUA480     
 
una habitación en verano? FUB173 FSB126 TB85 
una habitación en verano en Agosto setenta euros dos personas FUA481     
 
pues está muy bien FUB174 FSB127   
y con desayuno y tal FUA482     
 
está muy bien FUB175     
[inhales] FUA483 FSA125   
 
está muy bien FUB176     
y bien FUA484     
 
y daba a la playa? FUB177 FSB128   
     
o no? FUB178     
sí FUA485 FSA126 TA32 
     nos daba a la playa FUA486     
 
más o menos FUB179 FSB129 TB86 
y ahí tenías un FUA487 FSA127   
     también una pequeña terraza FUA488     
     donde podías estar FUA489     
 
pues ya me dirás el nombre FUB180 FSB130 TB87 
sentado FUA490     
 
porqué FUB181     
viendo la playa FUA491     
     [inhales] FUA492 FSA128   
     me parece que se llama  FUA493     
     hostal FUA494     
     Cristina FUA495     
     o algo así FUA496     
     
     
vale FUB182 FSB131 TB88 
eh FUA497 FSA129 TA33 
 
[laughs] FUB183 FSB132   
creo que se llama hostal Cristina FUA498     
     lo tengo FUA499 FSA130   
     [inhales] FUA500     
     apuntado FUA501     
     y creo que tengo alguna tarjeta por ahí FUA502     
 
[laughs] FUB184 FSB133 TB89 
y el chico muy simpático FUA503 FSA131   
 
aquí queda la la publicidad grabada FUB185 FSB134   
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[laughs]  FUB186 FSB135   
sí FUA504 FSA132 TA34 
 
de por vida para FUB187 FSB136   
     
[inhales] FUB188 FSB137   
sí FUA505 FSA133 TA35 
 
para la investigación de Elena FUB189 FSB138   
[clears throat] FUA506 FSA134   
 
[laughs] FUB190 FSB139   
sí no? FUA507 FSA135   
     la verdad es que lo recomiendo porque es FUA508 FSA136   
     es barato lo único que claro FUA509     
     no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí FUA510     
 
claro FUB191 FSB140 TB90 
y arriesgarte un poco FUA511     
     pero siempre hay gente que sale o FUA512     
     o algo FUA513     
 
sí FUB192 FSB141 TB91 
     
hay movimiento FUB193 FSB142   
     
no? FUB194     
sí FUA514 FSA137 TA36 
     y nada es que Cadaqués pues imagínate FUA515 FSA138   
     estás ahí en FUA516     
     a pie de mar FUA517     
     ah FUA518     
     justo FUA519     
     si te te metes en el agua FUA520     
     te das la vuelta y tienes la ciudad o el pueblo FUA521     
     que  FUA522     
     [inhales] FUA523     
     que se casi se cae a  FUA524     
     a la playa, no? FUA525     
 
[hmm] FUB195 FSB143 TB92 
     
está pegadísimo FUB196 FSB144   
sí FUA526 FSA139 TA37 
     pegadísimo FUA527     
     y bueno FUA528 FSA140   
 
fuiste a Port Lligat  FUB197 FSB145 TB93 
     
 o no? FUB198     
sí FUA529 FSA141 TA38 
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estuve allí en Port Lligat también viendo la casa de  FUA530     
     [inhales] FUA531 FSA142   
 
la casa de Dalí FUB199 FSB146 TB94 
de Dalí FUA532     
     y FUA533     
     bien FUA534     
     muy interesante no? Ahí FUA535     
     
     
vivía bien el tío, eh? FUB200 FSB147 TB95 
sí FUA536 FSA143 TA39 
     vivía FUA537     
     [inhales] FUA538 FSA144   
     la verdad es que FUA539     
     vaya vida, no? FUA540     
 
[laughs] FUB201 FSB148 TB96 
lo del artista FUA541 FSA145   
     [inhales] FUA542 FSA146   
     no hombre FUA543 FSA147   
     [clears throat] FUA544 FSA148   
     son cosas que FUA545 FSA149   
     [pcht] FUA546 FSA150   
     puede se puede ver en la casa un poco que FUA547     
     [inhales] FUA548     
     gracias a FUA549     
     al éxito que tuvo también FUA550     
     eh FUA551     
     [inhales] FUA552     
     dio lugar a FUA553     
     su arte también no? FUA554     
 
sí FUB202 FSB149 TB97 
pudo dedicarse de FUA555 FSA151   
     [inhales] FUA556     
     demasiado FUA557     
     o mucho tiempo a su arte no? FUA558     
     no tuvo que andar a FUA559 FSA152   
 
claro FUB203 FSB150 TB98 
     
trabajando FUB204 FSB151   
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full time FUB205 FSB152   
sí FUA560 FSA153 TA40 
 
[laughs] FUB206 FSB153   
en otras FUA561     
     en otras cosas,no? FUA562     
     como FUA563     
     como otros, no? FUA564     
 
[laughs] FUB207 FSB154 TB99 
[inhales] FUA565 FSA154   
     y nada FUA566     
     me gusto muchísimo el viaje la comida sobre todo FUA567     
     me encantó FUA568     
     la comida de de esa zona de FUA569     
     bueno de Cataluña en general pero esa zona FUA570     
     y FUA571     
     bastante bien de precio también FUA572     
     [inhales] FUA573 FSA155   
     eh FUA574     
     tienes una FUA575     
     una variedad de FUA576     
     de alimentos y de platos increíble FUA577     
 
[hmm] FUB208 FSB155 TB100 
y FUA578     
     muy bien  FUA579     
     eh  FUA580     
     [pfff] FUA581 FSA156   
     la verdad es que fue FUA582 FSA157   
     volví luego a Francia FUA583 FSA158   
 
ah sí? FUB209 FSB156 TB101 
otra vez FUA584     
 
o sea que sólo viste esa zona entonces FUB210 FSB157   
[inhales] FUA585 FSA159   
 
el norte? FUB211     
sí FUA586     
     sólo estuve ahí en el norte FUA587     
     sí FUA588     
     [ehmm] FUA589     
 
mejor FUB212 FSB158 TB102 
     
porque si no te pasa el día ahí en el coche, no? FUB213     
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sí FUA590 FSA160 TA41 
     claro FUA591     
 
en Agosto FUB214 FSB159 TB103 
no FUA592 FSA161   
     esuve como cinco días FUA593     
     [inhales] FUA594     
 
ah bueno FUB215 FSB160 TB104 
     
es poquito FUB216     
y FUA595 FSA162 TA42 
     sí es poco FUA596 FSA163   
     bah FUA597 FSA164   
     pero ya digo FUA598 FSA165   
     descubrí un poco Rosas ca Figueras y Cadaqués FUA599     
     y algún otro pueblo que no recuerdo ahora con el que pasé con el coche FUA600     
     bueno estuvimos en Cap de Reus y todo esto FUA601 FSA166   
 
sí FUB217 FSB161 TB105 
     
qué tal el Cap de Creus? FUB218 FSB162   
     
hace mucho que no FUB219 FSB163   
pues FUA602 FSA167 TA43 
     bueno la verdad es que fuimos al Cap de Reus y FUA603     
     yo me esperaba que iba a haber un pueblecito o algo FUA604     
 
no hay nada no? FUB220 FSB164 TB106 
y es simplemente ya sabes que hay un centro allí de FUA605     
     un FUA606 FSA168   
     no sé si es un FUA607     
     
     
algo de protección FUB221 FSB165 TB107 
sí FUA608 FSA169 TA44 
     
     
de los animales o algo así FUB222 FSB166 TB108 
o FUA609 FSA170 TA45 
 
o del ecosistema FUB223     
estudio marítimo o algo así también FUA610     
 
he FUB224 FSB167   
no sé FUA611     
     y un bar FUA612 FSA171   
     y tal FUA613     
     [inhales] FUA614 FSA172   
     y bueno es  impresionante el paisaje FUA615     
     las rocas FUA616     
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y eso FUA617     
     [inhales] FUA618 FSA173   
     pero no nos quedamos mucho  FUA619     
     estuvimos ahí como veinte FUA620     
     treinta minutos máximo FUA621     
     hicimos una fotos y FUA622     
     [inhales] FUA623     
     y nos FUA624     
     pero vamos FUA625 FSA174   
     me gustaría volver a FUA626     
     a Cadaqués eh FUA627     
     la verdad es que FUA628     
     es muy recomendable FUA629     
 
la gente que FUB225 FSB168 TB109 
     
que ha nacido en esa zona FUB226     
[hmm] FUA630 FSA175 TA46 
     
     
si ya los catalanes de por sí son patrióticos FUB227 FSB169 TB110 
sí FUA631 FSA176 TA47 
 
[inhales] FUB228 FSB170   
     
los de esa zona es algo alucinante FUB229 FSB171   
ah sí? FUA632 FSA177 TA48 
     
     
sí sí FUB230 FSB172 TB111 
     
muy orgullosos de ser de FUB231 FSB173   
de esa zona FUA633 FSA178 TA49 
 
[inhales] FUB232 FSB174   
     
de Cadaq FUB233 FSB175   
     
bueno de Cadaqués es especial FUB234 FSB176   
sí FUA634 FSA179 TA50 
     
     
porque la historia que tienen no? FUB235 FSB177 TB112 
sí FUA635 FSA180 TA51 
 
y con Dalí FUB236 FSB178   
     
bastantes artistas han pasado por ahí FUB237 FSB179   
sí muchos FUA636 FSA181 TA52 
 
Gabriel García Márquez tiene un cuento que  FUB238 FSB180   
     
porque pasa una época ahí también FUB239     
sí FUA637 FSA182 TA53 
 
[inhales] FUB240 FSB181   
     
y FUB241     
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Bardem también rodó una película ahí FUA638 FSA183 TA54 
 
y FUB242     
     
sí FUB243 FSB182   
     
en Cadaqués FUB244 FSB183   
sí FUA639 FSA184 TA55 
     eh cómo se llama FUA640 FSA185   
     los pianos mecánicos creo FUA641 FSA186   
     [inhales] FUA642 FSA187   
     y de hecho hay un  FUA643     
     hay un bar que se llama el hos FUA644     
     L'hostal de Cadaqués FUA645     
     que tiene un poster gigante de esa película FUA646     
 
ah sí? FUB245 FSB184 TB113 
sí FUA647 FSA188   
     este es el bar caro FUA648 FSA189   
     este donde cobran FUA649     
 
ya FUB246 FSB185 TB114 
[inhales] FUA650     
     diez euros por una copa FUA651     
     [exhales] FUA652 FSA190   
 
entonces pues FUB247 FSB186 TB115 
[coughs] FUA653 FSA191   
 
la ge los habitantes de Cadaqués FUB248     
     
pues como que lo han tenido muy fácil FUB249     
sí FUA654 FSA192 TA56 
 
y se lo tienen un poquillo creido FUB250     
[inhales] FUA655 FSA193   
     hombre es una ciudad ri se ve que es una ciudad con dinero FUA656     
 
con mucha pasta sí FUB251 FSB187 TB116 
con mucho dinero FUA657     
 
sí FUB252     
y que la gente FUA658     
 
porque también los franceses FUB253 FSB188   
sí FUA659 FSA194   
 
turismo francés con mucho dinero también va ahí FUB254     
[inhales] FUA660 FSA195   
     y es un FUA661     
     la verdad es que ví a un par de actores franceses no? FUA662 FSA196   
     y me gusta bastante el cine FUA663     
     francés FUA664     
     [inhales] FUA665 FSA197   
 
y los reconociste o que? FUB255 FSB189 TB117 
reconocí a muchos actores franceses eh FUA666     
 
anda FUB256 FSB190   
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por allí FUA667     
     y bueno FUA668     
     aparte hay un restaurante FUA669 FSA198   
     [inhales] FUA670     
     en el que pone eh FUA671     
     un anuncio FUA672     
     una pancarta en la puerta que pone FUA673     
 
sí FUB257 FSB191 TB118 
paparazzis no FUA674     
     
     
ah sí? FUB258 FSB192 TB119 
sí FUA675 FSA199 TA57 
 
[laughs] FUB259 FSB193   
porque FUA676     
 
[inhales] FUB260 FSB194   
[clears throat] FUA677 FSA200   
 
tú no crees que eso es un truco ahí para FUB261 FSB195   
quizá es un truco, no? FUA678 FSA201   
 
[laughs] FUB262 FSB196   
pero bueno FUA679 FSA202   
     a lo mejor es que realmente sí que hay eh FUA680 FSA203   
     actores y gente famosa que va ahí eh FUA681     
     sí vi FUA682 FSA204   
 
esto va a ser un poco como Cannes, no? FUB263 FSB197 TB120 
     
o así? FUB264 FSB198   
sí puede ser FUA683 FSA205 TA58 
     no en un poco un refugio también para FUA684 FSA206   
     para bohemios de otros paises, no? FUA685     
     había un bar FUA686 FSA207   
     el bar barato éste del que te estoy habla FUA687     
     del que hablaba antes FUA688     
 
sí FUB265 FSB199 TB121 
[inhales] FUA689     
     eh FUA690     
     [inhales] FUA691 FSA208   
     en el que había muchísima gente de FUA692     
     de de de FUA693     
     de Francia  FUA694     
     ingleses eh FUA695     
     alemanes todos hablaban en FUA696     
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en castellano FUA697     
     en español FUA698     
     [inhales] FUA699     
     entre ellos FUA700     
     [inhales] FUA701 FSA209   
     y se notaba que estaban ahí  un poco pues que eran FUA702     
     por las conversaciones que pude escuchar FUA703     
     que estaba en la mesa FUA704     
     de al lado FUA705     
     pues que cada uno hacía pues eso FUA706     
     [inhales] FUA707 FSA210   
     eh FUA708     
     cerámica FUA709     
     otro pintaba otro tocaba la guitarra FUA710     
 
sí FUB266 FSB200 TB122 
estaban un poco de paso por Cadaqués y FUA711     
 
artistas FUB267 FSB201   
un poco esa vida artista bohemia y FUA712     
 
[mhm] FUB268 FSB202   
y hay mucho de eso en Cadaqués y FUA713     
     [inhales] FUA714 FSA211   
     y bueno FUA715     
     la verdad es que lo recomiendo no se para vivir FUA716     
     eh FUA717     
     todos los días allí FUA718     
 
[inhales] FUB269 FSB203 TB123 
     
yo me cansaría FUB270     
sí FUA719 FSA212 TA59 
 
yo creo que de tanto turismo FUB271     
sí FUA720     
 
y tanto Cadaqués FUB272     
y luego también que en invierno FUA721 FSA213   
     es un pueblo pequeñito y FUA722     
     se conoce todo el mundo  FUA723     
 
sí FUB273 FSB204 TB124 
y eso no? FUA724     
 
claro claro FUB274     
     
claro aparte que tampoco te creas que tienes tanta libertad cuando vives 
ahí FUB275     
     
porque como es muy turístico FUB276     
[mhm] FUA725 FSA214 TA60 
 
[inhales] FUB277 FSB205   
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siempre pues FUB278     
     
no puedes pintar tu casa de cualquier color FUB279     
sí FUA726 FSA215 TA61 
 
sabes? FUB280     
     
y cosas así FUB281     
tú eras de esa zona o de FUA727 FSA216 TA62 
 
[inhales] FUB282 FSB206   
     
no FUB283     
     
bueno yo soy na FUB284 FSB207   
     
nacida en Zaragoza FUB285     
[mhm] FUA728 FSA217 TA63 
 
[inhales] FUB286 FSB208   
     
y FUB287     
     
después nos mudamos a Barcelona cuando yo tenía dos años FUB288     
sí FUA729 FSA218 TA64 
 
[pcht] FUB289 FSB209   
     
pero FUB290     
     
[inhales] FUB291 FSB210   
     
ví FUB292     
     
trabajé en esa zona FUB293     
     
un verano FUB294     
[mhm] FUA730 FSA219 TA65 
     
     
entonces aproveché y viajé FUB295 FSB211 TB125 
     
[inhales] FUB296 FSB212   
     
y trabajé mucho con gente de la zona de Girona FUB297     
     
alta FUB298     
     
la zona alta FUB299     
sí FUA731 FSA220 TA66 
 
[inhales] FUB300 FSB213   
     
entonces FUB301     
     
sí que son muy FUB302     
     
tienen una mentalidad muy fuerte FUB303     




Appendix 3: Duologue Susana_María 1  
SUSANA FU  FS   TURN 
 
MARIA  FU  FS TURN 
         
     
cuatro meses FUB1 FSB1 TB1 
jo FUA1 FSA1 TA1 
     qué guay tía FUA2     
     y qué hicisteis qué visitasteis? FUA3 FSA2   
     
     
pues FUB2 FSB2 TB2 
     
empezamos en Costa Rica FUB3     
empezamos FUA4 FSA3 TA2 
 
fuimos Marta y FUB4 FSB3   
con quién fuiste? FUA5 FSA4   
     
     
con Marta FUB5 FSB4 TB3 
ah FUA6 FSA5 TA3 
     es verdad FUA7     
     
     
entonces FUB6 FSB5 TB4 
     
fuimos Marta y yo a  FUB7     
     
a Costa Rica FUB8     
     
[inhales] FUB9     
     
y en Costa rica estuvimos FUB10     
     
dos semanas FUB11     
     
[inhales] FUB12     
     
viajando por el país FUB13     
     
y después de allí FUB14 FSB6   
     
cogimos un vuelo a Guatemala FUB15     
son caros?    FUA8 FSA6 TA4 
     los vuelo intern FUA9     
     los FUA10     
     vuelos internos? FUA11     
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pues es que  FUB16 FSB7 TB5 
     
[mmm] FUB17     
     
mira FUB18     
     
compré to  FUB19 FSB8   
     
todos estos vuelos por FUB20     
     
me costaron FUB21     
     
me costo mil doscientos euros eh FUB22     
todo? FUA12 FSA7 TA5 
 
[inhales] FUB23 FSB9   
     
todo FUB24     
joe FUA13 FSA8 TA6 
 
de FUB25 FSB10   
     
[pcht] FUB26     
     
de Dublín a Madrid FUB27     
     
de Madrid a FUB28     
     
a Costa Rica FUB29     
     
de Costa Rica  a Guatemala FUB30     
     
de Guatemala a Cuba FUB31     
     
[inhales] FUB32     
     
y de Cuba a  FUB33     
     
Brasil FUB34     
     
y Brasil otra vez a Madrid FUB35     
qué guay FUA14 FSA9 TA7 
     luego FUA15 FSA10   
 
mil doscientos euros FUB36 FSB11 TB7 
[pff] FUA16     
     
     
me costó todo FUB37 FSB12 TB8 
eso me ha costado a mi solamente uno FUA17 FSA11 TA8 
     para irme a Australia FUA18     
     [laughs] FUA19     
     el próximo mes FUA20     
     o sea que FUA21 FSA12   
 
ya FUB38 FSB13 TB9 
[inhales] FUA22     
 
es que fue FUB39 FSB14   
     
es que una vez que estas ahí en FUB40 FSB15   
     
en Sudamérica FUB41     
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esos vuelos son bastante baratos FUB42     
     
[inhales] FUB43 FSB16   
     
eh FUB44     
     
se llama FUB45     
     
era una cosa que se llamaba eh FUB46     
     
airbus FUB47     
     
o algo así FUB48     
ok FUA23 FSA13 TA9 
 
[inhales] FUB49     
     
y el o FUB50     
     
esos vuelos eh FUB51     
     
intercontinentales eran  muy baratos FUB52     
     
lo que era más caro era el vuelo de Brasil FUB53 FSB17   
     
y el de FUB54     
     
[inhales] FUB55 FSB18   
     
y el de a Costa Rica FUB56     
     
[pcht] FUB57 FSB19   
     
[inhales] FUB58     
     
y nada FUB59     
     
y de ahí nos fuimos a Guatemala FUB60     
     
que estuvimos trabajando en el orfanato FUB61     
     
tres semanas FUB62     
y cómo conseguisteis ese trabajo? FUA24 FSA14 TA10 
     cómo os enterasteis del trabajo del FUA25     
     orfanato? FUA26     
     
     
eh FUB63 FSB20 TB10 
     
lo busqué yo FUB64     
     
la verdad FUB65     
     
estuvimos FUB66 FSB21   
     
nada FUB67     
     
por internet FUB68     
     
miramos FUB69     
     
lo que había FUB70     
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[pcht] FUB71 FSB22   
     
y eh FUB72     
     
y nada FUB73     
     
yo contacté con estos que se llamaban FUB74 FSB23   
     
era una organización que se llamaba Casa Guatemala FUB75     
ok FUA27 FSA15 TA11 
 
[inhales] FUB76 FSB24   
     
y  FUB77     
     
me gustó porque era  FUB78     
     
era local FUB79     
     
sabes? FUB80     
     
no era FUB81     
     
porque había otros que era como FUB82     
     
[inhales] FUB83     
     
eh FUB84     
     
empresas grandes FUB85     
     
organizaciones muy grandes FUB86     
     
[inhales] FUB87     
     
que trabajaban en todo el mundo  FUB88     
     
y tú te podías ir donde FUB89     
     
quisieras FUB90     
     
[inhales] FUB91 FSB25   
     
y FUB92     
     
no sé FUB93     
     
era como más FUB94     
     
menos FUB95     
y era lo que te esperabas o? FUA28 FSA16 TA12 
     
     
cuando llegué a FUB96 FSB26 TB11 
     
a Guatemala FUB97     
sí FUA29 FSA17 TA13 
     
     
pues FUB98 FSB26 TB12 
     
no me acuerdo lo que me esperaba FUB99     
ok FUA30 FSA18 TA14 
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no me acuerdo muy bien lo que me esperaba FUB100 FSB27 TB13 
     
pero FUB101 FSB28   
     
sí FUB102     
     
más o menos sí FUB103     
     
hombre FUB104 FSB29   
     
es un poco FUB105     
     
frustrante FUB106     
estar trabajando con FUA31 FSA19 TA15 
     
     
sí FUB107 FSB30 TB14 
con niños huerfanos FUA32 FSA20 TA16 
     
     
sí bueno FUB108 FSB31 TB15 
     
y ver la FUB109 FSB32   
     
[pcht] FUB110     
     
los re FUB111     
     
la falta de recursos que hay FUB112     
es que a mí me encantaría FUA33 FSA21 TA17 
     pero creo que yo soy demasiado sensible FUA34     
     para esas cosas FUA35     
     no sé FUA36     
     ya veré FUA37     
     [laughs] FUA38     
     un momento FUA39     
 
no FUB113 FSB33 TB16 
     
cuando estás ahí haciéndolo no FUB114     
     
no te FUB115     
     
no te entra sensiblería FUB116     
[laughs] FUA40 FSA22 TA18 
 
[laughs] FUB117     
[inhales] FUA41     
 
no FUB118 FSB34   
     
porque estás ahí FUB119     
     
con ellos y no FUB120     
     
a lo a lo mejor cuando FUB121 FSB35   
     
cuando miro FUB122     
     
[pcht] FUB123     
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después FUB124 FSB36   
     
ahora cuando lo recuerdo FUB125     
     
sí me parece FUB126     
     
triste FUB127     
     
pero en el momento ya FUB128     
     
yo estaba FUB129     
     
estaba bien FUB130     
ok FUA42 FSA23 TA19 
     
     
lo más duro fue de FUB131 FSB37 TB17 
     
despedirme FUB132     
     
y eso FUB133     
guau FUA43 FSA24 TA20 
 
[inhales] FUB134 FSB38   
     
no FUB135     
     
yo estuvo bien FUB136     
     
hombre FUB137 FSB39   
     
un poco FUB138     
     
[mmm] FUB139     
     
yo que sé FUB140     
fuerte FUA44 FSA25 TA21 
     emocionalmente no? FUA45     
 
[inhales] FUB141 FSB40 TB18 
     
sí FUB142     
     
y luego también FUB143 FSB41   
     
que tres semanas es muy poco tiempo FUB144     
     
yo creo que FUB145     
     
para FUB146     
     
[pcht] FUB147     
     
para vivir la experiencia esa bien FUB148     
un año FUA46 FSA26 TA22 
 
hace falta irse por lo menos seis meses o algo así FUB149     
o medio año no FUA47     
     
     
porque si no FUB150 FSB42 TB19 
     
yo que sé FUB151     
     
no FUB152     
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no lo vives igual FUB153     
[mhm] FUA48 FSA27 TA23 
     
     
ves como es pero FUB154 FSB43 TB20 
     
más bien por fuera que por dentro FUB155     
     
[inhales] FUB156 FSB44   
     
y nada FUB157     
     
y  FUB158     
y luego fuisteis a Brasil FUA49 FSA28 TA24 
     desde Guatemala o FUA50     
     
     
no FUB159 FSB45 TB21 
     
desde Guatemala FUB160     
     
luego  FUB161 FSB46   
     
luego vino Chus FUB162     
Chus también FUA51 FSA29 TA25 
     es verdad FUA52     
     
     
sí FUB163 FSB47 TB22 
     
se apuntó Chus  FUB164     
tía se me había olvidado FUA53 FSA30 TA26 
 
que yo ni la conocía FUB165 FSB48   
de ella FUA54     
     
     
y entonces vino Chus FUB166 FSB49 TB23 
no la conocías? FUA55 FSA31 TA27 
 
y FUB167     
     
no FUB168 FSB50   
nunca habías trabajado con ella? FUA56 FSA32 TA28 
 
[pcht] FUB169 FSB51   
sí FUA57 FSA33   
     sí que habías trabajado con ella  FUA58     
 
sí pero FUB170 FSB52 TB24 
porque tú y yo entramos al mismo FUA59     
 
[pcht] FUB171     
     
pero de vista FUB172     
vale FUA60 FSA34 TA29 
 
porque yo no  FUB173 FSB53   
     
o sea FUB174     
     
cuando Chus trabajaba en el Cervantes  FUB175     
     
yo trabajaba solo una tarde y eh FUB176     
     
no conocía a nadie  FUB177     
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vamos FUB178     
     
solo conocía a la gente de vista FUB179     
     
[inhales] FUB180 FSB54   
     
y nada FUB181     
     
y no FUB182     
     
[pcht] FUB183     
     
no la conocía vamos FUB184     
     
no sabía nada de ella FUB185     
     
solo conocía su cara FUB186     
     
y su nombre FUB187     
     
[laughs] FUB188 FSB55   
     
[inhales] FUB189 FSB56   
     
pero bueno FUB190     
     
y estuvimos viajando un poco por Guatemala FUB191 FSB57   
     
ya de Guatemala nos fuimos a FUB192     
     
a Cuba FUB193     
     
[pause] FUB194     
     
y en Cuba FUB195 FSB58   
     
estuvimos FUB196     
     
otras dos o tres FUB197     
     
dos semanas y media o algo así FUB198     
qué guay FUA61 FSA35 TA30 
     
     
y ya de allí FUB199 FSB59 TB25 
     
eh FUB200     
     
yo FUB201     
     
ellas se vinieron para FUB202     
     
para Europa FUB203     
     
y yo continué dos meses más  FUB204     
     
sola en Brasil FUB205     
tú sola FUA62 FSA36 TA31 
     completamente sola en Brasil FUA63     
 
no  FUB206 FSB60 TB26 
     
fui FUB207 FSB61   
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estuve yo FUB208     
     
yo estuve sola como  FUB209     
     
seis semanas FUB210     
fue Patrick no? FUA64 FSA37 TA32 
     también FUA65     
     
     
yo estuve seis semanas yo sola FUB211 FSB62 TB27 
     
y luego FUB212     
     
Paddy vino FUB213     
     
tres semanas o algo así FUB214     
vuah FUA66 FSA38 TA33 
 
[inhales] FUB215     
y no te dio miedo estar por Brasil tú sola? FUA67 FSA39   
     
     
pues no FUB216 FSB63 TB28 
     
no FUB217     
     
no no me dio nada de miedo FUB218     
ay FUA68 FSA40 TA34 
     es que a mí Brasil me da mogollón de miedo FUA69 FSA41   
     no sería un país al que iría sola FUA70     
 
es que da miedo FUB219 FSB64 TB29 
ni de coña FUA71     
 
pero FUB220     
     
es que en cuanto llegas se te quita el miedo FUB221     
     
a mí en cuanto llegué se me quitó el miedo FUB222     
     
sabes? FUB223 FSB65   
porqué? FUA72 FSA42 TA35 
     porque era más seguro de lo que pensabas? FUA73     
     
     
no  FUB224 FSB66 TB30 
     
porque sí FUB225 FSB67   
     
porque había oido todo FUB226     
     
o sea  FUB227 FSB68   
     
me había metido tanto miedo la gente FUB228     
     
[laughs] FUB229     
     
[inhales] FUB230 FSB69   
que luego era tan FUA74 FSA43 TA36 
 
que pensé que me iban a FUB231     
     
a montar en el FUB232     
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en un taxi y vamos FUB233     
     
que me iban a violar directamente FUB234     
     
quitarme la FUB235     
     
[laughs] FUB236     
     
la mochila FUB237     
     
y FUB238     
     
y dejarme ahí tirada en un FUB239     
     
[laughs] FUB240     
cómo se dice esa expresión de no sé que FUA75 FSA44 TA37 
     tan como se FUA76     
     como lo pintan FUA77     
     no es tan FUA78     
     [inhales] FUA79     
     fiero el FUA80     
     lobo FUA81     
     como lo pintan FUA82     
     algo así FUA83     
     no me acuerdo FUA84 FSA45   
     
     
ni idea FUB241 FSB70 TB31 
yo no si hay una expresión para eso no FUA85 FSA46 TA38 
 
puede ser así FUB242 FSB71   
no me acuerdo FUA86     
     no me acuerdo FUA87     
     no me acuerdo FUA88     
     como era FUA89     
     [inhales] FUA90     
     bueno da igual FUA91 FSA47   
 
no FUB243 FSB72 TB32 
     
pero vamos que no FUB244     
     
bueno FUB245 FSB73   
     
sí supongo FUB246     
     
o sea que sí FUB247     
     
que es un país FUB248     
     
con mucha  FUB249     
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delincuencia y todo eso FUB250     
     
eso está claro FUB251     
[inhales] FUA92 FSA48 TA39 
 
los FUB252     
y en todo ese tiempo no FUA93     
     
     
los datos estan ahí FUB253 FSB74 TB33 
     
pero que FUB254     
     
[pcht] FUB255     
     
yo que sé FUB256 FSB75   
     
que si sabes donde FUB257 FSB76   
     
si no te metes por las zonas peligrosas y FUB258     
y nunce te intentaron FUA94 FSA49 TA40 
     robar FUA95     
 
no FUB259 FSB77 TB34 
ni nada en ese tiempo FUA96     
     nunca FUA97     
 
nunca FUB260 FSB78 TB35 
     
nunc nunca FUB261     
hija  FUA98 FSA50 TA41 
     que suerte FUA99     
 
nunca FUB262 FSB79 TB36 
     
ni una sola vez FUB263     
     
no me robaron nada FUB264 FSB80   
     
no  FUB265     
     
en los cuatro meses esos FUB266     
     
[inhales] FUB267     
     
no me robaron nada FUB268     
     
hombre FUB269 FSB81   
     
sí a lo mejor vi FUB270 FSB82   
     
vi algún FUB271     
     
me acuerdo una vez  FUB272 FSB83   
     
que vi un niño en Brasil FUB273     
     
que le intentó FUB274     
     
[inhales] FUB275     
     
le es FUB276     
     
le pegó a una  FUB277     
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a una tía un tirón de bolso FUB278     
     
pero es que eso también lo ves en Madrid y en FUB279 FSB84   
     
y en Temple Bar FUB280     
     
vamos FUB281     
     
que también lo he visto FUB282     
[laughs] FUA100 FSA51 TA42 
     
     
es verdad FUB283 FSB85 TB37 
[inhales] FUA101 FSA52 TA43 
     
     
pero aparte de eso no FUB284 FSB86 TB38 
     
lo único que sí FUB285 FSB87   
     
que se ven FUB286     
     
durante el día ves zonas que FUB287     
     
que vamos FUB288     
     
que FUB289     
[inhales] FUA102 FSA53 TA44 
 
que no FUB290     
     
que ves que no puedes ir ahí por la noche FUB291     
y volverías a  FUA103 FSA54 TA45 
     hispanoamérica o no? FUA104     
     
     
a Brasil seguro FUB292 FSB88 TB39 
     
[pcht] FUB293     
     
a Brasil me encantaría volver FUB294     
     
sí FUB295     
     
sí FUB296     
     
ah no FUB297 FSB89   
     
si luego volví FUB298 FSB90   
     
no me acordaba FUB299     
     
[laughs] FUB300     
[laughs] FUA105 FSA55 TA46 
     
     
pero bueno FUB301 FSB91 TB40 
     
habla tú un poco FUB302     
[laughs] FUA106 FSA56 TA47 
 
[laughs] FUB303     
[inhales] FUA107 FSA57   
 
[inhales] FUB304     
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es que yo no he hecho ningún viaje de cuatro meses FUA108     
     la verdad FUA109     
     lo más lejos que me he ido ha sido a FUA110 FSA58   
     bueno a Buenos Aires FUA111     
     [pcht] FUA112 FSA59   
     y a Canadá a Toronto FUA113     
     pero FUA114     
     [inhales] FUA115 FSA60   
     el de Buenos Aires fue dos semanas nada más FUA116     
     en Navidad FUA117     
     para FUA118     
     [inhales] FUA119     
     para visitar a mi hermano FUA120     
 
qué bien FUB305 FSB92 TB41 
y la verdad es que fue bastante duro FUA121 FSA61   
     porque fue la época FUA122     
     de la crisis tan bestial  FUA123     
     que tuvieron en FUA124     
     [inhales] FUA125 FSA62   
 
qué año fue? FUB306 FSB93 TB42 
el dosmil uno FUA126     
     fue cuando FUA127 FSA63   
     bueno yo estuve dos semanas y tuvieron cinco FUA128 FSA64   
     presidentes FUA129     
     las dos semanas  FUA130     
     [inhales] FUA131 FSA65   
     o sea mogollón de FUA132     
 
esas dos semanas que tu estuviste allí? FUB307 FSB94 TB43 
sí FUA133 FSA66   
     cinco FUA134     
     o sea cada día FUA135 FSA67   
     había un presidente nuevo FUA136     
     dimitían FUA137     
     fue cuando lo del corralito FUA138 FSA68   
     no había dinero FUA139     
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[inhales] FUA140 FSA69   
     cazerolazos por todas partes FUA141     
 
y qué FUB308 FSB95 TB44 
daba FUA142     
     daba miedo FUA143     
     o sea las FUA144     
     
     
y FUB309 FSB96 TB45 
     
[mmm] FUB310     
     
y madre mía FUB311 FSB97   
aparte me lo dijeron FUA145 FSA70 TA48 
 
y como te pilló eso? FUB312     
que no fuera FUA146     
     que era superpeligroso FUA147     
     que está en un momento FUA148     
     yo fui cuando además estaba el FUA149 FSA71   
     el dólar y el FUA150     
     y el peso estaban igualados FUA151     
     y a las dos o tres semanas FUA152     
     se devaluó FUA153     
     y estaba a un tercio FUA154     
     [inhales] FUA155     
 
ahá FUB313 FSB98 TB46 
y claro la gente estaba desesperada FUA156     
     porque la gente tenía FUA157     
     hipotecas en dólares FUA158     
     tenían imp FUA159     
     no podían pagar FUA160     
     de repente tenían como tres veces menos FUA161     
     y tenían que pagar tres veces más FUA162     
     [inhales] FUA163 FSA72   
     era un horror FUA164     
     y no FUA165     
     no podían sacar dinero FUA166     
     estaban todos los bancos congelados FUA167     
     no los abrían FUA168     
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nadie sabía FUA169     
     [inhales] FUA170 FSA73   
 
y la gente por la calle protestando? FUB314 FSB99 TB47 
mogollón FUA171     
     cazerolazos todos los FUA172     
     todos los días FUA173     
     [inhales] FUA174 FSA74   
     las calles FUA175     
     habían tirado piedras FUA176     
     cosas rotos FUA177     
     era realmente FUA178 FSA75   
     [pcht] FUA179     
     y luego además era navidad FUA180 FSA76   
     y había una sensación super rara de navidad FUA181     
     con un sol FUA182     
     y un tiempo FUA183     
     y un bochorno FUA184     
     y era como qué raro, no? FUA185     
 
es vera FUB315 FSB100 TB48 
[inhales] FUA186 FSA77   
 
es verano allí no? FUB316   TB49 
claro FUA187     
     es super verano FUA188     
     pasa que no hacía mucho sol  FUA189     
     pasa hacía muchísimo calor FUA190     
     a mí me dio el primer sss FUA191 FSA78   
     el FUA192     
     golpe de sol FUA193     
     [inhales] FUA194     
     de mi vida FUA195     
     y mira que yo me ex FUA196     
     me expongo al sol y estoy super FUA197     
     [inhales] FUA198 FSA79   
     bueno me quedé fatal FUA199     
     estuve tres días en cama FUA200     
 
de insolación? FUB317 FSB101 TB50 
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sí sí FUA201 FSA80   
     pero bestial FUA202     
     [inhales] FUA203     
     bestial bestial FUA204     
     y nunca me había ocurrido y FUA205 FSA81   
     he tenido verdaderas brutadas con el sol FUA206     
     o sea que no entiendo muy bien FUA207     
     debe ser que ahí FUA208 FSA82   
     [laughs] FUA209     
     es extra fuerte FUA210     
 
no FUB318 FSB102 TB51 
[inhales] FUA211     
 
sí FUB319     
     
es verdad  FUB320     
[pff] FUA212 FSA83 TA49 
 
es que lo FUB321     
     
mira en cuanto lle FUB322 FSB103   
     
yo llegué a FUB323     
     
[inhales] FUB324     
     
a Costa Rica FUB325     
     
y salimos FUB326     
     
pues nos levantamos super temprano FUB327     
     
por la mañana FUB328     
     
[inhales] FUB329 FSB104   
     
y yo también estoy super acostumbrada al sol FUB330     
     
[inhales] FUB331 FSB105   
     
a las ocho de la mañana FUB332     
     
y yo me había ya puesto FUB333     
la protección FUA213 FSA84 TA50 
 
protec FUB334     
     
la protección por todo el cuerpo tía FUB335     
     
[inhales] FUB336 FSB106   
     
pero llevaba chanclas FUB337     
     
y no me había puesto en los pies FUB338     
y te quemáste  FUA214 FSA85 TA51 
 
mira FUB339 FSB107   
     
los pies FUB340 FSB108   
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pero pero FUB341     
     
como un demonio tía FUB342     
[laughs] FUA215 FSA86 TA52 
 
[laughs] FUB343     
     
o sea yo FUB344 FSB109   
     
no había visto una cosa igual FUB345     
     
es que FUB346     
     
o sea FUB347     
que FUA216 FSA87 TA53 
 
pega FUB348     
yo no sé como fue FUA217     
 
pega más fuerte el sol FUB349     
aparte FUA218 FSA88   
     me pasé con mi hermano andando todo el día FUA219     
     por el centro de Buenos Aires FUA220     
     fuimos a comprar un billete para irnos a Colonia FUA221     
     a Uruguay FUA222     
     nada FUA223 FSA89   
     no pudimos FUA224     
     tuvimos que cancelarlo todo FUA225     
     o sea es que no podía FUA226     
     se me FUA227     
 
por la insolación? FUB350 FSB110 TB52 
por la insolación se me FUA228 FSA90   
     me salía a FUA229     
     me acuerdo que paramos en un Burger King FUA230     
     y de repente me empecé a sentir fatal FUA231     
     como si te estuvieras muriendo FUA232     
     pero fatal FUA233     
     [inhales] FUA234 FSA91   
 
joe vaya viajecito FUB351 FSB111 TB53 
y me empezó a salir agua por el cuerpo FUA235     
     empezó a salir agua por los brazos FUA236     
     yo decía FUA237 FSA92   
     que me está FUA238     
 
venga ya FUB352 FSB112 TB54 
[inhales] FUA239 FSA93   
     de verdad FUA240     
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me apoyaba en el FUA241     
     en la FUA242     
     en la mesa del burger king FUA243     
     nunca se me olvidará esa imagen FUA244     
     [inhales] FUA245     
     y me salía agua por los brazos FUA246     
     yo decía FUA247 FSA94   
     Dios mío qué me está pasando FUA248     
     [laughs] FUA249     
 
[laughs] FUB353 FSB113 TB55 
me estoy muriendo FUA250     
     [inhales] FUA251 FSA95   
     bueno FUA252     
     fue un des FUA253     
     muy desa FUA254     
     y luego era como vuelvo a casa FUA255 FSA96   
     porque había que opciones FUA256     
     meterte en el metro FUA257     
     me daba pánico FUA258     
     con lo mal que me encontraba FUA259     
     [inhales] FUA260     
     meterte en el tráfico de Buenos Aires era peor FUA261     
     [inhales] FUA262 FSA97   
     y ahora como que hacemos FUA263     
     como FUA264     
     como llegamos a casa FUA265     
     [pcht] FUA266     
     luego me empecé a sentir un poco mejor FUA267 FSA98   
     pero tuve que estar tres días a base de FUA268     
     seven up FUA269     
     [inhales] FUA270     
     y FUA271     
     y sopita de calabaza FUA272     
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y no podía moverme FUA273     
     y me dio muchísima rabia FUA274     
     porque teníamos un montón de planes FUA275     
     [inhales] FUA276 FSA99   
     y me pasé ya te digo FUA277     
     tres días en la cama FUA278     
     [pcht] FUA279 FSA100   
     pero bueno FUA280     
     esas cosas que no puedes controlar FUA281     
     [inhales] FUA282 FSA101   
 
pero pudiste ver bien la ciudad y eso? FUB354 FSB114 TB56 
sí FUA283     
     aparte como mi hermano vivía allí FUA284 FSA102   
     mi cuñada es argentina FUA285     
     pues FUA286     
     es de Buenos Aires FUA287     
     pues FUA288     
     porteña FUA289     
     [inhales] FUA290     
     pues FUA291     
     pues sí FUA292     
     me enseñaron bastante FUA293 FSA103   
     me llevaron a FUA294     
     a FUA295     
     a bastantes sitios FUA296     
     y FUA297     
     y bien FUA298     
     la verdad es que bien FUA299     
     [inhales] FUA300 FSA104   
     pero fue FUA301     
     daba mucha pena FUA302     
     porque estaba toda la gente bastante FUA303     
     disgustada FUA304     
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con toda la situación FUA305     
     y bastante FUA306     
     [inhales] FUA307 FSA105   
     no podían salir del país tampoco FUA308     
     porque como no tuvieras FUA309     
     bueno mucha gente tenía dólares FUA310     
     escondidos en las casas y eso FUA311     
     pero como no los tuvieras FUA312     
     [inhales] FUA313 FSA106   
     el banco no daba nada FUA314     
     y tú con pesos no podías salir FUA315     
     o sea que no podías salir del país FUA316     
     no podía FUA317     
     en ningún sitio te iban a aceptar los pesos FUA318 FSA107   
     argentinos FUA319     
     con la crisis FUA320     
     [inhales] FUA321     
     y al no tener dólares los bancos no te FUA322     
     no te FUA323     
     no te dejaban sacar nada FUA324     
     era una situación de FUA325 FSA108   
 
qué fuerte FUB355 FSB115 TB57 
no puedes salir del país FUA326     
     porque es que no tienes un duro para poder salir FUA327     
     [inhales] FUA328     
     no puedes ir sin nada FUA329     
     [inhales] FUA330 FSA109   
     y no había dinero FUA331     
     y  FUA332     
     [fff] FUA333     
     una sensación de  FUA334 FSA110   
     desesperación  FUA335     
     todos tus ahorros de toda la vida de repente FUA336     
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[inhales] FUA337 FSA111   
     no sé FUA338     
     mucha frustración FUA339 FSA112   
     es lo que FUA340     
     lo que sentía alrededor FUA341     
 
ya FUB356 FSB116 TB58 
pero bueno FUA342     
 
es que vaya momento FUB357     
     
pero bueno FUB358     
     
que la ciudad es FUB359 FSB117   
     
es muy bonita no? FUB360     
es muy bonita FUA343 FSA113 TA54 
     sí sí FUA344     
     sí que es muy bonita FUA345     
     
     
a mí me gustaría ir FUB361 FSB118 TB59 
a mí me parece que le falta FUA346 FSA114 TA55 
     que se ve a veces la decadencia no? FUA347     
     es como FUA348     
     [pcht] FUA349     
     como decía la FUA350     
     decadencia majestuosa FUA351     
     como que se vé que ha tenido muchísima más FUA352 FSA115   
     riqueza FUA353     
     y en momentos mu mucho más esplendor FUA354     
     y ahora de repente como que FUA355     
     [inhales] FUA356 FSA116   
     por la crisis FUA357     
     por no haber dinero FUA358     
 
[mmm] FUB362 FSB119 TB60 
por toda la cruz y todo FUA359     
     como se ve que FUA360     
     [inhales] FUA361 FSA117   
 
ya FUB363 FSB120 TB61 
pues que es lo que queda de lo FUA362     
     de lo bueno que era, no? FUA363     
     
     
ah FUB364 FSB121 TB62 
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pero a mí me gustan las ciudades que son así FUB365     
decadente FUA364 FSA118 TA56 
 
bueno la Hava FUB366 FSB122   
     
es que la FUB367     
     
la Habana FUB368     
sí FUA365 FSA119 TA57 
     
     
tiene que ser mucho peor que FUB369 FSB123 TB63 
     
que Bue FUB370     
     
que Buenos Aires FUB371     
en Cuba no fuiste a la Habana? FUA366 FSA120 TA58 
     
     
sí FUB372 FSB124 TB64 
ah FUA367 FSA121 TA59 
 
sí sí FUB373     
yo no conozco FUA368     
     sí  FUA369 FSA122   
 
tiene que ser FUB374 FSB125 TB65 
me imagino algo así FUA370     
 
o sea FUB375     
     
es que si te enseño las fotos FUB376     
     
es eso FUB377     
     
[inhales] FUB378 FSB126   
     
y y FUB379     
     
y Río  FUB380     
     
menos pero también se ve un poco FUB381     
     
también eso FUB382     
     
lo que fue FUB383     
y lo que queda FUA371 FSA123 TA60 
     
     
y lo que queda FUB384 FSB127 TB66 
     
[laughs] FUB385     
me acuerdo además que una FUA372 FSA124 TA61 
     una de las tradiciones que tienen ahí en A FUA373     
     en Buenos Aires es que FUA374     
     como es final de año FUA375     
     a final de año todos los bancos y eso FUA376     
     lo que hacen es que FUA377     
     [inhales] FUA378     
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rompen todos los papeles en tiritas así FUA379     
     no sé como se dice FUA380     
     [inhales] FUA381     
     y los tiran todos por las ventanas no? FUA382     
     entonces está todas las calles FUA383 FSA125   
     está todo lleno de papeles FUA384     
     [inhales] FUA385     
     pero de tiritas FUA386     
     o sea todos los papeles que ya no utilizan para el año FUA387 FSA126   
     como limpieza de fin de año FUA388     
     [inhales] FUA389     
 
no me digas FUB386 FSB128 TB66 
y los tiran todos por las ventanas  FUA390     
     pero además FUA391     
     en tiritas FUA392     
     claro FUA393 FSA127   
     porque los han metido por estas máquinas FUA394 FSA128   
     de FUA395     
     
     
ah FUB387 FSB129 TB68 
[pcht] FUA396 FSA129 TA62 
     no sé como se llaman FUA397     
     pero estas máquinas  FUA398     
 
sí FUB388 FSB130 TB69 
que hacen que todo el papel salga como en tiritas FUA399     
     
     
las trituradoras de papel FUB389 FSB131 TB70 
sí las tituradoras de papel que FUA400 FSA130 TA63 
     me sale la palabra en inglés  FUA401     
     pero no en español FUA402     
     [inhales] FUA403 FSA131   
 
sí FUB390 FSB132 TB71 
y FUA404     
     la tiraban y yo decía pero que hace la gente FUA405     
     tirando papeles por  FUA406     
     por las ventanas FUA407     
     que se habían vuelto locos FUA408     
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todos FUA409     
     [inhales] FUA410 FSA132   
     me dijeron que era la tradición en fin de año FUA411     
     como de limpieza de los bancos y de todo FUA412     
     [inhales] FUA413     
     y de FUA414     
     un nuevo comienzo FUA415     
     digo bueno FUA416 FSA133   
     [laughs] FUA417     
     pues nada FUA418 FSA134   
     
     
ah bueno FUB391 FSB133 TB72 
pero FUA419 FSA135 TA64 
 
está FUB392     
sí FUA420 FSA136   
 
es gracioso FUB393     
es lo de las FUA421     
     de las tradiciones FUA422     
     [inhales] FUA423 FSA137   
     pero bueno FUA424     
     que sí que fue un poco extraño la verdad todo FUA425     
     el calor que sientes ahí FUA426 FSA138   
     pensando en papá noel y con ese calor era como no me FUA427     
     [laughs] FUA428     
     no me termina de FUA429     
     [inhales] FUA430     
 
ya FUB394 FSB134 TB73 
     
no FUB395 FSB135   
     
a mí me apetece FUB396     
     
ir FUB397     
     
pero me FUB398     
     
[mmm] FUB399 FSB136   
     
pero es que cuando yo estuve FUB400     
     
en Brasil FUB401     
     
[inhales] FUB402 FSB137   
     
sí FUB403     
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la verdad es que pasé a la frontera eh? FUB404     
     
de Argentina FUB405     
estuviste en Iguazú? FUA431 FSA139 TA65 
     
     
sí FUB406 FSB138 TB74 
     
y entonces pasamos a la FUB407 FSB139   
     
a la parte de Argentina FUB408     
     
pero ya irse más al sur FUB409     
     
[mmm] FUB410     
     
creo que hacía un montón de frío FUB411 FSB140   
     
porque es FUB412     
     
era agosto y septiembre FUB413     
     
y allí creo que eso es pleno invierno FUB414     
[inhales] FUA432 FSA140 TA66 
     sí FUA433     
     julio y agosto  FUA434     
 
conocimos a gente que venía de Argentina FUB415 FSB141 TB75 
sí FUA435     
 
y eh FUB416     
     
nos dijeron que hacía un frío FUB417     
     
y encima lluvia FUB418     
[hmm] FUA436 FSA141 TA67 
 
que FUB419     
     
viviendo en Irlanda pues como que no me apetecía mucho FUB420     
[inhales] FUA437 FSA142 TA68 
     la verdad es que con el cambio climático FUA438     
     ultimamente tampoco sabes muy bien FUA439     
     porque ha tenido inviernos que ha hecho super FUA440 FSA143   
     mogollón de calor FUA441     
     [inhales] FUA442 FSA144   
     y luego sin embargo ha habido momentos que FUA443     
     no sé FUA444     
     está yo creo que todo FUA445 FSA145   
     [inhales] FUA446 FSA146   
     en todo el mundo en general FUA447     
     ya no puedes fiarte mucho de FUA448     
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[laughs] FUA449     
     si es invierno o verano FUA450     
     te encuentras FUA451 FSA147   
     [inhales] FUA452     
     unos FUA453     
     no sé FUA454     
 
bueno FUB421 FSB142 TB76 
     
la lluvia sí FUB422     
     
pero la temperatura FUB423     
     
no sé FUB424     
[mmm] FUA455 FSA148 TA69 
     
     
más o menos FUB425 FSB143 TB77 
no es que me acuerdo de hablar ahora con mi cuñada eso FUA456 FSA149 TA70 
     de que había habido uno de estos inviernos pasados  FUA457     
     que era como FUA458     
     que no parecía invierno FUA459     
     que estaba haciendo super buen tiempo y FUA460     
     [inhales] FUA461 FSA150   
 
ya FUB426 FSB144 TB78 
pero vamos que también aquí FUA462     
 
bah FUB427 FSB145   
     
eso también pasa en España a veces FUB428     
sí FUA463 FSA151 TA71 
     y aquí también FUA464     
     en Irlanda FUA465     
     está un poco loco la verdad FUA466 FSA152   
     pero FUA467     
     [inhales] FUA468 FSA153   
     y nada FUA469     
     y el otro viaje fue a Canadá FUA470 FSA154   
     pero eso fue muy cortito FUA471 FSA155   
     y fue para una conferencia lo que pasa que FUA472     
     lo disfruté mogollón FUA473     
     [inhales] FUA474 FSA156   
     pues fueron tres días o cuatro días FUA475     
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y la conferencia duró nada FUA476     
     media mañana FUA477     
     [laughs]  FUA478     
     bueno FUA479 FSA157   
     hice yo que durara media mañana FUA480     
     [inhales] FUA481 FSA158   
     y luego el resto fue disfrutar de la ciudad FUA482     
     fuimos a la cataratas del Niágara FUA483 FSA159   
     en limusina FUA484     
     estuvo todo super bien FUA485 FSA160   
     hizo un tiempo super bueno FUA486     
     y me encantó la gente FUA487     
     me gustó muchísimo FUA488     
     
     
sí FUB429 FSB146 TB79 
me dio muy buen rollo FUA489 FSA161 TA72 
 
son muy FUB430     
la FUA490     
 
son muy majos FUB431     
la gente canadiense FUA491     
     
     
pero fuiste FUB432 FSB147 TB80 
     
a FUB433     
     
a don FUB434     
     
pero tú es FUB435 FSB148   
     
fuiste a Vancouver? FUB436     
no FUA492 FSA162 TA73 
     fui a Toronto FUA493     
     fui a Toronto FUA494     
     
     
y luego FUB437 FSB149 TB81 
     
cuanto se tarda desde Toronto a las cataratas del Niágara? FUB438     
dos horas  FUA495 FSA163 TA74 
     o tres FUA496     
     
     
ah FUB439 FSB150 TB82 
que eran FUA497 FSA164 TA75 
     creo que eran  FUA498     
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y como no eramos suficientes estudiantes para ir FUA499 FSA165   
     pues alquilaron en vez de FUA500     
     [inhales] FUA501     
     en vez de un autobús alquilaron una limusina FUA502     
     y era mi primera vez en una limusina FUA503     
     y estuvo super bien FUA504     
     y paramos en unos pueblecitos que eran de película total FUA505 FSA166   
     preciosos FUA506     
     super caros FUA507     
     [inhales] FUA508     
     se les veía super FUA509     
     [inhales] FUA510 FSA167   
     vamos FUA511     
     toda la gente vestidita de domingo FUA512     
     [inhales] FUA513 FSA168   
 
sí FUB440 FSB151 TB83 
muy FUA514     
     pero muy bonito FUA515     
     era FUA516     
     era precioso FUA517     
     muy bien FUA518     
     no sé FUA519 FSA169   
     aparte no sé FUA520     
     tuve una FUA521 FSA170   
     
     
sí FUB441 FSB152 TB84 
     
a mí me gustó mucho FUB442     
     
Canadá también FUB443     
     
cuando fui FUB444     
qué parte de Canadá FUA522 FSA171 TA76 
     estuviste? FUA523     
     
     
yo estuve en Quebek FUB445 FSB153 TB85 
     
en la parte francesa FUB446     
     
en Quebek y en Montreal FUB447     
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ok FUA524 FSA172 TA77 
     [inhales] FUA525 FSA173   
     dicen que lo más bonito es Vancouver FUA526     
     la verdad es que me encantaría ir FUA527     
 
y FUB448 FSB154 TB86 
     
bueno Vancouver es FUB449     
     
[pause] FUB450     
     
como FUB451 FSB155   
     
yo creo no FUB452     
     
yo creo que FUB453     
     
bueno FUB454     
     
como FUB455 FSB156   
     
está muy chula eh? FUB456     
si? FUA528 FSA174 TA78 
     
     
sí FUB457 FSB157 TB87 
     
y la gente muy maja FUB458     
     
la gente super maja FUB459     
     
yo que FUB460 FSB158   
     
venía de Estados Unidos FUB461     
     
me pareció la gente mucho más FUB462     
     
[inhales] FUB463     
     
mucho más maja que en Estados Unidos FUB464     
sí FUA529 FSA175 TA79 
     
     
y todo FUB465 FSB159 TB88 
     
el ambiente y todo FUB466     
     
mucho FUB467     
     
mucho mejor FUB468     
     
[inhales] FUB469     
     
que en FUB470     
     
que en Estados Unidos FUB471     
no sé FUA530 FSA176 TA80 
     aquí es que la gente de repente nada FUA531 FSA177   
     dejaban toda su tarde para enseñarnos Toronto FUA532     
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[inhales] FUA533 FSA178   
     o sea la gente como muy FUA534     
     muy entregada FUA535     
     muy FUA536     
     muy buen rollito FUA537     
 
[hmm] FUB472 FSB160 TB89 
muy buen rollito FUA538     
     [inhales] FUA539 FSA179   
     la verdad es que FUA540     
     
     
y no sé FUB473 FSB161 TB90 
     
yo no creo FUB474 FSB162   
     
yo creo que a Toronto no  FUB475     
     
no fuimos FUB476     
     
[inhales] FUB477 FSB163   
     
y eh FUB478     
     
qué te iba a decir? FUB479     
     
y Vancouver FUB480 FSB164   
     
Vancouver es que está justo en la otra  FUB481     
     
costa no? FUB482     
sí FUA541 FSA180 TA81 
     sí FUA542     
     
     
en el FUB483 FSB165 TB91 
[inhales] FUA543 FSA181 TA82 
 
en el oeste FUB484     
yo es que además tuve un FUA544     
     
     
entonces por ahí creo que hay como FUB485 FSB166 TB92 
     
muchos bosques y cosas de esas FUB486     
[hmm] FUA545 FSA182 TA83 
     yo no he estado nunca FUA546     
     yo además tuve mucha suerte porque Victoria  FUA547 FSA183   
     me puso en contacto con una de sus mejores FUA548     
     bueno FUA549     
     amiga suya se llamaba Margarita que era FUA550     
     [inhales] FUA551 FSA184   
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de dónde era? FUA552     
     o mejicana o FUA553     
     colombiana o mejicana creo que era FUA554     
     [inhales] FUA555 FSA185   
 
sí FUB487 FSB167 TB93 
y era un encanto FUA556     
     era un amor de mujer FUA557     
     era majísima y quedamos con ella dos amigas más y yo FUA558     
     y nos enseñó toda la ciudad FUA559     
     ella había sido  FUA560 FSA186   
     eh FUA561     
     guía turística FUA562     
     [inhales] FUA563     
 
[mhm] FUB488 FSB168 TB94 
     
qué bien FUB489     
y fue genial FUA564 FSA187 TA84 
     nos enseñó todo en un día y superdivertido FUA565     
     nos reimos muchísimo con ella FUA566     
     [inhales] FUA567 FSA188   
     no sé FUA568     
     fue todo como  FUA569     
     en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien FUA570     
     y  FUA571 FSA189   
 
[mhm] FUB490 FSB169 TB95 
no sé tengo FUA572     
     cada vez que recuerdo ese momento de Canadá FUA573     
     me vienen como muy buen FUA574     
     muy buen  FUA575     
     rollito FUA576     
     no sé FUA577     
     [inhales] FUA578 FSA190   
     no sé muy bien porqué pero FUA579     
 
sí FUB491 FSB170 TB96 
     
a mí me FUB492     
     
a mí me FUB493     
     
me dió buen rollo el país ese también eh? FUB494     
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[inhales] FUA580 FSA191 TA85 
     lo que pasa que bueno no creo que FUA581     
 
cuando fui FUB495 FSB171 TB97 
no FUA582     
     no podría vivir en FUA583     
     bueno yo es que no podría vivir en ningún país tan lejos de FUA584     
     de España FUA585     
     tendría FUA586     
     [inhales] FUA587     
     o España o tiene que ser FUA588     
     Europa FUA589     
     algún sitio en el que pueda FUA590 FSA192   
     no tenga que cogerme un avión de ocho o nueve horas FUA591     
     cada vez que quiera venir a FUA592     
     volver a FUA593     
     a casa FUA594     
     [inhales] FUA595 FSA193   
 
ya FUB496 FSB172 TB98 
pero bueno FUA596     
     [inhales] FUA597     
 
bueno es que es eso FUB497 FSB173 TB99 
     
no FUB498     
     
eso son más de ocho horas no? FUB499     
es que yo creo que no FUA598 FSA194 TA86 
 
cuánto es el FUB500 FSB174   
     
no? FUB501     
yo creo que la vuel FUA599 FSA195 TA87 
     creo que no  FUA600     
     creo que  FUA601     
     fueron aproximadamente ocho horas FUA602     
     yo creo FUA603     
     yo no no recuerdo que fuera más FUA604     
     [inhales] FUA605 FSA196   
 
desde Londres o dónde? FUB502 FSB175 TB100 
no desde Lon FUA606     
     desde Dublín FUA607     
     aparte paramos en Shanon nada más FUA608 FSA197   
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media horita  FUA609     
     y a la vuelta no paramos en nigún sitio FUA610     
     la vuelta fue directo FUA611     
     [inhales] FUA612 FSA198   
 
[mhm] FUB503 FSB176 TB101 
no sé FUA613     
     muy bien FUA614     
     [inhales] FUA615 FSA199   
     luego también la compañía aérea que me habían dicho FUA616     
     bah FUA617     
     es una compañía charter FUA618     
     va a ser cutre FUA619     
     [inhales] FUA620 FSA200   
     nada FUA621     
     la compañía super bien FUA622     
     la gente FUA623     
     las FUA624     
     azafatas super majas FUA625     
     
     
que compañía era? FUB504 FSB177 TB102 
se llamaba FUA626 FSA201 TA88 
     
     
era canadiense? FUB505 FSB178 TB103 
air transat FUA627 FSA202 TA89 
     y era FUA628     
     pues el equivalente me dijeron FUA629     
     el equivalente a Ryanair FUA630     
     pero en FUA631 FSA203   
 
[laughs] FUB506 FSB179 TB104 
en viajes FUA632     
     pero para nada FUA633 FSA204   
 
venga ya FUB507 FSB180 TB105 
o sea los asientos super cómodos FUA634     
     las FUA635     
     las azafatas super majas FUA636     
     [inhales] FUA637 FSA205   
     y  FUA638     
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bah la comida cutre pero como en todas partes FUA639     
     la típica comida  FUA640     
     bah FUA641     
     pusieron comida india FUA642     
     bueno pues muy bien FUA643 FSA206   
     [inhales] FUA644 FSA207   
     arroz con no sé que vegetariano FUA645     
 
qué raro FUB508 FSB181 TB106 
[inhales] FUA646 FSA208   
     pero aparte se eso FUA647     
     bah y nos dieron montón de veces de que si cafecito FUA648 FSA209   
     bollitos y no sé que FUA649     
     o sea que a mí FUA650 FSA210   
     personalmente no no le eché en falta FUA651     
     a ver sí FUA652 FSA211   
     [inhales] FUA653     
     que no tenía como Air Canada no tenía la televisión FUA654     
     [inhales] FUA655     
     individual para cada uno FUA656     
     delante de tu FUA657     
     
     
ya pero eso Aer Lingus a veces tampoco lo tiene eh? FUB509 FSB182 T107 
[inhales] FUA658 FSA212 TA70 
     entonces no me pareció tampoco FUA659     
     [pff] FUA660     
     nada del otro mun FUA661     
     o sea no me pareció mal al revés FUA662 FSA213   
     quizás porque esperaba ya que fuera tan cutre FUA663     
     que luego dije buah esto es super lujo FUA664     
 
ya FUB510 FSB183 TB108 
[laughs] FUA665     
 
sí FUB511     
y muchísimo más barato FUA666     
     no sé si pagué seiscientos euros y la FUA667     
     y las otras compañías eran como novecientos o mil FUA668     
     [inhales] FUA669 FSA214   
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o sea te ahorrabas montón de dinero FUA670     
 
joder FUB512 FSB184 TB109 
[inhales] FUA671 FSA215   
     sí sí FUA672     
 
[mhm] FUB513 FSB185 TB110 
así que bueno FUA673 FSA216   
     y FUA674     
     [inhales] FUA675 FSA217   
     nada el siguiente viaje que hago que es a Australia FUA676     
     espero FUA677     
     estoy un poquito FUA678 FSA218   
 
a pues ese sí FUB514 FSB186 TB111 
preocupada FUA679     
 
si que es la FUB515     
por irme yo sola FUA680     
 
porqué? FUB516     
ay pues no sé FUA681 FSA219   
     [pcht] FUA682 FSA220   
 
pero FUB517 FSB187 TB112 
ayer  me  FUA683     
     ayer hablando con un chico me FUA684     
 
pero si es  FUB518 FSB188 TB113 
     
está organizado no? FUB519     
sí FUA685 FSA221 TA71 
     el tour que voy a hacer está organizado de catorce días  FUA686     
     el resto me lo tengo que organizar yo FUA687     
     desplazarm FUA688     
     o sea FUA689     
     [pcht] FUA690 FSA222   
     no sé FUA691     
     [pcht] FUA692 FSA223   
     de Melbourne a Syndney tengo que hacerlo yo FUA693     
     luego en Sydney tengo que FUA694     
     [inhales] FUA695     
     ver si luego a lo mejor a la vuelta me quedo un par de días por 
Sydney FUA696     
     sabes que es lo que tengo organizado es FUA697     
     [inhales] FUA698     
     la conferencia que tengo que estar ahí cinco días FUA699     
     y los catorce días de tour FUA700     
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pero FUA701 FSA224   
     [inhales] FUA702 FSA225   
     pero ayer hablé con un  FUA703     
     con un chico que ya ha estado ahí un par de veces me dijo que FUA704     
     que buah FUA705     
     que esa zona es todo de party party de fiesta FUA706     
     a lo bestia  FUA707     
     no sé que beber mogollón y a mí no me mola nada ese rollo FUA708     
     [inhales] FUA709     
 
pero que va si creo que son unos FUB520 FSB189 TB114 
     
creo que no beben mucho los australianos FUB521     
pero como las FUA710 FSA226 TA72 
 
[inhales] FUB522 FSB190   
claro FUA711 FSA227   
 
ah FUB523     
pero los giris  FUA712 FSA228   
 
sabes los que FUB524     
que van para allá FUA713     
 
ah FUB525     
que hay mogollón FUA714     
 
eso sí FUB526     
están todo el día FUA715     
     [inhales] FUA716 FSA229   
     entonces no sé FUA717     
     a lo mejor me lo tomo en plan FUA718     
     y luego estaba pensando  FUA719 FSA230   
     bah FUA720     
     pues así intento a lo mejor algún FUA721     
 
pero bueno tampo FUB527 FSB191 TB115 
     
tampoco vas a estar tantos días sola no? FUB528     
catorce FUA722 FSA231 TA73 
     
     
ah! Catorce tú sola? FUB529 FSB192 TB116 
no sola no FUA723 FSA232 TA74 
     esto es el FUA724 FSA233   
     el tour éste FUA725     
     pero que el tour éste me imagino que va a estar lleno de FUA726 FSA234   
     [inhales] FUA727     
     de eso no de FUA728     
     de fiesta de beber de alcohol no sé que FUA729     
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que a mí no me va nada FUA730     
 
habrá de todo FUB530 FSB193 TB117 
[inhales] FUA731 FSA235   
     eso espero  FUA732     
     y si no me lo tomo yo de otra forma y ya está FUA733 FSA236   
     que la gente se vaya a emborrachar ya me buscaré FUA734     
     [pcht] FUA735     
     [inhales] FUA736 FSA237   
     lo que también pensaba digo a ver si puedo hacer algún tipo de FUA737     
     pues no sé es FUA738     
     o  FUA739     
     [pcht] FUA740     
     es eh FUA741 FSA238   
     bucear o cosas de estas FUA742     
     [inhales] FUA743 FSA239   
 
[hmm] FUB531 FSB194 TB118 
pasa que luego he pensado digo espera un momentito  FUA744     
     que creo que por ahí hay mogollón de FUA745     
     tiburones FUA746     
     [laughs] FUA747     
     y me da mogollón de respeto FUA748 FSA240   
 
anda ya tía FUB532 FSB195 TB119 
[inhales] FUA749 FSA241   
     tía no sé ahí contaban FUA750     
     que ha habido mogollón de casos FUA751     
     ultimamente de FUA752     
     no sé también veré FUA753 FSA242   
     la de lo que me recomiendan y que dicen FUA754     
 
madre mía FUB533 FSB196 TB120 
no FUA755     
     o sea no FUA756     
 
yo he visto tiburones FUB534 FSB197 TB121 
[inhales] FUA757 FSA243   
     si pues yo me muero FUA758     
     si veo a un tiburón cerca y FUA759     
 
[laughs] FUB535 FSB198 TB122 
[laughs] FUA760     
 
pero es que ha FUB536     
     
hay unos tiburones que no muerden FUB537     
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sí  bueno va FUA761 FSA244 TA75 
     [laughs] FUA762     
     para FUA763 FSA245   
     [laughs] FUA764     
 
yo vi uno FUB538 FSB199 TB123 
     
pero es que era muy pequeño FUB539     
el tiburón FUA765 FSA246 TA76 
     no FUA766     
     me dan mogollón de miedo FUA767     
 
en Méjico FUB540 FSB200 TB124 
[inhales] FUA768 FSA247   
     mientras nadabas? FUA769     
     
     
sí FUB541 FSB201 TB125 
     
pero creo que ahora sí me daría miedo FUB542     
[inhales] FUA770 FSA248 TA77 
     no FUA771     
     
     
sí no FUB543 FSB202 TB126 
     
haciendo buceo FUB544     
     
no nadando ahí FUB545     
     
veo un tiburón FUB546     
[laughs] FUA772 FSA249 TA78 
 
[laughs] FUB547 FSB203   
     
no haciendo buceo FUB548 FSB204   
[hmm] FUA773 FSA250 TA79 




Appendix 4: Duologue Susana_María 2 
SUSANA FU  FS  TURN 
 
MARIA FU   FS  TURN 
         sí FUA1 FSA1 TA1 
     es la FUA2     
     como la quinta vez que me voy a Madrid FUA3     
     en menos de un  FUA4     
     dos meses FUA5     
     [inhales] FUA6     
 
ya FUB1 FSB1 TB1 
     
y FUB2 FSB2   
     
cuándo te vas? FUB3     
pues FUA7 FSA2 TA2 
     pensaba irme el jueves FUA8     
     pero resulta que al final tengo examenes orales FUA9     
     y al final no puede ser FUA10     
     así que me parece a mí que va a tener que ser FUA11 FSA3   
     [inhales] FUA12     
     el viernes FUA13     
 
y FUB4 FSB3 TB2 
y tarde además porque FUA14     
     [pfff] FUA15 FSA4   
     qué rollo FUA16     
     
     
qué te vas FUB5 FSB4 TB3 
     
el fin de semana? FUB6     
sí FUA17 FSA5 TA3 
     bueno FUA18 FSA6   
     vuelvo el lunes por la mañana FUA19     
     pero yo pensaba que iba a estar desde el jueves FUA20 FSA7   
     y que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo FUA21     




pero al final  FUA22 FSA8   
     nada FUA23     
     al final se va a quedar en dos días así que FUA24     
     entre que llegas y te vienes FUA25     
 
bueno  FUB7 FSB5 TB4 
     
no está mal FUB8     
bueno FUA26 FSA9 TA4 
 
si vuelves el lunes FUB9     
[inhales] FUA27 FSA10   
     sí pero el lunes por la manana FUA28     
     tengo que tener aquí exámenes además FUA29 FSA11   
     o sea que FUA30     
     pero bueno FUA31     
     que así a lo mejor FUA32     
     vah FUA33 FSA12   
     [inhales] FUA34     
     y tú? FUA35     
 
y qué plan tienes? FUB10 FSB6 TB5 
pues FUA36 FSA13   
     en principio FUA37     
     creo que FUA38     
     ver a un mogollón de amigas FUA39     
     y visitar bebes FUA40     
     que han nacido como FUA41     
     yo no se sí es que está el FUA42     
     baby boom éste FUA43     
     [laughs] FUA44 
 
  
     ahora en España pero tengo mogollón de bebes que ver FUA45     
     [inhales] FUA46 FSA14   
     así que voy a intentar repartírmelos FUA47     
     en mis dos días FUA48     
     [inhales] FUA49     
     
     
ah FUB11 FSB7 TB6 
     
pues muy bien FUB12     
y FUA50 FSA15 TA5 




oye y luego me voy a Murcia el fin de semana que viene FUA51 FSA16   
     tú eres de Murcia no? FUA52     
     
     
sí FUB13 FSB8 TB7 
     
pero te vas ahí a FUB14 FSB9   
     
a mitad de FUB15     
     
al medio de la  FUB16     
     
al medio de la nada no? FUB17     
al medio de la nada FUA53 FSA17 TA6 
     sí FUA54     
 
al medio del desiert FUB18 FSB10 TB8 
     
a un FUB19     
[laughs] FUA55 FSA18 TA7 
 
urbanización en el medio del desierto FUB20     
y de giris además o sea FUA56 FSA19   
     de lo mejorcito FUA57     
     [inhales] FUA58 FSA20   
     sí FUA59     
     voy tres días FUA60     
 
dónde es exactamente? FUB21 FSB11 TB9 
Camposol creo que se llama FUA61     
     algo así se llama FUA62     
     es un FUA63 FSA21   
     es un desierto FUA64     
     lleno de casas FUA65     
     [inhales] FUA66 FSA22   
 
ya FUB22 FSB12 TB10 
y luego al lado quieren crear  un FUA67     
     camp FUA68     
     un golf FUA69     
     un campo de golf FUA70     
     o algo así pero FUA71     
     a lo mejor voy a Murcia Murcia FUA72 FSA23   
     porque tengo un amigo de FUA73     
     [pcht] FUA74     
     que quería FUA75     
     verme FUA76     




bueno amigo de mis tíos FUA77 FSA24   
     a lo mejor cenamos con él FUA78     
     y eso FUA79     
 
ah FUB23 FSB13 TB11 
[inhales] FUA80 FSA25   
 
pues sí FUB24     
ay FUA81     
     pues recomiéndame algo de Murcia FUA82     
     no sé FUA83     
     qué hacer en Murcia FUA84     
     qué es interesante de visitar en Murcia? FUA85     
 
nada FUB25 FSB14 TB12 
[laughs] FUA86 FSA26   
 
es FUB26 FSB15   
     
[laughs] FUB27 FSB16   
     
[inhales] FUB28 FSB17   
     
es un rollo FUB29     
     
hombre FUB30 FSB18   
     
no FUB31     
     
está bien para FUB32     
     
es una ciudad pequeñita FUB33     
     
[pause] FUB34 FSB19   
     
pero no tiene FUB35 FSB20   
     
no es no es muy bonito FUB36     
     
lo único que está bien es la catedral FUB37     
     
y luego un paseo que hay por el río FUB38     
     
[inhales] FUB39 FSB21   
     
y luego FUB40     
     
y FUB41     
     
pero está muy bien para comer FUB42     
ah sí? FUA87 FSA27 TA8 
     qué se come? FUA88 FSA28   
 
sí FUB43 FSB22 TB13 
qué es lo típico de allí? FUA89     
 
pues FUB44 FSB23   
     
pues nada FUB45     
     
tapas FUB46     
     




     
caldero FUB48     
ok FUA90 FSA29 TA9 
 
mucha verdura a la plancha FUB49     
ok FUA91     
 
la verdura FUB50 FSB24   
eso me va bien FUA92     
 
la verdurita a la plancha esta muy buena porque es de FUB51     
     
es de allí FUB52     
     
y FUB53     
y el pescado? FUA93 FSA30 TA10 
 
[inhales] FUB54     
     
y lo hacen muy bueno FUB55     
     
[inhales] FUB56 FSB25   
     
y el pescado también FUB57     
     
[pause] FUB58 FSB26   
     
pero el pescado es FUB59 FSB27   
     
está más bueno en FUB60     
     
en los pueblos de la costa FUB61     
     
yo creo FUB62     
mhm FUA94 FSA31 TA11 
 
[inhales] FUB63     
     
que en la ciudad FUB64     
     
[inhales] FUB65 FSB28   
     
pero no FUB66     
     
se come bien y FUB67     
     
y barato FUB68     
oye FUA95 FSA32 TA12 
     cuál es tu ciudad favorita de España? FUA96 FSA33   
 
[pcht] FUB69 FSB29 TB14 
     
pues FUB70     
tienes alguna? FUA97 FSA34 TA13 
     
     
bueno FUB71 FSB30 TB15 
     
el FUB72     
     
cuando estuve en Sevilla la verdad que me encantó eh? FUB73 FSB31   
Sevilla es precioso FUA98 FSA35 TA14 
 
me  FUB74     
     
me gustó mucho FUB75     
cuándo estuviste? FUA99 FSA36 TA15 
     
     




     
el FUB77     
     
hace dos veranos FUB78     
     
que fui con James FUB79     
     
que hici FUB80     
     
hicimos el viaje ese desde Sevilla hasta Marruecos FUB81     
ah FUA100 FSA37 TA16 
 
en coche FUB82     
es verdad es verdad es verdad FUA101     
     me acuerdo FUA102     
     
     
y FUB83 FSB33 TB17 
     
ah FUB84     
     
me encantó FUB85     
     
me encantó FUB86     
y encima en verano FUA103 FSA38 TA17 
     te gustó Sevilla en verano FUA104     
     si te gusta Sevilla en verano entonces FUA105     
 
bueno calla tía FUB87 FSB34 TB18 
[laughs] FUA106     
 
que FUB88     
     
que FUB89     
     
cuarentaicinco grados FUB90     
que no FUA107 FSA39 TA18 
     que es un horror FUA108     
     un infierno FUA109     
 
tuvimos nuestra primera pelea FUB91 FSB35 TB19 
     
[laughs] FUB92 FSB36   
[laughs] FUA110 FSA40 TA19 
 
bajo la influencia de los FUB93 FSB37   
[laughs] FUA111 FSA41   
 
[laughs] FUB94     
     
de los grados FUB95     
     
de los cuarentaicinco grados FUB96     
por que le afectó al cerebro no FUA112 FSA42 TA20 
     [laughs] FUA113     
 
bueno FUB97 FSB38 TB20 
     
a FUB98     
     
y a mí que no me afecta nada el calor FUB99     
     
pero si es que aquello era FUB100 FSB39   
es infernal FUA114 FSA43 TA21 




     
llegamos y nos FUB101 FSB40 TB21 
     
nos metimos en un FUB102     
     
en un sitio de estos de internet FUB103     
     
para  FUB104     
     
[mmm] FUB105     
     
[pcht] FUB106     
     
para di para buscar un hotel FUB107     
sí FUA115 FSA44 TA22 
     
     
pensando que en el sitio iba a haber aire acondicionado FUB108 FSB41 TB22 
     
y se les había roto FUB109     
     
y allí tío la gente sudando FUB110     
     
poniéndose kleenex por la cabeza FUB111     
     
[laughs] FUB112     
en el sitio de internet? FUA116 FSA45 TA23 
     o en el hotel? FUA117     
 
en el de sitio de internet FUB113 FSB42 TB23 
ah en el sitio de internet FUA118 FSA46   
 
para buscar un hotel FUB114     
     
no teníamos hotel FUB115     
qué fuerte FUA119 FSA47 TA24 
 
[pcht] FUB116 FSB43   
     
entonces FUB117     
     
a ver si veíamos alguna oferta FUB118     
     
que va al final encontramos un hotel FUB119 FSB44   
     
que si vas FUB120     
     
te lo tengo que FUB121     
está bien? FUA120 FSA48 TA25 
 
que FUB122     
     
bien y superbarato FUB123     
     
o sea FUB124     
     
era como FUB125     
     
[inhales] FUB126 FSB45   
     
porque vimos unas cosas más cutres FUB127     
     
más cutres FUB128     
yo FUA121 FSA49 TA26 
 
[inhales] FUB129     
qué hice la última vez cuando estuve en FUA122     




[inhales] FUA123 FSA50   
     ah sí nada FUA124     
     alquilé un ho FUA125     
     bueno alquilé  FUA126     
     alquilé un hotel digo FUA127     
     me quedé en un hotel FUA128     
     que está bastante bien FUA129     
     creo que era un novotel FUA130     
     alguna de estos así como estándar FUA131     
     pero que FUA132     
     están bien FUA133     
 
sí FUB130 FSB46 TB24 
     
mira FUB131     
     
a la ida FUB132 FSB47   
     
el había pillado un hotel de estos de last minute punto com FUB133     
sí FUA134 FSA51 TA27 
 
que era un pedazo de hotel pero con la oferta FUB134     
     
nos había salido superbarato FUB135     
     
pero para la vuelta no teníamos nada FUB136     
     
[inhales] FUB137 FSB48   
     
y FUB138     
     
por eso miramos por internet FUB139     
     
pero no encontrabamos nada FUB140     
     
los cuarentaicinco FUB141     
     
o sea FUB142     
no FUA135 FSA52 TA28 
 
es como que se te baja toda la tensión y no tienes FUB143     
es horroroso FUA136     
     yo Sevilla FUA137 FSA53   
     me acuerdo cuando era pequeñita FUA138     
     que íbamos por la calle que íbamos en coche FUA139     
     y a veces parábamos ahí en Sevilla FUA140     
     a las tres de la tarde FUA141     
     [inhales] FUA142 FSA54   
     yo recuerdo FUA143     




el calor de FUA144     
 
sí y encima es a esa hora FUB144 FSB49 TB25 
     
eran las tres de la tarde FUB145 FSB50   
qué horror FUA145 FSA55 TA29 
     si la gente no vive a esas horas FUA146 FSA56   
     la gente se esconde FUA147     
 
tres de la tarde FUB146 FSB51 TB26 
     
cuarentaicinco grados FUB147     
     
al final nos FUB148     
yo me ac FUA148 FSA57 TA30 
 
nos metimos a un starbucks FUB149     
me acab FUA149     
 
[laughs] FUB150     
[laughs] FUA150 FSA58   
     un starbucks FUA151 FSA59   
     yo me acuerdo FUA152 FSA60   
     me acuerdo FUA153     
 
tía que teníamos FUB151 FSB52 TB27 
     
a que necesitabamos un sitio con aire acondicionado FUB152     
[laughs] FUA154 FSA61 TA31 
 
[laughs] FUB153     
yo iba con mi padre en el coche y me acuerdo FUA155 FSA62   
     en el coche este ciento treintaiuno que es super antiguos FUA156     
     cuando no había aire acondiciónado FUA157     
     los tres hermaños ahí FUA158     
     el padre y la madre FUA159     
     era como FUA160     
     qué horror FUA161     
     sacadme de aquí por favor FUA162     
     qué horror de Sevilla FUA163     
     
     
pero bueno FUB154 FSB53 TB28 
     
Murcia es igual eh FUB155     
sí FUA164 FSA63 TA32 
     
     
de calor FUB156 FSB54 TB29 
sí bueno FUA165 FSA64 TA33 
     todo el sur in FUA166     
     
     
es igual FUB157 FSB55 TB30 
pero en concreto FUA167 FSA65 TA34 




no se FUA168     
     como no tiene mar ni nada FUA169 FSA66   
     te da como más sensación de calor FUA170     
     Sevilla FUA171     
 
[hmm] FUB158 FSB56 TB31 
[inhales] FUA172 FSA67   
     no sé FUA173     
     quizás un calor más seco que FUA174     
     [inhales] FUA175 FSA68   
     no sé FUA176     
 
[inhales] FUB159 FSB57 TB32 
y FUA177     
 
no FUB160     
     
no sé FUB161     
que prefieres el norte o el sur? FUA178 FSA69 TA35 
 
[pcht] FUB162 FSB58   
de España FUA179     
 
pues FUB163 FSB59   
     
es que el norte no FUB164     
     
no lo conozco mucho el norte eh? FUB165     
     
bueno FUB166 FSB60   
     
Galicia FUB167     
yo no he estado nunca en Galicia FUA180 FSA70 TA36 
 
[pcht] FUB168     
me encantaría ir FUA181     
 
no? FUB169 FSB61   
no FUA182 FSA71   
 
está muy bien FUB170 FSB62   
es   FUA183 FSA72   
 
te gus FUB171     
es una de las  FUA184     
     de las cosas pendientes que tengo FUA185     
     Galicia y s FUA186 FSA73   
 
Santiago FUB172 FSB63 TB33 
Cantabria FUA187     
 
[inhales] FUB173     
     
Santi FUB174     
Asturias FUA188 FSA74 TA37 
     
     
Santiago es muy bonito FUB175 FSB64 TB34 
     
ah FUB176 FSB65   
     
y luego el año pasado FUB177     
     
donde estuve que me encantó también FUB178     
     




     
fue FUB180     
     
Pamplona tía FUB181     
[inhales] FUA189 FSA75 TA38 
     en Pamplona sí que he estado FUA190     
     no me gustó nada me pareció super seria FUA191     
     y super aburrida FUA192     
     [inhales] FUA193     
 
sí? FUB182 FSB66 TB35 
ay FUA194     
 
a mí me encantó FUB183 FSB67   
no me FUA195     
     quizás a lo mejor FUA196     
     que fui en invierno FUA197     
 
me lo pasé muy bien FUB184 FSB68 TB36 
fui en  FUA198     
     en diciembre FUA199     
 
[inhales] FUB185 FSB69 TB37 
     
pero bueno FUB186     
     
es que también era FUB187     
     
venía como de hacer el camino FUB188 FSB70   
     
y había estado ahí FUB189     
     
demasiado bucólica FUB190     




     
entonces yo creo que FUB192 FSB71   
     
llegar ahí a la ciudad FUB193     
yo fui a una conferencia FUA200 FSA76 TA39 
     o sea todo lo contrario FUA201     
     por eso a lo mejor tengo esa imagen de FUA202     
     pero me pareció muy fría FUA203     
 
llegar ahí a la ciudad FUB194 FSB72 TB38 
     
con FUB195     
     
no FUB196 FSB73   
     
era verano FUB197 FSB74   
claro FUA204 FSA77 TA40 
 
hacía bueno eh FUB198     
es que a lo mejor FUA205     
 
no haci FUB199     
     
no hacía demasiado calor FUB200     
     




     
me gustó FUB202     
     
me pareció un pueblo muy bonito eh FUB203     
oye y por las noches la gente salía? FUA206 FSA78 TA41 
     porque para mi era una ciudad muerta FUA207 FSA79   
 
ssí FUB204 FSB76 TB39 
no había nadie FUA208     
 
pero yo no se en que zona FUB205 FSB77   
     
a lo mejor estabas en la zona moderna FUB206     
estuve por FUA209 FSA80 TA42 
     no sé FUA210 FSA81   
     estuve en distintas zonas FUA211 FSA82   
     en la zona antigua FUA212     
     [inhales] FUA213 FSA83   
 
en la zona antigua FUB207 FSB78 TB40 
sí FUA214     
 
ahí había una FUB208     
     
una  FUB209     
junto al ayuntamiento y todo esto FUA215 FSA84 TA43 
 
vida FUB210     
no había nadie FUA216     
     a las diez de la noche y no había nadie FUA217     
 
pero FUB211 FSB79 TB41 
era super aburrido FUA218     
     no sé FUA219 FSA85   
     quizás es que era Diciembre FUA220     
     y a finales de Diciembre FUA221     
     [inhales] FUA222     
     mediados de Diciembre FUA223     
 
y era FUB212 FSB80 TB42 
     
y era entre semana FUB213     
     
igual FUB214     
     
no sé FUB215     
sí FUA224 FSA86 TA44 
     
     
no FUB216 FSB81 TB43 
     
pero yo también fue entre semana FUB217 FSB82   
     
y aquello era FUB218     
tía pero es que en verano a lo mejor la gente FUA225 FSA87 TA45 
     
     
[pcht] FUB219 FSB83 TB44 
     




     
de conciertos en la calle FUB221     
     
eh FUB222     
     
había mucha FUB223 FSB85   
     
mucha marcha FUB224     
     
[inhales] FUB225 FSB86   
pues esto es todo lo contrario a lo que yo conocí FUA226 FSA88 TA46 
 
mucho FUB226     
     
mucho FUB227     
     
mucho hippy también FUB228     
     
con perro y con flauta FUB229     
     
y cosas de estas FUB230     
ay yo no FUA227 FSA89 TA47 
 
[laughs] FUB231     
yo todo lo que FUA228     
     yo gente muy pija la verdad FUA229     
     lo que vi por ahí FUA230     
 
[inhales] FUB232 FSB87 TB45 
     
pues no sé FUB233     
aparte FUA231 FSA90 TA48 
 
vaya que FUB234 FSB88   
     
vaya impresión más diferente FUB235     
aparte no sé FUA232 FSA91 TA49 
     como estuvimos en la universidad ésta que es la privada FUA233 FSA92   
     la del Opus FUA234     
     la de Navarra FUA235     
     [inhales] FUA236 FSA93   
     no sé FUA237     
     quizás eso me influenció FUA238     
     [laughs] FUA239 
 
  
     luego todo me pareció FUA240     
     [inhales] FUA241 FSA94   
     no sé no me FUA242     
     me dio como una sensación de  FUA243     
     [pfff] FUA244 FSA95   
     de aburrimiento de ciudad no sé FUA245 FSA96   
     de hecho cuando me dicen mis estudiantes de ir a Pamplona FUA246 FSA97   




yo es como bueno FUA247     
     sí FUA248     
     pero es que FUA249     
     [laughs] FUA250     
     no FUA251     
     mucha vida así vida lo que se dice vida FUA252     
     [inhales] FUA253     
 
que no tía FUB236 FSB89 TB46 
     
si había una vida que no veas FUB237 FSB90   
no entiendo FUA254 FSA98 TA50 
     
     
bueno no sé FUB238 FSB91 TB47 
     
es que justo donde estaba mi albergue FUB239 FSB92   
     
estaba lleno de FUB240     
     
[inhales] FUB241     
     
de bares  FUB242     
     
de así de pintxos superbuenos FUB243     
     
[inhales] FUB244 FSB93   
esto me recuerda que tengo que empezar a reservar ya FUA255 FSA99 TA51 
 
y luego FUB245     
alojamiento para lo de Australia tía FUA256     
     que no he hecho nada todavía FUA257     
     y me esta empezando a entrar un poco de  FUA258     
     yuyu eh? FUA259     
 
porqué FUB246 FSB94 TB48 
[inhales] FUA260 FSA100   
 
seguro que hay  FUB247 FSB95   
porque no he hecho nada FUA261     
 
de sobra FUB248     
no tengo nada reservado FUA262     
     ni sé donde llego ni como llego FUA263     
     no sé muy bien como van estas cosas FUA264     
     me tengo que comprar un libro o algo para que me informe FUA265     
     no sé FUA266     
 
sí FUB249 FSB96 TB49 
     
cómprate el lonely planet FUB250 FSB97   
lonely planet FUA267 FSA101 TA52 
     se  FUA268 FSA102   
     es el mejor FUA269 FSA103   




     
sí FUB251 FSB98 TB50 
vale FUA270 FSA104 TA53 
     pues a lo mejor voy luego y me compro uno FUA271 FSA105   
 
es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven FUB252 FSB99 TB51 
     
sabes? FUB253     
para gente lonely no? FUA272 FSA106 TA54 
     [laughs] FUA273 FSA107   
 
no  FUB254 FSB100 TB52 
     
[laughs] FUB255 FSB101   
     
claro FUB256 FSB102   
     
exactamente FUB257     
     
[inhales] FUB258 FSB103   
     
no FUB259     
     
es el mejor para gente joven FUB260     
vale FUA274 FSA108 TA55 
     me incluyo todavía en el grupo no? FUA275 FSA109   
 
porque te FUB261 FSB104 TB53 
en el de los jóvenes FUA276     
 
hombre claro FUB262 FSB105   
vale bien FUA277 FSA110   
 
eso es de espíritu  FUB263 FSB106   
[inhales] FUA278 FSA111   
 
joven FUB264 FSB107   
va lo de FUA279     
     pues por cierto lo de Ibiza FUA280     
     que están mis amigas hablando de FUA281     
     [inhales] FUA282 FSA112   
     bueno que llevan lo tres o cuatro días FUA283     
     ahí venga a mandar fotos de casas y eso FUA284     
     vamos a alquilar una casa FUA285 FSA113   
     preciosa FUA286     
     es como de ensueño FUA287     
     [inhales] FUA288     
     superbonita FUA289     
     con la piscina incluida FUA290     
     con un ático precioso FUA291     
     vah FUA292 FSA114   
     vamos además a estar en el campo en vez de en la ciudad FUA293     




y coger el coche e irmos a playitas ahí nudistas FUA294     
     y FUA295     
     separadas de todo FUA296     
 
y FUB265 FSB108 TB54 
[inhales] FUA297 FSA115   
 
cuánto te ha costado la casa? FUB266     
la casa cuesta mogollón de dinero FUA298     
     pero no sé FUA299     
     yo creo que salgo por noche como a cincuenta FUA300 FSA116   
     cincuenta y cinco creo FUA301     
     pero ellas están toda la semana y pico FUA302     
     y yo na más que estoy dos noches FUA303     
     pero lo mío es FUA304 FSA117   
 
ah FUB267 FSB109 TB55 
     
solamente vas dos noches? FUB268 FSB110   
yo dos FUA305 FSA118 TA56 
     voy de viernes a domingo claro FUA306 FSA119   
     [inhales] FUA307 FSA120   
 
porqué? FUB269 FSB111 TB56 
pues porque en principio me uno FUA308     
     eh FUA309     
     aprovechando el viaje que tengo del jueves a lunes FUA310     
     yo me me uno a ellas de viernes a domingo FUA311     
     o sea bien que ha caído ahí que he podido FUA312     
     [inhales] FUA313 FSA121   
 
qué vas a Madrid? FUB270 FSB112 TB57 
claro FUA314     
     voy a Madrid FUA315     
     que tengo el billete ya comprado FUA316     
     y luego ya me voy para allá con ellas a FUA317     
     y nada FUA318 FSA122   
     guay FUA319 FSA123   
     tengo unas ganas tremendas FUA320 FSA124   
     porque tiene unas  FUA321     
 
pero FUB271 FSB113 TB58 
pinta todo super bonito FUA322     
     [inhales] FUA323 FSA125   
 
y de Madrid te coges un vuelo a Ibiza FUB272 FSB114 TB59 
de Madrid me cojo un vuelo a Ibiza FUA324     




que me ha costado doscientos euros FUA325     
     eso sí que me ha costado mucho dinero FUA326     
 
joe FUB273 FSB115 TB60 
pues sí FUA327 FSA126   
 
y dos días FUB274 FSB116   
sí FUA328     
     sí FUA329     
 
pero bueno no FUB275 FSB117 TB61 
pero me apetece mucho estar con ellas FUA330 FSA127   
     mucho mucho FUA331     
 
sí FUB276 FSB118 TB62 
así que vah FUA332     
     merece la pena FUA333     
     
     
entonces al final FUB277 FSB119 TB63 
     
eh FUB278     
[inhales] FUA334 FSA128 TA57 
 
van a Ibiza FUB279     
sí FUA335     
     pero no vamos a ir para nada a la zona comercial FUA336 FSA129   
     o sea vamos a ir a sitios super FUA337     
     es que es super bonito FUA338 FSA130   
     por lo que veo en fotos FUA339     
     [inhales] FUA340 FSA131   
 
sí FUB280 FSB120 TB64 
me apetece mogollón FUA341     
     y al final a Formentera no vamos FUA342 FSA132   
     van a ir a Formentera ellas solas FUA343     
     [inhales] FUA344 FSA133   
 
a mí me apetece mucho FUB281 FSB121 TB65 
a mí me apetecía ir a Formentera además FUA345     
     una de las cosas que me apetecía mucho FUA346     
     pero vah FUA347     
 
sí FUB282 FSB122 TB66 
iré otro día FUA348     
     otra vez FUA349     
     otro día FUA350     
 
sí FUB283 FSB123 TB67 
[laughs] FUA351 FSA134   
 
no FUB284 FSB124   
     
yo quería ir el año pasado FUB285 FSB125   
     
y al final decidimos ir a FUB286     
     




ah FUA352 FSA135 TA58 
 
[inhales] FUB288 FSB126   
     
pero era FUB289     
     
Formentera FUB290     
     
bueno  FUB291 FSB127   
     
si vieras por lo que decidimos FUB292 FSB128   
     
porque miramos el FUB293 FSB129   
una oferta FUA353 FSA136 TA59 
     
     
no FUB294 FSB130 TB68 
     
la predicción del tiempo FUB295 FSB131   
     
[laughs] FUB296 FSB132   
no way FUA354 FSA137 TA60 
     
     
sí FUB297 FSB133 TB69 
     
[laughs] FUB298 FSB134   
buh FUA355 FSA138 TA61 
     
     
y era como Sicilia ahí FUB299 FSB135 TB70 
     
sol FUB300     
     
no sé cuantísimos grados FUB301     
     
[inhales] FUB302 FSB136   
     
digo vamonos aquí que seg FUB303     
     
que a que aquí seguro que no llueve FUB304     
[laughs] FUA356 FSA139 TA62 
     [inhales] FUA357 FSA140   
 
bueno FUB305 FSB137 TB71 
     
sabes tú que es en España FUB306     
está haciendo buen tiempo ahora FUA358 FSA141 TA63 
     buenísimo FUA359     
     [laughs] FUA360 FSA142   
 
no FUB307 FSB138 TB72 
     
pero que FUB308 FSB139   
     
en España muchas veces a finales de Agosto FUB309     
     
y FUB310     
     
la primera  FUB311     
sí FUA361 FSA143 TA64 
 
eh FUB312 FSB140   
que se pone mal, no? FUA362     
 




     
sí FUB314     
     
hace mal tiempo FUB315     
[hmm] FUA363 FSA144 TA65 
 
[inhales] FUB316 FSB142   
     
entonces digo FUB317     
sí FUA364 FSA145 TA66 
 
vah FUB318     
yo me acuerdo además en Septiembre FUA365 FSA146   
 
vamos a Sicilia FUB319     
el cumpleaños de FUA366     
     cuando se casó mi amiga Marisa FUA367     
     [inhales] FUA368     
 
[hmm] FUB320 FSB143 TB73 
que me fui con Alvaro FUA369     
     nos fuimos antes a Mojacar FUA370     
     a Almería FUA371 FSA147   
     y era como bueno ahí seguro que hace buen tiempo FUA372     
     así cojo un poquito de colorcito pa la piel FUA373     
 
es que la última  FUB321 FSB144 TB74 
pa la boda FUA374     
 
la última semana FUB322     
[pfff] FUA375 FSA148   
 
siempre eh FUB323     
no esto era mediados de  FUA376 FSA149   
     de Septiembre FUA377     
 
y qué? FUB324 FSB145 TB75 
que también es una época buena FUA378     
     para FUA379     
     
     
ah FUB325 FSB146 TB76 
como el doce FUA380 FSA150 TA67 
 
mediados de Septiembre sí suele FUB326     
     
suele ser bueno FUB327     
bueno pues me tocó un tiempo o sea FUA381 FSA151 TA68 
     es que no vimos el sol nada FUA382     
     me cogí un cabreo FUA383 FSA152   
 
[laughs] FUB328 FSB147 TB77 
además me acuerdo que volvimos por Murcia FUA384     
     a ver sí veíamos algo de sol FUA385     
     [inhales] FUA386 FSA153   
     nada nada nada FUA387     
     en todo el camino FUA388     
     y era como  FUA389     
 




cómo puede ser que en tres días no hayamos visto el sol FUA390     
     un cabreo FUA391 FSA154   
     que me cogí FUA392     
 
eso no pasa nunca FUB330 FSB149 TB79 
[inhales] FUA393 FSA155   
 
eso eh? FUB331     
pues eso FUA394     
     a mí FUA395     
     me ocurrió a mí FUA396     
     nada más que a mí FUA397     
     no sé FUA398     
 
hombre te quiero decir que tres días sin sol FUB332 FSB150 TB80 
     
es que es rarísímo FUB333     
[inhales] FUA399 FSA156 TA69 
     sí FUA400     
     sobre todo en esa época FUA401     
     pues nada FUA402 FSA157   
     no vimos nada FUA403     
     yo que pensaba FUA404 FSA158   
     coger un poquito de color pa la boda FUA405     
     fui más blanca que FUA406     
     la leche FUA407     
 
pues FUB334 FSB151 TB81 
[inhales] FUA408 FSA159   
 
tengo otra boda tía FUB335     
oh FUA409     
     qué horror FUA410     
 
[laughs] FUB336 FSB152 TB82 
[laughs] FUA411 FSA160   
 
es que no paro FUB337 FSB153   
[inhales] FUA412 FSA161   
 
de verdad eh? FUB338     
pero quién se casa tía? FUA413     
     
     
ayer me prové ya otro vestido  FUB339 FSB154 TB83 
     
digo porque es que el que FUB340     
yo me tengo que comprar uno tía FUA414 FSA162 TA70 
 
el que FUB341     
para la boda de mi hermana FUA415     
     además uno bueno FUA416     
     [pfff] FUA417 FSA163   
     
     




cuándo es? FUA418 FSA164 TA71 
     
     
que se FUB343 FSB156 TB85 
     
que se cae FUB344     
quién se casa? FUA419 FSA165 TA72 
 
[inhales] FUB345 FSB157   
     
pues FUB346     
     
no en Agosto tengo la de mi amiga FUB347     
es verdad FUA420 FSA166 TA73 
     en España no? FUA421 FSA167   
     en Murcia FUA422     
     
     
en Murcia  FUB348 FSB158 TB86 
     
sí FUB349     
     
en medio del monte FUB350     
qué bien FUA423 FSA168 TA74 
 
que FUB351     
     
tiene buena pinta FUB352     
     
sí FUB353 FSB159   
     
el ventidós de Agosto se casa también FUB354     
guau FUA424 FSA169 TA75 
 
[inhales] FUB355 FSB160   
     
buena época FUB356     
calorcito calorcito FUA425 FSA170 TA76 
     
     
sí FUB357 FSB161 TB87 
mis padres también se casaron por ahí FUA426 FSA171 TA77 
 
pero bueno FUB358 FSB162   
     
está en el monte  FUB359     
     
y por la noche  FUB360     
     
y tal FUB361     
     
o sea que no FUB362     
y va James FUA427 FSA172 TA78 
 
[inhales] FUB363 FSB163   
     
sí FUB364     
     
[inhales] FUB365 FSB164   
     
y la FUB366     
     
y luego la otra que tengo es en Septiembre FUB367     
que día? FUA428 FSA173 TA79 
     
     




     
pues no sé FUB369 FSB166   
     
no sé que día FUB370     
en Burdeos? FUA429 FSA174 TA80 
     
     
a finales de Septiembre FUB371 FSB167 TB89 
quién se casa en Burdeos? FUA430 FSA175 TA81 
 
[inhales] FUB372 FSB168   
     
pues una amiga mía que es de Burdeos FUB373     
[inhales] FUA431 FSA176 TA82 
     pues yo FUA432     
     gracias a dios tengo nada más que la de mi hermano FUA433     
     y ya me vale bastante FUA434     
     porque me va a costar un ojo de la cara FUA435     
 
y se casa ahí FUB374 FSB169 TB90 
     
así que ya es mi cuarta boda este FUB375 FSB170   
qué horror FUA436 FSA177 TA83 
 
este año FUB376     
     
mi cuarta boda FUB377     
qué horror FUA437 FSA178 TA84 
 
[inhales] FUB378     
yo como las odio tanto FUA438 FSA179   
     en general FUA439     
     así FUA440     
     [laughs] FUA441 FSA180   
     me encanta tanto ir a bodas FUA442 FSA181   
     [inhales] FUA443 FSA182   
 
bueno FUB379 FSB171 TB91 
[exhales] FUA444     
 
a mi no me importa luego FUB380 FSB172   
[inhales] FUA445     
 
la verdad es que no me importa FUB381     
     
pero FUB382 FSB173   
pues a mí personalmente FUA446 FSA183 TA85 
 
pero es FUB383     
el despliegue de dinero FUA447     
 
lo de FUB384     
y de movimiento y de todo FUA448     
     que hay que hacer para las bodas FUA449     
     sinceramente prefería no FUA450     
     que no me invitaran FUA451     
     
     
ya FUB385 FSB174 TB92 
     




     
la estas dos que voy FUB387 FSB175   
     
es que me hace ilusión  FUB388     
     
porque son dos amigas mías FUB389     
buah FUA452 FSA184 TA86 
     a mí la de mi hermano también pero FUA453     
     [fff] FUA454 FSA185   
     lo que pasa que es un mogollón de pereza FUA455 FSA186   
     pero FUA456     
 
lo que no me gusta es ir a las bodas de gente que no conozco FUB390 FSB176 TB93 
[pause] FUA457 FSA187   
     yo es que nunca he ido a una boda de alguien que no conozco FUA458 FSA188   
     he ido a muy poquitas bodas en mi vida  FUA459     
     y todos super cercanos o sea FUA460     
     [inhales] FUA461 FSA189   
 
pues yo FUB391 FSB177 TB94 
mi mejor amiga y prima FUA462     
     ha sido como a cuatro en mi vida FUA463     
     no he ido a más FUA464     
     
     
ah sí? FUB392 FSB178 TB95 
sí sí FUA465 FSA190 TA87 
     es que no FUA466 FSA191   
 
joe yo habré ido FUB393 FSB179 TB96 
es que mis amigas son muy poco FUA467     
 
yo habré ido como a cincuenta bodas FUB394     
[laughs] FUA468 FSA192   
     
     
de verdad FUB395 FSB180 TB97 
     
no no no FUB396 FSB181   
     
no te exa FUB397     
[laughs] FUA469 FSA193 TA88 
 
que no te exagero FUB398     
sí yo me acuerdo que estabas con Paddy FUA470 FSA194   
     que me hablabas FUA471     
 
si llevo FUB399 FSB182 TB98 
tengo una boda FUA472     
     tengo otra boda  FUA473     
     tengo otra boda FUA474     
     era como tenías más bodas FUA475     
     [inhales] FUA476     




que fines de semana en el año FUA477     
     [inhales] FUA478     
 
bueno FUB400 FSB183 TB99 
     
tampoco fui a tantas FUB401 FSB184   
     
de FUB402     
con él? FUA479 FSA195 TA89 
     me acuerdo de ir a unas cuantas FUA480 FSA196   
 
con Paddy FUB403 FSB185 TB100 
sí FUA481     
 
a lo mejor FUB404     
     
a lo mejor fui a cinco bodas FUB405     
en Cavan FUA482 FSA197 TA90 
     y cosas de estas FUA483     
     me acuerdo que había FUA484     
     
     
no FUB406 FSB186 TB101 
     
esa fue a una FUB407 FSB187   
     
que esa fue FUB408     
     
desde luego FUB409     
[laughs] FUA485 FSA198 TA91 
     memorable FUA486 FSA199   
 
qué boda FUB410 FSB188 TB102 
[inhales] FUA487     
 
trescientas cincuenta personas  FUB411 FSB189   
     
decía quién se casa aquí FUB412     
     
una cosa más FUB413 FSB190   
     
más FUB414     
bodorrio FUA488 FSA200 TA92 
 
hortera FUB415     
se llama eso FUA489     
 
[inhales] FUB416     
     
más hortera FUB417     
sí FUA490 FSA201 TA93 
     
     
con globos  FUB418 FSB191 TB103 
[laughs] FUA491 FSA202 TA94 
 
con un FUB419     
[inhales] FUA492 FSA203   
 
o sea una cosa FUB420 FSB192   
     
de verdad FUB421     
     
de verdad FUB422     
pues yo me tengo que comprar un traje FUA493 FSA204 TA95 
 
era una cosa FUB423     
porque como soy supuestamente la hermana FUA494     




que supuestamente esta vez es más serio FUA495     
     yo es que normarlmente voy como paso desapercibidísíma FUA496 FSA205   
     aquí no FUA497     
     como eres la hermana del que se casa FUA498     
     [inhales] FUA499     
 
joe FUB424 FSB193 TB104 
     
pues yo a las bodas de mis hermanos he ido FUB425 FSB194   
     
[inhales] FUB426     
pues hija mi madre como  que  FUA500 FSA206 TA96 
 
mu muy normal FUB427     
mi madre se ha comprado un mega vestido FUA501     
     pero bueno ella es la madrina FUA502 FSA207   
 
ah sí? FUB428 FSB195 TB105 
se cuesta FUA503     
     cuesta un mogollón de dinero además FUA504     
     como mil euros ha gastado FUA505     
     mil y pico FUA506     
 
eh FUB429 FSB196 TB106 
     
el de tu madre  FUB430 FSB197   
el de mi madre FUA507 FSA208 TA97 
 
o el de la novia FUB431     
el de mi madre FUA508     
     el de las madrinas  FUA509     
     no bajan de los mil euros FUA510     
     novecientos y pico mil FUA511     
     y ha buscado en todo Madrid FUA512     
 
pero bueno FUB432 FSB198 TB107 
[inhales] FUA513 FSA209   
 
pero tu porqué no te FUB433 FSB199   
es una locura FUA514     
 
porqué te tienes que comprar FUB434     
no yo FUA515 FSA210   
     yo? FUA516 FSA211   
     [laughs] FUA517 FSA212   
 
uno uno específico FUB435 FSB200 TB108 
yo no FUA518 FSA213   
 
pero bueno FUB436 FSB201   
pero las madrinas sí FUA519     
     no yo no voy de madrina FUA520 FSA214   
     digo mi madre FUA521     
     que yo me voy a gastar mil euros FUA522 FSA215   
     bastante me va a costar todo lo que me va a costar el regalo FUA523     
 




     
la verdad es que yo el traje que  FUB438     
     
que tengo FUB439     
     
que me lo he estado poniendo en  FUB440     
     
los últimos siete años FUB441     
     
para todas las bodas que he ido FUB442     
[laughs] FUA524 FSA216 TA98 
 
que ya salgo igual en todas las fotos FUB443     
     
ya le digo a James FUB444 FSB203   
     
me voy a  FUB445 FSB204   
     
me voy a poner otro FUB446     
     
porque es que ya FUB447     
     
esto ya no puede ser FUB448     
     
además es que ya está FUB449 FSB205   
pero cómo FUA525 FSA217 TA99 
 
como es así FUB450     
pero cuánto te costó FUA526     
     
     
como es así dorado FUB451 FSB206 TB110 
     
ya  FUB452     
     
ya es que tiene FUB453     
     
[laughs] FUB454 FSB207   
[laughs] FUA527 FSA218 TA100 
 
tiene como rodales y todo eh FUB455 FSB208   
[inhales] FUA528 FSA219   
 
que no se le van FUB456     
qué FUA529     
 
ni con el dry cleaning FUB457     
qué le FUA530     
 
eh FUB458     
qué le costó FUA531     
     qué te costó FUA532     
     te costó mucho FUA533     
 
me  FUB459 FSB209 TB111 
     
sí FUB460 FSB210   
     
me costó FUB461 FSB211   
     
bueno FUB462     
     
hace siete años FUB463     
     
y me costó trescientos euros el vestido FUB464     
pero si no había euro hace siete años tía FUA534 FSA220 TA101 
     
     




yo creo que no había euro hace siete años FUA535 FSA221 TA102 
     no? FUA536     
 
sí FUB466 FSB213 TB113 
     
sí hab FUB467     
     
sí FUB468     
cuánto hace que llevamos con el euro? FUA537 FSA222 TA103 
     tanto? FUA538     
 
sí sí sí FUB469 FSB214 TB114 
     
sí sí FUB470     
yo creo que no eh? FUA539 FSA223 TA104 
   
  
 creo que no FUA540     
 
sí sí FUB471 FSB215 TB115 
bueno FUA541 FSA224   
     sí  FUA542     
     a lo mejor FUA543     
     no sé FUA544     
     
     
o no FUB472 FSB216 TB116 
     
espérate FUB473     
     
porque cuando nos vinimos a vivir aquí FUB474     
     
cuando yo estaba FUB475     
     
me vine a veni a vivir aquí  FUB476     
     
había todavía  FUB477     
pounds FUA545 FSA225 TA105 
     claro FUA546     
 
libras? FUB478 FSB217 TB117 
te acuerdas de la moneda esta super grande FUA547 FSA226   
     el pound FUA548     
     que era más grande FUA549     
     que era como una  FUA550     
     [laughs] FUA551 FSA227   
     moneda ésta de chocolate FUA552 FSA228   
     [laughs] FUA553 FSA229   
 
pero la cambiaron enseguida FUB479 FSB218 TB118 
[inhales] FUA554 FSA230   
 
 eh? FUB480     
enseguida? FUA555     
     no tía estuvimos bastante tiempo con la moneda esta grandes FUA556 FSA231   
     
     




desde el noventa y nueve FUA557 FSA232 TA106 
     
     
yo acabo de hacer FUB482 FSB220 TB120 
acabo de hacer FUA558 FSA233 TA107 
 
ac FUB483     
     
yo me vine FUB484     
     
eh? FUB485 FSB221   
aniversario FUA559 FSA234 TA108 
     [laughs] FUA560 FSA235   
 
siete años FUB486 FSB222 TB121 
tienes aniversario FUA561 FSA236   
     tienes el día FUA562     
 
no FUB487 FSB223 TB122 
concreto FUA563     
 
sí ni siquiera FUB488 FSB224   
     
sí FUB489 FSB225   
     
el día sí FUB490     
     
porque fue el once de Septiembre FUB491     
ah sí? FUA564 FSA237 TA109 
     
     
fue el día de la FUB492 FSB226 TB123 
pero fue ese día? FUA565 FSA238 TA110 
     
     
 sí FUB493 FSB227 TB124 
el día del once de Septiembre de ese año? FUA566 FSA239 TA111 
     
     
sí FUB494 FSB228 TB125 
     
[laughs] FUB495 FSB229   
     
por eso me acuerdo FUB496 FSB230   
ostras FUA567 FSA240 TA112 
 
vamos FUB497     
     
si no yo FUB498     
y viajaste en avión? FUA568 FSA241 TA113 
 
para los aniversarios FUB499     
     
soy fatal FUB500     
     
sí FUB501 FSB231   
     
pero yo no sabía nada FUB502     
[laughs] FUA569 FSA242 TA114 
     [inhales] FUA570 FSA243   
 
[laughs] FUB503 FSB232 TB126 
o sea que no FUA571     
 
[inhales] FUB504 FSB233   
[inhales] FUA572 FSA244   
 
que me enteré luego FUB505     
jo FUA573     




que día FUA574     
     yo me acuerdo que estaba en la tienda ese día FUA575 FSA245   
     tía FUA576     
     y era como FUA577     
     [fuff] FUA578 FSA246   
     [inhales] FUA579 FSA247   
 
creo que FUB506 FSB234 TB127 
qué mal rollo FUA580     
 
Hermes tabién llegó ese día FUB507     
ah FUA581 FSA248   
     Hermes? FUA582 FSA249   
 
sí FUB508 FSB235 TB128 
sí? FUA583 FSA250   
 
creo que llegamos los dos exactamente ese FUB509     
     
el mismo día FUB510     
tú crees? FUA584 FSA251 TA115 
     
     
sí sí FUB511 FSB236 TB129 
     
me suena FUB512     
     
esa historia FUB513     
     
[inhales] FUB514 FSB237   
no sé porque él FUA585 FSA252 TA116 
 
por eso me acuerdo FUB515     
     
porque hace poco FUB516     
     
hablando con Hermes FUB517     
     
[inhales] FUB518     
     
le dije yo FUB519     
     
no hombre FUB520     
     
llevamos seis años y me dijo no FUB521     
     
cuéntalos  FUB522     
     
que llevamos siete FUB523     
     
[inhales] FUB524 FSB238   
     
digo madre mía FUB525     
cómo que siete? FUA586 FSA253 TA117 
 
[inhales] FUB526     
tú llevas más de siete años aquí no María? FUA587     
     
     
no FUB527 FSB239 TB130 
     
no? FUB528     
sólo? FUA588 FSA254 TA118 
 




     
y ya me dijo Hermes que llevaba siete FUB530     
[inhales] FUA589 FSA255 TA119 
 
y ya dije FUB531     
yo pensé que llevabas como nueve FUA590     
 
vale FUB532     
yo que llevo como diez para once FUA591     
     pensaba que llevabas como un año menos que yo FUA592     
     o algo así FUA593     
     nada más FUA594     
 
no no no FUB533 FSB241 TB131 
[inhales] FUA595 FSA256   
     bueno FUA596     
     y de viajes a ver que más FUA597     
     qué más te FUA598     
     
     
bueno FUB534 FSB242 TB132 
     
si da igual FUB535     
qué más te gusta de FUA599 FSA257 TA120 
     
     
si esto es para hablar FUB536 FSB243 TB133 
[laughs] FUA600 FSA258 TA121 
 
da igual FUB537     
qué más te gusta FUA601 FSA259   
 
[laughs] FUB538 FSB244   
[inhales] FUA602 FSA260   
 
[inhales] FUB539 FSB245   
de España FUA603     
     
     
eh FUB540 FSB246 TB134 
     
de España? FUB541     
[hmm] FUA604 FSA261 TA122 
     yo es que me FUA605 FSA262   
 
pues FUB542 FSB247 TB135 
     
me gusta casi todo FUB543     
     
la verdad es que todos los sitios FUB544 FSB248   
     
no hay FUB545     
     
no me FUB546     
     
estoy pensando qué no me gusta FUB547 FSB249   
qué ciudad no te ha gustado FUA606 FSA263 TA123 
     
     
a ti no te gustó Pamplona FUB548 FSB250 TB136 
bueno no es que no me gustara FUA607 FSA264 TA124 
 
[inhales] FUB549     
la ciudad está bien FUA608     




pero me pareció super aburrida FUA609     
 
sí FUB550 FSB251 TB137 
no es que no me gustara FUA610     
 
a mí no FUB551 FSB252   
me pareció super aburrida FUA611     
 
es que me lo pasé muy bien FUB552 FSB253   
     
y además había como mucha marchita por la noche FUB553     
joe tía de verdad FUA612 FSA265 TA125 
     me encantaría verlo  FUA613 FSA266   
     porque además estabamos solos en el bar era como FUA614 FSA267   
 
porque encima me tenía que ir FUB554 FSB254 TB138 
     
porque tú FUB555 FSB255   
     
los albergues de los FUB556     
     
[inhales] FUB557 FSB256   
     
los albergues del  FUB558     
     
de los peregrinos estos del camino de Santiago FUB559     
     
[inhales] FUB560     
     
los cierran FUB561     
     
sabes? FUB562     
     
pero los cierran a una hora que FUB563 FSB257   
     
que vamos FUB564     
     
ni Casimiro FUB565     
[laughs] FUA615 FSA268 TA126 
 
o sea FUB566     
     
[laughs] FUB567 FSB258   
[inhales] FUA616 FSA269 TA127 
 
que no tienen FUB568 FSB259   
pero porqué los cierran tan pronto? FUA617     
 
[inhales] FUB569 FSB260   
     
pues porque los cierran para que te acuestes FUB570 FSB261   
y tú estabas quedándote en uno de ellos? FUA618 FSA270 TA128 
     
     
claro FUB571 FSB262 TB139 
     
yo me quedo en eso porque son FUB572     
     
esos son los que FUB573     
gratuitos FUA619 FSA271 TA129 
     
     
son gratuitos FUB574 FSB263 TB140 
     
son muy barato FUB575     
a mí me agobia mogollón eso FUA620 FSA272 TA130 
     no agobia mogollón el tener que llegar a un sitio y acos FUA621     




y a ver si consigues sitio o no y FUA622     
     
     
pues no FUB576 FSB264 TB141 
     
porque como FUB577     
     
ah FUB578 FSB265   
     
pensaba que decías para dormir por la noche FUB579     
sí FUA623 FSA273 TA131 
 
no FUB580 FSB266   
     
siempre hay sitio FUB581     
sí? FUA624 FSA274 TA132 
     
     
bueno FUB582 FSB267 TB142 
     
no sé FUB583     
     
yo es que  FUB584 FSB268   
     
[pcht] FUB585     
hice FUA625 FSA275 TA133 
 
hice la parte más despejada del camino FUB586     
vale FUA626 FSA276   
 
creo que  FUB587 FSB269   
     
que conforme te vas acercando a Santiago FUB588     
está más petado todo FUA627 FSA277 TA134 
 
[inhales] FUB589 FSB270   
     
sí FUB590     
     
porque hay gente que hace el último trozo FUB591     
es que me decía María que tienes gente hasta las cinco de la 
mañana  FUA628 FSA278 TA135 
     para poder llegar al sitio antes de la una FUA629     
     para poder conseguir sitio y si no lo conseguías nada FUA630     
     como que son un poquito FUA631     
     [inhales] FUA632 FSA279   
     vamos que a mí me agobiaría un mogollón de ahí FUA633     
     levantarme a las cinco de la mañana para poder llegar a la una FUA634     
 
pero si tú te levantas a las cinco de la mañana todos los días FUB592 FSB271 TB143 
[inhales] FUA635 FSA280   
     pero para trabajar FUA636     
     no para ir a andar tía FUA637     
     [laughs] FUA638 FSA281   
     o sea FUA639 FSA282   
     [inhales] FUA640 FSA283   
 
pero qué más da FUB593 FSB272 TB144 
tú supuestamente estás de vacaciones FUA641     
 




     
a tí te gusta levantarte temprano FUB595     
     
no FUB596     
     
te da igual FUB597     
     
lo de FUB598 FSB273   
     
yo también pensaba FUB599     
     
[inhales] FUB600     
     
lo de levantarme por la mañana FUB601     
     
y luego no FUB602     
     
[inhales] FUB603     
te da igual a las cinco que a las ocho no? FUA642 FSA284 TA136 
     
     
[inhales] FUB604 FSB274 TB145 
     
pues tía porque es que FUB605     
     
estás andan FUB606     
     
andas como FUB607     
     
andábamos como FUB608     
     
yo que sé FUB609     
veinte FUA643 FSA285 TA137 
 
a lo mejor como quince kilo FUB610     
quince FUA644     
 
quince kilómetros al día FUB611     
     
sabes? FUB612 FSB275   
cuántas horas es eso? FUA645 FSA286 TA138 
     
     
pues yo que sé FUB613 FSB276 TB146 
     
cinco horas o así FUB614     
     
íbamos rápido FUB615     
y no parabais? FUA646 FSA287 TA139 
 
[inhales] FUB616 FSB277   
     
sí hombre FUB617     
     
cómo no vamos a parar FUB618     
     
parábamos  FUB619     
     
para desayunar y para comer FUB620     
ok FUA647 FSA288 TA140 
     
     
y luego FUB621 FSB278 TB147 
     
sí FUB622     
     




     
[inhales] FUB624     
     
cada FUB625     
     
no sé si era cada hora FUB626     
     
[pause] FUB627 FSB279   
     
cada hora parábamos FUB628 FSB280   
     
hacíamos una parada de FUB629     
     
parada de pies FUB630     
     
le llamábamos FUB631     
para que descansaran los pies  FUA648 FSA289 TA141 
     querías decir FUA649     
 
sí FUB632 FSB281 TB148 
ok FUA650 FSA290   
 
o sea FUB633 FSB282   
     
no FUB634 FSB283   
     
quitarte los zapatos FUB635 FSB284   
     
para que no te salgan ampollas FUB636     
no te salieron? FUA651 FSA291 TA142 
     
     
no me salieron FUB637 FSB285 TB149 
     
ni una FUB638     
qué suerte FUA652 FSA292 TA143 
 
pero yo creo que fue por eso FUB639 FSB286   
     
[inhales] FUB640 FSB287   
te lo cuidaste mucho, no? FUA653 FSA293 TA144 
 
te quita FUB641     
     
te quitabas los zapatos FUB642     
     
nos quitábamos los zapatos FUB643     
     
cambiarnos FUB644     
     
cambiarte los calcetines FUB645     
ahá FUA654 FSA294 TA145 
     
     
porque le FUB646 FSB288 TB150 
     
creo FUB647     
fuiste con tu prim FUA655 FSA295 TA146 
     con tu herman FUA656     
     con tu cuñado, no? FUA657     
     
     
con mi cuñado, sí FUB648 FSB289 TB151 
sola? FUA658 FSA296 TA147 




     
sola FUB649 FSB290 TB152 
     
con mi cuñado FUB650     
     
pero bueno FUB651 FSB291   
     
ahí eh FUB652     
     
tienes que te FUB653     
     
vas FUB654     
     
vas conociendo a gente FUB655     
y te llevabas bien con él? FUA659 FSA297 TA148 
     
     
todo el tiempo FUB656 FSB292 TB153 
     
sí FUB657 FSB293   
     
me llevo muy bien FUB658 FSB294   
     
este año se va otra vez FUB659 FSB295   
     
igual me hago yo otro trozo FUB660     
de camino de Santiago FUA660 FSA298 TA149 
 
[inhales] FUB661     
a mí no me importaría FUA661     
     la verdad FUA662     
     hacerlo FUA663     
     pero FUA664     
     
     
pues  FUB662 FSB296 TB154 
     
qué te iba a decir? FUB663     
     
ah FUB664 FSB297   
     
que no FUB665 FSB298   
     
que cuando llegas al sitio ese estás tan FUB666     
     
tan cansada tía FUB667     
     
cada que   FUB668     
     
es que de a veces FUB669     
que te apetece dormir no? FUA665 FSA299 TA150 
 
[inhales] FUB670 FSB299   
     
yo nunca me acuesto temprano FUB671     
     
pero es que a veces a las ocho de la tarde tía FUB672     
     
yo estaba que ya que me FUB673     
y la gente está en silencio a las ocho? FUA666 FSA300 TA151 
 
que me  FUB674     
no te despiertan lo demás luego? FUA667     
 




     
que se cae todo el mundo FUB676     
     
se cae todo el mundo eh FUB677     
está todo el mundo igual de muerto, no? FUA668 FSA301 TA152 
     
     
eh muerto FUB678 FSB300 TB155 
     
muerto FUB679     
     
[inhales] FUB680 FSB301   
     
no FUB681     
     
hombre FUB682     
     
a lo mejor hay alguno que ronca o algo FUB683     
     
a mí  FUB684 FSB302   
     
sí en Pamplona de hecho FUB685     
uff tía  FUA669 FSA302 TA153 
     lo de roncar FUA670     
 
[pcht] FUB686 FSB303 TB156 
qué horror FUA671 FSA303   
 
en Pamplona me tocó uno que roncaba FUB687 FSB304   
     
y al final le co FUB688     
     
le  FUB689     
le cor FUA672 FSA304 TA154 
 
me le va FUB690     
le cortaste la FUA673     
     [laughs] FUA674 FSA305   
 
no FUB691 FSB305 TB157 
las cuerdas vocales FUA675 FSA306   
 
le metí  FUB692 FSB306   
     
le metí un meneo a la FUB693     
     
a la cama FUB694     
     
le dí una patada a la cama que no veas FUB695     
tía yo me FUA676 FSA307 TA155 
     de verdad FUA677     
     nunca en mi vida FUA678     
     mira que yo duermo super bien FUA679 FSA308   
     y me acuerdo cuando fui a esta sema  FUA680     
     esta verano pasado con mis FUA681     
     con las niñas FUA682     
     salí a FUA683     
     a Almería FUA684     




[inhales] FUA685 FSA309   
     que nos quedamos en un albergue FUA686     
     siempre FUA687     
     y ellas se quedaron en una habitación las cuatro FUA688     
     y yo le dije vah FUA689 FSA310   
     vosotras como nada más que vine dos días FUA690 
 
  
     dejarme a mí sola que yo me uno en cualquier habitación FUA691 
 
  
     [inhales] FUA692 FSA311   
     y me di FUA693     
     me fui a una habitación FUA694     
     qué horror FUA695     
     es que no dejaban de roncar por la noche y era como a ver FUA696     
     me pongo los cascos FUA697     
 
pero eran tías  FUB696 FSB307 TB158 
     
o FUB697     
sí FUA698 FSA312 TA156 
     tías y ti FUA699     
     había un tío FUA700     
 
[laughs] FUB698 FSB308 TB159 
creo FUA701     
     pero tías también FUA702     
     [inhales] FUA703 FSA313   
     y me ponía los FUA704     
     los tapones y decía con tapones yo duermo FUA705     
     si yo duermo como un tronco en cualquier sitio FUA706     
     bueno FUA707     
     pues no FUA708     
     o sea un cabreo FUA709     
     una mala FUA710     
     leche que se te pone FUA711     
     [inhales] FUA712 FSA314   
 
ya es que es lo peor FUB699 FSB309 TB160 
tía es lo peor es como por favor FUA713     
     que se calle FUA714     
     o sea esta gente FUA715     




había uno que era super descarado FUA716     
     es que era super furte FUA717     
 
pero si es que ellos no saben  FUB700 FSB310 TB161 
     
que están roncando FUB701     
sí que lo saben FUA718 FSA315 TA157 
     la gente que ronca lo sabe FUA719     
     porque seguro que han dormido en algún sitio con alguien FUA720     
     alguna vez y  se lo han dicho FUA721     
 
pero que van a hacer FUB702 FSB311 TB162 
[laughs] FUA722 FSA316   
 
no se van a quedar despiertos FUB703     
tía  FUA723 FSA317   
 
[laughs] FUB704 FSB312   
pero debería haber una habitación para roncadores FUA724     
     tía FUA725     
 
[laughs] FUB705 FSB313 TB163 
o sea FUA726     
     en serio FUA727     
 
claro FUB706 FSB314 TB164 
esto es un albergue FUA728 FSA318   
     vete a un sitio tú solo FUA729     
     pero es que no es FUA730     
     no es justo para los demás FUA731     
 
pero es que esta habitación del albergue éste FUB707 FSB315 TB165 
     
que te estoy diciendo yo FUB708     
     
es que eh FUB709     
     
es que eramos doscientos en la habitación FUB710     
[laughs] FUA732 FSA319 TA158 
 
sabes FUB711     
claro FUA733 FSA320   
 
[inhales] FUB712     
pero por eso FUA734     
     yo que en el fondo FUA735 FSA321   
     no sé  FUA736     
     un poco de respeto por los demás porque por tu culpa FUA737     
     puede que toda la gente no pueda dormir esa noche FUA738     
     [inhales] FUA739 FSA322   
 
ya FUB713 FSB316 TB166 
yo me sentiría super mal FUA740     
     si por mi culpa la gente no puede dormir FUA741     
 
no yo a FUB714 FSB317 TB167 
y hay gente que tiene problemas de verdad de respiración FUA742     
     pero hay gente ya  FUA743     
 




[inhales] FUA744     
     de algo clínico, eh? FUA745     
 
yo al tío lo tenía al lado eh FUB716 FSB319 TB169 
     
lo tenía el la cama de al lado FUB717     
que horror FUA746 FSA323 TA159 
 
sabía exactamente quien era FUB718     
     
lo apuntaba con la linterna FUB719     
[laughs] FUA747 FSA324 TA160 
     
     
pa despertarlo FUB720 FSB320 TB170 
     
[laughs] FUB721 FSB321   
[laughs] FUA748 FSA325 TA161 
     y le tirabas chinitas FUA749 FSA326   
     no? FUA750     
 
no  FUB722 FSB322 TB171 
     
lo apuntaba con la  FUB723 FSB323   
     
con la linterna en los ojos FUB724     
[laughs] FUA751 FSA327 TA162 
 
tía FUB725     
[inhales] FUA752 FSA328   
 
para despertarlo FUB726     
qué fuerte FUA753     
 
ya FUB727 FSB324   
     
si es que a final era insoportable FUB728 FSB325   
         es que es como una pesadilla FUA754 FSA329 TA163 
     además es que no FUA755 FSA330   
     se te mete dentro FUA756     
     y es como FUA757     
     es como cuando te se cae FUA758     
     se queda el agua  FUA759     
     corriendo FUA760     





Appendix 5: Examples used in section 
2.4.3 
JESUS PATRICIA 
y comida y eso de  
mejicana  
¿qué te pareció?  
 muy bien a mí me encantó toda 
¿sí?  
 sí 
 muy muy muy muy picante 
sí [inhales] 
 pero es que toman como muchas hortalizas 
[mhm] [pcht] 
 carne muy rica también 
 luego las tortitas de maíz 
sí [inhales] 
 está todo muy rico 
 y muy mucha variedad  
y barato [inhales] 
supongo también, ¿no?  
 sí 
 








 Hola Patricia ¿qué tal?  
 bien 





(Jesús: T1, FS1, FU2/ Patricia: T1, FS1-2, FU1-2) 
 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 tú vuelas a De Efe o a dónde? 
sí vuelo al De Efe  
 
(Jesús: T95, FS153, FU274/ Patricia: T51, FS202, FU491) 
 
es que qué es el mole las judías estas ¿no?  
un pues no  
 porque el moble 
 el mole poblano 
 creo que es una base de judías de  
 judías pintas vaya 
 de frijoles 
 
(Jesús: T118, FS185-186, FU343-344/ Patricia: T59, FS2332, FU590-595) 
 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 no te 
 no te sientes bien  
 te sientes como  
 que te falta el aire continuamente 
 como ahogándote 
[mhm] [inhales] 
 luego 
 el cuerpo necesita trabajar mucho más 
sí claro  
 entonces tienes hambre todo el tiempo 
 






que recomiendas allí  
para [inhales] 
para ver yo sólo estuve medio día 
[inhales] y está el museo de arqueología me parece 
sí [pcht] 
 que es alucinante ¿no? 
[mhm] que  tiene así cosas muy bonitas 
 de así de las civilizaciones precolombinas 
 
(Jesús: T96-97, FS156-158, FU284-289/ Patricia: T53, FS206, FU497-503) 
 
JESUS PATRICIA 
 hay un pueblo cerca de Puebla 
 que no me acuerdo como se llama 
 pero que tiene un 
 una pirámide 
en dentro de una  
de una montaña de una montaña 
sí y ese era muy bonito 
 
(Jesús: T84, FS131, FU200-202/ Patricia: T41-42, FS173-175, FU430-435) 
 
SUSANA MARIA 
y nunca me había ocurrido y  
he tenido verdaderas brutadas con el sol  
o sea que no entiendo muy bien  
debe ser que ahí  
[laughs]  





 es verdad  
[pff] es que lo 
 
(Susana: T48-49, FS81-83, FU205-212/ María: T51, FS102, FU318-321) 
 
SUSANA 
porque como no tuvieras 
bueno mucha gente tenía dólares 
 
(Susana: T53, FS105, FU309-310) 
 
SUSANA 
era majísima y quedamos con ella dos amigas más y yo 
y nos enseñó toda la ciudad 




(Susana: T83, FS185-186, FU558-562) 
 
MARIA 
y era como Sicilia ahí 
Sol 
no sé cuantísimos grados 
[inhales] 
digo vámonos aquí que seg 
que a que aquí seguro que no llueve 
 








porque cuando nos vinimos a vivir aquí 
cuando yo estaba 
me vine a veni a vivir aquí  
había todavía  
 




voy a Madrid 
que tengo el billete ya comprado 




(Susana: T56, FS121-123, FU314-319) 
 
SUSANA 
cómo se dice esa expresión de no sé que 
tan como se 
como lo pintan 




como lo pintan 
algo así 
no me acuerdo 
 






o sea yo 




pega más fuerte el sol 
 






Appendix 6: Jesús_Duologue_1 
 
SYLLABLE COUNT  REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
Ho.la.Pa.tri.cia.qué.tal 7 
      bien.bien 2 
   
N-B 
  oy.e 2 
      me.di.je.ron.que 5 
      a.ca.bas.de.vol.ver.de.via.je 9 
      no 1 
      has.es.ta.do.por.a.hí 7 
     
S.E / R.A 
no 1 
      ah.sí 2 
      i.dón.dees.tu.vis.tes 7 6 ee 
    tres.con.ti.nen.tes 5 
      guau 1 
      a.ca.bas.teen.Chi.na 7 6 ee 
 
N-tò 
  i.de.Chi.na.ya.vol.vis.te 8 
      seis.me.ses.en.to.tal 6 





      quees.lo.que.más.te.gus.tó 8 7 ee 
 
S-L 
  Su.ra.mé.ri.ca 5 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí.queal.fi.nal.cam.bias.teun.po.co.de 12 10 ea- eu 
 
N-P 
  fue.di.fí.cil.cam.biar.de.vue.los 9 
      ie.sas.co.sas 4 
      ah.en.au.to.bús 5 
     
N.A 
fue.fue.más.más.en.aui.es.se.gu.roel.au.to.bús 15 13 aui- oe s-s 
  





      sí 1 






   
N-S 
  sí 1 
      noes.lo.que.mehan.di.cho 8 6 oe 
 
N-D/S-L 
  que 1 
      que.los.au.to.bú.ses.fun.cio.nan.muy.bien.en.Mé.ji.co 15 





      ah.no.me.di.gas 5 
      ah.cla.ro 3 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      quees.tás.ca.si.co.moen.u.na.ca.ma 12 10 ee-oe 
   
N.U 
ah.e.soes.lo.más.ba.ra.to 9 8 oe 
 
S-L 
  ah.va.le 3 
      a.to.do.lu.jo 5 
      e.je.cu.ti.vo.no 6 
      qué.bien 2 
      sí 1 
      noha.ce.fal.ta.más 6 5 oa 
    ah.sí 2 
      ah.que.bien.no 4 
  
n-n 
   pues.sí 2 
  
s-s 
   puei.que.fueun.cam.bio.no 8 6 uei-eu 
 
N-K pues- "pue" 
 lo.de 2 
      pa.sar.deahí.a 6 4 eai 
    aAus.tra.liai.Chi.na.su.pon.go 10 8 aau-iai 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 





      sí 1 
      síun.mun.do.ya.más 6 5 iu 
 
N-M 
  an.glo 2 
      an.glo.si.za.do.no 6 
      ah.no 2 
      pues.la.gen.te.di.ce.quees.tá.bas.tan.te.bien.no 14 13 ee n-n S-L 
  sí 1 
      ya.no.te 3 
      no.te.cau.só.tan.taim.pre.sión 9 8 ai 
    sí.sí.sí 3 
      sí 1 
      di.ga.mos.quea.ca.ba.deem.pe.zar 11 9 ea-ee 
    por.a.sí.de.cir.lo 6 
     
R.A 
sí 1 
      sí 1 
      i 1 
      a.ho.ra.que.men 5 
      a.ho.ra.que.men.cio.nas.lo.de.la.co.mi.da 13 
      te 1 
      te.fue.muy.di.fí.cil.a.dap.tar.te 10 
     
L.A 
a 1 
      a.las.co.mi.das 5 
      en 1 
      en.el.via.je 4 
     
N.E 
va.ya 2 
      sí 1 
      Chi.na.pe.or 4 
      sí 1 
      ia.qué.cre.es.que 5 




qué.crees.que.te.cau.só.to.daes.ta 11 9 ee-ae 
    to.daes.ta 4 3 ae 
    to.dos.los.do.lor 5 
   
S-L 
  el.es.tó.ma.go 5 
     
L.E 
va.mos 2 
      qué.cre.es.que 4 
      qué.pue.de.ser.lo.que 6 
      ah 1 
      sí 1 
      ah.sí 2 
      la.piel.i.to.do.tam.bién 7 
     
L.I 
no.me.di.gas 4 
      a.tí.se.pe.lóel.pel 7 6 oe 
    el.el 2 
      la.piel 2 
      no.me.di.gas 4 
      sí.cla.ro 3 
      pe.roe.ra.por.que.re.al.men.te.lo 11 10 oe 
    lo.gas.ta.bas.des.pués.o 7 
     
S.O 
sí 1 
      sí 1 
      vay.a 2 
      qué.co.sas.no 4 
      su.per.in.te.re.san.te.to.doe.so.no 12 11 oe 
   
R.I 





te.co.men.tóes.tas.co.sas 8 7 
     sí 1 
      te.pi.lló 3 
      sí 1 
      te.pi.lló.de 4 




de.re.pen.tea.hí.no 7 6 eai 
    ah.sí 2 
      no.me.di.gas 4 
      hay.gen.te.que 4 
      se.que.da 3 
      vay.a 2 
      sí 1 
      oy.eien.Mé.ji.coes.tu.vis.te.tam.bién.no 14 11 eie-oe n-n N-M 
  por.que.yo.quie.roir.a.Mé.ji.co 9 8 oi 
   
R.O / R.A 
i.qué 2 
      qué.me.re.co.mien.das 6 
      de 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      va.le 2 
      sí.yo.quie.ro 4 






      se.que.mó 3 






      sí.bue.no.yo.ten.goun.a.mi.ga.que 11 10 ou 
   
N.A 
que.pa.sóa.híun.a.ño 8 6 oa-iu 
   
N.A 
en.un.con.u.na.be.ca 7 





      i.bue.no 3 
      en.prin.ci.pio.si.voy 6 
   
N-P 
  pues.ba.ja.réa.Pue.blai 8 6 ea-ai 
    mehan.re.co.men.da.doir.a.Gua.ja.ca 12 10 eas-oi 
 
N-R 
  ial.pa.cí.fi.co 6 5 ia 




ia.e.sos.si.tios 6 5 ia s-s 
   pe.ro.va.mos 4 
      voy.air.so.la.men.te.dos.se.ma.nas 11 10 ai s-s 
   a.sí.quea.ver.si.me.da.tiem.poa.ha.cer 13 10 ea-oa 
    noha.rí.as 4 3 oa 
    no.no 2 
      sí 1 
      yo.lo.que.quie.roha.cer.es.eh 9 8 oa 
   
S.E / R.E 
los.pue.blos.en.las.mon.ta.ñas.de.Pue.bla 11 




ial.re.de.dor 5 4 ia 





en.den.tro.deu.na 6 5 eu 
 
N-D 
  deu.na.mon.ta.ña 6 5 eu 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      mehan.ha.bla.do.dee.se.pue.blo 10 8 ea-ee 
   
N.ha 
co.mo 2 
      co.mo.re.fe.ren.cia 6 
      co.mo.pun.to.de.re.fe.ren.cia.pa.rair 13 12 ai 
    i.tal 2 
      pues.na.da.ten.go.bas.tan.tes 8 
      ten.go.bas.tan.tes.ga.nas 7 
      pe.ro.cla.roa.ho.ra.con 8 7 oa 
    con.to.does.te.te.ma.de 8 7 oe 
 
N-T 
  pues.sí 2 
  
s-s 
   pa.re.ce.ser.que 5 
      que.yahay.me.nos.ca.sos.de.gri.peet.cé.te.ra 14 12 aai-ee 
    pe.ro 2 
      pe.ro.nun.ca.se.sa.be 7 
   
N-K 
  pues 1 




en.te.o.rí.ael 6 5 ae 
 
N-T 
  vein.te 2 
      vein.te.de.Ju.nio 5 
      o.se.a 3 






      ve.re.mos.co.moe.vo.lu.cio.naes.to 12 10 oe-ae 
    i.si 2 
      si.la.co.sa.no 5 
      si.gue.muy.mal.pues.i.re.mos.no 9 
     
S.I 
de.to.das.ma.ne.ras 6 
      pe.ro 2 
      sí.su.poes.pe.ro.no.que 8 7 oe 
    es.pe.ro.ca.sies.me.jor.que.me.di.gan 12 11 ie 
    no 1 
      no.se.pue.de 4 
      que 1 
      ah.sí 2 
      hay.u.na.pá.gi.naa.hí 8 7 aa 
    sí 1 
      en.Mé.ji.co 4 
   
N-M 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí.sí.sí 3 
      bue.no 2 
      a.ver.si 3 
      si.nos.de.jan 4 
      si.nos.de.jan.ir 5 
     
N.I 
i 1 





      pe.ro 2 
      bue.no 2 






      de.la.gri.pe 4 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      yo.cre.o.que 4 
      la.gen.te.me.di.ce.quea.llí.la.gen.teha.ce.la.vi.da.nor.mal 19 17 ea-ea 
    i.que 2 
      i.que 2 
      a.sí 2 





oen.to.do 4 3 oe 
 
N-T 
  en.to.do.Mé.ji.co 6 
   
N-T 
  sí.sí 2 
      sí.vue.loal.DeE.fe 7 5 oa-ee 
 
L-D 
  i 1 






     
N.A / R.U 
a 1 
      ha.ciael.sur 4 3 iae 
 
L-S 
  sí 1 
      noeh 2 1 oe 
    nohay 3 1 oai 
    que.re.co.mien.das.a.llí 7 
     
S.A 
pa.ra 2 
      pa.ra.ver 3 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 





      va.le.van 3 
      sí.sí 2 
      no 1 
      siha.brá.que 4 3 iae 
    ha.brá.queir 4 3 ei 
    sia.mí.la.ver.dad.es.que.no 9 8 ia 
    no.mehan.di 4 3 ea 
 
N-D 
  re.co.men.da.do.que.dar.me.mu.cho.tiem.poen 13 12 oe 






      su.pon.go.queha.brá.quee.char.leun.vis.ta.zo 14 11 ea-ee-eu 
 
N-B 
  un.par.de.dí.as.al.me.nos.no 9 





      ver.al.gún.mu.se.o 6 




ial.gu.na.zo.nai.gual 8 6 ai 
    que.se.a 3 
      que.se.a.bo.ni.ta 6 
      o 1 
      i.co.mi.dai.e.so.de 8 6 ai 
    me.ji.ca.na 4 
      que.te.pa.re.ció 5 
      si 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      i.ba.ra.to 4 
      su.pon.go.tam.bién.no 6 
  
n-n 
   sí.co.mo 3 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 





      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      a.ha 2 
      que.son.de.car.ne 5 
   
N-D 
  o.de 2 
      muy.bien 2 
      el.mo.le 3 
      sí 1 
      es.el 2 
     
S.E 
es.u.naes.pe.cie.de 7 6 ae 
   
S.U 
es.que.quées.el.mo.le.las.ju.dias.es.tas.no 13 12 ee 
   
S.E 
un 1 
      sí 1 
      ah.sí 2 
      ah 1 
      cho.co.la.tein.clui.do.tam.bién 10 8 ei-ui 
 
N-K 
  pe.roes.táhe.chou.na.pas.tael 11 7 oe-ae-ou-ae 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      bien 1 
      pues.na.da 3 
      i.tie.nes.al.gún.plan 6 
    
N-P S.A 
pa.ra 2 
      al.gún.o.tro.via.je 6 
     
N.O 
pron.to 2 
      aE.cua.dor 4 3 ae 
    i.ya.lo.tie.nes.to.do.pre.pa.ra.do 11 
    
lo- "o" 
 bue.no.pe.ro 4 
      tie.nes.el.bi.lle.teal.me.nos.no 10 9 ea 






      u.na.ru.ta 4 
      pe.ro.co.no.ces.a.gen.tea.llí 10 8 ea 
   
S.A 
o 1 
      vas.so.la 3 
  
s-s 
   au.na.con.fe.ren.cia.de 8 7 au 
    so.bre 2 
      ah 1 
      so.bre.tu.te.mai.tal.o 8 7 ai 
   
L.O 
ah.sí 2 
      qué.vas.a.pre.sen.tar 6 
     
S.A 
ya.pe.ro.quie.ro.de.cir 7 
      so.bre.que.per.dón 5 
      muy.bien 2 
      no.la.co.noz.co 5 
      sí.pues 2 
      oy.e 2 
      me.po.dí.as.pa 5 
      tea.cuer.das.que.te.di.je 8 7 ea 
    a.ver.sí.me.pa.sas.al.gu.nos.de.los.re.la.tos 14 
     
S.A 
fan.tás.ti.cos 4 
      nue.vos. si 3 
      no 1 
  
s-s 
   e.ra.sim.ple.men.te.por.ver.que 9 
      no 1 
      mein.te.re.san.des.co.no.ci.dos 10 9 ei 
 
N-D 
  i.co.no.ci.dos 5 
      por.quea.ve.ces 5 4 ea 
    eh 1 
      es.más.fá.cil.un.au.tor.des.co.no.ci.do.si.quie.res.ha.cer 17 
     














Appendix 7: Patricia_Duologue_1 
 
SYLLABLE COUNT REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
bien 1 
      i.tú.co.moes.tás 6 5 oe 
    pues 1 
      el.do.min.go 4 
  
 
   diez 1 
      vaaha.cer.un.a.ño 7 5 aaa 
   
N.A 
que.vol.ví 3 
      sí 1 
      a.sí.queha.ceun.a.ño.ya 9 7 ea-eu 
   
N.A 
i.seha.pa.sa.do.vo.lan.do 9 8 ea 
    pues.es.tu.ve 4 
     
S.E 
em.pe.cé.por 4 
      hi.ce.tres.con.ti.nen.tes 7 
      a.ver 2 
      que.lo.cuen 3 
      que.lo.cuen.te.bien 5 
      por.que 2 
      sí 1 
      em.pe.céen.Su.ra.mé.ri.ca 9 8 ee 
 
N-S 
  i.des.pués 3 
      fui.a 2 
      Nue.va.Ze.lan.da 5 
      i.des.pués 3 
      fui.a 2 
      Chi.na 2 




a.ca.béen.Chi.na 6 5 ee 
 
N-t∫ 
  y.de.Chi.na 4 
      en.Chi.na.vol.ví 5 
   
N-t∫ 
  de.Chi.na.vol.ví 5 
      sí 1 
      seis.me.ses.en.to.tal 6 
   
N-T 
  sí 1 
      pues.Su.ra.mé.ri.ca 6 
  
s-s 
   yoha.bí.a.pen.sa.do 7 6 oa 
    un.se.gun.di.toeh 6 5 oe 
 
N-S 
  que.me.voy.a.qui.tar.un.pen.dien.te 10 




que.meha.cí.a.da.ño.con.los.cas.cos 11 10 ea 
 
N-L 
  pues.ha.bí.a.pen.sa.do.so.la.men.te 11 
     
S.ha 
o.se.a 3 
      mei.ba.cua.tro.me.ses 7 6 ei 
    no 1 




S.E / S.U 





iha.bí.a.pen.sa.do.ir.a 9 7 ia-ia 
   
R.A 
Bue.nos.Ai.res.ies.tar.por.lo.me.nos.dos.me.ses.a.hí 16 15 ie 
   
S.A / S.I 
i.dos.me.ses.más.via.jan.do 8 
      pe.ro.lle.guéa.Bue.nos.Ai.res.i 10 9 ea 
   
S.A / S.I 
i.co.moes.muy.pa.re.ci.doa.las.ciu.da.des.eu.ro.pe.as.que.co.no.ce.mos 23 21 oe-oa 
   
S.E 
di.je 2 
      pues.es.tu.veu.na.se.ma.nai.ya.me.voy 13 11 eu-ai 
   
S.E 




R.A / R.U 
se.con.vir.tió.en.un.via.je.por 9 





      Bra.sil 2 
      Chi.le 2 





      cam.bié.bas.tan.te 5 
      sí 1 
      cam.bié.bas.tan.te 5 
      no 1 
      por.queu.na.vez 5 4 eu 
    no 1 
      por.que.no.no 4 






      la.par.te.de.Su.ra.mé.ri.ca.fue.to.doen.au.to.bús 16 15 oe 
   
N.A 
me.nos 2 
      un.cru.ze 3 
   
N-K 
  que.sí.que.lohi.ceen.a.vión 9 7 oi-ee 
   
N.A 
que.fue 2 
      des.de.el.cen.tro.de.Chi.le 8 
      has.ta 2 
      Tie.rra.de.Fue.go 5 






     
S.E 
sí 1 
      sí.sí 2 
      los.au.to.bú.ses.es.tán.muy.bien 9 
   
N-M 
 
S.A / S.E 
es.tán 2 
      yo.cre.o.que.mu.cho.me.jor.que.los.au.to.bú.ses.noc.tur.nos.deEs.pa.ña 20 
     
S.A 
sí 1 
      ia.par.te 4 3 ia 
   
N.U 
bue.noi.en 4 3 oi 
    en.Mé.ji.co 4 
   
N-M 
  si.vas.lue.go.me.cuen.tas 7 







      na 1 
    
nada-"na" 
 los.au.to.bú.ses.noc.tur.nos.es.ta.ban.muy.bien 13 
   
N-M 
 
S.A / S.E 
sí 1 
      sí 1 
      bue.noen.Méj 4 3 oe 
 
N-M 





i.los.de.pri.me.ra.cla.sees.tán.muy.bien 12 11 ee 
 
N-M/N-P 






     
N.U 
lo.que.pa.sa.que.den.tro.dee.sa.cla.seel.au.to.bús.tie.ne.zo.nas 20 18 ee-ee 
   
L.A 
no 1 
      tie.ne.la.zon 4 
      ii.pa.gas.se.gún.lo.que.se.rec.li.neel.a.sien.to 15 14 ee s-s N-L 
 
L.A 
en.ton.ces.si.tú.vas.aes.tar.bas.tan.te.ver.ti.cal 15 14 ae s-s 
  
S.A 
pe.roe.llos.le.lla.man 7 6 oe 
 
S-L 
  se.mi.ca.ma 4 
      ien.re.a.li.dad.es.se.mi.ca.ma 10 9 ie s-s N-R 
  por.que 2 
      se.rec.li.na.mu.cho.más.queun.a.sien.to.nor.mal.i.ma.gí.na.te 18 17 eu 
   
N.A / L.I 
pues.sees.tás 4 3 ee s-s 
   no.se.co.mo.de.cir.te 7 
      i.gual 2 
      no.ven.ta.cien 4 
      co.moa.cien.gra 5 4 oa 
    sí 1 
      no.lo.sé 3 
      no.se.cuan.to 4 
      pe.ro 2 
      es.tás.ca.si.tum.ba.do 7 




ie.soes.lo.más.ba.ra.to 9 7 ie-oe 
 
S-L 
  i.lue.go.tie.nes 5 
      sí 1 
      i.lue.go.tie.nes.el.ca.ma.to.tal 10 
     
S.E 
que.se.rec.li.na.prác.ti.ca.men.te.del.to.do 13 
      i.lue.go.tie.nes 5 
      el 1 
      ca.ma.e.je.cu.ti.vo.que.le.lla.man 11 
      que.son.u.nos.a.sien.tos.que.son.co.mo.ca.mas.de.cue.ro 16 
   
N-K 
 
S.A / N.U 
ia.par.te 3 
      es.ta.su.per.bien 5 
      sí 1 
      eh.pe.ro 3 
      sí 1 
      pe.ro.yo.siem.pre.co.gí.ael.se.mi.ca.ma 13 12 ae 
 
L-S 
  i.la.ver.dad.es.que.su.per.bien 9 
      noha.cí.a.fal.ta.más 7 6 oa 




N.E / L.A 
i.la.man.ta 4 
      sí.sí 2 
      ien 1 
      en.traen.el.pre.cio 6 5 ae 
   
N.E 
tie.nen.a.za.fa.tos 6 
     
N.A 
i.te.dan.la.ce.na 6 
   
N-L 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      por.quea.de.más.des.pués.deAr.gen.ti.na 11 10 ea 
    me.fuia.Bra.sil 5 4 uia 
    que.meen.can.tó 5 4 ee 







i.cru.céa.Bo.li.via 7 6 ea 
    i.Bo.li.viaes 5 4 iae 
    o.tro.mun.do 4 
      no 1 
      noes 2 1 oe 
    es.quees.o.tro.pla.ne.ta 8 7 ee 
   
S.O 
i.des.pués.en.Chi.lees.tu.ve.con.un.a.mi.go 14 13 ee 
   
S.E /N.A / N.U 
i.tam.bién.hi.ce.bas.tan.te.vi.daa.sí.de.pue.blo 15 14 aa 
   
N.hi 
i.me.lo.pa.sé.muy.bien 7 
      i.dea.hí.lle.gar.a.Nue.va.Ze.lan.da 11 
     
R.A 
quee.ra 3 2 ee 
    pues 1 
      no.se.co.mo.de.cir.te 7 
      co.moun.Lon 4 3 ou 
 
N-L 
  co.moun.In.gla.te.rra 7 6 ou 
   
N.I 
pe.ro.con.sol 4 
   
N-S 
  pues.fueun.sho.un.shock 6 5 eu 
 
N-S 
  sí 1 






      la.ver.dad 3 
      no 1 
      sí 1 
      pe.ro.co.mo 4 
      no.sé 2 
      co.mo.lle.ba.ba.cua.tro.me.ses.vien.do.pa.í.sa.jes.in.crei.bles 8 
     
S.I 
ia.de.más.de.la.mú.si.ca 9 8 ia 
    de.los.co.lo.res 5 
      de 1 





      i.la.gen.te 4 
      i.to.do 3 





ia.par.te.de.pai.sa.je 8 7 ia 
    en.cuan.toa.cul.tu.rai.a.sí 10 8 oa-aia 
 
N-K 
  ce.ro.sa.bes 4 
      es.son.co.mo 4 
  
s-s N-K 
  pues.cla.ro 3 
      i.ma.gí.na.te.que.la 7 
      el.pa.ís.es.muy.re.cien.te.no 9 
     
S.E 
en.ton.ces 3 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      un.sig.lo.ten.dráo.a.sí 8 7 aoa 
 
N-S 
  en.ton.ces 3 
      los.pue.blos.e.ran.un.po.co.co.mo 10 




los.pue.blos.es.tos.deEs.ta.dos.U.ni.dos 12 11 ee 
   
S.E / S.U 
en.el.me.dio.de.la.na.da 8 
     
N.E 
cons.trui.dos.con.ca.sas.pre.fa.bri.ca.das.i 12 





      pues 1 
      ca.da.dos.se.ma.nas 6 
  
s-s 
   me.po.ní.a.mal.de.la.tri.pa 9 
      ca.da.se.ma.na.te.ní.a.dia.rre.a 11 
      vay.a 2 
      i 1 
      bue.no.pe.ro.yae.rael.ca.lor 10 8 ae 
    que.mea.cos.tum.bréa.vi.vir.con.e.llo 12 10 ea-ea 
   
N.E 
lo.pa.sé.pe.or.en.Chi.na.con.la.co.mi.da 13 








      pe.roen.Su.ra.mé.ri.ca 8 7 oe 
 
N-S 
  siem.pre.pue.des.en.con.trar 7 
     
S.E 





co.mohay 3 2 oai 
    hay.mu.choa.rroz.i.tal 7 6 oa 
    más 1 
      pues.prin.ci.pal.men.teel.cam.bio.dea.guas 12 10 ee-ea 
    aun.que.seaa.guaem.bo.te.lla.da 11 9 eaa-ae 
    el.cam.bio.dea.guaem.bo.te.lla.da.se.no.ta.mu.cho.tam.bién 16 14 ea-ae 
    cam.bio.de.cli.ma 5 
      el.he.cho.de.no.te.ner.tues.pa.cio 11 10 ue 
   
L.he 
en.ton.ces.to.doe.so.son.al.te.ra.cio.nes.queel.cuer.po.lo.no.ta 20 18 oe-ee 
   
N.A 
ihay.gen.tea.la.que.lea.fec.ta 11 8 iai-ea-ea 
    pues.en.la.ca.be 5 





   
N-L 
  por.e.jem.plo 4 
     
R.E 
le.due.le.mu.cho.la.ca.be.za.cons.tan.te.men.te 14 
      ia.mí 3 2 ia 
    el.es.tó.ma.go 5 
     
L.E 
tam.bién.en.Bo.li.via 6 





      hu.boun.cam.bio.deal.ti.tud.muy.fuer.te 12 10 
  
N-K 
  que 1 
      pro.yo.lohi.ce.pro.gre.si.va.men.te.no 13 11 oi 
  
pero-"pro" 
 pe.ro 2 
      pe.ro.lle.guéa.los.cin.co.mil.me.tros 11 10 ea 
    en.ton.ces 3 
      pa.rael.cuer.poe.soes.ma.lí.si.mo 12 9 ae-oe-oe 
    la.piel 2 





      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      en.al.ti.tud.la.piel.se.te 8 





      bue.no.se.te.pe.lael.cuer.poen.te.ro 12 10 ae-oe 
    te.re.se.cai.se.te.pe.la 9 8 ai 
    sí.tie.nes.que 4 
      sí 1 
      sí.sí 2 
      es.que 2 
      laal.ti.tud.es.es.ma.lí.si.ma.pa.rael.cuer.poen.ge.ne.ral 19 16 aa-ae-oe 
   
S.E 
eh 1 
      no.te 2 
      no.te.sien.tes.bien 5 
      te.sien.tes.co.mo 5 
      que.te.fal.tael.ai.re.con.ti.nua.men.te 12 11 ae 
   
L.A 
co.moa.ho.gán.do.te 7 5 oao 
    lue.go 2 
      el.cuer.po.ne.ce.si.ta.tra.ba.jar.mu.cho.más 13 
      en.ton.ces.tie.nes.ham.bre.to.doel.tiem.po 12 11 oe 
   
S.ha 
yo 1 
      me.co.mí.a 4 
      dos.piz.zas.gran.des.pa.ra.ce.nar.i.pos.tre 12 
     
R.I 
yo.no.co.mo.más 5 
      no.co.mo.tan.toen.ab.so.lu.to 10 9 oe 
   
N.A 
lo.gas.tael.cuer.po 6 5 ae 
    no.te 2 
      o.se.a 3 2 ea 
    yo.no.me.mo.ví.a.tan.to.por.que.tam.po.co.pue.des.ha.cer.de.por.te 20 





por.que.tea.ho.gas 6 5 ea 
    pe.roel.cu 4 3 oe 
    el.cuer.po.pa.raa.cli.ma.tar.se 10 9 aa 
    al.cam.bio.deal.tu.ra 7 6 ea 
    pues.que.ma.mu.cha.más.e.ner.gí.a 10 
     
S.E 
i.la.piel 3 
      i.to.do.to.do 5 
      es.muy.a.gre.si.vo 6 
      no.es.que.co.mo.no.te.ní.a.pen.sa.doir.a.Bo.li.via 17 15 ia-oi 
   
R.A 
pues.no 2 
      no.meha.bíain.for.ma.do 9 6 ea-iai 
    has.ta.lle.gar.a.hí 6 
     
R.A 
sí 1 
      me.jor.a.sí 4 
     
R.A 
por.que.si.no.teem.pie.zas.aem.pa.ra.noi.ar 14 12 ee-ae 
   
S.A 
em.pie.zas.aoir.his.to.rias.de 10 8 aoi 
   
S.A / R.hi 
gen.te 2 
      que.no.se.pue.de.mo.ver.del.ho.tel.en.u.na.se.ma.na 16 
     
N.U / L.E / L.ho 
por.laal.ti.tud.i.tal 7 6 aa 
    hay.gen.te.que.le 5 
      que.lea.fec.ta.mu.chi.sí.mo 9 8 ea 






      con.ti.nua.men.te 5 
      iaun.a.sí 4 3 iau 
   
N.A 
vo.mi.tan.do 4 
      fa.tal 2 
      noa.mi.no.mea.fec.tó.tan.to 10 8 oa-ea 
    no.mea.fec.tó.tan.to 7 6 ea 
    ha.ce.mu.cho.tiem.po 6 





      ha.ce.mu.cho.tiem.po 6 
      pues 1 
      yoes.tu.veen.la.par.te.del.sur 10 8 oe-ee 
 
N-L/L-S 
  me.pa.re.ce.que.te.lo.con.té 9 
      vo.léa.Mé.ji.co.DeE.fe 9 7 ea-ee 
    i.dea.hí 3 
      i.ba.con.dos.a.mi.gas 7 




iu.na.dee.llas 6 4 iu-ee 
    tie.neun.a.mi.go 6 5 eu 
   
N.A 
me.ji.ca.noen.ton.ces 6 5 oe 
    quees.de.Pue.bla 5 4 ee 
    en.ton.ces.fui.mos.a.Pue.bla.tam.bién 10 
     
S.A 
Pue.blaes.muy.bo.ni.to 7 6 ae 
    lo.que.pa.sa.que.Pue.bla.des.pués.dees.tar.no.so.tras.a.hí.se.que.mó 20 19 ee 
   
S.A 
me.pa.re.ce 4 
      o.la.mi.tad.oal.goa.sí 9 7 oa-oa 
    pue.de.ser 3 
      me.sue.na 3 
      me.sue.na 3 
      mí.ra.lo 3 
      por.que 2 
      a.lo.me.jor.no.eh 6 
      a.lo.me.jor.me.loes.toy.in.ven.tan.do 11 10 oe 
    pe.ro.vay.a 4 
      me.sue.na.que 4 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      no.sé 2 
      yo.noha.rí.a.mu.cha.ciu.dad 9 8 oa 





    
sea-"se" 
 ohaz.Pue.blao.haz.Gua.ja.ca 9 7 oa-ao 
    pe.ro 2 
      yo.cre.o.que.Pue.bla 6 
      i.gual.me.jor.que.Gua.ja.ca 8 
      pe.ro 2 
      sí 1 
      hay.un.pue.blo 4 
   
N-P 
  sí 1 
      hay.un.pue.blo.cer.ca.de.Pue.bla 9 
   
N-P 
  que.no.mea.cuer.do.co.mo.se.lla.ma 11 10 ea 
    pe.ro.que.tie.neun 6 5 eu 
    u.na.pi.rá.mi.de 6 
      deu.na.mon.ta.ña 6 5 eu 
    ie.see.ra.muy.bo.ni.to 9 7 ie-ee 
    mea.cuer.do 4 3 ea 
    pe.ro.sees.tá.so.lu.cio.nan.do.no 11 10 ee 
    cuán.do 2 
      cuán.do.tei.bas.air 7 5 ei-ai 
   
S.A 
sí 1 




N.A / R.E / R.I 
no 1 
      es.que.no.te.de.ja.rí.an 8 
      de.to.das.for.mas 5 






      hay.u.na.pá.gi.na.de 7 
      no.se.si.di.cen.re.co.men.da.cio.nes.de.via.jei.lo.mi.ras.por.pa.ís 22 21 ei 
 
N-R 
  iahí.te.po.ne 6 4 iai 
    es 1 




es.laem.ba.ja.da.deEs.pa.ñaen 11 8 ae-ee-ae 
 
S-L 
  sa.bes 2 
      en.ton.ces.a.hí.te.po.ne 8 
     
S.A 
los.pe.li.gros.dee.se.pa.ís 9 8 ee 
    i 1 
      las.re.co.men.da.cio.nes 7 
      sihay 2 1 iai 
    por.e.jem.plo 4 
     
R.E 
si.te.vas.a 4 
     
S.A 






      pues.en.ton.ces.tea.pa.re.cí.a 10 9 ea 
   
S.E 
noes.re.co.men.da.ble 7 6 oe 
    pe.roi 3 2 oi 
    e.soes.un.gra.do 6 5 oe 
   
S.U 
i.lue.gohay.o.tro.gra.do.más.gra.ve 11 10 oai 
    que.no.sé.si.le.di.ceex.tric.ta.men.te.no.re.co.men.da.ble 18 17 ee 
    oal.goa.sí.sa.bes 6 5 oa 
    hom.bre 2 
      yoha.blé.con.Juan.ay.er 7 6 oa 
   
N.A 
i.dij 2 
      él.tie.neu.naa.mi.gaa.llíi.di.ce.que.to.da.ví.a.no.sa.lí.an.de.las.ca.sas 26 22 eu-aa-aa-ii 
 
N-D 
  no.sé 2 
      en.DeE.fe 4 3 
  
N-D 
  DeE.fe 3 2 
     tú.vue.las.a.DeE.feo.a.dón.de 11 9 ee-eoa 
   
S.A 
sí 1 
      te.vaa.a.go.biar.DeE.fe.mu.cho 11 9 aa-ee 
    es.muy.in.te.re.san.te 7 
      pe.ro 2 




yo.só.loes.tu.ve.me.dio.dí.a 10 9 oe 
    ies.táel.mu.se.o.dear.queo.lo.gí.a.me.pa.re.ce 17 14 ie-ae-ea 
    quees.a.lu.ci.nan.te.no 8 7 ee 
   
S.A 
que.tie.nen.co.sas.muy.bo.ni.tas 9 
      dea.sí.de.las.ci.vi.li.za.cio.nes.pre.co.lom.bi.nas 16 15 ea 
    i.des.pués 3 
      en.el.cen.tro 4 
     
N.E 
en.el.zó.ca.lo 5 
     
N.E 
es.tán.los.res.tos.de 6 
   
N-L 
  no.sé.si.se.lla.ma.Te.o.ti.gua.clán 11 
      o.no.sé 3 
      al.goa.sí.se.lla.ma 7 6 oa 
    quee.ra.don.deha.bíau.na.de.las.ba.ses.de.los 16 13 ee-ea-iau 
    in 1 
      de.los.az.te.cas.cre.o 7 
     
S.A 
la.pri.me.ra.ciu.dad.az.te.ca 9 
      que.se.fun.dóa.hí 6 5 oa 
    en.ton.ces.e.so.va.le.la.pe.na.ver.lo.tam.bién 14 
     
S.E 




      his.tó.ri.ca.men.te 6 
      fue.la 2 
      la.cu.na.de.la.ci.vi.li.za.ción.az.te.ca 13 
     
N.A 
muy.bien 2 
      a.mí.meen.can.tó 6 5 ee 
    to.da 2 
      sí 1 
      muy.muy.muy.muy.pi.can.te 7 











      es.tá.to.do.muy.ri.co 7 
      i.muy.mu.cha.va.rie.dad 7 
      sí 1 
      por.qu 2 
      bue.no 2 
      sí.sí.sí.ba.ra.to.ba.ra.to 9 
      por.que 2 
      tie.nen.mu.chos 4 
   
N-M 
  ten.de 2 
      no.ten.de.re.tes.co.mo.bue 8 
      tam.bién.hay.ten.de.re.tes 7 
     
N.ha 
pe.roa.hí.de.pen.de.lo.que.te.quie.ras.a.rries.gar 15 14 oai 
   
S.A 
pe.ro.co.mo.tien.de.ci.tas.pe.que.ñi.tas 12 
      ia.hí.te.pue.des.pe.dir.u.nos.ta.cos 12 11 ia 
   
R.U 
que.son 2 
      fi.ni.tos 3 
      no.son.co.mo.los.ta.cos.dea.quí 10 9 ea 
 
N-K 
  los.ta.cos.en.re.a.li.dad.son.co.mo.ca.nu.ti.llos 15 





      i.te.pi.des.seis 5 
  
s-s 
   i 1 
      i.con.e.so.co.mes 6 
     
N.E 
ies 2 1 ie 
    es.co.moun.snac 5 4 ou 
    sa.bes 2 
      sí 1 
      tú.le.lo.pi.des.de.lo.que.quie.ras 10 
      ies.tá.ri.quí.si.mo 7 6 ie 








      po.brar 2 
      pro.bar.el 3 
     
R.E 
có.mo.se.lla.mael 6 5 ae 
    el 1 
      có.moes 3 2 oe 
    mo.le 2 
      el.mo.le.po.bla.no 6 
      has.o.í.doha.blar.del.mo.le.no 10 9 oa 
   
S.O 
la.co.sae.sa 5 4 ae 
    pues.no 2 
      por.queel.mo.ble 5 4 ee 
    el.mo.le.po.bla.no 6 
      cre.o.quees.u.na.ba.se.de.ju.dí.as.de 13 12 ee 
   
S.U 
ju.dí.as.pin.tas.vay.a 7 
      de.fri.jo.les 4 
      pe.ro 2 
      con 1 
      no.sé.cuan.tos 4 
      mi.les.dein.gre.dien.tes.lle.va 9 8 ei 
 
S-j 
  sí 1 
      cho.co.la.tein.clui.do 7 6 ei 
    es.u.na.mez.cla 5 
     
S.U 
es.sa.la.doeh 5 4 oe s-s 
   pe.ro 2 
      le.po.nen.mu.chí.sí.mos.in.gre.dien.tes 11 




es.u.naes.pe.cia.li.dad.de.Pue.bla 11 10 ae d-d 
  
S.U 
es.co.moun.pu.ré 6 5 ou 
 
N-P 
  me.pa.re.ce 4 
      sí 1 





      sí 1 
      me.voy.a 3 
      me.voy.aE.cua.dor.es.te.ve.ra.no 11 10 ae 
   
R.E 
sí 1 
      no 1 
      ten.goel.bi.lle.te 6 5 oe 
    sí 1 
      bue.no 2 
      voy.a.Bue.nos.Ai.res 6 
     
S.A 
i.dea.hí.vue.loa.E.cua.dor 10 6 eai-oae 
    i.vuel.vo.des.de.Li.ma 7 
      queha.gou.na.co.saun.po.co.ra.ra 12 9 ea-ou-au 
 
N-P 
  sí 1 






     
R.A / R.E 
en.E.cua.dor.no 5 
     
N.E 
ien.Li.ma 4 3 ie 
 
N-L 
  ten.go.queir.por.que.voy.au.na.con.fe.ren.cia 14 12 ei-au 
    de.li.te.ra.tu.ra.si 7 
      sí 1 
      voy.a.pre.sen.tar.u.na.co.sa 9 
     
R.U 
sí 1 
      un.a 2 
     
N.A 
un.pa.per 3 
   
N-P 
  so.breu.naau.to.raes.pa.ño.la.que.se.lla.ma.Cris.ti.na.Fer.nán.dez.Cu.vas 23 20 eu-aau-ae 
    quees.u.naau.to.ra.de.re.la.to.fran 12 10 ee-aau 
   
S.U 
fan.tás.ti.co.con.tem.po.rá.ne.o 10 
      muy.bue.na 3 
      pues 1 





      sees.táha.cien.do.co.no.ci.da.po.coa.po.coeh 16 13 ee-aa-oa 
    yo.cre.o 3 
      sí 1 
      eh 1 
      voy.a.com.prar.meun.li.bro 8 7 eu 
 
N-L 
  con.los.úl.ti.mos.re.la.tos.fan.tás.ti.cos.de 13 
   
N-L 
  de.na.rra.ti.va.es.pa.ño.la 10 
      con.tem.po.rá.ne.a 6 
      en.ton.ces.a.híhay.mu.chí.si.mos.au.to.res 13 12 iai 
   
S.A 
muy.po.cos.co.no 5 
      muy.po.co.co.no.ci.dos 7 
      e.soi.gual.tein.te.re.sa.más.por.que 12 10 oi-ei 
    a.sí.los.de.re.chos.deau.tor.i.tal.es.más.fá.cil 15 14 ea 
   
L.E / R.I 
es.más.fá.cil 4 
      no 1 
      o.que 2 
      más.fá.cil 3 
      no 1 





Appendix 8: Jesús_Duologue_2 
 
SYLLABLE COUNT REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
sí 1 
      va.le 2 
      va.le 2 
      va.le.lue.goa.sía.ver.si.me 10 8 oa-ia 
    me.lo.meha.ces.un 6 5 ea 
   
S.U 
i.me.los.de.jas 5 
      bue.no 2 
      eh 1 
      re.to.ma.mos.un.po.co 7 





      ven.ga 2 
      ha.bla.mos.a.ho.ra.de 7 
     
S.A 
sí 1 
      deEs.pa.ña 4 3 ee 
    eh 1 
      yo.soy.de.Cas.ti.lla.la.Man.cha 9 
      pues.sí.la.ver.dad.no.tan.to.co.mo 10 
  
s-s 
   co.mo.yo.qui.sie.rao.hu.bie.ra.que.ri.do 13 12 ao 
    la.ver.dad 3 
      por.que 2 
      co.noz.co 3 
      Es.pa.ña.bien 4 
      pe.roaún.me.que.dan 7 5 oau 
 
N-M 
  ciu.da.des.muy.im.por.tan.tes.por.vi.si.tar 12 
      i 1 





      siem.pre.que.que.pue.doi.ten.go.tiem.po 11 10 oi 
    vi.si.tar 3 
      eh 1 
      en.ve.ra.no 4 
   
N-B 
  en.mi.tiem.po.li.bre 6 
   
N-M 
  pe.ro.cla.ro 4 
      lue.go.siem.prea.pa.re.ceel.via.jea 12 9 ea-ee-ea 
    o.tra.ciu.dad.eu.ro.pe.a 8 
      oa 2 1 oa 
    o.sal.tar.el 4 
     
R.E 
el.el.char.co 4 
   
L-tò 
  ir.tea.su.da.mé.ri.cao 9 7 ea-ao 
    Es.ta.dos.U.ni.dos 6 
     
S.U 
pe.ro 2 
      el.a.ño.pa.sa.does.tu.ve 9 8 oe 
   
L.A 
hi.ceun.via.je.ci.to.bas.tan.tein.te.re.san.te 15 13 eu-ei 
 
N-B 
  por.el 2 
     
R.E 
pues.es.tu.veen 5 4 ee 
   
S.E 
vo.lé.de.Du.blín.a 6 
      a.Tu.lus 3 
      al.sur.de.Fran.ciai 6 5 iai 
 
L-S 
  ia.llíal.qui.léun.co.che 9 6 ia-ia-eu 
 
N-K 
  i 1 
      i.con.el.co.che.fuia.un.pue.ble.ci.to.de.la.zo.na 16 15 uiau 
 
N-P 
  ca.ta.la.na.fran.ce.sa 7 
      eh 1 
      se.lla.ma 3 
      San.Pier.de.Xam 4 
   
N-P 
  es.tá.muy.cer.ca.de 6 







   sí 1 
      es.u.na.zo.na.de 6 
     
S.U 
es.la.Ca.ta.lu.ña 6 
   
S-L 
  fran.ce.sa.por.a.sí.de.cir.lo 9 





   ie.sa.zo.na 4 
      i 1 
      bue.no 2 
      es.u.na.zo.na.de.vi.nos 8 
     
S.U 
vi.ní.co.la.no 5 
     
R.E 
eh 1 
      eh.con.mu 3 
   
N-M 






      cas.te.lla.noi.mon.ta.ño.so.tam.bién.no 12 11 oi n-n 
   con.mu.cha 3 
   
N-M 
  mu.chas.vi.ñas 4 
      i 1 
      i 1 
     
N.A 
con.rí.os.mon.ta.ñas 6 
   
N-R 
  es.muy 2 
      muy.bo.ni.to.no 5 
      muy.i.dí.li.co.tam.bién 7 
      el.tí.pi.co.pai.sa.je.fran.cés.no 10 





      cla.ro 2 
      sí.cla.roes.tea.ño.pa.sa.do.fue.la.ca.pi.tal 15 13 oe-ea 
    ca.ta.la.na 4 
      e.ra.la.ca.pi.tal.ca.ta.la.na.de 11 





     
L.A 
dos.mil.o.cho 4 
     
L.O 
sí 1 
      sí 1 
      tie.ne.la.ban.de.ra.ca.ta.la.na 10 
      i 1 
      pues.la.ver.dad.es.que 6 
   
S-L 
  e.vi.den.te.men.te.yo.no 8 
      al.noha.blar.ca.ta.lán 7 6 oa 
 
L-N 
  pues.nun.ca 3 
      pe.ro 2 
      sí 1 
      lo.re.co.no.ce.rí.a 7 
      yo.cre.o.queu.ti.li.zan.el.fran.cés 11 10 eu 
   
N.E 
eh 1 
      aun.que.sí 3 
      sí.quehay.gen.te.quehay 7 5 eai-eai 
    que.loha.bla 4 3 oa 
    no 1 
      eh 1 
      so.bre.to.doen.el.pue.blo.don.de.yoes.ta.ba 14 12 oe-oe 
   
N.E 
eh 1 
      eh.es 2 
      ha.bla.ban.un 4 
     
N.U 
un.fran.cés.muy.in.fluen.cia.do.por.el.ca.ta.lán 14 




i.por.el.pa.tuáes.tean.ti.guo 10 8 uae-ea 
   
R.E 
i 1 
      nohay.gen.te.que.loha.ble.pe.ro 10 8 oai-oa 
    su.pon.go 3 
      que.loha.blea.sí.dia.ria.men.te 10 8 oa-ea 





      yo.cre.o.que 4 3 eo 
    que.se.pue.dees.tu.diar 7 6 ee 
    i.que.se.pue.deen.ten.der.fa.cil.men.te 12 11 ee 
    i.bue.no.yo.cre.o.quee.llos.tam.bién 11 10 ee 
    es.tán.muy.or.gu.llo.sos.no.de 9 
   
N-M 
  de.per.te.ne.cer.de 6 
      ae.sa.zo.na 5 4 ae 
    ca.ta.la.nai 5 4 ae 
    ii 2 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      no 1 
      i.Per.pig.nan 4 
      dehe.choes.tu.ve 6 4 ee-oe 






      con.el.co.che 4 
     
N.E 
eh 1 
      fuia.Per.pig.nan 5 4 uia 
    a.pa.sar.un.dí.a 6 





      la.ver.dad.es.que.Per.pig.nan.es.u.na.ciu.dad.muy 14 
     
S.U / N.E 
un.po.co.ca.ó.ti.ca 7 
   
N-P 
  aun.que.muy 3 
      muy 1 
      muy.clá.si.caen.e.se.sen.ti.do.de 11 10 ae 
   
N.E 
de.ciu.dad 3 
      que.no.pa.re.ce.fran.ce.sa 8 
      i.tam.po.co.pa.re.cees.pa.ño.lao.ca.ta.la.na 16 14 ee-ao 




pe.roes.u.na.mez.cla 7 6 oe 
   
S.U 
no 1 
      co.mo.ciu.dad.queun.dí.a.fue 9 8 eu 
 
N-D 
  eh 1 
      lim 1 
      li.mit 2 
      no 1 
      co.moes 3 2 oe 






      li.mí.tro.fe.con 5 
      con.el 2 
     
N.E 
con 1 
      en.tre.los.dos.rei.nos 6 
      i.tal 2 
      síes.pe.que.ñi.ta.pe.ro.tie.neu.nau.ni.ver.si.dad 17 14 ie-eu-au 
    ah 1 
      im.por.tan.te 4 
      hay 1 
      hay.su.pon.go.que 5 
      quehay.mu.chos.es.tu.dian.tes.ex.tran.je.ros 12 11 aei 
   
S.E 
i 1 
      tie.ne.mu.chas.ca.lle.ci.tas 8 
      ca.lle.jue.las 4 
      don.de.te.pue.des.per.der 7 
      con.mu.chos.ba.res 5 
   
N-M 
  res.tau.ran.tes 4 
      i 1 
      i.bue.no 3 
      ha.ce.bu 3 





   
N-T 
  la.ver.dad.queen 5 4 ee 
    en 1 
      yoes.tu.veen.el.mes.de 8 6 oe-ee 
   
N.E 
deA.gos.toi 5 3 ea-oi 
    iha.cí.aun.ca.lor 7 5 ia-iau 
 
N-K 
  con.si.de.ra.ble 5 
      po.dí.as.es.tar.en.man.ga.cor.ta 10 
   
N-M 
 
S.E / R.E 






   
L-N 
  al.nor.te.de.lo.quees 7 6 ee 
 
L-N 
  el.nor.te.pe.nin.su.lar 7 
   
L-N 
  por.a.sí.de.cir.lo 6 
     
R.A 
eh 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      i.lue.go.pues 4 




S.E / R.U 
pues.eh 2 
     
S.E 
cru.zé.la.fron.te.rai 7 6 ai 
    ies.tu.ve.por.a 6 5 ie 
   
R.A 
por.ge 2 
      por.la.zo.na.de.Ge.ro.na.no 9 
      en 1 
      en.la.Ca.ta.lu.ña.ya.de 8 
   
N-L 
  del.o.tro.la.do.de.los.Pi.ri.ne.os 11 
     
L.O 
i.la.ver.dad.es.que.fuea.lu.ci.nan.te 12 11 uea 
    fueun.via.je.muy.a.gra.da.ble 9 8 ueu 
 
N-B 
  pues.es.tu.ve.dos.dí.as.en.Reus 9 









quees.don.de.te.ní.ael.ho.tel 10 7 ee-iae 
   
L.ho 
ya.di.go 3 
      con.el.co.che 4 
     
N.E 
loa.par.quéa.hí 6 4 oa-eai 
    ies.tu.ve.dos.dí.as.a.hí.tran.qui.lo 12 11 ie 
   
S.A 
en 1 
      en.la.pla.ya 4 
   
N-L 
  en.el.mer.ca.do 5 
     
N.E 
com.pran.do 3 
      eh 1 
      per.do.na 3 
      en.Reus.no 3 
   
N-R 
  mehe.e.qui.vo.ca.do 7 5 eee 
    es.tu.veen 4 3 ee 
    có.mo.se.lla.maes.te.si.tio 9 8 ae 
    no 1 
      uy.que.se.meha.ol.vi.da.do 9 7 eao 
    sí 1 
      de.la.cos.ta 4 
      quees.muy.fa.mo.so 6 5 ee 
    quees.don.dees.táel.res.tau.ran.te.del.bul 13 10 ee-ee-ae 
    el.Bu.lliés.te 5 4 ie 
    no 1 
      el.Bu.lli 3 
      el.Bu.li 3 
      no 1 
      es.táen 3 2 ae 
    oy 1 
      có.mo.pue 3 
      có.mo.se 3 





      es.que.siem.pre.me 5 
      siem.pre.con.fun.do.Reus.con.es.te.si.tio 11 
     
N.E 






      no 1 





ya.que.ha.sa.li.do 6 5 ea 
    no 1 
      no.Fi.gue.ras.no 5 
      eh 1 
      lue.go.sal.drá 4 
      es.un.lap.sus 4 





      to.tal.que.sí 4 
      es.tu.ve.por.e.sa.zo.na 8 
     
R.E 
eh 1 
      fuia.Fi.gue.ras.a.ver.el.mu.se.o.de 12 11 uia 
   
S.A / R.E 
de.Da.lí 3 
      lo.ví.por.la.no.che 6 
      pues.a.lu.ci.nan.te 6 
     
S.A 
la.ver.dad 3 
      quees.a.lu.ci.nan.te 7 6 ee 
   
S.A 
sí 1 
      el.pue.bloes.Ro.ses 6 5 oe 
    sí 1 





a.llíes.tu.ve.dos.dí.as 8 7 ie 
    fuia.Fi.gue.ras 5 4 uia 
    eh 1 





      pues.con.el.co.che.por.la 7 
     
N.E 
dan.do.vuel.tas.por 5 
      por.por 2 
      por.e.sa.zo.na 5 
     
R.E 






      pa.ra.lo.que 4 
      no.me.pa.re.ció.ca.ro 7 
      me.pa.re.ció.nor.mal.no 7 
   
L-N 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      yo.cre.o.que.Ro.ses.es.un.tu.ris.mo.más.de 13 
   
N-T 
 
S.E / S.U 
más.re.la.ja.do 5 
      más.nor.mal.no 4 
   
L-N 
  un.tu.ris.mo.más 5 
   
N-T 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      Ca.da.qués.ie.so.yaes.un 8 7 ae 
   
S.I / S.U 
de.pen.de.tam.bién.teen.cuen.tras.los.si.tios 12 11 ee s-s N-T/S-L 
  ba.ra.tos.si 4 
  
s-s 
   si.lo.bus.cas.no 5 
      eh 1 
      pue.des.es.tar.to.mán.do.teal.go.por 11 10 ea 
   
S.E 
a.diez.eu.ros.la.co.pa 7 
   
S-L 
  en.Ca.da.qués 4 
   
N-K 
  i.vein.te.me.tros 5 
      más.a.ba.jo 4 
     
S.A 
tie.nes 2 
      un.bar.tam.bién 4 






que.te.co.braa.cin.co 7 6 aa 
    eh 1 
      o.se.a.quees.que.de.pen.de.tam.bién 11 10 ee 
    lo.que 2 
      sí 1 
      i.la.suer.te.que.ten.gas 7 
      a.ve.ces.no 4 
      siem.pre 2 
      hay.un.lu.gar.que 5 
   
N-L 
  que.te.va.a 4 3 
     a.cla.var 3 
      en.al.gún.mo.men.to 6 





      bue.no 2 
      ya.di.go.Fi.gue.ras.me 7 
      meen.can.tó 4 3 ee 
    i.no.so.la.men.teel.mu.se.o 10 9 ee 
    yo.cre.o.que.la.ciu.dad.en.sí 9 
   
N-S 
  es.u.na.ciu.dad 5 
     
S.U  
quees.tá.bas.tan.te.bien 7 6 ee 
    sí.va.mos 3 
      eh 1 






      in.dus.trial 3 
      muy.im.por.tan.teen 6 4 ee 
    a.pri.me.ros.del.sig.lo 7 
   
L-S 
  die.ci.nue.ve.so.bre.to.do 8 
      eh 1 
      de.de 2 





      de.de.de.pe.que.ñain.dus.tria 9 8 ai 
    deu.na.pe.que.ña.bur.gue.sí.ae.mer.gen.teet.cé.te.ra 18 15 eu-iae-ee 
    i 1 
      i.tie.ne.bas.tan.te 6 
      u.na.pla.za.muy.bo.ni.ta 8 
      a.sía.lar.ga.da 6 5 ia 
    eh 1 
      i.se.no.ta.que.las.ca.sas.dees.taé.po.ca.no 15 13 ee-ae 
    de.del.sig.lo.die.ci.nue.ve.vein.te 10 
   
L-S 
  sí 1 
      muy 1 
      muy.bo.ni.tas 4 
      i.las.han.man 4 





   
N-M 
  iel.mu.se.o.pues 6 5 ie 
    pues.bue.no 3 
      ya.lo.co.no.ces 5 
      lo.co.no.ces 4 
      el 1 
      sí 1 
      i.de.no.chea.de.más.es 8 7 ea 
   
S.E 
es.pec.ta.cu.lar.no 6 
      sí.a.ca.bée.xac.tos 7 6 ee 
    sí 1 
      a.ca.ba.mos.con.u.na.co.pa.de.cham.pán.en.el.pa.tio 16 
     
N.E / N.U 
i.vien.do 3 
      u.nas 2 
      un.do.cu.men.tal 5 
   
N-D 
  iu.nas.pe.lí.cu.las.no 8 7 iu 





      so.bre.Da.líi.tal 6 5 ii 
    i.muy.bien 3 






      no.sa.bí.a.mos.queha.cer 8 7 ea 
    pues.de.ci.di.mos.co.ger.el.co.chee.ir.a 13 12 eer 
   
R.A / R.E 
ir.a.Ca.da.qués.i 6 
     
S.I / R.A 





pe.ro.meen.can.tó 6 5 ee 
    me.gus.tó.tan.to 5 
      que.de.ci.dí.sa.lir.me.del.ho.tel.de.Ro.ses.i 14 
   
L-D 
 
S.I / L.ho 
ir.mea 3 2 ea 
    a.Ca.da.qués 4 
      en.con.tréu.na.pen.sión 7 6 eu 
    ba.ra.ta 3 
      que.no 2 
      co.gí.a.nin.gún.ti.po.de 8 
      de.re.ser.vas.i.te.nias 8 7 ia 
   
S.I 
e.xac.to.no 4 
      ien.ton.ces 4 3 ie 






      i.na.da 3 
      i.co.gi.mos.u.naha.bi.ta.ción.en.un 12 11 aa 
   
S.U / N.E / N.U 
en.u.na.pen.sión.hos.tal 7 
     
N.U / N.ho 
jus.toen.pri.me.ra.lí.ne.ai 10 8 oe-ai 
 
N-P 
  en.en.Ca.da.qués 5 
   
N-K 
  eh.bas.tan.te.ba.ra.ta.pa.ra 9 
      se.ten.taeu.ros.dos.per.so.nas 9 8 ae 









N.A / N.E 
i.con.de.say.u.noi.tal 8 7 oi 
 
N-D 
  i.bien 2 
      sí 1 
      nos.da.baa.la.play.a 7 6 aa 
    ia.hí.te.ní.as.un 7 6 ia 
   
S.U  
tam.bién.u.na.pe.que.ña.te.rra.za 10 
     
N.U  
don.de.po.dí.as.es.tar 7 
     
S.E 
sen.ta.do 3 
      vien.do.la.play.a 5 
      me.pa.re.ce.que.se.lla.ma 8 
      hos.tal 2 
      Cris.ti.na 3 
      oal.goa.sí 5 3 oa-oa 
    eh 1 
      cre.o.que.se.lla.mahos.tal.Cris.ti.na 11 10 ao 
    lo.ten.go 3 
      a.pun.ta.do 4 
      i.cre.o.que.ten.goal.gu.na.tar.je.ta.por.a.hí 15 14 oa 
   
R.A 
iel.chi.co.muy.sim.pá.ti.co 9 8 ie 
 
L-tò 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí.no 2 
      la.ver.dad.es.que.lo.re.co.mien.do.por.quees 13 12 ee 
    es.ba.ra.to.loú.ni.co.que.cla.ro 11 10 ou 
    no.pue.des.ha.cer.re.ser.vas.tie.nes.quees.tar.a.llí 15 14 ee r-r 
  
R.A / S.ha 
ia.rries.gar.teun.po.co 8 6 ia-eu 
 
N-P 
  pe.ro.siem.prehay.gen.te.que.sa.leo 11 9 eai-eo 
    bue.no 2 





      i.na.daes.que.Ca.da.qués.pues.i.ma.gí.na.te 14 13 ae 
   
S.I 
es.tás.a.híen 5 4 aie 
   
S.A 
a.pie.de.mar 4 
      ah 1 
      jus.to 2 
      si.te.te.me.tes.en.el.a.gua 8 
     
S.E / N.E / L.A 
te.das.la.vuel.tai.tie.nes.la.ciu.dad.oel.pue.blo 15 13 ai-oe 
 
S-L 
  que 1 
      que.se.ca.si.se.ca.ea 8 7 aea 
    a.la.play.a.no 5 
      sí 1 
      pe.ga.dí.si.mo 5 
      i.bue.no 3 
      sí 1 
      es.tu.vea.llíen.Por.Lli.gat.tam.bién.vien.do.la.ca.sa.de 17 15 ea-ie 
 
N-P/N-B 
  de.Da.lí 3 
      i 1 
      bien 1 
      muy.in.te.re.san.te.noa.hí 9 8 oai 
    sí 1 
      vi.ví.a 3 
      la.ver.dad.es.que 5 
      vay.a.vi.da.no 5 
      lo.del.ar.tis.ta 5 
     
L.A 
nohom.bre 3 2 oo 
    son.co.sas.que 4 
   
N-K 






     
S.A 
al.é.xi.to.que.tu.vo.tam.bién 9 





      dio.lu.gar.a 4 
     
R.A 
suar.te.tam.bién.no 6 5 ua n-n 
   pu.do.de.di.car.se 6 
      de.ma.sia.do 4 
      o.mu.cho.tiem.poa.suar.te.no 10 8 oa-ua 
    no.tu.vo.quean.dar.a 7 6 ea 
   
R.A 
sí 1 
      en.o.tras 3 
     
N.O 
en.o.tras.co.sas.no 6 
     
N.O 
co.mo 2 
      co.moo.tros.no 5 4 oo 
    i.na.da 3 
      me.gus.to.mu.chí.si.moel.via.je.la.co.mi.da.so.bre.to.do 18 17 oe 
    meen.can.tó 4 3 ee 
    la.co.mi.da.de.dee.sa.zo.na.de 10 9 ee 
    bue.no.de.Ca.ta.lu.ñaen.ge.ne.ral.pe.roe.sa.zo.na 17 15 ae 
 
N-G 
  i 1 
      bas.tan.te.bien.de.pre.cio.tam.bién 9 
   
N-D 
  eh 1 
      tie.nes.u.na 4 





   dea.li.men.tos.i.de.pla.tos.in.cre.í.ble 13 12 ea 
   
S.I 
i 1 
      muy.bien 2 
      eh 1 
      la.ver.dad.es.que.fue 6 
      vol.ví.lue.goa.Fran.cia 7 6 oa 
    o.tra.vez 3 
      sí 1 










      sí 1 
      cla.ro 2 
      no 1 
      e.su.ve.co.mo.cin.co.dí.as 9 
      i 1 
      síes.po.co 4 3 ie 
    bah 1 
      pe.ro.ya.di.go 5 





ial.gún.o.tro.pue.blo.que.no.re.cuer.doa.ho.ra.con.el.que.pa.sé.con.el.co.che 24 22 ia-oa 
   
N.E / N.O 




S.E / S.I 
pues 1 
      bue.no.la.ver.dad.es.que.fui.mos.al.Cap.de.Reus.i 14 
     
S.A / S.I 
yo.mees.pe.ra.ba.quei.baa.ha.ber.un.pue.ble.ci.tooal.go.mas 21 15 ee-ei-aaa-ooa 
 
N-P mas-"ma" R.U 
ies.sim.ple.men.te.ya.sa.bes.quehay.un.cen.troa.llí.de 17 14 ie-eai-oa s-s 
   un 1 
      no.sé.sies.un.un.cen 7 6 ie 
   
S.U  
sí 1 
      o 1 
      es.tu.dio.ma.rí.ti.moo.al.goa.sí.tam.bién 14 11 ooo-oa 
  
  así- "aʰ í" 
 no.sé 2 
      iun.bar 3 2 iu 
 
N-B 
  i.tal 2 
      i.bue.noes.im.pre.sio.nan.teel.pai.sa.je 13 11 oe-ee 
   
S.I 
las.ro.cas 3 
      ie.so 3 2 ie 
    pe.ro.no.nos.que.da.mos.mu.cho 9 
      es.tu.vi.mos.a.hí.co.mo.vein.te 10 






      hi.ci.mos.u.na.fo.tos.i 8 
     
S.I / S.U 
i.nos 2 
      pe.ro.va.mos 4 
      me.gus.ta.rí.a.vol.ver.a 8 
     
R.A 
a.Ca.da.qués.eh 5 
     
S.E 
la.ver.dad.es.que 5 
      es.muy.re.co.men.da.ble 7 
      sí 1 
      ah.sí 2 
      dee.sa.zo.na 5 4 ee 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí.mu.chos 3 
      sí 1 
      Bar.dem.tam.bién.ro.dóu.na.pe.lí.cu.laa.llí 14 12 ou-aa 
 
N-R 
  sí 1 
      eh.có.mo.se.lla.ma 6 
      los.pia.nos.me.cá.ni.cos.cre.o 9 
      i.dehe.chohay.un 6 4 ee-oaiu 






   
L-D 
  que.tie.neun.pos.ter.gi.gan.te.dee.sa.pe.lí.cu.la 16 14 eu-ee 
 
N-P 
  sí 1 
      es.tees.el.bar.ca.ro 7 6 ee 
   
S.E 
es.te.don.de.co.bran 6 
      diez.eu.ros.por.u.na.co.pa 8 
     
R.U 
sí 1 













      sí 1 
      ies.un 3 2 ie 
   
S.U  
la.ver.dad.es.que.víaun.par.deac.to.res.fran.ce.ses.no 17 14 iau-ea 
 
N-P 
  i.me.gus.ta.bas.tan.teel.ci.ne 9 
      fran.cés.i 3 
     
S.I 
re.co.no.cía.mu.chos.ac.to.res.fran.ce.ses.eh 14 
    
muchos-"mucho" S.A / S.E 
por.a.llí 6 
     
R.A 
i.bue.no 3 
      a.par.tehay.un.res.tau.ran.te 9 8 eaiu 
 
N-R 
  en.el.que.po.neeh 6 5 ee 
   
N.E 
un.a.nun.cio 4 
     
N.A 
u.na.pan.car.taen.la.puer.ta.que.po.ne 12 11 ae 
 
N-L 
  pa.pa.ra.chis.no 5 
      sí 1 
      por.que 2 






      a.lo.me.jor.es.que.re.al.men.te.sí.quehay.eh 14 13 eai 
   
R.E 
ac.to.res.i.gen.te.fa.mo.sa.que.vaa.híeh 14 12 aa-ie 
   
S.I 
sí.vi 2 
      sí.pue.de.ser 5 





pa.ra.bo.he.mios.deo.tros.pai.ses.no 12 10 oe-eo 
    ha.bí.aun.bar 5 4 au 
 
N-B 
  el.bar.ba.ra.toés.te.del.que.tees.toy.ha.bla 14 12 oe-ee 
    del.queha.bla.baan.tes 7 5 ea-aa 
    eh 1 
      








      de.Fran.cia 3 
      in.gle.ses.eh 4 
     
S.E 
a.le.ma.nes.to.dos.ha.bla.ban.en 10 
     
N.E / S.ha 
en.cas.te.lla.no 5 
   
N-K 
  en.es.pa.ñol 4 
     
N.E 
en.tree.llos 4 3 ee 





por.las.con.ver.sa.cio.nes.que.pu.dees.cu.char 13 12 ee 
    quees.ta.baen.la.me.sa 8 6 ee-ae 
 
N-L 
  deal.la.do 4 3 ea l-l 
   pues.que.ca.dau.noha.cí.a.pues.e.so 12 10 au-oa 
   
S.E 
eh 1 
      ce.rá.mi.ca 4 
      o.tro.pin.ta.bao.tro.to.ca.ba.la.gui.ta.rra 14 13 ao 
    es.ta.ban.un.po.co.de.pa.so.por.Ca.da.qués.i 14 
   
N-P 
 
S.I / N.U 
un.po.coe.sa.vi.daar.tis.ta.bo.he.miai 14 10 oe-aa-oe-iai 
 
N-P 






      la.ver.dad.es.que.lo.re.co.mien.do.no.se.pa.ra.vi.vir 16 
      eh 1 
      to.dos.los.dí.as.a.llí 8 





      sí 1 










se.co.no.ce.to.doel.mun.do 9 8 oe 
    ie.so.no 4 3 ie 
    sí 1 
      túe.ras.dee.sa.zo.nao.de 10 7 ue-ee-ao 





      sí 1 
      sí 1 





Appendix 9: Patricia_Duologue_2 
 
SYLLABLE COUNT REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
pues.bue.no 3 
      pa.raa.ca.bar.lo.quees.ta.ba.mos.di.cien.do.Je.sús 16 14 aa-ee 
    que 1 
      que.sí 2 
      que.sí.ten.go.bas.tan.tes.li.bros 9 
   
S-L 
  loú.ni.co.que.me.gus.ta.rí.a 10 9 ou 
    que.los.pu.sie.ran.en.el.ca.tá.lo.go.del.Cer.van.tes 15 
     
N.E 
i.gual.sa.bes 4 
   
L-S 
  ia.sí 3 2 ia 
    pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      que.yo.te.los.de.jo 6 
      al.gu.nos.los.es.toy.u.ti.li.zan.do 11 





     
S.ha 
sí 1 
      el.te.ma 3 
      en.cues.tión 3 
   
N-K/L-T 
  en.ton.ces 3 
      a.ver 2 
      te.pre.gun.to.yo 5 
      de.via.jes.por.Es.pa.ñao 8 7 ao 
   
R.E 
tú.de.dón.dee.res.deEs.pa.ña 10 8 ee-ee 
    Je.sús 2 
      de.Cas.ti.lla.la.Man.cha 7 
      i.tehas.mo.vi.do.mu.cho.por.Es.pa.ña 12 11 ea 
   
R.E 
muy.bien 2 





      ah.sí 2 
      por.dón.de 3 
      qué.bien 2 
      có.mo.se.lla.ma 5 
      nii.de.a 3 
      es.por.la.zo.na.de.los.cas.ti.llos.o.no 12 
     
S.O 
sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      Per.pi.ñan.es.taen.e.sa.zo.na.no 11 10 ae 
   
N.E 
i.qué.tal.i 4 
      por.que.yo.fuia.Per.pi.ñan.ha.ce.mu.cho.tiem.po 14 13 uia 
   
N.ha 
i.mea.cuer.do 5 4 ea 
    que.te.ní.a.la.ban.de.ra.ca.ta.la.na 12 
      quéex.tra.ñoeh 5 3 ee-oe 
    iha.blan.ca.ta.lán 6 5 ia 
 
N-K 
  no 1 
      hom.bre.pe.ro.re.co.no.ce.rí.as.siha.bla.ran.yo.cre.o 18 16 ia-eo s-s/n-n N-Y 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      e.se 2 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      ae.sa.zo.na 5 4 ae 
    sí 1 
      es.cu.rio.so.por.que.lue.goen.Ca.ta.lu.ña 13 12 oe 
 
N-K 
  de.pen.de.que.zo.na 6 
      pues.ni.se.ni.re.co.no.cee.so.co.mo 12 11 ee 




ni.ni.ni.pien.sau.no.que 8 7 au 
    quee.xis.taun.pa.ís.ca.ta.lán.fran.cés 12 10 ee-au 
 
N-P/N-F 
  vay.a 2 
      ou.na.zo.na 5 4 ou 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      li.mí.tro.fe 4 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      es.bas.tan.te.pe.que.ñi.ta.Per.pig.nan.ver.dad 13 
   
N-B 
  síes.ver.dad 4 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      ya 1 
      sí 1 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      la.zo.na.del.sur.de.Fran.cia.ya.di.cen 11 
   
L-S 
  quees.bas.tan.te.de.me.di.te.rrá.ne.o 12 11 ee 
    en.cuan.toal.cli.ma.no 7 6 oa 
 
N-K 
  sí 1 
      por.dón.de.pa.sas.teen.Ge.ro.na 10 9 ee 
 
N-G 
  sí 1 
      en.Reus 2 
   
N-R 
  pe.roe.soes.Ta.rra.go.na 9 7 oe-oe 
    en.Ta.rra.go.na.di.ces 7 
   
N-T 
  en 1 
      có.mo.se.lla.maes.to 7 6 ae 
    Ba.ño.las.no 4 
      de.la.cos.ta 4 
      en.Ca.da.qués 4 







   
N-K 
  sí 1 
      noes.táen.Ca.da.qués 7 5 oe-ae 
 
N-K 
  yo.pen.sa.ba.quees.ta.baen.Ca.da.qués 12 10 ee-ae 
 
N-K 
  ya.sal.drá 3 
      ya.nos.a.cor.da.re.mos 7 
     
S.A 
ah 1 
      el.Cap.de.Creus 4 
      no 1 
      pues.no.sé 3 
      Fi.gue.ras 3 
      no 1 
      qué.te.pa.re.ció 5 
      ver.dad 2 
      yo.tam.bién 3 
      yohei.do.de.dí.ai.de.no.che 11 8 oei-iai 
    i.de.no.che.meen.can.tó 8 7 ee 
    Ro.sas 2 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      te.pa.re.ció 4 
      no 1 
      pues.tie.ne.fa.ma.de.ca.roeh 9 8 oe 
    e.sa.zo.na 4 
      sí 1 
      por.que.por 3 
      te.ní.a.mu.cho.tu.ris.moi.a.par.te.tu.ris.mo.de.bas.tan.te.pas.ta 21 20 oia 
    sa.bes 2 
      









      i.gual.Ca.da.qués 5 
      Fi.gue.ras 3 
      e.sa.zo.na.yaes.más.ca.ra 9 8 ae 
    sí 1 
      ya 1 
      quehay.que.bus.cár.se.lo.no 8 7 eai 
    ya 1 
      sí 1 
      yo.nun.cahe.es.ta.doen.la.ciu.dad.ves 12 10 ae-oe 
 
N-L 
  siem.prehe.i.do.só.loal.mu.se.oi 12 9 eei-oa-oi 
    sí.de 2 
      en.bur.gue.sí.a.no 6 
   
N-B 
  las.han.man.te.ni.do.bien 7 





      sí.sí 2 
      sí.sí 2 
      me.gus.ta.mu.cho 5 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      a.par.te.co.moha.cen.a.síes.tas.co.sas 13 11 oa-ie 
   
N.A 
no.sé.sia.ca.ba.ron 7 6 ia 
    cuán.do.tú.fuis.tea.ca.bas.te.con.u.na.co.pa.de.cham.pán.o.no 19 18 ea 
   
N.O / N.U 
an.tes.te.da.ban.u.naa.híen.el.pa.tio 12 10 aa-ie 
   
N.E / N.U 
ies.pre.cio.so 5 4 ie 
    un.do.cu.men.tal.o.no.sé.que 9 





      ir.tea.Ca.da.qués 6 5 ea 
    ah.mi.ra 3 
      ah 1 





     
R.I 
muy.bien 2 






     
S.E 
es.tá.muy.bien 4 
      es.tá.muy.bien 4 
      io.da.baa.la.play.a 8 6 io-aa 
    o.no 2 
      más.o.me.nos 4 
     
S.O 
pues.ya.me.di.rás.el.nom.bre 8 





      va.le 2 
      a.quí.que.da.la.la.pu.bli.ci.dad.gra.ba.da 13 
      de.por.vi.da.pa.ra 6 
      pa.ra.lain.ves.ti.ga.ción.deE.le.na 11 10 ai 
 
N-D 
  cla.ro 2 
      sí 1 
      hay.mo.vi.mien.to 5 
      no 1 
      es.tá.pe.ga.dí.si.mo 7 
      fuis.tea.Por.Lli.gat 6 5 ea 
    o.no 2 
      la.ca.sa.de.Da.lí.no 7 
      vi.ví.a.bien.el.tí.oeh 8 





      cla.ro 2 
      tra.ba.jan.do 4 
      ful.taim 2 
   
L-T 
  ah.sí 2 
      o.se.a.que.só.lo.vis.tee.sa.zo.naen.ton.ces 15 13 ee-ae 





   
L-N 
  me.jor 2 






     
N.A 
ah.bue.no 3 
      es.po.qui.to 4 
      sí 1 
      qué.tal.el.Cap.da.Creus 6 
     
L.E 
ha.ce.mu.cho.que.no 6 
      nohay.na.da.no 5 4 oai 
    al.go.de.pro.tec.ción 6 
      de.los.a.ni.ma.les.oal.goa.sí 11 9 oa-oa 
   
S.A / S.O 
o.del.e.co.sis.te.ma.no 8 
     
L.E 
he 1 
      la.gen.te.que 4 
      queha.na.ci.doen.e.sa.zo.na 10 8 ea-oe 
   
N.E 
si.ya.los.ca.ta.la.nes.de.por.sí.son.pa.trió.ti.cos 15 
   
N-P 
  los.dee.sa.zo.naes.al.goa.lu.ci.nan.te 14 11 ee-ae-oa 
   
S.A 
sí.sí 2 
      muy.or.gu.llo.sos.de.ser.de 8 
      de.Ca.daq 3 
      bue.no.de.Ca.da.qués.es.es.pe.cial 10 
     
S.E 
por.que.ya.lahis.to.ria.que.tie.nen.no 11 10 ai n-n 
   i.con.Da.lí 4 




   
N-P 
pasado- 
"pasao" S.A / R.A / S.ha 
Ga.briel.Gar.cí.a.Már.quez.tie.neun.cuen.to.que 13 12 eu 
 
N-K 
  por.que.pa.sau.naé.po.caa.hí.tam.bién 13 9 au-ae-aai 
    i 1 
      i 1 





      en.Ca.da.qués 4 
   
N-K 
  ah.sí 2 
      ya 1 
      en.ton.ces.pues 4 
      la.ge.los.ha.bi.tan.tes.de.Ca.da.qués 11 
     
S.ha 
pues.co.mo.que.lohan.te.ni.do.muy.fá.cil 12 11 oa 
  
tenido- "tenio" 
 i.se.lo.tie.nen.un.po.qui.llo.crei.do 12 





   
N-M 
  sí 1 
      por.que.tam.bién.los.fran.ce.ses 8 
   
N-L 
  tu.ris.mo.fran.cés.con.mu.cho.di.ne.ro.tam.bién.vaa.hí 16 15 aai 
 
N-M/N-B 
  i.los.re.co.no.cis.teo.que 9 8 eo 
    a.mi.ra 3 
      sí 1 
      ah.sí 2 










oa.sí 3 2 oa 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      ar.tis.tas 3 
      yo.me.can.sa.rí.a 6 
      yo.cre.o.de.tan.to.tu.ris.mo 9 
      i.tan.to.Ca.da.qués 6 
      sí 1 
      cla.ro.cla.ro 4 
      cla.roa.par.te.que.tam.po.co.te.cre.as.que.tie.nes.tan.ta.li.ber.tad.cuan.do.vi.ves.a.hí 26 25 oa 
   
S.A 
por.que.co.moes.muy.tu.rís.ti.co 10 9 oe 
    siem.pre.pues 3 





      sa.bes 2 
      i.co.sas.a.sí 5 
     
S.A 
no 1 
      bue.no.yo.soy.na 5 
      na.ci.daen.Za.ra.go.za 8 7 ae 
    i 1 
      des.pués.nos.mu.da.mos.a.Bar.ce.lo.na.cuan.do.yo.te.ní.a.dos.a.ños 20 19 ia 
   
S.A /S.A 
pe.ro 2 
      ví 1 
      tra.ba.jéen.e.sa.zo.na 8 7 ee 
   
N.E 
un.ve.ra.no 4 
   
N-B 
  en.ton.ces.a.pro.ve.chéi.via.jé 10 9 ei 
   
S.A 
i.tra.ba.jé.mu.cho.con.gen.te.de.la.zo.na.de.Gi.ro.na 17 
   
N-G 
  al.ta 2 
      la.zo.naal.ta 5 4 aa 
    en.ton.ces 3 
      sí.que.son.muy 4 
   
N-M 
  tie.nen.u.na.men.ta.li.dad.muy.fuer.te 11 






Appendix 10: Susana_Duologue_1 
 
SYLLABLE COUNT  REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
jo 1 
    
Joder-"jo" 
 qué.guay.tí.a 4 
      i.quéhi.cis.tes.qué.vi.si.tas.te 10 9 ei 
    em.pe.za.mos 4 
      con.quién.fuis.te 4 
   
N-K/N-F 
  ah 1 
      es.ver.dad 3 
      son.ca.ros 3 
      los.vu.in.ter 4 
      los 1 
      vue.los.in.ter.nos 5 
     
S.I 
to.do 2 
      jo.de 2 
    
joder- "jode" 
 qué.guay 2 
      i.lue.go 3 
      e.so.meha.cos.ta.doa.mi.so.la.men.teu.no 15 12 ea-oa-eu 
    pa.rair.mea.Aus.tra.lia 8 5 ai-eaau 
    el.pró.xi.mo.mes 5 
      o.se.a.que 4 
      o.kei 2 
      i.có.mo.con.se.guis.tee.se.tra.ba.jo 12 11 ee 
   
S.E 






      o.kei 2 
      ie.ra.lo.que.tees.pe.ra.bas.o 11 9 ie-ee 






      o.kei 2 
      es.tar.tra.ba.jan.do.con 7 





noes.quea.mí.meen.can.ta.rí.a 11 8 oe-ea-ee 
    pe.ro.cre.o.que.yo.soy.de.ma.sia.do.sen.si.ble 14 
      pa.rae.sas.co.sas 6 5 ae 
    no.sé 2 
      ya.ve.ré 3 
      un.mo.men.to 4 
   
N-M 
  o.kei 2 
      guau 1 
      fuer.te 2 
      e.mo.cio.nal.men.te.no 7 
      un.a.ño.no 4 
     
N.A 
o.me.dioa.ño.sí 6 5 ioa 
    i.lue.go.fuis.teis.a.Bra.sil 8 
     
S.A 
des.de.Gua.te.ma.lao 7 6 ao 
    Chus.tam.bién 3 
      es.ver.dad 3 
      tí.a.se.meha.bí.aol.vi.da.do 11 9 ea-iao 
    dee.lla 3 2 ee 
    no.la.co.no.cí.as 6 
      nun.caha.bí.as.tra.ba.ja.do.con.e.lla 12 11 aa 
   
N.E 
sí 1 
      sí.queha.bí.as.tra.ba.ja.do.con.e.lla 12 11 ea 
   
N.E 
por.que.túi.yoen.tra.mos.al.mis.mo 11 9 ui-oe 
   
S.A 
va.le 2 
      qué.guay 2 
      tú.so.la 3 




com.ple.ta.men.te.so.laen.Bra.sil 10 9 ae 
 
N-B 
  por.que.fue.Pa.tric.no 4 
      tam.bién 2 
      vuah 1 
      i.no.te.dio.mie.does.tar.por.Bra.sil.tú.so.la 14 13 oe 
 
L-T 
  ay 1 
      pues.quea.mí.Bra.sil.me.da.mo.go.llón.de.mie.do 14 13 ea 
 
N-D 






      por.qué 2 
      por.quee.ra.más.se.gu.ro.de.lo.que.pen.sa.bas 14 13 ee s-s 
   que.lue.go.noe.ra.tan 7 6 oe 
    có.mo.se.di.cee.saex.pre.sión.de.no.sé.que 13 12 ee-ae 
 
N-D 
  tan.co.mo.se 4 
   
N-K 
  co.mo.lo.pin.tan 5 
      noes.tan 3 2 oe 
    fie.roel 3 2 oe 
    lo.bo 2 
      co.mo.lo.pin.tan 5 
      al.goa.sí 4 3 oa 
    no.mea.cuer.do 5 4 ea 
    yo.no.sihay.u.naex.pre.sión.pa.rae.so.no 14 11 iaiu-ae-ae 
 
N-P 
  no.mea.cuer.do 4 
      no.mea.cuer.do 4 
      no.mea.cuer.do 4 
      co.moe.ra 4 3 oe 
    bue.no.dai.gual 5 4 ai 
    ien.to.doe.se.tiem.po.no 9 7 ie-oe 
 
N-T 
  i.nun.ca.tein.ten.ta.ron 8 7 ei 
    ro.bar 2 




ni.na.daen.e.se.tiem.po 8 7 ae 
   
N.E 
nun.ca 2 
      hi.ja 2 
      que.suer.te 3 
      i.vol.ve.rí.as.a 6 
     
S.A 
his.pa.no.a.mé.ri.cao.no 9 8 ao 
    es.que.yo.nohe.he.cho.nin.gún.via.je.de.cua.tro.me.ses 16 15 oee 
 
N-B 
  la.ver.dad 3 
      lo.más.le.jos.que.mehe.i.doha.si.doa 13 10 eei-oa 
 
S-L 
  bue.noa.Bue.nos.Ai.res 7 6 oa 
   
S.A 
ia.Ca.na.dáa.To.ron.to 9 7 ia-aa 
    pe.ro 2 








   pa.ra 2 
      pa.ra.vi.si.tar.a.miher.ma.no 10 9 ie 
   
R.A 
i.la.ver.dad.es.que.fue.bas.tan.te.du.ro 12 
      por.que.fue.laé.po.ca 6 5 ae 
    de.la.cri.sis.tan.bes.tial 7 
   
N-B 
  que.tu.vie.ron.en 5 
     
N.E 
el.dos.mil.u.no 5 









      en.las.dos.se.ma.nas 6 
  
s-s N-L 
  o.se.a.mo.go.llón.de 7 
   
N-D 
  sí 1 
      cin.co 2 
      o.se.a.ca.da.dí.a 7 








      fue.cuan.do.lo.del.co.rra.li.to 9 
      noha.bí.a.di.ne.ro 7 6 oa 
    ca.ze.ro.la.zos.por.to.das.par.tes 10 
      da.ba 2 
      
da.ba.ver.da.de.ro.mie.do 8 
    
verdadero-
"veradero" 
 o.se.a.las 4 
      a.par.te.me.lo.di.je.ron 8 
      que.no.fue.ra 4 
      quee.ra.su.per.pe.li.gro.so 9 8 ee 





yo.fui.cuan.doa.de.más.es.ta.bael 11 9 oa-ae 
   
S.E 





iel.pe.soes.ta.ban.i.gua.la.dos 11 9 ie-oe 
   
N.I 




      ies.ta.baa.un.ter.cio 8 6 ie-aa 
 
N-T 
  i.cla.ro.la.gen.tees.ta.ba.de.ses.pe.ra.da 14 13 ee 
    por.que.la.gen.te.te.ní.a 8 
      hi.po.te.cas.en.dó.la.res 8 





     
N.I 
no.po.dí.an.pa.gar 6 
   
N-P 
  de.re.pen.te.te.ní.an.co.mo.tres.ve.ces.me.nos 14 
   
N-K 
  i.te.ní.an.que.pa.gar.tres.ve.ces.más 12 
   
N-K 
  e.raun.ho.rror 5 4 au 
   
N.ho 
i.no 2 
      no.po.dí.an.sa.car.di.ne.ro 9 
   
N-S 
  es.ta.ban.to.dos.los.ban.cos.con.ge.la.dos 12 
   
N-T/S-L 
  no.los.a.brí.an 5 






      mo.go.llón 3 
      ca.ze.ro.la.zos.to.dos.los 8 
   
S-L 
  to.dos.los.dí.as 5 
   
S-L 
  las.ca.lles 3 
      ha.bí.an.ti.ra.do.pie.dras 8 
   
N-T 
  co.sas.ro.tos 4 
      e.ra.re.al.men.te 6 
      i.lue.goa.de.más.e.ra.na.vi.dad 11 10 oa 
   
S.E 
iha.bíau.na.sen.sa.ción.su.per.ra.ra.de.na.vi.dad 17 14 ia-iau r-r 
   con.un.sol 3 




iun.tiem.po 4 3 iu 
 
N-T 
  iun.bo.chor.no 5 4 iu 
 
N-B 
  ie.ra.co.mo.qué.ra.ro.no 9 8 ie 
    e.ra.co.mo 4 
      cla.ro 2 
      es.su.per.ve.ra.no 6 
  
s-s 
   
pa.sa.que.noha.cí.a.mu.cho.sol 10 9 oa 
  
lo que pasa- 
"pasa" 
 
pa.sa.queha.cí.a.mu.chí.si.mo.ca.lor 11 10 ea 
  
lo que pasa- 
"pasa" 
 a.mí.me.dioel.pri.mer.s 7 6 ioe 
    el 1 
      gol.pe.de.sol 4 
      de.mi.vi.da 4 
      i.mi.ra.que.yo.meex 7 6 ee 






      es.tu.ve.tres.dí.as.en.ca.ma 9 





      pe.ro.bes.tial 4 





      i.nun.ca.meha.bí.ao.cu.rri.do 11 9 ea-ao 
    i 1 
      he.te.ni.do.ver.da.de.ras.bru.ta.das.con.el.sol 14 




o.se.a.que.noen.tien.do.muy.bien 10 9 ea 
    de.be.ser.quea.hí 6 5 
     es.ex.tra.fuer.te 5 
     
S.E 
la.pro.tec.ción 4 
      i.te.que.más.te 5 
      que 1 
      yo.no.sé.co.mo.fue 6 
      a.par.te 3 
      me.pa.sé.con.miher.ma.noan.dan.do.to.doel.dí.a 16 13 ie-oa-oe 
 
N-M/L-D 
  por.el.cen.tro.de.Bue.nos.Ai.res 9 
     
S.A / R.E 




S.A / R.U 
aU.ru.guay 4 3 au 
    na.da 2 
      no.pu.di.mos 4 
      tu.vi.mos.que.can.ce.lar.lo.to.do 10 
      o.se.aes.que.no.po.dí.a 9 8 ae 
    se.me 2 
      por.lain.so.la.ción.se.me 8 7 ai 
 
N-S 
  me.sa.lí.aa 5 4 aa 




S.E / N.U 
i.de.re.pen.te.meem.pe.céa.sen.tir.fa.tal 14 12 ee-ea 
    co.mo.si.tees.tu.vie.ras.mu.rien.do 11 10 ee 
    pe.ro.fa.tal 4 
      i.meem.pe.zóa.sa.lir.a.gua.por.el.cuer.po 14 12 ee-oa 
   
R.A / R.E 
em.pe.zóa.sa.lir.a.gua.por.los.bra.zos 12 11 oa 
   
R.A 
yo.de.cí.a 4 




que.mees.tá 4 3 ee 
    de.ver.dad 3 
      mea.po.ya.baen.el 7 5 ea-ae 
   
N.E 
en.la 2 
   
N-L 
  en.la.me.sa.del.bur.ger.kin 8 
   
N-L 
  nun.ca.se.meol.vi.da.ráe.sai.ma.gen 13 10 eo-ae-ai 
    i.me.sa.lí.aa.gua.por.los.bra.zos 11 10 aa 
    yo.de.cí.a 4 
      Dios.mí.o.qué.mees.tá.pa.san.do 10 9 ee 
    mees.toy.mu.rien.do 6 5 ee 
    bue.no 2 
      fueun.des 3 2 eu 
 
N-D 
  muy.de.sa 3 
      i.lue.goe.ra.co.mo.vuel.voa.ca.sa 12 10 oe-oa 
    por.queha.bí.a.queop.cio.nes 7 
      me.ter.teen.el.me.tro 7 6 ee 
   
N.E 
me.da.ba.pá.ni.co 6 
      con.lo.mal.que.meen.con.tra.ba 9 8 ee 
 
N-L 




S.A / S.E / N.E 
ia.ho.ra.co.mo.queha.ce.mos 10 8 ia-ea 
    co.mo 2 
      co.mo.lle.ga.mos.a.ca.sa 8 
     
S.A 





pe.ro.tu.ve.quees.tar.tres.dí.as.a.ba.se.de 14 13 ee 
   
S.A 
se.ven.up 3 
     
N.U 
i 1 
      i.so.pi.ta.de.ca.la.ba.za 9 
      i.no.po.dí.a.mo.ver.me 8 
      i.me.dio.mu.chí.si.ma.ra.bia 9 
      por.que.te.ní.a.mos.un.mon.tón.de.pla.nes 12 








      tres.dí.as.en.la.ca.ma 7 





      e.sas.co.sas.que.no.pue.des.con.tro.lar 11 
      sí 1 
      a.par.te.co.mo.miher.ma.no.vi.ví.aa.llí 14 12 ie-aa 
    mi.cu.ña.daes.ar.gen.ti.na 8 
     
S.A 
pues 1 
      es.de.Bue.nos.Ai.res 6 
     
S.A 
pues 1 
      por.te.ña 3 
      pues 1 
      pues.sí 2 
  
s-s 
   meen.se.ña.ron.bas.tan.te 8 7 ee 
 
N-B 
  me.lle.va.ron.a 5 
     
N.A 
a 1 
      a.bas.tan.tes.si.tios 6 
  
s-s 
   i 1 
      i.bien 2 
      la.ver.dad.es.que.bien 6 
      pe.ro.fue 3 
      da.ba.mu.cha.pe.na 6 
      por.quees.ta.ba.to.da.la.gen.te.bas.tan.te 13 12 ee 
    dis.gus.ta.da 4 
      con.to.da.la.si.tua.ción 7 
   
N-T 
  i.bas.tan.te 4 
      no.po.dí.an.sa.lir.del.pa.ís.tam.po.co 12 
   
N-S 
  por.que.co.mo.no.tu.vie.ras 8 
      bue.no.mu.cha.gen.te.te.ní.a.dó.la.res 12 









      el.ban.co.no.da.ba.na.da 8 
      i.tú.con.pe.sos.no.po.dí.as.sa.lir 12 
  
s-s N-P 
  o.se.a.que.no.po.dí.as.sa.lir.del.pa.ís 13 
  
s-s 
   no.po.dí.a 4 




      con.la.cri.sis 4 
   
N-L 






      no.te.de.ja.ban.sa.car.na.da 9 
   
N-S 
  e.rau.na.si.tua.ción.de 8 7 au 
 
N-D 
  no.pue.des.sa.lir.del.pa.ís 8 
  
s-s 










i.noha.bí.a.di.ne.ro 8 7 oa 
    i 1 
      u.na.sen.sa.ción.de 6 
   
N-D 
  de.ses.pe.ra.ción 5 
      to.dos.tus.a.ho.rros.de.to.da.la.vi.da.de.re.pen.te 16 
     
S.A 
no.sé 2 
      mu.cha.frus.tra.ción 5 
      es.lo.que 3 
   
S-L 
  lo.que.sen.tíal.re.de.dor 8 7 ia 
    pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      es.muy.bo.ni.ta 5 
      sí.sí 2 
      sí.quees.muy.bo.ni.ta 7 6 ee 
    a.mí.me.pa.re.ce.que.le.fal.ta 10 








      co.mo.de.cí.a.la 6 
      de.ca.den.cia.ma.jes.tuo.sa 8 
      co.mo.que.se.vé.queha.te.ni.do.mu.chí.si.ma.más 15 14 ea 
    ri.que.za 3 





ia.ho.ra.de.re.pen.te.co.mo.que 11 10 ia 
    por.la.cri.sis 4 
      por.noha.ber.di.ne.ro 7 6 oa 
    por.to.da.la.cruz.i.to.do 8 
      co.mo.se.ve.que 5 
      pues.quees.lo.que.que.da.de.lo 9 8 ee 
 
S-L 
  de.lo.bue.no.quee.ra.no 8 7 ee 
    de.ca.den.te 4 
      sí 1 






      yo.no.co.noz.co 5 
      sí 1 
      mei.ma.gi.noal.goa.sí 9 6 ei-oa-oa 
    i.lo.que.que.da 5 
      mea.cuer.doa.de.más.quehi.ceu.na 12 8 ea-oa-ei-eu 
    u.na.de.las.tra.di.cio.nes.que.tie.nen.a.híen.A 15 14 ie 
   
N.A 
en.Bue.nos.Ai.res.es.que 7 
   
N-B 
 
S.A / S.E 
co.moes.fi.nal.dea.ño 8 6 oe-ea 
 
L-D 





lo.queha.cen.es.que 6 5 ea 
   
N.E 
rom.pen.to.dos.los.pa.pe.les.en.ti.ri.tas.a.sí 14 
   
N-T/S-L 
 
S.A / S.E 
no.sé.co.mo.se.di.ce 7 
      i.los.ti.ran.to.dos.por.las.ven.ta.nas.no 12 












      pe.ro.de.ti.ri.tas 6 





co.mo.lim.pie.za.de.fin.dea.ño 10 9 ea 
 
N-D 
  i.los.ti.ran.to.dos.por.las.ven.ta.nas 11 
   
N-T 
  pe.roa.de.más 5 4 oa 
    en.ti.ri.tas 4 
   
N-T 
  cla.ro 2 
      por.que.los.han.me.ti.do.por.es.tas.má.qui.nas 13 
   
N-M 
 
R.E / S.ha 
de 1 
      no.sé.co.mo.se.lla.man 7 
      pe.roes.tas.má.qui.nas 7 6 oe 
    queha.cen.que.to.doel.pa.pel.sal.ga.co.moen.ti.ri.tas 17 14 ea-oe-oe 
 
N-K/N-T/L-S 
  sí.las.tri.tu.ra.do.ras.de.pa.pel.que 11 
      me.sa.le.la.pa.la.braen.in.glés 10 9 ae 
   
N.I 
pe.ro.noen.es.pa.ñol 7 6 oe 
   
N.E 
i 1 
      la.ti.ra.ban.i.yo.de.cí.a.pe.ro.queha.ce.la.gen.te 17 16 ea 
   
N.I 
ti.ran.do.pa.pe.les.por 7 
      por.las.ven.ta.nas 5 
      que.seha.bí.an.vuel.to.lo.cos 9 8 ea 
 
N-B 
  to.dos 2 






     
S.I  
i.de 2 
      un.nue.vo.co.mien.zo 6 
  
n-n 
   di.go.bue.no 4 
      pues.na.da 3 
      pe.ro 2 





      es.lo.de.las 4 
   
S-L 
  de.las.tra.di.cio.nes.pe.ro 8 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      que.sí.que.fueun.po.coex.tra.ño.la.ver.dad.to.do 15 13 eu-oe 
 
N-P 
  el.ca.lor.que.sien.tes.a.hí 8 
     
S.A 




N.E / L.I / R.E 
no.me.ter.mi.na.de 6 
      es.tu.vis.tes.en.I.gua.zú 8 
     
S.E / N.I 
sí 1 
      ju.lioi.a.gos.to 6 5 ioia 
    sí 1 
      la.ver.dad.es.que.con.el.cam.bio.cli.má.ti.co 13 
    
verdad- "vedaz" N.E 
ul.ti.ma.men.te.tam.po.co.sa.bes.muy.bien 12 
      por.queha.te.ni.doin.vier.nos.queha.he.cho.su.per 15 12 ea-oi-eae 
    mo.go.llón.de.ca.lor 6 
   
N-D 
  i.lue.go.sin.em.bar.goha.ha.bi.do.mo.men.tos.que 15 14 oa 
   
N.E 
no.sé 2 
      es.tá.yo.cre.o.que.to.do 8 
      en.to.doel.mun.doen.ge.ne.ral 10 8 oe-oe 
 
N-T 
  ya.no.pue.des.fiar.te.mu.cho.de 9 
      sies.in.vier.noo.ve.ra.no 9 7 ie-oo 
   
S.I  
teen.cuen.tras 4 3 ee 
    u.nos 2 
      no.séu-nas 4 3 eu 
    





de.queha.bí.aha.bi.dou.no.dees.tos.in.vier.nos.pa.sa.dos 19 15 ea-iaa-ou-ee 
   
S.I  
quee.ra.co.mo 5 4 ee 
    que.no.pa.re.cí.ain.vier.no 9 8 ai 




quees.ta.baha.cien.do.su.per.buen.tiem.poi 13 10 ee-aa-oi 
 
N-T 
  pe.ro.va.mos.que.tam.bién.a.quí 9 
     
N.A 
sí 1 
      ia.quí.tam.bién 5 4 ia 
    en.Ir.lan.da 4 
     
N.I 
es.táun.po.co.lo.co.la.ver.dad 10 9 au 
 
N-P 
  pe.ro 2 
      i.na.da 3 
      iel.o.tro.via.je.fuea.Ca.na.dá 11 9 ie-uea 
    pe.roe.so.fue.muy.cor.ti.to 9 8 oe 
    i.fue.pa.rau.na.con.fe.ren.cia.lo.que.pa.sa.que 15 14 au 
    lo.dis.fru.té.mo.go.llón 7 
      pues.fue.ron.tres.dí.as.o.cua.tro.dí.as 11 





      me.dia.ma.ña.na 5 
      bue.no 2 
      hi.ce.yo.que.du.ra.ra.me.dia.ma.ña.na 12 
      i.lue.goel.res.to.fue.dis.fru.tar.de.la.ciu.dad 14 13 oe 
    fui.mos.a.la.ca.ta.ra.tas.del.Niá.ga.ra 12 





   
N-L 
  es.tu.vo.to.do.su.per.bien 8 
      hi.zoun.tiem.po.su.per.bue.no 9 8 ou 
 
N-T 
  i.meen.can.tó.la.gen.te 8 7 ee 
    me.gus.tó.mu.chí.si.mo 7 
      me.dio.muy.buen.ro.llo 6 
   
N-R 
  la 1 
      la.gen.te.ca.na.dien.se 7 
      no 1 
      fuia.To.ron.to 5 4 uia 
    fuia.To.ron.to 5 4 uia 





     
S.ho 
o.tres 2 
      quee.ran 3 2 ee 
    cre.o.quee.ran 5 4 ee 




   
N-B 
 
S.A / N.E 




S.A / N.A / N.U 
ie.ra.mi.pri.me.ra.vez.en.u.na.li.mu.si.na 15 14 ie 
   
N.U 
ies.tu.vo.su.per.bien 7 6 ie 




S.E / N.U 
pre.cio.sos 3 
      su.per.ca.ros 4 
      se.les.ve.í.a.su.per 7 
      va.mos 2 
      to.da.la.gen.te.ves.ti.di.ta.de.do.min.go 13 
      muy 1 
      pe.ro.muy.bo.ni.to 6 
      e.ra 2 
      e.ra.pre.cio.so 5 
      muy.bien 2 
      no.sé 2 
      a.par.te.no.sé 5 
      tu.veu.na 4 3 eu 
    qué.par.te.de.Ca.na.dá 7 
      es.tu.vis.tes 4 
      o.kei 2 
      di.cen.que.lo.más.bo.ni.toes.Van.cou.ver 12 11 oe 
 
N-K 
  la.ver.dad.es.que.meen.can.ta.rí.air 11 10 ee 
    si 1 
      sí 1 





      a.quíes.que.la.gen.te.de.re.pen.te.na.da 13 12 ie 
    de.ja.ban.to.da.su.tar.de.pa.raen.se.ñar.nos.To.ron.to 17 16 ae 
 
N-T 
  o.se.a.la.gen.te.co.mo.muy 9 
      muy.en.tre.ga.da 5 
      muy 1 
      muy.buen.ro.lli.to 5 
   
N-R 
  muy.buen.ro.lli.to 5 
   
N-R 
  la.ver.dad.es.que 5 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      yoes.quea.de.más.tu.veun 9 6 oe-ea-eu 
    yo.nohe.es.ta.do.nun.ca 8 7 oe 
    yoa.de.más.tu.ve.mu.cha.suer.te.por.que.Vic.to.ria 15 14 oa 






      a.mi.ga.su.ya.se.lla.ma.ba.Mar.ga.ri.ta.quee.ra 16 15 ee 
    de.dón.dee.ra 5 4 ee 
    o.me.ji.ca.nao 6 5 ao 
    co.lom.bia.nao.me.ji.ca.na.cre.o.quee.ra 14 12 ao-ee 
    ie.raun.en.can.to 6 5 ie-au 
   
N.E 
e.raun.a.mor.de.mu.jer 8 7 au 
   
N.A  
e.ra.ma.jí.si.mai.que.da.mos.con.e.lla.dos.a.mi.gas.más.i.yo 20 19 ai 
   
S.A / S.I / N.E 
i.nos.en.se.ñó.to.da.la.ciu.dad 10 
     
S.E 
e.llaha.bí.a.si.do 7 6 aa 
    eh 1 
      guía.tu.rís.ti.ca 5 
      i.fue.ge.nial 4 




S.E / N.U 
nos.rei.mos.mu.chí.si.mo.con.e.lla 10 






      fue.to.do.co.mo 5 
      en.muy.po.co.tiem.po.pe.ro.to.do.sa.lió.co.mo.muy.bien 16 
   
N-M 
  i 1 
      no.sé.ten.go 4 
      ca.da.vez.que.re.cuer.doe.se.mo.men.to.de.Ca.na.dá 16 15 oe 
    me.vie.nen.co.mo.muy.buen 7 
   
N-K 
  muy.buen 2 
      ro.lli.to 3 
      no.sé 2 
      no.sé.muy.bien.por.qué.pe.ro 8 
   
N-P 
  lo.que.pa.sa.que.bue.no.no.cre.o.que 11 
      no 1 
      no.pod.rí.a.vi.vir.en 7 
     
R.E 
bue.no.yoes.que.no.pod.rí.a.vi.vir.en.nin.gún.pa.ís.tan.le.jos.de 20 19 oe n-n N-P/N-L 
 
R.E 
deEs.pa.ña 4 3 ee 
    ten.drí.a 3 
      oEs.pa.ñao.tie.ne.que.ser 9 7 oe-ao 
    Eu.ro.pa 3 











     
R.A 
vol.ver.a 3 
     
R.A 
a.ca.sa 3 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      es.que.yo.cre.o.que.no 7 
      yo.cre.o.que.la.vuel 6 
      cre.o.que.no 4 
      cre.o.que 3 
      fue.ron.a.pro.xi.ma.da.men.teo.choho.ras 13 11 eo-oo 






      yo.no.no.re.cuer.do.que.fue.ra.más 10 
      no.des.de.Lon 4 
      des.de.Du.blín 4 





me.diaho.ri.ta 5 4 iao 




      no.sé 2 
      muy.bien 2 
      lue.go.tam.bién.la.com.pa.ñí.aa.é.re.a.que.meha.bí.an.di.cho 20 18 aa-ea 
 
N-D/N-L 
  bah 1 
      es.u.na.com.pa.ñí.a.char.ter 9 
     
S.U 
vaa.ser.cu.tre 5 4 aa 
    na.da 2 
      la.com.pa.ñí.a.su.per.bien 8 
      la.gen.te 3 
      las 1 
      a.za.fa.tas.su.per.ma.jas 8 
  
s-s 
   se.lla.ma.ba 4 
      er.tran.sat 3 
      ie.ra 3 2 ie 
    pues.el.e.qui.va.len.te.me.di.je.ron 11 
     
S.E / L.E 
el.e.qui.va.len.tea.Rya.nair 9 8 ea 
   
L.E 
pe.roen 3 2 oe 
    en.via.jes 3 
   
N-B 
  pe.ro.pa.ra.na.da 6 















      bah.la.co.mi.da.cu.tre.pe.ro.co.moen.to.das.par.tes 16 15 oe 
 
N-T 
  la.tí.pi.ca.co.mi.da 7 
      bah 1 
      pu.sie.ron.co.mi.dain.dia 8 7 ai 
 
N-K 
  bue.no.pues.muy.bien 5 
      a.rroz.con.no.sé.que.ve.ge.ta.ria.no 11 
  
n-n 
   pe.roa.par.te.see.so 8 6 oa-ee 
    bah.i.nos.die.ron.mon.tón.de.ve.ces.de.que.si.ca.fe.ci.to 17 
   
N-M/N-D 
  bo.lli.tos.i.no.sé.que 7 
     
S.I 
o.se.a.quea.mí 6 5 ea 
    per.so.nal.men.te.no.no.lee.chéen.fal.ta 13 11 ee 
 
N-F 
  a.ver.sí 3 
      que.no.te.ní.a.co.moAir.Ca.na.da.no.te.ní.a.la.te.le.vi.sión 20 19 oa 
    in.di.vi.dual.pa.ra.ca.dau.no 10 9 au 
    de.lan.te.de.tu 5 
      en.ton.ces.no.me.pa.re.ció.tam.po.co 11 
      na.da.del.o.tro.mun 6 
      o.se.a.no.me.pa.re.ció.mal.al.re.vés 12 
     
L.A 
qui.zás.por.quees.pe.ra.ba.ya.que.fue.ra.tan.cu.tre 15 14 ee 
 
N-K 
  que.lue.go.di.je.buah.es.toes.su.per.lu.jo 13 12 oe s-s 
   i.mu.chí.si.mo.más.ba.ra.to 9 
      no.sé.si.pa.gué.seis.cien.tos.eu.ros.i.la 12 
     
S.E / S.I 
i.las.o.tras.com.pa.ñí.as.e.ran.co.mo.no.ve.cien.tos.o.mil 18 
   
N-K 
 
S.E / S.O 
o.se.a.tea.ho.rra.bas.mon.tón.de.di.ne.ro 14 13 eao 
 
N-D 
  sí.sí 2 
      a.sí.que.bue.no 5 
      i 1 











   
N-P 
  pre.o.cu.pa.da 5 
      por.ir.me.yo.so.la 6 
     
R.I 
ay.pues.no.sé 4 
      a.yer.me 3 
      ay.er.ha.blan.do.con.un.chi.co.me 10 










el.res.to.me.lo.ten.go.queor.ga.ni.zar.yo 13 12 eo 
    des.pla.zar 3 
      o.se.a 3 
      no.sé 2 
      de.Mel.bour.a.sid.ni.ten.go.queha.cer.lo.yo 13 12 ea 
   
R.A 
lue.goen.sid.ni.ten.go.que 8 7 oe 
 
N-S 





sa.bes.quees.lo.que.ten.goor.ga.ni.za.does 14 11 ee-oo-oe 
 
S-L 
  la.con.fe.ren.cia.que.ten.go.quees.tar.a.hí.cin.co.dí.as 17 16 ee 
   
R.A 
i.los.ca.tor.ce.dí.as.de.tour 9 
      pe.ro 2 
      pe.roay.er.ha.blé.con.un 8 6 oaie 
   
N.U / R.ha 






      quee.sa.zo.naes.to.do.de.par.ti.par.ti.de.fies.ta 16 14 ee-ae 
    a.lo.bes.tia 4 
      no.sé.que.be.ber.mo.go.llón.ia.mí.no.me.mo.la.na.dae.se.ro.llo 21 19 ia-ae 
   
N.I 
pe.ro.co.mo.las 5 
    
las-"laʰ " 
 cla.ro 2 
      pe.ro.los.gi.ris 5 
      que.van.pa.raa.llá 6 5 aa 
 
N-P 
  quehay.mo.go.llón 5 4 eai 




es.tán.to.doel.dí.a 7 6 oe 
 
N-T/L-D 
  en.ton.ces.no.sé 5 
      a.lo.me.jor.me.lo.to.moen.plan 10 9 oe 
 
N-P 
  i.lue.goes.ta.ba.pen.san.do 9 8 oe 
    bah 1 
      pues.a.síin.ten.toa.lo.me.jor.al.gún 12 10 ii-oa 
   
S.A / R.A 
ca.tor.ce 3 
      no.so.la.no 4 
      es.toes.el 4 3 oe 
   
S.E 
el.tour.és.te 4 
   
L-T 
  pe.ro.queel.tour.és.te.mei.ma.gi.no.que.vaa.es.tar.lle.no.de 20 17 ee-ei-aa 
 
L-T 
  dee.so.no.de 5 4 ee 
    de.fies.ta.de.be.ber.deal.co.hol.no.sé.que 13 12 ea 
 
L-N 
  quea.mí.no.me.va.na.da 8 7 ea 
    e.soes.pe.ro 5 4 oe 
    i.si.no.me.lo.to.mo.yo.deo.tra.for.mai.yaes.tá 17 14 eo-ai-ae 
    que.la.gen.te.se.va.yaa.em.bo.rra.char.ya.me.bus.ca.ré 17 16 aa 





pues.no.sées 4 3 ee 
    o 1 
      es.eh 2 
     
S.E 
bu.ce.ar.o.co.sas.dees.tas 9 8 ee 
   
R.O 
pa.sa.que.lue.gohe.pen.sa.do.di.goes.pe.raun.mo.men.ti.to 19 16 oe-oe-au 
 
N-M 






      i.me.da.mo.go.llón.de.res.pe.to 10 
   
N-D 
  tí.a.no.séa.hí.con.ta.ban 9 8 eai 
    queha.ha.bi.do.mo.go.llón.de.ca.sos 11 9 eaa 
 
N-D 
  ul.ti.ma.men.te.de 6 
      no.sé.tam.bién.ve.ré 6 







     
N.I 
no 1 
      o.se.a.no 4 
      si.pues.yo.me.mue.ro 6 
      si.ve.oa.un.ti.bu.rón.cer.cai 11 9 oa-ai 
 
N-T 
  sí.bue.no.va 4 
      pa.ra 2 
      el.ti.bu.rón 4 
   
L-T 
  no 1 
      me.dan.mo.go.llón.de.mie.do 8 
   
N-M/N-D 
  mien.tras.na.da.bas 5 
      no 1 





Appendix 11: María_Duologue_1 
 
SYLLABLE COUNT  REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
cua.tro.me.ses 4 
      pues 1 
      em.pe.za.mos.en.Cos.ta.Ri.ca 9 





      con.Mar.ta 3 
   
N-M 
  en.ton.ces 3 
      fui.mos.Mar.tai.yoa 7 5 ai-oa 
    a.Cos.ta.Ri.ca 5 
      ien.Cos.ta.ri.caes.tu.vi.mos 10 8 ie-ae 
 
N-K 
  dos.se.ma.nas 4 
  
s-s 
   via.jan.do.por.el.pa.ís 7 
     
R.E 
i.des.pués.dea.llí 6 5 ea 






     
S.E 
mi.ra 2 
      com.pré 2 
      to.to.dos.es.tos.vue.los.por 7 
     
S.E 
me.cos.ta.ron 4 
      me.cos.to.mil.dos.cien.tos.eu.ros.eh 10 





      de 1 
      
de.Du.blín.a.Mad.rid 6 












      de.Cos.ta.Ri.caa.Gua.te.ma.la 10 9 aa 
    de.Gua.te.ma.laa.Cu.ba 8 7 aa 
    i.de.Cu.baa 5 4 aa 
    Bra.sil 2 
      
i.Bra.sil.o.tra.vez.a.Mad.rid 9 









      ya 1 
      es.que.fue 3 
      es.queu.na.vez.quees.tas.a.híen 11 8 eu-ee-aie 
   
S.A 
en.Su.da.mé.ri.ca 6 
   
N-S 
  e.sos.vue.los.son.bas.tan.te.ba.ra.tos 11 
  
s-s N-B 
  eh 1 
      se.lla.mau.na 5 4 au 
    e.rau.na.co.sa.que.se.lla.ma.ba 11 10 au 
    er.bas 2 
      oal.goa.sí 5 3 oa-oa 
    iel.o 3 2 ie 
   
L.O 
e.sos.vue.los.eh 5 
     
S.E 
in.ter.con.ti.ne.ta.les.e.ran.muy.ba.ra.tos 13 




lo.quee.ra.más.ca.roe.rael.vue.lo.de.Bra.sil 15 12 ee-oe-ae 
    iel.de 3 2 ie 
 
L-D 
  iel.dea.Cos.ta.Ri.ca 8 6 ie-ea 
 
L-D 
  i.na.da 3 
      i.dea.hí.nos.fui.mos.a.Gua.te.ma.la 12 11 ea 
   
S.A 
quees.tu.vi.mos.tra.ba.jan.doen.el.or.fa.na.to 15 13 ee-oe 
   




   eh 1 





      la.ver.dad 3 
      es.tu.vi.mos 4 
      na.da 2 
      por.in.ter.net 4 
     
R.I 
mi.ra.mos 3 
      lo.queha.bí.a 5 4 ea 
    i.eh 2 
      i.nad.i.yo 4 
      yo.con.tac.té.con.es.tos.que.se.lla.ma.ban 12 
     
N.E 
e.rau.naor.ga.ni.za.ción.que.se.lla.ma.ba.Ca.sa.Gua.te.ma.la 20 18 au-ao 
 
N-K 
  i 1 
      me.gus.tó.por.quee.ra 7 6 ee 
    e.ra.lo.cal 4 
      sa.bes 2 
      noe.ra 3 2 oe 
    por.queha.bí.ao.tros.quee.ra.co.mo 12 9 ea-ao-ee 
    eh 1 
      em.pre.sas.gran.des 5 
      or.ga.ni.za.cio.nes.muy.gran.des 9 
      que.tra.ba.ja.ban.en.to.doel.mun.do 11 10 oe 
   
N.E 
i.tú.te.po.dí.as.ir.don.de 9 
     
S.I 
qui.sie.ras 3 
      i 1 
      no.sé 2 
      e.ra.co.mo.más 5 
      me.nos 2 
      cuan.do.lle.guéa 5 4 ea 
    a.Gua.te.ma.la 5 
      pues 1 




no.mea.cuer.do.lo.que.mees.pe.ra.ba 12 10 ea-ee 
    no.mea.cuer.do.muy.bien.lo.que.mees.pe.ra.ba 14 12 ea-ee 
 
N-L 
  pe.ro 2 
      sí 1 
      más.o.me.nos.sí 5 
  
s-s 
   hom.bre 2 
      es.un.po.co 4 





      sí 1 
      iel 2 1 ie 
    sí.bue.no 3 
      i.ver.la 3 
      los.re 2 
      la.fal.ta.de.re.cur.sos.quehay 9 8 eai 
    no.pe.ro 3 
      cuan.does.tas.a.híha.cién.do.lo.no 11 9 oe-aia 
   
S.A 
no.te 2 
      no.teen.tra.sen.si.ble.ria 9 8 ee 
    no 1 
      por.quees.tás.a.hí 6 5 ee 
   
S.A 
con.e.llos.i.no 5 
     
S.I / N.E 
a.lo.a.lo.me.jor.cuan.do 8 
      cuan.do.mi.ro 4 
      
des.pués 2 
    
despues-
"depue" 
 a.ho.ra.cuan.do.lo.re.cuer.do 9 
      sí.me.pa.re.ce 5 
      tris.te 2 
      pe.roen.el.mo.men.to.ya 8 7 oe 
   
N.E 
yoes.ta.ba 4 3 oe 





      lo.más.du.ro.fue.de 6 
      des.pe.dir.me 4 
      ie.so 3 2 ie 
    pe.ro.no 3 
      es.tu.vo.bien 4 
     
S.O 
hom.bre 2 
      un.po.co 3 
   
N-P 
  yo.que.sé 3 
      sí 1 
      i.lue.go.tam.bién 5 





yo.cre.o.que 5 4 eo 
    pa.ra 2 
      pa.ra.vi.vir.laex.pe.rien.ciae.sa.bien 12 10 ae-iae 




      yo.que.sé 3 
      no 1 
      no.lo.vi.ves.i.gual 6 
     
S.I 
ves.co.moes.pe.ro 6 5 oe 
    más.bien.por.fue.ra.que.por.den.tro 9 
   
N-P 
  i.na.da 3 
      i 1 
      no 1 
      des.de.Gua.te 4 
      lue.go 2 
      lue.go.vi.no.Chus 5 
      sí 1 
      sea.pun.tó.Chus 5 4 ea 





      ien.ton.ces.vi.no.Chus 7 6 ie 
    i 1 
      no 1 
      sí.pe.ro.que 4 
      pe.ro.de.vis.ta 5 
      por.que.yo.no 4 
      o.se.a 3 
      cuan.do.Chus.tra.ba.ja.baen.el.Cer.van.tes 12 11 ae 
   
N.E 
yo.tra.ba.ja.ba.so.lou.na.tar.dei.eh 13 11 ou-ei 
    no.co.no.cí.aa.na.die 8 7 aa 
    va.mos 2 
      so.lo.co.no.cí.aa.la.gen.te.de.vis.ta 13 12 aa 
    i.na.da 3 
      i.no 2 
      no.la.co.no.cí.a.va.mos 8 
      no.sa.bí.a.na.da.dee.lla 9 8 ee 
    so.lo.co.no.cí.a.su.ca.ra 9 
      i.su.nom.bre 4 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      ies.tu.vi.mos.via.jan.doun.po.co.por.Gua.te.ma.la 16 14 ie-ou 
 
N-P 
  ya.de.Gua.te.ma.la.nos.fui.mos.a 10 
     
S.A 
a.Cu.ba 3 
      ien.Cu.ba 4 3 ie 
 
N-K 
  es.tu.vi.mos 4 
      o.tras.dos.o.tres 5 
     
S.O 
dos.se.ma.nas.i.me.diaoal.goa.sí 12 9 iaoa-oa s-s 
  
S.I 
i.ya.dea.llí 5 4 ea 
    eh 1 
      yo 1 







  pa.raEu.ro.pa 5 4 aeu 
    i.yo.con.ti.nué.dos.me.ses.más 9 
      so.la.en.Bra.sil 5 
   
N-B 
  no 1 
      fui 1 
      es.tu.ve.yo 4 
      yoes.tu.ve.so.la.co.mo 8 7 oe 
    seis.se.ma.nas.oal.goa.sí 9 7 oa-oa s-s 
  
S.O 
yoes.tu.ve.seis.se.ma.nas.yo.so.la 11 10 oe s-s 
   i.lue.go 3 
      Pa.di.vi.no 4 




      no 1 
      no.no.me.dio.na.da.de.mie.do 9 
      es.que.da.mie 4 
      pe.ro 2 
      es.queen.cuan.to.lle.gas.se.te.qui.tael.mie 14 12 ee-ae s-s N-K 
  a.míen.cuan.to.lle.gué.se.me.qui.tóel.mie.do 14 12 ie-oe 
 
N-K 
  sa.bes 2 
      no 1 
      por.que.sí 3 
      por.queha.bí.aoi.do.to.do 10 7 ea-iaoi 
    o.se.a 3 
      meha.bí.a.me.ti.do.tan.to.mie.do.la.gen.te 14 12 ea-ia 
    que.pen.sé.que.mei.ban.a 8 7 ei 
   
N.A 
a.mon.tar.en.el 6 
     
N.E / R.E 





que.mei.ban.a.vio.lar.di.rec.ta.men.te 12 11 ei 






      la.mo.chi.la 4 
      i 1 
      i.de.jar.mea.hí.ti.ra.daen.un 12 9 eai-ae 
   
N.U 
nii.de.a 4 3 ii 
    pue.de.ser.a.sí 5 
     
R.A 
no 1 
      pe.ro.va.mos.que.no 6 
      bue.no 2 
      sí.su.pon.go 4 
      o.se.a.que.sí 5 






   
N-M 
  de.lin.cuen.ciai.to.doe.so 9 7 iai-oe 
    e.soes.tá.cla.ro 6 5 oe 
    los 1 
      los.da.tos.es.tan.a.hí 7 
     
S.E / N.A 
pe.ro.que 3 
      yo.que.sé 3 
      que.si.sa.bes.don.de 6 
      si.no.te.me.tes.por.las.zo.nas.pe.li.gro.sas.i 14 
     
S.I 




 no 1 
      nun.ca 2 
      nun.ca.nun.ca 4 
  
n-n 
   nun.ca 2 
      niu.na.so.la.vez 6 5 iu 
    no.me.ro.ba.ron.na.da 7 
  
n-n 
   no 1 












   hom.bre 2 
      sía.lo.me.jor.vi 6 5 ia 
    a.lo.me.jor.al.gún 6 
     
R.A 
mea.cuer.dou.na.vez 7 5 ea-ou 
    que.viun.ni.ñoen.Bra.sil 8 6 iu-oe n-n N-B 
  que.lein.ten.tó 5 4 ei 
    lees 2 1 ee 
    le.pe.góau.na 6 4 oau 
    au.na.tí.aun.ti.rón.de.bol.so 11 9 au-au 
 
N-T/N-D 





ien.Tem.ple.Bar 5 4 ie 
 
N-T 
  va.mos 2 
      que.tam.bién.lohe.vis.to 7 6 oe 
 
N-L 
  es.ver.dad 3 
      pe.roa.par.te.dee.so.no 9 7 oa-ee 
    loú.ni.co.que.sí 6 5 ou 
    que.se.ven 3 
      du.ran.teel.dí.a.ves.zo.nas.que 10 9 ee 
 
L-D 
  que.va.mos 3 
      que 1 
      que.no 2 
      que.ves.que.no.pue.des.ir.a.hí.por.la.no.che 13 
     
S.I / R.A 
a.Bra.sil.se.gu.ro 6 
   
L-S 
  a.Bra.sil.meen.can.ta.rí.a.vol.ver 11 10 ee 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      ah.no 2 
      si.lue.go.vol.ví 5 




no.mea.cor.da.ba 6 5 ea 
    pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      ha.bla.túun.po.co 6 5 uu 
 
N-P 
  qué.bien 2 
      quéa.ño.fue 4 3 ea 
    e.sas.dos.se.ma.nas.que.tues.tu.vis.tea.llí 14 12 ue-ea s-s 
   i.qué 2 
      i.qué.ha.bi 4 e ea 
    i.mad.re.mí.a 5 
      i.co.mo.te.pi.llóe.so 8 7 oe 
    a.há 2 
      i.la.gen.te.por.la.ca.lle.pro.tes.tan.do 12 
      es.ve.ra 3 
      es.ve.ra.noa.llí.no 7 6 oa 
    u.nain.so.la.ción 6 5 ai 
    no 1 
      sí 1 
      es.ver.dad 3 
      es.que.lo 3 
      mi.raen.cuan.to.lle 6 5 ae 
 
N-K 
  yo.lle.guéa 4 3 
     a.Cos.ta.Ri.ca 5 
      i.sa.li.mos 4 
      pues.nos.le.van.ta.mos.su.per.tem.pra.no 11 
  
s-s S-L 
  por.la.ma.ña.na 5 




N.E / R.A 
a.las.o.cho.de.la.ma.ña.na 9 
     
S.O 
i.yo.meha.bí.a.ya.pues.to 9 7 ea-ia 
    pro.tec 2 








      i.no.meha.bí.a.pues.toen.los.pies 11 9 ea-oe 
 
N-L 
  mi.ra 2 
      me.los.pies 3 
      pe.ro.pe.ro 4 
      co.moun.de.mo.nio.tí.a 8 7 ou 
 
N-D 
  o.se.a.yo.no 5 
      noha.bí.a.vis.tou.na.co.sai.gual 12 9 oa-ou-ai 
    es.que 2 
      o.se.a 3 
      pe.ga 2 
      pe.ga.más.fuer.teel.sol 7 6 ee 
 
L-S 
  por.lain.so.la.ción 6 5 ai 
    jo.e.va.ya.via.je.ci.to.no 9 
    
joder-"joe" 
 ven.ga.ya 3 
      pe.ro.pu.dis.te.ver.bien.la.ciu.dad.ie.so 13 12 ie 
 
N-L 
  qué.fuer.te 3 
      ya 1 
      es.que.va.ya.mo.men.to 7 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      que.la.ciu.dad.es 5 
      es.muy.bo.ni.ta.no 6 
      a.mí.me.gus.ta.rí.air 8 7 ai 
    ya 1 
      ah 1 





bue.no.laHa.va 5 4 aa 
    es.que.la 3 
      laHa.ba.na 4 3 aa 
    tie.ne.que.ser.mu.cho.pe.or.que 9 





      que.Bue.nos.Ai.res 5 
     
S.A 
sí 1 
      sí.sí.cla.ro 4 
      tie.ne.que.se 4 
      o.sea 3 2 ea 
    sies.que.si.teen.se.ño.las.fo.tos 11 9 ie-ee 
    es.e.so 3 
     
S.E 
ii 2 
      i.Rí.o 3 
      me.nos.pe.ro.tam.bién.se.veun.po.co 11 10 eu 
 
N-P/N-S 
  tam.bién.e.so 4 
     
N.E 
lo.que.fue 3 
      i.lo.que.que.da 5 
      no.me.di.gas 4 
    
digas-"diga" 
 por.las.ven.ta.na 5 
      ah 1 
      sí 1 
      las.tri.tu.ra.do.ras.es.tas.de.pa.pel 11 
     
S.E 
sí 1 
      ah.bue.noes.al 5 a oe 
   
S.A 
e 1 
      es.tá.gra.cio.so 5 
      ya 1 
      no 1 
      a.mí.mea.pe.te.ce 7 6 ea 
    ir 1 
      pe.ro.me 3 
      pe.roes.que.cuan.do.yoes.tu.ve 10 8 oe-oe 
    en.Bra.sil 3 







      la.ver.dad.es.que.pa.séa.la.fron.te.raeh 13 12 ea 
    deAr.gen.ti.na 5 4 ea 
    sí 1 
      ien.ton.ces.pa.sa.mos.a 8 7 ie 
   
S.A 
a.la.par.te.deAr.gen.ti.na 9 8 ea 
    pe.ro.ya.ir.se.más.al.sur 8 




cre.o.queha.cí.aun.mon.tón.de.frí.o 12 10 ea-iau 
 
N-M 
  por.quees 3 2 ee 
    e.raa.gos.toi.sep.tiem.bre 9 7 aa-oi 
    ia.llí.cre.o.quee.soes.ple.noin.vier.no 14 10 ia-ee-oe-oi 
    co.no.ci.mos.a.gen.te.que.ve.nía.deAr.gen.ti.na 16 14 ia-ea 
   
S.A 
ieh 2 1 ie 
    nos.di.je.ron.queha.cí.aun.frí.o 11 9 ea-au 
 
N-K/N-F 
  ien.ci.ma.llu.via 6 5 ie 
    que 1 
      vi.vien.doen.Ir.lan.da.pues.co.mo.que.no.mea.pe.te.cí.a.mu.cho 20 18 oe-ea 
   
N.I 
bue.no 2 
      la.llu.via.sí 4 
      pe.ro.la.tem.pe.ra.tu.ra 8 
      no.sé 2 
      más.o.me.nos 4 
     
S.O 
ya 1 
      bah 1 






      son.muy 2 
   
N-M 
  son.muy.ma.jos 4 
   
N-M 
  pe.ro.fuis.te 4 
      a 1 





      pe.ro.túes 4 3 ue 
    fuis.tea.Van.cou.ver 6 5 ea 
    i.lue.go 3 
      cuan.to.se.tar.da.des.de.To.ron.toa.las.ca.ta.ra.tas.del.Niá.ga.ra 20 19 oa 
 
L-N 
  ah 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      a.mí.me.gus.tó.mu.cho 7 
      Ca.na.dá.tam.bién 5 
      cuan.do.fui 3 
      yoes.tu.veen.Que.bek 7 5 oe-ee 
 
N-K 
  en.la.par.te.fran.ce.sa 7 
   
N-L 
  en.Que.bek.ien.Mon.tre.al 8 7 ie 
 
N-M/N-K 
  i 1 
      bue.no.Van.cou.ver.es 6 
     
R.E 
co.mo 2 
      yo.cre.o.no 4 
      yo.cre.o.que 4 
      bue.no 2 
      la.par.te.fran.ce.sa.es 7 6 ae 
    es.tá.muy.chu.laeh 6 
      sí 1 
      i.la.gen.te.muy.ma.ja 7 
      la.gen.te.su.per.ma.ja 7 
      yo.que 2 
      ve.ní.a.deEs.ta.dos.U.ni.dos 10 9 ee 
   
S.U 
me.pa.re.ció.la.gen.te.mu.cho.más 10 
      mu.cho.más.ma.ja.queen.Es.ta.dos.U.ni.dos 13 12 ee 
   
S.U / N.E 
i.to.do 3 




el.am.bien.tei.to.do 7 6 ei 
   
L.A 
mu.cho 2 
      mu.cho.me.jor 4 
      queen 2 1 ee 
    queen.Es.ta.dos.U.ni.dos 8 7 ee 
   
S.U / N.E 
i.no.sé 3 
      yo.no.cre.o 4 
      yo.cre.o.quea.To.ron.to.no 9 8 ea 
    no.fui.mos 3 
      ieh 2 1 ie 
    qué.tei.baa.de.cir 7 5 ei-aa 
    i.Van.cou.ver 4 






      en.el 2 
     
N.E 
en.el.o.es.te 5 
     
N.E / L.O 
en.ton.ces.por.a.hí.cre.o.quehay.co.mo 12 11 eai 
   
R.A 
mu.chos.bos.ques.i.co.sas.dee.sas 10 9 ee 
   
S.I 
sí.me.sue.na 4 
      qué.bien 2 
      sí 1 
      a.mí.me 3 
      a.mí.me 3 




S.E / N.E 
cuan.do.fui 3 
      ya 1 
      bue.noes.quees.e.so 7 5 oe-ee 
   
S.E 
no 1 
      e.so.son.más.deo.choho.ras.no 10 8 eo-oo 
 
N-M 
  cuán.toes.el.cuán.to 6 5 oe 





     
S.E 
des.de.Lon.dres.o.dón.de 7 
     
S.O 
que.com.pa.ñí.ae.ra 7 6 iae-ea 
    e.ra.ca.na.dien.se 6 
      ven.ga.ya 3 
      qué.ra.ro 3 
      ya.pe.roe.soAer.Lin.gus.a.ve.ces.tam.po.co.lo.tie.neeh 18 15 oe-oae-ee 
   
S.A 
ya 1 
      sí 1 
      jo.der 2 
    
joder-"jode" 
 ah.pues.e.se.sí 5 
     
S.E 
si.quees.la 4 3 ee 
 
S-L 
  por.qué 2 
      pe.ro 2 
      pe.ro.sies 4 3 ie 
    es.táor.ga.ni.za.do.no 8 7 ao 
    pe.ro.que.va.si.cre.o.que.son.u.nos 11 
     
N.U 
cre.o.que.no.be.ben.mu.cho.los.aus.tra.lia.nos 13 





      sa.bes.los.que 4 
   
S-L 
  ah 1 
      e.so.sí 3 
      pe.ro.bue.no.tam.po 6 




      ha.brá.de.to.do 5 
      an.da.ya.tí.a 5 
      mad.re.mí.a 4 
      yohe.vis.to.ti.bu.ro.nes 8 7 oe 
    pe.roes.queha 5 3 oe-ea 





      yo.viu.no 4 
      pe.roes.quee.ra.muy.pe.que.ño 10 8 oe-ee 
    en.Mé.ji.co 4 
   
N-M 
  sí 1 
      pe.ro.cre.o.quea.ho.ra.sí.me.da.rí.a.mie.do 15 14 ea 
    sí.no 2 
      ha.cien.do.bu.ce.o 6 
      no.na.dan.doa.hí 6 5 oa 
    ve.oun.ti.bu.rón 7 6 ou 
 
N-T 
  noha.cien.do.bu.ce.o 7 6 oa 




Appendix 12: Susana_Duologue_2 
 
SYLLABLE 
COUNT  REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
sí 1 
      es.la 2 
   
S-L 
  co.mo.la.quin.ta.vez.que.me.voy.a.Mad.rid 12 
      en.me.nos.deun 5 4 eu 
 
N-M 
  dos.me.ses 3 
      pues 1 
      pen.sa.bair.meel.jue.ves 8 6 ai-ee 
    pe.ro.re.sul.ta.queal.fi.nal.ten.goe.xa.me.nes.o.ra.les 18 16 ea-oe 
   
S.O 
ial.fi.nal.no.pue.de.ser 8 7 ia 
 
L-N 
  a.sí.que.me.pa.re.cea.mí.que.vaa.te.ner.que.ser 16 14 ea-aa 
  
parece-"paece" 
 el.vier.nes 3 
      i.tar.dea.de.más.por.que 8 7 ea 
    qué.ro.llo 3 
      sí 1 
      bue.no 2 
      vuel.voel.lu.nes.por.la.ma.na.na 9 8 oe l-l 
   pe.ro.yo.pen.sa.ba.quei.baa.es.tar.des.deel.jue.ves 17 14 ei-aa-ee 
    i.quei.baa.te.ner.mu.chí.si.mo.más.tiem.po 14 12 ei-aa 
    pe.roal.fi.nal 5 4 oa 
    na.da 2 




S.A / R.E 
en.tre.que.lle.gas.i.te.vie.nes 9 
      bue.no 2 
      sí.pe.roel.lu.nes.por.la.ma.ña.na 11 10 oe l-l 




ten.go.que.te.ner.a.quíe.xá.me.nes.a.de.más 14 13 ie 
   
S.A / R.A 
o.se.a.que 4 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      quea.sía.lo.me.jor 7 5 ea 
    vah 1 
      i.tú 2 
      pues 1 
      en.prin.ci.pio 4 
   
N-P 
  cre.o.que 3 






      quehan.na.ci.do.co.mo 7 6 ea n-n 
   yo.no.se.síes.quees.táel 9 6 ie-ee-ae 
    bei.bi.bum.és.te 5 
      a.ho.raen.Es.pa.ña.pe.ro.ten.go.mo.go.llón.de.be.bes.que.ver 19 18 ae 
 
N-D 
  a.sí.que.voy.ain.ten.tar.re.par.tír.me.los 14 12 oiai r-r 
   en.mis.dos.dí.as 5 
   
N-M 
  i 1 
      oy.ei.lue.go.me.voy.a.Mur.ciael.fin.de.se.ma.na.que.vie.ne 19 17 ei-iae 
 
N-D 
  túe.res.de.Mur.cia.no 7 6 ue 
    al.me.dio.de.la.na.da 7 
      sí.me.voy 3 
      i.de.gi.ris.a.de.más.o.se.a 10 
     
S.A / S.O  
de.lo.me.jor.ci.to 6 
      sí. 1 
      voy.tres.dí.as 4 
      a.Cam.po.sol.cre.o.que.se.lla.ma 10 
      al.goa.sí.se.lla.ma 7 6 oa 
   
S.I 
es.un 2 
     
S.U 
es.un.de.sier.to 5 








      i.lue.goal.la.do.quie.ren.cre.ar.un 11 10 oa l-l N-K lado-"lao" R.U 
cam 1 
      un.golf 2 
   
N-G 
  un.cam.po.de.gol 5 
   
N-K 
  oal.goa.sí.pe.ro 7 5 oa-oa 
    a.lo.me.jor.voy.a.Mur.cia.Mur.cia 10 
      por.que.ten.goun.a.mi.go.de 9 8 ou 
    que.que.rí.a 4 
      ver.me 2 
      bue.noa.mi.go.de.mis.tí.os 9 8 oa 
    a.lo.me.jor.ce.na.mos.con.él 9 
      ie.so 3 2 ie 
    que 1 
      ay.pues.re.co.mién.da.meal.go.de.Mur.cia 12 11 ea 
    no.sé 2 









S.I / R.E 
ah.sí 2 
      qué.se.co.me 4 
      quées.lo.tí.pi.co.dea.llí 9 7 ee-ea 
 
S-L 
  o.kei 2 
      o.kei 2 
      ae.so.me.va.bien 6 5 ae 
    




 oy.e 2 
      cuál.es.tu.ciu.dad.fa.vo.ri.ta.deEs.pa.ña 13 12 ee 
   
L.E 
tie.nes.al.gu.na 5 
     
S.A 
Se.vi.llaes.pre.cio.so 7 6 ae 




cuán.does.tu.vis.te 6 5 oe 
    ah 1 
      es.ver.dad.es.ver.dad.es.ver.dad 9 
      mea.cuer.do 4 3 ea 
    ien.ci.maen.ve.ra.no 8 6 ie-ae 
 
N-B 
  te.gus.tó.Se.vi.llaen.ve.ra.no 10 9 ae 
 
N-B 
  pues.si.te.gus.ta.Se.vi.llaen.ve.ra.noen.ton.ces 15 13 ae-oe 
 
N-B 
  que.no 2 
      quees.un.ho.rror 5 4 ee 
   
S.U / N.ho 
un.in.fier.no 4 
      por.que.lea.fec.tóal.ce.re.bro.no 11 9 ea-oa 
    es.in.fer.nal.es.in.fer.nal 4 
     
S.I 
sí 1 
      en.el.si.tio.dein.ter.net 8 7 ei 
 
L-S 
  oen.el.ho.tel 5 4 oe 
   
L.ho 
ah.en.el.si.tio.dein.ter.net 9 8 ei 
 
L-S 
  qué.fuer.te 3 
      es.tá.bien 3 
      yo.creo 2 
      quéhi.ce.laúl.ti.ma.vez.cuan.does.tu.veen 14 10 ei-au-oe-ee 
    ah.sí.na.da 4 
      al.qui.léun.ho 5 4 eu 
   
N.ho 
bue.noal.qui.lé 5 4 oa 





me.que.déen.un.ho.tel 7 6 ee 
   
N.ho 
quees.tá.bas.tan.te.bien 7 6 ee 
    cre.o.quee.raun.no.vo.tel 9 7 ee-au n-n 
   al.gu.na.dees.tos.a.sí.co.moes.tán.dars 13 11 ee-oe 
   
S.A 
pe.ro.que 3 
      es.tán.bien 3 







      no 1 
      es.ho.rro.ro.so 5 
     
S.ho 
yo.Se.vi.lla 4 
      mea.cuer.do.cuan.doe.ra.pe.que.ñi.ta 12 10 ea-oe 
    queí.ba.mos.por.la.ca.lle.queí.ba.mos.en.co.che 15 13 ei-ei 
 
N-K 






      yo.re.cuer.do 4 
      el.ca.lor.de 4 
      qué.ho.rror 3 
      si.la.gen.te.no.vi.veae.sas.ho.ras 10 12 eae 
   
S.ho 
la.gen.te.sees.con.de 7 6 ee 
    yo.meac 3 2 ea 
    mea.cab 3 2 ea 
    un.es. tar.buc 4 
      yo.mea.cuer.do 5 4 ea 
    mea.cuer.do.yen.do.con 7 6 ea 
    yoi.ba.con.mi.pad.reen.el.co.chei.mea.cuer.do 16 12 oi-ee-ei-ea 
 
N-M 
  en.el.co.chees.te.cien.to.trein.tai.u.no.quees.su.per.an.ti.guos 20 17 ee-ai-ee s-s 
  
R.A 
cuan.do.noha.bí.aai.rea.con.di.ció.na.do 14 11 oa-aai-ea 
    los.tres.her.ma.nos.a.hí 7 
     
S.A / S.he 
el.pa.rei.la.mad.re 7 6 ei 
  
padre-"pare" 
 e.ra.co.mo 4 
      quého.rror 3 2 eo 
    sa.cad.me.dea.quí.por.fa.vor 8 9 ea 
    quého.rror.de.Se.vi.lla 7 6 eo 
    sí 1 
      sí.bue.no 3 








pe.roen.con.cre.to 6 5 oe 
 
N-K 
  no.se 2 
      co.mo.no.tie.ne.mar.ni.na.da 9 
      te.da.co.mo.más.sen.sa.ción.de.ca.lor 12 
  
s-s N-D 
  Se.vi.lla 3 
      no.sé 2 








      i 1 





deEs.pa.ña 4 3 ee 
    yo.nohees.ta.do.nun.caen.Ga.li.cia 12 9 oee-ae 
 
N-G 
  meen.can.ta.rí.air 6 5 ee 
    no 1 
      es 1 
      es.u.na.de.las 5 
     
S.U 
de.las.co.sas.pen.dien.tes.que.ten.go 10 
      Ga.li.cias.i 4 
      Can.ta.bria 3 
      As.tu.rias.mea.pe.te.ce 8 7 ea 
    en.Pam.plo.na.sí.quehe.es.ta.do 10 8 ee 
 
N-P 
  no.me.gus.tó.na.da.me.pa.re.ció.su.per.se.ria 14 
      i.su.per.a.bu.rri.da 7 
     
R.A 
ay 1 
      no.me 2 
      qui.zás.a.lo.me.jor 6 
     
S.A 
que.fuien.in.vier.no 6 5 uie 
    fuien 2 1 uie 
    en.di.ciem.bre 4 
   
N-D 
  yo.fuiau.na.con.fe.ren.cia 9 7 uiau 











      cla.ro 2 
      es.quea.lo.me.jor 6 5 eao 
  
lo-"o" 
 oy.ei.por.las.no.ches.la.gen.te.sa.lí.a 13 12 ei 
 
S-L 
  por.que.pa.ra.mie.rau.na.ciu.dad.muer.ta 13 11 ie-au 
    noha.bí.a.na.die 6 4 oa-ia 
    es.tu.ve.por 4 
      no.sé 2 
      es.tu.veen.dis.tin.tas.zo.nas 9 8 ee 
 
N-D 
  en.la.zo.naan.ti.gua 7 6 aa 
 
N-L 
  sí 1 
      jun.toal.a.yun.ta.mien.toi.to.does.to 13 10 oa-oi-oe 
   
L.A 
noha.bí.a.na.die 5 
      a.las.diez.de.la.no.chei.noha.bí.a.na.die 12 
      e.ra.su.per.a.bu.rri 7 
     
R.A 
no.sé 2 
      qui.zás.es.quee.ra.Di.ciem.bre 8 
     
S.E 
ia.fi.na.les.de.Di.ciem.bre 8 
      me.dia.dos.de.Di.ciem.bre 7 
      sí 1 
      tí.a.pe.roes.queen.ve.ra.noa.lo.me.jor.la.gen.te 14 
   
N-B 
  pues.es.toes.to.do.lo.con.tra.rioa.lo.que.yo.co.no.cí 17 15 oe-ioa 
   
S.E 
ay.yo.no 3 
      yo.to.do.lo.que 5 
      yo.gen.te.muy.pi.ja.la.ver.dad 9 
      lo.que.vi.por.a.hí 6 
     
R.A 
a.par.te 3 
      a.par.te.no.sé 5 










     
L.O 
la.de.Na.va.rra 5 
      no.sé 2 
      qui.zás.e.so.mein.fluen.ció 8 7 ei 
   
S.E 
lue.go.to.do.me.pa.re.ció 9 
      no.sé.no.me 4 
      me.dio.co.mou.na.sen.sa.ción.de 10 9 ou 
 
N-D 
  dea.bu.rri.mien.to.de.ciu.dad.no.sé 11 10 ea 




S.E / R.A 
yoes.co.mo.bue.no 6 5 oe 
    sí 1 
      pe.roes.que 4 3 oe 
    no 1 
      mu.cha.vi.daa.sí.vi.da.lo.que.se.di.ce.vi.da 15 14 aa 
    no.tie.ne 3 
      noes.to.me.re.cuer.da.que.ten.go.queem.pe.zar.a.re.ser.var.ya 19 17 oe-ee 
   
R.A 
a.lo.ja.mien.to.pa.ra.lo.deAus.tra.lia.tí.a 14 13 eau 
    que.nohee.cho.na.da.to.da.ví.a 11 9 oee 





yu.yueh 3 2 ue 
    por.que.nohe.he.cho.na.da 8 7 oe 
    no.ten.go.na.da.re.ser.va.do 9 
      ni.sé.don.de.lle.go.ni.co.mo.lle.go 11 
      no.sé.muy.bien.co.mo.van.es.tas.co.sas 11 
   
N-K 






      lo.nel.pla.net 4 
      se 1 
      es.el.me.jor 4 






      pues.a.lo.me.jor.voy.lue.goi.me.com.prou.no 14 12 oi-ou 
   
S.A 
pa.ra.gen.te.lon.ly.no 7 
      va.le 2 
      mein.clu.yo.to.da.víaen.el.gru.po.no 12 10 ei-iae 
    en.el.de.los.jó.ve.nes 7 
   
L-D 
  va.le.bien 3 
      va.lo.de 3 
      pues.por.cier.to.lo.deI.bi.za 8 




S.A / S.ha 
bue.no.que.lle.van.lo.tres.o.cua.tro.dí.as 12 




a.hí.ven.gaa.man.dar.fo.tos.de.ca.sas.ie.so 15 13 aa-ie 
   
S.I 
va.mos.aal.qui.lar.u.na.ca.sa 10 9 aa 
   
S.A / R.U 
pre.cio.sa 3 
      es.co.mo.deen.sue.ño 7 6 ee 
    su.per.bo.ni.ta 5 
      con.la.pis.ci.nain.clui.da 7 6 ai 
 
N-L 
  con.un.á.ti.co.pre.cio.so 8 
      vah 1 




S.A / R.E 
i.co.ger.el.co.chee.ir.mos.a.play.i.tas.a.hí.nu.dis.tas 18 16 eei 
   
S.A / R.E 
i 1 
      se.pa.ra.das.de.to.do 7 
      la.ca.sa.cues.ta.mo.go.llón.de.di.ne.ro 12 
   
N-D 
  pe.ro.no.sé 4 
      yo.cre.o.que.sal.go.por.no.che.co.moa.cin.cuen.ta 15 14 oa 
    cin.cuen.tai.cin.co.cre.o 8 7 ai 





i.yo.na.más.quees.toy.dos.no.ches 10 9 ee 
    de.lo.míoes 6 5 oe 





      voy.de.vier.nes.a.do.min.go.cla.ro 10 
     
S.A 
pues.por.queen.prin.ci.pio.meu.no 10 8 ee-eu 
 
N-P 
  eh 1 
      a.pro.ve.chan.doel.via.je.que.ten.go.del.jue.ves.a.lu.nes 17 16 oe 
   
S.A 
yo.me.meu.noa.e.llas.de.vier.nes.a.do.min.go 15 13 eu-oa 
   
S.A 
o.se.a.bien.queha.ca.í.doa.hí.quehe.po.di.do 16 13 ea-oai-ee 
 
N-K 
  cla.ro 2 
      voy.a.Mad.rid 4 
      que.ten.goel.bi.lle.te.ya.com.pra.do 11 10 oe 
    i.lue.go.ya.me.voy.pa.raa.llá.con.e.llas.a 14 13 aa 
   
S.A 
i.na.da 3 
      guay 1 
      ten.gou.nas.ga.nas.tre.men.das 9 8 ou 
    por.que.tie.neu.nas 6 5 eu 
    pin.ta.to.do.su.per.bo.ni.to 9 
      de.Mad.rid.me.co.joun.vue.loa.I.bi.za 13 11 ou-oa 
 
N-B 
  que.meha.cos.ta.do.dos.cien.tos.eu.ros 11 10 ea 
   
S.E 
e.so.sí.que.meha.cos.ta.do.mu.cho.di.ne.ro 14 13 ea 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      sí 1 
      pe.ro.mea.pe.te.ce.mu.choes.tar.con.e.llas 14 12 ea-oe 
    mu.cho.mu.cho 4 
      a.sí.que.vah 4 
      me.re.ce.la.pe.na 6 
      sí 1 
      pe.ro.no.va.mos.air.pa.ra.na.daa.la.zo.na.co.mer.cial 18 16 ai-aa 
   
S.A 
o.se.a.va.mos.air.a.si.tios.su.per 13 11 ea-ai s-s 
  
S.A / R.A 
es.quees.su.per.bo.ni.to 8 7 ee s-s 




por.lo.que.ve.oen.fo.tos 8 7 oe 
 
N-F 
  mea.pe.te.ce.mo.go.llón 8 7 ea 
    ial.fi.nal.a.For.men.te.ra.no.va.mos 12 11 ia 
   
L.A 
van.air.a.For.men.te.rae.llas.so.las 12 10 ai-ae s-s 
  
R.A 
a.mí.mea.pe.te.cí.air.a.For.men.te.raa.de.más 17 14 ea-ai-aa 
   
R.A 
u.na.de.las.co.sas.que.mea.pe.te.cí.a.mu.cho 15 14 ea 
    pe.ro.vah 3 
      i.réo.tro.dí.a 6 5 eo 
    o.tra.vez 3 
      o.tro.dí.a 4 
      ah 1 
      u.nao.fer.ta 5 4 ao 
    no.way 2 
      buh 1 
      es.táha.cien.do.buen.tiem.poa.ho.ra 11 9 aa-oa 
 
N-T 
  bue.ní.si.mo 4 
      sí 1 
      que.se.po.ne.mal.no 6 
   
N-L 
  sí 1 






      cuan.do.se.ca.só.mia.mi.ga.Ma.ri.sa 11 
      que.me.fui.con.Al.va.ro 7 
      nos.fui.mos.an.tes.a.Mo.ja.car 9 
     
S.A 
aAl.me.rí.a 5 4 aa 
    ie.ra.co.mo.bue.noa.hí.se.gu.ro.queha.ce.buen.tiem.po 18 15 ie-oai-ea 
 
N-T 
  a.sí.co.joun.po.qui.to.de.co.lor.ci.to.pa.la.piel 16 15 ou 
 
N-P para-'pa' 
 pa.la.bo.da 4 
    
para-'pa' 
 noes.toe.ra.me.dia.dos.de 9 7 oe-oe 
    de.Sep.tiem.bre 4 




que.tam.bién.es.u.naé.po.ca.bue.na 11 10 ae 
   
S.U 
pa.ra 2 
      co.moel.do.ce 5 4 oe 
 
L-D 
  bue.no.pues.me.to.cóun.tiem.poo.se.a 12 10 ou-oo 
 
N-T 
  es.que.no.vi.mos.el.sol.na.da 9 




me.co.gíun.ca.bre.o 7 6 iu 
 
N-K 
  a.de.más.mea.cuer.do.que.vol.vi.mos.por.Mur.cia 14 13 ea 
    a.ver.sí.ve.í.a.mos.al.go.de.sol 11 
     
S.A 
na.da.na.da.na.da 6 
      en.to.doel.ca.mi.no 7 6 oe 
 
N-T 
  ie.ra.co.mo 5 4 ie 
    có.mo.pue.de.ser.queen.tres.dí.as.nohay.a.mos.vis.toel.sol 18 15 ee-oai-oe 
 
N-T/L-S 
  un.ca.bre.o 4 
   
N-K 
  que.me.co.gí 4 
      pues.e.so 3 
     
S.E 
a.mí 2 
      meo.cu.rrióa.mí 6 4 oe-ioa 
    na.da.más.quea.mí 6 5 ea 
    no.sé 2 
      sí 1 
      so.bre.to.doen.e.saé.po.ca 10 8 oe-ae 
    pues.na.da 3 
      no.vi.mos.na.da 5 
      yo.que.pen.sa.ba 5 
      co.ger.un.po.qui.to.de.co.lor.pa.la.bo.da 13 
   
N-P para-'pa' R.U 
fui.más.blan.ca.que 5 
      la.le.che 3 
      oh 1 
      quého.rror 3 2 eo 
    pe.ro.quién.se.ca.sa.tí.a 8 







     
R.U 
pa.ra.la.bo.da.de.miher.ma.na 10 9 ie 
    a.de.más.u.no.bue.no 7 
     
S.U 
cuán.does 3 2 oe 
    quién.se.ca.sa 4 
   
N-S 
  es.ver.dad 3 
      en.Es.pa.ña.no 5 
      en.Mur.cia 3 
   
N-M 
  qué.bien 2 
      guau 1 
      ca.lor.ci.to.ca.lor.ci.to 8 
      mis.pad.res.tam.bién.se.ca.sa.ron.por.a.hí 12 





      que.dí.a 3 
      en.Bur.de.os 4 
   
N-B 
  quién.se.ca.saen.Bur.de.os 8 7 ae 
 
N-B/N-S 
  pues.yo 2 
      gra.cias.a.dios.ten.go.na.da.más.que.la.de.miher.ma.no 16 15 ie 
   
S.A 
i.ya.me.va.le.bas.tan.te 8 
      por.que.me.vaa.cos.tar.un.o.jo.de.la.ca.ra 13 
     
R.U 
quého.rror 3 2 eo 
    quého.rror 3 2 eo 
    yo.co.mo.las.o.dio.tan.to 8 
     
S.O 
en.ge.ne.ral 4 
   
N-G 
  a.sí 2 
      meen.can.ta.tan.toir.a.bo.das 10 8 ee-oi 
   
R.A 
pues.a.mí.per.so.nal.men.te 8 
     
S.A 
el.des.plie.gue.de.di.ne.ro 8 
   
L-D 
  i.de.mo.vi.mien.toi.de.to.do 9 
      quehay.queha.cer.pa.ra.las.bo.das 10 8 eai-ea 





      que.no.mein.vi.ta.ran 7 6 ei 
    buah 1 
      yo.la.mí.la.de.miher.ma.no.tam.bién.pe.ro 13 12 ie 
 
N-P 






      yoes.que.nun.cahe.i.doa.u.na.bo.da.deal.guien.que.no.co.noz.co 21 17 oe-aei-oau-ea 
 
N-K 





i.to.dos.su.per.cer.ca.nos.o.sea 11 10 ea s-s 
  
S.O 
mi.me.jor.a.mi.gai.pri.ma 10 9 ai 
   
R.A 
ha.si.do.co.moa.cua.troen.mi.vi.da 12 10 oa-oe 
 
N-M 
  nohe.i.doa.más 6 4 oe-oa 
    sí.sí 2 
      es.que.no 3 





sí.yo.mea.cuer.do.quees.ta.bas.con.Pa. di 13 11 ea-ee 
 
N-P 
  que.meha.bla.bas 5 4 ea 
    ten.gou.na.bo.da 6 5 ou 
    ten.goo.tra.bo.da 6 5 oo 
    ten.goo.tra.bo.da 6 5 oo 
    e.ra.co.mo.te.ní.as.más.bo.das 10 
      que.fi.nes.de.se.ma.naen.el.a.ño 11 10 ae 
   
L.A 
con.él 2 
      mea.cuer.do.deir.au.nas.cuan.tas 11 8 ea-ei-au 
   
R.A 
sí 1 
      en.Ca.van 3 
   
N-K 
  i.co.sas.dees.tas 6 5 ee 
    mea.cuer.do.queha.bí.a 8 6 ea-ea 
    me.mo.ra.ble 4 
      bo.do.rrio 3 




se.lla.mae.so 5 4 ae 
    sí 1 
      pues.yo.me.ten.go.que.com.prar.un.tra.je 11 




por.que.co.mo.soy.su.pues.ta.men.te.laher.ma.na 14 13 ae 
    que.su.pues.ta.men.tees.ta.vez.es.más.se.rio 13 12 ee s-s 
   yoes.que.nor.mar.men.te.voy.co.mo.pa.so.de.sa.per.ci.bi.dí.sí.ma 20 19 oe 
    a.quí.no 3 
      co.moe.res.laher.ma.na.del.que.se.ca.sa 13 11 oe-ae 
 
S-L 
  pues.hi.ja.mi.mad.re.co.mo.que 9 
     
S.hi 
mi.mad.re.seha.com.pra.doun.me.ga.ves.ti.do 14 12 ea-ou 
 
N-M 
  pe.ro.bue.noe.llaes.la.mad.ri.na 11 9 oe-ae 
 
S-L 
  se.cues 2 
      





 co.mo.mil.eu.ros.ha.gas.ta.do 9 
     
L.E /S.ha 
mil.i.pi.co.pue.de.ser 7 
     
L.I 
el.de.mi.mad.re 5 
   
L-D 
  el.de.mi.mad.re 5 
   
L-D 
  el.de.las.mad.ri.nas 6 
   
L-D 
  no.ba.jan.de.los.mil.eu.ros 8 





     
S.I 
iha.bus.ca.doen.to.do.Mad.rid 10 8 ia-oe 
 
N-T 
  quees.u.na.lo.cu.ra 7 6 ee 
   
S.U 
no.yo.no 3 
      yo 1 
      yo.no 2 
      pe.ro.las.mad.ri.nas.sí 7 
  
s-s 
   no.yo.no.voy.de.mad.ri.na 8 
      di.go.mi.mad.re 5 
      que.yo.me.voy.a.gas.tar.mil.eu.ros 10 





bas.tan.te.me.vaa.cos.tar.to.do.lo.que.me.vaa.cos.tar.el.re.ga.loel 22 19 aa-aa-oe 
   
R.E 
pe.ro.có.mo 4 
      pe.ro.cuán.to.te.cos.tó 7 
      qué 1 
      qué.le 2 
      qué.le.cos.tó 4 
      qué.te.cos.tó 4 
      te.cos.tó.mu.cho 5 
      pe.ro.si.noha.bí.aeu.roha.ce.sie.tea.ños.tí.a 17 13 oa-iaeu-oa-ea 
    yo.cre.o.que.noha.bí.aeu.roha.ce.sie.tea.ños 16 12 oa-iaeu-oa-ea 
    no 1 
      cuán.to.tiem.poha.ce.que.lle.va.mos.con.el.eu.ro 14 13 oa 
   
N.E / L.E 
tan.to 2 
      yo.cre.o.que.no.eh 6 
      cre.o.que.no 4 
      bue.no 2 
      sí 1 
      a.lo.me.jor 4 
      no.sé 2 
      paunds 1 
      cla.ro 2 
      tea.cuer.das.de.la.mo.ne.daes.ta.su.per.gran.de 15 13 ea-ae 
    el.paund 2 
      quee.ra.más.gran.de 6 5 ee 
    quee.ra.co.mou.na 7 5 ee-ou 
    mo.ne.daés.ta.de.cho.co.la.te.de 11 10 ae 
    en.se.gui.da 4 
      no.tí.aes.tu.vi.mos.bas.tan.te.tiem.po.con.la.mo.ne.daes.ta.gran.des 21 19 ae-ae 
 
N-L 
  des.deel.no.ven.tai.nue.ve 9 7 ee-ai 
 
L-N 
  a.ca.bo.deha.cer 6 5 ea 




dea.ni.ver.sa.rio 6 5 ea 
    tie.nes.a.ni.ver.sa.rio 7 
     
S.A 
tie.nes.el.dí.a 5 





      ah.sí 2 
      pe.ro.fuee.se.dí.a 7 6 ee 






      i.via.jas.tee.se.diaen.a.vión 11 9 ee-iae 
    o.se.a.que.no.te 6 
      que.noi.bas 4 3 oi 
    jo 1 
    
joder-"jo" 
 que.dí.a 3 
      yo.mea.cuer.do.quees.ta.baen.la.tien.dae.se.dí.a 17 13 ea-ee-ae-ae 
 
N-L 
  tí.a 2 
      ie.ra.co.mo 5 4 ie 
    qué.mal.ro.llo 4 
      ah 1 
      Her.mes 2 
      sí 1 
      tú.cre.es 3 
      no.sé.por.que.yoaél 5 4 oae 
    có.mo.que.sie.te 5 
      tú.lle.vas.más.de.sie.tea.ños.a.quí.no.Ma.rí.a 15 14 ea 
   
S.A 
só.lo 2 
      yo.pen.sé.que.lle.va.bas.co.mo.nue.ve 11 
      yo.que.lle.vo.co.mo.diez.pa.raon.ce 11 10 ao 
    pen.sa.ba.que.lle.va.bas.co.moun.a.ño.me.nos.que.yo 16 15 ou 
    oal.goa.sí 5 3 oa 
    na.da.más 3 





      i.de.via.jes.a.ver.que.más 8 
     
S.A 
qué.más.te 3 
      qué.más.te.gus.ta.de 6 
      qué.más.te.gus.ta 4 
      deEs.pa.ña 4 3 ee 
    yoes.que.me 4 3 oe 
    qué.ciu.dad.no.teha.gus.ta.do 9 8 ea 
    bue.no.noes.que.no.me.gus.ta.ra 10 9 oe 
    la.ciu.dad.es.tá.bien 6 
      pe.ro.me.pa.re.ció.su.per.a.bu.rri.da 12 
     
R.A 
noes.que.no.me.gus.ta.ra 8 7 oe 
    me.pa.re.ció.su.per.a.bu.rri.da 10 
     
R.A 
jo.e.tí.a.de.ver.dad 7 
    
joder-"joe" 
 meen.can.ta.rí.a.ver.lo 8 7 ee 




   
N-P 
  i.túes.ta.bas.que.dán.do.teen.u.no.dee.llos 15 12 ue-ee-ee 
    gra.tui.tos 3 
      a.mí.mea.go.bia.mo.go.llón.e.so 11 10 ea 





ia.ver.si.con.si.gues.si.tioo.noi 12 9 ia-ioo-oi s-s 
   sí 1 
      sí 1 
      es.que.di.ce 4 
      va.le 2 
      es.tá.más.pe.ta.do.to.do 8 
      es.que.me.de.cí.an.a.hí.que.tie.nes.gen.tehas.ta.las.cin.co.de.la.ma.ña.na 23 22 ea 
   
N.A 





pa.ra.po.der.con.se.guir.si.tioi.si.no.lo.con.se.guías.na.da 18 17 ioi 





   
N-P 
  va.mos.quea.mí.mea.go.bia.ríaun.mo.go.llón. 15 11 ea-ea-iau 
 
N-M 
  te.ner.que.le.van.tar.mea.las.cin.co.de.la.ma.ña.na.pa.ra.po.der.lle.gar.a.lau.na 26 24 ea-au 
   
R.A 
pe.ro.pa.ra.tra.ba.jar 7 
      no.pa.rair.aan.dar.tí.a 9 7 ai-aa 
   
R.A 
o.se.a 3 
      tú.su.pues.ta.men.tees.tás.de.va.ca.cio.nes 13 12 ee 
    te.dai.gual.a.las.cin.co.quea.las.o.cho.no 14 12 ai-ea 
   
S.O / L.A 
vein.te.ki.lo.me.tros 6 
    
veinte-"vente" 
 quin.ce 2 
      cuán.tas.ho.ras.es.e.so 7 
     
S.E / S.ha 
i.no.pa.ra.bais 5 
      o.kei 2 
      pa.ra.que.des.can.sa.ran.los.pies 9 
   
N-L 
  quie.re.de.cir 4 
      o.kei 2 
      no.te.sa.lie.ron 5 
      qué.suer.te 3 
      por.que.te.lo.cui.das.tes.mu.cho.no 10 
      a.há 2 
      fuis.te.con.tu.prim 5 
   
N-T 
  con.tuher.man 4 3 ue 
 
N-T 
  con.tu.cu.ña.do.no 6 
   
N-T 
  so.la 2 
      i.te.lle.va.bas.bien.con.él 8 
   
N-K 
  de.ca.mi.no.de.San.tia.go 8 
      a.mí.no.meim.por.ta.rí.a 9 8 ei 
    la.ver.dad 3 
      ha.cer.lo 3 
      pe.ro 2 




que.tea.pe.te.ce.dor.mir.no 9 8 ea 






   
N-L/S-L 
  es.tá.to.doel.mun.doi.gual.de.muer.to.no 13 11 oe-oi 
 
L-D 
  cla.ro 2 
      puf.tí.a 3 
      lo.de.ron.car 4 
      quého.rror 3 2 eo 
    le.cor 2 
      le.cor.tas.te.la 5 
      las.cuer.das.vo.ca.les 6 
      tí.a.yo.me 4 
      de.ver.dad 3 
      nun.caen.mi.vi.da 6 5 ae 
 
N-M 
  mi.ra.que.yo.duer.mo.su.per.bien 9 
      i.mea.cuer.do.cuan.do.fuia.es.ta.se.ma 13 11 ea-uia 
    es.ta.ve.ra.no.pa.sa.do.con.mis 10 
   
N-M 
  con.las.ni.ñas 4 
   
N-L 
  sa.lía 3 2 ia 
    aAl.me.rí.a 5 4 aa 
    que.nos.que.da.mos.en.un.al.ber.gue 10 
     
S.E 
siem.pre 2 
      ie.llas.se.que.da.ron.en.u.naha.bi.ta.ción.las.cua.tro 17 15 ie-aa s-s N-L 
  i.yo.le.di.je.vah 6 
      vo.so.tras.co.mo.na.da.más.que.vi.ne.dos.dí.as 14 






      me.fuia.u.naha.bi.ta.ción 9 7 uiau-aa 
    quého.rror 3 2 eo 








      sí 1 
      tí.as.i.ti 4 
     
S.I 
ha.bí.aun.tí.o 6 4 iau 
 
N-T 
  cre.o 2 
      pe.ro.tí.as.tam.bién 6 
      i.me.po.ní.a.los 6 
      los.ta.po.nes.i.de.cí.a.con.ta.po.nes.yo.duer.mo 15 




si.yo.duer.mo.co.moun.tron.coen.cual.quier.si.tio 14 12 ou-oe 
 
N-T 
  bue.no 2 
      pues.no 2 
      o.se.aun.ca.bre.o 7 6 au 
 
N-K 
  u.na.ma.la 4 
      le.che.que.se.te.po.ne 7 






      o.se.aes.ta.gen.te 7 6 ae 
    




 es.quee.ra.su.per.fuer.te 8 7 ee 
    sí.que.lo.sa.be 5 
      la.gen.te.que.ron.ca.lo.sa.be 9 
      por.que.se.gu.ro.quehan.dor.mi.doen.al.gún.si.tio.con.al.guien 18 16 ea-oe 
 
N-D 
  al.gu.na.vez.i.se.lohan.di.cho 10 9 oa 
 
N-D/N-S 
  tí.a 2 






      o.se.a 3 
      en.se.rio 3 
      tia.o.si.no.no.va.yas.aun.al.ber.gue 13 11 ia-au 
   




ve.tea.un.si.tio.tú.so.lo 9 8 ea 
 
N-S 
  pe.roes.que.noes 6 4 oe-oe 
    noes.jus.to.pa.ra.los.de.más 9 8 oe 
    cla.ro 2 
      pe.ro.por.e.so 5 
     
R.E 
yo.queen.el.fon.do 6 5 ee 
    no.sé 2 
      un.po.co.de.res.pe.to.por.los.de.más.por.que.por.tu.cul.pa 17 
   
N-P 
  pue.de.que.to.da.la.gen.te.no.pue.da.dor.mir.e.sa.no.che 17 
     
R.E 
yo.me.sen.ti.rí.a.su.per.mal 9 
      si.por.mi.cul.pa.la.gen.te.no.pue.de.dor.mir 13 
      ihay.gen.te.que.tie.ne.pro.ble.mas.de.ver.dad.de.res.pi.ra.ción 18 17 ia d-d 
   pe.rohay.gen.te.ya 6 5 oai 
    deal.go.clí.ni.coeh 7 5 ea-oe 
    queho.rror 3 2 eo 
    i.le.ti.ra.bas.chi.ni.tas 8 
      no 1 
      qué.fuer.te 3 
      es.quees.co.mou.na.pe.sa.di.lla 11 9 ee-ou 
    a.de.más.es.que.no 6 
     
S.E 
se.te.me.te.den.tro 6 
      ies.co.mo 4 3 ie 
    es.co.mo.cuan.do.te.se.ca.e 9 
      se.que.dael.a.gua 6 5 ae 
   
L.A  
co.rrien.do 3 




Appendix 13: María_Duologue_2 
 SYLLABLE COUNT  REDUCTION SINALEFAS H. PHONEMES ASSIMILATIONS ELISIONS RESYLLABIFICATION 
ya 1 
      i 1 
      cuán.do.te.vas 4 
      i 1 
      qué.te.vas 3 
      el.fin.de.se.ma.na 6 
   
N-D 
  bue.no 2 
      noes.tá.mal 4 3 oe 






   
N-T 
  ah 1 
      pues.muy.bien 3 
    
pues-"pue" 
 sí 1 
      pe.ro.te.vas.ahía 7 5 aia 





   al.me.dio.de.la 6 
      al.me.dio.de.la.na.da.no 8 
      al.me.dio.del.de.sier 6 
   
L-D 
  aun 2 1 au 
    ur.ba.ni.za.ción.en.el.me.dio.del.de.sier.to 13 




dón.dees.e.xac.ta.men.te 8 7 ee 
   
S.E 
ya 1 
      ah 1 
      pues.sí 2 
  
s-s 
   na.da 2 





      es.un.ro.llo 4 





      no 1 
      es.tá.bien.pa.ra 5 
   
N-P 
  es.u.na.ciu.dad.pe.que.ñi.ta 9 
     
S.U 
pe.ro.no.tie.ne 5 
      noes.noes.muy.bo.ni.to 8 6 e-oe 











      i 1 
      pe.roes.tá.muy.bien.pa.ra.co.mer 10 9 oe 
 
N-P 
  sí 1 
     
S.E 
pues 1 
      pues.na.da 3 
      ta.pas 2 
      a.rroz 2 
      cal.de.ro 3 
      mu.cha.ver.du.raa.la.plan.cha 9 8 aa 
    la.ver.du.ra 4 
      la.ver.du.ri.taa.la.plan.chaes.ta.muy.bue.na.por.quees.de 18 15 aa-ae-ee 
    es.dea.llí 4 3 ea 
    i 1 














 es.tá.más.bue.noen 6 5 oe 
    en.los.pue.blos.de.la.cos.ta 8 







      queen.la.ciu.dad 5 4 ee 
 
N-L 
  pe.ro.no 3 
      se.co.me.bien.i 5 
     
N.I 
i.ba.ra.to 4 
      pues.yo 2 
      bue.no 2 
      el 1 
      cuan.does.tu.veen.Se.vi.lla.la.ver.dad.que.meen.can.tóeh 18 14 oe-ee-ee-oe 
 
N-S 
  me 1 
      me.gus.tó.mu.cho 5 
      es.tu.veel 4 3 ee 
    el 1 
      ha.ce.dos.ve.ra.nos 6 
      que.fui.con.Jeims 4 
      quehi.ci 3 2 ei 
    hi.ci.mos.el.via.jee.se.des.de.Se.vi.llahas.ta.Ma.rrue.cos 18 16 ee-aa 
   
S.E 
en.co.che 3 
      i 1 
      ah 1 
      meen.can.tó 4 3 ee 
    meen.can.tó 4 3 ee 
    bue.no.ca.lla.ca.lla 6 
      que 1 
      que.que 2 
      cua.ren.tai.cin.co.gra.dos 8 7 ai 
    tu.vi.mos.nues.tra.pri.me.ra.pe.le.a 11 
      ba.jo.ba.jo.lain.fluen.cia.de.los 10 9 ai 
    de.los.gra.dos 4 
      de.los.cua.ren.tai.cin.co.gra.dos.de.ver.dad 13 12 ai 





      a 1 
      ia.mí.que.no.mea.fec.ta.na.dael.ca.lor 14 11 ia-ea-ae 
    pe.ro.sies.quea.que.lloe.ra 10 7 ie-ea-oe 
    lle.ga.mos.i.nos 5 
     
S.I 
nos.me.ti.mos.en.un 6 
     
S.E / N.U 






      pa.ra.di.pa.ra.bus.car.un.ho.tel 10 
     
R.U / N.ho 




N.E / R.A 
i.se.les.ha.bí.a.ro.to 8 
     
S.ha 
ia.llí.tí.o.la.gen.te.su.dan.do 11 10 ia 
    po.nién.do.se.kli.nex.por.la.ca.be.za 11 11 






     
R.U /N.ho 
no.te.ní.a.mos.ho.tel 7 
     
S.ho 
en.ton.ces 3 
      a.ver.si.ve.í.a.mos.al.gu.nao.fer.ta 13 12 ao 
   
S.A 
que.vaal.fi.nal.en.con.tra.mos.un.ho.tel 12 11 aa 
   
S.U / L.E /N.ho 
que.si.vas 3 
      te.lo.ten.go.que 5 
      que.re 2 
      bien.i.su.per.ba.ra.to 7 
     
N.I 
o.se.a 3 
      e.ra.co.mo 4 
      por.que.vi.mos.u.nas.co.sas.más.cu.tres 11 
     
S.U 
más.cu.tres 3 
      sí 1 
      mi.ra 2 
      a.lai.da 4 3 ai 










   
N-P/N-L 
  nos.ha.bí.a.sa.li.do.su.per.ba.ra.to 12 
     
S.ha 
pe.ro.pa.ra.la.vuel.ta.no.te.ní.a.mos.na.da 14 
      i 1 
      por.e.so.mi.ra.mos.por.in.ter.net 10 
     
R.E / R.I 
pe.ro.noen.con.tra.ba.mos.na.da 10 9 oe 
    los.cua.ren.tai.cin.co 6 
      o.se.a 3 
      es.co.mo.que.se.te.ba.ja.to.da.la.ten.sión.i.no.tie.nes 17 
     
N.I 
síi.en.ci.maes.ae.saho.ra 11 7 ii-ae-ae-ao 
   
S.A 
e.ran.las.tres.de.la.tar.de.no 9 
   
N-L 
  tres.de.la.tar.de 5 
      cua.ren.tai.cin.co.gra.dos 7 
      al.fi.nal.nos 4 
   
L-N 
  nos.me.ti.mos.aun.star.buks 8 7 au 
   
S.A 
tí.a.que.te.ní.a.mos 7 




S.U / N.A 
pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      Mur.ciaes.i.gual.eh 6 5 iae 
   
S.I / L.E 
de.ca.lor 3 
      es.i.gual 3 
     
S.I 
no 1 
      no.sé 2 
      pues 1 
      es.queel.nor.te.no 6 5 ee 
 
L-N 
  no.lo.co.noz.co.mu.choel.nor.teeh 11 9 oe-ee 
 
L-N 
  bue.no 2 
      Ga.li.cia 3 
      no 1 





      te.gus 2 
      San.tia.go 3 
      San.ti 2 
      San.tia.goes.muy.bo.ni.to 8 7 oe 
    ah 1 
      i.lue.goel.a.ño.pa.sa.do 9 8 oe 
   
L.A 
don.dees.tu.ve.que.meen.can.tó.tam.bién 12 10 ee 
    fue 1 
      Pam.plo.na.tí.a 5 
      sí 1 
      a.mí.meen.can.tó 6 5 ee 
    me.lo.pa.sé.muy.bien 6 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      es.que.tam.bién.e.ra 6 
     
N.E /R.E 
ve.ní.a.co.mo.deha.cer.el.ca.mi.no 12 11 ea 
    iha.bí.aes.ta.doa.hí 9 5 ia-iae-oa 
    de.ma.sia.do.bu.có.li.ca 8 
      en.ton.ces.yo.cre.o.que 7 
      lle.gar.a.hía.la.ciu.dad 8 
     
R.A 
lle.gar.a.hía.la.ciu.dad 8 
     
R.A 
con 1 
      no 1 
      e.ra.ve.ra.no 5 
      ha.cí.a.bue.noeh 6 5 oe 
    noha.ci 3 2 oa 
    noha.cí.a.de.ma.sia.do.ca.lor 10 9 oa 
    i.sí.me 3 
      me.gus.tó 3 








      pe.ro.yo.no.seen.que.zo.na 9 8 ee 
 
N-K 
  a.lo.me.jor.es.ta.bas.en.la.zo.na.mo.der.na 14 
   
N-L 
 
S.E / R.E 
en.la.zo.naan.ti.gua 7 6 aa 
 
N-L 
  a.híha.bí.au.na 7 4 aia-au 
    u.na 2 
      vi.da 2 
      pe.ro 2 
      ia.lo.me.jor 5 4 ia 
    ie.raen.tre.se.ma.na 8 6 ie-ae 
    i.gual 2 
      no.sé 2 
      no 1 
      pe.ro.yo.tam.bién.fueen.tre.se.ma.na 11 10 uee 
 
N-F 
  ia.que.lloe.ra 6 4 ia-oe 
    a.que.lloes.ta.ba.lle.no.de.gen.teen.la.ca.lle 15 13 oe-ee 
 
N-L 
  de.con.cier.tos.en.la.ca.lle 8 





      ha.bí.a.mu.cha 5 
      mu.cha.mar.cha 4 
      mu.cho 2 
      mu.cho 2 
      mu.cho.ji.pi.tam.bién 6 
      con.pe.rroi.con.flau.ta 7 6 oi 
 
N-P/N-F 
  i.co.sas.dees.tas 6 5 ee 
    pues.no.sé 3 
      vay.a.que 3 
      vay.aim.pre.sión.más.di.fe.ren.te 10 9 ai 
 
N-M 
  que.no.tí.a 4 
      siha.bíau.na.vi.da.que.no.ve.as 12 9 ia-iau 





      es.que.jus.to.don.dees.ta.ba.mial.ber.gue 12 10 ee-ia 
    es.ta.ba.lle.no.de 6 
      de.ba.res 3 
      dea.sí.de.pin.xos.su.per.bue.nos 10 9 ea s-s 
   i.lue.go 3 
      por.qué 2 
      se.gu.ro.quehay 5 4 eai 
    de.so.bra 3 
      sí 1 
      cóm.pra.teel.lon.li.pla.net 8 7 ee l-l 
   sí 1 
      es.el.me.jor.a.sí.pa.ra.yo.cre.o.que.pa.ra.gen.te.jo.ven 18 
     
S.E / R.A 
sa.bes 2 
      no 1 
      cla.ro 2 
      e.xac.ta.men.te 5 
      no 1 
      es.el.me.jor.pa.ra.gen.te.jo.ven 10 
     
S.E 
por.que.te 3 
      hom.bre.cla.ro 4 
      e.soes.dees.pí.ri.tu 8 6 oe-ee 
    jo.ven 2 
      i 1 
      




 ah 1 
      so.la.men.te.vas.dos.no.ches 8 
      por.qué 2 
      qué.vas.a.Mad.rid 5 












    
joder-"joe" 
 i.dos.dí.as 4 
      pe.ro.bue.no.no 5 
      sí 1 
      en.ton.ces.al.fi.nal 6 
     
S.A 
eh 1 
      van.aI.bi.za 5 4 ai 
   
N.A 
sí 1 
      a.mí.mea.pe.te.ce.mu.cho 9 8 ea 
    sí 1 
      sí 1 
      no 1 
      yo.que.rí.air.el.a.ño.pa.sa.do 11 10 ai 
   
L.A 




S.I / R.A 
a.Si.ci.lia 4 
      pe.roe.ra 4 3 oe 
    For.men.te.ra 4 
      bue.no 2 
      si.vie.ras.por.lo.que.de.ci.di.mos 10 
      por.que.mi.ra.mos.el 6 
     
S.E 
no 1 
      la.pre.dic.ción.del.tiem.po 7 
   
N-D/L-T 
  sí 1 
      ie.ra.co.mo.Si.ci.liaa.hí 10 8 ie-iaai 
    sol 1 
      no.sé.cuan.tí.si.mos.gra.dos 8 
      di.go.va.mo.nos.a.quí.que.seg 9 
     
S.A 
quea.quea.quí.se.gu.ro.que.no.llue.ve 12 10 ea-ea 





      sa.bes.tú.quees.en.Es.pa.ña 9 8 ee 
   
S.E / N.E 
no 1 
      pe.ro.que 3 
      en.Es.pa.ña.mu.chas.ve.ces.a.fi.na.les.deA.gos.to 16 15 ea 
   
S.A / N.E 
i 1 
      la.pri.me.ra 4 
      eh 1 
      a.ve.ces 3 
      sí 1 
      ha.ce.mal.tiem.po 5 
   
L-T 
  en.ton.ces.di.go 5 
      vah 1 
      va.mos.a.Si.ci.lia 6 
     
S.A 
es.que.laúl.ti.ma 6 5 au 
    laúl.ti.ma.se.ma.na 7 6 au 
    siem.preeh 3 2 ee 
    i.qué 2 
      ah 1 
      me.dia.dos.de.Sep.tiem.bre.sí.sue.le 10 
      sue.le.ser.bue.no 5 
      qué.ra.ro 3 
      si.no.pa.sa.nun.ca 6 
      e.soa.de.mas 5 2 oa 
    hom.bre.te.quie.ro.de.cir.que.tres.dí.as.sin.sol 13 
  
s-s N-S 
  es.quees.ra.rí.sí.mo 7 6 ee 
    pues 1 
      ten.goo.tra.bo.da.tí.a 8 7 oo 
    es.que.no.pa.ro 5 
      de.ver.dad.eh 4 




a.yer.me.pro.vé.yao.tro.ves.ti.do 11 10 ao 
    di.go.por.quees.queel.que 8 6 ee 
    el.que 2 
      el.que.ten.go.yo.yaes.quees.tá 10 8 ee 
    que.se 2 
      que.se.ca.e 4 
      pues 1 
      noen.A.gos.to.ten.go.la.de.mia.mi.ga 13 11 oe-ia 
   
N.A 
en.Mur.cia 3 
   
N-M 
  sí 1 
      en.me.dio.del.mon.te 6 
   
N-M 
  que 1 
      tie.ne.bue.na.pin.ta 6 
      sí 1 
      el.ven.ti.dós.deA.gos.to.se.ca.sa.tam.bién 13 12 ea 
    bue.naé.po.ca 5 4 ae 
    pues.sí 2 
      pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      es.táen.el.mon.te 6 5 ae 
   
N.E 
i.por.la.ta.i.por.la.no.che 5 
      i.tal 2 
      o.se.a.que.no 5 
      sí 1 
      i.la 2 






   
N-B 
  pues.no.sé 3 
      no.sé.que.dí.a 5 
      a.fi.na.les.de.Sep.tiem.bre 8 
      pues.u.naa.mi.ga.mí.a.quees.de.Bur.de.os 14 12 aa-ee 





i.se.ca.saa.hí 6 5 aa 
    a.sí.que.yaes.mi.cuar.ta.bo.daes.te 12 10 ae-ae 
    es.tea.ño 4 3 ea 
    mi.cuar.ta.bo.da 5 
      bue.no 2 
      a.mi.no.meim.por.ta.lue.go 9 8 ei 
    la.ver.dad.es.que.no.meim.por.ta 10 9 ei 
    pe.ro 2 
      pe.roes 3 2 oe 
    lo.ú.ni.co 4 
      ya 1 
      hom.bre 2 
      laes.tas.dos.que.voy 6 5 ae 
    es.que.meha.cei.lu.sión 8 6 ea-ei 
    por.que.son.dos.a.mi.gas.mí.as 9 




lo.que.no.me.gus.taes.ir.a.las.bo.das.de.gen.te.que.no.co.noz.co 20 19 ae 
   
S.I / R.A 
joe.pues.yoha.bré.i.do 8 6 oe-oa 
  
joder-"joe" 
 ah.sí 2 
      joe.yoha.bréi.do 7 5 oa-ei 
  
joder-"joe" 
 yoha.bréi.do.co.moa.cin.cuen.ta.bo.das.eh.no.te 16 13 oa-ei-oa 
   
S.E 
de.ver.dad 3 
      no.no.no 3 
      no.tee.xa 4 3 ee 
    que.no.tee.xa.ge.ro 7 6 ee 
    si.lle.voa.quí 5 4 oa 
    bue.no 2 
      tam.po.co.fuia.tan.tas 7 6 uia 
    de 1 
      con.Pa.di 3 
   
N-P 
  a.lo.me 3 




puea.lo.me.jor.fuia.cin.co.bo.das 11 9 uea-uia 
  
pues-"pue" 
 no 1 
      e.sa.fuea.u.na 6 4 ueau 
    quee.sa.fue 4 3 ee 
    des.de.lue.go 4 
      qué.que.bo.da 3 
      tres.cien.tas.cin.cuen.ta.per.so.nas 9 
      yo.de.cí.a.quién.se.ca.saa.quí 10 8 aaa 
 
N-S 
  u.na.co.sa.más 5 
      más 1 
      hor.te.ra 3 
      más.hor.te.ra 4 
     
S.ho 
con.glo.bos 3 
   
N-G 
  con.un 2 
     
N.U 
o.se.au.na.co.sa 7 6 au 
    de.ver.dad 3 
      de.ver.dad 3 
      e.rau.na.co.sa 6 5 au 
    jo 1 
    
joder-"jo" 
 pues.yoa.las.bo.das.de.mis.her.ma.nos.hei.do 14 12 oa-ei 
   
S.he / S.he 
mu.muy.nor.ma.li.ta 4 
      ah.sí 2 
      eh 1 
      el.de.tu.ma.dre 5 
   
L-D 
  oes.la.no.via 5 4 oe 
 
L-D 
  pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      pe.ro.tu.por.qué.no.te 7 
      por.qué.te.por.qué.te.tie.nes.que.com.prar 11 
      une.uno.unoes.pe.cí.fi.co 11 10 oe 
   
N.E / N.O 
tú.ve 2 





      la.ver.dad.es.que.yoel.tra.je.que 10 9 oe 
 
L-T 
  que.ten.go 3 
      que.me.lohees.ta.do.po.nien.doen 10 7 oee-oe 
    los.úl.ti.mos.sie.tea.ños 8 7 ea s-s 
   pa.ra.to.das.las.bo.das.quehe.i.do 11 10 ee 
 
S-L 





ya.le.di.goa.Ja.mes 7 6 oa 
    di.go.me.voy.a 5 
      me.voy.a.po.ner.o.tro 7 
     
R.O 
por.quees.que.ya 5 4 ee 
    es.to.ya.no.pue.de.ser 7 
      a.de.más.es.que.yaes.tá 8 7 ae 
   
S.E 
co.moes.a.sí 5 4 oe 
   
S.A 
co.moes.a.sí.do.ra.do 8 7 oe 
   
S.A 
ya 1 
      yaes.que.tie.ne 5 4 ae 
    tie.ne.co.mo.ro.da.les.i.to.doeh 11 10 oe 
   
S.I 
que.no.se.le.van 5 
      ni.con.el.dri.cle.a.nin 7 





      me 1 
      sí 1 
      me.cos.tó 3 
      bue.no 2 
      ha.ce.sie.tea.ños 6 5 ea 
    i.me.cos.tó.tres.cien.tos.eu.ros.el.ves.ti.do 13 
     
S.E 
eh 1 
      sí 1 
      síhab 2 





      sí.sí.sí 3 
      sí.sí 2 
      sí.sí 2 
      o.no 2 
      es.pé.ra.te 4 
      por.que.cuan.do.nos.vi.ni.mos.a.vi.vir.a.quí 13 
     
S.A / R.A 
cuan.do.yoes.ta.ba 6 5 oe 
    me.vi.nea.ve.nia.vi.vir.a.quí 11 10 ea-ia 
   
R.A 
ha.bí.a.to.da.ví.a 7 
      li.bras 2 
      pe.ro.lo.cam.bia.ron.en.se.gui.da 10 
     
N.E 
eh 1 
      es.que.tu.lle.vas.más.tiem.po.que.yo.vi.vien.doa.quí 15 14 oa 
    yoa.ca.bo.deha.cer 7 5 oa-ea 
    ac 1 
      yo.me.vi.neel.dos 6 5 ee 
    eh 1 
      sie.tea.ños.oa.sí 7 5 ea-oa 
   
S.O 
no 1 
      que.va.no.sí.ni.si.quie 5 
      sí 1 
      el.dí.a.sí 4 
   
L-D 
  por.que.fueel.on.ce.de.Sep.tiem.bre 10 9 uee 
   
L.O 
fueel.dí.a.de.la 6 5 uee 
 
L-D 
  sí 1 
      sí 1 
      por.e.so.mea.cuer.do 7 6 ea 
   
R.E 
va.mos 2 
      si.no.yo 3 





     
S.A 
soy.fa.tal 3 
      sí 1 
      pe.ro.yo.no.sa.bí.a.na.da 9 
      o.sea.meen.te.ré.lue.go 9 7 ea-ee 
    cre.o.que 3 
      Her.mes.tam.bién.lle.góe.se.dí.a 10 9 oe 
 
N-j 
  sí 1 






      sí.sí 2 
      me.sue.na 3 
      e.sahis.to.ria 5 4 ai 
    por.e.so.mea.cuer.do 7 6 ea 
   
R.E 
por.queha.ce.po.co 6 5 ea 
    ha.blan.do.con.Her.mes 6 
     
N.he 
le.di.je.yo 4 
      nohom.bre 3 2 oo 




S.A / S.I 
cuén.ta.los 3 
      que.lle.va.mos.sie.te 6 
  
s-s 
   di.go.mad.re.mí.a 6 
      no.no 2 
      no 1 
      no.que.pen.sa.ba.que.lle.va.ba.me.nos 11 
      i.ya.me.di.joHer.mes.que.lle.va.ba.sie.te 13 12 oe 
    i.ya.di.je 4 
      va.dre 2 
      no.no.no 3 
      bue.no 2 




si.dai.gual 4 3 ai 
    sies.toes.pa.raha.blar 8 5 ie-oe-aa 
    dai.gual 3 2 ai 
    eh 1 
      deEs.pa.ña 4 3 ee 
    pues 1 
      me.gus.ta.ca.si.to.do 7 
      la.ver.dad.es.que.to.dos.los.si.tios 10 
  
s-s S-L 
  nohay 2 1 oai 
    no.me 2 
      es.toy.pen.san.do.qué.no.me.gus.ta 10 
      a.ti.no.te.gus.tó.Pam.plo.na 9 
      sí 1 
      a.mí.no 3 
      es.que.me.lo.pa.sé.muy.bien 8 
      ia.de.más.ha.bí.a.co.mo.mu.cha.mar.chi.ta.por.la.no.che 18 17 ia 
   
S.ha 
por.queen.ci.ma.me.te.ní.a.queir 10 8 ee-ei 
    por.que.tú 3 
      los.al.ber.gues.de.los 6 
     
S.A 
los.al.ber.gues.del 5 
     
S.A 
de.los.pe.re.gri.nos.es.tos.del.ca.mi.no.de.San.tia.go 16 
     
S.E 
los.cie.rran 3 
      sa.bes 2 
      pe.ro.los.cie.rran.au.naho.ra.que 11 9 au 
   
N.A 
que.va.mos 3 
      ni.Ca.si.mi.ro 5 
      o.se.a 3 
      que.no.tie.nen 4 
      pues.por.que.los.cie.rran.pa.ra.que.tea.cues.tes 13 12 ea 
 
N-P 
  cla.ro 2 




yo.me.que.doen.e.so.por.que.son 10 9 oe 





  son.gra.tui.tos 4 
   
N-G 
  son.muy.ba.ra.tos 5 
   
N-M 
  pues.no 2 
      por.que.co.mo 4 
      ah 1 
      pen.sa.ba.que.de.cí.as.pa.ra.dor.mir.por.la.no.che 15 
      no 1 
      siem.prehay.si.tio 5 4 eai 
    bue.no 2 
      no.sé 2 
      yoes.que 3 2 oe 
    hi.ce.la.par.te.más.des.pe.ja.da.del.ca.mi.no 14 
      cre.o.que 3 
      que.con.for.me.te.vas.a.cer.can.doa.San.tia.go 14 13 oa 
   
S.A 
sí 1 
      por.quehay.gen.te.queha.ceel.úl.ti.mo.tro.zo 14 11 eai-ea-ee 
    pe.ro.si.tú.te.le.van.tas.a.las.cin.co.de.la.ma.ña.na.to.dos.los.dí.as 22 





      sia.ti 3 2 ia 
    a.tí.te.gus.ta.le.van.tar.te.tem.pra.no 12 
      no 1 
      te.dai.gual 4 3 ai 
    lo.de 2 
      yo.tam.bién.pen.sa.ba 6 
   
N-P 
  lo.de.le.van.tar.me.por.la.ma.ña.na 11 
      i.lue.go.no 4 
      pues.tí.a.por.quees.que 7 6 ee 
    es.tás.an.dan 4 






      an.dá.ba.mos.co.mo 6 
      yo.que.sé 3 
      a.lo.me.jor.co.mo.quin.ce.ki.lo 10 
      quin.ce.ki.ló.me.tros.al.dí.a 9 





      pues.yo.que.sé 4 
      cin.coho.ras.oa.sí 7 5 oo-oa 
   
S.O 
í.ba.mos.rá.pi.do 6 
      síhom.bre 3 2 io 
    có.mo.no.va.mos.a.pa.rar 8 
     
S.A 
pa.rá.ba.mos 4 
      pa.ra.de.say.u.nar.i.pa.ra.co.mer 11 
     
R.I 
i.lue.go 3 
      sí 1 
      pa.rá.ba.mos 4 
      ca.da 2 
      no.sé.sie.ra.ca.daho.ra 9 7 ie-ao 
    ca.daho.ra.pa.rá.ba.mos 8 7 ao 
    ha.cí.a.mos.u.na.pa.ra.da.de 10 
     
S.U 
pa.ra.da.de.pies 5 
      le.lla.má.ba.mos 5 
      sí 1 
      o.se.a 3 
      no 1 
      qui.tar.te.los.za.pa.tos 7 
      pa.ra.que.no.te.sal.gan.am.po.llas 10 
     
N.A 
no.me.sa.lie.ron 5 
      niu.na 2 
      pe.ro.yo.cre.o.que.fue.por.e.so 10 






      te.qui.ta.bas.los.za.pa.tos 8 
   
S-L 
  nos.qui.tá.ba.mos.los.za.pa.tos 9 
   
S-L 
  cam.biar.nos 3 
      cam.biar.te.los.cal.ce.ti.nes 8 
      por.que.le 3 
      cre.o 2 
      con.mi.cu.ña.do.sí 6 
   
N-M 
  so.la 2 
      con.mi.cu.ña.do 5 
   
N-M 
  pe.ro.bue.no 4 
      a.híeh 3 2 aie 
    tie.nes.que.te 4 
      vas 1 
      vas.co.no.cien.doa.gen.te 8 7 oa 
    to.doel.tiem.po 5 4 oe 
 
L-T 
  sí 1 
      me.lle.vo.muy.bien 5 
      es.tea.ño.se.vao.tra.vez 9 7 ea-ao 
    i.gual.meha.go.yoo.tro.tro.zo 10 8 ea-oo 
    pues 1 
      qué.tei.baa.de.cir 7 5 ei-aa 
    ah 1 
      que.no 2 






   
N-K 
  ca.da.que 3 
      es.que.dea.ve.ces 6 5 ea 
    yo.nun.ca.mea.cues.to.tem.pra.no 10 9 ea 
    pe.roes.quea.ve.ces.a.las.o.cho.de.la.tar.de.tí.a 17 15 oe-ea 
   




yoes.ta.ba.que.ya.que.me 8 7 oe 
    que.me 2 
      sies 2 1 ie 
    que.se.ca.e.to.doel.mun.do 9 8 oe 
    se.ca.e.to.doel.mun.doeh 9 8 oe 
    eh.muer.to 3 
      muer.to 2 
      no 1 
      hom.bre 2 
      a.lo.me.jor.hay.al.gu.no.que.ron.caoal.go 14 12 aoa 
   
R.ha 
a.mí 2 
      síen.Pam.plo.na.dehe.cho 8 6 ie-ee 
 
N-P 
  en.Pam.plo.na.me.to.cóu.no.que.ron.ca.ba 13 12 ou 
 
N-P 
  ial.fi.nal.le.co 6 5 ia l-l 
   le 1 
      me.le.va 3 
      no 1 
      le.me.tí 3 
      le.me.tíun.me.ne.oa.la 9 7 iu-oa 
 
N-M 
  a.la.ca.ma 4 
      le.díu.na.pa.ta.daa.la.ca.ma.que.no.ve.as 15 13 iu-aa 
    pe.roe.ran.tí.as 6 5 oe 
 
N-T 
  o 1 
      yaes.quees.lo.pe.or 7 5 ae-ee 
 
S-L 
  pe.ro.sies.quee.llos.no.lo.sa.ben 11 9 ie-ee 
    quees.tán.ron.can.do 6 5 ee 
 
N-R 
  pe.ro.que.van.aha.cer 7 6 aa 
   
N.A 
no.se.van.a.que.dar.des.pier.tos 9 
     
N.A 
bue.no 2 








que.tees.toy.di.cien.do.yo 8 7 ee 
    es.queeh 3 2 ee 






      ya 1 
      no.yoa 3 2 oa 
    no.yoa 3 2 oa 
    yoal.tí.o.lo.te.ní.aal.la.doeh 12 9 oa-aa-oe l-l L-T 
  lo.te.ní.ael.la.ca.ma.deal.la.do 12 10 ae-ea l-l 
   sa.bí.ae.xac.ta.men.te.quien.e.ra 11 10 ae 
   
N.E 
loa.pun.ta.ba.con.la.lin.ter.nai.to.do 12 10 oa-ai 
 
N-L 
  pa.des.per.tar.lo 5 
    
para- 'pa' 
 no 1 
      loa.pun.ta.ba.con.la 7 6 oa 
 
N-L 






      pa.ra.des.per.tar.lo 6 
      ya 1 
      sies.quea.fi.nal.e.rain.so.por.ta.ble 13 10 ie-ea-ai 






Appendix 14: Research Participant Info. 
Digital Media Centre, Faculty of Applied Arts 
Research Participant Information 
Institution: Dublin Institute of Technology 
Research 
Project: 
Enhancing Listening and Spoken Skills in Spanish Connected 
Speech for Anglophones 
Researcher: Elena Paz Vizcaya 
Supervisor: Dermot F. Campbell, Dr. Alma Conway, Dr. Pilar Couto Cantero 
 
You are invited to participate in this research project which is being carried out by 
Ms. Elena Paz Vizcaya. Your participation is voluntary. Even if you agree to 
participate now, you can withdraw at any time without any consequences of any 
kind. 
 
The study is designed to investigate which reductionist techniques or which 
features of connected NS (Native Spanish) speech pose difficulties for the learner 
listener of Spanish as a Second Language.  
The survey is completely anonymous. Please do not indicate your name anywhere 
on the survey. Your results cannot be associated with your name or identity in any 
way. If you do not wish to answer a question, leave it blank. 
 
This survey is part of a project for an academic study. The results may appear as 
part of a PhD thesis and in other academic publications or presentations.  The 
results and responses will not be published in any way that may identify you or any 
other person that completes this survey. Any printed answers to this survey will be 
kept secure. 
If you have any questions about this research you can contact me at 
elena.pazvizcaya@dit.ie 
 
Signature of researcher 






I would like to thank you for your participation in this study and would be very 
grateful for your feedback. This is an anonymous questionnaire - do not sign your 
name. 
Please answer the following questions: 
Mother Tongue:  Gender:  Age:  
 
1- Are you bilingual/fluent/proficient in any other languages? 
LANGUAGE Spanish Foreign Language 2 Foreign Language 3 
Bilingual:    
Fluent:    
Proficient:    
 
2- If you have done a recognised Spanish exam, please indicate your score: 
Examination:    
Score WRITTEN    
Score ORAL    
Score COMBINED    
 
3- How many years have you been studying Spanish? 
4- Please mark on the scale how proficient you consider yourself at speaking in 
Spanish. 
very poor quite poor Reasonable quite good excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 
 





very poor quite poor reasonable quite good excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
6- Please mark on the scale below how much of your day-to-day communication is 
in Spanish. 
almost none a little moderate 
amount 
good deal all/almost all 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
7- How much of this communication is with native speakers of Spanish? 
almost none a little moderate 
amount 
good deal all/almost all 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
8- Please mark on the scale below how much exposure you have had–
approximately–to native Spanish speech since you started learning Spanish: 
very little a small amount moderate 
amount 
a good deal a lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
9- How did you gain this exposure to native Spanish? For example, do you have 
relatives or friends etc. who are native Spanish speakers or is it from the radio/TV 
etc.? 
 
10- Have you ever lived in any Spanish language speaking country? 
If yes, for how long? 
 
11- When communicating in Spanish, who understands you better?  
d) native speakers of Spanish? 
e) non-native speakers of Spanish? 




Please explain giving reasons for your answer. 
 
 
12- Whom do you tend to understand better when listening to Spanish? 
d) native speakers of Spanish? 
e) non-native speakers of Spanish? 
f) no difference between native and non-native speakers of Spanish? 
Please explain giving reasons for your answer. 
 
 
13- Who do you find it easier to communicate with in Spanish? 
d) native speakers of Spanish? 
e) non-native speakers of Spanish?  
f) no difference between native and non-native speakers of Spanish? 
Please explain giving reasons for your answer. 
 
14- Please rate each alternative 1-5 in terms of how essential they are to you: 
   
 








quite important extremely  
important 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 







quite important extremely 
important 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 




very poor quite poor reasonable quite good excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Thank you for your participation. 
 
Please feel free to add any remarks or explanations. If you are unsure or have any 
questions about the questionnaire you can add them to your comments at the end of the 
questionnaire. 


























Appendix 15: Data Release Consent Form 
Digital Media Centre, Faculty of Applied Arts 
Data Release Consent Form 
Institution: Dublin Institute of Technology 
Research Project: Enhancing Listening and Spoken Skills in Spanish Connected 
Speech for Anglophones 
Researcher: Elena Paz Vizcaya 
Supervisors: Dermot F. Campbell, Dr. Alma Conway, Dr. Pilar Couto 
Cantero 
 
Thank you for your participation in this research project. 
It is designed to investigate which reductionist techniques or which features of 
connected NS (Native Spanish) speech pose difficulties for the learner listener of 
Spanish as a Second Language. The survey and tests are completely anonymous. 
Your name will not appear anywhere and your results cannot be associated with 
your name or identity in any way. 
The survey and tests are part of a project for an academic study.  
The results may appear as part of a PhD thesis and in other academic publications 
or presentations.  The results and responses will not be published in any way that 
may identify you or any other person that completes the survey and tests. Any 
printed/recorded answers to the survey and tests will be kept secure.  
If you have any questions you can contact me at elena.pazvizcaya@dit.ie 
 
Please, tick the box and sign the form.  
            I authorize the researcher above mentioned to release the results of the 
survey and tests for the purposes described above. 
 
 







Appendix 16: Data Release Consent Form 
(DSSD Informants) 
Digital Media Centre, Faculty of Applied Arts 
Data Release Consent Form (DSSC informants) 
Institution: Dublin Institute of Technology 
Research Project: Enhancing Listening and Spoken Skills in Spanish Connected 
Speech for Anglophones 
Researcher: Elena Paz Vizcaya 
Supervisors: Dermot F. Campbell, Dr. Alma Conway, Dr. Pilar Couto 
Cantero 
 
Thank you for your participation in this research project. 
It is designed to investigate which reductionist techniques or which features of 
connected NS (Native Spanish) speech pose difficulties for the learner listener of 
Spanish as a Second Language.  
The recordings that populate the Dynamic Spanish Speech Corpus (DSSC) are 
completely anonymous. Your full name will not appear anywhere and the data 
obtained cannot be associated with your name or identity in any way. 
The recordings and the data obtained from them will appear as part of a PhD 
thesis and in other academic publications or presentations.  
If you have any questions you can contact me at elena.pazvizcaya@dit.ie 
 
Please, tick the box and sign the form.  
             I authorize the researcher above mentioned to release the recordings that 
populate the DSSC and the data obtained for the purposes described above. 
 









Appendix 17: Judge 1 assessment- 
Control Group 
CONTROL GROUP. Judges assessment:  
How intelligible do you think is the production you have listened to?  Please rate 
according to the following values: 
Judge 1: Female. 
 
 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-AB-17    3  
C-AB-18    3  
C-AB-19  1    
C-AB-20  1    
C-AB-21   2   
C-AB-22    3  
C-AB-23  1    
C-AB-24   2   
C-AB-25  1    
C-AB-26   2   
C-AB-27    3  
C-AB-28 missing snippet 
C-AB-29    3  






 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-IN-17  1    
C-IN-18  1    
C-IN-19  1    
C-IN-20  1    
C-IN-21   2   
C-IN-22 0     
C-IN-23   2   
C-IN-24  1    
C-IN-25  1    
C-IN-26   2   
C-IN-27    3  
C-IN-28 0     
C-IN-29  1    
C-IN-30   2   
 
 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-SH-17     4 
C-SH-18    3  
C-SH-19    3  
C-SH-20     4 
C-SH-21     4 
C-SH-22    3  
C-SH-23    3  




C-SH-25  1    
C-SH-26    3  
C-SH-27    3  
C-SH-28   2   
C-SH-29   2   
C-SH-30     4 
 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana 
22 una variedad de 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos 





Appendix 18: Judge 1 assessment- Test 
Group 
TEST GROUP. Judges assessment:  
How intelligible do you think is the production you have listened to?  Please rate 
according to the following values: 
Judge 1: Female. 
 
Subject 1 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-AG-17  1    
T-AG-18    3  
T-AG-19   2   
T-AG-20     4 
T-AG-21  1    
T-AG-22   2   
T-AG-23    3  
T-AG-24   2   
T-AG-25  1    
T-AG-26    3  
T-AG-27     4 
T-AG-28   2   
T-AG-29   2   





Subject 2 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-DC-17   2   
T-DC-18   2   
T-DC-19  1    
T-DC-20   2   
T-DC-21   2   
T-DC-22    3  
T-DC-23  1    
T-DC-24   2   
T-DC-25  1    
T-DC-26    3  
T-DC-27   2   
T-DC-28   2   
T-DC-29  1    
T-DC-30   2   
 
Subject 3 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-JD-17    3  
T-JD-18   2   
T-JD-19  1    
T-JD-20   2   
T-JD-21   2   
T-JD-22  1    
T-JD-23    3  




T-JD-25  1    
T-JD-26   2   
T-JD-27   2   
T-JD-28  1    
T-JD-29    3  
T-JD-30    3  
 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana 
22 una variedad de 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos 





Appendix 19: Judge 2 assessment- 
Control Group 
CONTROL GROUP. Judges assessment:  
How intelligible do you think is the production you have listened to?  Please rate 
according to the following values: 
Judge 2: Female. 
 
Subject 1 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-AB-17   2   
C-AB-18   2   
C-AB-19 0     
C-AB-20  1    
C-AB-21 0     
C-AB-22 0     
C-AB-23 0     
C-AB-24  1    
C-AB-25 0     
C-AB-26  1    
C-AB-27    3  
C-AB-28 missing snippet 
C-AB-29 0     
C-AB-30 0     
 




0 1 2 3 4 
C-IN-17  1    
C-IN-18  1    
C-IN-19  1    
C-IN-20  1    
C-IN-21   2   
C-IN-22 0     
C-IN-23  1    
C-IN-24 0     
C-IN-25 0     
C-IN-26  1    
C-IN-27    3  
C-IN-28 0     
C-IN-29 0     
C-IN-30 0     
 
Subject 3 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-SH-17     4 
C-SH-18    3  
C-SH-19     4 
C-SH-20    3  
C-SH-21     4 
C-SH-22     4 
C-SH-23     4 
C-SH-24   2   




C-SH-26     4 
C-SH-27    3  
C-SH-28   2   
C-SH-29    3  
C-SH-30     4 
 
 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana 
22 una variedad de 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos 





Appendix 20: Judge 2 assessment- Test 
Group  
TEST GROUP. Judges assessment:  
How intelligible do you think is the production you have listened to?  Please rate 
according to the following values: 
Judge 2: Female. 
 
Subject 1 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good E4cellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-AG-17    3  
T-AG-18    3  
T-AG-19   2   
T-AG-20     4 
T-AG-21   2   
T-AG-22    3  
T-AG-23    3  
T-AG-24   2   
T-AG-25 0     
T-AG-26   2   
T-AG-27     4 
T-AG-28  1    
T-AG-29 0     
T-AG-30 missing snippet 
 




0 1 2 3 4 
T-DC-17   2   
T-DC-18   2   
T-DC-19   2   
T-DC-20  1    
T-DC-21   2   
T-DC-22   2   
T-DC-23 0     
T-DC-24  1    
T-DC-25 0     
T-DC-26    3  
T-DC-27   2   
T-DC-28  1    
T-DC-29 0     
T-DC-30  1    
 
Subject 3 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-JD-17    3  
T-JD-18  1    
T-JD-19  1    
T-JD-20  1    
T-JD-21    3  
T-JD-22 0     
T-JD-23   2   
T-JD-24   2   




T-JD-26   2   
T-JD-27  1    
T-JD-28 0     
T-JD-29    3  
T-JD-30    3  
 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana 
22 una variedad de 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos 





Appendix 21: Judge 3 assessment- 
Control Group  
CONTROL GROUP. Judges assessment:  
How intelligible do you think is the production you have listened to?  Please rate 
according to the following values: 
Judge 3: Male. 
 
Subject 1 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-AB-17   2   
C-AB-18    3  
C-AB-19  1    
C-AB-20   2   
C-AB-21  1    
C-AB-22   2   
C-AB-23 0     
C-AB-24  1    
C-AB-25  1    
C-AB-26  1    
C-AB-27   2   
C-AB-28 missing snippet 
C-AB-29  1    
C-AB-30 0     
 




0 1 2 3 4 
C-IN-17  1    
C-IN-18   2   
C-IN-19  1    
C-IN-20  1    
C-IN-21   2   
C-IN-22  1    
C-IN-23   2   
C-IN-24  1    
C-IN-25  1    
C-IN-26  1    
C-IN-27   2   
C-IN-28  1    
C-IN-29  1    
C-IN-30   2   
 
Subject 3 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good E1cellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
C-SH-17    3  
C-SH-18     4 
C-SH-19     4 
C-SH-20     4 
C-SH-21     4 
C-SH-22     4 
C-SH-23    3  
C-SH-24   2   




C-SH-26     4 
C-SH-27     4 
C-SH-28   2   
C-SH-29    3  
C-SH-30     4 
 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana 
22 una variedad de 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos 





Appendix 22: Judge 3 assessment- Test 
Group 
TEST GROUP. Judges assessment:  
How intelligible do you think is the production you have listened to?  Please rate 
according to the following values: 
Judge 3: Male. 
 
Subject 1 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-AG-17   2   
T-AG-18   2   
T-AG-19   2   
T-AG-20    3  
T-AG-21   2   
T-AG-22   2   
T-AG-23    3  
T-AG-24   2   
T-AG-25  1    
T-AG-26    3  
T-AG-27    3  
T-AG-28  1    
T-AG-29  1    





Subject 2 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good Excellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-DC-17   2   
T-DC-18   2   
T-DC-19  1    
T-DC-20   2   
T-DC-21   2   
T-DC-22  1    
T-DC-23  1    
T-DC-24  1    
T-DC-25  1    
T-DC-26   2   
T-DC-27  1    
T-DC-28  1    
T-DC-29  1    
T-DC-30  1    
 
Subject 3 Very poor Poor Reasonable Good E2cellent 
0 1 2 3 4 
T-JD-17   2   
T-JD-18  1    
T-JD-19  1    
T-JD-20  1    
T-JD-21   2   
T-JD-22  1    
T-JD-23   2   




T-JD-25  1    
T-JD-26   2   
T-JD-27  1    
T-JD-28  1    
T-JD-29   2   
T-JD-30  1    
 
 
17 que iba a tener muchísimo más tiempo 
18 yo he ido de día y de noche 
19 que es donde tenía el hotel 
20 y hay gente a la que le afecta  
21 vuelvo el lunes por la mañana 
22 una variedad de 
23 que vi un niño en Brasil 
24 no puedes hacer reservas tienes que estar allí 
25 van a ir a Formentera ellas solas 
26 en muy poco tiempo pero todo salió como muy bien 
27 es el mejor así para yo creo que para gente joven 
28 si vieras por lo que decidimos 
29 a ver si me pasas algunos relatos 





Appendix 23: Tests_ Assessment_ Rating (Perception) 
TEST 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 SCORE 
 SNIPPET 01 que nun ca se me.ol vi da ra.e sa.i ma gen 11 
 C-AB-1 x x x x x x x x i ma gen 2 
 C-IN-2 x en ca sa mu.e ver x x su.i ma gen 3,5 
 C-SH-3 x en ca so te pon go en i ma gen 3 
 T-AG-1 x x x x mo vi da ra.a este.i ma gen 5 
 T-DC-2 qui en x se mo vi li ar se.i ma gen 4.5 
 T-JD-3 x in ca sa mo vi a se de.i ma gen 4,5 
 
              
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SCORE 
    SNIPPET 02 te va.a.a go biar De.E fe mu cho 8 
    C-AB-1 tra ba jo x de x mu cha 0.5 
    C-IN-2 ter mi na ré x x x x 0 
    C-SH-3 te  va.a.a go biar de.e so x x 5 
    T-AG-1 te ha go x x x x   2 
    T-DC-2 x x x x x se mu cho 2 
    T-JD-3 te  va.a.a go biar de.e so x x 5 
    
              
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 SCORE 
SNIPPET 03 pe ro.es que.e so tam bién lo ves en Ma drid i.en 12 
C-AB-1 x x e sa x x x x en Ma drid llen 4 
C-IN-2 por x e so x x x x x Ma drid en 4 
C-SH-3 x x e so tam bién lo ves en Ma drid i.en 9,5 
T-AG-1 se ha ce 
 
tam bién x x en Ma drid i.en 6 
T-DC-2 x x x x x x x x en Ma drid i.en 4 




              
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE 
   SNIPPET 04 lue go siem pre.a pa re ce.el via je.a 9 
   C-AB-1 lue go siem pe.a x x x via je.o 5 
   C-IN-2 lue go siem pre.a pa  re ce.el via je.ra 8,5 
   C-SH-3 x x siem pre pa  re ce.el via je 6 
   T-AG-1 x lo siem pre pa  re ce.el via je.a 6,5 
   T-DC-2 lue go siem pre x x el via je.o 5,5 
   T-JD-3 x o siem pre.a pa re a via je.a 6 
   
              
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SCORE 
    SNIPPET 05 aun que se.a.a gua.em bo te lla da 8 
    C-AB-1 aun  que  se x bo te lla x 5 
    C-IN-2 aun  que  se x bo te lla x 5 
    C-SH-3 x x x x x x x x 0 
    T-AG-1 aun  que  se.a gua.em bo te lla da 7,5 
    T-DC-2 x siem pre el bo te lla do 3 
    T-JD-3 en que se.a gua.em bo te lla da 6,5 
     
 
TEST 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE 
    SNIPPET 06 yo.al ti o lo te ní a.al la do.eh 9 
    C-AB-1 x ti o x x x a.al la do.eh 5 
    C-IN-2 x x x x te ní a la do 4 
    C-SH-3 yo.al ti o lo te ní a.al la do 8.5 
    T-AG-1 yo.iel ti o x te ní a.al la do 7 
    T-DC-2 yo.al to x x tie ne x la do.eh 3 
    T-JD-3 lo.al ti a x x x x la du.ez 3 
    
               





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SCORE 
   SNIPPET 07 es u na.es pe cia li dad de pue bla 10 
   C-AB-1 x u na x x x x x pue bla 3.5 
   C-IN-2 x x x x x x x x pue blas 1 
   C-SH-3 e un x x x ti po de pue blo 2 
   T-AG-1 x nos es pe cia la do el pue blo 3.5 
   T-DC-2 que se nos x x x x el pue blo 1 
   T-JD-3 x su es pe cia la x el pue blo 3,5 
   
               
               
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 SCORE 
SNIPPET 08 en nin gún si tio te.i van a.a cep tar los pe sos 13 
C-AB-1 en nin gún si tio x x x lle gar x be sos 6 
C-IN-2 en nin gún ci tio x x x x x x pe sos 6.5 
C-SH-3 e nin gún si tio te  van a.a x x x x x 6.5 
T-AG-1 en nin gún si tio te  van a.a cep tar los pe sos 12.5 
T-DC-2 en nin gún si tio se x x x dra nos pe sos 7 
T-JD-3 en nin gún si te te  va a x dar los be sos 7 
               
               
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 SCORE 
  SNIPPET 09 a sí que voi.a.in ten tar re par tír me los 11 
  C-AB-1 a sí que x x dar x x x x x 3 
  C-IN-2 a sí que x dan dar x par ti cu los 5 
  C-SH-3 a sí que voi.a.in ten tar re par tír me los 11 
  T-AG-1 a sí que va.a.i ten tar re pe tír me los 9,5 
  T-DC-2 a sí que x x me re par tir da.me los 7.5 
  T-JD-3 a sí que x ven der a.los par ti x tos 4 
  
               





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 SCORE 
  SNIPPET 10 de pen de tam bien te.en cuen tras los si tios 11 
  C-AB-1 de pen de tam bien x cuan  do los si tios 8 
  C-IN-2 de pen de tam bien lo.en cuen tra los  ci tios 9 
  C-SH-3 x x x tam bien te.en cuen tras los si tios 8 
  T-AG-1 de pen de tam bien te.en cuen tras los  si tios 11 
  T-DC-2 de pen de tam bien se.en cuen tran los  si tios 9.5 
  T-JD-3 x x x x x en cuen tro los  si tios 4.5 
   
TEST 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 SCORE 
SNIPPET 11 los au to bu ses fun cio nan muy bien  en  Mé xi co 14 
C-AB-1 los au to bu ses fun cio na muy bien  en  Mé xi co 13 
C-IN-2 x x vo  so  tros fun cio nan x bien  en  Mé xi co 8 
C-SH-3 los au to bu ses fun cio nan muy bien  en  Mé xi co 14 
T-AG-1 los au to bu ses fun cio nan muy bien  en  Mé xi co 14 
T-DC-2 los x x x x x cio na muy bien  en  Mé xi co 8 
T-JD-3 los ob je x tos fun cio na muy bien  en  Mé xi co 9 
                
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 SCORE 
 SNIPPET 12 los au to bu ses noc  tur nos es ta ban muy bien 13 
 C-AB-1 (resto del) au to bu ses x x x x x x muy bien 6 
 C-IN-2 x x x x x x x x x x x muy bien 2 
 C-SH-3 los au to bu ses noc  tur nos es ta ban muy bien 13 
 T-AG-1 los au to bu ses x x x fun cio nan muy bien 7 
 T-DC-2 los au to bu ses no x x x x x muy bien 7 
 T-JD-3 x x x x x noc  tur nos es ta x muy bien 7 
 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 SCORE 
SNIPPET 13 de re pen te te ní an co mo tres ve ces me nos 14 
C-AB-1 de x pen de x x x x x tres ve ces me nos 8 
C-IN-2 x x x x x x x co mo tres ve ces me nos 7 
C-SH-3 de re pen te te di ran x x tres ve ces me nos 10 
T-AG-1 de re pen te tie x nen co mo tres ve ces me nos 11 
T-DC-2 x re pien te de x x x x tres x x me nos 5 
T-JD-3 de re pen te x ci tar co mo tres ve ces me nos 11 
                
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SCORE 
    SNIPPET 14 pa ra que no te sal gan am po llas 10 
    C-AB-1 pa ra que no te x ga nas po llas 7 
    C-IN-2 pa ra que no te sa len gi.lli po llas 7 
    C-SH-3 pa ra que no te sal gan am po llas 10 
    T-AG-1 pa ra que no te sal gan en po llas 9 
    T-DC-2 pa ra x no te sal gan en po llas 8 
    T-JD-3 pa ra que no se ga nan a po llas 6 
     
 
TEST 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 SCORE 
SNIPPET 17 que.i ba.a te ner mu chí si mo más  tiem po 11 
C-AB-1 ca  da vez  x mu x x mo más  tiem po 5 
C-IN-2 cua tro a  x mu x x mo más  tiem po 5 
C-SH-3 x  ya tenía mos mu x x mo más  tiem po 5 
T-AG-1  x ya tenía  x mu chí si mo más  tiem po 7 
T-DC-2 que x  tie ne mu cho  x x  más  tiem po 4 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 SCORE 
    SNIPPET 18 yo.he.i do de dí.a.i de  no che 7 
    C-AB-1  x lle gar por la no che 2 
    C-IN-2 lle go de dí.a.i de no che 5,5 
    C-SH-3 yo.he.i do de dí.a.i de  no che 7 
    T-AG-1 yo.he.i do a las diez de la no  che 4,5 
    T-DC-2 yo.he.i do a las diez de la no  che 4,5 
    T-JD-3 yo.he.i do  x bien de  no te 4 
     
 
            
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SCORE 
   SNIPPET 19 que.es don de te ní a.el ho tel 8 
   C-AB-1 que.es a  do  ble  x al ho tel 3,5 
   C-IN-2 que.es x  x  te ní a.el ho tel 6 
   C-SH-3 que.es don de te ní a.el ho tel 8 
   T-AG-1 que.es don de te ní a.el ho tel 8 
   T-DC-2 que.es la don de te ní a.el ho tel 8 
   T-JD-3 es don de te ní a.el ho tel 7,5 
    
 
            
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SCORE 
   SNIPPET 20 y.hay gen te.a la que le.a fec ta 8 
   C-AB-1 y.hay gen te x  x le.a fec ta ra 5,5 
   C-IN-2 y.la gen te x que a fec ta 5 
   C-SH-3 y.hay gen te x que le.a fec ta 6,5 
   T-AG-1 y.a la gen te x x le.a fec ta 5 
   T-DC-2 y.a la gen te x x le.a fec ta 5 
   T-JD-3 y.la gen te x que le.a fec ta 6 





TEST 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE 
     SNIPPET 21 vuel vo.el lu nes por la ma ña na 9 
     C-AB-1 pue des u na por la ma ña na 5 
     C-IN-2 vuel  x x  ves por la ma ña na 6 
     C-SH-3 vuel vo.el lu nes por la ma ña na 9 
     T-AG-1  x el  lu nes pa ra ma ña na 5 
     T-DC-2 vuel vo.el lu nes por la ma ña na 9 
     T-JD-3  x el lu nes por la ma ña na 7 
      
 
               
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 SCORE 
        SNIPPET 22 u na va rie dad de 6 
        C-AB-1 u na va rie dad pa ra 5 
        C-IN-2 u na ga ria x  de 3 
        C-SH-3 u na va rie dad de 6 
 
 
T-AG-1 u na va ri dad de 5 
 
       
T-DC-2 u na va ri dad de 5 
 
       
T-JD-3  x la va rie dad de 4 
 
       
 
 
        
       
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 SCORE 
 
       
SNIPPET 23 que vi.un ni ño.en Bra sil 6 
        C-AB-1 que vivia.un ni ño.en Bra sil 5,5 
        C-IN-2 que vi.a.un ni ño Bra sil 5 
        C-SH-3 que vi.un ni ño.en Bra sil 6 
        T-AG-1 que vio.un ni ño.en Bra sil 5,5 
        T-DC-2 que vi.a.un ni ño ba  se 3 
        T-JD-3 que un ni ño.en Bra sil 5,5 
         
 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 SCORE 
SNIPPET 24 no  pue des ha cer re ser vas tie nes que.es tar a llí 14 
C-AB-1 x pue des ha cer u na cau x x x x sa.a hi 5 
C-IN-2 no pue des x x x x x x x que.ser está a hí 5 
C-SH-3 no pue des ha cer re ser vas es ta que.es ta a hí 11 
T-AG-1 no pue des ha ser el ser vas x des de x a hí 8,5 
T-DC-2 no pue do x (so me thing) x x x que.es ta a hí 5 
T-JD-3 no pue de ha ser re ser vas x x que.es tar a hí 10,5 
 
 
               
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SCORE 
    SNIPPET 25 van a.ir a For men te ra.e llas so las 10 
    C-AB-1 po  dia in For mar       so las 3 
    C-IN-2 voy   a fron tar     las ho ras 1 
    C-SH-3 po  ner lo.en for na ci e llas so las 4 
    T-AG-1 don de hay For men to ras de so las 4 
    T-DC-2     no  fre ter     las  so  las 2 
    T-JD-3 vi  ve en For men ta     so las 4 
     
 
TEST 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 SCORE 
  SNIPPET 26 en muy po co tiem po pe ro to do sa lió co mo muy bien 16 
  C-AB-1 hay muy po co tiem po x x x x x x co meis 
  
6 
  C-IN-2 en muy po co tiem po x ra x dos x x x x muy bien 8 
  C-SH-3 en muy po co tiem po pe ro to do sa lió x x muy bien 14 
  T-AG-1 x (hay)muy po co tiem po pa ra ha ser lo x x x muy bien 7 
  T-DC-2 es muy po co tiem po pe ro to do sa lió x x muy bien 13 
  T-JD-3 x muy po co tiem po co mo pa re se x 
  
muy bien 11 
   
 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 SCORE 
SNIPPET 27 es el me jor a sí pa  ra yo  cre o que pa ra gen te jo ven 18 
C-AB-1 es el me jor a sí pa ra x x x x x x gen te jo ven 12 
C-IN-2 es x me jor x x pa ra x x x x x la gen te jo ven 9 
C-SH-3 es el me jor a sí x x x cre o que pa ra gen te jo ven 15 
T-AG-1 es mucho me jor a sí x x x x x x pa ra gen te jo ven 12 
T-DC-2 es mucho me jor x x x x x x x que sirve a la gen te jo ven 9 
T-JD-3 es el me jor x x co mo x x x ma gen te pa ra jo ven 12 
                    
                    
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SCORE 
        SNIPPET 28 si vie ras por lo que de ci di mos 10 
        C-AB-1 * * * * * * * * * * 0 
        C-IN-2 si me los pro bas 
 
ha ci x mos 3 
        C-SH-3 si mi ras x lo que de ci di mos 7 
        T-AG-1 si vie ras x lo que de sim x x 7 
        T-DC-2 si lo que ver x que de si x mos 7 
        T-JD-3 y si e ra pro x de de sim x x 3 
         
 
                   
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 SCORE 
      SNIPPET 29 a ver si me pa sas al gu nos re la tos 12 
      C-AB-1 x   x x  x  pa  sas  x x  los  x  da  tos 3 
      C-IN-2  x x  si  lo pa  ses  x u na  x o dos 2 
      C-SH-3 a ver si me pa sas al gu nos re la tos 12 
      T-AG-1 x  x  ya me pa so   x u nos de los dos 3 
      T-DC-2 a ver si tiene pa sas  x  x los   x da  tos 5 
      T-JD-3  x y si que pa so   x  x los  re la tos 5 











1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE 
         SNIPPET 30 que me voy.a qui tar un pen dien te 9 
         C-AB-1 que me voy.a x  x    pen dien te 6 
         C-IN-2 que   yo.ya ten go un pen dien te 6 
         C-SH-3  x me voy.a qui tar un pen dien te 8 
         T-AG-1 * * * * * * * * * 0 
         T-DC-2 que  x x  qui tar un pen dien te 7 
         T-JD-3  x  x un qui tar un pen dien te 6 
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